
Week 1 
Are you interested in Farsi? Here's the best step by step online class that starts with Farsi alphabet.Have 
problems listening to the audio files? Download one of these: 
Lesson 1 (Start from the very beginning!)
This is the first Farsi lesson. For those who are, to some extent, familiar with these basics of Persian 
language, it might seem redundant. Nevertheless, as mentioned above, we are going to learn Persian from 
the very scratch that I think will be more help
advanced Persian that will let you communicate with others in Persian in both oral and written. In near 
future, you will find yourself speaking, reading, and even writing in Persian. These all can
achieved through practicing these simple steps, which make learning as easy as possible. 
Like anything else, you'll have to learn some basics first, and it's inevitable! In these lessons, I have tried 
hard to simplify the rules as much as possibl
little bit effort if not very much! All you have to do is be patient and follow the instructions one by one. In 
the meantime, we are going to learn the Persian letters and the way they are pro
will do it step by step to make sure that everything is quite clear. After you got a little familiarity with 
some basics you would see that it's really as easy as 1, 2, 3. 
1. Unlike western languages, Persian is written and read f
2. Persian consists of 32 letters. Some of them have small and big form like A / a in English while others 
have only one form. You don't need to memorize all of them now. Just be patient enough to learn it one by 
one. In the end you'll see your progress.
3. As you know, English words cannot be pronounced without these five letters: A, E, I, O, U, and 
sometimes Y as in BY. These are called vowels. In Persian, however, there are no letters considered as 
vowels. Instead, we put some sounds 
sounds in Persian recognized as vowels, three short vowels and three long vowels. Remember that these 
are not letters. These are sounds that come with letters and make them pronounceable. To
short vowels.The representatives (symbols) of these sounds (vowels) are as follows:

 1-  Do you see the small symbol on A? If this sign sits on a letter, the letter will be pronounced as 
/æ/ in dad.  

 2-  If this sign, which is exactly 
be pronounced as /e/ in set. 

3-  If this sign, which has a circle on his head, sits on a letter, it will be pronounced as /o/ in border. 
Note: this sign sits on the letters only. 
These three sounds are called short vowels.
Now that you are familiar with these three short vowels you are ready to learn a couple of letters to 
practice with these sounds. 
Today we are going to learn three big letters as well as their small forms.

1-  This is the big letter 'B' in Persian. In the meantime, you don't need to learn how to write it. We 
are just trying to pronounce it with the help of those three short vowels above. Ready? Don't worry. I'll 
write it for you. All you have to do is pronounce it.

This is /bæ/ as in battery.  

This one is /be/ as in bed. 

This one is /bo/ as in border.
Try to repeat it for a couple of times.

2-  This one is the small letter 'b' in Persian. Now try to pronounce this letter in the same way. Don't 

forget to read from right to left. You will say.
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is the big letter 'B' in Persian. In the meantime, you don't need to learn how to write it. We 
are just trying to pronounce it with the help of those three short vowels above. Ready? Don't worry. I'll 

This one is the small letter 'b' in Persian. Now try to pronounce this letter in the same way. Don't 



Don't be afraid! It's not that much difficult. Don't believe me? 
Note: big letters come at the end of the words and may stand either attached or separated from other letters 
(they are separable), while the small letters com
attached to some other letters (they are inseparable). There is only one exception that will be explained 
later. 

3- This one is the big letter 'P' in Persian. Try to pronounce it with the short vowe

as /pæ/ in pad. 

as /pe/in pet. 

as /po/in pork. 

4-   This one is the small letter 'p' in Persian. Try to pronounce it. Don't forget to read from right to 

left. You will say:  

5-  This one is big letter 'T' in Persian. Try to pronounce it with 

as /tæ/ in tab. 

as /te/ in tennis. 

as /to/ in torn. 

6-  This is the small letter 't'. Don't forget to read from right to left. Try to pronounce it.

 
 That's it for today. Each and every content throughout this site including all le
explanations, and all personal stories are copyrighted to easy Persian. 
contents of this site without the written permission from the site owner.
This page is recommended if you want to write in Persian. On 
have just studied This week. It will also help you detect Persian letters quite easily. Here, all you need to 
do is follow the arrows and numbers carefully. Please practice them for a couple of times.
Notes: 
1-     As you know, Persian letters are written from right to left. Please follow the arrows.
2-     As you see, there are some ‘dots’ or ‘full stops’ on or under the letters. Please put the ‘dots’ in 
appropriate places. 
3-     Please pronounce the letters with
4-     There are lines for Persian letters called ‘base lines’. When writing, you’ll have to keep an eye on the 
‘base lines’. 
  

Don't be afraid! It's not that much difficult. Don't believe me?  
Note: big letters come at the end of the words and may stand either attached or separated from other letters 
(they are separable), while the small letters come at the beginning or in the middle of the words and are 
attached to some other letters (they are inseparable). There is only one exception that will be explained 

This one is the big letter 'P' in Persian. Try to pronounce it with the short vowe

This one is the small letter 'p' in Persian. Try to pronounce it. Don't forget to read from right to 

 

This one is big letter 'T' in Persian. Try to pronounce it with the short vowels.

This is the small letter 't'. Don't forget to read from right to left. Try to pronounce it.

That's it for today. Each and every content throughout this site including all le
explanations, and all personal stories are copyrighted to easy Persian. Do not sell, copy, or edit the 
contents of this site without the written permission from the site owner. 
This page is recommended if you want to write in Persian. On this page you’ll find the same letters you 
have just studied This week. It will also help you detect Persian letters quite easily. Here, all you need to 
do is follow the arrows and numbers carefully. Please practice them for a couple of times.

As you know, Persian letters are written from right to left. Please follow the arrows.
As you see, there are some ‘dots’ or ‘full stops’ on or under the letters. Please put the ‘dots’ in 

Please pronounce the letters with /e/ sound. /e/ as in bed. 
There are lines for Persian letters called ‘base lines’. When writing, you’ll have to keep an eye on the 

Note: big letters come at the end of the words and may stand either attached or separated from other letters 
e at the beginning or in the middle of the words and are 

attached to some other letters (they are inseparable). There is only one exception that will be explained 

This one is the big letter 'P' in Persian. Try to pronounce it with the short vowels.  

This one is the small letter 'p' in Persian. Try to pronounce it. Don't forget to read from right to 

the short vowels.  

This is the small letter 't'. Don't forget to read from right to left. Try to pronounce it.  

That's it for today. Each and every content throughout this site including all lessons, all poetry 
sell, copy, or edit the 

this page you’ll find the same letters you 
have just studied This week. It will also help you detect Persian letters quite easily. Here, all you need to 
do is follow the arrows and numbers carefully. Please practice them for a couple of times. 
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There are lines for Persian letters called ‘base lines’. When writing, you’ll have to keep an eye on the 



Week 1 
As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 
Therefore, you are not asked to either read or write these words at this stage. Please do not try to 
pronounce these words on your own or you wi
to do is identify the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new lesson 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On t
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you must at least be able to 
recognize the letters you have just studied on This week. And this is all I want you to do.
NOTE: as you see in the following 
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 
symbols with them.  
Note 1: please pronounce the requested letters with /e/ sound. /e/ as in bed.
Note 2: it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 
certainly help you a lot with detecting the letters.
Questions:  
In the following words, how many
1. Big letter ‘B’?  
2. Small letter ‘b’? 
3. Big letter ‘P’? 
4. Small letter ‘p’? 
5. Big letter ‘T’? 
6. Small letter ‘t’? 
Please try to answer the questions first. Then, if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 
of the following words. 
  

 

As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 
Therefore, you are not asked to either read or write these words at this stage. Please do not try to 
pronounce these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. All you have 
to do is identify the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new lesson 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On t
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you must at least be able to 
recognize the letters you have just studied on This week. And this is all I want you to do.
NOTE: as you see in the following words, there are no symbols (signs) on or under
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 

nce the requested letters with /e/ sound. /e/ as in bed. 
Note 2: it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 
certainly help you a lot with detecting the letters. 

In the following words, how many… do you detect? 

Please try to answer the questions first. Then, if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 

As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 
Therefore, you are not asked to either read or write these words at this stage. Please do not try to 

ll remain in an insolvable confusion for good. All you have 
to do is identify the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new lesson 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you must at least be able to 
recognize the letters you have just studied on This week. And this is all I want you to do. 

under the letters. We, as 
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 

Note 2: it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 

Please try to answer the questions first. Then, if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 



  
The answers: 
1.      6 letters. 
2.      7 letters. 
3.      0 letters. 
4.      7 letters. 
5.      2 letters. 
6.      10 letters. 
  
  
  
Pictorial answers: 

  
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6  
  
 
                                                             
Welcome back! 
Before beginning lesson two, I think it’s necessary to mention that each lesson is the continuation of the 
previous one. Consequently, you may find yourself unable to 
ignore the previous lessons. So, I strongly recommend that you study the lessons step by step without 
skipping any of them. I’m sure you will make great progress in near future if you follow the instructions. 
In the case you followed the instructions as you are being told and still found it difficult to learn, then you 
would have the right to angrily blame me for wasting your time and I would certainly shut down this site 
forever! It’s a deal! 
Ok. How was lesson one? Was everything clear? If not, please let me know. Your suggestions will 
certainly improve the quality of this site to help you get most out of these pages. 
Last week, we learned many things, such as short vowels, three big letters along with their sma
the correct pronunciation of the letters and so on. We also learned how to write these letters. Do you 
remember those letters? Perfect! Now try to review them before we proceed. 
Today, we are going to learn long vowels
pronounce each letter with six vowels (sounds, as used more frequent in Persian). From now on, make the 
habit of pronouncing each letter with these six vowels. If this is correctly done, you will become 
unbelievably fluent in learning and pronouncing the letters.
Ready? Let’s begin! 

 

 

                                                             WEEK 2 

Before beginning lesson two, I think it’s necessary to mention that each lesson is the continuation of the 
previous one. Consequently, you may find yourself unable to understand the new lessons perfectly if you 
ignore the previous lessons. So, I strongly recommend that you study the lessons step by step without 
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long vowels with the help of the same letters. Then, you will be able to 
pronounce each letter with six vowels (sounds, as used more frequent in Persian). From now on, make the 
habit of pronouncing each letter with these six vowels. If this is correctly done, you will become 

t in learning and pronouncing the letters. 

Before beginning lesson two, I think it’s necessary to mention that each lesson is the continuation of the 
understand the new lessons perfectly if you 

ignore the previous lessons. So, I strongly recommend that you study the lessons step by step without 
skipping any of them. I’m sure you will make great progress in near future if you follow the instructions. 

the case you followed the instructions as you are being told and still found it difficult to learn, then you 
would have the right to angrily blame me for wasting your time and I would certainly shut down this site 

ne? Was everything clear? If not, please let me know. Your suggestions will 
certainly improve the quality of this site to help you get most out of these pages.  
Last week, we learned many things, such as short vowels, three big letters along with their small forms, 
the correct pronunciation of the letters and so on. We also learned how to write these letters. Do you 

letters. Then, you will be able to 
pronounce each letter with six vowels (sounds, as used more frequent in Persian). From now on, make the 
habit of pronouncing each letter with these six vowels. If this is correctly done, you will become 



As you know, we have three long vowels 
letters as we did it with the short vowels, I am trying to
Therefore, we are not going to put some symbols
detecting some letters. This will make it easier.
If you remember, I told you that all big letters come at the end of the words and may stand 
or separated from other letters with only one exception. Today, we will see that exception.

Look at this letter. This is the big letter 'A' in Persian, which 
beginning of the words only. Do you sti
at the end of the letters and may stand either attached or separated from other letters. But, here, the big 

letter (the only exception) does not 
of this letter is not so difficult. It has only one pronunciation, and does not accept any other short and long 
vowels. You have to pronounce it as /a:/ in arm.

In one word, this is the big letter 'A' in Persian and pronounced as /a

Is that clear? If you need to know how the big letter 

This one is the small letter 'a' in Persian. It may appear anywhere in words: beginning, middle, and in 
the end. This letter can accept all six main vowels, inclu
familiar with the long vowel /a:/ in Persian, we are ready to learn two other long vowels. Those are /i:/ as 
in see. And /u:/ as in two. 

This is the big letter 'Y' in Persian. Only this letter 
Note: like all other big letters, this comes at the end of the words and may stand either attached or 
separated. This can be pronounced as /i:/

This one is the small letter 'y' in 
middle of the words and accepts all six vowels.
The last one is the long sound /u:/.
As I told you before, some Persian letters have only one form. That is to say, their small and big form
equal. 

This letter is one of them. This is the only letter that 
I guess you may find these explanations a little bit confusing. Nevertheless, this is the only way to explain 
the long vowels. I am now trying 

As you remember, this is 'B' in Persian: 

short vowels: 

1- this is pronounced as /ba:/ in b

2- this is pronounced as /bi:/ in beat. 

3- this one is pronounced as /bu:/ in boot. 

Now, try to pronounce with the help of these three long vowels. You will say: 

Well done! Was it really difficult? Now, we pronounce the letter 
Ready? Don't forget to read from 

From now on, we should pronounce each letter with these six sounds.
Now it’s your turn. 

three long vowels in Persian. Although we can put some signs
letters as we did it with the short vowels, I am trying to avoid doing this with the
Therefore, we are not going to put some symbols on or under the letters. We can 

. This will make it easier. 
If you remember, I told you that all big letters come at the end of the words and may stand 
or separated from other letters with only one exception. Today, we will see that exception.

This is the big letter 'A' in Persian, which unlike all other big letters comes at the 
of the words only. Do you still remember the big letter B and P? As you remember, they come 

at the end of the letters and may stand either attached or separated from other letters. But, here, the big 

does not attach to other letters. It stands separated on
of this letter is not so difficult. It has only one pronunciation, and does not accept any other short and long 
vowels. You have to pronounce it as /a:/ in arm. 

this is the big letter 'A' in Persian and pronounced as /a:/ in arm.

Is that clear? If you need to know how the big letter is pronounced in Persian, 

This one is the small letter 'a' in Persian. It may appear anywhere in words: beginning, middle, and in 
the end. This letter can accept all six main vowels, including short and long vowels.Now that we are 
familiar with the long vowel /a:/ in Persian, we are ready to learn two other long vowels. Those are /i:/ as 

This is the big letter 'Y' in Persian. Only this letter can be pronounced as /i:/ sound. /i:/ as in see. 
Note: like all other big letters, this comes at the end of the words and may stand either attached or 
separated. This can be pronounced as /i:/ only when it is attached to other letters. 

This one is the small letter 'y' in Persian. Like all other small letters, it comes at the beginning or 
middle of the words and accepts all six vowels. 
The last one is the long sound /u:/. 
As I told you before, some Persian letters have only one form. That is to say, their small and big form

This is the only letter that may be pronounced as /u:/. /u:/ as in two.
I guess you may find these explanations a little bit confusing. Nevertheless, this is the only way to explain 

 to make it easier to understand through writing.

As you remember, this is 'B' in Persian: . Last week, we learned how to pronounce this letter with 

. Toady we will pronounce it with the long vowels too.

this is pronounced as /ba:/ in barter.  

this is pronounced as /bi:/ in beat.  

this one is pronounced as /bu:/ in boot.  

with the help of these three long vowels. You will say: 

Well done! Was it really difficult? Now, we pronounce the letter with the
Ready? Don't forget to read from right to left. 

 
From now on, we should pronounce each letter with these six sounds. 

in Persian. Although we can put some signs on or under the 
doing this with the long vowels here. 
the letters. We can find these long vowels by 

If you remember, I told you that all big letters come at the end of the words and may stand either attached 
or separated from other letters with only one exception. Today, we will see that exception. 

all other big letters comes at the 
ll remember the big letter B and P? As you remember, they come 

at the end of the letters and may stand either attached or separated from other letters. But, here, the big 

attach to other letters. It stands separated only.  The pronunciation 
of this letter is not so difficult. It has only one pronunciation, and does not accept any other short and long 

:/ in arm. 

is pronounced in Persian,  

This one is the small letter 'a' in Persian. It may appear anywhere in words: beginning, middle, and in 
ding short and long vowels.Now that we are 

familiar with the long vowel /a:/ in Persian, we are ready to learn two other long vowels. Those are /i:/ as 

s /i:/ sound. /i:/ as in see.  
Note: like all other big letters, this comes at the end of the words and may stand either attached or 

to other letters.  

Persian. Like all other small letters, it comes at the beginning or 

As I told you before, some Persian letters have only one form. That is to say, their small and big forms are 

be pronounced as /u:/. /u:/ as in two. 
I guess you may find these explanations a little bit confusing. Nevertheless, this is the only way to explain 

to make it easier to understand through writing. 

. Last week, we learned how to pronounce this letter with 

. Toady we will pronounce it with the long vowels too. 

with the help of these three long vowels. You will say: .  

with the help of six main vowels. 



This is 'p' in Persian. Try to pronounce it with the six vowels. You will say: 

Finally, this is'T' in Persian. Try to pronounce it with the six vowels. You will say: 

All right. This is the end of lesson two. Please remember that the most difficult part of our job is 
pronouncing the letters with these six vowels, which is the start point of entering into a new language. We 
wouldn’t have this much problem after we learne
do is practicing some new letters with these vowels till we complete the letters. So, you may consider 
today’s lesson the most difficult one for weeks to come. 
 
 
 
Week 2 
As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 
Therefore, you are not asked to either 
pronounce these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. 
to do is identify the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you 
recognize the letters you have just studied on This week. And this is 
NOTE: as you see in the following words, there are no symbols (signs)
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words.
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose 
symbols with them.  
Notes: 1- it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 
certainly help you a lot with detecting the letters.
2- please pronounce the letters that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 
just find the long vowels but don't pronounce them
3- as you see, the majority of the long vowels are the combination of two letters. Here, all you need to do 

is find a letter combined with or 
Examples: 

<= pronounced as /ba:/ in barter. 

<= pronounced as /bi:/ in beat. 

<= + pronounced as /i:/ in eat. 

Note: Although the letter or 
long /i:/ at the time of combining with long vowels, they must come 

Otherwise, when alone, is pronounced as /ye/, not /i:/. Here, the small letter 

as long /i:/, not /ye/. You may also see the combination of 
/bi:/.  

<= pronounced as /bu:/ in boot

This is 'p' in Persian. Try to pronounce it with the six vowels. You will say: 

. Great job! If you need help,  

this is'T' in Persian. Try to pronounce it with the six vowels. You will say: 

. 
All right. This is the end of lesson two. Please remember that the most difficult part of our job is 
pronouncing the letters with these six vowels, which is the start point of entering into a new language. We 
wouldn’t have this much problem after we learned the letters successfully. From next week, all we have to 
do is practicing some new letters with these vowels till we complete the letters. So, you may consider 
today’s lesson the most difficult one for weeks to come.  

As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 

asked to either read or write these words at this stage. Please
these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. 

the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you 

t studied on This week. And this is all I want you
NOTE: as you see in the following words, there are no symbols (signs) on or under
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words.
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 

it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 
certainly help you a lot with detecting the letters. 

ers that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 
don't pronounce them.  

of the long vowels are the combination of two letters. Here, all you need to do 

or or or , and that stands alone.

pronounced as /ba:/ in barter.  

pronounced as /bi:/ in beat.  

pronounced as /i:/ in eat.  

or (the small form of the same letter) can be potentially pronounced as 
long /i:/ at the time of combining with long vowels, they must come after a letter to accept long /i:/. 

is pronounced as /ye/, not /i:/. Here, the small letter 

as long /i:/, not /ye/. You may also see the combination of , which pronounced as 

pronounced as /bu:/ in boot 

This is 'p' in Persian. Try to pronounce it with the six vowels. You will say: 

this is'T' in Persian. Try to pronounce it with the six vowels. You will say: 

All right. This is the end of lesson two. Please remember that the most difficult part of our job is 
pronouncing the letters with these six vowels, which is the start point of entering into a new language. We 

d the letters successfully. From next week, all we have to 
do is practicing some new letters with these vowels till we complete the letters. So, you may consider 

As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 

these words at this stage. Please do not try to 
these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. All you have 

the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new lesson 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you must at least be able to 

I want you to do. 
under the letters. We, as 

beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 

to let you see the real Persian words that take no 

it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 

ers that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 

of the long vowels are the combination of two letters. Here, all you need to do 

that stands alone. 

(the small form of the same letter) can be potentially pronounced as 
a letter to accept long /i:/. 

is pronounced as /ye/, not /i:/. Here, the small letter lets us pronounce 

, which pronounced as 



Questions:  
In the following words, how many… do you detect?
1. long vowel /a:/? 
2. long vowel /i:/? 
3. long vowel /u:/? 
Please try to answer the questions first. Then, if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 
of the following words. 
  
  

  
  
  
The answers:  

1. 21 ===>The red in these words (

+ ) 

2. 12 ===> If comes before 
3. 3 
  
Pictorial answer:  

1 - 2 - 3 
                                                                                                                                                               
WEEK 3 
Welcome back! 
I hope you are enjoying these lessons. I will be thankful if you let me know about your suggestions.

Last week, we studied long vowels with the help of three letters 
remember the previous lessons. Don’t worry if you are not so fluent at this stage. 
As you know, Rome was not built in one day! Remember that where there is a will, 
can say is that you will not be able to find an online method to learn Persian, which is easier than this. 
Keep practicing, and you will see your progress in near future.

In the following words, how many… do you detect? 

Please try to answer the questions first. Then, if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 

 

in these words (  - ) lets us pronounce 

, it is pronounced as /ya:/. Like this word: 

 

                                                                                                              

I hope you are enjoying these lessons. I will be thankful if you let me know about your suggestions.

ng vowels with the help of three letters , , and 
remember the previous lessons. Don’t worry if you are not so fluent at this stage. 
As you know, Rome was not built in one day! Remember that where there is a will, 

say is that you will not be able to find an online method to learn Persian, which is easier than this. 
Keep practicing, and you will see your progress in near future. 

Please try to answer the questions first. Then, if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 

) lets us pronounce as long /i:/ , not /a:/. ( 

/ya:/. Like this word:  

                                                                                                              

I hope you are enjoying these lessons. I will be thankful if you let me know about your suggestions. 

, and . I hope you 
remember the previous lessons. Don’t worry if you are not so fluent at this stage.  
As you know, Rome was not built in one day! Remember that where there is a will, there is a way. All I 

say is that you will not be able to find an online method to learn Persian, which is easier than this. 



Now, let’s begin. 
So far, we have learned some letters that helped us a lot with learning

introduce some end letters like 
long vowels, we needed these letters. Now that we are familiar with the short and long vowels, which are 
the most important part of our job at this stage, it will not be difficult to learn and pronounce all letters 
(alphabets) from the very beginning with the help of those vowels. In learning Persian alphabets, 
sometimes, it is possible to find the English equivalents for them. Nev
necessarily have an English equivalent. Therefore, during these lessons, for further explanation we try to 
find the English and sometimes, other languages equivalents to make it easier to understand. 
As you know, Persian language is built on 32 letters. Let’s try them one by one. 
Note: each letter has a name, which may not necessarily be the same as its pronunciation. In one word, 
each letter has a name and can potentially 

1-     - this is called Alef /ælef/.

beginning of the words and pronounced as /a:/ only. Do you remember it? Perfect! 
anywhere in the words: beginning, middle, and end and accepts all six vowels. Please pronounce it again 

with both short and long vowels. You will say: 

2- - this is called /be/ as in bed. When combined, it may be pronounced as: 

3- - this is called /pe/ as in pet. When comb

4-  - this is called /te/ as in ten. When combined, it may be pronounced as:

Now that we have reviewed the letters from the beginning, it is easy for us to learn the rest of the letters. 
Today, we will learn some more letters.

5- - this is called /se/ as in set. When combined, it may be pronounced as: 

6-  - this one is called /Jim/. When combined, it may be pronounced as: 

7- - this is called /che/ as in chess. When combined, it may be pronounced as: 

8- - this is called /he/ as in hen. When combined, it may be pronounced as: 

All right. If you need to know how these letters’ 
 
As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 
Therefore, you are not asked to either 

So far, we have learned some letters that helped us a lot with learning vowels. To do this, I had to 

and at the very beginning and it was inevitable. To explain the 
long vowels, we needed these letters. Now that we are familiar with the short and long vowels, which are 

of our job at this stage, it will not be difficult to learn and pronounce all letters 
(alphabets) from the very beginning with the help of those vowels. In learning Persian alphabets, 
sometimes, it is possible to find the English equivalents for them. Nevertheless, not all Persian letters 
necessarily have an English equivalent. Therefore, during these lessons, for further explanation we try to 
find the English and sometimes, other languages equivalents to make it easier to understand. 

language is built on 32 letters. Let’s try them one by one. 
Note: each letter has a name, which may not necessarily be the same as its pronunciation. In one word, 

potentially have six pronunciations when combined with the vowels. 

this is called Alef /ælef/.  You know the explanation of this letter. 

beginning of the words and pronounced as /a:/ only. Do you remember it? Perfect! 
inning, middle, and end and accepts all six vowels. Please pronounce it again 

with both short and long vowels. You will say: 

this is called /be/ as in bed. When combined, it may be pronounced as: 

. 

this is called /pe/ as in pet. When combined, it may be pronounced as: 

. 

this is called /te/ as in ten. When combined, it may be pronounced as:

. 
Now that we have reviewed the letters from the beginning, it is easy for us to learn the rest of the letters. 

letters. 

this is called /se/ as in set. When combined, it may be pronounced as: 

.  

this one is called /Jim/. When combined, it may be pronounced as: 

.  

this is called /che/ as in chess. When combined, it may be pronounced as: 

.  

this is called /he/ as in hen. When combined, it may be pronounced as: 

.  
All right. If you need to know how these letters’ names are pronounced,  

As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 

asked to either read or write these words at this stage. Please

vowels. To do this, I had to 

at the very beginning and it was inevitable. To explain the 
long vowels, we needed these letters. Now that we are familiar with the short and long vowels, which are 

of our job at this stage, it will not be difficult to learn and pronounce all letters 
(alphabets) from the very beginning with the help of those vowels. In learning Persian alphabets, 

ertheless, not all Persian letters 
necessarily have an English equivalent. Therefore, during these lessons, for further explanation we try to 
find the English and sometimes, other languages equivalents to make it easier to understand.  

language is built on 32 letters. Let’s try them one by one.  
Note: each letter has a name, which may not necessarily be the same as its pronunciation. In one word, 

combined with the vowels.  

You know the explanation of this letter. this one comes at the 

beginning of the words and pronounced as /a:/ only. Do you remember it? Perfect! this one appears 
inning, middle, and end and accepts all six vowels. Please pronounce it again 

 

this is called /be/ as in bed. When combined, it may be pronounced as:  

ined, it may be pronounced as:  

this is called /te/ as in ten. When combined, it may be pronounced as: 

Now that we have reviewed the letters from the beginning, it is easy for us to learn the rest of the letters. 

this is called /se/ as in set. When combined, it may be pronounced as:  

this one is called /Jim/. When combined, it may be pronounced as: 

this is called /che/ as in chess. When combined, it may be pronounced as: 

this is called /he/ as in hen. When combined, it may be pronounced as: 

As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 

these words at this stage. Please do not try to 



pronounce these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. 
to do is identify the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you 
recognize the letters you have just studied on This week. And this is 
NOTE: as you see in the following words, there are no symbols (signs)
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words.
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose 
symbols with them.  
Notes: 1- it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 
certainly help you a lot with detecting the letters.
2- please pronounce the letters that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 
just find what you are asked but don't pronounce them
3- As you see, persian letters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 
others have no 'dots'. 
Questions:  
In the following words, how many… do you detect?

1. Small letter ? 

2. Big letter ? 

3. Small letter ? 

4. Big letter ? 

5. Small letter ? 

6. Big letter ? 

7. Small letter ? 

8. Big letter ? 
Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as well. For example, you may find 
and so on.  
Please try to answer the questions first. Then,
of the following words. 
  

  
The answers:  
1. 2 
2. 1  
3. 2  
4. 3 
5. 4 

these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. 
the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new 

carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you 

t studied on This week. And this is all I want you
NOTE: as you see in the following words, there are no symbols (signs) on or under
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words.
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 

it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 
certainly help you a lot with detecting the letters. 

ers that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 
don't pronounce them.  

As you see, persian letters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 

In the following words, how many… do you detect? 

Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as well. For example, you may find 

Please try to answer the questions first. Then, if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 

 

these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. All you have 
the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new lesson 

carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you must at least be able to 

I want you to do. 
under the letters. We, as 

beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 

to let you see the real Persian words that take no 

it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 

ers that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 

As you see, persian letters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 

Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as well. For example, you may find or or 

if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 



6. 1 
7. 4 
8. 2  
  
  
Pictorial answers: 

1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 
                                                                                                                             
WEEK 4 
Welcome back! 
So far, we have learned eight letters as far as the alphabet is concerned. D
Excellent! Now, pronounce them again before we proceed.

Remember that a building will remain strong if it has got a strong foundation. The more you try to learn 
these basics, the more fluent you will be with the rest of the 
words and sentences at this stage. You will find yourself fluent very soon.
Today, we are going to learn some more letters. Ready? Let’s begin.

9- - this letter has no English equivalent. Do you know the pronu
words like Juan Gonzales? Perfect! So, this letter is called /khe/. /kh/ as /j/ in Spanish Juan, and /e/ as e in 
set. Need help?  
Like other letters, when combined with the vowels, it may be pronounced as 

 
As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 
Therefore, you are not asked to either 
pronounce these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. 
to do is identify the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you 
recognize the letters you have just studied on This week. And this is 
NOTE: as you see in the following words, there are no symbols (signs)
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words.
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose 
symbols with them.  
Notes: 1- it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 
certainly help you a lot with detecting the letters.
2- please pronounce the letters that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 
just find what you are asked but don't pronounce them
3- As you see, persian letters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 
others have no 'dots'. 
Questions:  
In the following words, how many… do you detect? 

 

                                                                                                                                                               

So far, we have learned eight letters as far as the alphabet is concerned. Do you remember the letters? 
Excellent! Now, pronounce them again before we proceed. 

.  
Remember that a building will remain strong if it has got a strong foundation. The more you try to learn 
these basics, the more fluent you will be with the rest of the lessons. Don’t be so hasty to learn complete 
words and sentences at this stage. You will find yourself fluent very soon. 
Today, we are going to learn some more letters. Ready? Let’s begin. 

this letter has no English equivalent. Do you know the pronunciation of ‘J’ in Spanish 
words like Juan Gonzales? Perfect! So, this letter is called /khe/. /kh/ as /j/ in Spanish Juan, and /e/ as e in 

Like other letters, when combined with the vowels, it may be pronounced as 

. 

As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 

asked to either read or write these words at this stage. Please
these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. 

the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you 

t studied on This week. And this is all I want you
NOTE: as you see in the following words, there are no symbols (signs) on or under
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words.
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 

it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 
certainly help you a lot with detecting the letters. 

ers that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 
don't pronounce them.  

As you see, persian letters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 

In the following words, how many… do you detect?  

                                  

o you remember the letters? 

Remember that a building will remain strong if it has got a strong foundation. The more you try to learn 
lessons. Don’t be so hasty to learn complete 

nciation of ‘J’ in Spanish 
words like Juan Gonzales? Perfect! So, this letter is called /khe/. /kh/ as /j/ in Spanish Juan, and /e/ as e in 

As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 

these words at this stage. Please do not try to 
these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. All you have 

the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new lesson 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you must at least be able to 

I want you to do. 
under the letters. We, as 

beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 

to let you see the real Persian words that take no 

it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 

ers that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 

As you see, persian letters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 



1. Small letter ? 

2. with /a:/ sound? 

3. with /a:/ sound? 

4. with /u:/ sound? 

5. with /i:/ sound? 

6. with /i:/ sound? 

7. with /u:/ sound? 

8. ? 

9. with /a:/ sound? 

10. with /i:/ sound? 
Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as well. For example, you may find 
on.  
Please try to answer the questions f
of the following words. 
  

  
The answers:  
1. 5  
2. 1  
3. 2  
4. 1 
5. 1 
6. 1 
7. 1 
8. 4 
9. 1 
10. 1 
  
  
  
Pictorial answers: 

Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as well. For example, you may find 

Please try to answer the questions first. Then, if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 

 

Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as well. For example, you may find or or and so 

irst. Then, if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 



1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 
  
  
                                                                                                                             
Welcome back! 
So far, we have learned eight letters as far as the alphabet is concerned. Do you reme
Excellent! Now, pronounce them again before we proceed.

Remember that a building will remain strong if it has got a strong foundation. The more you try to learn 
these basics, the more fluent you will be with the rest of the lessons. Don’t be so hasty to learn complete 
words and sentences at this stage. You will find yourself fluent very soon.
Today, we are going to learn some more letters. Ready? Let’s begin.

9- - this letter has no English equivalent. Do you know the pronunciation of ‘J’ in Spanish 
words like Juan Gonzales? Perfect! So, this letter is called /khe/. /kh/ as /j/ in Spanish Juan, and /e/ as e in 
set. Need help? Click here.  
Like other letters, when combined with the vowels, it may be pronounced as 

10- , this is called /da:l/. This letter has only one form. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

11- , this is called /za:l/. This letter has only one form. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

. 

12- , this is called /re/ as in rent. This letter has only one form. When combined, it may be 

pronounced as 

13- , this is called / ze/. /z/ as in zebra and /e/ as in set. This letter has only one form too. When 

combined, it may be pronounced as 

Note: as you have noticed, these two letters, 
pronunciation. That is to say, these two letters have the same pronunciation but different functions. For 

some words we must use while for others we have to use 
need to worry about these issues at all. Currently, all you have to do is learn
told. That’s all. 
As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 
Therefore, you are not asked to either 
pronounce these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. 

 
 

                                                                                                                                                     

So far, we have learned eight letters as far as the alphabet is concerned. Do you reme
Excellent! Now, pronounce them again before we proceed. 

. If you still need to listen to their pronunciations, 
Remember that a building will remain strong if it has got a strong foundation. The more you try to learn 

re fluent you will be with the rest of the lessons. Don’t be so hasty to learn complete 
words and sentences at this stage. You will find yourself fluent very soon. 
Today, we are going to learn some more letters. Ready? Let’s begin. 

o English equivalent. Do you know the pronunciation of ‘J’ in Spanish 
words like Juan Gonzales? Perfect! So, this letter is called /khe/. /kh/ as /j/ in Spanish Juan, and /e/ as e in 

Like other letters, when combined with the vowels, it may be pronounced as 

. 

, this is called /da:l/. This letter has only one form. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

. Need help?  

, this is called /za:l/. This letter has only one form. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

.  

, this is called /re/ as in rent. This letter has only one form. When combined, it may be 

.  

, this is called / ze/. /z/ as in zebra and /e/ as in set. This letter has only one form too. When 

combined, it may be pronounced as . 

Note: as you have noticed, these two letters, and , when combined with vowels, have the same 
say, these two letters have the same pronunciation but different functions. For 

while for others we have to use instead. For the time being, you don’t 
need to worry about these issues at all. Currently, all you have to do is learn the letters as you are being 

As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 

asked to either read or write these words at this stage. Please
these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. 

                        WEEK 5 

So far, we have learned eight letters as far as the alphabet is concerned. Do you remember the letters? 

. If you still need to listen to their pronunciations,  
Remember that a building will remain strong if it has got a strong foundation. The more you try to learn 

re fluent you will be with the rest of the lessons. Don’t be so hasty to learn complete 

o English equivalent. Do you know the pronunciation of ‘J’ in Spanish 
words like Juan Gonzales? Perfect! So, this letter is called /khe/. /kh/ as /j/ in Spanish Juan, and /e/ as e in 

, this is called /da:l/. This letter has only one form. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

, this is called /za:l/. This letter has only one form. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

, this is called /re/ as in rent. This letter has only one form. When combined, it may be 

, this is called / ze/. /z/ as in zebra and /e/ as in set. This letter has only one form too. When 

, when combined with vowels, have the same 
say, these two letters have the same pronunciation but different functions. For 

instead. For the time being, you don’t 
the letters as you are being 

As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 

these words at this stage. Please do not try to 
these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. All you have 



to do is identify the letters you have already studied. 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you 
recognize the letters you have just studied on This week. And this is 
NOTE: as you see in the following words, there are no symbols (signs)
beginners, use these symbols during our l
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 
symbols with them.  
Notes: 1- it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 
certainly help you a lot with detecting the letters.
2- please pronounce the letters that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 
just find what you are asked but don't pronounce them
3- As you see, persian letters have 'dots' with them. Some lette
others have no 'dots'. 
Questions:  
In the following words, how many… do you detect? 

1. both small and big? 

2. with /a:/ sound? 

3. with /u:/ sound? 

4. with /i:/ sound? 

5. with /a:/ sound? 

6. with /i:/ sound? 

7. with /u:/ sound? 

8. both small and big? 

9. both small and big? 
  
Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as well. For example, you may find 
on.  
Please try to answer the questions first. Then, 
of the following words. 
  

  

the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new lesson 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you 

you have just studied on This week. And this is all I want you
NOTE: as you see in the following words, there are no symbols (signs) on or under
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 

it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 
ith detecting the letters. 

please pronounce the letters that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 
don't pronounce them.  

As you see, persian letters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 

In the following words, how many… do you detect?  

Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as well. For example, you may find 

Please try to answer the questions first. Then, if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 

So, first go to the This week and study the new lesson 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you must at least be able to 

I want you to do. 
under the letters. We, as 

essons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 

it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 

please pronounce the letters that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 

rs may have up to three 'dots' while some 

Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as well. For example, you may find or or and so 

if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 

 



The answers:  
1. 5  
2. 1  
3. 1 
4. 1 
5. 1 
6. 1 
7. 1 
8. 3 
9.3 
  
  
Pictorial answers: 

1 - 2 - 3 (=) - 4 (=)- 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9
 
                                                                                                                             
 
Welcome back! 
Have you studied the previous lessons carefully? It’s wonderful if the answer is
those lessons before taking care of the new ones.
Last week, we covered five more letters. Do you remember them? They are

, ,  , , . If you need to listen to these letters again, 
All right. Today, we are going to learn five more letters. Ready? 

14. This letter has no English equivalent. I am sure all of you know the pronunciation of J in French 
words such as ‘Bonjour!’ So, this letter is called /zhe/. /zh/ as j in ‘bonjour’ and /
has one form only.. When combined with vowels, it may be pronounced as 

. 
Note: as you have noticed, to write the way letters are pronounced (phonetic alphabet), sometimes, I have 

used the combination of two English letters suc
based Persian that enable you communicate with Persian
Persian. For the time being, you have to learn these phonetic alphabets along with each letter. 
Nevertheless, I do not recommend you to use these in your writing, at least at this stage. You will become 
more familiar with this later. In the meantime, please try to write Persian letters 

15. - This is called sin /sin/. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

 Note: like and , when combined with vowels, 
That is to say, they have the same pronunciation, but different functions. Currently, you don’t need to 
learn about these differences. Just learn the letters as you are b
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Have you studied the previous lessons carefully? It’s wonderful if the answer is
those lessons before taking care of the new ones. 
Last week, we covered five more letters. Do you remember them? They are 

. If you need to listen to these letters again,  
All right. Today, we are going to learn five more letters. Ready?  

This letter has no English equivalent. I am sure all of you know the pronunciation of J in French 
words such as ‘Bonjour!’ So, this letter is called /zhe/. /zh/ as j in ‘bonjour’ and /
has one form only.. When combined with vowels, it may be pronounced as 

.  
Note: as you have noticed, to write the way letters are pronounced (phonetic alphabet), sometimes, I have 

used the combination of two English letters such as /zh/ for , or /kh/ for 
based Persian that enable you communicate with Persian-speaking people without having to write in 
Persian. For the time being, you have to learn these phonetic alphabets along with each letter. 

recommend you to use these in your writing, at least at this stage. You will become 
more familiar with this later. In the meantime, please try to write Persian letters 

This is called sin /sin/. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

.  

, when combined with vowels, and have the same pronunciation. 
That is to say, they have the same pronunciation, but different functions. Currently, you don’t need to 
learn about these differences. Just learn the letters as you are being told. 

                             WEEK 6 

Have you studied the previous lessons carefully? It’s wonderful if the answer is yes! If not, please study 

This letter has no English equivalent. I am sure all of you know the pronunciation of J in French 
words such as ‘Bonjour!’ So, this letter is called /zhe/. /zh/ as j in ‘bonjour’ and /e/ as e in set. This letter 

Note: as you have noticed, to write the way letters are pronounced (phonetic alphabet), sometimes, I have 

. These are the Latin -
speaking people without having to write in 

Persian. For the time being, you have to learn these phonetic alphabets along with each letter. 
recommend you to use these in your writing, at least at this stage. You will become 

more familiar with this later. In the meantime, please try to write Persian letters  

This is called sin /sin/. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

have the same pronunciation. 
That is to say, they have the same pronunciation, but different functions. Currently, you don’t need to 



16. - This is called /shin/. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

17. - This is called /sa:d/. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

Note: These three letters ( , 
course with different functions. In the meantime, just learn the letters and don’t worry about their 
differences.  

18. - This is called /za:d/. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

Like the previous ones, , 
Note: As I have reminded you repeatedly, you don’t really need to worry about the different functions of 
the letters that have the same pronunciations. Just try to learn the letters as you are being told. Noth
more. 
If you need to listen to the names of today’s letters, from number 14 to number 18, 
As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it diffi
Therefore, you are not asked to either 
pronounce these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. 
to do is identify the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new lesson 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at 
recognize the letters you have just studied on This week. And this is 
NOTE: as you see in the following words, there are no symbols (signs)
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 
symbols with them.  
Notes: 1- it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exerc
certainly help you a lot with detecting the letters.
2- please pronounce the letters that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 
just find what you are asked but don't pronounce them
3- As you see, persian letters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 
others have no 'dots'. 
Questions:  
In the following words, how many… do you detect? 

1. ? 

2. ? 

3. ? 

4. ? 

5. ? 

6. ? 
  

This is called /shin/. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

.  

This is called /sa:d/. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

.  

, , ), when combined, have the same pronunciation, and of 
th different functions. In the meantime, just learn the letters and don’t worry about their 

This is called /za:d/. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

.  

, and , when combined, have the same pronunciation. 
Note: As I have reminded you repeatedly, you don’t really need to worry about the different functions of 
the letters that have the same pronunciations. Just try to learn the letters as you are being told. Noth

If you need to listen to the names of today’s letters, from number 14 to number 18, 
As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it diffi cult to read the entire words by yourself. 

asked to either read or write these words at this stage. Please
these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. 

the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new lesson 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you 

you have just studied on This week. And this is all I want you
NOTE: as you see in the following words, there are no symbols (signs) on or under
eginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 

after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 

it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exerc
certainly help you a lot with detecting the letters. 

please pronounce the letters that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 
don't pronounce them.  

etters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 

In the following words, how many… do you detect?  

This is called /shin/. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

This is called /sa:d/. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

), when combined, have the same pronunciation, and of 
th different functions. In the meantime, just learn the letters and don’t worry about their 

This is called /za:d/. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

, when combined, have the same pronunciation.  
Note: As I have reminded you repeatedly, you don’t really need to worry about the different functions of 
the letters that have the same pronunciations. Just try to learn the letters as you are being told. Nothing 

If you need to listen to the names of today’s letters, from number 14 to number 18,  
As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 

cult to read the entire words by yourself. 
these words at this stage. Please do not try to 

these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. All you have 
the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new lesson 

carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
the first glance. Nevertheless, you must at least be able to 

I want you to do. 
under the letters. We, as 

eginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 

some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 

it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 

please pronounce the letters that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 

etters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 



Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as well. For example, you may find 
on.  
Please try to answer the questions first. Then, 
of the following words. 
  

  
The answers:  
1. 1  
2. 2  
3. 2 
4. 3 
5. 4 
6. 2 
  
Pictorial answers: 

1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6  
  
                            
 
                                                                                                                             
7 
Hello everyone, welcome back! 
How do you find the lessons? Is it really helping? I hope it 
site is doing. Please keep on writing.
All right. To begin with, let’s take a look at the letters we learned last week. Remember? Good! Now 

repeat them again. They are 
Ok. Now let’s start the new lesson. As you know, so far we have studied 18 letters and practiced them 
well with the help of short and long vowels. As I have told you before, you shouldn’t skip any of the 
lessons and at the same time you have to learn how to write and detect the l
strong with the basics. You are quite aware that it’s you who have chosen this site to learn Persian. And 
you know that you are doing this because of the reasons you have in learning this language. As a result, I 
don’t need to remind you on and on to follow the instructions as you are being told. All I must do is try 
hard, as much as I can, to provide you with the good, easy, and reasonable way to help you learn this 
language. In response, all you have to do is follow the instru
be really happy just when I see your progress. Is that fair enough?!
Today’s letters, 

19. This is called /ta:/. This letter has only one form. When combined with the vowels, it may be 

pronounced as 

Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as well. For example, you may find 

Please try to answer the questions first. Then, if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                              

How do you find the lessons? Is it really helping? I hope it is. I’ll be grateful if you let me know how the 
site is doing. Please keep on writing. 
All right. To begin with, let’s take a look at the letters we learned last week. Remember? Good! Now 

, , , , .  
new lesson. As you know, so far we have studied 18 letters and practiced them 

well with the help of short and long vowels. As I have told you before, you shouldn’t skip any of the 
lessons and at the same time you have to learn how to write and detect the letters. It will help you get 
strong with the basics. You are quite aware that it’s you who have chosen this site to learn Persian. And 
you know that you are doing this because of the reasons you have in learning this language. As a result, I 

remind you on and on to follow the instructions as you are being told. All I must do is try 
hard, as much as I can, to provide you with the good, easy, and reasonable way to help you learn this 
language. In response, all you have to do is follow the instructions and practice as much as you need. I’ll 
be really happy just when I see your progress. Is that fair enough?! 

This is called /ta:/. This letter has only one form. When combined with the vowels, it may be 

.  

Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as well. For example, you may find or or and so 

if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 

                                 WEEK 

is. I’ll be grateful if you let me know how the 

All right. To begin with, let’s take a look at the letters we learned last week. Remember? Good! Now 

new lesson. As you know, so far we have studied 18 letters and practiced them 
well with the help of short and long vowels. As I have told you before, you shouldn’t skip any of the 

etters. It will help you get 
strong with the basics. You are quite aware that it’s you who have chosen this site to learn Persian. And 
you know that you are doing this because of the reasons you have in learning this language. As a result, I 

remind you on and on to follow the instructions as you are being told. All I must do is try 
hard, as much as I can, to provide you with the good, easy, and reasonable way to help you learn this 

ctions and practice as much as you need. I’ll 

This is called /ta:/. This letter has only one form. When combined with the vowels, it may be 



Note: as you see, these two letters, 
pronunciation. And of course, they have different functions.

20. This is called /za:/. This letter has only one form. By one form, I mean they have no 
distinguishable big and small forms. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

Note: as you see, these letters, 
pronunciations but different functions. Currently, you don’t need to worry at all about these functions. 
Later you will see that it will not be really confusing. Just learn the letters as you are being told. That’s all.

21. This is the big letter. I need to explain some about the way it is pronounced. I am sure all of you 
know the pronunciation of this English word: Main 
pronounce it this way: /mæin/. And you know /æ/as /æ/ in dad. Now what will happen if we delete ‘m’ 
from its pronunciation? It’s quite clear. We will have /æin/instead of /mæin/. So, this letter is cal

It appears at the end of the words and stands separately.
Sometimes, it appears at the end of the letters but it is attached to the previous letter. In this case, it will be 

written as . Like this word:

This is the small letter /æin/. It comes at the beginning of the words and is attached to the letters that 

come after it. Like this word: 

This one is the small form of the same letter too. The difference is that this small form sits between 

two letters and is attached to them. Like this word:
end of the words. 

In short, this is /æin/, and has four different forms. 

When combined, it may be pronounced as 

Note: as you see, these two letters, 
different functions. 

22. This is the big letter. Like the previous one, it has four forms. The way it is pronounced needs 
some explanations. However, if you think the explanations of the letters are not convincing, simply listen 
to their pronunciations. 
Hopefully, all of you know the pronunciation of ‘r’ in French words like ‘bonjour’. The pronunciation of 
this letter in Persian is represented by /gh/, in Latin
the pronunciation of this English word ‘Mai
Persian Latin-based equivalent /gh/ at the beginning of /æin/. We will have /ræin/ or /ghæin/. Is that clear? 
So, this letter is called /ghæin/. It stands separately at the end of the words, like 

. 
Note: At this stage, you don't need to know these 
letters that you are just learning. I show these letters in different words to just let you see the status of 
these letters in different words. That's all. 

s you see, these two letters, and , when combined with the vowels, have the same 
pronunciation. And of course, they have different functions. 

This is called /za:/. This letter has only one form. By one form, I mean they have no 
nd small forms. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

.  

, , , and , when combined, have the same 
pronunciations but different functions. Currently, you don’t need to worry at all about these functions. 

see that it will not be really confusing. Just learn the letters as you are being told. That’s all.

This is the big letter. I need to explain some about the way it is pronounced. I am sure all of you 
know the pronunciation of this English word: Main /mein/. Is that correct? Ok. Now, just suppose that we 
pronounce it this way: /mæin/. And you know /æ/as /æ/ in dad. Now what will happen if we delete ‘m’ 
from its pronunciation? It’s quite clear. We will have /æin/instead of /mæin/. So, this letter is cal

It appears at the end of the words and stands separately.  Like this word: 
Sometimes, it appears at the end of the letters but it is attached to the previous letter. In this case, it will be 

. 

letter /æin/. It comes at the beginning of the words and is attached to the letters that 

. 

This one is the small form of the same letter too. The difference is that this small form sits between 

o them. Like this word:  . It does not appear at the beginning or 

/æin/, and has four different forms.  

When combined, it may be pronounced as 

Note: as you see, these two letters, and , when combined, have the same pronunciation but 

This is the big letter. Like the previous one, it has four forms. The way it is pronounced needs 
some explanations. However, if you think the explanations of the letters are not convincing, simply listen 

Hopefully, all of you know the pronunciation of ‘r’ in French words like ‘bonjour’. The pronunciation of 
this letter in Persian is represented by /gh/, in Latin-based writings. As you saw in number 21, we changed 
the pronunciation of this English word ‘Main’ into /æin/. Now, simply put the French letter ‘r’ or its 

based equivalent /gh/ at the beginning of /æin/. We will have /ræin/ or /ghæin/. Is that clear? 
So, this letter is called /ghæin/. It stands separately at the end of the words, like 

Note: At this stage, you don't need to know these words and it's quite natural. All you need to know is the 
letters that you are just learning. I show these letters in different words to just let you see the status of 

tters in different words. That's all.  

, when combined with the vowels, have the same 

This is called /za:/. This letter has only one form. By one form, I mean they have no 
nd small forms. When combined, it may be pronounced as 

, when combined, have the same 
pronunciations but different functions. Currently, you don’t need to worry at all about these functions. 

see that it will not be really confusing. Just learn the letters as you are being told. That’s all. 

This is the big letter. I need to explain some about the way it is pronounced. I am sure all of you 
/mein/. Is that correct? Ok. Now, just suppose that we 

pronounce it this way: /mæin/. And you know /æ/as /æ/ in dad. Now what will happen if we delete ‘m’ 
from its pronunciation? It’s quite clear. We will have /æin/instead of /mæin/. So, this letter is called /æin/. 

. 
Sometimes, it appears at the end of the letters but it is attached to the previous letter. In this case, it will be 

letter /æin/. It comes at the beginning of the words and is attached to the letters that 

This one is the small form of the same letter too. The difference is that this small form sits between 

. It does not appear at the beginning or 

.  

same pronunciation but 

This is the big letter. Like the previous one, it has four forms. The way it is pronounced needs 
some explanations. However, if you think the explanations of the letters are not convincing, simply listen 

Hopefully, all of you know the pronunciation of ‘r’ in French words like ‘bonjour’. The pronunciation of 
based writings. As you saw in number 21, we changed 

n’ into /æin/. Now, simply put the French letter ‘r’ or its 
based equivalent /gh/ at the beginning of /æin/. We will have /ræin/ or /ghæin/. Is that clear? 

So, this letter is called /ghæin/. It stands separately at the end of the words, like what you see in this word: 

and it's quite natural. All you need to know is the 
letters that you are just learning. I show these letters in different words to just let you see the status of 



This is also the big form of the same letter and comes at the end of the words. The difference is that 

is attached to the previous letters. Like this word: 

This is the small letter. It comes at the beginning of 

after it. Like this word:

This is the small letter too. But it appears between two letters and is attached to both of them. Like 

here: . 

This letter, when combined with the vowels, is pronounced as 
All right. With this, we come to the end of lesson 6. I hope you are enjoying these lessons. As you know, 
practice makes perfect! 
                                                               
Hello everyone, welcome back! 
I hope you have studied the previous lessons well. As you know, we are so close to the end of part one, 
which is learning the vowels and letters. I request you to try hard to get fluent in recognizing the letters 
and pronouncing them with the help of the vowels if you haven’t done it be
will begin to combine the letters to make single words. Then, we will start combining the words to make 
sentences. You see, we have got lots of things to do later. Therefore, we may not have enough time to 
come back to these basics again. That's why I am asking you on and on to learn these basics first, which 
will enable us to move faster during our next lessons.
Now let’s begin. 
So far we have learned 22 letters, which I hope are not difficult to cope with. As always, let’s
letters we learned last week before we start today. Last week we learned four letters. Do you remember 

them? Good! They are , 
Today we will learn four more letters.

23. This is called /fe/ as fe in fence. 

And this one is small letter: /fe/. 

When combined, it may be pronounced as 

24. This is called /gha:f/. And you already know the pronunciation of this Latin
Don’t you? It has the same pronunciation of French ‘r’ in ‘bonjour’. 

This is the small letter: /gha:f/. 

When combined, it may be pronounced as 

Note: as you see, these two letters, 

25. This is called /ka:f/.  As you can guess now, it is the big letter. 

This one is the small letter:  /ka:f/. 

When combined, it may be pronounced as 

26. This is called /ga:f/. And of course it is the big letter.

This is also the big form of the same letter and comes at the end of the words. The difference is that 

is attached to the previous letters. Like this word: . 

This is the small letter. It comes at the beginning of the words and is attached to the letters that come 

. 

This is the small letter too. But it appears between two letters and is attached to both of them. Like 

This letter, when combined with the vowels, is pronounced as 
All right. With this, we come to the end of lesson 6. I hope you are enjoying these lessons. As you know, 

                                                                

vious lessons well. As you know, we are so close to the end of part one, 
which is learning the vowels and letters. I request you to try hard to get fluent in recognizing the letters 
and pronouncing them with the help of the vowels if you haven’t done it before. After part one is over, we 
will begin to combine the letters to make single words. Then, we will start combining the words to make 
sentences. You see, we have got lots of things to do later. Therefore, we may not have enough time to 

e basics again. That's why I am asking you on and on to learn these basics first, which 
will enable us to move faster during our next lessons. 

So far we have learned 22 letters, which I hope are not difficult to cope with. As always, let’s
letters we learned last week before we start today. Last week we learned four letters. Do you remember 

, , .  
Today we will learn four more letters. 

This is called /fe/ as fe in fence.  

/fe/.  

When combined, it may be pronounced as 

This is called /gha:f/. And you already know the pronunciation of this Latin
Don’t you? It has the same pronunciation of French ‘r’ in ‘bonjour’.  

/gha:f/.  

When combined, it may be pronounced as . 

Note: as you see, these two letters, and , when combined, have the same pronunciation.

As you can guess now, it is the big letter.  

/ka:f/.  

When combined, it may be pronounced as 

This is called /ga:f/. And of course it is the big letter. 

This is also the big form of the same letter and comes at the end of the words. The difference is that 

the words and is attached to the letters that come 

This is the small letter too. But it appears between two letters and is attached to both of them. Like 

.  
All right. With this, we come to the end of lesson 6. I hope you are enjoying these lessons. As you know, 

vious lessons well. As you know, we are so close to the end of part one, 
which is learning the vowels and letters. I request you to try hard to get fluent in recognizing the letters 

fore. After part one is over, we 
will begin to combine the letters to make single words. Then, we will start combining the words to make 
sentences. You see, we have got lots of things to do later. Therefore, we may not have enough time to 

e basics again. That's why I am asking you on and on to learn these basics first, which 

So far we have learned 22 letters, which I hope are not difficult to cope with. As always, let’s review the 
letters we learned last week before we start today. Last week we learned four letters. Do you remember 

.  

This is called /gha:f/. And you already know the pronunciation of this Latin-based Persian /gh/. 

.  

, when combined, have the same pronunciation. 

.  



This one is the small letter /ga:f/. 

When combined, it may be pronounced as 
Ok. With this we come to the end of lesson seven. Hopefully, it 
 
As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 
Therefore, you are not asked to either 
pronounce these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. 
to do is identify the letters you have already studied. So, firs
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you 
recognize the letters you have just studied on This week. And this is 
NOTE: as you see in the following words, there are no symbols (signs)
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols wi
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 
symbols with them.  
Notes: 1- it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first be
certainly help you a lot with detecting the letters.
2- please pronounce the letters that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 
just find what you are asked but don't pronounce them
3- As you see, persian letters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 
others have no 'dots'. 
Questions:  
In the following words, how many… do you detect? 

1. ? 

2. ? 

3. ? 

4. ? 

5. ? 

6. ? 
  
Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as well. For example, you may find 
on.  
Please try to answer the questions first. Then, if you want to be sure, find 
of the following words. 
  

  
The answers:  
1. 4 

/ga:f/.  

When combined, it may be pronounced as 
Ok. With this we come to the end of lesson seven. Hopefully, it hasn’t been that much difficult today.

As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 

asked to either read or write these words at this stage. Please
these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. 

the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new lesson 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you 

you have just studied on This week. And this is all I want you
NOTE: as you see in the following words, there are no symbols (signs) on or under
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 

it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 
certainly help you a lot with detecting the letters. 

please pronounce the letters that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 
don't pronounce them.  

As you see, persian letters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 

In the following words, how many… do you detect?  

estions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as well. For example, you may find 

Please try to answer the questions first. Then, if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 

 

.  
hasn’t been that much difficult today. 

As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 

these words at this stage. Please do not try to 
these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. All you have 

t go to the This week and study the new lesson 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you must at least be able to 

I want you to do. 
under the letters. We, as 

beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 

th letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 

fore doing these exercises. It will 

please pronounce the letters that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 

As you see, persian letters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 

estions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as well. For example, you may find or or and so 

the correct answers at the bottom 



2. 3  
3.4 
4. 3 
5. 3 
6. 1 
  
  
Pictorial answers: 

1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6  
  
 
                                                                                                                             
Hello everyone, welcome back! 
Before we start, I would like to express my deep appreciation to all o
really warm messages during this time. The more feedback you send, the better insight I get, and this will 
help me organize the theme of the lessons better. Please keep on writing to me. I deeply hope this site is 
supportive. As I have told you before, I would be really happy just when I saw your progress. Please be 
kind enough to forgive me if I am not really able to respond to all of your messages.
Has everything been quite clear so far? If not, please let me know. Hopefully
next week. Then, we will take a very short review of what we have already learned before we start part 
two which will bring us the real work. 
So far, we have learned 26 letters. As always, let’s see what we learned last week. L

these four letters: , , 
Today, we are going to learn four more letters.

27. This is the big letter ‘L’ in Persian. It is called /la:m/. Like other big letters, it comes at the end of 
the words and stands either attached or sep

This one is the small letter /la:m/. 

Note: this small letter can be written in two ways 

either as in , or 

When combined with the vowels, it may be pronounced as 

28. This is the big letter ‘M’ in Persian. It is called /mim/. 

This one is the small letter /mim/. 

When combined, it may be pronounced as 

29. This is the big letter ‘N’ in Persian. It is called /nu:n/, like ‘noon’ in English. 

This is the small letter /nu:n/. 

When combined, it maybe pronounced as 

 

                                                                                                                                                     

Before we start, I would like to express my deep appreciation to all of you who have been sending me 
really warm messages during this time. The more feedback you send, the better insight I get, and this will 
help me organize the theme of the lessons better. Please keep on writing to me. I deeply hope this site is 

As I have told you before, I would be really happy just when I saw your progress. Please be 
kind enough to forgive me if I am not really able to respond to all of your messages.
Has everything been quite clear so far? If not, please let me know. Hopefully, we will complete part one 
next week. Then, we will take a very short review of what we have already learned before we start part 
two which will bring us the real work.  
So far, we have learned 26 letters. As always, let’s see what we learned last week. L

, .  
Today, we are going to learn four more letters. 

This is the big letter ‘L’ in Persian. It is called /la:m/. Like other big letters, it comes at the end of 
the words and stands either attached or separated from other letters.  

/la:m/.  

Note: this small letter can be written in two ways only when it is attached to 

as in . Both of them are the same. 

s, it may be pronounced as 

This is the big letter ‘M’ in Persian. It is called /mim/.  

/mim/.  

When combined, it may be pronounced as .  

This is the big letter ‘N’ in Persian. It is called /nu:n/, like ‘noon’ in English. 

/nu:n/.  

When combined, it maybe pronounced as .  

                        WEEK 8 

f you who have been sending me 
really warm messages during this time. The more feedback you send, the better insight I get, and this will 
help me organize the theme of the lessons better. Please keep on writing to me. I deeply hope this site is 

As I have told you before, I would be really happy just when I saw your progress. Please be 
kind enough to forgive me if I am not really able to respond to all of your messages. 

, we will complete part one 
next week. Then, we will take a very short review of what we have already learned before we start part 

So far, we have learned 26 letters. As always, let’s see what we learned last week. Last week we learned 

This is the big letter ‘L’ in Persian. It is called /la:m/. Like other big letters, it comes at the end of 

/alef/. You may find it 

 

.  

 

This is the big letter ‘N’ in Persian. It is called /nu:n/, like ‘noon’ in English.  



30. This one can be a good equivalent for English ‘V’, but sometimes it has a different function. For 
example, sometimes it is pronounced as /u:/ in ‘tool’. In this case, it works other than English ‘V’. We will 
learn more about it later in more appropriate se
This letter has only one form. 

When combined, it may be pronounced as 
Note: as you noticed, this letter when combined with long vowel /u:/ is pronounced as both /vu:/ and /u:/. 
It depends on different words. As fa
words, and in most cases it is pronounced as /u:/. You will become more familiar with it later.
As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some w
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 
Therefore, you are not asked to either 
pronounce these words on your own or you wil
to do is identify the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new lesson 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On th
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you 
recognize the letters you have just studied on This week. And this is 
NOTE: as you see in the following w
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols wi
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 
symbols with them.  
Notes: 1- it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first be
certainly help you a lot with detecting the letters.
2- please pronounce the letters that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 
just find what you are asked but don't pronounce them
3- As you see, persian letters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 
others have no 'dots'. 
Questions:  
In the following words, how many… do you detect? 

1. Big letter /la:m/? 

2. Small letter /la:m/? 

3. /mim/, both small and big?

4. Big letter /nu:n/? 

5. Small letter /nu:n? 

6. /va:v/? 
  
Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as well. For example, you may
on.  
Please try to answer the questions first. Then, if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 
of the following words. 
  

This one can be a good equivalent for English ‘V’, but sometimes it has a different function. For 
example, sometimes it is pronounced as /u:/ in ‘tool’. In this case, it works other than English ‘V’. We will 
learn more about it later in more appropriate sections. This letter is called /va:v/. 

When combined, it may be pronounced as .  
Note: as you noticed, this letter when combined with long vowel /u:/ is pronounced as both /vu:/ and /u:/. 
It depends on different words. As far as I remember now, this letter is pronounced /vu:/ in just a few 
words, and in most cases it is pronounced as /u:/. You will become more familiar with it later.
As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some w
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 

asked to either read or write these words at this stage. Please
these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. 

the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new lesson 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On th
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you 

you have just studied on This week. And this is all I want you
NOTE: as you see in the following words, there are no symbols (signs) on or under
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 

it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 
certainly help you a lot with detecting the letters. 

please pronounce the letters that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 
don't pronounce them.  

As you see, persian letters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 

In the following words, how many… do you detect?  

all and big? 

Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as well. For example, you may 

Please try to answer the questions first. Then, if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 

This one can be a good equivalent for English ‘V’, but sometimes it has a different function. For 
example, sometimes it is pronounced as /u:/ in ‘tool’. In this case, it works other than English ‘V’. We will 

ctions. This letter is called /va:v/.  

Note: as you noticed, this letter when combined with long vowel /u:/ is pronounced as both /vu:/ and /u:/. 
r as I remember now, this letter is pronounced /vu:/ in just a few 

words, and in most cases it is pronounced as /u:/. You will become more familiar with it later. 
As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 

these words at this stage. Please do not try to 
l remain in an insolvable confusion for good. All you have 

the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new lesson 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you must at least be able to 

I want you to do. 
under the letters. We, as 

beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 

th letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 

fore doing these exercises. It will 

please pronounce the letters that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 

As you see, persian letters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 

 

Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

 find or or and so 

Please try to answer the questions first. Then, if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 



  
The answers:  
1. 4 
2. 5  
3.5 
4. 5 
5. 4 
6. 7 
  
  
Pictorial answers: 

1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 
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Hello everyone, Welcome back! 
Last week I received a very good message from a 15
I wish all of your messages were like this! He had some good suggestions one of which was to present the 
Persian samples page bilingually. It is a good idea, but believe me that it d
Nevertheless, in spite of all the problems I have, I am going to update the Persian samples page and 
present it in both Persian and English. In the meantime, I want to make it clear right now that most of the 
Persian texts you see in Persian samples page are really the masterpieces of our modern literature. 
Honestly, it is beyond the ability of my knowledge to present a comprehensive word for word translation 
for all of them. Nevertheless, I am trying to give you a general idea about e
these works into English wherever possible
are at least ten times stronger than my work. Anyway, I have tried hard during the last week to do my best 
to give you a very interesting explanation of the texts in English (at least I think so!). Kindly forgive me 
that due to many things (lack of enough knowledge, lack of resources, lack of references, lack of time! and 
so on) I haven’t been able to provide you with a co
What I am sure of is that you are going to like it! So, I strongly invite all of you to go back to the first 
week and Persian samples page and read the explanations of the Persian samples text from the very 
beginning. I have just uploaded nine explanations for the nine previous weeks. You may find each 
explanation on each week’s Persian samples pages (from week 1 to week 9) in their own original pages. 
Please take a look at them and please let me receive your sugges
going to support yourselves by supporting me through sending simple messages.
Ok. Now let’s begin. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                            

od message from a 15-year-old Brazilian with some good suggestions in it. 
I wish all of your messages were like this! He had some good suggestions one of which was to present the 
Persian samples page bilingually. It is a good idea, but believe me that it demands a lot of work. 
Nevertheless, in spite of all the problems I have, I am going to update the Persian samples page and 
present it in both Persian and English. In the meantime, I want to make it clear right now that most of the 

Persian samples page are really the masterpieces of our modern literature. 
Honestly, it is beyond the ability of my knowledge to present a comprehensive word for word translation 
for all of them. Nevertheless, I am trying to give you a general idea about each work and translate parts of 

wherever possible. What you should keep in your mind is that the original texts 
are at least ten times stronger than my work. Anyway, I have tried hard during the last week to do my best 

a very interesting explanation of the texts in English (at least I think so!). Kindly forgive me 
that due to many things (lack of enough knowledge, lack of resources, lack of references, lack of time! and 
so on) I haven’t been able to provide you with a comprehensive translation for these works. 
What I am sure of is that you are going to like it! So, I strongly invite all of you to go back to the first 
week and Persian samples page and read the explanations of the Persian samples text from the very 

ng. I have just uploaded nine explanations for the nine previous weeks. You may find each 
explanation on each week’s Persian samples pages (from week 1 to week 9) in their own original pages. 
Please take a look at them and please let me receive your suggestions or even a single message. You are 
going to support yourselves by supporting me through sending simple messages.

                               WEEK 

old Brazilian with some good suggestions in it. 
I wish all of your messages were like this! He had some good suggestions one of which was to present the 

emands a lot of work. 
Nevertheless, in spite of all the problems I have, I am going to update the Persian samples page and 
present it in both Persian and English. In the meantime, I want to make it clear right now that most of the 

Persian samples page are really the masterpieces of our modern literature. 
Honestly, it is beyond the ability of my knowledge to present a comprehensive word for word translation 

ach work and translate parts of 
. What you should keep in your mind is that the original texts 

are at least ten times stronger than my work. Anyway, I have tried hard during the last week to do my best 
a very interesting explanation of the texts in English (at least I think so!). Kindly forgive me 

that due to many things (lack of enough knowledge, lack of resources, lack of references, lack of time! and 
mprehensive translation for these works.  

What I am sure of is that you are going to like it! So, I strongly invite all of you to go back to the first 
week and Persian samples page and read the explanations of the Persian samples text from the very 

ng. I have just uploaded nine explanations for the nine previous weeks. You may find each 
explanation on each week’s Persian samples pages (from week 1 to week 9) in their own original pages. 

tions or even a single message. You are 
going to support yourselves by supporting me through sending simple messages. 



How was the previous lesson? Let me know if you faced any problems. Today we are going to complete 
the part one which was about learning the letters and vowels. Most probably, we will take a very short 
review of the previous lessons next week. After that we will begin the main part of our work. Please try to 
get fluent with these basics now.  

Last week, we learned four letters. Let’s take a look at them again. 
As you know, we have two more letters for today. Right? They are as follows:

31. This one is the big letter ‘H’ in Persian. It is called /he/ as in hen. It appears at the end of the 

words only and stands separated from other letters. Like this one: 

This letter has three small forms. Look at this 

attached to the next letter. Like here 

Sometimes it sits between two letters and 

Like this word . 
The third form is when it appears at the 

you will find it as .  

When combined with the vowels, it may be pronounced as 

Note: As you see, these two letters 
pronounciation.  

32. This is the big letter ‘Y’ in Persian. It is called /ye/ as in yes. 

It appears at the end of the words and stands either attached or separate

. 

And finally, this is the small letter 

When combined, it may be pronounced as 
All right. Now that we have learned the letters and the way they are pronounced, I need to explain 
something that is somehow necessary. 
As you remember, we have six vowels in Persian, which enable us to pronounce the letters. And as you 
have probably noticed, I have already mentioned that we have six 
remember? I said that because in addition to these six vowels we 
vowels.  
Let me explain it a bit more. How do you pronounce this English word ‘address’? I am sure all of you can 
pronounce it well. It is something like this /ædres/. Is it correct? Good! Now tell me how do you 
pronounce the letters ‘d’ and ‘s’ here? It’s quite clear. Your tongue simply stops or pauses on these letters 
without producing any extra sounds. It seems not so important in English. Nevertheless, in Persian we 
have a name for this. It is called pause or 

what you see on . 
Let’s see the second one. Look at this English word ‘attach’. As you see, we have two ‘T’ in this word. 
Just suppose that we are breaking this word like this: ‘at
stops or pauses on the first ‘T’ and pronounces the second ‘T’. What the Persian grammar, or I’d better 
say the Arab-based grammar, is asking us to do is this: “ Whenever one letter is written 
one is paused, we should simply delete the first one and pronounce the second one with an 
the explanation clear? I need to mention it here that this one is not used very often in Persian but it is used 
anyway! 

How was the previous lesson? Let me know if you faced any problems. Today we are going to complete 
was about learning the letters and vowels. Most probably, we will take a very short 

review of the previous lessons next week. After that we will begin the main part of our work. Please try to 
 

etters. Let’s take a look at them again. , 
As you know, we have two more letters for today. Right? They are as follows: 

This one is the big letter ‘H’ in Persian. It is called /he/ as in hen. It appears at the end of the 

from other letters. Like this one: . 

This letter has three small forms. Look at this . It appears at the beginning

. Like here .  

two letters and attaches to both of them. In this case you will find it as 

The third form is when it appears at the end of the words and is attached to the 

When combined with the vowels, it may be pronounced as 

Note: As you see, these two letters and , when combined with the vowels, have the same 

This is the big letter ‘Y’ in Persian. It is called /ye/ as in yes.  

It appears at the end of the words and stands either attached or separated. Like these words:

And finally, this is the small letter /ye/.  

When combined, it may be pronounced as .  
All right. Now that we have learned the letters and the way they are pronounced, I need to explain 
something that is somehow necessary.  

ou remember, we have six vowels in Persian, which enable us to pronounce the letters. And as you 
have probably noticed, I have already mentioned that we have six main sounds (vowels). Do you 
remember? I said that because in addition to these six vowels we have two more that can hardly be called 

Let me explain it a bit more. How do you pronounce this English word ‘address’? I am sure all of you can 
pronounce it well. It is something like this /ædres/. Is it correct? Good! Now tell me how do you 

ounce the letters ‘d’ and ‘s’ here? It’s quite clear. Your tongue simply stops or pauses on these letters 
without producing any extra sounds. It seems not so important in English. Nevertheless, in Persian we 
have a name for this. It is called pause or sokoon /soku:n/in Persian. The representative of this pause is 

Let’s see the second one. Look at this English word ‘attach’. As you see, we have two ‘T’ in this word. 
that we are breaking this word like this: ‘at- tach’. What we find out here is that our tongue 

stops or pauses on the first ‘T’ and pronounces the second ‘T’. What the Persian grammar, or I’d better 
based grammar, is asking us to do is this: “ Whenever one letter is written 
, we should simply delete the first one and pronounce the second one with an 

the explanation clear? I need to mention it here that this one is not used very often in Persian but it is used 

How was the previous lesson? Let me know if you faced any problems. Today we are going to complete 
was about learning the letters and vowels. Most probably, we will take a very short 

review of the previous lessons next week. After that we will begin the main part of our work. Please try to 

, , .  
 

This one is the big letter ‘H’ in Persian. It is called /he/ as in hen. It appears at the end of the 

beginning of the words and is 

of them. In this case you will find it as . 

to the previous letter. In this case 

.  

, when combined with the vowels, have the same 

d. Like these words: , 

All right. Now that we have learned the letters and the way they are pronounced, I need to explain 

ou remember, we have six vowels in Persian, which enable us to pronounce the letters. And as you 
sounds (vowels). Do you 

have two more that can hardly be called 

Let me explain it a bit more. How do you pronounce this English word ‘address’? I am sure all of you can 
pronounce it well. It is something like this /ædres/. Is it correct? Good! Now tell me how do you 

ounce the letters ‘d’ and ‘s’ here? It’s quite clear. Your tongue simply stops or pauses on these letters 
without producing any extra sounds. It seems not so important in English. Nevertheless, in Persian we 

/soku:n/in Persian. The representative of this pause is 

Let’s see the second one. Look at this English word ‘attach’. As you see, we have two ‘T’ in this word. 
find out here is that our tongue 

stops or pauses on the first ‘T’ and pronounces the second ‘T’. What the Persian grammar, or I’d better 
based grammar, is asking us to do is this: “ Whenever one letter is written twice and the first 
, we should simply delete the first one and pronounce the second one with an emphasis.” Is 

the explanation clear? I need to mention it here that this one is not used very often in Persian but it is used 



This emphasis is called Tashdid /tæshdi

The representative of this emphasis or 

. You don't need to worry about this. Maybe you will see it once in one hundred words 
and probably you won't use this rule at all!
As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 
Therefore, you are not asked to either 
pronounce these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. 
to do is identify the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new lesson 
carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 
some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you 
recognize the letters you have just studied on This week. And 
NOTE: as you see in the following words, there are no symbols (signs)
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Pers
symbols with them.  
Notes: 1- it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 
certainly help you a lot with detecting the letters.
2- please pronounce the letters that we have already stu
just find what you are asked but don't pronounce them
3- As you see, persian letters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 
others have no 'dots'. 
Questions:  
In the following words, how many… do you detect? 

1. All /he/? 

2. All /ye/? 
3. Tashdid /tæshdid/? 
Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as 
on.  
Please try to answer the questions first. Then, if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 
of the following words. 
  

  
The answers:  
1. 9 
2. 6  
3. 2 
  
  
Pictorial answers: 

/tæshdid/.  

The representative of this emphasis or Tashdid is what you see here on 'A': 

. You don't need to worry about this. Maybe you will see it once in one hundred words 
and probably you won't use this rule at all! 

perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 

asked to either read or write these words at this stage. Please
these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. 

the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new lesson 
on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 

some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you 
you have just studied on This week. And this is all I want you

NOTE: as you see in the following words, there are no symbols (signs) on or under
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 

familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 

it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 
certainly help you a lot with detecting the letters. 

please pronounce the letters that we have already studied. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 
don't pronounce them.  

As you see, persian letters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 

In the following words, how many… do you detect?  

Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

yourself updated, you'd better find those letters as well. For example, you may find 

Please try to answer the questions first. Then, if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 

. For example 

. You don't need to worry about this. Maybe you will see it once in one hundred words 

perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words to 
practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by yourself. 

Please do not try to 
these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. All you have 

the letters you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the new lesson 
on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you will find 

some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you must at least be able to 
I want you to do. 

under the letters. We, as 
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 

familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 

ian words that take no 

it is recommended that you visit Let's Write page first before doing these exercises. It will 

died. For those letters that we haven't studied yet, 

As you see, persian letters have 'dots' with them. Some letters may have up to three 'dots' while some 

Note: in addition to these questions, you may find other letters that we have already studied. To keep 

well. For example, you may find or or and so 

Please try to answer the questions first. Then, if you want to be sure, find the correct answers at the bottom 

 



1 - 2 - 3 
  
                                                                                                                             
Revision  
Hello everyone, welcome back! 
Let me start by wishing a wonderful Christmas followed by 
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
Now, let’s begin. 
As you know, we have successfully completed part one that was learning the letters. Today, we are going 
to take a very short review from what we have already s
So far we have learned that there are 32 letters upon which the Persian language is built. We also learned 
that to pronounce the letters, we needed to put some vowels 
that we have six vowels: three long and three short vowels. Then we learned that sometimes we have to 
put an emphasis on some letters, which is called 
or pause on some letters and this is called 
As you remember, we have many letters that when pronounced with the help of vowels, have the same 
pronunciations. As I have told you before, you don’t need to worry about it at all. Once more, let’s see the 
letters that have the same pronunciations

1-     , .   

2-     and .  

3-     , , and .  

4-     and .  

5-     , , , .  

6-     , .  
During this time, we have learned how to write all these letters. I invite you once more to practice writing 
if you haven’t tried it so far. It has some great advantages. One of them is that writing will help you learn 
things better. The other one, more im
All right. Although I have already mentioned that this lesson is about what we have already studied, we 
are going to learn some new words today if you have no objections! 
Let’s simply start by learning the subjective pronouns today. Hopefully you know them in English. These 
are the subjective pronouns: I, you, he, she, it
their equivalents in Persian.  
 

 Note: We have learned that letters when combined with 

be pronounced as /u:/ like what you see here: 
in which that special letter will be pronounced as short /o/ inste
you see below for the singular you

1-     I =   /mæn/ as man in English. 

2-     You =   /to/ as in torture. And this is one of them I just talked about. It 
/tu:/.  

 

                                                                                                                                       

Let me start by wishing a wonderful Christmas followed by a very prosperous new year to all of you.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!  

As you know, we have successfully completed part one that was learning the letters. Today, we are going 
to take a very short review from what we have already studied to make sure that everything has been clear.
So far we have learned that there are 32 letters upon which the Persian language is built. We also learned 
that to pronounce the letters, we needed to put some vowels on or under the letters. And you reme
that we have six vowels: three long and three short vowels. Then we learned that sometimes we have to 
put an emphasis on some letters, which is called Tashdid. And sometimes, it happens very often, we stop 
or pause on some letters and this is called Sokoon.  
As you remember, we have many letters that when pronounced with the help of vowels, have the same 
pronunciations. As I have told you before, you don’t need to worry about it at all. Once more, let’s see the 
letters that have the same pronunciations . They are as follows: 

During this time, we have learned how to write all these letters. I invite you once more to practice writing 
if you haven’t tried it so far. It has some great advantages. One of them is that writing will help you learn 
things better. The other one, more important one, is that you’ll have to use it during our next lessons. 
All right. Although I have already mentioned that this lesson is about what we have already studied, we 
are going to learn some new words today if you have no objections!  
Let’s simply start by learning the subjective pronouns today. Hopefully you know them in English. These 
are the subjective pronouns: I, you, he, she, it------ we, you, they. Is it correct? Wonderful! Now, let’s see 

have learned that letters when combined with , which is supposed to be long /u:/, should 

be pronounced as /u:/ like what you see here: /bu:/. But sometimes, there can be found some words 
in which that special letter will be pronounced as short /o/ instead of the normal /u:/. One of them is what 

singular you.  

/mæn/ as man in English.  

rture. And this is one of them I just talked about. It 

          Lesson 10 ---------

a very prosperous new year to all of you. 

As you know, we have successfully completed part one that was learning the letters. Today, we are going 
tudied to make sure that everything has been clear. 

So far we have learned that there are 32 letters upon which the Persian language is built. We also learned 
the letters. And you remember 

that we have six vowels: three long and three short vowels. Then we learned that sometimes we have to 
. And sometimes, it happens very often, we stop 

As you remember, we have many letters that when pronounced with the help of vowels, have the same 
pronunciations. As I have told you before, you don’t need to worry about it at all. Once more, let’s see the 

During this time, we have learned how to write all these letters. I invite you once more to practice writing 
if you haven’t tried it so far. It has some great advantages. One of them is that writing will help you learn 

portant one, is that you’ll have to use it during our next lessons.  
All right. Although I have already mentioned that this lesson is about what we have already studied, we 

Let’s simply start by learning the subjective pronouns today. Hopefully you know them in English. These 
we, you, they. Is it correct? Wonderful! Now, let’s see 

, which is supposed to be long /u:/, should 

/bu:/. But sometimes, there can be found some words 
ad of the normal /u:/. One of them is what 

rture. And this is one of them I just talked about. It is not pronounced as 



3-     He and She = /u:/ as in m

Note: He and She have the same equivalent in Persian. So, if you simply say 
know that it’s a man or a woman whom you are talking about. 

4-     It =   /a:n/ as in answer in British English not American English. 

5-     We = /ma:/ as in mother. 

6-     You = /shoma:/.  

7-     They = /a:nha:/. And /i:sha:n/. 
Note: As you see, ‘They’ has two equivalents in Persian.
 All right. With this, we come to the end of lesson 10. I hope it hasn’t been difficult. 
 
WEEK 11 
Hello everyone, welcome back! 
Last week we learned the subjective pronouns in Persian. I hope you had no problems with them. Let’s 
take a look at them again.  

1- I = . 2- You = . 3- he and she = 

5- we = . 6- You = . 7
In learning a language, we normally begin with present tenses, like present simple tense (ex. I go to school 
every day) or present continuous tense (ex. I am writing a letter now). It seems quite natural, as these 
present tenses bring us less difficulty fo
procedure a bit and I believe it will be more helpful. 
Here, we are going to start with the simple past tense. The reason I am doing this is that we, as beginners, 
will find it easier to follow, as almost all verbs in this tense are 
bit more for those who have problems with these items. 
Look at this verb: Go.  This verb is 
tenses. Like this: go – went –gone. 
Examples:  
1-     I go to school everyday. (Present simple tense)
2-     I went to school yesterday. (Simple past tense)
3-     I have already gone to school. (Present perfect tense) 
As you see, the verb ‘Go’ has different forms in different tenses. That’s why I said its construction 
changes! These kinds of verbs are 
Now, look at this one: Clean. This verb
its construction! All we need to do is putting ‘ed’ at the end of this verb. 
Examples:  
1-     I clean my room everyday. (Present simple tense)
2-     I cleaned my room yesterday. (Simple p
3-     I have already cleaned my room. (Present perfect tense)
As you see, we just added ‘ed’ to this verb in different tenses. These kinds of verbs are 
clear? Wonderful! 
Now, let’s go back to our Persian. 
In Persian, it’s not the verbs that define the regularity or irregularity of the verbs. Rather, it’s the 
imposes a regular or an irregular form on the verbs. Confused? Let me explain it more. 
In English we say that this verb is regular or irregular. Is that correct
this tense is regular or irregular. For example, verbs in simple past tense are regular while in present 
simple tense are irregular. It doesn’t depend on the verbs; it depends on 
rule. As far as I remember now, all tenses except present tenses can be considered regular. So, our 
problem will be with present simple tense only. That’s why I have currently put off this tense. 

:/ as in moon.  

Note: He and She have the same equivalent in Persian. So, if you simply say 
know that it’s a man or a woman whom you are talking about.  

swer in British English not American English.  

ther.  

/a:nha:/. And /i:sha:n/.  
Note: As you see, ‘They’ has two equivalents in Persian. 
All right. With this, we come to the end of lesson 10. I hope it hasn’t been difficult. 

Last week we learned the subjective pronouns in Persian. I hope you had no problems with them. Let’s 

he and she = . 4- it = .  

. 7- they = . And .  
In learning a language, we normally begin with present tenses, like present simple tense (ex. I go to school 
every day) or present continuous tense (ex. I am writing a letter now). It seems quite natural, as these 
present tenses bring us less difficulty for other complicated ones. However, I am going to change this 
procedure a bit and I believe it will be more helpful.  
Here, we are going to start with the simple past tense. The reason I am doing this is that we, as beginners, 

as almost all verbs in this tense are regular not irregular.
bit more for those who have problems with these items.  

This verb is irregular because we have to change its construction in different 
gone.  

I go to school everyday. (Present simple tense) 
I went to school yesterday. (Simple past tense) 
I have already gone to school. (Present perfect tense)  

As you see, the verb ‘Go’ has different forms in different tenses. That’s why I said its construction 
changes! These kinds of verbs are irregular verbs.  
Now, look at this one: Clean. This verb is different from the previous one. Here we don’t have to change 
its construction! All we need to do is putting ‘ed’ at the end of this verb.  

I clean my room everyday. (Present simple tense) 
I cleaned my room yesterday. (Simple past tense) 
I have already cleaned my room. (Present perfect tense) 

As you see, we just added ‘ed’ to this verb in different tenses. These kinds of verbs are 

Now, let’s go back to our Persian.  
the verbs that define the regularity or irregularity of the verbs. Rather, it’s the 

imposes a regular or an irregular form on the verbs. Confused? Let me explain it more. 
is regular or irregular. Is that correct? Great! But in Persian, we say that 

is regular or irregular. For example, verbs in simple past tense are regular while in present 
simple tense are irregular. It doesn’t depend on the verbs; it depends on tenses. All verbs follow the same 

As far as I remember now, all tenses except present tenses can be considered regular. So, our 
problem will be with present simple tense only. That’s why I have currently put off this tense. 

, the people will not 

All right. With this, we come to the end of lesson 10. I hope it hasn’t been difficult.  

Last week we learned the subjective pronouns in Persian. I hope you had no problems with them. Let’s 

In learning a language, we normally begin with present tenses, like present simple tense (ex. I go to school 
every day) or present continuous tense (ex. I am writing a letter now). It seems quite natural, as these 

r other complicated ones. However, I am going to change this 

Here, we are going to start with the simple past tense. The reason I am doing this is that we, as beginners, 
not irregular.  Let me explain it a 

because we have to change its construction in different 

As you see, the verb ‘Go’ has different forms in different tenses. That’s why I said its construction 

is different from the previous one. Here we don’t have to change 

As you see, we just added ‘ed’ to this verb in different tenses. These kinds of verbs are regular. Is that 

the verbs that define the regularity or irregularity of the verbs. Rather, it’s the tense that 
imposes a regular or an irregular form on the verbs. Confused? Let me explain it more.  

? Great! But in Persian, we say that 
is regular or irregular. For example, verbs in simple past tense are regular while in present 

. All verbs follow the same 
As far as I remember now, all tenses except present tenses can be considered regular. So, our 

problem will be with present simple tense only. That’s why I have currently put off this tense.  



As far as I remember, there is no such a well
hasn't been a necessity to define such a rule for Persian
to find such clear explanations in Persian grammar books. 
All right. The following examples will show you
at the following examples. 
As I have already mentioned, we are going to start with simple past tense. To do this, we need to learn 
some verbs or I’d better say some 
All we have to do is finding the infinitives
Let’s see what’s ‘to go’ means in Persian. 

‘To go’ means /ræftæn/, which is an infinitive. 
Now, let’s see its form in simple past tense. As you know, in simple past tense almost all verbs are regular

Now, if we simply delete /nu:n/ from the infinitive 
in simple past tense.  

Note: all infinitives (to + verb) end with
tense. It’s that easy!  

In short, this is /ræftæn/ and means ‘to go’.

past tense. You will have 
Now that we know the rule, it will not be difficult to have this verb with the subjective pronouns. Ready? 

I went ==== / mæn ræftæm/. ==>

You went== /ræfti/. =======> 

He and she went === 

It went ==== /a:n ræft/. ======> 

We went === /ma: ræftim/ . ====> 

You went ==== /shoma: ræftid/ . => 

They went === /a:nha: ræftænd/. => 
Was it difficult? You may apply this rule to all verbs in simple past tense. 
Now try this one. 

‘To write’ means /neveshtæn/, which is an infinitive. 

Delete /nu:n/ from its end, and you will have 
Then combine it with subjective pronouns. You will say: 

I wrote === /mæn neveshtæm/.===> 

You wrote=== /to neveshti/. ===>

He and she wrote === 

It wrote === /a:n nevesht/. ===> 

We wrote == /ma: neveshtim/. ===> 

You wrote === 

As far as I remember, there is no such a well-defined rule in the Persian grammar books. Probably, there 
hasn't been a necessity to define such a rule for Persian-speaking students. I'm afraid, you will not be able 
to find such clear explanations in Persian grammar books.  
All right. The following examples will show you that it is really as easy as 1-2-

As I have already mentioned, we are going to start with simple past tense. To do this, we need to learn 
some verbs or I’d better say some infinitives.  

infinitives (to + verb, like: to go). 
Let’s see what’s ‘to go’ means in Persian.  

/ræftæn/, which is an infinitive.  
Now, let’s see its form in simple past tense. As you know, in simple past tense almost all verbs are regular

/nu:n/ from the infinitive , we will have 

Note: all infinitives (to + verb) end with  in Persian. Simply delete , and you’ll have simple past 

/ræftæn/ and means ‘to go’.  Just delete from its end to change it into simple 

/ræft/.  
Now that we know the rule, it will not be difficult to have this verb with the subjective pronouns. Ready? 

/ mæn ræftæm/. ==> + /æm/ = 

/ræfti/. =======> + /i:/=  

/u: ræft/ . ==>  + nothing=  

/a:n ræft/. ======> + nothing =  

/ma: ræftim/ . ====> + /im/= 

/shoma: ræftid/ . => + /id/ = 

/a:nha: ræftænd/. => + /ænd/= 
Was it difficult? You may apply this rule to all verbs in simple past tense.  

/neveshtæn/, which is an infinitive.  

/nu:n/ from its end, and you will have /nevesht/.  
Then combine it with subjective pronouns. You will say:  

/mæn neveshtæm/.===> + /æm/ 

/to neveshti/. ===>  + /i:/ 

/u: nevesht/.! ===> + nothing

/a:n nevesht/. ===> + nothing 

/ma: neveshtim/. ===> + /im/ 

/shoma: neveshtid/. ==> + /id/

Persian grammar books. Probably, there 
speaking students. I'm afraid, you will not be able 

-3! Don’t believe me? Look 

As I have already mentioned, we are going to start with simple past tense. To do this, we need to learn 

Now, let’s see its form in simple past tense. As you know, in simple past tense almost all verbs are regular. 

, we will have /ræft/, which is 

, and you’ll have simple past 

from its end to change it into simple 

Now that we know the rule, it will not be difficult to have this verb with the subjective pronouns. Ready?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

+ nothing 

/id/ 



They wrote=== 
All right. With this we come to the end of lesson 11. 
As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with ea
sentences to practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by 
yourself. Therefore, you are not asked to either 
pronounce these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. 
to do is identify the letters and words you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the 
new lesson carefully. Then click on the Use
will find some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you 
able to recognize the letters and words you have just studied on This week. And t
do. 
NOTE: as you see in the following words, there are no symbols (signs)
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 
after you got enough familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persi
symbols with them.  

Look at this word: /didæn/. It means 'to see'. Now simply delete 

have /did/Now pronounce this word with the subjective pronouns. Example: 

I saw= /mæn didæm/. ===> 

You saw= /to didi/. ===> 
Now it's your turn! Try this verb with other pronouns.

Now look at this one:  /bæstæn/. It means 'to close'. Now simply delete 

/bæst/. Now try this with the subjective pronouns. Example:

I closed= /mæn bæstæm/. 
It's your turn to Continue!  

Now look at this one:

/shekæst/.  

I broke = /mæn shekæstæm/. 
Now continue!  
  
  
 
 
 
 
Week 12 
Hello everyone, welcome back! 
As you remember, we started learning simple past tense last week. From today, we are going to practice 
with this tense to make sure that it is clearly understood. Try to make the foundation of your building as 
strong as possible! To do this here, we need t

Last week, we learned that all infinitives in Persian ended with 

learned that we’d have a verb in simple past tense by simply deleting 

. Correct?  

/a:nha: neveshtænd/. ==> + 
All right. With this we come to the end of lesson 11.  
As you know, practice makes perfect! Every week, along with each lesson, you are given some words or 
sentences to practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by 

asked to either read or write these words at this stage. Please
these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. 

the letters and words you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the 
new lesson carefully. Then click on the Useful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you 
will find some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you 

and words you have just studied on This week. And t

NOTE: as you see in the following words, there are no symbols (signs) on or under
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 

familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 
often. I have eliminated these symbols on purpose to let you see the real Persian words that take no 

/didæn/. It means 'to see'. Now simply delete 

/did/Now pronounce this word with the subjective pronouns. Example: 

/mæn didæm/. ===> + /æm/ 

o didi/. ===> + /i:/ 
Now it's your turn! Try this verb with other pronouns. 

/bæstæn/. It means 'to close'. Now simply delete 

/bæst/. Now try this with the subjective pronouns. Example: 

/mæn bæstæm/.  

/shekæstæn/. It means 'to break'. Delete 

/mæn shekæstæm/.  

As you remember, we started learning simple past tense last week. From today, we are going to practice 
with this tense to make sure that it is clearly understood. Try to make the foundation of your building as 
strong as possible! To do this here, we need to practice a lot.  

Last week, we learned that all infinitives in Persian ended with /nu:n/. Example: 

learned that we’d have a verb in simple past tense by simply deleting from infinitives. Example: 

/ænd/ 

ch lesson, you are given some words or 
sentences to practice. I know that, as a beginner, you will find it difficult to read the entire words by 

these words at this stage. Please do not try to 
these words on your own or you will remain in an insolvable confusion for good. All you have 

the letters and words you have already studied. So, first go to the This week and study the 
ful drills button to get connected to this page. On this page you 

will find some words that seem quite stranger to you at the first glance. Nevertheless, you must at least be 
and words you have just studied on This week. And this is all I want you to 

under the letters. We, as 
beginners, use these symbols during our lessons to learn the correct pronunciation of the words. Later, 

familiarity with the words and the way they are pronounced you would find it 
redundant to use these symbols with letters, except for some ambiguous words that are not used very 

an words that take no 

from the end, and you'll 

/did/Now pronounce this word with the subjective pronouns. Example:  

/bæstæn/. It means 'to close'. Now simply delete and you'll have 

and you'll have 

As you remember, we started learning simple past tense last week. From today, we are going to practice 
with this tense to make sure that it is clearly understood. Try to make the foundation of your building as 

/nu:n/. Example: .  We also 

from infinitives. Example: 



Then, we learned that we could combine verbs in simple past tense with subjective pronouns. Doing this, 
we found that we had to add something to the end of the verbs to match that verb with each pronoun. 

Example: + = 
All right. Now, let’s see what do we have for today. 
Before we start, let me tell you something. As you have probably noticed, in some cases the pronunciation 
of the words you hear is a little bit different from the phonetic alphabets you find with each word. The 

example I can mention here is this: 
but when you listen to the recorded sound it is pronounced as /di:di:/. (Long /i:/ instead of short /i/). It is 
because I am trying to pronounce the words as slowly and clearly as possible. Basically, there
difference with these different pronunciations. All these three pronunciations are acceptable: /didi/
and /di:di:/. Don’t pay too much attention on these minor differences. I would certainly let you know if the 
difference was big enough to be mentioned.
Note: One of the problems with Persian verbs is that there are a considerable amount of compound verbs 
instead of single verbs. These compound verbs have apparently imposed a negative flexibility on creating 
new words in Persian. Although attempts have been made to change these compound verbs into single 
ones, less progress has been achieved till now. Most probably it comes from the dominant Arab language 
that has changed the structure of Persian language quite negatively. Statistics pres
linguists show that the capability of Persian language in generating new words was unbelievingly higher if 
we could re-separate the structure of Persian language from Arabic, which are totally different from each 
other in origin.  
Let’s see an example.  

‘To speak’ means 
As you see in the above example, we have two words in Persian for one English word. This is what I am 
talking about. Quite fortunately, this problem has nothing to do with us as beginners! Still, we can
the same rule here. In all cases, we need to change the second part, not the first one. Here we have to 

change /kærdæn/.  

Now, let’s apply the rule. Delete 
which is in simple past tense. Now try it with the su

I spoke = 

You spoke = 

He and she spoke = 

It spoke == 

We spoke == 

You spoke == 

They spoke == 
/i:sha:n sohbæt kærdænd/.  
All right.  As you see nothing can break our rules!! (Except some exceptions that might happen once in a 
thousand!)  
Now let’s learn some new words today. We will need some words to 
learn these words before we see each other next week!
English =================== Persian 

Door                                                 

Window                                            

combine verbs in simple past tense with subjective pronouns. Doing this, 
we found that we had to add something to the end of the verbs to match that verb with each pronoun. 

. Clear?  
All right. Now, let’s see what do we have for today.  

ore we start, let me tell you something. As you have probably noticed, in some cases the pronunciation 
of the words you hear is a little bit different from the phonetic alphabets you find with each word. The 

example I can mention here is this: . The phonetic alphabet written next to this word is /didi/, 
but when you listen to the recorded sound it is pronounced as /di:di:/. (Long /i:/ instead of short /i/). It is 
because I am trying to pronounce the words as slowly and clearly as possible. Basically, there
difference with these different pronunciations. All these three pronunciations are acceptable: /didi/
and /di:di:/. Don’t pay too much attention on these minor differences. I would certainly let you know if the 

h to be mentioned. 
Note: One of the problems with Persian verbs is that there are a considerable amount of compound verbs 
instead of single verbs. These compound verbs have apparently imposed a negative flexibility on creating 

h attempts have been made to change these compound verbs into single 
ones, less progress has been achieved till now. Most probably it comes from the dominant Arab language 
that has changed the structure of Persian language quite negatively. Statistics pres
linguists show that the capability of Persian language in generating new words was unbelievingly higher if 

separate the structure of Persian language from Arabic, which are totally different from each 

/sohbæt kærdæn/.  
As you see in the above example, we have two words in Persian for one English word. This is what I am 
talking about. Quite fortunately, this problem has nothing to do with us as beginners! Still, we can
the same rule here. In all cases, we need to change the second part, not the first one. Here we have to 

from and you’ll have 
which is in simple past tense. Now try it with the subjective pronouns. You’ll say:

/mæn sohbæt kærdæm/.  

/to sohbæt kærdi/.  

/u: sohbæt kærd/.  

/a:n sohbæt kærd/.  

/ma: sohbæt kærdim/.  

/shoma: sohbæt kærdid/.  

/a:nha: sohbæt kærdænd /. And 

As you see nothing can break our rules!! (Except some exceptions that might happen once in a 

Now let’s learn some new words today. We will need some words to start making sentences. Please try to 
learn these words before we see each other next week! 
English =================== Persian  

                                                 /dær/. And /dærb/.  

                                            /pænjereh/.  

combine verbs in simple past tense with subjective pronouns. Doing this, 
we found that we had to add something to the end of the verbs to match that verb with each pronoun. 

ore we start, let me tell you something. As you have probably noticed, in some cases the pronunciation 
of the words you hear is a little bit different from the phonetic alphabets you find with each word. The 

tic alphabet written next to this word is /didi/, 
but when you listen to the recorded sound it is pronounced as /di:di:/. (Long /i:/ instead of short /i/). It is 
because I am trying to pronounce the words as slowly and clearly as possible. Basically, there is no big 
difference with these different pronunciations. All these three pronunciations are acceptable: /didi/- /didi:/- 
and /di:di:/. Don’t pay too much attention on these minor differences. I would certainly let you know if the 

Note: One of the problems with Persian verbs is that there are a considerable amount of compound verbs 
instead of single verbs. These compound verbs have apparently imposed a negative flexibility on creating 

h attempts have been made to change these compound verbs into single 
ones, less progress has been achieved till now. Most probably it comes from the dominant Arab language 
that has changed the structure of Persian language quite negatively. Statistics presented by some great 
linguists show that the capability of Persian language in generating new words was unbelievingly higher if 

separate the structure of Persian language from Arabic, which are totally different from each 

As you see in the above example, we have two words in Persian for one English word. This is what I am 
talking about. Quite fortunately, this problem has nothing to do with us as beginners! Still, we can apply 
the same rule here. In all cases, we need to change the second part, not the first one. Here we have to 

/sohbæt kærd/, 
bjective pronouns. You’ll say: 

As you see nothing can break our rules!! (Except some exceptions that might happen once in a 

start making sentences. Please try to 



Yesterday                                         

Today                                                
All right. What I am trying to do is helping you with some basic rules first. Remember that I am not going 
to give you a fish; I am trying to teach you fishing! So, be patient enough to be with me on our fishing 
path!!  
During our next lessons, you'll see 
steps, we need to learn some words first.
 
Practice makes perfect!  

‘To kiss’ means /bu:sidæn/. Delete 
it with the subjective pronouns. You’ll

I kissed == /mæn bu:sidæm/. 

You kissed == 
Now continue!! 

‘To have’ means /da:shtæn/. Delete 
pronouns you’ll say: 

I had == /mæn da:shtæm/. 

You had == /to da:shti/. 
Now continue!  
  
From today, you may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in simple past tense. Do 
not pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones. 
  
 
  
Week 13 
Hello everyone, welcome back! 
I hope all of you have been following the lessons patiently and step by step. As I have told you on and on, 
we are going to learn Persian from the very beginning. It will take us a while to find ourselves fluent. I 
think the quality is more important than 
each week. Probably, many of you will give up if I put a lot of words and ask you to do a lot of work 
every week.  
Note: Almost every day, I receive a message asking for some translations. I
could do this much work for each of you separately. But, I am only one and have a lot to do. Please be 
patient with me if I am not really able to write back to all of you directly. However, to meet your basic 
needs in translation, I have added one more page to this site from this week, and it's 'Your words'. You 
may send me your short sentences and I will translate them for you. But, please send me just one sentence 
and make it as short as possible.  
All right. Now let’s start. 
Hopefully, you have already learned the previous words. Today, we are going to make some short 
sentences in simple past tense. 
To begin with, we need to know the structure of a sentence in both English and Persian. 
Look at this sentence: I closed the 
here the structure of the sentence in English is like this:
subject + verb + object. All right? 
In Persian, we have subjects at the beginning and verbs at the end of the sentences. 
objects come between these two. That is to say, for the same English sentence we have this structure in 
Persian: subject + object + verb.  
Now, let’s organize the words in this rule. For 'I closed the door', we have this in Persian:

                                         /di: ru:z/.  

                                                /em ru:z/.  
All right. What I am trying to do is helping you with some basic rules first. Remember that I am not going 
to give you a fish; I am trying to teach you fishing! So, be patient enough to be with me on our fishing 

During our next lessons, you'll see that we are not limited to memorizing some words. But to take our next 
steps, we need to learn some words first. 

/bu:sidæn/. Delete /nu:n/and you’ll have 
it with the subjective pronouns. You’ll say: 

/mæn bu:sidæm/.  

/to bu:sidi/.  

/da:shtæn/. Delete and you'll have 

/mæn da:shtæm/.  

/to da:shti/.  

m today, you may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in simple past tense. Do 
not pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones. 

I hope all of you have been following the lessons patiently and step by step. As I have told you on and on, 
we are going to learn Persian from the very beginning. It will take us a while to find ourselves fluent. I 
think the quality is more important than the quantity. Don’t get impatient if you don’t find lots of words 
each week. Probably, many of you will give up if I put a lot of words and ask you to do a lot of work 

Note: Almost every day, I receive a message asking for some translations. I would be more than happy if I 
could do this much work for each of you separately. But, I am only one and have a lot to do. Please be 
patient with me if I am not really able to write back to all of you directly. However, to meet your basic 

tion, I have added one more page to this site from this week, and it's 'Your words'. You 
may send me your short sentences and I will translate them for you. But, please send me just one sentence 

 

Hopefully, you have already learned the previous words. Today, we are going to make some short 

To begin with, we need to know the structure of a sentence in both English and Persian. 
Look at this sentence: I closed the door. I = subject. Closed = verb. The door = object. Is that correct? So, 
here the structure of the sentence in English is like this: 
subject + verb + object. All right?  
In Persian, we have subjects at the beginning and verbs at the end of the sentences. 
objects come between these two. That is to say, for the same English sentence we have this structure in 

 
Now, let’s organize the words in this rule. For 'I closed the door', we have this in Persian:

All right. What I am trying to do is helping you with some basic rules first. Remember that I am not going 
to give you a fish; I am trying to teach you fishing! So, be patient enough to be with me on our fishing 

that we are not limited to memorizing some words. But to take our next 

/bu:sid/. Now try 

/da:sht/. With subjective 

m today, you may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in simple past tense. Do 
not pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones.  

I hope all of you have been following the lessons patiently and step by step. As I have told you on and on, 
we are going to learn Persian from the very beginning. It will take us a while to find ourselves fluent. I 

the quantity. Don’t get impatient if you don’t find lots of words 
each week. Probably, many of you will give up if I put a lot of words and ask you to do a lot of work 

would be more than happy if I 
could do this much work for each of you separately. But, I am only one and have a lot to do. Please be 
patient with me if I am not really able to write back to all of you directly. However, to meet your basic 

tion, I have added one more page to this site from this week, and it's 'Your words'. You 
may send me your short sentences and I will translate them for you. But, please send me just one sentence 

Hopefully, you have already learned the previous words. Today, we are going to make some short 

To begin with, we need to know the structure of a sentence in both English and Persian.  
door. I = subject. Closed = verb. The door = object. Is that correct? So, 

In Persian, we have subjects at the beginning and verbs at the end of the sentences. All other items such as 
objects come between these two. That is to say, for the same English sentence we have this structure in 

Now, let’s organize the words in this rule. For 'I closed the door', we have this in Persian: 



/mæn dær ra: bæstæm/. which means 'I closed the door'. Is that difficult? 

Note: as you see, we have /ra:/ after 

whenever a word is followed by 
Now let’s try this with all subjective pronouns:

1-     I closed the door. 

2-     You closed the door. 

3-     He/she closed the door. 

4-     It closed the door. 

5-     We closed the door. 

6-     You closed the door. 

7-     They closed the door. 

and /i:sha:n dær ra: bæstænd/. 
Is it really difficult? Wonderful!  

Now replace /dær/ with 

1-     I closed the window. 

2-     You closed the window. 

3-     He/she closed the window. 

4-     It closed the window. 

5-     We closed the window. 

6-     You closed the window. 

7-     They closed the window. 
Now, let’s change the verb. 

You already now what ‘to see’ means in Persian. 
Let’s try this one. 

1-     I saw the door. 

2-     You saw the door. 

3-     He/she saw the door. 

4-     It saw the door. 

5-     We saw the door. 

6-     You saw the door. 

7-     They saw the door. 

/mæn dær ra: bæstæm/. which means 'I closed the door'. Is that difficult? 

/ra:/ after /dær/, which is the object of our sentence. As a rule, 

/ra:/ is an object. It’s that simple: word + 
Now let’s try this with all subjective pronouns: 

/mæn dær ra: bæstæm/.  

/to dær ra: bæsti/.  

/u: dær ra: bæst/.  

/ a:n dær ra: bæst/.  

/ma: dær ra: bæstim/. 

/shoma: dær ra: bæstid/.  

/a:nha: dær ra: bæstænd/.  

/i:sha:n dær ra: bæstænd/.  
 

/pænjereh/. You will say: 

/mæn pænjereh ra: bæstæm/. 

/ to pænjereh ra: bæsti/. 

/u: pænjereh ra: bæst/. 

/a:n pænjereh ra: bæst/. 

/ma: pænjereh ra: bæstim/.

/shoma: pænjereh ra: bæstid/. 

/a:nha: pænjereh ra: bæstænd/. 

You already now what ‘to see’ means in Persian. /didæn/.  

/mæn dær ra: didæm/.  

/to dær ra: didi/.  

/u: dær ra: did/.  

/a:n dær ra: did/.  

/ma: dær ra: didim/.  

/shoma: dær ra: didid/.  

/a:nha: dær ra: didænd/.  

/mæn dær ra: bæstæm/. which means 'I closed the door'. Is that difficult?  

/dær/, which is the object of our sentence. As a rule, 

. It’s that simple: word + /ra:/ makes object.  

 

/mæn pænjereh ra: bæstæm/.  

/ to pænjereh ra: bæsti/.  

/u: pænjereh ra: bæst/.  

ra: bæst/.  

/ma: pænjereh ra: bæstim/. 

/shoma: pænjereh ra: bæstid/.  

/a:nha: pænjereh ra: bæstænd/.  



Practice makes perfect!  
Look at these new words: 

Table = /mi:z/.  

Glass = /liva:n/.  

Book = /keta:b/.  
Note 1: Please try the following verbs with all subjective pronouns first. Then, go to note 2 for further 
works! 

To clean = /tæmi:z kærdæn/. First change it into 
pronounce it with subjective pronouns:

1- I cleaned = 

2- You cleaned = 
Now continue!  

To wash = /shostæn/. Change it into 

1- I washed = /mæn shostæm/. 

2- You washed = 
Now continue! 

To open = /ba:z kærdæn/. Change it into 

1- I opened = 

2- You opened = 
Now continue!  
Note 2: Now combine each sentence with the new words above. Example:

I cleaned the table = 
All right. Now it's your turn to continue.
  
Note: You may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in 
pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones. 
 
 
Week 14 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words completely. 
New words: 

This = /in/.  

That = /a:n/.  

Man = /mærd/.  

Woman = /zæn/.  

To buy = /khæridæn/. 

This book = /in keta:b/. 

That book = /a:n keta:b/. 

Note 1: Please try the following verbs with all subjective pronouns first. Then, go to note 2 for further 

/tæmi:z kærdæn/. First change it into 
pronounce it with subjective pronouns: 

/mæn tæmi:z kærdæm/.  

/to tæmi:z kærdi/.  

/shostæn/. Change it into /shost/. 

/mæn shostæm/.  

/to shosti/.  

/ba:z kærdæn/. Change it into /ba:z kærd/.

/mæn ba:z kærdæm/.  

/to ba:z kærdi/.  

Note 2: Now combine each sentence with the new words above. Example: 

/mæn mi:z ra: tæmi:z kærdæm/. 
ntinue. 

Note: You may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in 
pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones. 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words completely. 

/khæridæn/. Delete /nu:n/ first. Then combine it with subjective pronouns.

/in keta:b/.  

/a:n keta:b/.  

Note 1: Please try the following verbs with all subjective pronouns first. Then, go to note 2 for further 

/tæmi:z kærd/. Then, 

/ba:z kærd/. 

/mæn mi:z ra: tæmi:z kærdæm/.  

Note: You may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in simple past tense. Do not 
pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones.  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words completely.  

Then combine it with subjective pronouns. 



Make sentences: ( Follow the example) : subject+ object + time + verb
Note: You may delete subjects from your sentences. 

1- I bought this book yesterday. 
khæridæm/.  
2- She bought this book yesterday.
3- We bought that book today. 

4- They saw that man today. To see = 
5- You (plural) saw this woman yesterday.
6- He cleaned this table today.  
  
Note: You may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in 
pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones. 
  
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, ma
New words: 

This = /in/.  

That = /a:n/.  

Man = /mærd/.  

Woman = /zæn/.  

To buy = /khæridæn/. Delete 

This book = /in keta:b/. 

That book = /a:n keta:b/. 
Make sentences: ( Follow the example) : subject+ object + time + verb
Note: You may delete subjects from your sentences. 

1- I bought this book yesterday. 
khæridæm/.  
2- She bought this book yesterday.
3- We bought that book today. 

4- They saw that man today. To see = 
5- You (plural) saw this woman yesterday.
6- He cleaned this table today.  
  
Note: You may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in 
pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones. 
  
 
Week 15 
Hello everyone, welcome back! 
Some of you seem curious about the total number of the lessons I’ll provide you with. Well, in one word, I 
don’t really know the answer! These lessons are not pre
write one lesson for each week whenever I am close to my computer! The only thing I can say now is that 
I will be with you as long as I have something new to tel
take me, I will be waiting for you to talk and write to me in Persian. Teaching gives me a new life; fresh 
and strong.  
After all, I have just owned my own domain name and my own web site! Don’t expect me to gi
easily! Will you? 

Make sentences: ( Follow the example) : subject+ object + time + verb 
Note: You may delete subjects from your sentences.  

bought this book yesterday. 

They saw that man today. To see = /didæn/. 
You (plural) saw this woman yesterday. 

Note: You may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in 
pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones. 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words completely. 

/khæridæn/. Delete /nu:n/ first. Then combine it with subjective pronouns.

/in keta:b/.  

/a:n keta:b/.  
Make sentences: ( Follow the example) : subject+ object + time + verb 
Note: You may delete subjects from your sentences.  

She bought this book yesterday. 

They saw that man today. To see = /didæn/. 
You (plural) saw this woman yesterday. 

Note: You may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in 
pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones. 

Some of you seem curious about the total number of the lessons I’ll provide you with. Well, in one word, I 
know the answer! These lessons are not pre-written. So, the total number is not clear. I just 

write one lesson for each week whenever I am close to my computer! The only thing I can say now is that 
I will be with you as long as I have something new to tell you. No matter how many years the wait will 
take me, I will be waiting for you to talk and write to me in Persian. Teaching gives me a new life; fresh 

After all, I have just owned my own domain name and my own web site! Don’t expect me to gi

/mæn in keta:b ra: diru:z 

Note: You may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in simple past tense. Do not 
pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones.  

ke sure you have learned the previous words completely.  

/nu:n/ first. Then combine it with subjective pronouns. 

/mæn in keta:b ra: diru:z 

Note: You may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in simple past tense. Do not 
pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones.  

Some of you seem curious about the total number of the lessons I’ll provide you with. Well, in one word, I 
written. So, the total number is not clear. I just 

write one lesson for each week whenever I am close to my computer! The only thing I can say now is that 
l you. No matter how many years the wait will 

take me, I will be waiting for you to talk and write to me in Persian. Teaching gives me a new life; fresh 

After all, I have just owned my own domain name and my own web site! Don’t expect me to give up so 



Hopefully, all of you know that learning a language is different from learning about a language. As long as 
we are busy learning the rules and grammar of a language, we are learning about that language. And when 
the ‘learning about a language’ procedure is over successfully, we will start learning the language, which 
is using the language practically in our daily conversations. During these lessons we are actually trying to 
learn ‘about Persian’. When these grammar rules are finis
that is learning this language.  During the ‘learning this language procedure’, we will use our knowledge 
really efficiently. And that day, which I am waiting for, will be the great day when we can work togethe
more positively. I can see the day when you are the real English to Persian translators and vice versa. 
Then, we won’t have this much trouble with these rules any more. We will create a great atmosphere 
together right here in this site, and you will beco
You see, we have a lot to do. So, don’t waste your time and energy in finding the total number of the 
lessons! Just stay with me and I’ll take you to the Persian world!
All right. How are the lessons? Please be in touch! The more I know you, the better I’ll teach you.
Now let’s keep on working with simple past tense to make sure that it is fully understood and we have no 
problems with this tense. 
Please try to learn the following words first. Then go

Friend = /du:st/.  

Father = /pedær/. And 

Mother = /ma:dær/. And 

Brother = /bæra:dær/.  

Sister = /kha:hær/.  
Ok. Now let’s see how we can say ‘my friend’ in Persian.

Do you remember /mim/? Great! The problem is solved! Simply put 
You will say: 

My friend = /du:stæm/. 

My father = /pedæræm/.! And 

My mother = /ma:dæræm/. 

My brother = /bæra:dæræm/. 

My sister = /kha:hæræm/

Note: As you see, in most cases, we add 

a few cases, when the word ends with long vowels, we just put 

see in . This rule is applicable to all nouns. You m
‘mine’! 
Example:  

My book = /keta:bæm/.  
Note: as you have noticed, most Persian words have ‘stress’ on last syllable. To see where you can put 
stress on your words. 
 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

Hopefully, all of you know that learning a language is different from learning about a language. As long as 
we are busy learning the rules and grammar of a language, we are learning about that language. And when 

ut a language’ procedure is over successfully, we will start learning the language, which 
is using the language practically in our daily conversations. During these lessons we are actually trying to 
learn ‘about Persian’. When these grammar rules are finished we will enter a new and interesting stage 

During the ‘learning this language procedure’, we will use our knowledge 
really efficiently. And that day, which I am waiting for, will be the great day when we can work togethe
more positively. I can see the day when you are the real English to Persian translators and vice versa. 
Then, we won’t have this much trouble with these rules any more. We will create a great atmosphere 
together right here in this site, and you will become active partners in this course not as silent students. 
You see, we have a lot to do. So, don’t waste your time and energy in finding the total number of the 
lessons! Just stay with me and I’ll take you to the Persian world! 

s? Please be in touch! The more I know you, the better I’ll teach you.
Now let’s keep on working with simple past tense to make sure that it is fully understood and we have no 

Please try to learn the following words first. Then go to Useful drills page for more work. 

/ba:ba:/.  

/ma:ma:n/.  

Ok. Now let’s see how we can say ‘my friend’ in Persian. 

/mim/? Great! The problem is solved! Simply put 

/du:stæm/.  

/pedæræm/.! And /ba:ba:m/.  

/ma:dæræm/. And /ma:ma:næm/.  

/bæra:dæræm/.  

/kha:hæræm/.  

Note: As you see, in most cases, we add /mim/ with /æm/ pronunciation to the end of words. And in 

a few cases, when the word ends with long vowels, we just put with no especial sound, like what you 

. This rule is applicable to all nouns. You may simply put after a noun to make it 

 
Note: as you have noticed, most Persian words have ‘stress’ on last syllable. To see where you can put 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

Hopefully, all of you know that learning a language is different from learning about a language. As long as 
we are busy learning the rules and grammar of a language, we are learning about that language. And when 

ut a language’ procedure is over successfully, we will start learning the language, which 
is using the language practically in our daily conversations. During these lessons we are actually trying to 

hed we will enter a new and interesting stage 
During the ‘learning this language procedure’, we will use our knowledge 

really efficiently. And that day, which I am waiting for, will be the great day when we can work together 
more positively. I can see the day when you are the real English to Persian translators and vice versa. 
Then, we won’t have this much trouble with these rules any more. We will create a great atmosphere 

me active partners in this course not as silent students. 
You see, we have a lot to do. So, don’t waste your time and energy in finding the total number of the 

s? Please be in touch! The more I know you, the better I’ll teach you. 
Now let’s keep on working with simple past tense to make sure that it is fully understood and we have no 

to Useful drills page for more work.  

after each word. That’s it!  

/mim/ with /æm/ pronunciation to the end of words. And in 

with no especial sound, like what you 

after a noun to make it 

Note: as you have noticed, most Persian words have ‘stress’ on last syllable. To see where you can put 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  



Car = /ma:shin/.  

House = /kha:neh/.  

To sell = /foru:khtæn/. 
Please translate the following words and sentences into Persian.
Section A:  
1- Car. 
2- This car. 
3- My brother sold. 
4- My brother sold this car. 
5- My brother sold this car yesterday. subject+ object+ time+ verb. 
Section B: 
Now replace 'car' with 'house'. 
Section C:  
Now replace 'my brother' with 'my friend'.
Section D: 
Now replace 'to sell' with 'to buy'.
  
Note: You may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in 
pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones. 
 
Week 16 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

To read = /kha:ndæn/. I read /red/= 

To find= /peida: kærdæn/. 

To build= /sa:khtæn/. 

Last year = /pa:r sa:l/. 

Bridge = /pol/.  
Please translate the following words and sentences into Persian.
Section A:  
1- Book. 
2- Her book. 
3- My friend. 
4- My friend found. 
5- My friend found her book yesterday. subject+ object+ ra: + time+ verb. 
Section B: 
1- Bridge 
2- That bridge 
3- Your father 
4- Your father built 
5- Your father built that bridge 
6- Your father built that bridge last year
Section C:  
1- Her mother 
2- Her mother read 
3- Her mother read this book 
4- Her mother read this book today.
  

/foru:khtæn/.  
Please translate the following words and sentences into Persian. 

My brother sold this car yesterday. subject+ object+ time+ verb.  

Now replace 'my brother' with 'my friend'. 

sell' with 'to buy'. 

Note: You may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in 
pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones. 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/kha:ndæn/. I read /red/= /mæn kha:ndæm/. 

/peida: kærdæn/. I found = /mæn peida: kærdæm/. 

/sa:khtæn/.  

/pa:r sa:l/.  

Please translate the following words and sentences into Persian. 

My friend found her book yesterday. subject+ object+ ra: + time+ verb.  

Your father built that bridge last year 

Her mother read this book today. 

Note: You may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in simple past tense. Do not 
pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones.  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

/mæn kha:ndæm/.  

/mæn peida: kærdæm/.  



  
Note: You may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in 
pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones. 
 

Hello = /sæla:m/.  

Welcome = /khosh a:mædid/. 
Last week we learned how to say ‘my friend’ in Persian. Today, we are going to learn some more.
Let’s see how we can say the followings:
My friend 
Your friend  
His/her friend 
Its friend 
Our friend  
Your friend 
Their friend 
Wow! Seems a Herculean job! Isn’t it?
Don’t worry! I am here to simplify the rules for you! 
We already know how to say ‘my friend’. This makes our job much easier today. Let’s try it again.

My friend = /du:stæm/. 

We added to the noun, which is 
/æm/ in most cases.  
All right. Our problem is almost over. 

Now I want to say ‘your friend’. I replace /æm/ sound with /æt/sound. I will say 
So,  

My friend = /du:stæm/. Noun + /æm/.

Your friend = /du:stæt/. Noun + /æt/.
Note: for ‘your + noun’, like what you see above, the rule changes a bit in oral conversation. In this case, 
we might replace /æt/ sound with /et/ in some words. However, to avoid any confusion, just learn the rules 
that are applicable in written speech and forget the oral convers

His/her/its friend = 

Our friend = /du:stema:n/. 

Your friend = /du:steta:n/. 

Their friend = /du:stesha:n/. 
Note: as you have noticed, in the case of plur

sound. Like . 
This is all we have to add to a noun: 

/æm/.  

/æt/.  

/æsh/.  

/ma:n/.  

/ta:n/.  

/sha:n/.  
 

Note: You may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in 
pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones. 

/khosh a:mædid/.  
arned how to say ‘my friend’ in Persian. Today, we are going to learn some more.

Let’s see how we can say the followings: 

Wow! Seems a Herculean job! Isn’t it? 
y! I am here to simplify the rules for you!  

We already know how to say ‘my friend’. This makes our job much easier today. Let’s try it again.

/du:stæm/.  

to the noun, which is /du:st/. And we know that we should pronounce 

All right. Our problem is almost over.  

Now I want to say ‘your friend’. I replace /æm/ sound with /æt/sound. I will say 

/du:stæm/. Noun + /æm/. 

/du:stæt/. Noun + /æt/. 
like what you see above, the rule changes a bit in oral conversation. In this case, 

we might replace /æt/ sound with /et/ in some words. However, to avoid any confusion, just learn the rules 
that are applicable in written speech and forget the oral conversation at this stage.

/du:stæsh/. Noun + /æsh/.  

/du:stema:n/. Noun + /ma:n/.  

/du:steta:n/. Noun + /ta:n/.  

/du:stesha:n/. Noun + /sha:n/.  
Note: as you have noticed, in the case of plural pronouns, we combine the above items with nouns with /e/ 

+ /e/ sound + /ma:n/. Is that clear? Wonderful! 
This is all we have to add to a noun:  

Note: You may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in simple past tense. Do not 
pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones.  

arned how to say ‘my friend’ in Persian. Today, we are going to learn some more. 

We already know how to say ‘my friend’. This makes our job much easier today. Let’s try it again. 

/du:st/. And we know that we should pronounce as 

Now I want to say ‘your friend’. I replace /æm/ sound with /æt/sound. I will say /du:stæt/.  

like what you see above, the rule changes a bit in oral conversation. In this case, 
we might replace /æt/ sound with /et/ in some words. However, to avoid any confusion, just learn the rules 

ation at this stage. 

al pronouns, we combine the above items with nouns with /e/ 

+ /e/ sound + /ma:n/. Is that clear? Wonderful!  



Now, replace with 

My book = /keta:bæm/. 

Your book = /keta:bæt/. 

His/her/its book = /keta:bæsh/ . 

Our book = /keta:bema:n/. Noun + /e/ sound + /ma:n/

Your book = /keta:beta:n/. Noun + /e/ sound + /ta:n/

Their book = /keta:besha:n/. Noun + /e/ sound + /sha:n
Ok. With this, we come to the end of lesson 16. 

Bye bye! /Khoda: ha:fez/. 
  
Week 17 
Salam! Khosh amadid! 
How was the previous lesson? Like it? Let me know if you faced any problems, but please specify the 
problems so clearly that I can understand you.
So far, we have almost learned the simple past tense. For example we know that we should follow the 
following rule to make a sentence in Persian: subject + object + time + verb; Like we see in the following 
sentence: I bought this book yesterday. Do you remember how to say it in Persian? Excellent!! We say: 

Now we want to say this sentence: I bought this book in the market yesterday. 
You see, we are expanding the sentence. Here, the order of the words in English is as follows: subject + 
verb + object + place + time. No objection? Good! Now, let’s try to convert this rule into Per
Before doing this, look at the previous Persian rule we already know. That is: subject + object + time + 
verb, as we see in the sentence above (I bought this book yesterday). Now we want to add ‘place’ to this 
rule. All we should do is putting ‘plac
object + time + place + verb.  
Easy?  
Now, let’s translate this sentence: I bought this book in the market yesterday. 

Market = /ba:za:r/.  

In = /dær/.  

In the market = /dær ba:za:r/. 

In/at + place = + place. 

We will say: 
ba:za:r khæridæm/.  

Note: as you have probably noticed, we have two 
means ‘door’. Remember? Ok! The other one is what you see here toda
written and pronounced the same way, but have different meanings. I don’t think you will be confused, as 
the context will help us a lot to differentiate them.
All right. This is our final and the most difficult rule we sh
in Persian. Wow! At last I did it!! Well, we did it!
Try to memorize this rule now: subject + object + time + place + verb. 
From now on (as long as we are in simple past tense), all I have to do is speak i
to do is speak in Persian! Accepted? Wonderful! All right, with this we come to the end of lesson 17. 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/keta:b/. You will say: 

 

/keta:bæt/.  

/keta:bæsh/ .  

/keta:bema:n/. Noun + /e/ sound + /ma:n/ 

/keta:beta:n/. Noun + /e/ sound + /ta:n/ 

/keta:besha:n/. Noun + /e/ sound + /sha:n/ 
Ok. With this, we come to the end of lesson 16.  

/Khoda: ha:fez/.  

lesson? Like it? Let me know if you faced any problems, but please specify the 
problems so clearly that I can understand you. 
So far, we have almost learned the simple past tense. For example we know that we should follow the 

nce in Persian: subject + object + time + verb; Like we see in the following 
sentence: I bought this book yesterday. Do you remember how to say it in Persian? Excellent!! We say: 

/mæn in keta:b ra: diru:z khæridæm/. Is it ok? Good! 
s sentence: I bought this book in the market yesterday. 

You see, we are expanding the sentence. Here, the order of the words in English is as follows: subject + 
verb + object + place + time. No objection? Good! Now, let’s try to convert this rule into Per
Before doing this, look at the previous Persian rule we already know. That is: subject + object + time + 
verb, as we see in the sentence above (I bought this book yesterday). Now we want to add ‘place’ to this 
rule. All we should do is putting ‘place’ between ‘time’ and ‘verb’. We will have this rule: subject + 

Now, let’s translate this sentence: I bought this book in the market yesterday.  

/dær ba:za:r/.  

/mæn in keta:b ra: diru:z dær 

Note: as you have probably noticed, we have two in Persian. One is what we already know, and that 
means ‘door’. Remember? Ok! The other one is what you see here today, which means ‘in’. These two are 
written and pronounced the same way, but have different meanings. I don’t think you will be confused, as 
the context will help us a lot to differentiate them. 
All right. This is our final and the most difficult rule we should learn. This rule is applicable to all tenses 
in Persian. Wow! At last I did it!! Well, we did it! 
Try to memorize this rule now: subject + object + time + place + verb.  
From now on (as long as we are in simple past tense), all I have to do is speak i
to do is speak in Persian! Accepted? Wonderful! All right, with this we come to the end of lesson 17. 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

lesson? Like it? Let me know if you faced any problems, but please specify the 

So far, we have almost learned the simple past tense. For example we know that we should follow the 
nce in Persian: subject + object + time + verb; Like we see in the following 

sentence: I bought this book yesterday. Do you remember how to say it in Persian? Excellent!! We say: 

/mæn in keta:b ra: diru:z khæridæm/. Is it ok? Good!  
s sentence: I bought this book in the market yesterday.  

You see, we are expanding the sentence. Here, the order of the words in English is as follows: subject + 
verb + object + place + time. No objection? Good! Now, let’s try to convert this rule into Persian.  
Before doing this, look at the previous Persian rule we already know. That is: subject + object + time + 
verb, as we see in the sentence above (I bought this book yesterday). Now we want to add ‘place’ to this 

e’ between ‘time’ and ‘verb’. We will have this rule: subject + 

 

/mæn in keta:b ra: diru:z dær 

in Persian. One is what we already know, and that 
y, which means ‘in’. These two are 

written and pronounced the same way, but have different meanings. I don’t think you will be confused, as 

ould learn. This rule is applicable to all tenses 

From now on (as long as we are in simple past tense), all I have to do is speak in English and all you have 
to do is speak in Persian! Accepted? Wonderful! All right, with this we come to the end of lesson 17.  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  



New words: 

To be = /bu:dæn/. I was = 

At/in = /dær/. 

Home = /kha:neh/.  

Suddenly = /na:gæha:n/. 

Somebody/someone = /yeki/. 

To Knock at the door = 

To turn off = 
kha:mu:sh kærd/.  

To stand up = /bolænd shodæn/. They stood up. 
shodænd/.  

Alone = /tænha:/. I was alone. 

To have = /da:shtæn/. We had. 
 

Basket = /sæbæd/.  

A = /yek/. I had a book. 

To take (here)= /bær da:shtæn/. 

To thank somebody/something = 

kærdæn /. He thanked me. 
Note: 'k.kor' tells us that we have 'T

To sit down = /neshæstæn/. 
  
Please translate the following paragraph into Persian. 
Note 1: Just follow the rule: subject + object + time + place + verb. If any of these items is absent, simply 
skip over it to reach the next one. For example: in ' I was at home yesterday', we have this rule: subject + 
time + place + verb. Is it clear?  
Note 2: Please note that for 'The + noun' in English, we have only 'noun' in Persian. For example: The 

door = /dær/. 
Note 3: Please do your best to do it all first. Then, if you want to be sure, look for the answer at the bottom 
of this page. No cheating!! 
  
  
I was at home yesterday. Suddenly, somebody knocked at the door. I turned off the TV. I stood up. I 
opened the door. I saw my friend. He was alone. He had a basket. He opened the basket. I saw a book. I 
took the book. He took the basket. I thanked him. He 
book.Note: You may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in 
not pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones. 
  

/bu:dæn/. I was = /mæn bu:dæm/.  

/na:gæha:n/.  

/yeki/.  

/dær zædæn/. He knocked at the door. 

/kha:mu:sh kærdæn/. He turned off. 

/bolænd shodæn/. They stood up. 

/tænha:/. I was alone. /mæn tænha: bu:dæm/. 

/da:shtæn/. We had. /ma: da:shtim/.  

/mæn yek keta:b da:shtæm/. 

/bær da:shtæn/.  

To thank somebody/something = /æz 'somebody' or 'something' tæshæk.kor 

/u: æz mæn tæshæk.kor kærd/. 
Note: 'k.kor' tells us that we have 'Tashdid' here. The letter 'K' is emphesized. 

/neshæstæn/.  

Please translate the following paragraph into Persian.  
Note 1: Just follow the rule: subject + object + time + place + verb. If any of these items is absent, simply 

reach the next one. For example: in ' I was at home yesterday', we have this rule: subject + 

Note 2: Please note that for 'The + noun' in English, we have only 'noun' in Persian. For example: The 

lease do your best to do it all first. Then, if you want to be sure, look for the answer at the bottom 

I was at home yesterday. Suddenly, somebody knocked at the door. I turned off the TV. I stood up. I 
opened the door. I saw my friend. He was alone. He had a basket. He opened the basket. I saw a book. I 
took the book. He took the basket. I thanked him. He went. I closed the door. I sat down. I read his 
book.Note: You may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in 
not pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones. 

/u: dær zæd/.  

/u: 

/a:nha: bolænd 

/mæn tænha: bu:dæm/.  

/mæn yek keta:b da:shtæm/.  

/æz 'somebody' or 'something' tæshæk.kor 

/u: æz mæn tæshæk.kor kærd/.  

Note 1: Just follow the rule: subject + object + time + place + verb. If any of these items is absent, simply 
reach the next one. For example: in ' I was at home yesterday', we have this rule: subject + 

Note 2: Please note that for 'The + noun' in English, we have only 'noun' in Persian. For example: The 

lease do your best to do it all first. Then, if you want to be sure, look for the answer at the bottom 

I was at home yesterday. Suddenly, somebody knocked at the door. I turned off the TV. I stood up. I 
opened the door. I saw my friend. He was alone. He had a basket. He opened the basket. I saw a book. I 

went. I closed the door. I sat down. I read his 
book.Note: You may go to Persian samples pages to see if you can find any verbs in simple past tense. Do 
not pronounce the verbs that we have not studied yet. Just try to find the familiar ones.  



  
 
Week 18 
 
Correction 
Last week, on Useful drills page I made a mistake for which I owe you a big excuse! I gave you a 
paragraph in English and asked you to translate it into Persian. Quite acci
this: Please translate the following paragraph into English, instead of saying 'into Persian'. It is now 
corrected. Sorry for such a mistake. And thanks a lot to those who reported it to me. 
 
OK. Now let's start.  
Do you remember what I told you about making verbs in simple past tense? Good! As you remember, we 

will have a verb in simple past tense if we delete 
unfortunately, I forgot to tell you something very important!! Yo

you not to throw that /nu:n/ away!! We need it now! 
We already know how to say 'my brother sold this car'. Remember? All right! Today, we are going to say 
this sentence: 'my brother didn't sell this car'. 

Correct! We are going to make a sentence negative in simple past tense. That's why we need 

/nu:n/again. If we put with /næ/ sound in the beginning of a verb, we have made that verb or that 
sentence negative. You see how easy Persian is! 

Delete from the end of an infinitive to make a verb in simple past tense. Put 
the beginning of the same verb to make it negative. 
Example:  

He/She went= /u: ræft/. 

He/She didn't go = 
Now let's go back to that sentence above once more. 

My brother sold this car = 
foru:kht/.  

My brother didn't sell this car = 
næforu:kht/.  

 

page I made a mistake for which I owe you a big excuse! I gave you a 
paragraph in English and asked you to translate it into Persian. Quite accidentally, the title sentence was 
this: Please translate the following paragraph into English, instead of saying 'into Persian'. It is now 
corrected. Sorry for such a mistake. And thanks a lot to those who reported it to me. 

emember what I told you about making verbs in simple past tense? Good! As you remember, we 

will have a verb in simple past tense if we delete /nu:n/from the end of an infinitive. But, quite 
unfortunately, I forgot to tell you something very important!! You want to know it? Ok! I forgot to ask 

/nu:n/ away!! We need it now!  
We already know how to say 'my brother sold this car'. Remember? All right! Today, we are going to say 
this sentence: 'my brother didn't sell this car'.  

Correct! We are going to make a sentence negative in simple past tense. That's why we need 

with /næ/ sound in the beginning of a verb, we have made that verb or that 
sentence negative. You see how easy Persian is!  

end of an infinitive to make a verb in simple past tense. Put 
the beginning of the same verb to make it negative.  

/u: ræft/.  

/u: næræft/.  
Now let's go back to that sentence above once more.  

/bæra:dæræm in ma:shin ra: 

/bæra:dæræm in ma:shin ra: 

page I made a mistake for which I owe you a big excuse! I gave you a 
dentally, the title sentence was 

this: Please translate the following paragraph into English, instead of saying 'into Persian'. It is now 
corrected. Sorry for such a mistake. And thanks a lot to those who reported it to me.  

emember what I told you about making verbs in simple past tense? Good! As you remember, we 

/nu:n/from the end of an infinitive. But, quite 
u want to know it? Ok! I forgot to ask 

We already know how to say 'my brother sold this car'. Remember? All right! Today, we are going to say 

Correct! We are going to make a sentence negative in simple past tense. That's why we need 

with /næ/ sound in the beginning of a verb, we have made that verb or that 

end of an infinitive to make a verb in simple past tense. Put with /næ/ sound in 

/bæra:dæræm in ma:shin ra: 

/bæra:dæræm in ma:shin ra: 



Now try this one: 

She found her book yesterday = 
kærd/.  

She didn't find her book yesterday = 
peida: nækærd/.  
Note: I am sure all of you remember what I told you about the compound verbs in Persian. In compound 
verbs, it's the second part of the verb that 

means /peida: kærdæn/. We have nothing to do with the first part, which is 
/peida:/. Do you remember it? Great!
I think it's now good to start learning numbers in Persian. Before doing this, 
The most difficult part in learning numbers is in the beginning. If we learn them from one to twenty 
correctly we will have no problems with the rest of the numbers. So, please try to learn the first twenty 
numbers fluently and you'll have no more problems! 
Ready?  

One= /yek/.  

Two= /do/.  

Three = /seh/.  

Four= /chæha:r/.  

Five = /pænj/.  

Six = /shesh/.  

Seven = /hæft/.  

Eight = /hæsht/.  

Nine = /noh/.  

Ten = /dæh/.  
With this we come to end of lesson 18.
 
 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

To be = /bu:dæn/. I was = 
/a:nha: næbu:dænd/.  

I was at home = 

At/in = /dær/. 

Home = /kha:neh/.  

Street = /khiya:ba:n/. 

In street = /dær khiya:ba:n/. 

To come = /a:mædæn/. She came = 
næya:mæd/.  

/u: keta:b

She didn't find her book yesterday = 

Note: I am sure all of you remember what I told you about the compound verbs in Persian. In compound 
verbs, it's the second part of the verb that accepts changes. Am I right? Like what we see above: 'to find' 

/peida: kærdæn/. We have nothing to do with the first part, which is 
/peida:/. Do you remember it? Great! 
I think it's now good to start learning numbers in Persian. Before doing this, let me tell you something. 
The most difficult part in learning numbers is in the beginning. If we learn them from one to twenty 
correctly we will have no problems with the rest of the numbers. So, please try to learn the first twenty 

ou'll have no more problems!  

 

 

With this we come to end of lesson 18. 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/bu:dæn/. I was = /mæn bu:dæm/. They were not = 

/mæn dær kha:neh bu:dæm/.  

/khiya:ba:n/.  

/dær khiya:ba:n/.  

/a:mædæn/. She came = /u: a:mæd/. She didn't come =

/u: keta:bæsh ra: diru:z peida: 

/u: keta:bæsh ra: diru:z 

Note: I am sure all of you remember what I told you about the compound verbs in Persian. In compound 
accepts changes. Am I right? Like what we see above: 'to find' 

/peida: kærdæn/. We have nothing to do with the first part, which is 

let me tell you something. 
The most difficult part in learning numbers is in the beginning. If we learn them from one to twenty 
correctly we will have no problems with the rest of the numbers. So, please try to learn the first twenty 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

/mæn bu:dæm/. They were not = 

/u: a:mæd/. She didn't come =  /u: 



Teacher = /moæl.lem/. ==> /l.lem/ means that the letter 'L' is emphasized: Tashdid. 

Week = /hæfteh/.  

Last = /gozæshteh/.  

Last week = /hæfteh ye gozæshteh/. 

Absent = /gha:yeb/.  

Homework = /mæshgh/. 

To do homework = 

nevesht/. I did my homework. 

Letter = /na:meh/.  

This week = /in hæfteh/

To talk to somebody = 

I talked to him. 

Boy = /pesær/.  

This boy = /in pesær/.

Girl = /dokhtær/.  

Night = /shæb/.  

Last night = /dishæb/. 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
Note 1: Just follow the rule: subject + object + time + place + verb. If any of these items is absent, simply 
skip over it to reach the next one. For example: in ' I was at home yesterday', we have th
time + place + verb. Is it clear?  
Note 2: Please note that for 'The + noun' in English, we have only 'noun' in Persian. For example: The 

door = /dær/. 
Note 3: Please do your best to do it all first. Then, if you want to be sure, look f
of this page. No cheating!! 
  
1-I saw your friend in the street today. 
2-My teacher didn't come last week.
3-My friend was absent yesterday.
4-She wrote a letter this week. 
5-She didn't write a letter last week. 
6-They didn't do their homework last night.
7-We were not at home last week.
8-She didn't talk to her friend yesterday.
9-My father didn't build this bridge last year.
10-This boy broke the window yesterday.
11-This girl didn't break the window yesterday. 
 Note: try to memorize the sentences as much as possible. 
  
  

/moæl.lem/. ==> /l.lem/ means that the letter 'L' is emphasized: Tashdid. 

/hæfteh ye gozæshteh/.  

/mæshgh/.  

/mæshgh neveshtæn/. Delete /nu:n/ and you'll have /mæshgh 

/mæn mæshghæm ra: neveshtæm/. 

/in hæfteh/ 

/ba: 'somebody' sohbæt kærdæn/. 

/ mæn ba: u: sohbæt kærdæm/. 

/in pesær/. 

/dishæb/.  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  
Note 1: Just follow the rule: subject + object + time + place + verb. If any of these items is absent, simply 
skip over it to reach the next one. For example: in ' I was at home yesterday', we have th

Note 2: Please note that for 'The + noun' in English, we have only 'noun' in Persian. For example: The 

Note 3: Please do your best to do it all first. Then, if you want to be sure, look f

I saw your friend in the street today.  
My teacher didn't come last week. 
My friend was absent yesterday. 

She didn't write a letter last week.  
do their homework last night. 

We were not at home last week. 
She didn't talk to her friend yesterday. 
My father didn't build this bridge last year. 
This boy broke the window yesterday. 
This girl didn't break the window yesterday.  

memorize the sentences as much as possible.  

/moæl.lem/. ==> /l.lem/ means that the letter 'L' is emphasized: Tashdid.  

/nu:n/ and you'll have /mæshgh 

/mæn mæshghæm ra: neveshtæm/.  

/ba: 'somebody' sohbæt kærdæn/.  

/ mæn ba: u: sohbæt kærdæm/.  

Note 1: Just follow the rule: subject + object + time + place + verb. If any of these items is absent, simply 
skip over it to reach the next one. For example: in ' I was at home yesterday', we have this rule: subject + 

Note 2: Please note that for 'The + noun' in English, we have only 'noun' in Persian. For example: The 

Note 3: Please do your best to do it all first. Then, if you want to be sure, look for the answer at the bottom 



 
Week 19 
 
Are you still with me or not? How was the previous lesson? Please be in touch and let me know about 
your progress. And please be patient with me if many of you don't receive direct replies to 
Next week I'll talk some about some words, which could have different spellings or pronunciations. Like 

/kha:ndæn/, 
those who have raised such questions. 
Ok. Now let's see what we have got to do this week.
Last week, we learned how to make a sentence negative in simple past tense. Today, we are going to work 
with it a bit more to make sure that everything is clearly understood. 
Can you say this sentence in Persian? 
My father built that bridge last year. I believe you can do it. If not, go to 
look at it.  
Now, make it negative.  
My father didn't build that bridge last

You already know what 'to build' means in Persian. It means 
from the end of the infinitive and put it with /næ/ sound in the beginning of the same word, which is now 
in simple past tense. That's it! The verb is now negati

Now try the sentence again. You will say 
pol ra: pa:rsa:l næsa:kht/. Really easy, isn't it? 
Now try this sentence. 
I didn't see him yesterday. 
Before doing this, let me tell you something. We already know the subjective pronouns in Pers
remember it?  
Actually, we learned more than subjective pronouns by learning those pronouns, but you didn't know it! 
Look at this sentence:  
I saw him.  

 

Are you still with me or not? How was the previous lesson? Please be in touch and let me know about 
your progress. And please be patient with me if many of you don't receive direct replies to 
Next week I'll talk some about some words, which could have different spellings or pronunciations. Like 

/sobh/ and some others that use different kinds of /h/ sound. Thanks to 
those who have raised such questions.  

's see what we have got to do this week. 
Last week, we learned how to make a sentence negative in simple past tense. Today, we are going to work 
with it a bit more to make sure that everything is clearly understood.  
Can you say this sentence in Persian?  
My father built that bridge last year. I believe you can do it. If not, go to Useful drills 16

My father didn't build that bridge last year. 

You already know what 'to build' means in Persian. It means /sa:khtæn/. Remove 
from the end of the infinitive and put it with /næ/ sound in the beginning of the same word, which is now 
in simple past tense. That's it! The verb is now negative.  

Now try the sentence again. You will say 
pol ra: pa:rsa:l næsa:kht/. Really easy, isn't it?  

Before doing this, let me tell you something. We already know the subjective pronouns in Pers

Actually, we learned more than subjective pronouns by learning those pronouns, but you didn't know it! 

Are you still with me or not? How was the previous lesson? Please be in touch and let me know about 
your progress. And please be patient with me if many of you don't receive direct replies to their messages! 
Next week I'll talk some about some words, which could have different spellings or pronunciations. Like 

/sobh/ and some others that use different kinds of /h/ sound. Thanks to 

Last week, we learned how to make a sentence negative in simple past tense. Today, we are going to work 

Useful drills 16 to have another 

/sa:khtæn/. Remove /nu:n/ 
from the end of the infinitive and put it with /næ/ sound in the beginning of the same word, which is now 

/pedæræm a:n 

Before doing this, let me tell you something. We already know the subjective pronouns in Persian. Do you 

Actually, we learned more than subjective pronouns by learning those pronouns, but you didn't know it!  



As you know, "I" is our subject here. 'saw' is the verb. And 'him' is the object of the se
Good! And as you know, 'him' is the object that refers to a person. So, this object is an objective pronoun. 
Let's take a look at all the objective pronouns in English.
Me = he saw me. 
You = I saw you. 
Him = I saw him. 
Her = I saw her. 
It = I saw it. 
Us = he saw us. 
You = he saw you. 
Them = he saw them.  
No objections? Great!  
Now let's go back to Persian. 
Fortunately or unfortunately, we don't have this much pronouns in Persian! In Persian, all subjective 
pronouns can be objective pronouns

He saw the book. 

the sentence. /keta:b/ is the object. 

that /keta:b/ is the objec
Now look at this sentence: 

I saw him. 

As you see, /u:/ is not changed. We know 

sitting in the place of an object and is followed by 
In one word, all subjective pronouns can be objective pronouns without any change in their form, if they 

are followed by /ra:/.  
Ok. I talked too much!! Now let's go back to our sentence again, which is: I did

will say: 
Now, let's learn the numbers. 

11 = /ya:zdæh/. 

12 = /dæva:zdæh/. 

13 = /sizdæh/. 

14 = /chæha:rdæh/. 

15 = /pa:nzdæh/. 

16 = /sha:nzdæh/. 

17 = /hefdæh/.  

18 = /hejdæh/. In daily conversation, it is rather pronounced as 
/hezhdæh/.  

19 = /nu:zdæh/. 

20 = /bist/.  
All right. With this we come to the end of lesson 19. I hope you enjoyed it.
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure yo

As you know, "I" is our subject here. 'saw' is the verb. And 'him' is the object of the se
Good! And as you know, 'him' is the object that refers to a person. So, this object is an objective pronoun. 
Let's take a look at all the objective pronouns in English. 

Fortunately or unfortunately, we don't have this much pronouns in Persian! In Persian, all subjective 
pronouns can be objective pronouns without any change. Look at the examples below.

/u: keta:b ra: did/. In Persian sentence, 

/keta:b/ is the object. /ra:/ is a word that comes after an object and tells us 

/keta:b/ is the object. And finally /did/ is the verb.  

/mæn u: ra: didæm/. /mæn/ = subject. 

/u:/ is not changed. We know /u:/ as the object of our sentence here because it is 

ject and is followed by /ra:/. Is it clear?  
In one word, all subjective pronouns can be objective pronouns without any change in their form, if they 

Ok. I talked too much!! Now let's go back to our sentence again, which is: I did

/mæn u: ra: diru:z nædidæm/.  

/ya:zdæh/.  

/dæva:zdæh/.  

/sizdæh/.  

/chæha:rdæh/.  

/pa:nzdæh/.  

/sha:nzdæh/.  

 

/hejdæh/. In daily conversation, it is rather pronounced as 

/nu:zdæh/.  

With this we come to the end of lesson 19. I hope you enjoyed it. 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

As you know, "I" is our subject here. 'saw' is the verb. And 'him' is the object of the sentence. Correct? 
Good! And as you know, 'him' is the object that refers to a person. So, this object is an objective pronoun. 

Fortunately or unfortunately, we don't have this much pronouns in Persian! In Persian, all subjective 
without any change. Look at the examples below. 

/u: keta:b ra: did/. In Persian sentence, /u:/ is the subject of 

/ra:/ is a word that comes after an object and tells us 

/mæn/ = subject. /u:/ = object.  

/u:/ as the object of our sentence here because it is 

In one word, all subjective pronouns can be objective pronouns without any change in their form, if they 

Ok. I talked too much!! Now let's go back to our sentence again, which is: I didn't see him yesterday. We 

/hejdæh/. In daily conversation, it is rather pronounced as 

u have learned the previous words fluently.  



New words: 

School = /mædreseh/. 

To go to 'some place' = 

/mæn beh mædreseh ræftæm/. 

At/in = /dær/. 

Home/house = /kha:neh/. 

Street = /khiya:ba:n/. 

In street = /dær khiya:ba:n/. 

Teacher = /moæl.lem/. ==> /l.lem/means that the letter 'L' is emphasized: Tashdid. 

Week = /hæfteh/.  

Last = /gozæshteh/.  

Last week = /hæfteh ye gozæshteh/. 

This week = /in hæfteh/

Head = /sær/.  

Night = /shæb/.  

Last night = /dishæb/. 

To push = /hol da:dæn/. 

To kill = /koshtæn/.  

Dog = /sæg/.  

Ago = /pish/. Three days ago = 

Afternoon = /bæd æz zohr/. Yesterday afternoon = 
bæd æz zohr/.  

To steal = /dozdidæn/. They didn't ste

Young = /jæva:n/.  

Lady/Mrs/Miss/Ms = /kha:nom/. 

Young lady = /kha:nom

To touch = /dæst zædæn/. To touch 'something'= 
'something' dæst zædæn/.  

I didn't touch your book. 

say 
Note: Although it seems acceptable if we apply the same rule here, it is better to use 'Time' between 
'Subject' and 'Object' (When the verb is 'Touch'). Like what you see in sentence number 10. I have 
followed the general rule, you may change it. 

/mædreseh/.  

/beh 'some place' ræftæn/. I went to school. 

/mæn beh mædreseh ræftæm/.  

/kha:neh/.  

/khiya:ba:n/.  

/dær khiya:ba:n/.  

/moæl.lem/. ==> /l.lem/means that the letter 'L' is emphasized: Tashdid. 

/hæfteh ye gozæshteh/.  

/in hæfteh/ 

/dishæb/.  

/hol da:dæn/.  

 

/pish/. Three days ago = /seh ru:z-e- pish/. 

/bæd æz zohr/. Yesterday afternoon = 

/dozdidæn/. They didn't steal = 

/kha:nom/.  

/kha:nom-e- jæva:n/.  

/dæst zædæn/. To touch 'something'= 

/mæn beh keta:bæt dæst næzædæm/ 

/mæn keta:bæt ra: dæst næzædæm/. 
Note: Although it seems acceptable if we apply the same rule here, it is better to use 'Time' between 
'Subject' and 'Object' (When the verb is 'Touch'). Like what you see in sentence number 10. I have 

e general rule, you may change it.  

/beh 'some place' ræftæn/. I went to school. 

/moæl.lem/. ==> /l.lem/means that the letter 'L' is emphasized: Tashdid.  

pish/.  

/diru:z 

/a:nha: nædozdidænd/.  

/beh 

/mæn beh keta:bæt dæst næzædæm/ Don't 

Note: Although it seems acceptable if we apply the same rule here, it is better to use 'Time' between 
'Subject' and 'Object' (When the verb is 'Touch'). Like what you see in sentence number 10. I have 



Student = /da:nesh a:mu:z/. 

Morning = /sobh/.  

This morning = 

To beat = /zædæn/. He beat me. 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
Note 1: Just follow the rule: subject + object + time + place + verb. If any of these items is absent, simply 
skip over it to reach the next one. For example: in ' I was at home yesterday', we have this rule: subject + 
time + place + verb. Is it clear?  
Note 2: Please note that for 'The + noun' in English, we have only 'noun' in Persian. For example: The 

door = /dær/. 
Note 3: Please do your best to do it all first. Then, if you want to be sure, look for the answer at the bottom 
of this page. No cheating!! 
  
1- I went to market today.  
2- He didn't go to market yesterday.
3- My friend didn't find that house last week. 
4- We saw him at school today. 
5- I didn't break his head last night.
6- He pushed me. 
7- They killed our dog two days ago.
8- She found us in the street yesterday afternoon.
9- That man didn't steal my book five days ago.
10- This young lady didn't touch your son yesterday.
11- That student broke the table this morning.
12- The teacher didn't beat him today.
Note: try to memorize the sentences

  
 

/da:nesh a:mu:z/.  

/emru:z sobh/. Don't say /in sobh/.

/zædæn/. He beat me. /u: mæn ra: zæd/. 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  
Note 1: Just follow the rule: subject + object + time + place + verb. If any of these items is absent, simply 
skip over it to reach the next one. For example: in ' I was at home yesterday', we have this rule: subject + 

te 2: Please note that for 'The + noun' in English, we have only 'noun' in Persian. For example: The 

Note 3: Please do your best to do it all first. Then, if you want to be sure, look for the answer at the bottom 

He didn't go to market yesterday. 
My friend didn't find that house last week.  

I didn't break his head last night. 

They killed our dog two days ago. 
n the street yesterday afternoon. 

That man didn't steal my book five days ago. 
This young lady didn't touch your son yesterday. 
That student broke the table this morning. 
The teacher didn't beat him today. 

Note: try to memorize the sentences as much as possible.  

/in sobh/. 

/u: mæn ra: zæd/.  

Note 1: Just follow the rule: subject + object + time + place + verb. If any of these items is absent, simply 
skip over it to reach the next one. For example: in ' I was at home yesterday', we have this rule: subject + 

te 2: Please note that for 'The + noun' in English, we have only 'noun' in Persian. For example: The 

Note 3: Please do your best to do it all first. Then, if you want to be sure, look for the answer at the bottom 

 



Week 20 
 
Before we start today, let me answer to some of your questions first. 
1- Which Farsi / Persian are you teaching? 
Well, I am teaching Persian/Farsi that is currently spoken in Iran! We may divide Persian/Farsi into Old
and Modern Persian. Old Persian is no longer used among the common people in their daily conversations. 
We can also mention pre-Islam and post
originated, Persian based, and Persian oriente
in nowadays, as they are no longer used. Even lots of people who graduate from the universities are not 
able to understand the main part of that language. To understand that language clearly, yo
least a two-year-term related to that particular subject in universities. 
After the Arab invaded Iran, lots of things changed. Among them was the language. They imported lots of 
Arab-based words and structures into Persian language. This
scholars and literary leaders who wrote wonderful masterpieces during this period. From among them is 
Hafez who knew Quran by heart. Saadi, Rumi and many others are just few examples. Their languages, 
although closer to our Modern Persian, are difficult to understand as well. 
Now, we have our Modern Persian, which is mixed with Arabic, French, English, even Turkish, and some 
others! It seems impossible to purify a language from imported foreign words at this per
are changed. The communication is spreading all over the world. New technologies, new ways of 
communication, new social and political systems, and new affections towards foreign words, and lots of 
other things affect the structure of al
Iran can not be an exception! The different kinds of social and political movements support their own way 
of importing or imposing foreign words such as Arabic, English, French, on Persian. 
great linguists have been trying hard to Persionize all importing words, little progress has been achieved 
by now. It has many reasons. One of the most important one, I think, is that they do not install a valid filter 
around the borders to Persionize the words that are coming into the country. They let people use the same 
foreign words for a long time and then ask some experts to look for the Persian equivalents for those 
words, whose main efforts turn into daily jokes among people! Th
not explain due to lack of knowledge, etc. 
For more technical explanation about Farsi language, you may read the article called 'Pahlavi/ Farsi/ Dari' 
on 'Afghanistan Online' website, which is available on 'Links'

2- Why do you write 

you write /kha:ndæn/ instead? 
I am not a linguist or a philologist to explain it technically. Philologically/linguistically speaking, words 
come from certain roots. As time changes, people might change the structure of the words or the way they 
are used. These changes might happen in e
changed in oral conversations, but not in writing. That is to say, the pronunciation of a word is changed 

but its spelling has remained unchanged. A good example here is the word 
word had a slightly different pronunciation in the past. People have changed its pronunciation to make it 
easier to pronounce, but they haven't changed its spelling. It has its own reasons. Sometimes, if we change 
the spelling of a word, we might get a diff
sometimes, this change will create a new word that can not be included or harmonized in the main body of 

that language. The pronunciation of the old version of 
seems a little difficult to pronounce, isn't it? 

Another example is the word 'sister', which is written in this way:
same explanation as the previous one. The way it was pronounced in the past was something like this. 
think you agree with me that the old pronunciations of such words are acceptably difficult!

As far as I remember now, the combination of 
pronunciation in many words (if not all), not other letters. 

Before we start today, let me answer to some of your questions first.  
Which Farsi / Persian are you teaching?  

Well, I am teaching Persian/Farsi that is currently spoken in Iran! We may divide Persian/Farsi into Old
and Modern Persian. Old Persian is no longer used among the common people in their daily conversations. 

Islam and post-Islam Persian in this category. The pre
originated, Persian based, and Persian oriented language. Lots of words in that era are considered obsolete 
in nowadays, as they are no longer used. Even lots of people who graduate from the universities are not 
able to understand the main part of that language. To understand that language clearly, yo

term related to that particular subject in universities.  
After the Arab invaded Iran, lots of things changed. Among them was the language. They imported lots of 

based words and structures into Persian language. This lingual invasion was improved by almost all 
scholars and literary leaders who wrote wonderful masterpieces during this period. From among them is 
Hafez who knew Quran by heart. Saadi, Rumi and many others are just few examples. Their languages, 

loser to our Modern Persian, are difficult to understand as well.  
Now, we have our Modern Persian, which is mixed with Arabic, French, English, even Turkish, and some 
others! It seems impossible to purify a language from imported foreign words at this per
are changed. The communication is spreading all over the world. New technologies, new ways of 
communication, new social and political systems, and new affections towards foreign words, and lots of 
other things affect the structure of almost every language. We are approaching our world village utopia! 
Iran can not be an exception! The different kinds of social and political movements support their own way 
of importing or imposing foreign words such as Arabic, English, French, on Persian. 
great linguists have been trying hard to Persionize all importing words, little progress has been achieved 
by now. It has many reasons. One of the most important one, I think, is that they do not install a valid filter 

rs to Persionize the words that are coming into the country. They let people use the same 
foreign words for a long time and then ask some experts to look for the Persian equivalents for those 
words, whose main efforts turn into daily jokes among people! There are lots of other reasons which I can 
not explain due to lack of knowledge, etc.  
For more technical explanation about Farsi language, you may read the article called 'Pahlavi/ Farsi/ Dari' 
on 'Afghanistan Online' website, which is available on 'Links' page. 

/khæva:ndæn/ and pronounce it as 

/kha:ndæn/ instead?  
I am not a linguist or a philologist to explain it technically. Philologically/linguistically speaking, words 
come from certain roots. As time changes, people might change the structure of the words or the way they 
are used. These changes might happen in either oral or written form, or both. Sometimes, words are 
changed in oral conversations, but not in writing. That is to say, the pronunciation of a word is changed 

but its spelling has remained unchanged. A good example here is the word 
ord had a slightly different pronunciation in the past. People have changed its pronunciation to make it 

easier to pronounce, but they haven't changed its spelling. It has its own reasons. Sometimes, if we change 
the spelling of a word, we might get a different word which is already exist with a different meaning. And 
sometimes, this change will create a new word that can not be included or harmonized in the main body of 

that language. The pronunciation of the old version of /kha:ndæn/ was something like t
seems a little difficult to pronounce, isn't it?  

Another example is the word 'sister', which is written in this way:  /kha:hær/. This one has the 
same explanation as the previous one. The way it was pronounced in the past was something like this. 
think you agree with me that the old pronunciations of such words are acceptably difficult!

As far as I remember now, the combination of /va:v/ and /khe/ gives us such a different 
pronunciation in many words (if not all), not other letters.  

Well, I am teaching Persian/Farsi that is currently spoken in Iran! We may divide Persian/Farsi into Old 
and Modern Persian. Old Persian is no longer used among the common people in their daily conversations. 

Islam Persian in this category. The pre-Islam Persian was Persian 
d language. Lots of words in that era are considered obsolete 

in nowadays, as they are no longer used. Even lots of people who graduate from the universities are not 
able to understand the main part of that language. To understand that language clearly, you need to pass at 

After the Arab invaded Iran, lots of things changed. Among them was the language. They imported lots of 
lingual invasion was improved by almost all 

scholars and literary leaders who wrote wonderful masterpieces during this period. From among them is 
Hafez who knew Quran by heart. Saadi, Rumi and many others are just few examples. Their languages, 

Now, we have our Modern Persian, which is mixed with Arabic, French, English, even Turkish, and some 
others! It seems impossible to purify a language from imported foreign words at this period. Lots of things 
are changed. The communication is spreading all over the world. New technologies, new ways of 
communication, new social and political systems, and new affections towards foreign words, and lots of 

most every language. We are approaching our world village utopia! 
Iran can not be an exception! The different kinds of social and political movements support their own way 
of importing or imposing foreign words such as Arabic, English, French, on Persian. Although a couple of 
great linguists have been trying hard to Persionize all importing words, little progress has been achieved 
by now. It has many reasons. One of the most important one, I think, is that they do not install a valid filter 

rs to Persionize the words that are coming into the country. They let people use the same 
foreign words for a long time and then ask some experts to look for the Persian equivalents for those 

ere are lots of other reasons which I can 

For more technical explanation about Farsi language, you may read the article called 'Pahlavi/ Farsi/ Dari' 

/kha:ndæn/? Why don't 

I am not a linguist or a philologist to explain it technically. Philologically/linguistically speaking, words 
come from certain roots. As time changes, people might change the structure of the words or the way they 

ither oral or written form, or both. Sometimes, words are 
changed in oral conversations, but not in writing. That is to say, the pronunciation of a word is changed 

/kha:ndæn/. This 
ord had a slightly different pronunciation in the past. People have changed its pronunciation to make it 

easier to pronounce, but they haven't changed its spelling. It has its own reasons. Sometimes, if we change 
erent word which is already exist with a different meaning. And 

sometimes, this change will create a new word that can not be included or harmonized in the main body of 

/kha:ndæn/ was something like this. It 

/kha:hær/. This one has the 
same explanation as the previous one. The way it was pronounced in the past was something like this. I 
think you agree with me that the old pronunciations of such words are acceptably difficult! 

/khe/ gives us such a different 



3- How do we recognize different /h/ sounds or /z/ sounds in different words? For example, why do we 

say /bæd æz zohr/ (afternoon) and not 

we say /hæm.ma:l/ (Porter: A person employed to carry travelers' bags, luggage, especially at 

railway stations, airports, etc.), and not 
I think I just explained it. Some words come from different roots, which refer to that particular action. We 

cannot write /zohr/ for 

pronunciation and meaning. It will be pronounced as 

/hæm.ma:l/ has the same problem. It comes from 

something from one place to another'. We cannot write it like this 
which do not exist in Persian.  

After all, don't call somebody 
calling a real porter). This is a 'Taboo!' word, which is almost removed from normal daily conversations. 

But, it's ok if your father gets angry with you and calls you 

/sobh/ has the same story. This 

So, if we simply see /sobh/ with this spelling, we will normally discard the other options
Let's look at some English words. Why 'Telephone' and not 'Telefone'? Why 'Cinema' and not 'Sinema'? 
Why 'Cat' and not 'Kat'? Why 'Xerox' and not 'Zerox'? Why 'Quantity' and not 'Kuantity'? Why 'Brick' and 
not 'Brik'?, and lots of others.  
Sometimes we know the root of the word, and sometimes we have to just memorize it. 
All right. I hope the explanations are convincing!
Now let's go back to our today's lesson.
Do you know how to say the following words in Persian? Give them a try again.
Book 
Car 
Table 
House 
Television 
Week 
Night 
Did you do it?  
Yes? Great!  
No? Try the previous lessons once more!
Now, we want to see how we can say 'books' in Persian. Correct! We are going to make plural nouns 
today.  
In making plural nouns, we should add something (mayb
believe it will become a little confusing if we make a rule for each specific option. Therefore, we will try 
to learn them one by one.  

Look at this: it is /ha:/. If we put 
is one of them.  

Sometimes, we add /a:n/ to a noun to make it plural. 

Sometimes, we add /a:t/ to the end of a noun to make it plural. 
And finally, sometimes, we change the appearance of a noun to make it plural!
Frightened?! 
You don't need to learn them all at this stage, it's just for your information. As I told you, we are not going 
to learn them through different rules, as these rules will bring some new problems to us by themselves. We 
will have to know the rules, the word

we recognize different /h/ sounds or /z/ sounds in different words? For example, why do we 

/bæd æz zohr/ (afternoon) and not / bæd æz zohr/? Or why do 

/hæm.ma:l/ (Porter: A person employed to carry travelers' bags, luggage, especially at 

way stations, airports, etc.), and not /hæm.ma:l/?  
I think I just explained it. Some words come from different roots, which refer to that particular action. We 

/zohr/. If we do, we have written a different word with a different 

pronunciation and meaning. It will be pronounced as /zæhr/ which means 'poison'. 

/hæm.ma:l/ has the same problem. It comes from /hæml/, which means 'carrying 

something from one place to another'. We cannot write it like this /hæml/ or 

/hæm.ma:l/ , or he will get really angry with you!! (Even if you are 
calling a real porter). This is a 'Taboo!' word, which is almost removed from normal daily conversations. 

father gets angry with you and calls you /hæm.ma:l/!! Don't take it serious!

/sobh/ has the same story. This /sobh/ or this one /sobh/ do not exist in Persian. 

/sobh/ with this spelling, we will normally discard the other options
Let's look at some English words. Why 'Telephone' and not 'Telefone'? Why 'Cinema' and not 'Sinema'? 
Why 'Cat' and not 'Kat'? Why 'Xerox' and not 'Zerox'? Why 'Quantity' and not 'Kuantity'? Why 'Brick' and 

know the root of the word, and sometimes we have to just memorize it. 
All right. I hope the explanations are convincing! 
Now let's go back to our today's lesson. 
Do you know how to say the following words in Persian? Give them a try again.

No? Try the previous lessons once more! 
Now, we want to see how we can say 'books' in Persian. Correct! We are going to make plural nouns 

In making plural nouns, we should add something (maybe we can call it suffix) to the end of each noun. I 
believe it will become a little confusing if we make a rule for each specific option. Therefore, we will try 

it is /ha:/. If we put /ha:/ at the end of the nouns, we will have plural nouns. This 

/a:n/ to a noun to make it plural.  

/a:t/ to the end of a noun to make it plural.  
And finally, sometimes, we change the appearance of a noun to make it plural!

You don't need to learn them all at this stage, it's just for your information. As I told you, we are not going 
to learn them through different rules, as these rules will bring some new problems to us by themselves. We 
will have to know the rules, the words which can be included in each rule and so on and so on. I don't like 

we recognize different /h/ sounds or /z/ sounds in different words? For example, why do we 

/ bæd æz zohr/? Or why do 

/hæm.ma:l/ (Porter: A person employed to carry travelers' bags, luggage, especially at 

I think I just explained it. Some words come from different roots, which refer to that particular action. We 

/zohr/. If we do, we have written a different word with a different 

/zæhr/ which means 'poison'.  

/hæml/, which means 'carrying 

/hæml/ or /hæm.ma:l/, 

/hæm.ma:l/ , or he will get really angry with you!! (Even if you are 
calling a real porter). This is a 'Taboo!' word, which is almost removed from normal daily conversations. 

/hæm.ma:l/!! Don't take it serious! 

/sobh/ do not exist in Persian. 

/sobh/ with this spelling, we will normally discard the other options.  
Let's look at some English words. Why 'Telephone' and not 'Telefone'? Why 'Cinema' and not 'Sinema'? 
Why 'Cat' and not 'Kat'? Why 'Xerox' and not 'Zerox'? Why 'Quantity' and not 'Kuantity'? Why 'Brick' and 

know the root of the word, and sometimes we have to just memorize it.  

Do you know how to say the following words in Persian? Give them a try again. 

Now, we want to see how we can say 'books' in Persian. Correct! We are going to make plural nouns 

e we can call it suffix) to the end of each noun. I 
believe it will become a little confusing if we make a rule for each specific option. Therefore, we will try 

, we will have plural nouns. This 

And finally, sometimes, we change the appearance of a noun to make it plural! 

You don't need to learn them all at this stage, it's just for your information. As I told you, we are not going 
to learn them through different rules, as these rules will bring some new problems to us by themselves. We 

s which can be included in each rule and so on and so on. I don't like 



it! You too!  
Instead, if we practice a bit, we will be able to find the exact suffix for each noun to make it plural.
So, what we are going to do is this: I give you a noun and tell yo
your turn to try. It's that easy! 
Ready? 

/keta:b/ + /ha:/ = 

/ma:shin/ + /ha:/ = 
Is it easy? Good! 

Now you try! Change the following nouns into plural form (currently use 
Table 
House 
Television 
Week 
Night 
Hopefully you have no problems. 
Now look at this:  
I bought two books.  
How do you say this one? I am sure that you don't know! 
You already know the numbers, don't you? The numbers will solve our problems.
Try this simple rule first: 
Whenever we want to add numbers to a plural noun ( like: two books), we should delete the plural suffix 

(here /ha:/) and put the number before the noun. 
Example: 

/Keta:b/ + /ha:/ = 

beginning. You will say: 
Or this one: Two cars. 

/ma:shin/ + /ha:/ = 

before /ma:shin/. You will say: 
Clear? Wonderful! 
You see how easy it is! No matter what the number is, from two to two billions!, just delete the suffix and 
put the number at the beginning of the noun. 
I hope it is easy to follow. 
There is one more thing I have to tell you now. 
You already know how to say 'my book'. Remember? Good! Now, how do you say 'my books'?
Here, you have two choices, both of which are accepted.
1- Choice 1: You may put the same letters (/æm, æt, æsh, ma:n, ta:n, sha:n/, (which you already know), 
directly after the plural nouns. This rule is mostly used in daily conversations. Example:

My book = /keta:bæm/.  

My books = /keta:b ha:m/. 

My car = /ma:shinæm/. My cars = 

Our car = /ma:shinema:n/. Our cars = 
In this rule, there is only one excep

Your car = /ma:shinæt/. Your cars = 
/æt/ in to /t/. No problems? Good!
2- Choice 2: You may change the same letters /æm, æt, æsh, ma:n, ta:n, s

Instead, if we practice a bit, we will be able to find the exact suffix for each noun to make it plural.
So, what we are going to do is this: I give you a noun and tell you how to make it plural. Then it will be 

/keta:b ha:/.  

/ha:/ = /ma:shin ha:/.  

Now you try! Change the following nouns into plural form (currently use 

Hopefully you have no problems.  

How do you say this one? I am sure that you don't know!  
You already know the numbers, don't you? The numbers will solve our problems.

Whenever we want to add numbers to a plural noun ( like: two books), we should delete the plural suffix 

/ha:/) and put the number before the noun.  

/keta:b ha:/. Delete /ha:/, and put 

/do keta:b/.  

/ha:/ = /ma:shin ha:/. Delete 

/ma:shin/. You will say: /do ma:shin/.  

You see how easy it is! No matter what the number is, from two to two billions!, just delete the suffix and 
put the number at the beginning of the noun.  

There is one more thing I have to tell you now.  
say 'my book'. Remember? Good! Now, how do you say 'my books'?

Here, you have two choices, both of which are accepted. 
Choice 1: You may put the same letters (/æm, æt, æsh, ma:n, ta:n, sha:n/, (which you already know), 

his rule is mostly used in daily conversations. Example:

 

/keta:b ha:m/.  

/ma:shinæm/. My cars = /ma:shin ha:m/. 

/ma:shinema:n/. Our cars = /ma:shin ha:ma:n/. 
In this rule, there is only one exception. And this exception refers to 'singular you'. Look at this example:

/ma:shinæt/. Your cars = /ma:shin ha:t/. As you see, we change 
/æt/ in to /t/. No problems? Good! 

Choice 2: You may change the same letters /æm, æt, æsh, ma:n, ta:n, sha:n/into what you see below.

Instead, if we practice a bit, we will be able to find the exact suffix for each noun to make it plural. 
u how to make it plural. Then it will be 

/ha:/ only).  

You already know the numbers, don't you? The numbers will solve our problems. 

Whenever we want to add numbers to a plural noun ( like: two books), we should delete the plural suffix 

/ha:/, and put /do/ in the 

/ha:/, and put /do/ 

You see how easy it is! No matter what the number is, from two to two billions!, just delete the suffix and 

say 'my book'. Remember? Good! Now, how do you say 'my books'? 

Choice 1: You may put the same letters (/æm, æt, æsh, ma:n, ta:n, sha:n/, (which you already know), 
his rule is mostly used in daily conversations. Example: 

/ma:shin ha:m/.  

/ma:shin ha:ma:n/.  
tion. And this exception refers to 'singular you'. Look at this example: 

/ma:shin ha:t/. As you see, we change 

ha:n/into what you see below. 



/yæm, yæd, yæsh, yema:n, yeta:n, yesha:n/. 

My books = /keta:b ha: yæm/. 

Your books = /keta:b ha: yæt/. 

His/ her/books = 

Our books = /keta

Your books = /keta:b ha: yeta:n/. 

Their books = /keta:b ha: yesha:n/. 
Is it really difficult? Now you try these two choices with the following nouns:
Table 
House 
Television 
Week 
Night 
 
OK! That's it for today. I just foamed at the 
  
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

Supermarket = 

Some = /meghda:ri/. Some water. 

Meat = /gu:sht/.  

Ice-cream = /bæstæni/. 

Milk = /shi:r/.  

To like = /du:st da:shtæn/. I liked milk. 
shi:r du:st da:shtæm/.  

Ball = /tu:p/.  

To look at = 

/u: beh mæn nega:h kærd/. 

Balloon = /ba:d konæk/. 

Child = /bæch.cheh/.  

Children = /bæch.cheh ha:/. Apply the same rule when it comes with numbers. 

Bicycle = /do chærkheh/. 

To break = (here): /tærekidæn/. The balloon broke. 
tærekid/.  

Hand = /dæst/.  

Their hands. 
yema:n/.  

/yæm, yæd, yæsh, yema:n, yeta:n, yesha:n/. Don't be afraid! It's really easy. Look at the examples below:

/keta:b ha: yæm/.  

/keta:b ha: yæt/.  

/keta:b ha: yæsh/.  

/keta:b ha: yema:n/.  

/keta:b ha: yeta:n/.  

/keta:b ha: yesha:n/.  
Is it really difficult? Now you try these two choices with the following nouns: 

OK! That's it for today. I just foamed at the mouth!! 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/su:perma:rket/.  

/meghda:ri/. Some water. /meghda:ri a:b/. 

/bæstæni/.  

/du:st da:shtæn/. I liked milk. 

/beh… nega:h kærdæn/. She looked at me. 

/u: beh mæn nega:h kærd/.  

/ba:d konæk/.  

/bæch.cheh ha:/. Apply the same rule when it comes with numbers. 

/do chærkheh/.  

/tærekidæn/. The balloon broke. 

/dæst ha: yesha:n/. Our hands = 

Don't be afraid! It's really easy. Look at the examples below: 

 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

/meghda:ri a:b/.  

/mæn 

/beh… nega:h kærdæn/. She looked at me. 

/bæch.cheh ha:/. Apply the same rule when it comes with numbers.  

/ba:d konæk 

/dæst ha: 



Needle = /su:zæn/.  

Fat = /cha:gh/.  

Fat boy = /pesær-

To scream = /jigh Zædæn/. 

To laugh = /khændidæn/. 

To take = (here): /bær da:shtæn/. 

To jump on = 

Any more = /digær/. I didn't see them any more. 
ra: digær nædidæm/.  
Please translate the following paragraph into Persian. 
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow.
I went to supermarket yesterday. I saw my friend in the supermarket. She was alone. She had two baskets. 
She bought some meat. I didn't buy meat. I bought four ice
some milk. I didn't like milk. I bought two balls. She di
saw four children. They had four bicycles. We didn't have four bicycles. We had two bicycles. The 
children looked at the balloons. My friend didn't look at them. They touched the balloons. The balloons 
broke. I looked at their hands. They had two needles. The fat boy didn't have two needles. He had one 
needle. My friend screamed. The children didn't scream. They laughed. My friend didn't laugh. They took 
their bicycles. We didn't take our bicycles. They jum
see them any more!  
  

-e- cha:gh/.  

/jigh Zædæn/.  

/khændidæn/.  

/bær da:shtæn/.  

/pæridæn … ru: ye /. He jumped on his bicycle. 

/u: pærid ru: ye do chærkheh æsh/.  

/digær/. I didn't see them any more. 

Please translate the following paragraph into Persian.  
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow. 

supermarket yesterday. I saw my friend in the supermarket. She was alone. She had two baskets. 
She bought some meat. I didn't buy meat. I bought four ice-creams. She didn't buy ice
some milk. I didn't like milk. I bought two balls. She didn't look at the balls. She bought two balloons. I 
saw four children. They had four bicycles. We didn't have four bicycles. We had two bicycles. The 
children looked at the balloons. My friend didn't look at them. They touched the balloons. The balloons 

ke. I looked at their hands. They had two needles. The fat boy didn't have two needles. He had one 
needle. My friend screamed. The children didn't scream. They laughed. My friend didn't laugh. They took 
their bicycles. We didn't take our bicycles. They jumped on their bicycles. They looked at us. We didn't 

/pæridæn … ru: ye /. He jumped on his bicycle. 

/mæn a:nha: 

supermarket yesterday. I saw my friend in the supermarket. She was alone. She had two baskets. 
creams. She didn't buy ice-cream. She bought 

dn't look at the balls. She bought two balloons. I 
saw four children. They had four bicycles. We didn't have four bicycles. We had two bicycles. The 
children looked at the balloons. My friend didn't look at them. They touched the balloons. The balloons 

ke. I looked at their hands. They had two needles. The fat boy didn't have two needles. He had one 
needle. My friend screamed. The children didn't scream. They laughed. My friend didn't laugh. They took 

ped on their bicycles. They looked at us. We didn't 

 



  
 
 
 
Week 21 
 
 
Hopefully you are enjoying the lessons. Please let me know if you have any questions that you think I can 
answer! Don't get impatient if you receive no direct repl
you as much as I can. Anyway, you may find the answers to your questions regarding the lessons here on 
this site even if there is no direct reply to your messages through e
Before we start today, let me answer to some of your questions.

1- In Useful drills 19, why 
gozæshteh/ for 'last week'?  

Both /hæfteh ye pish/ and 
may use both of them, which are absolutely correct. 

You may also say 
gozæshteh/ for 'three days ago'. Certainly our Persian grammar has no objections! Me too! 

2- We have /ru:z/ for 'day' and 

for 'night' and /dishæb/ for 'last night'. Can we say 
Well, you can but you have to create a new grammar for Persian language, which is too soon for you at 
this stage!! (just a joke!)  
you seem absolutely right. Nevertheless, we don't have such a rule in Persian. although the structure you 
have offered seems acceptable, it sounds non sense in this language and people can not understand you. 
3- the Persian translation of 'this yo

pesæreta:n dæst næzæd/. Why 
I think I have already explained on the same page. Some English verbs when used in Persian need some
extra elements such as prepositions and so on. Let's have a look at the sentence once more:
This young lady didn't touch your son yesterday. When converting the same sentence into Persian, we 
have to say ' this young lady didn't touch to your son yesterda
Look at this sentence which is much closer to what I am trying to say:
'I said to you yesterday. As you see, we cannot say 'I said you' in English. This verb needs 'to', which 
cannot be deleted. We'll have to change t
we should say: 'I told you yesterday'. 

Some Persian verbs have the same story. We can not put 
that this word is sitting in the place of an object. 

Hopefully you are enjoying the lessons. Please let me know if you have any questions that you think I can 
answer! Don't get impatient if you receive no direct reply although I am trying to write back to many of 
you as much as I can. Anyway, you may find the answers to your questions regarding the lessons here on 
this site even if there is no direct reply to your messages through e-mail. 

answer to some of your questions. 

/hæfteh ye pish/ and not 

/hæfteh ye pish/ and /hæfteh ye gozæshteh/ are the
may use both of them, which are absolutely correct.  

/seh ru:z-e- pish/ or 
gozæshteh/ for 'three days ago'. Certainly our Persian grammar has no objections! Me too! 

/ru:z/ for 'day' and /diru:z/ for 'yesterday'. We also have 

/dishæb/ for 'last night'. Can we say /di hæfteh/ for 'last week'? 
Well, you can but you have to create a new grammar for Persian language, which is too soon for you at 

you seem absolutely right. Nevertheless, we don't have such a rule in Persian. although the structure you 
have offered seems acceptable, it sounds non sense in this language and people can not understand you. 

the Persian translation of 'this young lady didn't touch your son yesterday', is this: 

/in kha:nom-

/pesæreta:n/ and not 
I think I have already explained on the same page. Some English verbs when used in Persian need some
extra elements such as prepositions and so on. Let's have a look at the sentence once more:
This young lady didn't touch your son yesterday. When converting the same sentence into Persian, we 
have to say ' this young lady didn't touch to your son yesterday'. But in English 'to' is redundant. 
Look at this sentence which is much closer to what I am trying to say: 
'I said to you yesterday. As you see, we cannot say 'I said you' in English. This verb needs 'to', which 
cannot be deleted. We'll have to change the verb if we want to delete 'to' from our sentence. In this case, 
we should say: 'I told you yesterday'.  

Some Persian verbs have the same story. We can not put /ra:/ after some words although we know 
that this word is sitting in the place of an object. It rather depends on the nature of verbs not the objects. 

 

Hopefully you are enjoying the lessons. Please let me know if you have any questions that you think I can 
y although I am trying to write back to many of 

you as much as I can. Anyway, you may find the answers to your questions regarding the lessons here on 

/hæfteh ye 

/hæfteh ye gozæshteh/ are the same. You 

/seh ru:z-e- 
gozæshteh/ for 'three days ago'. Certainly our Persian grammar has no objections! Me too!  

/diru:z/ for 'yesterday'. We also have /shæb/ 

/di hæfteh/ for 'last week'?  
Well, you can but you have to create a new grammar for Persian language, which is too soon for you at 

you seem absolutely right. Nevertheless, we don't have such a rule in Persian. although the structure you 
have offered seems acceptable, it sounds non sense in this language and people can not understand you.  

ung lady didn't touch your son yesterday', is this: 

-e- jæva:n diru:z beh 

/pesæreta:n ra:/?  
I think I have already explained on the same page. Some English verbs when used in Persian need some 
extra elements such as prepositions and so on. Let's have a look at the sentence once more: 
This young lady didn't touch your son yesterday. When converting the same sentence into Persian, we 

y'. But in English 'to' is redundant.  

'I said to you yesterday. As you see, we cannot say 'I said you' in English. This verb needs 'to', which 
he verb if we want to delete 'to' from our sentence. In this case, 

/ra:/ after some words although we know 
It rather depends on the nature of verbs not the objects. 



But currently, you don't need to worry about these verbs. Even I, as a Persian who is teaching you, don't 
know all the verbs which should fall in this category, before using them. To me it's not nec
overload your brain with memorizing a group of words, rules, verbs, etc…. Instead, you'd better try to use 
words in your sentences and then correct the structure of your sentence actively by deleting or adding 
some elements to your sentence, whic
rules and different things that you haven't used it by yourself in your sentences. What I am trying to say is 
that the context should be your first priority in choosing and applying words. I 
high school student in my town. We had an English teacher who was really active, but I think he was, to 
some extent, wrong in properly teaching the rules. He was a really hard
hard to tell us different rules and let us write them down one by one. You don't believe me if I tell you that 
I had memorized more than two long pages about when and how to use 'The' in English! I had memorized 
more than 100 pages rules and regulations altogether! And I was quite
the exam. Do you know what happened to me? I failed in the exam!! Don't laugh at me! I did really fail in 
the English exam! I was never able to use all those rules in real texts! Today, I don't even remember one 
of those hundreds rules I had filled my brain with. What I do now is I use a word in a sentence and then 
take a look at it to see how I can change it properly and how I can find a rule for that. Now, the context is 
my biggest teacher.  
Please note that I don't want to neglect the efforts of my teachers to whom I owe a lot. I just want to tell 
you that you can find the rules from within the contexts not from your memorized knowledge. 
4- how can we use 'A' in our Persian translations? For example: I was a student.
As you know, 'A' has different meanings and functions in different sentences. Sometimes it means 'one' 
and sometimes it refers to something that is not known or clear to us and so on. In English, we use 'A' or 
'An' before a singular noun which is countabl
not allowed to say 'I was student'; instead we should say 'I was a student'. This is the nature of this 
language. But it does not mean that 'I was one student and not two students'! correct? W

'A' should not be translated as 

student and not two! As a result, you may only say 

bu:dæm/ and don't say 
Nevertheless, 'A' in the following sentence has two equivalents in Persian both of which are accepted. 

I bought a book. 

/mæn keta:bi khæridæm/. The first one is mostly used in daily conversation 
while the second one is more literar
of them in your sentences. It has some other functions which I believe will put you in confusion if 

explained at this stage. So, currently feel free to use either 

khæridæm/ or 
To tell the truth, this question goes deeper than this, but we don't need it now. Let's do first things first and 
let's do things step by step. Ok? 
Now let's see what we have for today.
Today, we'll learn some more numbers 
our knowledge. 
We already know the numbers from one to twenty. As I told you before, this was the most difficult part of 
our work in learning numbers. Before we continue, let's try the fo

20 = /bist/.  

30 = /si:/.  

40 = /che hel/.  

50 = /pænja:h/.  

But currently, you don't need to worry about these verbs. Even I, as a Persian who is teaching you, don't 
know all the verbs which should fall in this category, before using them. To me it's not nec
overload your brain with memorizing a group of words, rules, verbs, etc…. Instead, you'd better try to use 
words in your sentences and then correct the structure of your sentence actively by deleting or adding 
some elements to your sentence, which seems more sensible; and avoid memorizing a group of words and 
rules and different things that you haven't used it by yourself in your sentences. What I am trying to say is 
that the context should be your first priority in choosing and applying words. I 
high school student in my town. We had an English teacher who was really active, but I think he was, to 
some extent, wrong in properly teaching the rules. He was a really hard-working one. He had tried really 

rules and let us write them down one by one. You don't believe me if I tell you that 
I had memorized more than two long pages about when and how to use 'The' in English! I had memorized 
more than 100 pages rules and regulations altogether! And I was quite sure that I would get a high mark in 
the exam. Do you know what happened to me? I failed in the exam!! Don't laugh at me! I did really fail in 
the English exam! I was never able to use all those rules in real texts! Today, I don't even remember one 

se hundreds rules I had filled my brain with. What I do now is I use a word in a sentence and then 
take a look at it to see how I can change it properly and how I can find a rule for that. Now, the context is 

ant to neglect the efforts of my teachers to whom I owe a lot. I just want to tell 
you that you can find the rules from within the contexts not from your memorized knowledge. 

how can we use 'A' in our Persian translations? For example: I was a student.
As you know, 'A' has different meanings and functions in different sentences. Sometimes it means 'one' 
and sometimes it refers to something that is not known or clear to us and so on. In English, we use 'A' or 
'An' before a singular noun which is countable, such as 'a student', 'a book', 'an apple', and so on. We are 
not allowed to say 'I was student'; instead we should say 'I was a student'. This is the nature of this 
language. But it does not mean that 'I was one student and not two students'! correct? W

/yek/ in Persian, since every body knows that you can be only one 

student and not two! As a result, you may only say 

/mæn yek da:nesh a:mu:z bu:dæm/. 
eless, 'A' in the following sentence has two equivalents in Persian both of which are accepted. 

/mæn yek keta:b khæridæm/ or 

/mæn keta:bi khæridæm/. The first one is mostly used in daily conversation 
while the second one is more literary oriented and mostly used in writings. You are allowed to use either 
of them in your sentences. It has some other functions which I believe will put you in confusion if 

explained at this stage. So, currently feel free to use either 

/mæn keta:bi khæridæm/.  
To tell the truth, this question goes deeper than this, but we don't need it now. Let's do first things first and 

Now let's see what we have for today. 
Today, we'll learn some more numbers and then we'll go to Useful drills page to test our ability in using 

We already know the numbers from one to twenty. As I told you before, this was the most difficult part of 
our work in learning numbers. Before we continue, let's try the following numbers first.

 

But currently, you don't need to worry about these verbs. Even I, as a Persian who is teaching you, don't 
know all the verbs which should fall in this category, before using them. To me it's not necessary to 
overload your brain with memorizing a group of words, rules, verbs, etc…. Instead, you'd better try to use 
words in your sentences and then correct the structure of your sentence actively by deleting or adding 

h seems more sensible; and avoid memorizing a group of words and 
rules and different things that you haven't used it by yourself in your sentences. What I am trying to say is 
that the context should be your first priority in choosing and applying words. I remember when I was a 
high school student in my town. We had an English teacher who was really active, but I think he was, to 

working one. He had tried really 
rules and let us write them down one by one. You don't believe me if I tell you that 

I had memorized more than two long pages about when and how to use 'The' in English! I had memorized 
sure that I would get a high mark in 

the exam. Do you know what happened to me? I failed in the exam!! Don't laugh at me! I did really fail in 
the English exam! I was never able to use all those rules in real texts! Today, I don't even remember one 

se hundreds rules I had filled my brain with. What I do now is I use a word in a sentence and then 
take a look at it to see how I can change it properly and how I can find a rule for that. Now, the context is 

ant to neglect the efforts of my teachers to whom I owe a lot. I just want to tell 
you that you can find the rules from within the contexts not from your memorized knowledge.  

how can we use 'A' in our Persian translations? For example: I was a student. 
As you know, 'A' has different meanings and functions in different sentences. Sometimes it means 'one' 
and sometimes it refers to something that is not known or clear to us and so on. In English, we use 'A' or 

e, such as 'a student', 'a book', 'an apple', and so on. We are 
not allowed to say 'I was student'; instead we should say 'I was a student'. This is the nature of this 
language. But it does not mean that 'I was one student and not two students'! correct? Well, basically, this 

/yek/ in Persian, since every body knows that you can be only one 

/mæn da:nesh a:mu:z 

/mæn yek da:nesh a:mu:z bu:dæm/.  
eless, 'A' in the following sentence has two equivalents in Persian both of which are accepted.  

/mæn yek keta:b khæridæm/ or 

/mæn keta:bi khæridæm/. The first one is mostly used in daily conversation 
y oriented and mostly used in writings. You are allowed to use either 

of them in your sentences. It has some other functions which I believe will put you in confusion if 

/mæn yek keta:b 

To tell the truth, this question goes deeper than this, but we don't need it now. Let's do first things first and 

and then we'll go to Useful drills page to test our ability in using 

We already know the numbers from one to twenty. As I told you before, this was the most difficult part of 
llowing numbers first. 



60 = /shæst/.  

70 = /hæfta:d/.  

80 = /hæshta:d/. 

90 = /nævæd/.  

100 = /sæd/.  
No problems? Great! 
Now we want to say the following numbers: 
21  
22  
23  
 
and so on. 
The easiest way and explanation in learning the numbers is this:
The main number (20, 30, 40, 50, …) + /o/ sound + one of the first ten numbers. Don't let this rule scare 
you! Let's try and see! 

21 = /bist

22 = /bist

23 = /bist

24 = 
You continue! 

30 = /si:/. 

31 = /si: -o-

32 = /si: -o-

33 = /si:-o-
You continue! 

40 = /che hel/. 

41 = /che hel

42 = /che hel
Continue! 

50 = /pænja:h/. 

51 = /pænja:h

52 = /pænja:h
Continue! 

60 = /shæst/. 

61 = /shæst

62 = /shæst
Continue! 

 

 

/hæshta:d/.  

 

Now we want to say the following numbers:  

The easiest way and explanation in learning the numbers is this: 
The main number (20, 30, 40, 50, …) + /o/ sound + one of the first ten numbers. Don't let this rule scare 

/bist-o- yek/.  

/bist-o- do/.  

/bist-o- seh/. 

/bist-o- chæha:r/. 

- yek/.  

- do/. 

- seh/. 

/che hel-o- yek/.  

/che hel-o- d-/.  

 

/pænja:h-o- yek/.  

/pænja:h-o-do/. 

 

/shæst-o- yek/.  

/shæst-o- do/. 

The main number (20, 30, 40, 50, …) + /o/ sound + one of the first ten numbers. Don't let this rule scare 



70 = /hæfta:d/. 

71 = /hæfta:d

72 = /hæfta:d
Continue! 

80 = /hæshta:d/.

81 = /hæshta:d

82 = /hæshta:d
Continue! 

90 = /nævæd/. 

91 = /nævæd

92 = /nævæd-
Continue! 

100 = /sæd/. 

101 = /sæd

102 = /sæd
Continue!  

All right! With this we come to the end of lesson 
  
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

To visit = 

last week. 
keshvær didæn kærd/.  
Note: this word is like 'to touch' which you already know.

Country = /keshvær/.  

Chocolate = /shokola:t/. 

To eat = /khordæn/. 

To break = (here): /tærekidæn/. The balloon broke. 
tærekid/.  

To break = /tæreka:ndæn/. He broke my balloon. 
konækæm ra: tæreka:nd/. Don't say: /u: ba:d konækæm ra: tærekid/.

Younger(here) = /ku:chek/. My younger brother 
ku:chek-e- mæn/. Or /bæra:dær-e-

To catch = /gereftæn/. 

Mouse = /mu:sh/.  

White = /sefid/. A white horse 

 

/hæfta:d-o- yek/.  

/hæfta:d-o- do/. 

/hæshta:d/. 

/hæshta:d-o- yek/. 

/hæshta:d-o- do/. 

/nævæd-o- yek/. 

-o- do/. 

 

/sæd-o- yek/. 

/sæd-o- do/. 

All right! With this we come to the end of lesson /bist

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/æz 'someone or something' didæn kærdæn/. He visited two countries 

/u: hæfteh ye gozæshteh æz do 

s word is like 'to touch' which you already know. 

 

/shokola:t/.  

 

/tærekidæn/. The balloon broke. 

/tæreka:ndæn/. He broke my balloon. 
Don't say: /u: ba:d konækæm ra: tærekid/. 

/ku:chek/. My younger brother 
- ku:chekæm/. 

/gereftæn/.  

/sefid/. A white horse /æsb-e- sefid/.  

/bist-o-yek/! I hope you liked it. 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

/æz 'someone or something' didæn kærdæn/. He visited two countries 

/u: hæfteh ye gozæshteh æz do 

/ba:d konæk 

/u: ba:d 

/bæra:dær-e- 



Kite = /ba:d ba:dæk/. 

Ball = /tu:p/.  

Plate = /bosh gha:b/. 

Jack's mother = /ma:dær

Jack's friend = 

Balloon = /ba:d konæk/. 

To fly (here) = 

/hæva: kærdæn/. He flew a kite. 

ba:dæk ra: pærva:z da:d/. Also 
kærd/. 

Cat= /gorbeh/. The white cat /gorbeh ye sefid/. 

Mr. = /a:gha:/. Mr. Jones 

Mrs./Miss/ Ms. = /kha:nom/. Mrs. Poodle 

Room = /ota:gh/.  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow.
 
1- My friend read /red/62 books last year.
2- John didn't read 47 books last year.
3- Mr. Jones visited 12 countries two years ago.
4- Mrs. Poodle didn't see her students three weeks ago.
5- That fat girl ate 27 chocolates this morning.
6- This boy broke 49 balloons this afternoon.
7- Her younger brother flew four kites this evening. 
8- This cat caught 11 mice last week.
9- That white cat didn't catch 16 mice last week. 
10- Helen sold 51 balls yesterday.
11- I didn't sell 43 balls this week.
12- She didn't break the table three days ago.
13- My mother washed 77 plates this afternoon.
14- Jack's mother didn't wash 66 plates this morning.
15- Tom's friend didn't clean his room tonight.
  
  

/ba:d ba:dæk/.  

/bosh gha:b/.  

/ma:dær-e- Jack/.  

/du:st-e- Jack/. 

/ba:d konæk/.  

/pærva:z da:dæn/. And sometimes in daily conversation 

kærdæn/. He flew a kite. 

/u: yek ba:d ba:dæk ra: hæva: 

/gorbeh/. The white cat /gorbeh ye sefid/.  

/a:gha:/. Mr. Jones /a:gha: ye Jones/.  

/kha:nom/. Mrs. Poodle /kha:nom

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow. 

My friend read /red/62 books last year. 
John didn't read 47 books last year. 

visited 12 countries two years ago. 
Mrs. Poodle didn't see her students three weeks ago. 
That fat girl ate 27 chocolates this morning. 
This boy broke 49 balloons this afternoon. 
Her younger brother flew four kites this evening.  

ught 11 mice last week. 
That white cat didn't catch 16 mice last week.  
Helen sold 51 balls yesterday. 
I didn't sell 43 balls this week. 
She didn't break the table three days ago. 
My mother washed 77 plates this afternoon. 

her didn't wash 66 plates this morning. 
Tom's friend didn't clean his room tonight. 

/pærva:z da:dæn/. And sometimes in daily conversation 

/u: yek ba:d 

/u: yek ba:d ba:dæk ra: hæva: 

m-e- Poodle/. 



  
 
Week 22 
 
Hello everyone! Before we start today, let me simply wish you a very great and prosperous New Year on 
the eve of our Persian New Year. May the 
may your brains remain fresh with fresh ideas and positive attitudes!!
As always, we have got some questions to deal with.
1- I still do not know when I have to use "RA" or when not. When is som
Well, you seem looking for trouble!!
I think it's a bit soon to know this fluently in Persian. But, I'll try to answer to your question now. Don't 
worry if you find it a little difficult to understand completely at this stage
and will prepare you for future. 
We have two kinds of verbs in Persian: 
A- Transitive, a verb that takes a direct object
B- Intransitive, a verb that has a subject and not an object.
I don't think it's really difficult to f
actions done by 'Subjects'. That is to say, subjects are doers of an action and this action is done on objects. 
Look at the following example: 
I killed him.  
I = subject 
Killed = verb 
Him = object 
In Persian, however, there is a very small and easy rule which helps us to recognize the objects more 
easily. I am afraid I can not translate this simple rule as short as it is in Persian. Instead, I'll try to explain it 
a bit more to make it understandable.

Hello everyone! Before we start today, let me simply wish you a very great and prosperous New Year on 
the eve of our Persian New Year. May the coming year bring you success in whatsoever you are doing and 
may your brains remain fresh with fresh ideas and positive attitudes!! 
As always, we have got some questions to deal with. 

I still do not know when I have to use "RA" or when not. When is something an object and when not?
Well, you seem looking for trouble!! 
I think it's a bit soon to know this fluently in Persian. But, I'll try to answer to your question now. Don't 
worry if you find it a little difficult to understand completely at this stage. It will give you some insight 

We have two kinds of verbs in Persian:  
Transitive, a verb that takes a direct object 
Intransitive, a verb that has a subject and not an object. 

I don't think it's really difficult to find the object of your sentences. In one word 'Objects' receive the 
actions done by 'Subjects'. That is to say, subjects are doers of an action and this action is done on objects. 

In Persian, however, there is a very small and easy rule which helps us to recognize the objects more 
easily. I am afraid I can not translate this simple rule as short as it is in Persian. Instead, I'll try to explain it 

rstandable. 

 

 

Hello everyone! Before we start today, let me simply wish you a very great and prosperous New Year on 
coming year bring you success in whatsoever you are doing and 

ething an object and when not? 

I think it's a bit soon to know this fluently in Persian. But, I'll try to answer to your question now. Don't 
. It will give you some insight 

ind the object of your sentences. In one word 'Objects' receive the 
actions done by 'Subjects'. That is to say, subjects are doers of an action and this action is done on objects. 

In Persian, however, there is a very small and easy rule which helps us to recognize the objects more 
easily. I am afraid I can not translate this simple rule as short as it is in Persian. Instead, I'll try to explain it 



Objects can be either persons or things (non
person or human being. Am I right? 
Now look at the following sentence:
I broke the table.  
I = subject 
Broke = verb 
The table = object 
Here, 'the table' is a non-human object (things). Is it correct? 
So, we have put 'objects' into two main categories: 1
other things. 
Now, let's do the main part of our job! 
In Persian, we have two questions
we can put /ra:/ after the object. Confused! I know!! It's because I can not translate these two short 
sentences into English without damaging their meaning! 
In 'I killed him' the person who is listening to me will raise this question: whom did you kill?
Let's see some more examples: 
I saw him. The question is: whom did you see?
I found him. Whom did you find?
I hurt him. Whom did you hurt?  
The answer to these questions is the obj
In Persian we have to ask the following question if the object is human

/cheh kæs ra:/? 

And we have to ask this question if the object is non
 

I killed (him/it). /mæn koshtæ

/che chi:z ra:/.

I saw (him/it). /mæn didæm/. You will ask: 

/che chi:z ra:/.

I found (him/it). 

ra:/? Or /che chi:z ra:/.

The answer to 

our sentence and we can put 
In short,  
Can you put these questions after a sentence (verb)? Yes.
Can you find a single word as the answer to your question? Yes.

So, that answer is the object of your sentence and you can put 
Well, this is not the main problem! The problem appears when the verb has a preposition. Look at the 
examples below: 
I talked with him.  
I said to him.  
I listened to him. 
This is the question here:  
Whom did you talk to/with? 
Whom did you say to?  
Whom did you listen to? 

Objects can be either persons or things (non-person). In the above sentence 'I killed him', the object is a 
person or human being. Am I right?  
Now look at the following sentence: 

human object (things). Is it correct?  
So, we have put 'objects' into two main categories: 1- human 2- non-human which includes animals, and 

Now, let's do the main part of our job!  
In Persian, we have two questions which can be raised after each verb to find the exact object and to see if 
we can put /ra:/ after the object. Confused! I know!! It's because I can not translate these two short 
sentences into English without damaging their meaning!  

person who is listening to me will raise this question: whom did you kill?

I saw him. The question is: whom did you see? 
I found him. Whom did you find? 

 
The answer to these questions is the object of our sentence. It's that simple!  
In Persian we have to ask the following question if the object is human-based. 

/cheh kæs ra:/?  

And we have to ask this question if the object is non-human based: 

/mæn koshtæm/. You will ask: 

 

/mæn didæm/. You will ask: /cheh kæs ra:/? 

 

/mæn peida: kærdæm/. You will ask: 

/che chi:z ra:/. 

/cheh kæs ra:/ or /che chi:z ra:/ is the direct object of 

/ra:/ after that object.  

Can you put these questions after a sentence (verb)? Yes. 
Can you find a single word as the answer to your question? Yes. 

answer is the object of your sentence and you can put /ra:/ after that word. 
Well, this is not the main problem! The problem appears when the verb has a preposition. Look at the 

person). In the above sentence 'I killed him', the object is a 

human which includes animals, and 

which can be raised after each verb to find the exact object and to see if 
we can put /ra:/ after the object. Confused! I know!! It's because I can not translate these two short 

person who is listening to me will raise this question: whom did you kill? 

based.  

/che chi:z ra:/.  

/cheh kæs ra:/? Or 

/cheh kæs ra:/? Or 

/cheh kæs 

/che chi:z ra:/ is the direct object of 

/ra:/ after that word.  
Well, this is not the main problem! The problem appears when the verb has a preposition. Look at the 



As you see, there is a preposition after the verb. Therefore, you can not put 
seem to be the objects of our sentence.
Some Persian verbs need a preposition. It is not possible for me to tell you all these verbs here. It depends 
on the verbs. You may see the following verbs as the examples:
To touch 
To face  
To encounter 
To visit 
To telephone 
And many others.  

You cannot put /ra:/ after the objects that come with these verbs. It seems nonsense in Persian. Each 
of the above verbs comes with a preposition. 

I touched him. 

/mæn u: ra: dæst zædæm/.

As you see, we have /beh/ before 

sentence. So, we cannot say 
/beh cheh kæs/ or whatsoever which is not included in our rule and we have nothing to do with that. In this 

case, you can not put /ra:/ after the object.

Result: look at the verb first. Ask this question: 
/che chi:z ra:/. Find a direct object for your question. If there is a direct object after your question, your 

verb is transitive and you can put 
and you need to add something like a preposition to get the answer to your question, that verb is not 

transitive and you can not put 
I know this rule seems difficult for you to follow. But, in 
because they know the verbs. You will become more familiar with this in near future.
2- ... I'm wondering when you will stop doing this (teaching)? I already read what you said about it but 
that was at the beginning... 
We are still in the beginning. 20 lessons for a language with thousands years of written history is nothing. 
I hope I'll be with you for quite long if you are patient enough to tolerate me! There might come some 
changes in the structure of this site or the way I offer the lessons, but I will not stop it, at least at this stage. 
3- There is some difference between the letters in writing. The typed letters are different from what you 
write on 'Let's write' page. Why? 
I am not a machine! All languages are like this. What you read in a machine
what you write with a pen. Usually handwritings are easier than what the machine offers. As a simple 
example, all of us see and read this letter 'a' without even noticing the way it i
this letter with a pen, almost all of us write it differently and maybe we have never thought about it before. 
Try it now and you'll see the difference! explanations, 
And finally, it's the following message. I received this message a bit late but it was a good one and made 
me change some of the paragraphs I had already written earlier this week. I found it unfair to summarize 
this message. So, I have copied the main par
the same questions.  
Currently I have one small request from you if you don't mind. In the future, if possible, please send your 
questions regarding these lessons before Wednesday so that I can 
Otherwise you'll have to wait for the next week to receive your answers. 
4- I am becoming puzzled about how to guess the pronunciation of syllables, and the special case of va:v. 
How can I know when two letters are pronoun
they are separated by a vowel sound. Consider the word for 'friend': da:l va:v sin te. In lesson 15 it is 

As you see, there is a preposition after the verb. Therefore, you can not put 
seem to be the objects of our sentence. 

erbs need a preposition. It is not possible for me to tell you all these verbs here. It depends 
on the verbs. You may see the following verbs as the examples: 

r the objects that come with these verbs. It seems nonsense in Persian. Each 
of the above verbs comes with a preposition.  

/mæn beh u: dæst zædæm/, not 

/mæn u: ra: dæst zædæm/. 

/beh/ before /u:/ which is sitting in the place of an object in our Persian 

/che kæs ra:/, here the question is 
/beh cheh kæs/ or whatsoever which is not included in our rule and we have nothing to do with that. In this 

/ra:/ after the object.  

Result: look at the verb first. Ask this question: /cheh kæs ra:/ or 
/che chi:z ra:/. Find a direct object for your question. If there is a direct object after your question, your 

verb is transitive and you can put /ra:/ after the object. If there is no direct object after your question 
and you need to add something like a preposition to get the answer to your question, that verb is not 

/ra:/ after your object. 
I know this rule seems difficult for you to follow. But, in Persian it is really easy for everybody. It's 
because they know the verbs. You will become more familiar with this in near future.

... I'm wondering when you will stop doing this (teaching)? I already read what you said about it but 

We are still in the beginning. 20 lessons for a language with thousands years of written history is nothing. 
I hope I'll be with you for quite long if you are patient enough to tolerate me! There might come some 

te or the way I offer the lessons, but I will not stop it, at least at this stage. 
There is some difference between the letters in writing. The typed letters are different from what you 

 
s are like this. What you read in a machine-typed text is different from 

what you write with a pen. Usually handwritings are easier than what the machine offers. As a simple 
example, all of us see and read this letter 'a' without even noticing the way it is written. But when writing 
this letter with a pen, almost all of us write it differently and maybe we have never thought about it before. 
Try it now and you'll see the difference! explanations,  
And finally, it's the following message. I received this message a bit late but it was a good one and made 
me change some of the paragraphs I had already written earlier this week. I found it unfair to summarize 
this message. So, I have copied the main part of it to let you see the questions. Maybe, many of you have 

Currently I have one small request from you if you don't mind. In the future, if possible, please send your 
questions regarding these lessons before Wednesday so that I can answer to them in the same week. 
Otherwise you'll have to wait for the next week to receive your answers.  

I am becoming puzzled about how to guess the pronunciation of syllables, and the special case of va:v. 
How can I know when two letters are pronounced as together, as in the 'ft' and 'nd' in ræftænd, and when 
they are separated by a vowel sound. Consider the word for 'friend': da:l va:v sin te. In lesson 15 it is 

/ra:/ after the words that 

erbs need a preposition. It is not possible for me to tell you all these verbs here. It depends 

r the objects that come with these verbs. It seems nonsense in Persian. Each 

e place of an object in our Persian 

/che kæs ra:/, here the question is 
/beh cheh kæs/ or whatsoever which is not included in our rule and we have nothing to do with that. In this 

/cheh kæs ra:/ or 
/che chi:z ra:/. Find a direct object for your question. If there is a direct object after your question, your 

no direct object after your question 
and you need to add something like a preposition to get the answer to your question, that verb is not 

Persian it is really easy for everybody. It's 
because they know the verbs. You will become more familiar with this in near future. 

... I'm wondering when you will stop doing this (teaching)? I already read what you said about it but 

We are still in the beginning. 20 lessons for a language with thousands years of written history is nothing. 
I hope I'll be with you for quite long if you are patient enough to tolerate me! There might come some 

te or the way I offer the lessons, but I will not stop it, at least at this stage.  
There is some difference between the letters in writing. The typed letters are different from what you 

typed text is different from 
what you write with a pen. Usually handwritings are easier than what the machine offers. As a simple 

s written. But when writing 
this letter with a pen, almost all of us write it differently and maybe we have never thought about it before. 

And finally, it's the following message. I received this message a bit late but it was a good one and made 
me change some of the paragraphs I had already written earlier this week. I found it unfair to summarize 

t of it to let you see the questions. Maybe, many of you have 

Currently I have one small request from you if you don't mind. In the future, if possible, please send your 
answer to them in the same week. 

I am becoming puzzled about how to guess the pronunciation of syllables, and the special case of va:v. 
ced as together, as in the 'ft' and 'nd' in ræftænd, and when 

they are separated by a vowel sound. Consider the word for 'friend': da:l va:v sin te. In lesson 15 it is 



pronounced  
du:st, but in the Persian for "I love you" the same series of letters are pronounced du:set.  
Again in lesson 15, in the word for 'sister', kha:hær, the va:v is sounded as a vowel. How would I know, 
on seeing the word the first time, that it is not pronounced khæv:ahær?  
A suggestion, in the written drills, it would be helpful to see the printed Persian along with the hand-
written word. I have trouble guessing the letters when they are hand-written.  
All right, Let me solve the problem of /va:v/ first. It seems to be the problem of many!  
Sometimes /va:v/ pronounced as /u:/ and sometimes it accepts other short and long vowels. Unfortunately, 
there is no clear and general rule about this problematic feature of this letter. In many cases, however, it 
refers to the root of words. Whatever it is, I don't think it's possible to read a foreign word correctly when 
it's your first meeting with that word! Even in English, I have many problems with the pronunciation of a 
lot of words that I haven't seen before or I haven't used them very often. So, I mustn't feel puzzled when I 
am not able to pronounce an unfamiliar word. It seems quite natural. Instead, I should try to correct my 
pronunciation with the help of some reliable sources such as dictionaries, friends, and even my teacher and 
so on. So, I believe, as a beginner, you'd better try to learn new words in a parrot like repetition or 
mimicry. Little by little, you'll come to understand and separate the different pronunciation of similar 
words or different letters that come together to make a word in different situations. I am quite aware that it 
is not possible to look for the roots of all words especially at this stage, and I have to confess that it is 
beyond my ability to teach such a course to you, as it demands a different and stronger knowledge.  
Try to learn the words first(as you are being told) and avoid pronouncing the new words based on your 
own knowledge.  
As far as I remember, the combination of /khe/ and /va:v/ is pronounced /kha:/ in most words (which are 
used more frequently) if they are followed by /a:/ sound. The familiar examples to this are /kha:hær/, 
/kha:b/. In some words the same combination can be pronounced as /khæva:/, but fortunately these words 
are not used very often and they are really short in numbers, maybe less than five words. I promise you 
won't have to use these words with this pronunciation /khæva:/ once in a million or even less than this. I 
don't think there is more than ten words altogether for both /khæva:/ and /kha:/ in Persian and more than 
seventy percent of this ten words are not very common among people. So, I don't think this problem is 
really frightening. All you have to do is memorize less than ten words in this category.  
What you said about /du:st/ is correct. It needs some explanations. The language we are learning is the 
written form of Persian. Unlike English, there is a considerably big difference between oral and written 
Persian although both of them are understandable to native Persians. Generally, the Iranians do not use the 
written form in their daily conversations. They do understand it but they don't use it. As far as I know, 
there is no considerable course in Persian conversation. All you learn in Persian classes, whether inside the 
country or outside (most of them), is the written form of this language which enables you to read, write 
and communicate with others in a written form. By written form I mean your style in communication is in 
a book style and it does not mean that you have to write down your words in order for others to understand 
you. But the way you speak seems funny and somehow entertaining for others. They will like your style 
but most probably they will laugh! Most of the sentences and phrases you see on 'Your words' page is in 
daily conversation form, not book style, as the manner of those sentences demands such equivalents in 
Persian.  
'I love you' means 'du:stæt da:ræm', but if you say this sentence to one Iranian he or she will certainly 
laugh at you for such an accent (and maybe he or she will like you more for such an interesting accent!). 
In daily conversation we say 'du:set da:ræm' not 'du:stæt da:ræm' which is a literary style and is found in 
our poetry and that's why it will make others laugh if you use it in daily conversation. They will see 
themselves in a couple of centuries back in the history! A good example I can mention here is 'how are 
you'? It has two basic equivalents in Persian. Let's take a look at it: 
What people say in their daily conversations is this: /ha:letu:n chetoreh/?  
What you find in books is this: /ha:l-e- shoma: chetor æst/? Try this one with one of your Iranian friends 
and look at his/her face to see the smile or maybe load laughter! But both of them are understandable. 
Your suggestion about writing is humbly obeyed. I have done it today, but it is not very patiently done! It's 
because of my terrible cold that has knocked me down for almost a week. I hope I'll take care of writings 
much better in future.  
All right, now let's start. 
Today, we are going to see how two words are connected in Persian. What does it mean? Let's see! 
Suppose that we have these two words: 



Mr. 
Jones 
Now we want to combine them. I know it's easy. We will say: Mr. Jones. Right? Great job! How do you 

say it in Persian? Right! We'll say: 
How do you combine this one? 
Fat 
Boy 

You'll say 'a fat boy'. Say it in Persian! Great! 
Now try this one: 

Big = /bozorg/.  
House 

You'll say 'a big house. Try it in Persian! Good! 
What about this?  
Big 
Country 

You'll say 'a big country'. And you know it in Persian, don't you? 
bozorg/.  
All right!  
Now, imagine you are a teacher and are supposed to make a rule out of what you have seen above. 
I am listening! Louder please! Well done!
Now let me try! 
As we know, in English there is no sound between two words when they
This is the way we say it: Mr. (then pause), Jones (then pause). In Persian, however, we have to use a 
sound between these two words. Generally, we have these two sounds which work as conjunctions; /ye/ 
sound and /e/ sound.  

If the first word has /a:/ or this /he/ attached to /be/
the two words.  
Examples: 
Mr. Jones 

Mr. has /a:/ sound at the end in Persian 
Jones/. We use /ye/. 
Big house  

House has this /he/ at the end. So, we will say 
Good neighbor 

Neighbor = /hæmsa:yeh/. 

/hæmsa: yeh/ has this 
ye khu:b/. The first /ye/ belongs to the word, and the second one is the conj

White cat = /gorbeh ye sefid/. 
 
Note: in 'big house' , 'good neighbor', and 'white cat', 'big', 'good', and 'white' are adjectives. As you see in 
the above examples, unlike English, adjectives come after nouns
No questions? Good! 
In almost all other cases, we connect two words together with /e/ sound. 
Example: 

Good book = /keta:b

Big country = 

Now we want to combine them. I know it's easy. We will say: Mr. Jones. Right? Great job! How do you 

say it in Persian? Right! We'll say: /a:ga: ye Jones/.  

it in Persian! Great! /pesær-e- cha:gh/.

You'll say 'a big house. Try it in Persian! Good! /kha:neh ye bozorg/. 

You'll say 'a big country'. And you know it in Persian, don't you? 

Now, imagine you are a teacher and are supposed to make a rule out of what you have seen above. 
I am listening! Louder please! Well done! 

As we know, in English there is no sound between two words when they come together, like Mr. Jones. 
This is the way we say it: Mr. (then pause), Jones (then pause). In Persian, however, we have to use a 
sound between these two words. Generally, we have these two sounds which work as conjunctions; /ye/ 

/a:/ or this /he/ attached to /be/  at the end, then we have to use /ye/ between 

/a:/ sound at the end in Persian /a:gha:/. So, we'll say : 

/he/ at the end. So, we will say /kha:neh ye bozorg/. 

/hæmsa:yeh/.  

/hæmsa: yeh/ has this /he/ at the end. So, we will say: 
ye khu:b/. The first /ye/ belongs to the word, and the second one is the conjunction.

/gorbeh ye sefid/. /gorbeh/ has this 

Note: in 'big house' , 'good neighbor', and 'white cat', 'big', 'good', and 'white' are adjectives. As you see in 
the above examples, unlike English, adjectives come after nouns in Persian.  

In almost all other cases, we connect two words together with /e/ sound.  

/keta:b-e- khu:b/.  

/keshvær-e- bozorg/.  

Now we want to combine them. I know it's easy. We will say: Mr. Jones. Right? Great job! How do you 

cha:gh/. 

/kha:neh ye bozorg/.  

/keshvær-e- 

Now, imagine you are a teacher and are supposed to make a rule out of what you have seen above.  

come together, like Mr. Jones. 
This is the way we say it: Mr. (then pause), Jones (then pause). In Persian, however, we have to use a 
sound between these two words. Generally, we have these two sounds which work as conjunctions; /ye/ 

at the end, then we have to use /ye/ between 

/a:gha: ye 

/kha:neh ye bozorg/.  

/hæmsa:ye 
unction. 

/he/ at the end. 

Note: in 'big house' , 'good neighbor', and 'white cat', 'big', 'good', and 'white' are adjectives. As you see in 



Fat boy = /pesær

Mrs. Jones = /kha:nom
Now, how do you say the following words? When the name is the first name not last name. 
Mr.  

Ali /æli/. 
Mrs./Miss Helen  

Easy? Did you say 
As a rule, when we have Mr. or Mrs. before the first name of somebody we 

Name + /a:gha:/ or 
Here we can say: 

Mr. Ali = /Ali a:gha:/. 

Mrs./Miss Helen = 
Note: in a few cases, we may change the above rule into what we see below:

/a:gha:/ or /kha:nom/ + name (the tit
example: 

Mr. Reza = /a:gha: Reza/. 
  
Important note: This is not a very strict rule. So, don't worry if you put a title before or after a name.
Note: using this rule with foreign names looks a little funny in Per
All right, today I have got the same feeling as my high school teacher's! Believe me I just had to explain 
these things here! 
OK! With this we come to the end of lesson 22. I hope you liked it.
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these home works, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

Tall (here) = /ghæd bolænd/. A tall boy 

Short (here) = /ghæd ku:ta:h/. A short boy 

To take (here)= /bærda:shtæn/.

New = /ta:zeh/. His new car 
Note:  

A big country = 

His big country = 
end of adjectives.  

His new car = 

The day before yesterday = 

To turn on = 

Computer = /ka:mpiyu:ter/. 

/pesær-e- cha:gh/. 

/kha:nom-e- Jones/.  
Now, how do you say the following words? When the name is the first name not last name. 

/a:gha: ye Ali/? Yes? Well, it's wrong!  
As a rule, when we have Mr. or Mrs. before the first name of somebody we should use this combination:

/kha:nom/.  

/Ali a:gha:/.  

/Helen kha:nom/.  
Note: in a few cases, we may change the above rule into what we see below: 

/kha:nom/ + name (the title comes before the name for a few names)

/a:gha: Reza/.  

Important note: This is not a very strict rule. So, don't worry if you put a title before or after a name.
Note: using this rule with foreign names looks a little funny in Persian!  
All right, today I have got the same feeling as my high school teacher's! Believe me I just had to explain 

OK! With this we come to the end of lesson 22. I hope you liked it. 

works, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/ghæd bolænd/. A tall boy /pesær-e

/ghæd ku:ta:h/. A short boy 

/bærda:shtæn/. 

h/. His new car /ma:shin-e- ta:zeh æsh/. 

/yek keshvær-e- bozorg/. 

/keshvær-e- bozorgæsh/. We add /æsh/ and other suffixes to the 

/ma:shin-e- ta:zeh æsh/. 

/pæriru:z/.  

/roshæn kærdæn/. He turned on the TV. 

/u: televisiyu:n ra: roshæn kærd/. 

/ka:mpiyu:ter/.  

Now, how do you say the following words? When the name is the first name not last name.  

should use this combination: 

le comes before the name for a few names) 

Important note: This is not a very strict rule. So, don't worry if you put a title before or after a name. 

All right, today I have got the same feeling as my high school teacher's! Believe me I just had to explain 

works, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

e- ghæd bolænd/. 

/pesær-e- ghæd ku:ta:h/. 

ta:zeh æsh/.  

bozorgæsh/. We add /æsh/ and other suffixes to the 



To turn off = 

Miss Helen's brother = 

Miss Helen's friend = 

Husband = /shohær/  

Mrs. Gate's husband = 

Mrs. Gate's son = 

Light = /la:mp/.  

Hour = /sa:æt/. Five hours ago 

Wife = /zæn/.  

Note: in daily conversation we mostly use 

Mr. Ali's wife = 

Small = /ku:chek/. That small book 

Several = /chændin/. ever

Several weeks ago 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow.
 
1- I saw a tall man in the street yesterday.
2- He didn't see that short woman yesterday.
3- Mr. Farshid didn't take your new car last week. 
Note: Farshid is a first name. Put the title before the name. 
You don't need to know which name should come 
Before or after a title. This rule is not very s
You may put the title before or after each name. 
Anyway, I'll tell you which place is the best for a title, 
But you may consider yourself free!
4- Mr. Reza didn't buy that house the day before yesterday.
(You may put the title before the name).
5- My friend didn't see Mr. Jones this morning.
6- Miss Helen turned on your computer this afternoon.
7- Miss Helen's brother didn't turn on your computer this evening. 
8- Mrs. Gate turned off this computer today.
9- Mrs. Gate's husband didn't turn off thi
10- Mr. Ali turned on that light two hours ago.
11- Mr. Ali's friend didn't turn on this light five hours ago.
12- Mr. Ali's wife turned off that small TV 12 hours ago.
13- Mr. Ali's son didn't turn off that big TV 15 hours ago.
14- Mr. Irani sold his big house several years ago.
15- Mrs. Irani sold her white car several years ago.
Irani is a family name.  
  
  

/kha:mu:sh kærdæn/.  

/bæra:dær-e- Helen kha:nom/. 

/du:st-e- Helen kha:nom/. 

 

/shohær-r- kha:nom-e- Geit/. (Gate is a family name)

/pesær-e- kha:nom-e- Geit/. 

/sa:æt/. Five hours ago /pænj sa:æt

Note: in daily conversation we mostly use /kha:nom/ for /zæn/ to show respect. 

/zæn-e- Ali a:gha:/ Or 

/ku:chek/. That small book /a:n keta:b

/chændin/. everal years ago /chændin sa:l

/chændin hæfteh ye pish/.  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow. 

I saw a tall man in the street yesterday. 
He didn't see that short woman yesterday. 
Mr. Farshid didn't take your new car last week.  

Note: Farshid is a first name. Put the title before the name.  
You don't need to know which name should come  
Before or after a title. This rule is not very strict.  
You may put the title before or after each name.  
Anyway, I'll tell you which place is the best for a title,  
But you may consider yourself free! 

Mr. Reza didn't buy that house the day before yesterday. 
(You may put the title before the name). 

My friend didn't see Mr. Jones this morning. 
Miss Helen turned on your computer this afternoon. 
Miss Helen's brother didn't turn on your computer this evening.  
Mrs. Gate turned off this computer today. 
Mrs. Gate's husband didn't turn off this computer yesterday. 
Mr. Ali turned on that light two hours ago. 
Mr. Ali's friend didn't turn on this light five hours ago. 
Mr. Ali's wife turned off that small TV 12 hours ago. 
Mr. Ali's son didn't turn off that big TV 15 hours ago. 

r. Irani sold his big house several years ago. 
Mrs. Irani sold her white car several years ago. 

Helen kha:nom/.  

Geit/. (Gate is a family name) 

/pænj sa:æt-e- pish/. 

/zæn/ to show respect.  

/kha:nom-e- Ali a:gha:/. 

/a:n keta:b-e- ku:chek/. 

/chændin sa:l-e- pish/. 



 Week 23 
 
To begin with, let me thank all of you who have sent me New Year messages. Your warm messages are 
deeply appreciated. 
Thanks God we have no questions for this week! (Joke that is!!)
Now let's begin. 
Last week, we learned how to use a noun with an adjective. As you remember, unlike English, adjectives 
come after nouns in Persian and there can be two conjunctio
/ sounds. Today we are going to practice more with this to make sure that everything is clearly understood. 

Small = /ku:chæk/.  

Big = /bozorg/.  

Beautiful = /ghæshæng/. 

Ugly = /zesht/.  

Good = /khu:b/.  

Bad = /bæd/.  

Flower = /gol/.  

To begin with, let me thank all of you who have sent me New Year messages. Your warm messages are 

Thanks God we have no questions for this week! (Joke that is!!) 

Last week, we learned how to use a noun with an adjective. As you remember, unlike English, adjectives 
come after nouns in Persian and there can be two conjunctions between nouns and adjectives: /ye/, and /
/ sounds. Today we are going to practice more with this to make sure that everything is clearly understood. 

 

/ghæshæng/.  

 

 

To begin with, let me thank all of you who have sent me New Year messages. Your warm messages are 

Last week, we learned how to use a noun with an adjective. As you remember, unlike English, adjectives 
ns between nouns and adjectives: /ye/, and /-e-

/ sounds. Today we are going to practice more with this to make sure that everything is clearly understood.  



A small house = 

A small car = 

A small book = 

A small bridge = /pol

A small flower = 

A big house = /kha:neh ye bozor

A big car = 

A big book = /keta:b

A big bridge = /pol

A big flower = /gol

A beautiful house = 

A beautiful car = 

A beautiful flower = 

A beautiful bridge = 

An ugly house = 

An ugly car = 

An ugly flower = 

An ugly bridge = 

A good house = 

A good book = 

A good car = 

A good flower = /gol

A good bridge = /pol

A bad house = /kha:neh ye bæd/. 

A bad car = /ma:shin

A bad flower = /gol-e- 

A bad bridge = /pol-e-
Note: in all the above phrases, 'a' does not mean 'one'. Rather it's an 'indefinite article'. We could put /yek/ 
in front of all the above Persian phrases or /i:/ sound at the end of adjectives if 'a' referred to 'one'. Please 
look at the following examples: 

A house = /kha:neh/. 

I sold a house = 

/kha:neh ye ku:chæk/.  

/ma:shin-e- ku:chæk/.  

/keta:b-e- ku:chæk/.  

/pol-e- ku:chæk/.  

/gol-e- ku:chæk/.  

/kha:neh ye bozorg/.  

/ma:shin-e- bozorg/.  

/keta:b-e- bozorg/.  

/pol-e- bozorg/.  

/gol-e- bozorg/.  

/kha:neh ye ghæshæng/.  

/ma:shin-e- ghæshæng/.  

/gol-e- ghæshæng/.  

/pol-e- ghæshæng/.  

/kha:neh ye zesht/.  

/ma:shin-e- zesht/. 

/gol-e- zesht/. 

/pol-e- zesht/. 

/kha:neh ye khu:b/.  

/keta:b-e- khu:b/. 

/ma:shin-e- khu:b/. 

/gol-e- khu:b/. 

/pol-e- khu:b/. 

/kha:neh ye bæd/.  

/ma:shin-e- bæd/. 

 bæd/. 

- bæd/. 
above phrases, 'a' does not mean 'one'. Rather it's an 'indefinite article'. We could put /yek/ 

in front of all the above Persian phrases or /i:/ sound at the end of adjectives if 'a' referred to 'one'. Please 

/mæn yek kha:neh ra: foru:khtæm/. Or 

above phrases, 'a' does not mean 'one'. Rather it's an 'indefinite article'. We could put /yek/ 
in front of all the above Persian phrases or /i:/ sound at the end of adjectives if 'a' referred to 'one'. Please 

/mæn yek kha:neh ra: foru:khtæm/. Or 



Note: as you see, /i:/ comes after the noun.

I sold a beautiful house = 

ra: foru:khtæm/. Or 
foru:khtæm/.  
Note: as you see, /i:/ comes after the adjective, not the noun.
Examples: 

I bought a small house last year. 

ku:chæki: ra: pa:r sa:l khæridæm. Or 
kha:neh ye ku:chæk ra: pa:r sa:l khæridæm/.

To receive = 

I received a beautiful flower yesterday. 
gol-e- ghæshængi: ra: diru:z dærya:ft kærdæm/. Or 

dærya:ft kærdæm/. 
My friend built an ugly house two years ago. 

e- pish sa:kht/.  Or 
kha:neh ye zesht ra: do sa:l-e- pish sa:kht/.
All right, that's all we have to learn today. 
  
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learne
New words: 

To hurt = /zækhmi kærdæn/. 

To steal = /dozdidæn/.

To break (here) = 

To lose (here) = /gom kærdæn/. 

Short man = /mærd

Classmate = /hæm kela:si:/. 

My short classmate = 

Bulldozer = /boldozer/. 

To destroy = /khæra:b kærdæn/. 

Pencil = /meda:d/.  

Lady = /kha:nom/.  

To give = /da:dæn/. To give somebody something = /something ra: beh somebody da:dæn/. He 

/mæn kha:neh i: ra: foru:khtæm/.  
Note: as you see, /i:/ comes after the noun. 

/mæn yek kha:neh ye ghæshæng 

/mæn kha:neh ye ghæshængi: ra: 

Note: as you see, /i:/ comes after the adjective, not the noun. 

ku:chæki: ra: pa:r sa:l khæridæm. Or 
kha:neh ye ku:chæk ra: pa:r sa:l khæridæm/. 

/dærya:ft kærdæn/.  

I received a beautiful flower yesterday. 
ghæshængi: ra: diru:z dærya:ft kærdæm/. Or 

/mæn yek gol-e

My friend built an ugly house two years ago. 

/du:stæm kha:neh ye zeshti: ra: do sa:l

pish sa:kht/. 
All right, that's all we have to learn today.  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/zækhmi kærdæn/.  

/dozdidæn/. 

/khæra:b kærdæn/.  

/gom kærdæn/.  

/mærd-e- ghæd ku:ta:h/. 

/hæm kela:si:/.  

/hæm kela:si: ye ghæd ku:ta:hæm/.

/boldozer/.  

/khæra:b kærdæn/.  

/da:dæn/. To give somebody something = /something ra: beh somebody da:dæn/. He 

/mæn yek kha:neh ye ghæshæng 

/mæn kha:neh ye ghæshængi: ra: 

/mæn kha:neh ye 

/mæn yek 

/mæn 

e- ghæshæng ra: diru:z 

/du:stæm kha:neh ye zeshti: ra: do sa:l-

/du:stæm yek 

d the previous words fluently.  

/hæm kela:si: ye ghæd ku:ta:hæm/. 

/da:dæn/. To give somebody something = /something ra: beh somebody da:dæn/. He 



gave me that book three days ago. 
ra: seh ru:z-e- pish beh mæn da:d/. 
To write = /neveshtæn/. 

Light = /la:mp/.  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow.
 
1- Your ugly dog hurt my beautiful cat this morning. 
2- That bad man stole my beautiful car last week.
3- This bad neighbor broke my good computer last year.
4- My good friend lost his big car 25 days ago. 
5- That short man built this big bridge 72 days ago. 
6- My short classmate bought a big dictionary 44 days ago.
7- That big bulldozer destroyed our beautiful house 22 years ago.
8- That tall man didn't look at my small car.
9- That ugly student broke my good pencil 19 days ago.
10-This beautiful lady gave me a beautiful flower 16 w
11- That good man wrote this big book 82 years ago.
12- My big cat didn't kill her small mouse 101 days ago. 
13- My good dog didn't hurt your small cat yesterday.
14- I didn't touch that big light the day before yesterday.
  

. 
pish beh mæn da:d/.  

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow. 

iful cat this morning.  
That bad man stole my beautiful car last week. 
This bad neighbor broke my good computer last year. 
My good friend lost his big car 25 days ago.  
That short man built this big bridge 72 days ago.  

ught a big dictionary 44 days ago. 
That big bulldozer destroyed our beautiful house 22 years ago. 
That tall man didn't look at my small car. 
That ugly student broke my good pencil 19 days ago. 
This beautiful lady gave me a beautiful flower 16 weeks ago. 
That good man wrote this big book 82 years ago. 
My big cat didn't kill her small mouse 101 days ago.  
My good dog didn't hurt your small cat yesterday. 
I didn't touch that big light the day before yesterday. 

/u: a:n keta:b 

 



 Week 24 
 
Hello everyone! I hope you are not giving up! How do you find the lessons? Are they getting difficult or 
still easy to follow? I am really trying hard to make the lessons as easy as possible. All I want you to do is 
a little cooperation, not too much! We are alm
the first lessons? When there is a will, 
language, like many other things, demands our patience and continuous work. Don't get disapp
you are still unable to clearly understand your Iranian friends during your night gatherings! You need 
more patience and I need more time to help you with this. You had strong motivation to stay with me for 
23 weeks. So, don't let it fade away. R
more preaching!! 
Let's begin. 
Now that we are a little familiar with the combination of nouns with adjectives, I think it's not a bad idea 
to learn some colors today.  
The combination of colors and nouns is just the same as nouns with adjectives. That is to say, in normal 
speech, colors come after nouns. Let's see some examples: 
But before that, let me tell you that my 'colorology' (!!) is really terrible! 
Let's learn some of them now.  

Red = /ghermez/.  

Yellow = /zærd/.  

Blue = /a:bi:/.  

Green = /sæbz/.  

White = /sefid/.  

Black = /siya:h/. Or 

Purple = /bænæfsh/.  

everyone! I hope you are not giving up! How do you find the lessons? Are they getting difficult or 
still easy to follow? I am really trying hard to make the lessons as easy as possible. All I want you to do is 
a little cooperation, not too much! We are almost on our way. Do you remember what I told you during 
the first lessons? When there is a will, there is a way. There is no impossible if we are strong. Learning a 
language, like many other things, demands our patience and continuous work. Don't get disapp
you are still unable to clearly understand your Iranian friends during your night gatherings! You need 
more patience and I need more time to help you with this. You had strong motivation to stay with me for 
23 weeks. So, don't let it fade away. Remember, what stops you is a simple laziness not a busy time! No 

Now that we are a little familiar with the combination of nouns with adjectives, I think it's not a bad idea 

rs and nouns is just the same as nouns with adjectives. That is to say, in normal 
speech, colors come after nouns. Let's see some examples:  
But before that, let me tell you that my 'colorology' (!!) is really terrible!  

/meshki:/.  

 

everyone! I hope you are not giving up! How do you find the lessons? Are they getting difficult or 
still easy to follow? I am really trying hard to make the lessons as easy as possible. All I want you to do is 

ost on our way. Do you remember what I told you during 
a way. There is no impossible if we are strong. Learning a 

language, like many other things, demands our patience and continuous work. Don't get disappointed if 
you are still unable to clearly understand your Iranian friends during your night gatherings! You need 
more patience and I need more time to help you with this. You had strong motivation to stay with me for 

emember, what stops you is a simple laziness not a busy time! No 

Now that we are a little familiar with the combination of nouns with adjectives, I think it's not a bad idea 

rs and nouns is just the same as nouns with adjectives. That is to say, in normal 



Now lets' see some examples: 

A red flower = /gol

A yellow car = 

A blue door = /dær-e-

A green tree = 

A white cat = /gorbeh ye sefid/.

A black dog = 
Is it difficult? As you see, colors like other adjectives come after nouns.
All right, that's the color.  
Today, we are going to learn some more numbers.
We already know the numbers from 1 to 100 or maybe more. Today, we will learn the main numbers from 
100 to 500.  
I know most of us don't really like learning the numbers of a language as it demands a diff
this is part of a learning language procedure and we shouldn't ignore it. 
Ready? 

100 = /sæd/.  

200 = 

300 = 

400 = 

500 = /pa:nsæd/. 
All right, that's it for today.  
Week 24 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

Bus = /oto bu:s/.  

Bag = /ki:f/.  

To cut = /boridæn/.  

Tree = /derækht/.  

To plant = /ka:shtæn/. 

Knife = /cha:ghu:/.  

Kitchen = /a:sh pæz kha:neh/. 

Curtain = /pærdeh/.  

To fix = to repair = 

Box = /jæbeh/.  

To eat = /khordæn/. 

Bird = /pærændeh/.  

/gol-e- ghermez/. 

/ma:shin-e- zærd/. 

- a:bi:/. 

/derækht-e- sæbz/. 

/gorbeh ye sefid/. 

/sæg-e- siya:h/. Or /sæg-
Is it difficult? As you see, colors like other adjectives come after nouns. 

Today, we are going to learn some more numbers. 
We already know the numbers from 1 to 100 or maybe more. Today, we will learn the main numbers from 

I know most of us don't really like learning the numbers of a language as it demands a diff
this is part of a learning language procedure and we shouldn't ignore it.  

 

/devist/.  

/sisæd/.  

/chæha:r sæd/.  

/pa:nsæd/.  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

 

 

/ka:shtæn/.  

/a:sh pæz kha:neh/.  

/tæmi:r kærdæn/.  

/khordæn/.  

-e- meshki:/. 

We already know the numbers from 1 to 100 or maybe more. Today, we will learn the main numbers from 

I know most of us don't really like learning the numbers of a language as it demands a different taste! But, 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  



Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
You already know how to use the rule. You may 
 
Note: I understand using these strange numbers in these sentences seem a little funny! But, this is the only 
way we can practice them now. After all, learning these numbers in such sentences must be much easier 
than learning them through some mathematical procedures ( addition, multiplication, and so on)!!
1- His fat friend saw your red bus 69 days ago. 
2- This short girl gave a red flower to her friend.
3- My good classmate bought a black bag 8 days ago.
4- Your white dog broke my yellow glass the day before yesterday. 
5- That bad man cut 500 green trees last year. 
6- This good student planted 15 red flowers 3 years ago.
7- Mr. Watson found two big knives in the kitchen tonight.
8- Miss Helen washed those purple curtains 23 hour
9- Mr. Reza fixed my blue bicycle 8 hours ago.
10- Mrs. Green received four white boxes this morning.
11- My tall teacher wrote two big books two years ago.
12- We didn't write one big book last year.
13- His black cat didn't eat my yellow bird las
14- They didn't find their white dog any more.
15- Mr. Green didn't cut this green tree 7 days ago.
 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow. 

Note: I understand using these strange numbers in these sentences seem a little funny! But, this is the only 
way we can practice them now. After all, learning these numbers in such sentences must be much easier 

through some mathematical procedures ( addition, multiplication, and so on)!!
His fat friend saw your red bus 69 days ago.  
This short girl gave a red flower to her friend. 
My good classmate bought a black bag 8 days ago. 

y yellow glass the day before yesterday.  
That bad man cut 500 green trees last year.  
This good student planted 15 red flowers 3 years ago. 
Mr. Watson found two big knives in the kitchen tonight. 
Miss Helen washed those purple curtains 23 hours ago.  
Mr. Reza fixed my blue bicycle 8 hours ago. 
Mrs. Green received four white boxes this morning. 
My tall teacher wrote two big books two years ago. 
We didn't write one big book last year. 
His black cat didn't eat my yellow bird last night. 
They didn't find their white dog any more. 
Mr. Green didn't cut this green tree 7 days ago. 

Note: I understand using these strange numbers in these sentences seem a little funny! But, this is the only 
way we can practice them now. After all, learning these numbers in such sentences must be much easier 

through some mathematical procedures ( addition, multiplication, and so on)!! 

 



  
 
 
Week 25 
 
Hello everyone, welcome back! 
Before we start today, let's take a look at one of your e
lessons from the very beginning,and I have one suggestion for you. It would be helpful if you posted 
asmall test at the beginning of each lesson covering the material fromthe previous lesson. This would 
encourage your pupils to actively learnthe wo
along.Sometimes I find myself just writing everything down but not memorizingthe words. I am sure 
others would find this helpful also.Could you say 'No' to this suggestion? 
Generally, other students in the class don't like such suggestions!! But this class is different from other 
classes. Here, you won't be punished if you don't know the answers. So, you don't need to get angry with 
the person who has offered such a good suggestion! But remember, if you d
and ignore them carelessly you will see my angry face on your desktop!! Just take a close look at your 
desktop if you want to skip this simple quiz!!
From this week, I am trying to present a short quiz weekly before starting 
review what we have already learned. I will try to make it better during the next lessons. I hope you will 
like it. As you see, your suggestions bring a lot of change which will be really helpful for all of you. 
Please keep on writing to me and please don't get upset if you receive no direct reply from me. 
Quiz: 
1- Translate the following words in to Persian.
Blue - White - Black - Purple - Tree 
2- Translate the following sentences into Persian.
A- We didn't write one big book last year.
B- My good classmate bought a black bag 8 days ago.
C- Miss Helen washed those purple curtains 23 hours ago. 
D- Tom's friend didn't clean his room tonight.
E- Mr. Jones visited 12 countries two
F- Her younger brother flew four kites yesterday evening. 
G- That white cat didn't catch 16 mice this week. 
3- Say these numbers in Persian. 
366 - 289 - 114 - 491 - 7 - 19 - 89 

Before we start today, let's take a look at one of your e-mails. It says:I have been avidly followi
lessons from the very beginning,and I have one suggestion for you. It would be helpful if you posted 
asmall test at the beginning of each lesson covering the material fromthe previous lesson. This would 
encourage your pupils to actively learnthe words and sentence structures instead of just reading 
along.Sometimes I find myself just writing everything down but not memorizingthe words. I am sure 
others would find this helpful also.Could you say 'No' to this suggestion?  

he class don't like such suggestions!! But this class is different from other 
classes. Here, you won't be punished if you don't know the answers. So, you don't need to get angry with 
the person who has offered such a good suggestion! But remember, if you don't answer to these questions 
and ignore them carelessly you will see my angry face on your desktop!! Just take a close look at your 
desktop if you want to skip this simple quiz!! 
From this week, I am trying to present a short quiz weekly before starting the new lesson. This will help us 
review what we have already learned. I will try to make it better during the next lessons. I hope you will 
like it. As you see, your suggestions bring a lot of change which will be really helpful for all of you. 

p on writing to me and please don't get upset if you receive no direct reply from me. 

Translate the following words in to Persian. 
Tree - Curtain - Knife - To repair - To eat - Bird
nces into Persian. 

We didn't write one big book last year. 
My good classmate bought a black bag 8 days ago. 
Miss Helen washed those purple curtains 23 hours ago.  
Tom's friend didn't clean his room tonight. 
Mr. Jones visited 12 countries two years ago. 
Her younger brother flew four kites yesterday evening.  
That white cat didn't catch 16 mice this week.  

 
89 - 98 - 67 - 76 - 316 - 420 

 

mails. It says:I have been avidly following your 
lessons from the very beginning,and I have one suggestion for you. It would be helpful if you posted 
asmall test at the beginning of each lesson covering the material fromthe previous lesson. This would 

rds and sentence structures instead of just reading 
along.Sometimes I find myself just writing everything down but not memorizingthe words. I am sure 

he class don't like such suggestions!! But this class is different from other 
classes. Here, you won't be punished if you don't know the answers. So, you don't need to get angry with 

on't answer to these questions 
and ignore them carelessly you will see my angry face on your desktop!! Just take a close look at your 

the new lesson. This will help us 
review what we have already learned. I will try to make it better during the next lessons. I hope you will 
like it. As you see, your suggestions bring a lot of change which will be really helpful for all of you. 

p on writing to me and please don't get upset if you receive no direct reply from me.  

Bird 



All right, now let's see what we have 
Today, we are going to learn some more colors and numbers to hopefully finish this section. 

Brown = /ghæh ve i:/. 

Grey = /kha:kestæri/. 

Orange = /na:renji/. 

Sky = /a:sema:n/. (This is not color!!)

Sky blue = /a:bi ye a:sema:ni/. 

Bright = /roshæn/.  

Bright color = 

Dark (here) = /ti:reh/.  

Dark color = /ræng
  
OK.  
Now, let's learn some more numbers. I don't think we'll need more numbers than we are going to learn 
today. This can be enough for us except you are a millioner and want to count your money!! If this is the 
case, just let me know and I'll count your money!! (of course with you and for you!!!).
These are the numbers: 

600 = /shesh sæd/.  

700 = /hæft sæd/. 

800 = /hæsht sæd/. 

900 = /noh sæd/. 

1000 = /heza:r/.  

10000 = /dæh heza:r/.

100000 = /sæd heza:r/. 

1000000 = /yek milyu:n/. 

601 = /shesh sæd

602 = /shesh sæd

610 = /shesh sæd

625 = 
Note: We already know the numbers from 1 to 100 fluently. All we need to do with the rest of our 
numbers, is connect them with -o-
Example:  
Suppose that we want to say 1587 in
them. You will say /heza:r-o- pa:nsæd
OK. That's it for today. 
 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you 
New words: 

All right, now let's see what we have got for today. 
Today, we are going to learn some more colors and numbers to hopefully finish this section. 

/ghæh ve i:/.  

/kha:kestæri/.  

/na:renji/.  

(This is not color!!) 

/a:bi ye a:sema:ni/.  

/ræng-e- roshæn/. 

/ræng-e- ti:reh/. 

Now, let's learn some more numbers. I don't think we'll need more numbers than we are going to learn 
an be enough for us except you are a millioner and want to count your money!! If this is the 

case, just let me know and I'll count your money!! (of course with you and for you!!!).

 

/dæh heza:r/. 

/sæd heza:r/.  

/yek milyu:n/.  

/shesh sæd-o-yek/. 

/shesh sæd-o- do/. 

/shesh sæd-o- dæh/. 

/shesh sæd-o- bist-o- pænj/. 
Note: We already know the numbers from 1 to 100 fluently. All we need to do with the rest of our 

- as you see in 601, 610, 625. All numbers follow the same rule. 

Suppose that we want to say 1587 in Persian. We will say 1000 + 500 + 80 + 7. Put 
pa:nsæd-o- hæshta:d-o- hæft/. Is it difficult? I hope not!

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

Today, we are going to learn some more colors and numbers to hopefully finish this section. Ready?  

Now, let's learn some more numbers. I don't think we'll need more numbers than we are going to learn 
an be enough for us except you are a millioner and want to count your money!! If this is the 

case, just let me know and I'll count your money!! (of course with you and for you!!!). 

Note: We already know the numbers from 1 to 100 fluently. All we need to do with the rest of our 
as you see in 601, 610, 625. All numbers follow the same rule.  

Persian. We will say 1000 + 500 + 80 + 7. Put -o- between all of 
hæft/. Is it difficult? I hope not! 

have learned the previous words fluently.  



 

belt = /kæmær bænd/. 

shop = /mægha:zeh/.  

shop keeper = /mægha:zeh da:r/. 

trousers = /shælva:r/.  

color TV = 

black and white TV = 

to publish = /entesha:r da:dæn/. 

gate = /dærva:zeh/.  

coat = /kot/. 

pencil = /meda:d/.  
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow.
 
1- Our classmate bought 5 orange 
2- That big house had 14 grey windows.
3- This short shop keeper sold 329 black trousers last week. 
4- We bought that color TV this morning.
5- They didn't have that black and white TV last year.
6- Mr. Green published his good book two years ago.
7- Ten students broke that purple gate this morning.
8- Three black cats caught two white mice 15 hours ago.
9- My mother didn't wash that green basket this evening.
10- I had two brown coats last year.
  
  

/kæmær bænd/.  

 

/mægha:zeh da:r/.  

 

/televiziyu:n-e- rængi/.  

/televiziyu:n-e- siya:h

/entesha:r da:dæn/.  

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow. 

Our classmate bought 5 orange belt the day before yesterday. 
That big house had 14 grey windows. 
This short shop keeper sold 329 black trousers last week.  
We bought that color TV this morning. 
They didn't have that black and white TV last year. 

ood book two years ago. 
Ten students broke that purple gate this morning. 
Three black cats caught two white mice 15 hours ago. 
My mother didn't wash that green basket this evening. 
I had two brown coats last year. 

siya:h-o- sefid/. 



  
 
Week 26 
Hello everyone, welcome back! 
To begin with, let's have a look at parts of three messages.
1- … I need to know one thing that I could not find anywhere in your site. What is the word/letter for 
Zero? …  

A good one, isn't it? I have simply forgotten the first num
2- … I just want to know is it a class in university or just for fun? And also what should I do in order to be 
able to learn this language fluently?... 
Well, it's neither a class in university nor simply for fun! It's a class on Inte
In one word, it's for love. Probably, I have reasons to suffer this much trouble to prepare these lessons for 
you. You may accept it as just a simple gift from a teacher who has been separated from hundreds of his 
true students who loved him as a yo
money-making purposes. 
To learn this language, like any other language, simply you should try! As I have told you repeatedly, 
practice makes perfect. Unlike me, you should have clear reason
focus on your goal first. Try to practice it with somebody. Listen to some Persian speaking radios or other 
sources to improve your listening ability. Try to stay close to its culture through listening to its music
whatever you think is helpful. Make a comparison between learning English, if English is your second 
language, and Persian. How could you improve your English? So, there must be a similar way in learning 
Persian or any other languages. How long did it 
same thing might happen when you are learning another language. Generally, it takes us some two years 
to partially understand a particular language. But in some cases, we could accelerate this process vi
factors, such as staying with some people who speak in that language, taking a practical conversation 
course, and so on. We know that there are many linguistic elements that can explain it better, but frankly, 
it is beyond the patience of this lesso
3- This message has three questions in it. 
Question A- Words are sometimes introduced with "(here)" in the English translation. Examples: To break 
= (here): , To fly (here) = , Short (here) = , and Younger(here) = . To what doe
As you know, words may have different meanings in different contexts. The word "(here)" refers to the 
meaning of this particular word in the given sentence. Look at the two examples below:

 
To begin with, let's have a look at parts of three messages. 

… I need to know one thing that I could not find anywhere in your site. What is the word/letter for 

A good one, isn't it? I have simply forgotten the first number! Zero = 
… I just want to know is it a class in university or just for fun? And also what should I do in order to be 

able to learn this language fluently?...  
Well, it's neither a class in university nor simply for fun! It's a class on Internet!!
In one word, it's for love. Probably, I have reasons to suffer this much trouble to prepare these lessons for 
you. You may accept it as just a simple gift from a teacher who has been separated from hundreds of his 
true students who loved him as a young father. Whatever the reasons are, they must be really far from 

To learn this language, like any other language, simply you should try! As I have told you repeatedly, 
practice makes perfect. Unlike me, you should have clear reasons in learning this language! You'd better 
focus on your goal first. Try to practice it with somebody. Listen to some Persian speaking radios or other 
sources to improve your listening ability. Try to stay close to its culture through listening to its music
whatever you think is helpful. Make a comparison between learning English, if English is your second 
language, and Persian. How could you improve your English? So, there must be a similar way in learning 
Persian or any other languages. How long did it take you to become acceptably fluent in English? The 
same thing might happen when you are learning another language. Generally, it takes us some two years 
to partially understand a particular language. But in some cases, we could accelerate this process vi
factors, such as staying with some people who speak in that language, taking a practical conversation 
course, and so on. We know that there are many linguistic elements that can explain it better, but frankly, 
it is beyond the patience of this lesson to count them one by one! 

This message has three questions in it.  
Words are sometimes introduced with "(here)" in the English translation. Examples: To break 

= (here): , To fly (here) = , Short (here) = , and Younger(here) = . To what doe
As you know, words may have different meanings in different contexts. The word "(here)" refers to the 
meaning of this particular word in the given sentence. Look at the two examples below:

 

… I need to know one thing that I could not find anywhere in your site. What is the word/letter for 

/sefr/.  
… I just want to know is it a class in university or just for fun? And also what should I do in order to be 

rnet!! 
In one word, it's for love. Probably, I have reasons to suffer this much trouble to prepare these lessons for 
you. You may accept it as just a simple gift from a teacher who has been separated from hundreds of his 

ung father. Whatever the reasons are, they must be really far from 

To learn this language, like any other language, simply you should try! As I have told you repeatedly, 
s in learning this language! You'd better 

focus on your goal first. Try to practice it with somebody. Listen to some Persian speaking radios or other 
sources to improve your listening ability. Try to stay close to its culture through listening to its music or 
whatever you think is helpful. Make a comparison between learning English, if English is your second 
language, and Persian. How could you improve your English? So, there must be a similar way in learning 

take you to become acceptably fluent in English? The 
same thing might happen when you are learning another language. Generally, it takes us some two years 
to partially understand a particular language. But in some cases, we could accelerate this process via some 
factors, such as staying with some people who speak in that language, taking a practical conversation 
course, and so on. We know that there are many linguistic elements that can explain it better, but frankly, 

Words are sometimes introduced with "(here)" in the English translation. Examples: To break 
= (here): , To fly (here) = , Short (here) = , and Younger(here) = . To what does the "(here)" refer? 
As you know, words may have different meanings in different contexts. The word "(here)" refers to the 
meaning of this particular word in the given sentence. Look at the two examples below: 



Birds flew. (Intransitive verb) 
I flew a kite. (Transitive verb) 
I think you agree that the word 'fly' is not completely the same in these two sentences. In 'birds flew', the 
word 'flew' means: to move through the air by means of wings or a machine. While, in 'I flew a kite', the 
same word means: to cause something to m
In English, however, we have the same word for these two meanings. But, this word has two equivalents 

in Persian in these two situations. The word 'fly' as noun means 
the word 'fly' as a verb, we have two words in Persian.

1- It means /pærva:z kærdæn/ if it refers to this meaning: to move through the air by 
means of wings or a machine. So, for 'birds flew' we have this sentence in Persian: 

/pærændega:n pærva:z kærdænd/. 

2- It means /pæ
through the air. So, for 'I flew a kite' we have the following sentence in Persian: 

Question B-You have given three words for "to break": To 

break (here) = 
Drills, translation sentence number 9). How do I know which to use?
Answer: this one is also a context
I broke my computer.  
Does the word 'broke' mean that I broke my computer into pieces? Certainly not. It means that the physical 
appearance of my computer is ok, but it is not working due to some internal problem, malfunctioning, or 
something like this. But, we use 'broke' for this in English. 
So, if this is the case and we mean some malfunctioning of something such as computers, cars, TVs and so 

on, we should use 
Now, look at this example: 
I broke his head.  
Certainly, here the word 'broke' doesn't refer to malfunctioning of his head. It means that I have really 
broken his head!! His head is bleeding! 
So, if we mean 'breaking the physical appearance of something' such as breaking a window, a cup, a table, 

a head!, we should use 
How about the following sentence?
I broke his balloon.  

Here, we mean that the balloon is blasted, burst, or something. In this case, we should use 
/tæreka:ndæn/ in Persian.  
As you see, we have different words to convey diffe
 
Question C- I do not understand when to use 'they' = /a:nha:/ vs /isha:n/. 
Answer: I think I have already explained it somewhere. 
'They' means /a:nha:/ when the subject is plural. Example: they went = /a:nha: r
'They' means /isha:n/ when the subject is 'he' or 'she' and we want to show our respect to that person. This 
is very polite and common to use plural verbs for single verbs in Persian.
Example: he went = /u: ræft/. This is the exact Persian equiva
show our respect to that person, we'd better say /isha:n ræftænd/ not /u: ræft/. The same is true with plural 
'you' for singular 'you'. We'd better say /shoma:/ for /to/. 
I deeply hope the problem is solved. If 

I think you agree that the word 'fly' is not completely the same in these two sentences. In 'birds flew', the 
word 'flew' means: to move through the air by means of wings or a machine. While, in 'I flew a kite', the 
same word means: to cause something to move through the air. Is this correct? 
In English, however, we have the same word for these two meanings. But, this word has two equivalents 

in Persian in these two situations. The word 'fly' as noun means /pærva:z/. Nevertheless, for 
verb, we have two words in Persian. 

/pærva:z kærdæn/ if it refers to this meaning: to move through the air by 
means of wings or a machine. So, for 'birds flew' we have this sentence in Persian: 

/pærændega:n pærva:z kærdænd/.  

/pærva:z da:dæn/ if it refers to this meaning: to cause something to move 
through the air. So, for 'I flew a kite' we have the following sentence in Persian: 

/mæn yek ba:d ba:dæk ra: pærva:z da:dæm/. 

You have given three words for "to break": To break = 

/khæra:b kærdæn/ , and /shekæstæn/ (Lesson 23, Useful 
Drills, translation sentence number 9). How do I know which to use? 
Answer: this one is also a context-oriented one. Let's see the word 'break' in English. 

Does the word 'broke' mean that I broke my computer into pieces? Certainly not. It means that the physical 
appearance of my computer is ok, but it is not working due to some internal problem, malfunctioning, or 

, we use 'broke' for this in English.  
So, if this is the case and we mean some malfunctioning of something such as computers, cars, TVs and so 

/khæra:b kærdæn/ in Persian.  

he word 'broke' doesn't refer to malfunctioning of his head. It means that I have really 
broken his head!! His head is bleeding!  
So, if we mean 'breaking the physical appearance of something' such as breaking a window, a cup, a table, 

/shekæstæn/ in Persian.  
How about the following sentence? 

Here, we mean that the balloon is blasted, burst, or something. In this case, we should use 

As you see, we have different words to convey different meanings. I hope it's not confusing. 

I do not understand when to use 'they' = /a:nha:/ vs /isha:n/.  
Answer: I think I have already explained it somewhere.  
'They' means /a:nha:/ when the subject is plural. Example: they went = /a:nha: r
'They' means /isha:n/ when the subject is 'he' or 'she' and we want to show our respect to that person. This 
is very polite and common to use plural verbs for single verbs in Persian. 
Example: he went = /u: ræft/. This is the exact Persian equivalent for this English sentence. However, to 
show our respect to that person, we'd better say /isha:n ræftænd/ not /u: ræft/. The same is true with plural 
'you' for singular 'you'. We'd better say /shoma:/ for /to/.  
I deeply hope the problem is solved. If not, I'll break my fingers to stop writing for good!!

I think you agree that the word 'fly' is not completely the same in these two sentences. In 'birds flew', the 
word 'flew' means: to move through the air by means of wings or a machine. While, in 'I flew a kite', the 

ove through the air. Is this correct?  
In English, however, we have the same word for these two meanings. But, this word has two equivalents 

/pærva:z/. Nevertheless, for 

/pærva:z kærdæn/ if it refers to this meaning: to move through the air by 
means of wings or a machine. So, for 'birds flew' we have this sentence in Persian: 

rva:z da:dæn/ if it refers to this meaning: to cause something to move 
through the air. So, for 'I flew a kite' we have the following sentence in Persian: 

/mæn yek ba:d ba:dæk ra: pærva:z da:dæm/.  

/tæreka:ndæn/, To 

/shekæstæn/ (Lesson 23, Useful 

oriented one. Let's see the word 'break' in English.  

Does the word 'broke' mean that I broke my computer into pieces? Certainly not. It means that the physical 
appearance of my computer is ok, but it is not working due to some internal problem, malfunctioning, or 

So, if this is the case and we mean some malfunctioning of something such as computers, cars, TVs and so 

he word 'broke' doesn't refer to malfunctioning of his head. It means that I have really 

So, if we mean 'breaking the physical appearance of something' such as breaking a window, a cup, a table, 

Here, we mean that the balloon is blasted, burst, or something. In this case, we should use 

rent meanings. I hope it's not confusing.  

'They' means /a:nha:/ when the subject is plural. Example: they went = /a:nha: ræftænd/.  
'They' means /isha:n/ when the subject is 'he' or 'she' and we want to show our respect to that person. This 

lent for this English sentence. However, to 
show our respect to that person, we'd better say /isha:n ræftænd/ not /u: ræft/. The same is true with plural 

not, I'll break my fingers to stop writing for good!!  



 
 
All right, now it's your turn to answer!!
Quiz: 
1- Say these words in Persian: 
Street- homework- girl- country- kite
2- Say these numbers in Persian: 
5- 10- 18- 33- 123- 312- 960- 1255
3- Say these sentences in Persian:
A- They didn't find their white dog any more.
B- That bad man cut 500 green trees last year.
C- That big bulldozer destroyed our beautiful house 22 yea
D- I didn't touch that big light the day before yesterday.
 
Any problems? Try to review the lessons once more!!
All right, 
Today, we are going to say this sentence in Persian: did he break your table? 
Great guess! Today, we are going to see the qu
We already know how to say : he broke your table. Don't we? Let's try it again now.

/u: mi:zeta:n ra: shekæst/. Is this correct? Wonderful! 

Now, look at this word: /a:ya:/. Put this word at the beginning o
the full stop with a question mark. That's it! We have proudly changed the above sentence into a question 
form!!  
Note: here, the intonation of the verb(the way we pronounce the verb) should change a bit; like what you 
see in the following sentence: 

Is this clear? Perfect!  
Now try this one: 

He saw that man. 

  
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make 
New words: 
No new words for this session! Just keep practicing with the sentence structure today.
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
You already know how to use the rule. You may 
 
1- I bought that book yesterday. 
2- I didn't buy that book yesterday.
3- Did I buy that book yesterday?
4- They broke this table the day before yesterday.
5- They didn't break this table the day before yesterday.
6- Did they break this table the day before yesterday?
7- She found her cat in the market yesterday.
8- She didn't find her cat in the market yesterday.
9- Did she find her cat in the market yesterday?
10- Helen cleaned her computer this morning.
11- Helen didn't clean her computer this morning.
12- Did Helen clean her computer this morning?

All right, now it's your turn to answer!! 

kite- balloon- to fly- room- car- bag- knife- bus
 

1255- 15000- 65231- 156897- 855446- 5635472
Say these sentences in Persian: 
They didn't find their white dog any more. 
That bad man cut 500 green trees last year. 
That big bulldozer destroyed our beautiful house 22 years ago. 
I didn't touch that big light the day before yesterday. 

Any problems? Try to review the lessons once more!! 

Today, we are going to say this sentence in Persian: did he break your table?  
Great guess! Today, we are going to see the question form of sentences in simple past tense. 
We already know how to say : he broke your table. Don't we? Let's try it again now.

/u: mi:zeta:n ra: shekæst/. Is this correct? Wonderful! 

/a:ya:/. Put this word at the beginning of the above sentence and replace 
the full stop with a question mark. That's it! We have proudly changed the above sentence into a question 

Note: here, the intonation of the verb(the way we pronounce the verb) should change a bit; like what you 

/a:ya: u: mi:zeta:n ra: shekæst/?  

/u: a:n mærd ra: did/. Question? 

/a:ya: u: a:n mærd ra: did/?  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

No new words for this session! Just keep practicing with the sentence structure today.

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow. 

 
I didn't buy that book yesterday. 

 
They broke this table the day before yesterday. 
They didn't break this table the day before yesterday. 

this table the day before yesterday? 
She found her cat in the market yesterday. 
She didn't find her cat in the market yesterday. 
Did she find her cat in the market yesterday? 
Helen cleaned her computer this morning. 

computer this morning. 
Did Helen clean her computer this morning? 

bus 

5635472- 

 
estion form of sentences in simple past tense.  

We already know how to say : he broke your table. Don't we? Let's try it again now. 

/u: mi:zeta:n ra: shekæst/. Is this correct? Wonderful!  

f the above sentence and replace 
the full stop with a question mark. That's it! We have proudly changed the above sentence into a question 

Note: here, the intonation of the verb(the way we pronounce the verb) should change a bit; like what you 

sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

No new words for this session! Just keep practicing with the sentence structure today. 



13- Mike lost his bag this evening.
14- Mike didn't lose his bag this evening.
15- Did mike lose his bag this evening?
 
  
  

  
Week 27 
 
Hello everyone, welcome back! 
I hope you are enjoying the lessons. Did you have any problems with lesson 26? 
Today, we'll practice a bit more to get more fluent in changing a sentence into a question form 
(interrogative). As you have noticed, what is important here is the way we prono
better say the intonation of verbs. Before we try, let's take a short quiz. Agreed? Good!
Quiz: 
1- Say these words in Persian: 
window - to go - to see - glass - to clean 
2- Say these numbers in Persian: 
Zero - 10000 - 14000 - 99 - 111 - 
3- Say these sentences in Persian:
a - Her younger brother flew four kites yesterday evening.
B - Tom's friend didn't clean his room tonight.
C - Mr. Jones visited 12 countries two years ago.
D - Mrs. Green received four white boxes this morning.
E - They didn't find their white dog any more.

Mike lost his bag this evening. 
Mike didn't lose his bag this evening. 
Did mike lose his bag this evening? 

 

 

I hope you are enjoying the lessons. Did you have any problems with lesson 26? 
Today, we'll practice a bit more to get more fluent in changing a sentence into a question form 
(interrogative). As you have noticed, what is important here is the way we prono
better say the intonation of verbs. Before we try, let's take a short quiz. Agreed? Good!

to clean - woman - lady - Mr. - to buy - welcome 
 
 888 - 150000 - 500000 - 1659236 - 97 - 469 

Say these sentences in Persian: 
Her younger brother flew four kites yesterday evening. 
Tom's friend didn't clean his room tonight. 
Mr. Jones visited 12 countries two years ago. 
Mrs. Green received four white boxes this morning. 
They didn't find their white dog any more. 

 

I hope you are enjoying the lessons. Did you have any problems with lesson 26?  
Today, we'll practice a bit more to get more fluent in changing a sentence into a question form 
(interrogative). As you have noticed, what is important here is the way we pronounce the sentence or I'd 
better say the intonation of verbs. Before we try, let's take a short quiz. Agreed? Good! 

welcome - good bye (bye bye) -  

469  



F - Our classmate bought 5 orange belts the day before yesterday.
G - They didn't have that black and wh
H - Three black cats caught two white mice 15 hours ago.
All right, hope you have no problems.
Now let's see what we have today.
You already know this sentence in Persian:
They went.  

Try it again. You will say 

What is the negative form of this sentence? Easy, isn't it? 

Question form? 

 /a:ya: a:nha: ræftænd/?' is the same as this one 
Result: In short sentences like this, ins
question intonation. Is the explanation clear? 
Now let's see some more examples:

Did they write? 

Did he write? 

Did you write? 
Now you try the followings: 

Did you buy? /khæridi/?

Did she buy? /khærid/?

Did they buy? /khæridænd/?

Did you see? /didi/? 

Did he see? /did/? 

Did they see? /didænd/?

Did you clean? 

Did she clean? /tæmiz kærd/? 

Did they clean? 
I am sure you can do it.  
  
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

To stop = /motevæghef kærdæn/. 

Police = /polis/. 

Mechanic = /meka:nik/. 

Motorcycle = 

Our classmate bought 5 orange belts the day before yesterday. 
They didn't have that black and white TV last year. 
Three black cats caught two white mice 15 hours ago. 

All right, hope you have no problems. 
Now let's see what we have today. 
You already know this sentence in Persian: 

/a:nha: ræftænd/.  

the negative form of this sentence? Easy, isn't it? /a:nha: næræftænd/. 

/a:ya: a:nha: ræftænd/? As you have noticed, this sentence '

/a:ya: a:nha: ræftænd/?' is the same as this one 
Result: In short sentences like this, instead of saying the entire sentence, we can simply say the verb with a 
question intonation. Is the explanation clear?  
Now let's see some more examples: 

/a:ya: a:nha: neveshtænd/? = 

/a:ya: u: nevesht/? = /nevesht/? 

/a:ya: to neveshti/? = /neveshti/? 

/khæridi/? 

/khærid/? 

/khæridænd/? 

 

/didænd/? 

/tæmiz kærdi/?  

/tæmiz kærd/?  

/tæmiz kærdænd/?  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/motevæghef kærdæn/.  

/meka:nik/.  

/motor siklet/.  

/a:nha: næræftænd/.  

/a:ya: a:nha: ræftænd/? As you have noticed, this sentence '

/ræftænd/?  
tead of saying the entire sentence, we can simply say the verb with a 

/neveshtænd/?  

esht/?  

/neveshti/?  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  



To paint (here) = 

Wall = /diva:r/. 

New = /ta:zeh/.  

New computer = 

Old (here) = /kohneh/.  

Old computer = 
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow.
 
1- Police stopped my car two days ago. 
2- Police didn't stop his car yesterday.
3- Did police stop their car today?
4- The mechanic fixed my bicycle last week.
5- The mechanic didn't fix our car the day before yesterday.
6- Did the mechanic fix our motorcycle this morning?
7- Our neighbor painted his house three weeks ago.
8- His neighbor didn't paint that wa
9- Did your neighbor paint this gate this evening?
10- Paul bought this new computer yesterday. 
11- Mike didn't buy that old computer last week.
12- Did Helen buy that old computer yesterday?
 

  
Week 28 

/ræng kærdæn/.  

/ka:mpiyu:ter-e- ta:zeh/. 

 

/ka:mpiyu:ter-e- kohneh/. 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow. 

Police stopped my car two days ago.  
Police didn't stop his car yesterday. 

car today? 
The mechanic fixed my bicycle last week. 
The mechanic didn't fix our car the day before yesterday. 
Did the mechanic fix our motorcycle this morning? 
Our neighbor painted his house three weeks ago. 
His neighbor didn't paint that wall last night. 
Did your neighbor paint this gate this evening? 
Paul bought this new computer yesterday.  
Mike didn't buy that old computer last week. 
Did Helen buy that old computer yesterday? 

 



 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
Let's have a look at two messages before we start today.
Message 1 
Dear Hassan H.  
I am following your lessons since November. I have learned a lot since 
then, thanks to you.  
When I was learning the letters, I looked for a way to remember all 
those "strange" signs in an entertaining way, thus I developed a little 
memory-game with all the letters. I send it to you in the attachment. 
You need the shockwave plug-in from macromedia to play it then just open the 
farsi-memory.html page in your browser. I hope yo
free to do with it whatever you want, for example offer it to your pupils on 
your site. 
Greetings 
Assuna 
I am really grateful for this wonderful gift. I have seen this page and it's really helpful. I don't think it's fair 
enough to simply post it on my site. Therefore, after exchanging a couple of messages, I have decided to 

put a direct link to her site where you can find the game. To play this game click on 
after loading her page. You may find this site on our Links page. 
encouraging efforts.  
Message 2 
Dear Hassan, 
 
Thanks for every lesson. 
Why should I do the quiz every week?
I can study the previous lessons myself!
There is nobody to correct my mistakes!
Can you please give the good translation in Farsi the next week,
or give the numbers of the lessons in which we can find the good answers to correct ourselves.
Now the most of the time I am busy looking for the correct translation if I cannot remember some words.
This person has been in a close contact with me since the very beginning. He has made great progress for 
which I am deeply happy.  
The quiz here is just a booster or reminder! It's not a real one! As you have probably noticed, I have 
divided the quiz into two parts: Seen and Unseen. All the sentences and words are under the Seen section. 
It means that you have already seen them and they are not new to you. You will know them if you have 
successfully learned the previous lessons. I am trying to just review w
don't need a different knowledge or initiation to answer to these questions. Here, 'search makes perfect!!' 
The more you search for the previous sentences the more you review them. This will help you keep your 
knowledge active. In this way, you haven't stored any passive information in your brain. Everything is 
active and ready to use. After all, you don't need to look for the previous sentences in the previous lessons; 
rather you should search them in your memory. 
The second section is almost Unseen, which you might find new, I mean the numbers. This will probably 
bring you the real work of the quiz. Fortunately, we know the formula, which can solve our problem. Let's 
take a look at the formula once more. 
Suppose that we are to say this number in Persian: 98 
In reading numbers, we start from left to right even if the language is written from right to left like 
Persian! So, we start from 9.  
We have only two numbers here, which are 9 and 8. So, we know that 9 is /nævæd/
/hæsht/. We will say /nævæd/ + /hæsht/. The only thing here is that the plus sign (+) pronounces as /o/. So, 
we will say /nævæd/ -o- /hæsht/. Is it clear? Good. 
Now suppose that we have this number: 987 
Here, we have three numbers: 9 , 
Our mathematical knowledge tells us that 9 belongs to 'Hundred' family! We also know that 8 is eighty 
here. That is to say, we pronounce it as: nine hundreds and eighty and seven. Am I right? So, we'll have to 
start from the left again:  

have a look at two messages before we start today. 

I am following your lessons since November. I have learned a lot since  

When I was learning the letters, I looked for a way to remember all  
signs in an entertaining way, thus I developed a little  

game with all the letters. I send it to you in the attachment.  
in from macromedia to play it then just open the 

memory.html page in your browser. I hope you like it, you are  
free to do with it whatever you want, for example offer it to your pupils on  

I am really grateful for this wonderful gift. I have seen this page and it's really helpful. I don't think it's fair 
ply post it on my site. Therefore, after exchanging a couple of messages, I have decided to 

put a direct link to her site where you can find the game. To play this game click on 
after loading her page. You may find this site on our Links page. I hope it's a positive response to her 

Why should I do the quiz every week? 
I can study the previous lessons myself! 
There is nobody to correct my mistakes! 

translation in Farsi the next week, 
or give the numbers of the lessons in which we can find the good answers to correct ourselves.
Now the most of the time I am busy looking for the correct translation if I cannot remember some words.
This person has been in a close contact with me since the very beginning. He has made great progress for 

The quiz here is just a booster or reminder! It's not a real one! As you have probably noticed, I have 
two parts: Seen and Unseen. All the sentences and words are under the Seen section. 

It means that you have already seen them and they are not new to you. You will know them if you have 
successfully learned the previous lessons. I am trying to just review what we have already learned. So, you 
don't need a different knowledge or initiation to answer to these questions. Here, 'search makes perfect!!' 
The more you search for the previous sentences the more you review them. This will help you keep your 

active. In this way, you haven't stored any passive information in your brain. Everything is 
active and ready to use. After all, you don't need to look for the previous sentences in the previous lessons; 
rather you should search them in your memory.  

second section is almost Unseen, which you might find new, I mean the numbers. This will probably 
bring you the real work of the quiz. Fortunately, we know the formula, which can solve our problem. Let's 
take a look at the formula once more.  

we are to say this number in Persian: 98  
In reading numbers, we start from left to right even if the language is written from right to left like 

We have only two numbers here, which are 9 and 8. So, we know that 9 is /nævæd/
/hæsht/. We will say /nævæd/ + /hæsht/. The only thing here is that the plus sign (+) pronounces as /o/. So, 

/hæsht/. Is it clear? Good.  
Now suppose that we have this number: 987  

 8 , 7.  
Our mathematical knowledge tells us that 9 belongs to 'Hundred' family! We also know that 8 is eighty 
here. That is to say, we pronounce it as: nine hundreds and eighty and seven. Am I right? So, we'll have to 

in from macromedia to play it then just open the  

I am really grateful for this wonderful gift. I have seen this page and it's really helpful. I don't think it's fair 
ply post it on my site. Therefore, after exchanging a couple of messages, I have decided to 

put a direct link to her site where you can find the game. To play this game click on = 'Memory' 
I hope it's a positive response to her 

or give the numbers of the lessons in which we can find the good answers to correct ourselves. 
Now the most of the time I am busy looking for the correct translation if I cannot remember some words. 
This person has been in a close contact with me since the very beginning. He has made great progress for 

The quiz here is just a booster or reminder! It's not a real one! As you have probably noticed, I have 
two parts: Seen and Unseen. All the sentences and words are under the Seen section. 

It means that you have already seen them and they are not new to you. You will know them if you have 
hat we have already learned. So, you 

don't need a different knowledge or initiation to answer to these questions. Here, 'search makes perfect!!' 
The more you search for the previous sentences the more you review them. This will help you keep your 

active. In this way, you haven't stored any passive information in your brain. Everything is 
active and ready to use. After all, you don't need to look for the previous sentences in the previous lessons; 

second section is almost Unseen, which you might find new, I mean the numbers. This will probably 
bring you the real work of the quiz. Fortunately, we know the formula, which can solve our problem. Let's 

In reading numbers, we start from left to right even if the language is written from right to left like 

We have only two numbers here, which are 9 and 8. So, we know that 9 is /nævæd/ and 8 is eight or 
/hæsht/. We will say /nævæd/ + /hæsht/. The only thing here is that the plus sign (+) pronounces as /o/. So, 

Our mathematical knowledge tells us that 9 belongs to 'Hundred' family! We also know that 8 is eighty 
here. That is to say, we pronounce it as: nine hundreds and eighty and seven. Am I right? So, we'll have to 



We already know '900' in Persian. All we have to do here is connect them from left to right with /
between them. Here's how: /noh sæd/ 
Now suppose that this is the number: 1987 
We have to stick to the same rule. 
We already know 1000 in Persian, which is /heza:r/. Again, start from left to right: 
One thousands and nine hundreds and eighty and seven. It shouldn't be difficult now: /heza:r/ 
sæd/ -o- /hæshta:d/ -o- /hæft/. Clear? 
How about this one? 
10987  
ten thousands and nine hundreds and eighty and seven. We already know 10000 in Persian: /dæh heza:r/. 
So, we will say: /dæh heza:r/ -o- /noh sæd/ 
Let's take a look at this one: 15987 
It follows the same rule.  
Fifteen thousands and nine hundreds and eighty and seven. It means: /pa:nz dæh heza:r/ 
/hæshta:d/ -o- /hæft/.  
Is it really clear?  
Now let's see some bigger numbers. Suppose that we have this number: 198987 
Again, our mathematical knowledge tells us that this belongs to one hundred thousands family! Right? 
So we have this: one hundred and ninety and eight thousands and nine hundreds and eighty and seven. 
You see it's not my fault if the numbers get bigger!! 
For this, we have the following in Persian: /sæd/ 
-o- /hæft/. As you see, we begin from the biggest to the smallest one. 
The same is true with million.  
Now let's try this one: 1198987  
One million and one hundred and nine
/yek milyu:n/-o- /sæd/ -o- /nævæd/
For ten million, we have /dæh milyu:n/.
For fifteen million, we have /pa:nz dæh milyu:n/.
For twenty million, we have /bist milyu:n/.
For twenty five million, we have /bist/
And son on.  
Wow, mathematics is really frightening!! 
I have explained it all to save myself from giving you the answers of the previous quizzes every week!! I 
am sure you can manage it by yourself. 
All right,  
Unfortunately, it's your turn to answer now!! 
Quiz:  
1- Say these words in Persian: 
to stop - mechanic - wall - new - old 
2- Say these numbers in Persian!!
5 - 45 - 145 - 1145 - 10145 - 100145 
3- Say these sentences in Persian:
A - The teacher didn't beat him today.
B - He pushed me. 
C - That student broke the table this morning.
D - She didn't talk to her friend yesterday. 
E - My friend was absent yesterday. 
Ok. Let's start now. 
I think we have almost familiar with the simple past tense. Today, we are going to learn another tense, 
which is luckily very easy. This tense is Present Perfect Tense. I am not going to deal with the Simple 
Present Tense at this stage as I believe it's still too soon to deal with an irregular tense. Let's get more 
fluent first, and let's do first things first. I hope you agree with me. 
Look at this short sentence:  
I saw him.  

We already know it perfectly. It means 
Today, we want to say this: 

y know '900' in Persian. All we have to do here is connect them from left to right with /
between them. Here's how: /noh sæd/ -o- /hæshta:d/ -o- /hæft/. No problem? Good!
Now suppose that this is the number: 1987  
We have to stick to the same rule.  

already know 1000 in Persian, which is /heza:r/. Again, start from left to right: 
One thousands and nine hundreds and eighty and seven. It shouldn't be difficult now: /heza:r/ 

/hæft/. Clear?  

ten thousands and nine hundreds and eighty and seven. We already know 10000 in Persian: /dæh heza:r/. 
/noh sæd/ -o- /hæshta:d/ -o- /hæft/. No questions? Good! 

Let's take a look at this one: 15987  

Fifteen thousands and nine hundreds and eighty and seven. It means: /pa:nz dæh heza:r/ 

Now let's see some bigger numbers. Suppose that we have this number: 198987 
owledge tells us that this belongs to one hundred thousands family! Right? 

So we have this: one hundred and ninety and eight thousands and nine hundreds and eighty and seven. 
You see it's not my fault if the numbers get bigger!!  

lowing in Persian: /sæd/ -o- /nævæd/-o- /hæsht heza:r/
/hæft/. As you see, we begin from the biggest to the smallest one.  

 
One million and one hundred and ninety and eight thousands and nine hundreds and eighty and seven.

/nævæd/-o- /hæsht heza:r/-o- /noh sæd/ -o- /hæshta:d/ 
For ten million, we have /dæh milyu:n/. 
For fifteen million, we have /pa:nz dæh milyu:n/. 

million, we have /bist milyu:n/. 
For twenty five million, we have /bist/-o- /pænj milyu:n/. 

Wow, mathematics is really frightening!!  
I have explained it all to save myself from giving you the answers of the previous quizzes every week!! I 

sure you can manage it by yourself.  

Unfortunately, it's your turn to answer now!!  

old - school - street - at/in -  
Say these numbers in Persian!! 

100145 - 1145145 - 10145145 -  
Say these sentences in Persian: 
The teacher didn't beat him today. 

That student broke the table this morning. 
She didn't talk to her friend yesterday.  

rday.  

I think we have almost familiar with the simple past tense. Today, we are going to learn another tense, 
which is luckily very easy. This tense is Present Perfect Tense. I am not going to deal with the Simple 

s stage as I believe it's still too soon to deal with an irregular tense. Let's get more 
fluent first, and let's do first things first. I hope you agree with me.  

We already know it perfectly. It means /mæn u: ra: didæm/. Is it correct? Great! 

y know '900' in Persian. All we have to do here is connect them from left to right with /-o-/ 
/hæft/. No problem? Good! 

already know 1000 in Persian, which is /heza:r/. Again, start from left to right:  
One thousands and nine hundreds and eighty and seven. It shouldn't be difficult now: /heza:r/ -o- /noh 

ten thousands and nine hundreds and eighty and seven. We already know 10000 in Persian: /dæh heza:r/. 
/hæft/. No questions? Good!  

Fifteen thousands and nine hundreds and eighty and seven. It means: /pa:nz dæh heza:r/ -o- /noh sæd/ -o- 

Now let's see some bigger numbers. Suppose that we have this number: 198987  
owledge tells us that this belongs to one hundred thousands family! Right?  

So we have this: one hundred and ninety and eight thousands and nine hundreds and eighty and seven. 

/hæsht heza:r/-o- /noh sæd/ -o- /hæshta:d/ 

ty and eight thousands and nine hundreds and eighty and seven. 
/hæshta:d/ -o- /hæft/. 

I have explained it all to save myself from giving you the answers of the previous quizzes every week!! I 

I think we have almost familiar with the simple past tense. Today, we are going to learn another tense, 
which is luckily very easy. This tense is Present Perfect Tense. I am not going to deal with the Simple 

s stage as I believe it's still too soon to deal with an irregular tense. Let's get more 

didæm/. Is it correct? Great!  



I have seen him.  
Scared?! Just be cool! We will make all 'Impossibles' 'Possible'!!

Let's take another look at this sentence: I saw him. It means 

Now look at the verb /didæm
Do you remember how we made a verb in simple past tense? Yes? Good! 

We had /didæn/ for 'to see'. We deleted 

in simple past tense. We deleted 
Then we said: 

/didæm/ =I saw 

/didi/ = you saw 

/did/ = he/she saw 

/didim/ = we saw 

/didid/ = you saw 

/didænd/ = they saw 

As you remember, we simply added 
verb above.  
Do you remember that? Wonderful! 
Here, in Present Perfect Tense we follow the same rule with a bit difference. Here's how: 

Delete the /nu:n/ from the end of an infinitive first. We will have a verb in simple past tense like 

/did/. Then, add /he/ sound to this verb. We w

the newly made verb. We will have 
In short, 

/did/ + /he/ + /æm/ = 
Still scared? I hope not! You see, it's really easy. Let's continue!

/did/ + /he/ + /i:/ = 

/did/ + /he/ + /æst/ = 

/did/ + /he/ + /im/ = 

/did/ + /he/ + /id/ = 

/did/ + /he/ + /ænd/ = 
Was it difficult? Of course not! it's as easy as 1, 2, 3 or I'd better say It's as easy as drinking water!! (A 
Persian expression) 

Now, let's try this one: to go = 

Delete /nu:n/ and you'll have 

Add /he/ to /ræft/ and you'll have 

Add the above suffixes to 

I have gone = /ræfteh æm/. 

You have gone = /ræfteh i:/.

He/she has gone = 

Scared?! Just be cool! We will make all 'Impossibles' 'Possible'!! 

Let's take another look at this sentence: I saw him. It means 

/didæm/.  
Do you remember how we made a verb in simple past tense? Yes? Good!  

/didæn/ for 'to see'. We deleted /nu:n/ from the end of the infinitive to make a verb 

/nu:n/, and we got /did/, which was a verb in simple 

As you remember, we simply added /æm/, /i:/, /im/, /id/, 

t? Wonderful!  
Here, in Present Perfect Tense we follow the same rule with a bit difference. Here's how: 

/nu:n/ from the end of an infinitive first. We will have a verb in simple past tense like 

/he/ sound to this verb. We will have /dideh/ Next, put 

the newly made verb. We will have /dideh æm/! which means I have seen. 

/æm/ = /dideh æm/ which means I have seen.
Still scared? I hope not! You see, it's really easy. Let's continue! 

/i:/ = /dideh i:/ which means you have seen.

/æst/ = /dideh æst/ which means he/she has seen.

/im/ = /dideh im/ which means we have seen.

/id/ = /dideh id/ which means you have seen

/ænd/ = /dideh ænd/ which means they have seen. 
Was it difficult? Of course not! it's as easy as 1, 2, 3 or I'd better say It's as easy as drinking water!! (A 

/ræftæn/ 

n/ and you'll have /ræft/.  

/ræft/ and you'll have /ræfteh/.  

/ræfteh/ and you'll have: 

/ræfteh æm/.  

/ræfteh i:/. 

/ræfteh æst/. 

/mæn u: ra: didæm/. 

/nu:n/ from the end of the infinitive to make a verb 

/did/, which was a verb in simple past tense. 

/ænd/ to the end of the 

Here, in Present Perfect Tense we follow the same rule with a bit difference. Here's how:  

/nu:n/ from the end of an infinitive first. We will have a verb in simple past tense like 

/dideh/ Next, put /æm/ after 

/dideh æm/! which means I have seen.  

/dideh æm/ which means I have seen. 

/dideh i:/ which means you have seen. 

/dideh æst/ which means he/she has seen. 

/dideh im/ which means we have seen. 

/dideh id/ which means you have seen. 

/dideh ænd/ which means they have seen.  
Was it difficult? Of course not! it's as easy as 1, 2, 3 or I'd better say It's as easy as drinking water!! (A 



We have gone = /ræfteh im/.

You have gone = /ræfteh id/.

They have gone = /ræfteh ænd/.
Easy, isn't it? 

Now try this one: to write = 

I have written = /neveshteh æm/.

You have written = 

He/she has written = 

We have written = 

You have written = 

They have written = 

And finally this one: to paint = 

I have painted = 

You have painted = 

He/she has painted = 

We have painted = 

You have painted = 

They have painted = 
All right, we have done a great job today. I hope you enjoyed it. 
 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have
New words: 
  
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow.
 
1- I have broken the table. 
2- He has written two letters. 
3- You (singular) have cleaned the room.
4- They have washed the car. 
5- You (plural) have fixed the bicycle.
6- My friend has done his homework.
7- My neighbor has bought three cats.
8- Your teacher has published five books.
9- They have destroyed our house.
10- I have seen your country. 
11- That student has broken my computer.
12- This boy has broken your balloon. 
 

/ræfteh im/. 

/ræfteh id/. 

/ræfteh ænd/. 

/neveshtæn/. 

/neveshteh æm/. 

/neveshteh i:/. 

/neveshteh æst/. 

/neveshteh im/. 

/neveshteh id/. 

/neveshteh ænd/.  

/ræng kærdæn/.  

/ræng kærdeh æm/. 

/ræng kærdeh i:/. 

/ræng kærdeh æst/. 

/ræng kærdeh im/. 

/ræng kærdeh id/. 

/ræng kærdeh ænd/.  
All right, we have done a great job today. I hope you enjoyed it.  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow. 

(singular) have cleaned the room. 

You (plural) have fixed the bicycle. 
My friend has done his homework. 
My neighbor has bought three cats. 
Your teacher has published five books. 
They have destroyed our house. 

That student has broken my computer. 
This boy has broken your balloon.  

learned the previous words fluently.  



  
Week 29 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
Last week, we learned some about Present Perfect Tense. Today, we are going to practice it more to 
become more fluent. 
As always, here's the quiz: 
1- Say these words in Persian: 
Purple - blue - knife - bird - curtain 
2- Say these numbers in Persian:  
7 - 77 - 777 - 7777 - 77777- 777777 
3- Say these sentences in Persian:
A - I had two brown coats last year.
B - Mr. Farshid didn't take your new car last week.
C - I saw a tall man in the street yesterday.
D - Mrs. Irani sold her white car several years ago.
E - Miss Helen turned on your computer this aftern
All right, now let's start.  
We already know how to make a verb in present perfect tense. Remember? Good! Let's see some more 
examples today. 

To turn off = /kha:mu:sh kærdæn/. Delete 

/kha:mu:sh kærd/. Add /he/ to this verb t
following sentences: 

I have turned off = 

You have turned off = 

He/she has turned off = 

We have turned off = 

 

Last week, we learned some about Present Perfect Tense. Today, we are going to practice it more to 

curtain - sky blue - bright - bright color - brown  
 

777777 - 7777777 -  
ences in Persian: 

I had two brown coats last year. 
Mr. Farshid didn't take your new car last week. 
I saw a tall man in the street yesterday. 
Mrs. Irani sold her white car several years ago. 
Miss Helen turned on your computer this afternoon. 

We already know how to make a verb in present perfect tense. Remember? Good! Let's see some more 

/kha:mu:sh kærdæn/. Delete /nu:n/, and we'll have 

/he/ to this verb to get /kha:mu:sh kærdeh/. Then say it in the 

/mæn kha:mu:sh kærdeh æm/.  

/to kha:mu:sh kærdeh i:/. 

/u: kha:mu:sh kærdeh æst/.

/ma: kha:mu:sh kærdeh im/. 

 

Last week, we learned some about Present Perfect Tense. Today, we are going to practice it more to 

We already know how to make a verb in present perfect tense. Remember? Good! Let's see some more 

/nu:n/, and we'll have 

/kha:mu:sh kærdeh/. Then say it in the 

 

/u: kha:mu:sh kærdeh æst/. 

 



You have turned off = 

They have turned off = 

To break = /shekæstæn/. 

I have broken = 

You have broken = 

He/she has broken = 

We have broken = 

You have broken = 

They have broken = 

To fix/repair = /tæmir kærdæn/.

I have fixed = 

You have fixed = 

He/she has fixed = 

We have fixed = 

You have fixed = 

They have fixed = 
Note: as I have already mentioned, in the case of longer sentences, we have to use
tenses: subject + object + time + place + verb 
Example: 
I have broken that window = (in Persian sentence) subject + object + verb = 

Now, you continue: 
You have broken that window =  
He has broken that window = 
We have broken that window = 
You have broken that window = 
They have broken that window = 
  
Khoda Hafez! 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

Cook (noun) = /a:sh pæz/. 

To cook = /pokhtæn/.  

Cake = /keik/. 

To sharpen = /ti:z kærdæn/.

Knives = /cha:ghu: ha:/.

To obey = /eta: æt kærdæn/. T
'something' eta: æt kærdæn/. 

Law = /gha:nu:n/.  

To catch = /gereftæn/. 

Fish = /ma: hi:/.  

/shoma: kha:mu:sh kærdeh id/.

/a:nha: kha:mu:sh kærdeh ænd/.

/shekæstæn/.  

/mæn shekæsteh æm/.  

/to shekæsteh i:/. 

/u: shekæsteh æst/. 

/ma: shekæsteh im/. 

/shoma: shekæsteh id/. 

/a:nha: shekæsteh ænd/. 

/tæmir kærdæn/. 

/mæn tæmir kærdeh æm/. 

/to tæmir kærdeh i:/. 

/u: tæmir kærdeh æst/. 

/ma: tæmir kærdeh im/. 

/shoma: tæmir kærdeh id/. 

/a:nha: tæmir kærdeh ænd/.  
Note: as I have already mentioned, in the case of longer sentences, we have to use
tenses: subject + object + time + place + verb  

I have broken that window = (in Persian sentence) subject + object + verb = 

/mæn a:n pænjereh ra: shekæsteh æm/.  

 

 
They have broken that window =  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/a:sh pæz/.  

/ti:z kærdæn/. 

/cha:ghu: ha:/. 

/eta: æt kærdæn/. To obey 'something' = 

 

/shoma: kha:mu:sh kærdeh id/. 

/a:nha: kha:mu:sh kærdeh ænd/. 

Note: as I have already mentioned, in the case of longer sentences, we have to use the same rule for all 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

/æz 



Earthquake = /zel zeleh/. 

Bomb = /bomb/.  

People (here) = /næfær/.  

To send = /feresta:dæn/. 

To eat = /khordæn/. 

Watermelon = /hendeva:neh/. 
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow.
 
1- The cook has cooked. 
2- The cook has cooked a cake. 
3- The cook has cooked a big cake.
4- We have sharpened the knives.
5- They have obeyed the law. 
6- I have caught 5 fish. 
7- The earthquake has destroyed 65 houses.
8- A big bomb has killed 7 people. 
9- I have sent 4 letters. 
10- You have closed the door. 
11- My friend has bought that white ball.
12- That man has eaten a big watermelon.
 
 

  
Week 30 
Salam! Khosh amadid! 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
Today, I am going to change the mood a bit!
think we are in a big class where everybody has the right to participate in it by raising a question or 
something. This will bring us all together and we will find ourselves in a real class. 
Last week I received a couple of messages and I think it's not a bad idea to let you see them. Maybe some 
of you have the same feeling and my answers could be for all of you. 
Message 1 (the complete message with no change) 
Subject: I can't hear a thing 

/zel zeleh/.  

/feresta:dæn/.  

ndeva:neh/.  

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow. 

The cook has cooked a big cake. 
knives. 

The earthquake has destroyed 65 houses. 
A big bomb has killed 7 people.  

My friend has bought that white ball. 
eaten a big watermelon. 

 

Today, I am going to change the mood a bit! I know this class is different from the routine ones, but I 
think we are in a big class where everybody has the right to participate in it by raising a question or 
something. This will bring us all together and we will find ourselves in a real class. 

t week I received a couple of messages and I think it's not a bad idea to let you see them. Maybe some 
of you have the same feeling and my answers could be for all of you.  
Message 1 (the complete message with no change)  

I know this class is different from the routine ones, but I 
think we are in a big class where everybody has the right to participate in it by raising a question or 
something. This will bring us all together and we will find ourselves in a real class.  

t week I received a couple of messages and I think it's not a bad idea to let you see them. Maybe some 



Thank you for putting easypersian on the internet for free  
I discovered it today and tried it out. When I wanted to listen to the words/sounds, I clicked on listen, then 
the computer told me to download a file which I did. Then, when I wanted to open it, it asked me where I 
want to open it, not knowing what to put, I chose RealAudio. Now, everytime I want ot listen to it, it tells 
me "this is not a RealAudio file" and that's it. I cannot change it or anything.  
Why don't you give people some adise how they can use this program. For me it got screwed up the first 
day I tried it.....  
In almost one hour, I received the second message from the same person on the same day. Here's message 
2 (the complete message with no change) 
Subject: Frustrated 
Dear Hassan,  
I am so frustrated with your course, that I have to write again. I understand, that you put a lot of work into 
your course, but I really think it is very frustrating for beginners.  
When you learn a new language, you want to start speaking a few words as soon as possible. It is simply 
incomprehansible to me that one has to "waste" a full ten (10) weeks, before the first word is tought. That 
is almost three months. I have some prior knowledge, so I went through these lessons in about half an 
hour. Any book you buy, gets you started with a few words, so you can learn, practice and retain the new 
letters. Why don't you?????  
You give examples of words early on, but you don't explain/translate them. What would you say, if I am 
teaching you to read and write "er geht heute abend nach hause" but for three months or longer I am 
withholding from you what it means ("he is going home tonight")???  
Likewise, you are so busy presenting Persian poetry, which nobody can understand (at least not anyone 
who just started learning the language), not realizing that it is more annoying than anything else. Why do 
you think the 15 year old Brazilian wanted you to translate the poetry? In my mind he wanted to try to 
make a little sense of it all, and probably actually start learning (!) a few words.  
I have already vented about the audio problem. I cannot fix it. I guess I will never be able to listen to this.  
It is too bad that there will be no response from you, I would really like to know what you have to say. But 
I guess, you get too many e-mail, to answer individually, and that is your prerogative.  
Thanks for reading this and thanks again for putting up your online course (even though I have yet to 
discover its usefulness for me....), I don't mean to be a total nag, but you are inviting criticism and - as 
mentioned above - I am too darn frustrated to keep it to myself.  
Sincerely,  
Birgit 
I wrote back to him immediately. As I told you before, listening to the ideas of your classmates will give 
you the feeling of attending in a real class. That's why I have posted these messages here today. I hope you 
will not consider it as wasting your time. I do really like these messages. Frankly, what I get from these 
messages is much more than the messages in which I am praised. I strongly believe that those who 
criticize me teach me more than those who are just praising me. So, I do respect the policy of being 
criticized!  
Here's my answer to Mr. Birgit, which I have already sent him: 
Dear Birgit 
Let me frankly thank you for the two messages. To be honest, this is the first time I'm receiving such clear 
criticism for which I am deeply grateful.  
I believe the problem you have with listening to the audio files comes from your own computer. I, myself, 
am using the real audio player to listen to these files and have no problems with it. The sounds are in MP3 
format and should not cause problems by themselves. I am not really sure how you can solve this problem 
now, but I guess you have to go through the explorer to fix it. Unfortunately, this is a computer related 
matter and I have little knowledge about it. If you want to use other media player to listen to these files, 
please download Winamp. This one is already tested and many of my visitors are using it. You may find it 
here: http://www.winamp.com/ . I hope this will solve the problem. This is for your first message.  
About your second message, I'd like to say some although I agree that you are right in many aspects.  
I am sure you have read my homepage. As I have mentioned in my homepage as well as in lesson one 
(start from the very beginning), this course is basically designed for those who have no knowledge about 
Persian. That's why I have started from the very scratch. How can I let you drive a car when you don't 
know how to start the engine, how to use the brakes, or how to turn on the lights? What I have done during 
the first ten lessons is to help everyone become familiar with the very basics of this language. Many 



students have described it strange because it is really different from the western languages. So, how can I 
let them "start speaking a few words as soon as possible"? They haven't touched the car in their life and 
you are asking me to let them drive for a while as soon as possible! They need to know some about it first 
or they will face some serious problems later. In this online course, I have imagined that no one knows 
Persian and I am supposed to teach those who knows nothing at all about this language. Don't think it's a 
matter of 'wasting' your time for ten weeks learning not a single word. It took me more than ten weeks to 
introduce my site on the internet. Therefore, it gave everyone some time to find it first. Then, it's up to you 
to either learn it in ten weeks or simply go "through these lessons in about half an hour".  
The examples I have given are to let you see each given letter in different words. I think you are 
absolutely right that these examples might be confusing. However, what is important is that you don't need 
to know these words at this stage. These words are supposed to give you hints to see the explained letters 
in different situations, like what you see in Lesson 6. It helps your eyes get more familiar with them and 
you are not asked or supposed to know the words. Unfortunately, I didn't explain it in those lessons so 
clearly as I am doing now. So, you seem right! But be honest! I haven't given you such a sentence: "er 
geht heute abend nach hause"! (by the way, which language it is?)  
The idea of presenting Persian poetry or Persian Samples did not come from a fifteen-year-old Brazilian! 
As you have seen, I had already posted some samples without translating them. I thought, as a beginner, 
you needed to see some Persian Samples. I thought this because I was afraid many of you might have no 
access to other Persian writings. As you have complained for not translating some Persian words "early 
on", I received a suggestion from a fifteen-year-old Brazilian who was eager to know what those strange 
writings were about! That's why I decided to present it bilingually in spite of all the problems I have in my 
daily life. And I guess I'll close the Persian Samples page in future due to the difficulties I have in my time 
limit. Anyway, no one is supposed to do any homework on Persian Samples page. As it comes from its 
name, it's just a sample page, which I think can be useful in many ways.  
I deeply hope I have answered to your questions although I am honestly happy with your messages and the 
way you expressed your feeling. If you don't mind, I am going to post your messages on my next week 
lesson since I think it is probably the problems of many other students.  
I wish you all the best in your daily life and I will certainly be glad of receiving such messages again and 
again.  
Kind regards, 
Hassan. 
Quite fortunately, I received the following massage from Mr. Birgit soon after my answer: 
Message 3 
Subject: Thank you 
Dear Hassan  
I was impressed: not only did I receive an answer, but you wrote right away. Thank you very much.  
Sincerely,  
Birgit  
P.S.: The language is German 
For your convenience, here's the original message of the Brazilian student who wrote to me long ago: 
Message 4 (the complete message with no change) 
Subject: salute and suggestions! 
First off all, I want to congratulate you for the website and your initiative, that makes possible the easy 
apprenticeship of this interesting language. All lessons are simple to be learned and the explanations are 
enough good, but the course should be more dynamic; if you put more contents in each lesson, or publish 
them more frequently,it will be perfect. Ok, as you are asking, I'm Brazilian, 15 years old and I'm learning 
Farsi just for fun! I'm don't have any relationship with any persian speaking... That's my hobby, I now 
something about Russian, Esperanto and about other constructed language, Quenya, made by J.R.R. 
Tolkien for his famous book, Lord of The Rings. 
Oh, I almost forgot to say that the "Persian Samples" should be a bilingual zone, since the texts looks very 
nice, and while we don't understand this language very good, we can't read these compositions. 
 
So, thank you for the attention, and good bye! I wait for your answer!  
Edelberto Neto 
And finally, here's the message of Mr. B. Duffey from Canada. I like this message because of the way he 
has described the feeling of a new student and asking everybody to be patient! 



Message 5 (the complete message with no change)
Hello Hassan H. 
I think you will be hearing from me quite a bit. I am at Lesson 4. I
really like the way you offer so much encouragement to someone starting out
on such a long journey. Learning a language is not like climbing Mount
Everest - something hard that only the few can do 
one end of the earth to the other - 
would give up before reaching the end beca
doubt undermines one's belief that one can ever get there 
not just for the lessons and your knowledge 
plight of the new student - and offering encouragement.
Barry Duffey 
Toronto, Canada 
All right, I hope everyone enjoyed the messages today. These are all parts of a class and as it happens in 
your daily classes, listening and respecting other's ideas and suggestions is a different course, which is by 
all means important.  
Now let's start: 
Today, it's you who should work! Please do the quiz first and then go to Useful drills page to do more!! 
Quiz: (this quiz is a little bit different from what we have already experienced. Hope you can do it)
1- Listen (only once) to the audio sounds
paper: (You have already seen these sentences, so it's not a real test!) 
2- Say these words in Persian first, then make two sentences with each given word (one in simple past 
tense and one in present perfect tense, and of course your sentences must be in Persian not English!). 
Wall =  
Mechanic =  
Red = 
The day before yesterday = 
To like = 
To look at = 
Fat = 
To scream = 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
5 - 35 - 235 - 1235 - 11235 - 80 - 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

Carpet = /færsh 

To park (a vehicle) = 

Outside = /biru:n/.  

Office = /dæftær/.  

To issue = /sa:der kærdæn/.

Ticket = /belit/ Or 

To fine = /jærimeh kærdæn/. 

To pay = /pærda:kht kærdæn/. 

Debt = /bedeh ka:ri/. Debts = 

Piano = /piya:no/. A small piano = 

To introduce = /moærefi kærdæn/. 

Method = /rævesh/.  

Lunch = /na:ha:r/.  

Message 5 (the complete message with no change) 

I think you will be hearing from me quite a bit. I am at Lesson 4. I 
really like the way you offer so much encouragement to someone starting out 

h a long journey. Learning a language is not like climbing Mount 
something hard that only the few can do - it is like walking from 

 anyone COULD do it - but most people 
would give up before reaching the end because the journey is so long and 
doubt undermines one's belief that one can ever get there - so thank you - 
not just for the lessons and your knowledge - but for understanding the 

and offering encouragement. 

All right, I hope everyone enjoyed the messages today. These are all parts of a class and as it happens in 
your daily classes, listening and respecting other's ideas and suggestions is a different course, which is by 

Today, it's you who should work! Please do the quiz first and then go to Useful drills page to do more!! 
Quiz: (this quiz is a little bit different from what we have already experienced. Hope you can do it)

Listen (only once) to the audio sounds and write down the Persian and their English translations on a 
paper: (You have already seen these sentences, so it's not a real test!)  

Say these words in Persian first, then make two sentences with each given word (one in simple past 
present perfect tense, and of course your sentences must be in Persian not English!). 

 
 180 - 881 - 21 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/pa:rk kærdæn/.  

/sa:der kærdæn/. 

 

/jærimeh kærdæn/.  

/pærda:kht kærdæn/.  

/bedeh ka:ri/. Debts = /bedeh ka:ri ha:/. 

/piya:no/. A small piano = /piya:no ye ku:chæki/.

/moærefi kærdæn/.  

 

All right, I hope everyone enjoyed the messages today. These are all parts of a class and as it happens in 
your daily classes, listening and respecting other's ideas and suggestions is a different course, which is by 

Today, it's you who should work! Please do the quiz first and then go to Useful drills page to do more!!  
Quiz: (this quiz is a little bit different from what we have already experienced. Hope you can do it) 

and write down the Persian and their English translations on a 

Say these words in Persian first, then make two sentences with each given word (one in simple past 
present perfect tense, and of course your sentences must be in Persian not English!).  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

/piya:no ye ku:chæki/. 



Dinner = /sha:m/. 

Breakfast = /sob ha:neh/. 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow.
 
1- I have seen your carpets. 
2- They have parked their car outside. 
3- My friend has pushed me. 
4- This office has issued 55 tickets this week. 
5- The police have fined my brother.
6- Helen has paid her debts. 
7- I have bought a small piano. 
8- This man has introduced a new method.
9- You have eaten your lunch. 
10- I have eaten my dinner. 
11- She has eaten her breakfast. 
 
 

  
Week 31 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
Let me thank all of you first for sending several wonderful messages and support regarding lesson 30. I do 
appreciate your support, the suggestions, and the possible solutions you had for Mr. Birgit's messages. 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio sounds (prefera
times and find their English equivalents. (Seen). 
2- Find the English equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, and one in present perfect tense).
Black 
A black bag 
Red 
A red flower 
Bird 
To cut 
To find 
Neighbor 
Ticket 

/sob ha:neh/.  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  
You already know how to use the rule. You may find the answers bellow. 

their car outside.  

This office has issued 55 tickets this week.  
The police have fined my brother. 

This man has introduced a new method. 

 

Let me thank all of you first for sending several wonderful messages and support regarding lesson 30. I do 
appreciate your support, the suggestions, and the possible solutions you had for Mr. Birgit's messages. 

Listen to the audio sounds (preferably once) and put them all on a paper. Repeat them for a couple of 
times and find their English equivalents. (Seen).  

Find the English equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
mple past, interrogative in simple past, and one in present perfect tense).

 

Let me thank all of you first for sending several wonderful messages and support regarding lesson 30. I do 
appreciate your support, the suggestions, and the possible solutions you had for Mr. Birgit's messages.  

bly once) and put them all on a paper. Repeat them for a couple of 

Find the English equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
mple past, interrogative in simple past, and one in present perfect tense). 



 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
66 - 125 - 206 - 811 - 1996 - 2002 
All right, now let's begin: 
Today, we are going to see the negative form of a sentence in present perfect tense.
I don't think we'll have any problems here since we already know the negative form of sentences in simple 

past tense. Here in present perfect tense, we have to follow the same rule. 
with /næ/ sound in the beginning of a verb to make it negative in present perfect tense. Is it really clear? 
Wonderful! 
Let's see some examples: 
We already know how to say this in present perfect tense:
I have broken  

As you remember, it means 
Now, we want to say 'I haven't broken'. 

Put /nu:n/ with /næ/ sound in the beginning of the verb, and we'll have 
næshkæsteh æm/.  
Now let's see this verb with all subjective pronouns. Ready?

I haven't broken = 

You haven't broken = 

He/she hasn't broken = 

We haven't broken = 

You haven't broken = 

They haven't broken = 
You see how easy Persian is! This language has been described as 'sugar' in sweetness!! We say 'Persian is 

sugar'! /fa:rsi shekær æst!/. 

Ok, let's try this verb: to cook 

I haven't cooked = 

You haven't cooked = 

He/she hasn't cooked = 

We haven't cooked = 

You haven't cooked = 

They haven't cooked = 
Hopefully, this lesson is very simple
That's it for today.  
 
 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

To turn on = /roshæn kærdæn/.

To receive = /dærya:ft kærdæn/.

Award = /ja:yezeh/.  

Driver = /ra:nændeh/. 

To break = /shekæstæn/.

 
2002  

re going to see the negative form of a sentence in present perfect tense.
I don't think we'll have any problems here since we already know the negative form of sentences in simple 

past tense. Here in present perfect tense, we have to follow the same rule. That is to say, put 
with /næ/ sound in the beginning of a verb to make it negative in present perfect tense. Is it really clear? 

We already know how to say this in present perfect tense: 

/mæn shekæsteh æm/. Am I right? Good!
Now, we want to say 'I haven't broken'.  

/nu:n/ with /næ/ sound in the beginning of the verb, and we'll have 

Now let's see this verb with all subjective pronouns. Ready? 

/mæn næshkæsteh æm/. 

/to næshkæsteh i:/. Listen! 

/u: næshkæsteh æst/. 

/ma: næshkæsteh im/. 

/shoma: næshkæsteh id/. 

/a:nha: næshkæsteh ænd/. 
You see how easy Persian is! This language has been described as 'sugar' in sweetness!! We say 'Persian is 

/fa:rsi shekær æst!/.  

/pokhtæn/. 

/mæn næpokhteh æm/.  

/to næpokhteh i:/. 

/u: næpokhteh æst/. 

/ma: næpokhteh im/. 

/shoma: næpokhteh id/. 

/a:nha: næpokhteh ænd/.  
Hopefully, this lesson is very simple.  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/roshæn kærdæn/. 

/dærya:ft kærdæn/. 

/shekæstæn/. 

re going to see the negative form of a sentence in present perfect tense. 
I don't think we'll have any problems here since we already know the negative form of sentences in simple 

That is to say, put /nu:n/ 
with /næ/ sound in the beginning of a verb to make it negative in present perfect tense. Is it really clear? 

/mæn shekæsteh æm/. Am I right? Good! 

/mæn 

You see how easy Persian is! This language has been described as 'sugar' in sweetness!! We say 'Persian is 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  



To tell somebody = 

To say = /goftæn/. 

President = /ræi:s

To resign = /estefa: da:dæn/. 

Prime minister = 

To express hope = 

To leave = /tærk kærdæn/.

Taxi = /ta:ksi/.  

Taxi driver = /ra:nændeh ye ta:ksi/.

Anything = /chizi:/. 
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
 
1- I haven't turned on the TV. 
2- She has received two awards this year.
3- Your driver has broken the law.
4- They haven't told me. 
5- This lady hasn't said anything. 
6- The president of this country has resigned.
7- The prime minister has expressed hope.
8- My friends have left their country.
9- I haven't seen her this week. 
10- He was a taxi driver.  
 
 

Week 32 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
Before we start today, let's take a look at one of your questions.
… What's the difference between "I went to the store" and "I have gone to the store?"
Answer: 
I believe you should know the answer if you have studied the previous lessons carefully. 
Anyway, who knows the answer? Try to answer the above question before I get angry with you, sorry, 
before I try to answer! You have one minute to explain it clearly to y
translation.  

/beh somebody goftæn/. 

/ræi:s-e- jomhu:r/. Also /ræi:s jomhu:r/, without /

/estefa: da:dæn/.  

/nækhost væzi:r/.  

/ez ha:r-e- omidva:ri kærdæn/. 

/tærk kærdæn/. 

/ra:nændeh ye ta:ksi/. 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  

two awards this year. 
Your driver has broken the law. 

 
The president of this country has resigned. 
The prime minister has expressed hope. 
My friends have left their country. 

 

Before we start today, let's take a look at one of your questions. 
… What's the difference between "I went to the store" and "I have gone to the store?"

elieve you should know the answer if you have studied the previous lessons carefully. 
Anyway, who knows the answer? Try to answer the above question before I get angry with you, sorry, 
before I try to answer! You have one minute to explain it clearly to your classmate, giving its Persian 

jomhu:r/. Also /ræi:s jomhu:r/, without /-e-/ sound. 

omidva:ri kærdæn/.  

… What's the difference between "I went to the store" and "I have gone to the store?" 

elieve you should know the answer if you have studied the previous lessons carefully.  
Anyway, who knows the answer? Try to answer the above question before I get angry with you, sorry, 

our classmate, giving its Persian 



Did you do it? Great!  
Now let's try together. 
"I went to the store" is in simple past tense while "I have gone to the store" is in present perfect tense. 
Fortunately, the person who has asked this question k

He has probably forgotten to put 
present perfect tense. Here's how: 

1- Delete /nu:n/ from the end of an infinitive to make a verb in simple past tense, here we have 

/ræftæn/ minus /nu:n/ = 

2- Attach /he/ to this verb and you'll have 
3- Put the following suffixes at the end of /ræfteh/,
/æm/ - /i:/ - /æst/ - /im/ - /id/ - /ænd/ 

And you will have /ræfteh æm/ for 'I have gone', 

/ræfteh æst/ for 'he/she has gone', etc. 
Result: we have made a verb in present perfect tense.
Now, let's try again to make a verb in simple past 

1- Delete /nu:n/ from the end of an infinitive to make a verb in simple past tense, here we have 

/ræftæn/ minus /nu:n/ = 
2- Attach the following suffixes to this verb: 
/æm/ - /i:/ - /nothing/ (when the subject is he/she/it) 

And you'll have /ræftæm/ for 'I went', 
went', etc.  
As you see, all the suffixes are the same except for 'he/she/it' for which we have no suffix in simple past 

tense. The difference between these
present perfect tense, which does not exist in simple past tense. 
Is the answer clear? I know it took more than one minute! But for me it's ok! You have to be faster than 
me!  
Now let's translate these two sentences: 

Store = /mægha:zeh/.  

I went to the store = 

I have gone to the store = 
I hope the problem is solved. If not, you have run into a problem that this online course
solve! Contact your local manufacturer!! (Just a joke)
All right, let's see the quiz. 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (S
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make five sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, and 
finally negative in present perfect t
Last week 
Student 
Mr.  
To catch 
Room 
Market 
To turn off 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
0 - 16 - 29 - 510 - 1001 - 12100 - 
Ok, now let's begin: 

"I went to the store" is in simple past tense while "I have gone to the store" is in present perfect tense. 
Fortunately, the person who has asked this question knows this definition. So, where is the problem? 

/he/ sound between the verb and the suffixes, which gives us a verb in 
present perfect tense. Here's how:  

/nu:n/ from the end of an infinitive to make a verb in simple past tense, here we have 

/nu:n/ = /ræft/.  

/he/ to this verb and you'll have /ræfteh/.  
Put the following suffixes at the end of /ræfteh/, 

/ænd/  

/ræfteh æm/ for 'I have gone', /ræfteh i:/ for 'you have gone', 

/ræfteh æst/ for 'he/she has gone', etc.  
Result: we have made a verb in present perfect tense. 
Now, let's try again to make a verb in simple past tense. 

/nu:n/ from the end of an infinitive to make a verb in simple past tense, here we have 

/nu:n/ = /ræft/. 
Attach the following suffixes to this verb:  

/nothing/ (when the subject is he/she/it) - /im/ - /id/ - /ænd/.  

/ræftæm/ for 'I went', /ræfti/ for 'you went', 

As you see, all the suffixes are the same except for 'he/she/it' for which we have no suffix in simple past 

tense. The difference between these two tenses is that there is /he/ sound between verbs and suffixes in 
present perfect tense, which does not exist in simple past tense.  
Is the answer clear? I know it took more than one minute! But for me it's ok! You have to be faster than 

s translate these two sentences:  

/mæn beh mægha:zeh ræftæm/. 

/mæn beh mægha:zeh ræfteh æm/.
I hope the problem is solved. If not, you have run into a problem that this online course
solve! Contact your local manufacturer!! (Just a joke) 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen). 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make five sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, and 
finally negative in present perfect tense).  

 
 19999 - 50000  

"I went to the store" is in simple past tense while "I have gone to the store" is in present perfect tense. 
nows this definition. So, where is the problem?  

/he/ sound between the verb and the suffixes, which gives us a verb in 

/nu:n/ from the end of an infinitive to make a verb in simple past tense, here we have 

/ræfteh i:/ for 'you have gone', 

/nu:n/ from the end of an infinitive to make a verb in simple past tense, here we have 

/ræft/ for 'he or she 

As you see, all the suffixes are the same except for 'he/she/it' for which we have no suffix in simple past 

/he/ sound between verbs and suffixes in 

Is the answer clear? I know it took more than one minute! But for me it's ok! You have to be faster than 

/mæn beh mægha:zeh ræfteh æm/. 
I hope the problem is solved. If not, you have run into a problem that this online course cannot help you 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make five sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, and 



Last week, we learned how to make a sentence negative in present perfect tense. Today, w
bit more to become more fluent with it. Some of you have asked for more complicated structures, which 
need a wide variety of words. Please be patient, eh! Let's do things step by step. In the meantime, we are 
not ready for more complicated sentences. What I am trying to do at this stage is to help you become 
acceptably familiar with all tenses using the very simple sentences. When the tenses are over successfully, 
I can be sure that longer sentences will bring us little difficulties, whic
remind you again that Rome was not built in one day! It may take time to reach your final destination but, 
at least, you can be sure that what you are doing in this class is by all means a real job, which may not be 
found anywhere else.  
Now, let's begin! 
Today, we need two words, which can help us a lot. Look at the following examples:
1- I haven't seen him for one week. 
2- I haven't seen him since last week. 
Can you guess the words? Perfect! They are 'for' and 'since'
We already know all other words in the above sentences. Let's try them one by one:
1- I haven't seen him for one week. 
I = subject 
Haven't seen = verb 
Him = object 
For one week => let's accept this phrase as our 'time' in all sentences. And let's start our Persian translation 

with this phrase. We already know 'one week' in Persian, which is 
correct? Good!  

Now, just suppose that this phrase has a verb and tha

in present perfect tense when the subject is he or she, like 'he has gone' = 

Now, put the verb /æst/ after 

hæfteh æst/. Is that clear? Good! Now put th

have this: 

Although it is not necessary for you to know and you are not asked to do anything with 
stage, this word has the same function as 'that' in the following

'I know that he has gone'. Here, the word 'that' = 

All right, so far we have made this sentence: 
Persian equivalent for 'for one week'. Now, translate th

haven't seen him'. It should be really easy. It means 
Correct? Wonderful! The problem is gone! 

Put this sentence 

/yek hæfteh æst keh/, and you'll have the following sentence:
 

means I haven't seen him for one week.
Was it difficult? Of course not!  
One more thing,  

In the above sentence, you can simply delete the subject

we can easily find the subject of our sentences through the suffixes attached to the verbs. Do you 
remember it? Perfect!  
Let's see some more examples: 
How do you say this sentence in Persian?
He hasn't seen his book for one week.

Last week, we learned how to make a sentence negative in present perfect tense. Today, w
bit more to become more fluent with it. Some of you have asked for more complicated structures, which 
need a wide variety of words. Please be patient, eh! Let's do things step by step. In the meantime, we are 

ed sentences. What I am trying to do at this stage is to help you become 
acceptably familiar with all tenses using the very simple sentences. When the tenses are over successfully, 
I can be sure that longer sentences will bring us little difficulties, which can be solved more easily. Let me 
remind you again that Rome was not built in one day! It may take time to reach your final destination but, 
at least, you can be sure that what you are doing in this class is by all means a real job, which may not be 

Today, we need two words, which can help us a lot. Look at the following examples:
I haven't seen him for one week.  
I haven't seen him since last week.  

Can you guess the words? Perfect! They are 'for' and 'since' which are mostly used in this tense. 
We already know all other words in the above sentences. Let's try them one by one:

I haven't seen him for one week.  

let's accept this phrase as our 'time' in all sentences. And let's start our Persian translation 

with this phrase. We already know 'one week' in Persian, which is 

Now, just suppose that this phrase has a verb and that verb is /æst/. We have already seen this verb 

in present perfect tense when the subject is he or she, like 'he has gone' = 

/æst/ after /yek hæfteh/ and you'll have 

hæfteh æst/. Is that clear? Good! Now put this word /keh/ after our newly made phrase and you'll 

/yek hæfteh æst keh/.  

Although it is not necessary for you to know and you are not asked to do anything with 
stage, this word has the same function as 'that' in the following sentence: 

'I know that he has gone'. Here, the word 'that' = /keh/. This is just for your information, that's all. 

All right, so far we have made this sentence: /yek hæfteh æst keh/, which is the 
Persian equivalent for 'for one week'. Now, translate the first part of our above sentence, which is 'I 

haven't seen him'. It should be really easy. It means /mæn u: ra: nædideh æm/. 
Correct? Wonderful! The problem is gone!  

/mæn u: ra: nædideh æm/ after our previous sentence, which is 

hæfteh æst keh/, and you'll have the following sentence:

/yek hæfteh æst keh mæn u: ra: nædideh æm/, which 
means I haven't seen him for one week. 

 

In the above sentence, you can simply delete the subject, here /mæn/. So, we can say 

/yek hæfteh æst keh u: ra: nædideh æm/. As you already know, 
we can easily find the subject of our sentences through the suffixes attached to the verbs. Do you 

ay this sentence in Persian? 
He hasn't seen his book for one week. 

Last week, we learned how to make a sentence negative in present perfect tense. Today, we'll practice it a 
bit more to become more fluent with it. Some of you have asked for more complicated structures, which 
need a wide variety of words. Please be patient, eh! Let's do things step by step. In the meantime, we are 

ed sentences. What I am trying to do at this stage is to help you become 
acceptably familiar with all tenses using the very simple sentences. When the tenses are over successfully, 

h can be solved more easily. Let me 
remind you again that Rome was not built in one day! It may take time to reach your final destination but, 
at least, you can be sure that what you are doing in this class is by all means a real job, which may not be 

Today, we need two words, which can help us a lot. Look at the following examples: 

which are mostly used in this tense.  
We already know all other words in the above sentences. Let's try them one by one: 

let's accept this phrase as our 'time' in all sentences. And let's start our Persian translation 

/yek hæfteh/. Is that 

/æst/. We have already seen this verb 

/u: ræfteh æst/.  

/yek 

/keh/ after our newly made phrase and you'll 

Although it is not necessary for you to know and you are not asked to do anything with /keh/ at this 

/keh/. This is just for your information, that's all.  

/yek hæfteh æst keh/, which is the 
e first part of our above sentence, which is 'I 

/mæn u: ra: nædideh æm/. 

/mæn u: ra: nædideh æm/ after our previous sentence, which is 

hæfteh æst keh/, and you'll have the following sentence: 

/yek hæfteh æst keh mæn u: ra: nædideh æm/, which 

/mæn/. So, we can say 

/yek hæfteh æst keh u: ra: nædideh æm/. As you already know, 
we can easily find the subject of our sentences through the suffixes attached to the verbs. Do you 



It should be very simple now. We can say: 
æst keh keta:bæsh ra: nædideh æst/. 
Easy, isn't it?  
Need more examples? Try the following:
I haven't cleaned my computer for one wee

We can say: 
ka:mpyu:teræm ra: tæmiz nækærdeh æm/. 
They haven't written a letter for one year. 

Paul hasn't touched this table for one day. 

næzædeh æst/.  
  
All right, I think this is enough for today 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

To turn on = /roshæn 

To receive = /dærya:ft kærdæn/.

Award = /ja:yezeh/.  

Driver = /ra:nændeh/. 

To break = /shekæstæn/.

To tell somebody = 

To say = /goftæn/. 

President = /ræi:s

To resign = /estefa: da:dæn/. 

Prime minister = 

To express hope = 

To leave = /tærk kærdæn/.

Taxi = /ta:ksi/.  

Taxi driver = /ra:nændeh ye ta:ksi/.

Anything = /chizi:/. 
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
 
1- I haven't turned on the TV. 
2- She has received two awards this year.
3- Your driver has broken the law.
4- They haven't told me. 
5- This lady hasn't said anything. 
6- The president of this country has resigned.
7- The prime minister has expressed hope.
8- My friends have left their country.
9- I haven't seen her this week. 
10- He was a taxi driver.  

It should be very simple now. We can say: 
æst keh keta:bæsh ra: nædideh æst/.  

Need more examples? Try the following: 
I haven't cleaned my computer for one week.  

/yek hæfteh æst keh 
ka:mpyu:teræm ra: tæmiz nækærdeh æm/.  
They haven't written a letter for one year.  

/yek sa:l æst keh na:meh i: næneveshteh ænd/. 
Paul hasn't touched this table for one day.  

/yek ru:z æst keh Paul beh in mi:z dæst 

All right, I think this is enough for today  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/roshæn kærdæn/. 

/dærya:ft kærdæn/. 

/shekæstæn/. 

/beh somebody goftæn/. 

/ræi:s-e- jomhu:r/. Also /ræi:s jomhu:r/, without /

/estefa: da:dæn/.  

/nækhost væzi:r/.  

/ez ha:r-e- omidva:ri kærdæn/. 

/tærk kærdæn/. 

/ra:nændeh ye ta:ksi/. 

tences into Persian.  

She has received two awards this year. 
Your driver has broken the law. 

 
The president of this country has resigned. 

ter has expressed hope. 
My friends have left their country. 

/yek hæfteh 

/yek hæfteh æst keh 

/yek sa:l æst keh na:meh i: næneveshteh ænd/.  

/yek ru:z æst keh Paul beh in mi:z dæst 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

jomhu:r/. Also /ræi:s jomhu:r/, without /-e-/ sound. 

omidva:ri kærdæn/.  



 
 

 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

Cloth = /leba:s/.  
Month = /ma:h/.  

For a long time = /mod.dæt ha:st/. 

To eat = /khordæn/.  

Food = /ghæza:/.  

Several = /chændin/.  
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
 
1- I haven't washed my cloth for three weeks.
2- She hasn't washed the window for five days.
3- They haven't cleaned the room for one month.
4- Bill hasn't turned on the TV for one day.
5- My friend hasn't painted his house for ten years.
6- Your neighbor hasn't opened the door for two days.
7- Helen hasn't read a book for one year.
8- I haven't seen my friend for a long time.
9- My classmate hasn't gone to school for four weeks.
10- This man hasn't eaten food for several days.
 
 

 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/mod.dæt ha:st/.  

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  

I haven't washed my cloth for three weeks. 
hasn't washed the window for five days. 

They haven't cleaned the room for one month. 
Bill hasn't turned on the TV for one day. 
My friend hasn't painted his house for ten years. 
Your neighbor hasn't opened the door for two days. 

read a book for one year. 
I haven't seen my friend for a long time. 
My classmate hasn't gone to school for four weeks. 
This man hasn't eaten food for several days. 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  



  
Week 33 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
During the past two weeks, I have received several messages from your friends who had suggested great 
sites to share with all of you. That is a great work and I do really appreciate it. It's not always possible for 
me to look for new links, you can share y
be thankful, me too!  
This week, I received another great site from one of your friends, which is absolutely helpful for all of us. 
This site gives you the chance to watch the masterpieces
at the same time listen to the audio sounds reading the same poem. You may find the site on our Links 
page today.  
I have received a couple of messages from some of your friends who have problems printing th
will really appreciate if you kindly let me know about printing the pages. Do you have any problems with 
printing or not? If not, do you have any suggestions for your friends to solve their problems? Please let me 
know. 
Quiz:  
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen).
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make six sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, and negative using 'for').
They 
We 
Window 
To kiss 
To close 
Glass 
To turn on 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
12 - 17 - 18 - 19 - 80 - 70 - 90 - 690 
All right,  
Last week we learned how to use 'for' in Persian sentences. I hope it was not difficult for you to follow. 
Today we are going to learn another word, which is 'since'. 
Look at this sentence: 
I haven't seen him since last week.
Let's break the sentence together. 
I = subject 
Haven't seen = verb 
Him = object  

 

During the past two weeks, I have received several messages from your friends who had suggested great 
sites to share with all of you. That is a great work and I do really appreciate it. It's not always possible for 
me to look for new links, you can share your favorite links with all your friends and be sure that they will 

This week, I received another great site from one of your friends, which is absolutely helpful for all of us. 
This site gives you the chance to watch the masterpieces of Hafez poems with clear Persian writings, and 
at the same time listen to the audio sounds reading the same poem. You may find the site on our Links 

I have received a couple of messages from some of your friends who have problems printing th
will really appreciate if you kindly let me know about printing the pages. Do you have any problems with 
printing or not? If not, do you have any suggestions for your friends to solve their problems? Please let me 

audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen). 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make six sentences with each of them (one in 
se, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 

negative in present perfect tense, and negative using 'for'). 
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Last week we learned how to use 'for' in Persian sentences. I hope it was not difficult for you to follow. 
Today we are going to learn another word, which is 'since'.  

I haven't seen him since last week.  
 

During the past two weeks, I have received several messages from your friends who had suggested great 
sites to share with all of you. That is a great work and I do really appreciate it. It's not always possible for 

our favorite links with all your friends and be sure that they will 

This week, I received another great site from one of your friends, which is absolutely helpful for all of us. 
of Hafez poems with clear Persian writings, and 

at the same time listen to the audio sounds reading the same poem. You may find the site on our Links 

I have received a couple of messages from some of your friends who have problems printing the lessons. I 
will really appreciate if you kindly let me know about printing the pages. Do you have any problems with 
printing or not? If not, do you have any suggestions for your friends to solve their problems? Please let me 

audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make six sentences with each of them (one in 
se, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 

Last week we learned how to use 'for' in Persian sentences. I hope it was not difficult for you to follow.  



Since (here in this structure) = 
Last week = time 
Now let's translate the first part of our English sentence:
I haven't seen him.  

It means /mæn u: ra: nædideh æm/.
Now, let's see the second part: 
"Since last week" 

We already know 'last week', which means 
/hæfteh ye gozæshteh/. Remember? Wonderful! 

Put /æz/ in the beginning of this phrase and you'll have 

The problem is almost gone. Now suppose that this phrase is our 'time' in our sentences: 
/æz hæfteh ye pish/.  
Do the same with this 'time' in your general rule of the sentences. That is to say, put it in the place of time 
in your general rule, which is: subject + object + time + place + verb 
Did it? Good!  
So, for 'I haven't seen him since last week', we have this in Persian: 

Easy? Wonderful! Now let's see some examples:

He hasn't seen his friend since last week. 
æz hæfteh ye pish nædideh æst/.  

They haven't cleaned the TV since last year. 
televiziyu:n ra: æz pa:rsa:l tæmiz nækærdeh ænd/. 
Now, take a look at the sentence below:
This man hasn't eaten food since yesterday. 
Let's break this sentence: 
This man = subject 
Hasn't eaten = verb 
Food = object  
Since = /æz/ 
Yesterday = time 
Naturally, we should follow the same rule here. That is to say, according to our rule we should say this 
sentence as follows: 

/in mærd/ = subject 
/ghæza:/ = object 
/æz diru:z/ = time  
/nækhordeh æst/ = verb 
However, this sentence seems a bit odd in Persian. Here, we should change our rule a bit. It means that we 
should replace the existing rule (subject + object + time + place + verb) with the following rule: 
subject + time + object + place + verb
As you see, 'time' comes before 'object' in this sentence. So, instead of saying 

should say 
/in mærd/ = subject 
/æz diru:z/ = time  
/ghæza:/ = object 
/nækhordeh æst/ = verb 
'time' comes before ''object'  

/æz/.  

Now let's translate the first part of our English sentence: 

/mæn u: ra: nædideh æm/. Is it correct? Good!

We already know 'last week', which means /hæfteh ye pish/ or 
/hæfteh ye gozæshteh/. Remember? Wonderful!  

/æz/ in the beginning of this phrase and you'll have /æz hæfteh ye pis

The problem is almost gone. Now suppose that this phrase is our 'time' in our sentences: 

Do the same with this 'time' in your general rule of the sentences. That is to say, put it in the place of time 
is: subject + object + time + place + verb  

So, for 'I haven't seen him since last week', we have this in Persian: 

/mæn u: ra: æz hæfteh ye pish nædideh æm/. 
Easy? Wonderful! Now let's see some examples: 

He hasn't seen his friend since last week. 
 

They haven't cleaned the TV since last year. 
televiziyu:n ra: æz pa:rsa:l tæmiz nækærdeh ænd/.  
Now, take a look at the sentence below: 

aten food since yesterday.  

Naturally, we should follow the same rule here. That is to say, according to our rule we should say this 

/in mærd ghæza: ra: æz diru:z nækhordeh æst/. 

However, this sentence seems a bit odd in Persian. Here, we should change our rule a bit. It means that we 
ace the existing rule (subject + object + time + place + verb) with the following rule: 

subject + time + object + place + verb 
As you see, 'time' comes before 'object' in this sentence. So, instead of saying 

/in mærd ghæza: ra: æz diru:z nækhordeh æst/, 

/in mærd æz diru:z ghæza: nækhordeh æst/.

Is it correct? Good! 

/hæfteh ye pish/ or 

/æz hæfteh ye pish/.  

The problem is almost gone. Now suppose that this phrase is our 'time' in our sentences: 

Do the same with this 'time' in your general rule of the sentences. That is to say, put it in the place of time 

/mæn u: ra: æz hæfteh ye pish nædideh æm/.  

/u: du:stæsh ra: 

/a:nha: 

Naturally, we should follow the same rule here. That is to say, according to our rule we should say this 

/in mærd ghæza: ra: æz diru:z nækhordeh æst/.  

However, this sentence seems a bit odd in Persian. Here, we should change our rule a bit. It means that we 
ace the existing rule (subject + object + time + place + verb) with the following rule:  

/in mærd ghæza: ra: æz diru:z nækhordeh æst/, we 

/in mærd æz diru:z ghæza: nækhordeh æst/. 



Result: 
In this structure, it is very difficult for us to know which rule should be chosen here since we will face a 
variety of sentences like this in future. 
Solution: 
For this structure, make the habit of using our new rule for all sentences to avoid any confus
That is to say, you'd better follow this rule (subject + time + object + place + verb) in all your sentences 
that are in present perfect tense based on 'since'. 
As a result, we can translate all the above sentences in this way. Here's how:

I haven't seen him since last week = 

pish nædideh æm/ = 

He hasn't seen his friend since last week = 

ra: æz hæfteh ye pish nædideh æst/ = 
pish du:stæsh ra: nædideh æst/.  

They haven't cleaned the TV since last year = 
/a:nha: televiziyu:n ra: æz pa:rsa:l tæmiz nækærdeh ænd/ = 

ænd/.  
This man hasn't eaten food since yesterday. 

Important note: 
Now that we have faced two rules in our Persian sentences, and now that we know our first rule fluently, 
we can write all sentences based on our new rule. That is to say, we can use 'time' before 'objects' in our 
Persian sentences, which is not wrong and is acceptable. But, remember that our first rule is our basic rule 
which should not be forgotten.  
Ok. Hopefully it is not difficult for you. 

Next week, I will explain 'objects' more clearly to see whether an object should r
know I have already explained it a bit, but that was at the very beginning and I don't think it was enough. 
Now, at this stage I feel it a necessity which should be done once more. 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 
 

Since + year = /æz sa:l-
nævæd/.  

To call ( to telephone) = 

To play = /ba:zi: kærdæn/. 

These children = 

Radio = /ra:dio/.  

New = /ta:zeh/.  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
 
1- My friend hasn't eaten food since last week.
2- This cat hasn't caught a mouse since last month.
3- I haven't seen my country since 1979.
4- Mike hasn't fixed his bicycle for three months.
5- Mrs. Jones hasn't called since this morning.
6- These children haven't played for five days.

In this structure, it is very difficult for us to know which rule should be chosen here since we will face a 
variety of sentences like this in future.  

For this structure, make the habit of using our new rule for all sentences to avoid any confus
That is to say, you'd better follow this rule (subject + time + object + place + verb) in all your sentences 
that are in present perfect tense based on 'since'.  
As a result, we can translate all the above sentences in this way. Here's how: 

I haven't seen him since last week = /mæn u: ra: æz hæfteh ye 

/mæn æz hæfteh ye pish u: ra: nædideh æm/. 

He hasn't seen his friend since last week = 

ra: æz hæfteh ye pish nædideh æst/ = 

They haven't cleaned the TV since last year = 
/a:nha: televiziyu:n ra: æz pa:rsa:l tæmiz nækærdeh ænd/ = 

/a:nha: æz pa:rsa:l televiziyu:n ra: tæmiz nækærdeh 

This man hasn't eaten food since yesterday.  

/in mærd æz diru:z ghæza: nækhordeh æst/. 

Now that we have faced two rules in our Persian sentences, and now that we know our first rule fluently, 
we can write all sentences based on our new rule. That is to say, we can use 'time' before 'objects' in our 

tences, which is not wrong and is acceptable. But, remember that our first rule is our basic rule 

Ok. Hopefully it is not difficult for you.  

Next week, I will explain 'objects' more clearly to see whether an object should r
know I have already explained it a bit, but that was at the very beginning and I don't think it was enough. 
Now, at this stage I feel it a necessity which should be done once more.  

homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

-e- …/. Since 1990 = /æz sa:l

/telefon kærdæn/.  

/ba:zi: kærdæn/.  

/in bæch.cheh ha:/.  

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  

My friend hasn't eaten food since last week. 
This cat hasn't caught a mouse since last month. 

ountry since 1979. 
Mike hasn't fixed his bicycle for three months. 
Mrs. Jones hasn't called since this morning. 
These children haven't played for five days. 

In this structure, it is very difficult for us to know which rule should be chosen here since we will face a 

For this structure, make the habit of using our new rule for all sentences to avoid any confusion in future. 
That is to say, you'd better follow this rule (subject + time + object + place + verb) in all your sentences 

/mæn u: ra: æz hæfteh ye 

/mæn æz hæfteh ye pish u: ra: nædideh æm/.  

/u: du:stæsh 

/u: æz hæfteh ye 

/a:nha: æz pa:rsa:l televiziyu:n ra: tæmiz nækærdeh 

ækhordeh æst/.  

Now that we have faced two rules in our Persian sentences, and now that we know our first rule fluently, 
we can write all sentences based on our new rule. That is to say, we can use 'time' before 'objects' in our 

tences, which is not wrong and is acceptable. But, remember that our first rule is our basic rule 

Next week, I will explain 'objects' more clearly to see whether an object should recieve /ra:/ or not. I 
know I have already explained it a bit, but that was at the very beginning and I don't think it was enough. 

homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

/æz sa:l-e- heza:r-o- noh sæd-o- 



7- We haven't bought a new motorbike for 11 years.
8- They haven't turned on the radio sin
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Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen).
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make six sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, and negative using 'for').
To cook  
To sharpen  
To obey  
Watermelon  
Letter 
Homework 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
12 - 15 - 50 - 601 - 106 - 2002 - 5555
All right, 
As I told you last week, we are going to take another look at 'objects' and /ra:/. 
Note: I am teaching you based on my own knowledge without having any access to Persian grammar 
books. Everything throughout this site comes fr
memorized all these things. Whenever I need to find a rule, I try to say a couple of sentences first. Then, I 
find a rule based on these sentences. So, it seems natural that sometimes I forget someth
case, I will try to correct or complete the rules later. Whatever it is, you can be sure that I will not teach 
you something wrong.  
Look at the following sentence:  
I saw him.  
I = subject 
Saw = verb  
Him = object  
Here, to understand the concept of objects, I am going to explain it in different situations. In the above 
sentence, both the Person who is speaking and the one who is listening know whom we are talking about. I 
mean, the object of our sentence is known to both of us. The per
as a listener, to know 'him', which is the object of the sentence. Is the explanation clear? 
In this case, we have to put /ra:/ after the object of our Persian sentence. We should say /mæn u: ra: 
didæm/.  

We haven't bought a new motorbike for 11 years. 
They haven't turned on the radio since this morning.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                

files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen). 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make six sentences with each of them (one in 
gative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 

negative in present perfect tense, and negative using 'for'). 
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As I told you last week, we are going to take another look at 'objects' and /ra:/. 
Note: I am teaching you based on my own knowledge without having any access to Persian grammar 
books. Everything throughout this site comes from my memory. Nevertheless, it does not mean that I have 
memorized all these things. Whenever I need to find a rule, I try to say a couple of sentences first. Then, I 
find a rule based on these sentences. So, it seems natural that sometimes I forget someth
case, I will try to correct or complete the rules later. Whatever it is, you can be sure that I will not teach 

 

the concept of objects, I am going to explain it in different situations. In the above 
sentence, both the Person who is speaking and the one who is listening know whom we are talking about. I 
mean, the object of our sentence is known to both of us. The person who is saying ' I saw him' expect me, 
as a listener, to know 'him', which is the object of the sentence. Is the explanation clear? 
In this case, we have to put /ra:/ after the object of our Persian sentence. We should say /mæn u: ra: 

                                   Week 

files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make six sentences with each of them (one in 
gative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 

As I told you last week, we are going to take another look at 'objects' and /ra:/.  
Note: I am teaching you based on my own knowledge without having any access to Persian grammar 

om my memory. Nevertheless, it does not mean that I have 
memorized all these things. Whenever I need to find a rule, I try to say a couple of sentences first. Then, I 
find a rule based on these sentences. So, it seems natural that sometimes I forget something. If this is the 
case, I will try to correct or complete the rules later. Whatever it is, you can be sure that I will not teach 

the concept of objects, I am going to explain it in different situations. In the above 
sentence, both the Person who is speaking and the one who is listening know whom we are talking about. I 

son who is saying ' I saw him' expect me, 
as a listener, to know 'him', which is the object of the sentence. Is the explanation clear?  
In this case, we have to put /ra:/ after the object of our Persian sentence. We should say /mæn u: ra: 



Now look at this sentence:  
I saw your friend.  
This sentence has the same story. That is to say, the object of our sentence is known to me, as the subject, 
and the person who is listening to me. So, we should say /mæn du:stæt ra: didæm/. We should put /ra:/ 
after the object.  
Is it clear? Good.  
Now, look at this sentence: 
I saw the book.  
I am sure your English is better than mine. You know that 'the' in this sentence has made the 'book' known 
to us. In another word, 'the' is a 'definite article' through which we
Am I right?  
So, if we have a 'definite article' (the) before the object of our sentence, we should put /ra:/ after the object 
in our Persian sentence. This is our Persian sentence: /mæn keta:b ra: didæm/. 
Now, look at the following example: 
I saw a book.  
As you see, there is 'a' before object, and we know that 'a' is an 'indefinite article', which does not specify 
the object so clearly as 'the' does. That is to say, we don't know which book we are talking about. 
Here, we'd better not add /ra:/ to our object in the Persian sentence. So, our Persian sentence is this: /mæn 
keta:bi didæm/, or /mæn yek keta:b didæm/. 
Note: as you see, I said 'better not
on the nature of the verb and our context. So, you are allowed to say your sentences with or without /ra:/ 
in Persian.  
Now, try this one: 
I saw two books.  
Here, we don't know which books we saw. Therefore, if we accept 'two' as an article, 
'indefinite article'. So, we shouldn't put /ra:/ after the object of our Persian sentence. Our Persian sentence 
is this: /mæn do keta:b didæm/.  
Or, I bought two books = /mæn do keta:b khæridæm/.
Sometimes, we are talking about a 
I have eaten food. 
As you see, food is a general concept. 
So, in such general concepts, we shouldn't put /ra:/ after the object. We simply say /mæn ghæza: khordeh 
æm/.  
But, if we say /mæn ghæza: ra: khordeh
you left for me and so on.  
In short,  
If the object is known to us, we should put /ra:/ after it in our Persian sentences. An object can be known 
to us if it has 'the', 'this', 'that', 'these', 'those', 'my', 'your', … 
But, if the object is not clear to us or conveys a general concept, or if the object comes with numbers in 
our English sentences, we shouldn't put /ra:/ after the object in our Persian sentences. 
Note: /ra:/ has almost the same function in Persian as 'the' in English. That is to say, we make an object 
known by putting /ra:/ after it.  
Note: the words I can remember here are 'someone' or 'somebody'. 
I saw somebody.  
Somebody is not so clear to us. But, it has the same struct
the structure of these two sentences is the same: 
I saw him = I saw somebody 
They have the same structure. Therefore, we should use the same rule for both of them. 
I saw somebody/someone = /mæn yeki ra: d
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 
 

Electricity = /bærgh/.  

This sentence has the same story. That is to say, the object of our sentence is known to me, as the subject, 
and the person who is listening to me. So, we should say /mæn du:stæt ra: didæm/. We should put /ra:/ 

I am sure your English is better than mine. You know that 'the' in this sentence has made the 'book' known 
to us. In another word, 'the' is a 'definite article' through which we know which book we are talking about. 

So, if we have a 'definite article' (the) before the object of our sentence, we should put /ra:/ after the object 
in our Persian sentence. This is our Persian sentence: /mæn keta:b ra: didæm/. 

at the following example:  

As you see, there is 'a' before object, and we know that 'a' is an 'indefinite article', which does not specify 
the object so clearly as 'the' does. That is to say, we don't know which book we are talking about. 

add /ra:/ to our object in the Persian sentence. So, our Persian sentence is this: /mæn 
keta:bi didæm/, or /mæn yek keta:b didæm/.  

better not' for this rule. It means that this rule is not very strict. It, mo
on the nature of the verb and our context. So, you are allowed to say your sentences with or without /ra:/ 

Here, we don't know which books we saw. Therefore, if we accept 'two' as an article, 
'indefinite article'. So, we shouldn't put /ra:/ after the object of our Persian sentence. Our Persian sentence 

 
Or, I bought two books = /mæn do keta:b khæridæm/. 
Sometimes, we are talking about a general concept. Look at the following example:

As you see, food is a general concept.  
So, in such general concepts, we shouldn't put /ra:/ after the object. We simply say /mæn ghæza: khordeh 

But, if we say /mæn ghæza: ra: khordeh æm/, we mean that 'I haven't eaten the food', which, for example, 

If the object is known to us, we should put /ra:/ after it in our Persian sentences. An object can be known 
ese', 'those', 'my', 'your', …  

But, if the object is not clear to us or conveys a general concept, or if the object comes with numbers in 
our English sentences, we shouldn't put /ra:/ after the object in our Persian sentences. 

same function in Persian as 'the' in English. That is to say, we make an object 

Note: the words I can remember here are 'someone' or 'somebody'.  

Somebody is not so clear to us. But, it has the same structure as 'I saw him'. Therefore, we should say that 
the structure of these two sentences is the same:  

They have the same structure. Therefore, we should use the same rule for both of them. 
I saw somebody/someone = /mæn yeki ra: didæm/.  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

This sentence has the same story. That is to say, the object of our sentence is known to me, as the subject, 
and the person who is listening to me. So, we should say /mæn du:stæt ra: didæm/. We should put /ra:/ 

I am sure your English is better than mine. You know that 'the' in this sentence has made the 'book' known 
know which book we are talking about. 

So, if we have a 'definite article' (the) before the object of our sentence, we should put /ra:/ after the object 
in our Persian sentence. This is our Persian sentence: /mæn keta:b ra: didæm/.  

As you see, there is 'a' before object, and we know that 'a' is an 'indefinite article', which does not specify 
the object so clearly as 'the' does. That is to say, we don't know which book we are talking about.  

add /ra:/ to our object in the Persian sentence. So, our Persian sentence is this: /mæn 

' for this rule. It means that this rule is not very strict. It, mostly, depends 
on the nature of the verb and our context. So, you are allowed to say your sentences with or without /ra:/ 

Here, we don't know which books we saw. Therefore, if we accept 'two' as an article, we should call it an 
'indefinite article'. So, we shouldn't put /ra:/ after the object of our Persian sentence. Our Persian sentence 

general concept. Look at the following example: 

So, in such general concepts, we shouldn't put /ra:/ after the object. We simply say /mæn ghæza: khordeh 

æm/, we mean that 'I haven't eaten the food', which, for example, 

If the object is known to us, we should put /ra:/ after it in our Persian sentences. An object can be known 

But, if the object is not clear to us or conveys a general concept, or if the object comes with numbers in 
our English sentences, we shouldn't put /ra:/ after the object in our Persian sentences.  

same function in Persian as 'the' in English. That is to say, we make an object 

ure as 'I saw him'. Therefore, we should say that 

They have the same structure. Therefore, we should use the same rule for both of them.  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  



To rent = /eja:reh kærdæn/. 

Room = /ota:gh/.  
Please translate the following sentences int
 
1- Electricity went. 
2- Electricity has gone for two hours.
3- Electricity has gone since this morning.
4- Electricity came. 
5- My friend has bought a house. 
6- They have eaten lunch.  
7- We have eaten our lunch. 
8- She has written a letter. 
9- My teacher has written three letters.
10- They haven't rent a room.  
11- They haven't rent that room.  
12- I haven't found a friend. 
13- I haven't found my friend.  
  
  
  

  
Week 35 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
Quiz 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen).
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make six sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, and negative using 'for').
To buy 
To stop 
Old 
New 
To paint 
Sister 
Brother 

/eja:reh kærdæn/.  

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  

Electricity has gone for two hours. 
Electricity has gone since this morning. 

My friend has bought a house.  

My teacher has written three letters. 

 

 

(preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen). 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make six sentences with each of them (one in 
mple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 

negative in present perfect tense, and negative using 'for'). 

(preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make six sentences with each of them (one in 
mple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 



3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
40 - 14 - 80 - 18 - 16 - 61 - 605 - 506 
All right, 
We already know how to say this sentence in Persian:
I have broken the window.  
Do you remember it? Wonderful!
Today, we are going to say the following sentence:
Have I broken the window?  
Wonderful guess! We are going to see the questi
It shouldn't be difficult for us now that we have already experienced the question forms in simple past 
tense. I hope all of you remember it. 

As you remember, we had to put the word 
to change the sentence into a question form. 
Do you remember what else did we learn about the interrogative forms? Excellent! We know that we have 
to pronounce the last word of our sentences in a question form. 
You see, it shouldn't be difficult for us now if you know the previous lessons fluently.
So, let's translate the above sentence now:
Have I broken the window?  

Note: in translating an English sentence into Persian, we should convey the same message with the same 
emphasis. That is to say, we should know which word in our English sentence is emphasized. Then, we 
should put the same emphasis on its Persian equivalen
For example, in the above sentence, if the word "have broken" is emphasized in our English sentence we 
should put the emphasis on /shekæsteh æm/. Alternatively, if the emphasis is on "I" in our English 
sentence we should put the emphasis on /mæn/ in ou
Now, let's see some other examples: 
Have you fixed the bicycle?  

Has she turned off the TV?  

Have you seen that man?  

/a:ya: a:n mærd 
Has your friend eaten food?  

Have you eaten lunch? 

/a:ya: na:ha:r khordeh i:/? 
 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words
New words: 
 

To change = /ævæz kærdæn/. 

Job = /shoghl/.  

Parents = /va:ledein/. Also 

Medicine = /da:ru:/.  

Bag = /ki:f/. 

Wallet/Purse = /ki:f-e

Anyone = /kesi/. 

 
506 - 110 - 101 

We already know how to say this sentence in Persian: 

 
Today, we are going to say the following sentence: 

Wonderful guess! We are going to see the question form of sentences in present perfect tense. 
It shouldn't be difficult for us now that we have already experienced the question forms in simple past 
tense. I hope all of you remember it.  

As you remember, we had to put the word /a:ya:/ in the beginning of a sentence in simple past tense 
to change the sentence into a question form.  
Do you remember what else did we learn about the interrogative forms? Excellent! We know that we have 
to pronounce the last word of our sentences in a question form.  

, it shouldn't be difficult for us now if you know the previous lessons fluently.
So, let's translate the above sentence now: 

/a:ya: mæn pænjereh ra:  shekæsteh æm/?
Note: in translating an English sentence into Persian, we should convey the same message with the same 
emphasis. That is to say, we should know which word in our English sentence is emphasized. Then, we 
should put the same emphasis on its Persian equivalent.  
For example, in the above sentence, if the word "have broken" is emphasized in our English sentence we 
should put the emphasis on /shekæsteh æm/. Alternatively, if the emphasis is on "I" in our English 
sentence we should put the emphasis on /mæn/ in our Persian sentence. Is that clear? Good! 
Now, let's see some other examples:  

/a:ya: do chær kheh ra:  tæmir kærdeh i:/?

/a:ya: tele visiyu:n ra:  kha:mu:sh kærdeh æst/? 

a:ya: a:n mærd ra:  dideh i:/? 

/a:ya: du:stæt ghæza: khordeh æst/?  

/a:ya: na:ha:r khordeh i:/?  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words

/ævæz kærdæn/.  

/va:ledein/. Also /pedær-o- ma:dær/ (mostly in daily conversation). 

e- pu:l/. 

on form of sentences in present perfect tense.  
It shouldn't be difficult for us now that we have already experienced the question forms in simple past 

of a sentence in simple past tense 

Do you remember what else did we learn about the interrogative forms? Excellent! We know that we have 

, it shouldn't be difficult for us now if you know the previous lessons fluently. 

shekæsteh æm/? 
Note: in translating an English sentence into Persian, we should convey the same message with the same 
emphasis. That is to say, we should know which word in our English sentence is emphasized. Then, we 

For example, in the above sentence, if the word "have broken" is emphasized in our English sentence we 
should put the emphasis on /shekæsteh æm/. Alternatively, if the emphasis is on "I" in our English 

r Persian sentence. Is that clear? Good!  

tæmir kærdeh i:/? 

kha:mu:sh kærdeh æst/?  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

ma:dær/ (mostly in daily conversation).  



No one = /hich kæs/.  

To lose = /gom kærdæn/.

Watch = /sa:æt/. 
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
 
1- Have you bought a new car? 
2- Has your friend changed his job?
3- Have your parents seen your friend?
4- My child hasn't gone to school for one 
5- She hasn't eaten her medicine since yesterday. 
6- Have they sold their  house? 
7- Has anyone touched my wallet? 
8- No one has taken your bag. 
9- I have lost my watch since this morning.
10- Has your brother found my watch? 
 
  

  
Week 36 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
Before we start today, I would like you to see two messages I have received this week. 
 
Message 1  
Dear Mr. Hassan H. 
 
I have been meaning to tell you that I am sticking with your lessons. I find that, while the pace is much 
less intense than a college class, there is just enough to keep me learning without cutting into my time for 
work, family, etc. At one point, I understood you to say that you would not be including the poems and 
their translations. I am glad to see that you cont
lesson that you added to the Previous Lessons section have been helpful.
I have made a glossary of the words you introduced so far, which I am attaching as a MSWord document. 
It requires Kick Keys KKFarsi. I thought that some of your other students might find it helpful.
 
Robert Burdick 
Well, I believe this is a great work done by Robert. I do appreciate it and I am sure you will like it too. 
You may download the dictionary here. You'll still be abl
Keys installed on your machines. Then, if you think you'll need this good work, get Kick Keys here. 

 

/gom kærdæn/. 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  

job? 
friend? 

My child hasn't gone to school for one week. 
medicine since yesterday.  

wallet?  

watch since this morning. 
watch?  

 

Before we start today, I would like you to see two messages I have received this week. 

I have been meaning to tell you that I am sticking with your lessons. I find that, while the pace is much 
ntense than a college class, there is just enough to keep me learning without cutting into my time for 

work, family, etc. At one point, I understood you to say that you would not be including the poems and 
their translations. I am glad to see that you continue to include them. Also, the brief descriptions of each 
lesson that you added to the Previous Lessons section have been helpful. 
I have made a glossary of the words you introduced so far, which I am attaching as a MSWord document. 

KKFarsi. I thought that some of your other students might find it helpful.

Well, I believe this is a great work done by Robert. I do appreciate it and I am sure you will like it too. 
You may download the dictionary here. You'll still be able to see the dictionary if you don't have Kick 
Keys installed on your machines. Then, if you think you'll need this good work, get Kick Keys here. 

Before we start today, I would like you to see two messages I have received this week.  

I have been meaning to tell you that I am sticking with your lessons. I find that, while the pace is much 
ntense than a college class, there is just enough to keep me learning without cutting into my time for 

work, family, etc. At one point, I understood you to say that you would not be including the poems and 
inue to include them. Also, the brief descriptions of each 

I have made a glossary of the words you introduced so far, which I am attaching as a MSWord document. 
KKFarsi. I thought that some of your other students might find it helpful. 

Well, I believe this is a great work done by Robert. I do appreciate it and I am sure you will like it too. 
e to see the dictionary if you don't have Kick 

Keys installed on your machines. Then, if you think you'll need this good work, get Kick Keys here.  



I'd like to thank him again for his kind cooperation and feeling such a great responsibility in creating, re
editing, and sharing such a work with all of us. 
LONGER IN USE SINCE KICK KEYS DOES NOT SUPPORT FARSI FONT ANY MORE. PLEASE 
ACCEPT MY APPOLOGIES.  
 
Message 2  
Dear Hassan,  
Thanks again for the great work you do. My
spoken the same way in every cities. For example, in Tehran and Shiraz, Farsi has some differences. Is 
that true? If it is, may I know which one you are teaching us? What kind of differences
anyway?...  
kheili moteshakeram, Mahtab. Actually, that is true. Different cities and even two neighboring villages in 
Iran have got different accents or dialects. That is to say, people of different areas speak in their own 
accent. We have lots of local accents and some languages in Iran. Inside each Province, the different 
accents in different cities are not so big and will not bring much troubles in communication . They can 
understand each other regardless of such a difference. Nevertheless, p
speak in standard Persian to be understood properly. These accents are somehow the lingual identity of 
each person, which help us find the origin of that person more easily. Through a person's special accent, 
you could say that this person is from this or that city or province. 
In addition to these accents, there are a few languages in Iran. You know that languages are different from 
accents or dialects. As far as I remember now, these languages are as follows: Farsi or Pe
Kurdish, Arabic, Armenian, Zoroastrian, Urdu, and even Jewish. Maybe there are some more of them, 
which are not very popular.  
The language I am teaching you is Farsi or Persian, which is the standard language of Iran. This language 
is totally understood in each and every city and village of Iran regardless of their accents or language. You 
can freely communicate with all Iranians of different backgrounds, language, and religion with this 
standard Persian.  
I hope, I have explained it well! 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen).
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make seven sentences with each of the
in simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since'). 
They 
Door 
To close 
Woman 
To see 
To kiss 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
11 - 23 - 51 - 900 - 1009 - 3010 - 
All right, let's begin now. 
Today, we are going to learn days of a week in Persian. 
As you probably know, weeks in Iran start with Saturday and ends with Friday. So, we'll start from 
Saturday. 
Here, all you need to know is Saturday and Friday. You won't have problems with the rest of them.
Ready? 

Saturday /shæn beh/. Listen!

Sunday /yek shæn beh/.

Monday /do shæn beh/.

Tuesday /seh shæn beh/.

Wednesday /chæha:r shæn beh/.

I'd like to thank him again for his kind cooperation and feeling such a great responsibility in creating, re
editing, and sharing such a work with all of us. NOTE:  THE LINK TO THIS DICTIONARY IS NO 
LONGER IN USE SINCE KICK KEYS DOES NOT SUPPORT FARSI FONT ANY MORE. PLEASE 

Thanks again for the great work you do. My question concerns Farsi itself. I read that Farsi in Iran is not 
spoken the same way in every cities. For example, in Tehran and Shiraz, Farsi has some differences. Is 
that true? If it is, may I know which one you are teaching us? What kind of differences

kheili moteshakeram, Mahtab. Actually, that is true. Different cities and even two neighboring villages in 
Iran have got different accents or dialects. That is to say, people of different areas speak in their own 

of local accents and some languages in Iran. Inside each Province, the different 
accents in different cities are not so big and will not bring much troubles in communication . They can 
understand each other regardless of such a difference. Nevertheless, people of different provinces must 
speak in standard Persian to be understood properly. These accents are somehow the lingual identity of 
each person, which help us find the origin of that person more easily. Through a person's special accent, 

that this person is from this or that city or province.  
In addition to these accents, there are a few languages in Iran. You know that languages are different from 
accents or dialects. As far as I remember now, these languages are as follows: Farsi or Pe
Kurdish, Arabic, Armenian, Zoroastrian, Urdu, and even Jewish. Maybe there are some more of them, 

The language I am teaching you is Farsi or Persian, which is the standard language of Iran. This language 
lly understood in each and every city and village of Iran regardless of their accents or language. You 

can freely communicate with all Iranians of different backgrounds, language, and religion with this 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen). 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make seven sentences with each of the
in simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since').  

 
 46211  

Today, we are going to learn days of a week in Persian.  
As you probably know, weeks in Iran start with Saturday and ends with Friday. So, we'll start from 

need to know is Saturday and Friday. You won't have problems with the rest of them.

/shæn beh/. Listen! 

/yek shæn beh/. 

/do shæn beh/. 

/seh shæn beh/. 

/chæha:r shæn beh/. 

I'd like to thank him again for his kind cooperation and feeling such a great responsibility in creating, re-
THE LINK TO THIS DICTIONARY IS NO 

LONGER IN USE SINCE KICK KEYS DOES NOT SUPPORT FARSI FONT ANY MORE. PLEASE 

question concerns Farsi itself. I read that Farsi in Iran is not 
spoken the same way in every cities. For example, in Tehran and Shiraz, Farsi has some differences. Is 
that true? If it is, may I know which one you are teaching us? What kind of differences are there 

kheili moteshakeram, Mahtab. Actually, that is true. Different cities and even two neighboring villages in 
Iran have got different accents or dialects. That is to say, people of different areas speak in their own 

of local accents and some languages in Iran. Inside each Province, the different 
accents in different cities are not so big and will not bring much troubles in communication . They can 

eople of different provinces must 
speak in standard Persian to be understood properly. These accents are somehow the lingual identity of 
each person, which help us find the origin of that person more easily. Through a person's special accent, 

In addition to these accents, there are a few languages in Iran. You know that languages are different from 
accents or dialects. As far as I remember now, these languages are as follows: Farsi or Persian, Turkish, 
Kurdish, Arabic, Armenian, Zoroastrian, Urdu, and even Jewish. Maybe there are some more of them, 

The language I am teaching you is Farsi or Persian, which is the standard language of Iran. This language 
lly understood in each and every city and village of Iran regardless of their accents or language. You 

can freely communicate with all Iranians of different backgrounds, language, and religion with this 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make seven sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 

As you probably know, weeks in Iran start with Saturday and ends with Friday. So, we'll start from 

need to know is Saturday and Friday. You won't have problems with the rest of them. 



Thursday /pænj shæn beh/.

Friday /jomeh/. Listen!  
Ok, hope it's not difficult! 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 
 

To receive /dærya:ft kærdæn/.

Present (gift) /hed yeh/.  

Poems /sher/.  

To write /neveshtæn/. To write poems = to say poems = 

/sher neveshtæn/.

Birthday party /jæshn

To be /bu:dæn/. Was 

Girlfriend /du:st dokhtær/.

To call somebody 

Boyfriend /du:st pesær/.

Football /fu:t ba:l/. 

Match /mosa:begheh/.  

Writer /nevisændeh/. 

To experience /tæjrobeh kærdæn/. 

Accident /tæsa:dof/. 

Car accident /tæsa:dof

By accident /betor

To accept /ghæbu:l kærdæn/.

Suggestion /pish næha:d/. 
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
 
1- My friend received two presents (gifts) on Monday.
2- He has written two poems since last Tuesday. 
3- Her birthday party was on last Friday.
4- His girlfriend hasn't called him sin
5- She hasn't seen her boyfriend for two weeks.
6- Did you see the football match on Sunday?
7- This writer has written two books since last month.
8- I have experienced two car accidents since last year.
9- She found her friend by accident.
10- No one accepted my suggestion. 
 

/pænj shæn beh/. 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/dærya:ft kærdæn/. 

 

/neveshtæn/. To write poems = to say poems = 

 

/jæshn-e- tævæl.lod/.  

/bu:d/. 

/du:st dokhtær/. 

/beh somebody telefon kærdæn/. 

du:st pesær/. 

 

/nevisændeh/.  

/tæjrobeh kærdæn/.  

/tæsa:dof-e- ma:shin/. 

/betor-e- tæsa:dofi/.  

/ghæbu:l kærdæn/. 

ish næha:d/.  

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  

My friend received two presents (gifts) on Monday. 
He has written two poems since last Tuesday.  
Her birthday party was on last Friday. 
His girlfriend hasn't called him since last Thursday. 
She hasn't seen her boyfriend for two weeks. 
Did you see the football match on Sunday? 
This writer has written two books since last month. 
I have experienced two car accidents since last year. 

nt. 
No one accepted my suggestion.  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

/sher goftæn/ not 



  
  
 
Week 37 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
  
Quiz 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
  
 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make seven sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', a
Bridge 
Ugly 
Bad 
Beautiful 
Big 
Small 
To steal 
To hurt 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
40 - 60 - 30 - 64 - 231 - 1364 - 64231 
All right, 
So far, we have successfully learned simple past tense as well as present perfect tense.
ready to take another step in our learning. Today, we are going to learn a new tense, which is Simple 
Future Tense.  
Please be patient if we are still avoiding the simple present tense. As I have already told you, this tense 
(simple present tense) is irregular and will probably bring us a little difficulty. That's why I don't want to 
deal with it now. But, don't worry; we'll have plenty of time to take care of it! You will face it willy
Ok, now let's see the simple future tense.
Suppose that we want to say this in Persian: I will write 

I deeply hope all of you remember the way we made verbs in simple past tense. We would delete 
/nu:n/ from the end of infinitives to make a verb in simple past tense. 
Let's see an example: 

To write = /neveshtæn/, which is 'infinitive'.

Delete /nu:n/ from the end of this infinitive and you'll have 
simple past tense.  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

the Persian equivalent for the following words and make seven sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since'). 

 
64231 - 230460  

So far, we have successfully learned simple past tense as well as present perfect tense.
ready to take another step in our learning. Today, we are going to learn a new tense, which is Simple 

Please be patient if we are still avoiding the simple present tense. As I have already told you, this tense 
sent tense) is irregular and will probably bring us a little difficulty. That's why I don't want to 

deal with it now. But, don't worry; we'll have plenty of time to take care of it! You will face it willy
Ok, now let's see the simple future tense. 
Suppose that we want to say this in Persian: I will write  

I deeply hope all of you remember the way we made verbs in simple past tense. We would delete 
/nu:n/ from the end of infinitives to make a verb in simple past tense.  

/neveshtæn/, which is 'infinitive'. 

/nu:n/ from the end of this infinitive and you'll have /nevesht/, which is a verb in 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

the Persian equivalent for the following words and make seven sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 

So far, we have successfully learned simple past tense as well as present perfect tense. I think we are now 
ready to take another step in our learning. Today, we are going to learn a new tense, which is Simple 

Please be patient if we are still avoiding the simple present tense. As I have already told you, this tense 
sent tense) is irregular and will probably bring us a little difficulty. That's why I don't want to 

deal with it now. But, don't worry; we'll have plenty of time to take care of it! You will face it willy-nilly!! 

I deeply hope all of you remember the way we made verbs in simple past tense. We would delete 

/nevesht/, which is a verb in 



Remember? Great!  
Keep it in your mind for what we are going to do next.
Now, suppose that we are going to say the followings:
I will  
You will  
He/she will  
We will  
You will  
They will  
Here, we have a kind of auxiliary verb in Persian, which can help us a lot. I am not going to tell you the 
root of this auxiliary verb since it refers to simple present 
better memorize it without any special rule to learn. This will be much easier. Ready?

I will = /kha:hæm/.  

You will = /kha:hi/.  

He/she will = /kha:hæd/.

We will = /kha:him/. 

You will = /kha:hid/. 

They will = /kha:hænd/. 
Hopefully, it's not difficult for you to memorize. 

Now, you may put all verbs in simple past tense (infinitive minus 
the above phrases to change it into simple future tense. Here's how:

I will write = /kha:hæm nevesht/. 

You will write = 

He/she will write = 

We will write = 

You will write = 

They will write = 

Note: as you see, the main verb ( 
Result: we have happily created a verb in Simple Future Tense! 
Now, let's see another example: 

I will close = /kha:hæm bæst/.

You will close = 

He/she will close = 

We will close = 

You will close = 

They will close = 
 
All right,  
Was it difficult? I hope not! 
 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

Keep it in your mind for what we are going to do next. 
ng to say the followings: 

Here, we have a kind of auxiliary verb in Persian, which can help us a lot. I am not going to tell you the 
root of this auxiliary verb since it refers to simple present tense. Instead, I'll give you the verb and you'd 
better memorize it without any special rule to learn. This will be much easier. Ready?

/kha:hæd/. 

/kha:hænd/.  
Hopefully, it's not difficult for you to memorize.  

Now, you may put all verbs in simple past tense (infinitive minus /nu:n/, like 
the above phrases to change it into simple future tense. Here's how: 

/kha:hæm nevesht/.  

/kha:hi nevesht/. 

/kha:hæd nevesht/. 

/kha:him nevesht/. 

/kha:hid nevesht/. 

/kha:hænd nevesht/. 

nevesht) does not change.  
Result: we have happily created a verb in Simple Future Tense!  

/kha:hæm bæst/. 

/kha:hi bæst/. 

/kha:hæd bæst/. 

/kha:him bæst/. 

/kha:hid bæst/. 

/kha:hænd bæst/.  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

Here, we have a kind of auxiliary verb in Persian, which can help us a lot. I am not going to tell you the 
tense. Instead, I'll give you the verb and you'd 

better memorize it without any special rule to learn. This will be much easier. Ready? 

/nu:n/, like nevesht) after 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  



 

To sit /neshæs tæn/. 

To drink /nu:shidæn/. 

Sun /khorshid/. Also 

To shine /derækh shidæn/. 
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
 
1- I will go. 
2- She will see. 
3- They will say. 
4- We will break. 
5- He will kill. 
6- My friend will make. 
7- Mr. Jones will read. 
8- These children will write. 
9- That man will sit. 
10- Helen will drink. 
11- The cat will eat.  
12- The dog will catch. 
13- The sun will shine.  
 
  
  

  
Week 38 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make eight sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', and one in simple future tense).

/nu:shidæn/.  

/a:fta:b/.  

/derækh shidæn/.  

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  

 

files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make eight sentences with each of them (one 
egative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 

negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', and one in simple future tense).

files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make eight sentences with each of them (one 
egative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 

negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', and one in simple future tense). 



To change 
Medicine 
Watch 
Wallet 
Parents 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
9 - 0 - 66 - 390 - 4986 - 99887 - 555631 
All right, 
Last week, we learned how to make sentences in simple future tense. I hope all of you could do that 
without difficulties. Today, we will try it a bit more to know this tense better. 
We already know how to say this sentence in Persian: I will close. 
It shouldn't be difficult for you if you have studied the previous lesson carefully. Anyway, we would put 

the auxiliary verb /kha:hæm/ before the main verb 

/ kha:hæm bæst/. Is that correct? Great!
Today, we are going to say this sentence in Persian: 
I will open.  

As you remember, we should put the auxiliary verb 
/ba:z kærd/. So, according to the rule, this should be our Persian sentenc

/mæn kha:hæm ba:z kærd/. Right? 
Well, it's wrong! This sentence seems strange in Persian! Let me explain it:

As you see, the verb 

verbs such as /bæstæn/.  

Here, our verb /ba:z kæ

In this case, we should put the auxiliary verb (here, 
Therefore:  

I will open = 

/ba:z/ and /kærdæn/. 
Result:  

In simple future tense, whenever our verb has two parts (like, 
the auxiliary verb between them.  
Let's see some examples: 

They will clean. 

We will turn off. 

My friend will repair/fix. 
And so on. 
 
All right, 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 
 

To prefer = /tærji:h da:dæn/. 

To choose = /entekha:b kærdæn/. 

To celebrate = /jæshn gereftæn/. 

New Year = /sa:l-e- no/.

 
555631 - 5746152  

Last week, we learned how to make sentences in simple future tense. I hope all of you could do that 
without difficulties. Today, we will try it a bit more to know this tense better.  

already know how to say this sentence in Persian: I will close.  
It shouldn't be difficult for you if you have studied the previous lesson carefully. Anyway, we would put 

/kha:hæm/ before the main verb /bæst/. Here's how: 

bæst/. Is that correct? Great! 
Today, we are going to say this sentence in Persian:  

As you remember, we should put the auxiliary verb /kha:hæm/ before the main verb 
/ba:z kærd/. So, according to the rule, this should be our Persian sentence:  

/mæn kha:hæm ba:z kærd/. Right?  
Well, it's wrong! This sentence seems strange in Persian! Let me explain it: 

/ba:z kærdæn/ is a compound verb, which is different from the single 

/ba:z kærdæn/ has two components: /ba:z/ + 

In this case, we should put the auxiliary verb (here, kha:hæm) between these two components. 

/ba:z kha:hæm kærd/. As you see, /kha:hæm/ is sitting between 

/kærdæn/.  

In simple future tense, whenever our verb has two parts (like, ba:z kærdæn) we should put 
 

/a:nha: tæmi:z kha:hænd kærd/.  

/ma: kha:mu:sh kha:him kærd/. 

/du:stæm tæmi:r kha:hæd kærd/.

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/tærji:h da:dæn/.  

/entekha:b kærdæn/.  

/jæshn gereftæn/.  

no/. 

Last week, we learned how to make sentences in simple future tense. I hope all of you could do that 
 

It shouldn't be difficult for you if you have studied the previous lesson carefully. Anyway, we would put 

/bæst/. Here's how:  

/kha:hæm/ before the main verb 

/ba:z kærdæn/ is a compound verb, which is different from the single 

/ba:z/ + /kærdæn/.  

kha:hæm) between these two components.  

/kha:hæm/ is sitting between 

ba:z kærdæn) we should put 

 

/ma: kha:mu:sh kha:him kærd/.  

/du:stæm tæmi:r kha:hæd kærd/. 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  



To respect = 

/beh somebody ehtera:m goza:shtæn/.

To pray = /doa: kærdæn/. To pray for somebody
somebody doa: kærdæn/. 

To make somebody cry = 

To make somebody laugh = 

To marry = /ezdeva:j kærdæn/. 

To become = /shodæn/. 

Sad = /ghæm gin/.  

Happy = /khosh ha:l/. 
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
 
1- I will prefer this country. 
2- My friend will choose that car. 
3- They will celebrate the New Year.
4- We will respect our teachers. 
5- I will pray for you. 
6- She will make me cry. 
7- I will make her laugh. 
8- They will marry in 2003. 
9- He will become sad. 
10- She will become happy.  
 
  

Week 39 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
Today, we don't have a new lesson. Instead, we'll have some more words to practice in single future tense. 
Please do the quiz first and then go to useful drills page for further work.
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make eight sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 

/ehtera:m goza:shtæn/. To respect somebody = 

/beh somebody ehtera:m goza:shtæn/. 

/doa: kærdæn/. To pray for somebody = 

/somebody ra: beh geryeh ænda:khtæn/. 

/somebody ra: beh khændeh ænda:khtæn/. 

/ezdeva:j kærdæn/.  

ha:l/.  

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  

 
They will celebrate the New Year. 

 

 

Today, we don't have a new lesson. Instead, we'll have some more words to practice in single future tense. 
se do the quiz first and then go to useful drills page for further work. 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

valent for the following words and make eight sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 

/ehtera:m goza:shtæn/. To respect somebody = 

/bæra: ye 

/somebody ra: beh geryeh ænda:khtæn/.  

/somebody ra: beh khændeh ænda:khtæn/.  

Today, we don't have a new lesson. Instead, we'll have some more words to practice in single future tense. 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

valent for the following words and make eight sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 



negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'sinc
To rent 
Room 
Electricity 
To stop 
To obey 
Fish 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
14 - 4 - 44 - 16 - 67 - 103 - 131 - 19 
  
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 
 

Referee = /da:vær/. 

To count = /shemordæn/.

To count on somebody or something = 
kærdæn/.  

Bird = /pærændeh/. 

Birds = /pærændega:n/.

To migrate = 

To = /beh/. 

South = /jonu:b/. 

Autumn = /pa: i:z/.  

To improve = 

To imprison = /zenda:ni kærdæn/.

Government = /dolæt/. 

To react = 

To follow = /donba:l kærdæn/.

Lesson = /dærs/. 

To forget = /færa:mu:sh kærdæn/.

To leave = /tærk kærdæn/.

To see = /didæn/. 

Passport = /pa:s port/.

Airport = /foru:d ga:h/.

To send = /feresta:dæn/.

To tell somebody = 

From = /æz/.  
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
 
1- The referee will count from one to ten.

negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', and one in simple future tense).

 
19 - 0 -  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/shemordæn/. 

To count on somebody or something = /ru: ye somebody or something hesa:b 

/pærændega:n/. 

/moha:jeræt kærdæn/. 

/behbu:d bækh shidæn/.  

/zenda:ni kærdæn/. 

/va:konesh nesha:n da:dæn/. 

/donba:l kærdæn/. 

/færa:mu:sh kærdæn/. 

/tærk kærdæn/. 

/pa:s port/. 

/foru:d ga:h/. 

/feresta:dæn/. 

/beh somebody goftæn/. 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  

The referee will count from one to ten. 

e', and one in simple future tense). 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

/ru: ye somebody or something hesa:b 



2- I will count on you. 
3- The birds will migrate to south in autumn.
4- I will improve my Persian.  
5- They will imprison your friends.
6- The government will react.  
7- We will follow your lessons. 
8- My friends will forget me. 
9- I will leave this country. 
10- The police will see your passport in the airport. 
11- I will send you a letter. 
12- I will tell her.  
 
  

  
 
 
Week 40 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make eight sentences with each of
in simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', and one in simple future tense).
To sell 
To buy 
To lose 
To kill 
To migrate 
To improve 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
11 - 901 - 3003 - 2002 - 1999 - 2000 
All right,  
I hope you don't have problems with our previous lessons. 
Today, we are going to see the negative form of sentences in simple future tense. No objecti

Do you still remember the magic 

As you remember, we would put 

The birds will migrate to south in autumn. 

They will imprison your friends. 

The police will see your passport in the airport.  

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make eight sentences with each of
in simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', and one in simple future tense).

 
2000  

I hope you don't have problems with our previous lessons.  
Today, we are going to see the negative form of sentences in simple future tense. No objecti

/nu:n/ with /næ/ sound, which makes verbs negative? Wonderful! 

/nu:n/ with /næ/ sound in the beginning of a verb to make it negative. 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make eight sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', and one in simple future tense). 

Today, we are going to see the negative form of sentences in simple future tense. No objections? Great! 

/nu:n/ with /næ/ sound, which makes verbs negative? Wonderful!  

/nu:n/ with /næ/ sound in the beginning of a verb to make it negative. 



Let's see an example: 

I went = /mæn ræftæm/.

I didn't go = /mæn næræftæm/. (næ + ræftæm)
Here in simple future tense, we will follow the same rule. However, there is a small difference. Guess 
what! 
Here, instead of attaching /næ/ to the main verb (like what you see above), we should attach /næ/ to 
auxiliary verbs. Here's how: 

I will go = /mæn kha:hæm ræft/. 

I will not go = 
As you see, the main verb (ræft) remains unchanged. 
Did you get the point? Good! 
Let's see some more examples: 

She will write = 

She will not write = 

They will open = 

They will not open = 

We will clean = 

We will not clean = 
And so on. Hopefully, it's not difficult. 
  
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 
 

Referee = /da:vær/. 

To count = /shemordæn/.

To count on somebody or something = 
kærdæn/.  

Bird = /pærændeh/. 

Birds = /pærændega:n/.

To migrate = 

To = /beh/. 

South = /jonu:b/. 

Autumn = /pa: i:z/.  

To improve = 

To imprison = /zenda:ni kærdæn/.

Government = /dolæt/. 

To react = 

To follow = /donba:l kærdæn/.

Lesson = /dærs/. 

/mæn ræftæm/. 

/mæn næræftæm/. (næ + ræftæm) 
Here in simple future tense, we will follow the same rule. However, there is a small difference. Guess 

Here, instead of attaching /næ/ to the main verb (like what you see above), we should attach /næ/ to 

/mæn kha:hæm ræft/.  

/mæn nækha:hæm ræft/. 
As you see, the main verb (ræft) remains unchanged.  

/u: kha:hæd nevesht/. 

/u: nækha:hæd nevesht/. 

/a:nha: ba:z kha:hænd kærd/. 

/a:nha: ba:z nækha:hænd kærd/.

/ma: tæmi:z kha:him kærd/. 

/ma: tæmi:z nækha:him kærd/. 
pefully, it's not difficult.  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/shemordæn/. 

To count on somebody or something = /ru: ye somebody or something hesa:b 

/pærændega:n/. 

/moha:jeræt kærdæn/. 

/behbu:d bækh shidæn/. 

/zenda:ni kærdæn/. 

/va:konesh nesha:n da:dæn/. 

/donba:l kærdæn/. 

Here in simple future tense, we will follow the same rule. However, there is a small difference. Guess 

Here, instead of attaching /næ/ to the main verb (like what you see above), we should attach /næ/ to our 

/a:nha: ba:z nækha:hænd kærd/. 

/ma: tæmi:z nækha:him kærd/.  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

/ru: ye somebody or something hesa:b 



To forget = /færa:mu:sh kærdæn/.

To leave = /tærk kærdæn/.

To see = /didæn/. 

Passport = /pa:s port/.

Airport = /foru:d ga:h/.

To send = /feresta:dæn/.

To tell somebody = 

From = /æz/.  
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
 
1- The referee will not  count from one to ten.
2- I will not  count on you. 
3- The birds will not  migrate to south in autumn.
4- I will not  improve my Persian. 
5- They will not  imprison your friends.
6- The government will not  react. 
7- We will not  follow your lessons.
8- My friends will not  forget me. 
9- I will not  leave this country. 
10- The police will not  see your passport in the 
11- I will not  send you a letter. 
12- I will not  tell her. 
 
  

 
 
 
Week 41 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

/færa:mu:sh kærdæn/. 

/tærk kærdæn/. 

/pa:s port/. 

/foru:d ga:h/. 

a:dæn/. 

/beh somebody goftæn/. 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  

count from one to ten. 

migrate to south in autumn. 
improve my Persian.  

imprison your friends. 
react.  

follow your lessons. 
 

see your passport in the airport.  

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 



paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make nine sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', one in simple future tense, and 
negative in simple future tense). 
New 
To play 
To call 
Children 
Sister 
To go 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
17 - 97 - 303 - 716 - 1001 - 3030 
 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

Any = /hich/.  

To come = /a:mædæn/. 

Tomorrow = /færda:/. 

Next (plus time) = /a:yændeh/.

To learn = /ya:d gereftæn/.

Language = /zæba:n/. 

To call = /telefon kærdæn/.

Office = /dæftær/. 

To forgive = /bækh shidæn/.

To forget = /færa:mu:sh kærdæn/.

Manager = /modi:r/. 

To cancel = /læghv kærdæn/. 

Project = /poru:zheh/.  

Lady = /kha:nom/. 

To marry = /ezdeva:j kærdæn/. To marry somebody = 
somebody ezdeva:j kærdæn/. 

To cooperate = 

/ba: somebody hæm ka:ri kærdæn/.

To change = /tæghi:r da:dæn/. 

Plan = /bærna:meh/.  
 
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
 
1- She will not come tomorrow. 
2- You will not see me next week.
3- I will not learn this language. 
4- They will not call me today. 

equivalents. (Seen) 
Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make nine sentences with each of them (one in 

simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
t tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', one in simple future tense, and 

 

 
 

efore doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/a:yændeh/. 

/ya:d gereftæn/. 

fon kærdæn/. 

/bækh shidæn/. 

/færa:mu:sh kærdæn/. 

/læghv kærdæn/.  

/ezdeva:j kærdæn/. To marry somebody = 

/hæm ka:ri kærdæn/. To cooperate with somebody = 

/ba: somebody hæm ka:ri kærdæn/. 

/tæghi:r da:dæn/.  

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  

 
You will not see me next week. 

 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make nine sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 

t tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', one in simple future tense, and 

efore doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

/ba: 

To cooperate with somebody = 



5- This office will not issue any tickets this week.
6- I will not forgive you. 
7- They will not forget me. 
8- The manager will not cancel that proje
9- This young lady will not marry you.
10- I will not cooperate with you. 
11- We will not change the plan. 
 

  
Week 42 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
Before we start today, let me answer to one of your questions first. 
Question:  
In drills for week 15 under section A: my brother sold
 
How do I translate this? 
 
I'm asking because if I translate this to 'bara:daram foru:khtan' and translate it back I get 'My brother to 
sell'. On the other hand if I translate this to 'bara:daram foru:khtam' I will get '
Answer:  
I am sure most of you know the answer. So, let's answer to his question together before he sells his poor 
brother!  

Delete /nu:n/ from the end of infinitives to make a verb in simple past tense. 

Here, delete /nu:n/ from the end of 
verb in simple past tense.  

As you know, each verb has a suffix that represents our subjects. For example, if we put 

end of /foru:kht/ we will get 
foru:khtæm/ = I sold. 

If we put /ænd/ at the end of 

means /a:nha: foru:khtænd/ = they sold.
And so on. 
Now, suppose we want to say 'he sold'. 
In Persian, verbs that come with third person singular subjects (he 

That is to say, by deleting /nu:n/ from the end of infinitives, we have automatically got a verb in 

This office will not issue any tickets this week. 

The manager will not cancel that project. 
This young lady will not marry you. 

 
 

 

Before we start today, let me answer to one of your questions first.  

15 under section A: my brother sold 

I'm asking because if I translate this to 'bara:daram foru:khtan' and translate it back I get 'My brother to 
sell'. On the other hand if I translate this to 'bara:daram foru:khtam' I will get 'My brother I sold'.

I am sure most of you know the answer. So, let's answer to his question together before he sells his poor 

/nu:n/ from the end of infinitives to make a verb in simple past tense. 

end of /foru:khtæn/ to have 

As you know, each verb has a suffix that represents our subjects. For example, if we put 

/foru:kht/ we will get /foru:khtæm/, which means 

/foru:kht/ we will have 

/a:nha: foru:khtænd/ = they sold. 

Now, suppose we want to say 'he sold'.  
In Persian, verbs that come with third person singular subjects (he - she - it) do not accept any suffixes. 

/nu:n/ from the end of infinitives, we have automatically got a verb in 

I'm asking because if I translate this to 'bara:daram foru:khtan' and translate it back I get 'My brother to 
My brother I sold'. 

I am sure most of you know the answer. So, let's answer to his question together before he sells his poor 

/nu:n/ from the end of infinitives to make a verb in simple past tense.  

/foru:kht/, which is a 

As you know, each verb has a suffix that represents our subjects. For example, if we put /mæ/ at the 

/mæn 

/foru:khtænd/, which 

it) do not accept any suffixes. 

/nu:n/ from the end of infinitives, we have automatically got a verb in 



simple past tense whose subject is either he or she and, sometimes, it. 

As a result, /foru:kht/ means he or she sold. 

/nevesht/ means he or she wrote.

/khord/ means he or she ate.

/ræft/ means he or she went. 
Surely, we know that  
My brother = he 
My sister = she 
Paul = he 
Helen = she  
So,  
My brother sold = he sold  
My sister sold = she sold  

In short, my brother sold = 
I hope the explanation is clear.  
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make nine sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', one in simple future tense, and 
negative in simple future tense). 
To receive  
Award  
Driver  
To break  
To say  
To leave  
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
12000 - 3123 - 701 - 351 - 6013 - 
  
All right, 
Today, we are going to learn the question form of sentences in simple future tense. Here's how:

As we did with two other tenses (simple past and present perfect tense), we need to put the word 
/a:ya:/ at the beginning of our sentences. That's it! 
Let's see some examples and then go to useful drills page. 

Will he come? 

Will they write? 

Will my brother sell? 

Will your father make? 
And so on. Hope it is not difficult. 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

Summer = /ta:besta:n/. 

Next summer = 

Composition = /ensha:/.  
 

simple past tense whose subject is either he or she and, sometimes, it.  

/foru:kht/ means he or she sold.  

/nevesht/ means he or she wrote. 

/khord/ means he or she ate. 

/ræft/ means he or she went.  

/bæra:dæræm (u:) foru:kht/. Not my brother I sold!! 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
uivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make nine sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 

tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', one in simple future tense, and 
 

 
 900  

y, we are going to learn the question form of sentences in simple future tense. Here's how:

As we did with two other tenses (simple past and present perfect tense), we need to put the word 
/a:ya:/ at the beginning of our sentences. That's it!  

ome examples and then go to useful drills page.  

/a:ya: (u:) kha:hæd a:mæd/? 

/a:ya: (a:nha:) kha:hænd nevesht/?

/a:ya: bæra:dæræm (u:) kha:hæd foru:kht/?

/a:ya: pedæræt (u:) kh
And so on. Hope it is not difficult.  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/ta:besta:n/.  

/ta:besta:n-e- a:yændeh/. 

 

/bæra:dæræm (u:) foru:kht/. Not my brother I sold!!  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make nine sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 

tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', one in simple future tense, and 

y, we are going to learn the question form of sentences in simple future tense. Here's how: 

As we did with two other tenses (simple past and present perfect tense), we need to put the word 

/a:ya: (a:nha:) kha:hænd nevesht/? 

/a:ya: bæra:dæræm (u:) kha:hæd foru:kht/? 

/a:ya: pedæræt (u:) kha:hæd sa:kht/? 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  



 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
Note: the following structure is different from the request form of sentences such as "will you open the 
door, please?"  
 
1 - Will you buy? 
2 - Will you buy a bicycle? 
3 - Will you buy a bicycle next summer?
4 - Will the students write? 
5 - Will the students write a composition?
6 - Will the students write a composition next week?
7 - Will your mother clean? 
8 - Will your mother clean the room?
9 - Will your mother clean the room to
10 - Will he fix? 
11 - Will he fix the car? 
12 - Will he fix the car this afternoon? 
 
 

  
Week 43 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
Before we start, we have one question to answer:
Question:  
I just got done memorizing the alphabet dictated on your 
know how much Persian differs from Arabic. I've glanced at the Arabic alphabet before and with that 
alone there seems to be only little difference. Is Persian similar enough to Arabic to be called a dialec
it? 
 
And if I decide to follow through and learn the Persian on your site, would that make learning Arabic later 
much easier? 
Answer: 
Persian and Arabic are built on similar letters, yet different to some extent. As we know, there are 32 
letters in Persian. However, I think, Arabic has 28 letters. The following Persian letters do not exist in 

Arabic: - - - . So, don't forget to ask for Bebsi if you need to drink Pepsi in Arab 
countries!! 
Besides, the way we pronounce the letters in Persian is a bit

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  
Note: the following structure is different from the request form of sentences such as "will you open the 

buy a bicycle next summer? 

Will the students write a composition? 
Will the students write a composition next week? 

Will your mother clean the room? 
Will your mother clean the room tomorrow? 

Will he fix the car this afternoon?  

 

Before we start, we have one question to answer: 

I just got done memorizing the alphabet dictated on your site, and before I proceed any further I'd like to 
know how much Persian differs from Arabic. I've glanced at the Arabic alphabet before and with that 
alone there seems to be only little difference. Is Persian similar enough to Arabic to be called a dialec

And if I decide to follow through and learn the Persian on your site, would that make learning Arabic later 

Persian and Arabic are built on similar letters, yet different to some extent. As we know, there are 32 
rsian. However, I think, Arabic has 28 letters. The following Persian letters do not exist in 

. So, don't forget to ask for Bebsi if you need to drink Pepsi in Arab 

Besides, the way we pronounce the letters in Persian is a bit different from their Arabic pronunciation. 

Note: the following structure is different from the request form of sentences such as "will you open the 

site, and before I proceed any further I'd like to 
know how much Persian differs from Arabic. I've glanced at the Arabic alphabet before and with that 
alone there seems to be only little difference. Is Persian similar enough to Arabic to be called a dialect of 

And if I decide to follow through and learn the Persian on your site, would that make learning Arabic later 

Persian and Arabic are built on similar letters, yet different to some extent. As we know, there are 32 
rsian. However, I think, Arabic has 28 letters. The following Persian letters do not exist in 

. So, don't forget to ask for Bebsi if you need to drink Pepsi in Arab 

different from their Arabic pronunciation.  



These two "languages" are completely different from each other in spite of the similarity in their letters. 
Persian people do not understand Arabic and vice versa. However, some words, basically the Arabic ones,
are common and understandable to both Iranians and the Arab people. 
I am not sure if you will be able to understand Arabic through Persian. Personally, I have studied Arabic 
for seven years at school, yet not able to say one correct sentence in Arabic!! 
  
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make nine sentences with each of th
simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', one in simple future tense, and 
negative in simple future tense). 
To count  
Autumn  
To imprison  
South  
To react  
To follow  
 
 3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
15 - 51 - 13 - 2113 - 30010 - 10000000
 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

To save = /neja:t da:dæn/.

To get used to = 

To get used to something = 

To come back = /bær gæshtæn/.

To ask = /porsidæn/. 

Name = /esm/. Also /na:m/.

Shirt = /pira:hæn/. 

Flight ticket = /beli:t

To take = /gereftæn/. 

Revenge = /entegha:m/. 

To take revenge = 

To look after = 

To look after somebody or something = 
mora:ghebæt kærdæn/. 

To look for somebody or something = 
gæshtæn/.  

Job = /shoghl/.  

Old = /pi:r/. 

Old man = /pi:r mærd/. 

To water = /a:b da:dæn/.

These two "languages" are completely different from each other in spite of the similarity in their letters. 
Persian people do not understand Arabic and vice versa. However, some words, basically the Arabic ones,
are common and understandable to both Iranians and the Arab people.  
I am not sure if you will be able to understand Arabic through Persian. Personally, I have studied Arabic 
for seven years at school, yet not able to say one correct sentence in Arabic!!  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make nine sentences with each of th
simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', one in simple future tense, and 

 

 
10000000 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/neja:t da:dæn/. 

/a:dæt kærdæn/.  

/beh something a:dæt kærdæn/.

/bær gæshtæn/. 

 

/na:m/. 

/beli:t-e- hæva: peima:/. 

/entegha:m/.  

/entegha:m gereftæn/. 

/mora:ghebæt kærdæn/.  

To look after somebody or something = /æz somebody or something 

something = /donba:l-e- somebody or something 

/pi:r mærd/.  

/a:b da:dæn/. 

These two "languages" are completely different from each other in spite of the similarity in their letters. 
Persian people do not understand Arabic and vice versa. However, some words, basically the Arabic ones, 

I am not sure if you will be able to understand Arabic through Persian. Personally, I have studied Arabic 
 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make nine sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', one in simple future tense, and 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

/beh something a:dæt kærdæn/. 

/æz somebody or something 

somebody or something 



To water something = 

Flower = /gol/. 
 
 
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
Note: the following structure is different from the request form of sentences such as "will you open the 
door, please?"  
 
1- He saved his friend. 
2- I haven't got used to this country.
3- She hasn't come back. 
4- Have you forgiven him? 
5- My parents didn't ask his name.
6- Did your sister buy that shirt? 
7- They will buy 10 flight tickets next week.
8- I will take revenge. 
9- My mother will look after my child.
10- She has looked for a new job since 20
11- This old man will not water the flowers.
 
 
 

  
Week 44 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
I hope all of you are doing well with the lessons and have made good progress. 
Unfortunately, due to some reasons, I had to close the Persian samples page from this week. I am totally 
aware that this page has been one of your favorite pages since the very beginning. Please understand my 
situation and don't get angry with me! 
I have just added a link to my Links page, which has some great poems including 'Fairies' of Ahmad 
Shamlu in English. I am sure you will like it. You may find it on Links page this week.
All right,  
As always for many weeks, let's do the quiz first. 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make nine sentences with each of them (one in 

/beh something a:b da:dæn/.  

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  
Note: the following structure is different from the request form of sentences such as "will you open the 

I haven't got used to this country. 

My parents didn't ask his name. 
 

They will buy 10 flight tickets next week. 

My mother will look after my child. 
She has looked for a new job since 2000. 
This old man will not water the flowers. 

 

I hope all of you are doing well with the lessons and have made good progress. 
Unfortunately, due to some reasons, I had to close the Persian samples page from this week. I am totally 
aware that this page has been one of your favorite pages since the very beginning. Please understand my 
situation and don't get angry with me!  

just added a link to my Links page, which has some great poems including 'Fairies' of Ahmad 
Shamlu in English. I am sure you will like it. You may find it on Links page this week.

As always for many weeks, let's do the quiz first.  

ten to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make nine sentences with each of them (one in 

Note: the following structure is different from the request form of sentences such as "will you open the 

I hope all of you are doing well with the lessons and have made good progress.  
Unfortunately, due to some reasons, I had to close the Persian samples page from this week. I am totally 
aware that this page has been one of your favorite pages since the very beginning. Please understand my 

just added a link to my Links page, which has some great poems including 'Fairies' of Ahmad 
Shamlu in English. I am sure you will like it. You may find it on Links page this week. 

ten to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make nine sentences with each of them (one in 



simple past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', one in simple future tense, and 
negative in simple future tense). 
To ask  
To look after  
To come back  
To get used to  
Shirt  
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
21 - 16 - 421 - 214 - 2014 - 300  
  
Ok. Are you ready to take one more steps in learning Persian? 
Today, we are going to learn one more tense. Guess what? 
No, it's not simple present tense!  
Today, we are going to learn past perfect tense. After this tense is done successfully, we'll be ready to deal 
with simple present tense.  
Ready?  

Do you remember what 'To be' is in Persian? Great! It means 
past perfect tense.  
Suppose that we want to say this: 
I had gone.  
As you see, this structure is very similar to what we have in present perfect tense ( I have gone). 
So, let's take a very quick review of present perfect tense first.

I have gone (present perfect tense) = 
remember that? Wonderful! 

Now, delete the suffix (here: 
for a rainy day! 
Is the explanation clear? Good!  

Now, let's see /bu:dæn/ agai
We already know how to say this:

I was = /mæn bu:dæm/. 

You were = /to bu:di/.

She/ he was = /u: bu:d/.  

We were = /ma: bu:dim/.

You were = /shoma: bu:did/.

They were = /a:nha: bu:dænd/. 
Easy? Great!  

Now, put the Persian word 

/mæn ræfteh bu:dæm/, which means " I had gone". 
Is it clear?  
In short: 

I had gone = /mæn ræfteh bu:dæm/. 

You had gone = 

She/ he had gone = 

We had gone = 

le past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', one in simple future tense, and 

 

 

Ok. Are you ready to take one more steps in learning Persian?  
Today, we are going to learn one more tense. Guess what?  

 
Today, we are going to learn past perfect tense. After this tense is done successfully, we'll be ready to deal 

Do you remember what 'To be' is in Persian? Great! It means /bu:dæn/. And, this is all we need

 

As you see, this structure is very similar to what we have in present perfect tense ( I have gone). 
So, let's take a very quick review of present perfect tense first. 

sent perfect tense) = /ræfteh/ + /æm/ = 

/æm/) and you'll have /ræfteh/. Keep the word 

/bu:dæn/ again.  
We already know how to say this: 

/mæn bu:dæm/.  

/to bu:di/. 

 

/ma: bu:dim/. 

/shoma: bu:did/. 

/a:nha: bu:dænd/.  

/ræfteh/ between /mæn/ and /bu:dæm/. And you'll have 

/mæn ræfteh bu:dæm/, which means " I had gone".  

/mæn ræfteh bu:dæm/.  

/to ræfteh bu:di/. 

/u: ræfteh bu:d/. 

/ma: ræfteh bu:dim/. 

le past tense, negative in simple past, interrogative in simple past, one in present perfect tense, 
negative in present perfect tense, one using 'for', and one with 'since', one in simple future tense, and 

Today, we are going to learn past perfect tense. After this tense is done successfully, we'll be ready to deal 

/bu:dæn/. And, this is all we need in 

As you see, this structure is very similar to what we have in present perfect tense ( I have gone).  

/ræfteh æm/. Do you 

/ræfteh/. Keep the word /ræfteh/ 

/bu:dæm/. And you'll have 



You had gone = 

They had gone = 
Great job! 
So, all we need to do is this:  

1- Delete /nu:n/ from the end of an infinitive to make a verb in simple past tense ( like: 

2- Add /he/ to this verb ( here: we'll have 

3- Say the newly made verb with 
Note: all verbs follow the same rule here. That is to say, we don't need to change our main verbs. Rather, 

it's the verb /bu:dæn/ that changes with 
Let's see some more examples: 

I had seen = /mæn dideh bu:dæm/.

You had seen = 

She/ he had seen = 

We had seen = 

You had seen = 

They had seen = 
 

I had written = 

You had written = 

She/ he had written = 

We had written = 

You had written = 

They had written = 
Was it difficult? I hope not!  
 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

Boyfriend = /du:st pesær/.

Girlfriend = /du:st dokhtær/.

To start = /shoru: kærdæn/. 

To finish = /tæma:m kærdæn/.
 
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
 
1- He had broken. 
2- She had washed. 
3- My parents had asked. 
4- The teacher had said. 
5- They had cleaned. 
6- We had repaired. 
7- Her boyfriend had gone. 

/shoma: ræfteh bu:did/. 

/a:nha: ræfteh bu:dænd/. 

/nu:n/ from the end of an infinitive to make a verb in simple past tense ( like: 

here: we'll have /ræfteh/). 

Say the newly made verb with /bu:dæn/, which serves as an auxiliary verb.
Note: all verbs follow the same rule here. That is to say, we don't need to change our main verbs. Rather, 

/bu:dæn/ that changes with subjects.  

/mæn dideh bu:dæm/. 

/to dideh bu:di/. 

/u: dideh bu:d/. 

/ma: dideh bu:dim/. 

/shoma: dideh bu:did/. 

/a:nha: dideh bu:dænd/. 

/mæn neveshteh bu:dæm/. 

/to neveshteh bu:di/. 

/u: neveshteh bu:d/. 

/ma: neveshteh bu:dim/. 

/shoma: neveshteh bu:did/. 

/a:nha: neveshteh bu:dænd/.  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/du:st pesær/. 

/du:st dokhtær/. 

/shoru: kærdæn/.  

/tæma:m kærdæn/. 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  

/nu:n/ from the end of an infinitive to make a verb in simple past tense ( like: /ræft/). 

/bu:dæn/, which serves as an auxiliary verb. 
Note: all verbs follow the same rule here. That is to say, we don't need to change our main verbs. Rather, 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  



8- His girlfriend had come. 
9- We had started. 
10- They had finished. 
11- This man had turned on. 
12- That child had turned off.  
 
 
 
 

  
  
 
Week 45 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repea
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'fo
perfect tense). 
To start  
To finish  
Job  
To water  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
63 - 48 - 2222 - 1090 - 565402 - 67067
 Week 45 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

To come back = /bær gæshtæn/.

To take = /bær da:shtæn/.

Dishes = /zærf ha:/.  
 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 
67067 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/bær gæshtæn/. 

/bær da:shtæn/. 

 

t it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
r', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  



 
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
 
1- I had told you. 
2- She had called me. 
3- We had eaten lunch. 
4- They had come back. 
5- My friend had found her dog. 
6- This man had repaired my car. 
7- That boy had taken my watch. 
8- Your child had broken that balloon.
9- Your father had seen me. 
10- My mother had cooked dinner.
11- I had washed the dishes.  
 
 
 
 

 
Week 46 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
To come back  
To take  
Dishes  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
0 - 22 - 102 - 201 - 1010 - 411 
   
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  

 
 
 

Your child had broken that balloon. 

d cooked dinner. 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  



Very = /kheili/. 

Late = /di:r/. 

Guest = /mehma:n/. 

Early = /zu:d/. 

Lots of = /zi ya:di/.  

People = /mærdom/. 

To gather (intransitive) = 

Behind = /posht/. 

Gate = /dær va:zeh/. 

Behind the gate = 

Some (if followed by a countable noun) = 

Some of = /teda:di æz/.

Some (if followed by an uncountable noun) = 

Some of = /megh da:ri æz/.

Party = /jæshn/. 

Sugar = /shekær/. 

Pen = /ghælæm/. 

And = /væ/. 

To thank = /tæshækor kærdæn/.

To thank somebody = 

To spend (here) = /khærj kærdæn/.

A lot of = lots of = /zi ya:di/.

Money = /pu:l/. 

To promise = /ghol da:dæn/. 

To promise somebody = 
 
 
 
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
 
1- I had found her very late. 
2- The guests had come very early.
3- Lots of people had gathered behind the gate.
4- Some of my friends had come to the party.
5- We had bought some meat, some milk, some sugar, some books, and some pens.
6- I had thanked him.  
7- My friend had spent a lot of money.
8- They had lost their wallet. 

/jæm shodæn/. 

/posht _e_ dær va:zeh/. 

Some (if followed by a countable noun) = /teda:di/.  

di æz/. 

Some (if followed by an uncountable noun) = /megh da:ri/.  

/megh da:ri æz/. 

/tæshækor kærdæn/. 

/æz somebody tæshækor kærdæn/.

/khærj kærdæn/. 

/zi ya:di/. 

/ghol da:dæn/.  

/beh somebody ghol da:dæn/. 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  

The guests had come very early. 
Lots of people had gathered behind the gate. 
Some of my friends had come to the party. 
We had bought some meat, some milk, some sugar, some books, and some pens.

lot of money. 

/æz somebody tæshækor kærdæn/. 

 

We had bought some meat, some milk, some sugar, some books, and some pens. 



9- I had read several books. 
10- She had promised me.  
 
 
 
 

 
Week 47 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in pa
perfect tense). 
Guest  
Lots of  
People 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
29 - 32 - 93 - 92 - 109 - 103 - 200 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 

Dinner <= /sha:m/ < == 

Ugly <= /zesht/ < == 

Bird <= /pærændeh/ < == 

Wall <= /di:va:r/ < == 

Teacher <= /mo æl. lem/ < == 
Do you remember what I told you about 

Room <= /ota:gh/ < == 
  

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in pa

 
200  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Do you remember what I told you about Tashdid? The above word (teacher) follows that rule.

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

? The above word (teacher) follows that rule. 



  
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New words: 

To forget = /færa: mu:sh kærdæn/.
To forget something or somebody = /something or somebody 

To decide = /tæsmim gereftæn/.

To stop = /motevæghef kærdæn/. 

Embassy = /sefa:ræt/. 

Visa = /viza:/. 

To lose = /gom kærdæn/.

Passport = /pa:s port/.

To cross = /æz … gozæsh tæn/.

Border = /mærz/. 

New = /jædid/. Also 

Place = /ja:/. 

To arrive = /residæn/. 

To face / to encounter = 
ru: beru: shodæn/. 

Problem = /mosh kel/. 

To solve = /hæl kærdæn/.
 
 
 
 
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
 
1- You had forgotten me. 
2- I had decided last month. 
3- They had stopped my car. 
4- The embassy had issued my visa.
5- My friend had lost her passport.
6- We had crossed the border.  
7- She had found a new place. 
8- The bus had arrived very late. 
9- I had faced (encountered) a problem.
10- They had solved my problem. 
 
 
 
 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/færa: mu:sh kærdæn/. 
To forget something or somebody = /something or somebody ra:  færa: mu:sh kærdæn/.

/tæsmim gereftæn/. 

/motevæghef kærdæn/.  

 

/gom kærdæn/. 

/pa:s port/. 

/æz … gozæsh tæn/. 

/ta:zeh/. 

 

/ru: beru: shodæn/. Listen! To face something = /

/hæl kærdæn/. 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian.  

The embassy had issued my visa. 
ssport. 

 
I had faced (encountered) a problem. 
They had solved my problem.  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

færa: mu:sh kærdæn/. 

/ru: beru: shodæn/. Listen! To face something = /ba: something 



  
 
Week 48 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
Embassy  
New  
To arrive  
To decide  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
33220 - 56001 - 13003 - 90009 - 85008
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and ma
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 

Mr. <= /a:gha:/< == 

Carpet <= /færsh/ < == 

Computer <= /ka:mpyu:ter/ < == 

Country <= /keshvær/ < == 

Car <= /ma:shin/ < == 

Bridge <= /pol/ <== 
  
All right, 
Today, we are going to learn the name of some countries in Persian. No objections? Great! 

Germany = /a:lma:n/. 

England = /engelesta:n/. Also 

 

es first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
n present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 
85008 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

Computer <= /ka:mpyu:ter/ < == 

 

 

 

Today, we are going to learn the name of some countries in Persian. No objections? Great! 

/engelesta:n/. Also /engeli:s/.  

es first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
n present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

ke words using the given letters. You'll have to 

 

Today, we are going to learn the name of some countries in Persian. No objections? Great!  



America = /a:mrika:/. 

Canada = /ka:na:da:/. 

Switzerland = /suis/. (the same pronunciation as Swiss).

Brazil = /berezil/.  

Netherlands = Holland = /holænd/.

Australia = /ostra:liya:/.

Norway = /norvezh/.  

Spain = /espa:niya:/. 
 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
 
As you see, our 'Useful drills' today is a bit different. Today, we are going to learn how to call the people 
or things of a country. 
Example:  
He was German.  
This car was German. 
His language was German.  

We already know how to say Germany in Persian. To convey all the above meanings, simply put 
/i:/ sound at the end of the country name in Persian. 
Result: 

For German, we will have 
Note: 

For countries ending with /a:/ sound in Persian, such as /a:mrika:/, we should put this 
of the Persian word.  
Do you know why? No?  
Ok, I'll tell you why. But, not now! It's already midnight and I am terribly tired! So, you'll ha
until next week. Of course, you could give it a try to find the reason. 
Try this for the countries we have studied today. That is to say, say these in Persian:
German 
English 
American 
Canadian 
Swiss 
Brazilian 
Dutch 
Australian 
Norwegian 
Spanish 
  
 
Week 49 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Before we start today, I want to take your time for just a couple of minutes. 
As you know, easypersian.com will be one year old by October 19, 2002. During this time, I have been 
trying hard to fulfill my mission of love, as described by many of you, by introducing the easiest method 
in teaching Persian to you. I have been staying u
you. I have done all this just because I love it. Like each of you, I love my language, my nation, and the 

/suis/. (the same pronunciation as Swiss). 

/holænd/. 

/ostra:liya:/. 

efore doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

As you see, our 'Useful drills' today is a bit different. Today, we are going to learn how to call the people 

We already know how to say Germany in Persian. To convey all the above meanings, simply put 
/i:/ sound at the end of the country name in Persian.  

/a:lma:ni:/. Is that clear? Good!  

For countries ending with /a:/ sound in Persian, such as /a:mrika:/, we should put this 

Ok, I'll tell you why. But, not now! It's already midnight and I am terribly tired! So, you'll ha
until next week. Of course, you could give it a try to find the reason.  
Try this for the countries we have studied today. That is to say, say these in Persian:

Before we start today, I want to take your time for just a couple of minutes.  
As you know, easypersian.com will be one year old by October 19, 2002. During this time, I have been 
trying hard to fulfill my mission of love, as described by many of you, by introducing the easiest method 
in teaching Persian to you. I have been staying up late in the middle of the nights to write the lessons for 
you. I have done all this just because I love it. Like each of you, I love my language, my nation, and the 

efore doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

As you see, our 'Useful drills' today is a bit different. Today, we are going to learn how to call the people 

We already know how to say Germany in Persian. To convey all the above meanings, simply put with 

For countries ending with /a:/ sound in Persian, such as /a:mrika:/, we should put this /i:/ at the end 

Ok, I'll tell you why. But, not now! It's already midnight and I am terribly tired! So, you'll have to wait 

Try this for the countries we have studied today. That is to say, say these in Persian: 

As you know, easypersian.com will be one year old by October 19, 2002. During this time, I have been 
trying hard to fulfill my mission of love, as described by many of you, by introducing the easiest method 

p late in the middle of the nights to write the lessons for 
you. I have done all this just because I love it. Like each of you, I love my language, my nation, and the 



memories I have from my motherland with me. No matter how cloudy her sky is, no matter wh
and how bitter the memories have been, we belong to the home with which we have love and pain in 
common.  
On such a long journey, I have had your support everyday, which filled me with encouragement and 
optimism. It was you who supported my lab
through your kind messages and wonderful suggestions, let me handle the job successfully. 
I would like to appreciate each and every one of you for being so loyal companions through sharing 
thoughts, ideas, and encouragement. Many thanks to all of you. 
 
All right, now let's begin. 
As far as I remember, I raised a question for you last week. I hope you have found the answer by now. 
Here's the question: 

For countries (words) ending with /a:/ sound in 

/i:/ at the end of the Persian word. Why?
Answer: 
In Persian, it is not possible to have /a:/ and /i:/ together in one single word. That is to say, we cannot 

pronounce as long /i:/ when it comes after long
It seems logical! Look at your mouth in the mirror when you are saying /a:/, and try it again when you are 
saying /i:/! You will see two different positions of your mouth at the time of pronouncing these two 
sounds. It seems impossible for us to pr

have to attach another letter to 

combination, and as a result a different word, we have to add another 

mouth down! (Long /i:/ = ) 
Hopefully, you got the answer. If not, look at yourself in the mirror again and again patiently!
   
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in
perfect tense). 
Place  
Problem  
To encounter  
To forget something or somebody 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
19 - 44 - 66 - 303 - 977 - 6000 - 6006
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have t
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Telephone <= /telefon/< == 

New <= /ta:zeh/ < == 

Year <= /sa:l/ < == 

This <= /in/ < == 

memories I have from my motherland with me. No matter how cloudy her sky is, no matter wh
and how bitter the memories have been, we belong to the home with which we have love and pain in 

On such a long journey, I have had your support everyday, which filled me with encouragement and 
optimism. It was you who supported my labor of love since the very beginning. And it was you who, 
through your kind messages and wonderful suggestions, let me handle the job successfully. 
I would like to appreciate each and every one of you for being so loyal companions through sharing 

ideas, and encouragement. Many thanks to all of you.  

As far as I remember, I raised a question for you last week. I hope you have found the answer by now. 

For countries (words) ending with /a:/ sound in Persian, such as /a:mrika:/, we should put this 

/i:/ at the end of the Persian word. Why? 

In Persian, it is not possible to have /a:/ and /i:/ together in one single word. That is to say, we cannot 

as long /i:/ when it comes after long /a:/.  
It seems logical! Look at your mouth in the mirror when you are saying /a:/, and try it again when you are 
saying /i:/! You will see two different positions of your mouth at the time of pronouncing these two 
sounds. It seems impossible for us to produce these two sounds simultaneously. To solve this problem, we 

to create long /i:/. Since any other letter may produce a different 

combination, and as a result a different word, we have to add another to 

 
Hopefully, you got the answer. If not, look at yourself in the mirror again and again patiently!

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in

To forget something or somebody  

 
6006 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have t
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

memories I have from my motherland with me. No matter how cloudy her sky is, no matter where we are, 
and how bitter the memories have been, we belong to the home with which we have love and pain in 

On such a long journey, I have had your support everyday, which filled me with encouragement and 
or of love since the very beginning. And it was you who, 

through your kind messages and wonderful suggestions, let me handle the job successfully.  
I would like to appreciate each and every one of you for being so loyal companions through sharing 

As far as I remember, I raised a question for you last week. I hope you have found the answer by now.  

/a:mrika:/, we should put this 

In Persian, it is not possible to have /a:/ and /i:/ together in one single word. That is to say, we cannot 

It seems logical! Look at your mouth in the mirror when you are saying /a:/, and try it again when you are 
saying /i:/! You will see two different positions of your mouth at the time of pronouncing these two 

oduce these two sounds simultaneously. To solve this problem, we 

to create long /i:/. Since any other letter may produce a different 

to pull our up-going 

Hopefully, you got the answer. If not, look at yourself in the mirror again and again patiently! 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



Child <= /bæch.cheh/ < == 
(Remember Tashdid? Look at the child!)
  
All right, 
Today, we are going to learn the name of some more countries in Persian. This is the second and the last 
part of country names. If the country you want is not listed here, please send it to me through e
find its Persian equivalent on this page

Saudi Arabia 

Hungary /mæja:resta:n/. 

Russia /ru:si yeh/. Also, 

Denmark /da:n ma:rk/.

Belgium /bel zhik/.  

Japan /zha: pon/.  

Turkey /torki yeh/. 

Mexico /mek zik/. 

India /hend/. 

Sweden /su: ed/. Note: the strange letter you see here is prounounced as /e/ of /alef/. Since, using 
/alef/ will create another word here, we use this strange letter for this specific situation to avoid confusion. 

China /chin/. 

Poland /læhesta:n/. 
  
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
 
Try to call the people or things of a country!
Example:  
He was German.  
This car was German. 
His language was German.  

We already know how to say Germany in Persian. To convey all the above meanings, simply put 
/i:/ sound at the end of the country name in Persian. 
Result: 

For German, we will have 

Note 1: For countries ending with /a:/ sound in Persian, such as 

/i:/ at the end of the Persian word. You already know why. 

Note 2: For Russian, Just delete /he/ from the end of the Persian word 
si:/, not /ru:si yeh i:/. 
Note 3: For Turkish, you may apply the same rule as we did with Russian. And you will have /torki/. 
Now, say these in Persian: 
Saudi Arabian 
Hungarian 
Russian 
Danish /Dane 
Belgian 

 
ook at the child!) 

Today, we are going to learn the name of some more countries in Persian. This is the second and the last 
part of country names. If the country you want is not listed here, please send it to me through e

this page later. I mean, in lesson 49.  

/æræbesta:n _e_ sæu:di/. 

/mæja:resta:n/.  

/ru:si yeh/. Also, /shorævi/. 

/da:n ma:rk/. 

/su: ed/. Note: the strange letter you see here is prounounced as /e/ of /alef/. Since, using 
/alef/ will create another word here, we use this strange letter for this specific situation to avoid confusion. 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

Try to call the people or things of a country! 

We already know how to say Germany in Persian. To convey all the above meanings, simply put 
/i:/ sound at the end of the country name in Persian.  

/a:lma:ni:/. Is that clear? Good!  

For countries ending with /a:/ sound in Persian, such as /a:mrika:/, we should put this 

/i:/ at the end of the Persian word. You already know why.  

Note 2: For Russian, Just delete /he/ from the end of the Persian word 

Note 3: For Turkish, you may apply the same rule as we did with Russian. And you will have /torki/. 

Today, we are going to learn the name of some more countries in Persian. This is the second and the last 
part of country names. If the country you want is not listed here, please send it to me through e-mail and 

/su: ed/. Note: the strange letter you see here is prounounced as /e/ of /alef/. Since, using 
/alef/ will create another word here, we use this strange letter for this specific situation to avoid confusion.  

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

We already know how to say Germany in Persian. To convey all the above meanings, simply put with 

/a:mrika:/, we should put this 

and you will have /ru: 

Note 3: For Turkish, you may apply the same rule as we did with Russian. And you will have /torki/.  



Japanese 
Turkish 
Mexican 
Indian 
Chinese 
  
Week 50 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Today, we are going to learn the negative form of sentences in past perfect tense. Hopefully, we will finish 
the past perfect tense in two weeks. Then, we will start the simple present tense.
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
Denmark  
Japan  
Hungary  
China  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
0 - 41 - 600 - 6000 - 60000 - 6003
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To take<= /bær da:shtæn/< == 

To return <= /bær gæshtæn/ < == 

Girl <= /dokhtær/ < == 

Boy <= /pesær/ < == 

Dishes <= /zærf ha;/ < == 
  
  
  
OK, 
Now, let's see the negative form of the past perfect tense.
Actually, there is nothing new here. You already know the negative form of sentences in 
as well as in other tenses. You may apply the same rule here.

Put /nu:n/ with /næ/ sound in the beginning of verbs to make them negative.
Example: 

I had seen = /mæn dideh bu:dæm/.

I hadn't seen = 

Today, we are going to learn the negative form of sentences in past perfect tense. Hopefully, we will finish 
the past perfect tense in two weeks. Then, we will start the simple present tense.

(preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 
6003 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

/bær gæshtæn/ < == 

 

 

 

Now, let's see the negative form of the past perfect tense. 
Actually, there is nothing new here. You already know the negative form of sentences in 
as well as in other tenses. You may apply the same rule here. 

/nu:n/ with /næ/ sound in the beginning of verbs to make them negative.

/mæn dideh bu:dæm/. 

/mæn nædideh bu:dæm/. 

Today, we are going to learn the negative form of sentences in past perfect tense. Hopefully, we will finish 
the past perfect tense in two weeks. Then, we will start the simple present tense. 

(preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

 

 

Actually, there is nothing new here. You already know the negative form of sentences in simple past tense 

/nu:n/ with /næ/ sound in the beginning of verbs to make them negative. 



They had said = 

They hadn't said = 

My friend had called me = 

My friend hadn't called me = 
bu:d/. 
And so on. 
   
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
  
  
Please translate from English to Persian:
1- I had not found her very late. 
2- The guests had not come very early.
3- Lots of people had not gathered behind the gate.
4- Some of my friends had not come to the party.
5- I had not thanked him / her.  
6- My friend had not spent a lot of money.
7- They had not lost their wallet. 
8- I had not read several books. 
9- She had not promised me. 
 
 
 

Week 51 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with eac
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
To face something  
To stop  
To marry 
Some (if followed by a countable noun) 

/a:nha: gofteh bu:dænd/. 

/a:nha: nægofteh bu:dænd/. 

/du:stæm beh mæn telefon kærdeh bu:d/.

/du:stæm beh mæn telefon nækærdeh 

fore doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

Please translate from English to Persian: 
 

The guests had not come very early. 
Lots of people had not gathered behind the gate. 
Some of my friends had not come to the party. 

My friend had not spent a lot of money. 
 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with eac
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Some (if followed by a countable noun)  

/du:stæm beh mæn telefon kærdeh bu:d/. 

/du:stæm beh mæn telefon nækærdeh 

fore doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 



 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
14 - 19 - 17 - 13 - 15 - 24 - 23 - 27
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Late <= /di:r/< == 

Pen <= /ghælæm/ < == 

Very <= /kheili/ < == 

Poeple <= /mærdom/ < == 

Behind <= /posht/ < == 

Lots of <= /ziya:di/ <== 
  
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluentl
  
  
Please translate from English to Persian:
1- You had not forgotten me. 
2- I had not decided last month. 
3- They had not stopped my car. 
4- The embassy had not issued my visa.
5- My friend had not lost her passport.
6- We had not crossed the border.
7- She had not found a new place.
8- The bus had not arrived very late.
9- I had not faced (encountered) a problem.
10- They had not solved my problem.
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
27 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluentl

Please translate from English to Persian: 

 
 

The embassy had not issued my visa. 
My friend had not lost her passport. 
We had not crossed the border.  
She had not found a new place. 
The bus had not arrived very late. 
I had not faced (encountered) a problem. 
They had not solved my problem. 

 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  



  
  
Please translate from Persian to English: 
  

  
                                                                                                                              
Week 52 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (pr
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present pe
perfect tense). 
To turn on  
To turn off 
Award  
To resign  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
16 - 898 - 3223 - 6116 - 7011 - 10111 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Anything <= /chizi:/< == 

Award <= /ja:yezeh/ < == 

Driver <= /ra:nændeh/ < == 

Taxi <= /ta:ksi/ < == 

To break <= /shekæstæn/ < == 

To say <= /goftæn/ <== 
  
All right, 
Today, we are going to learn the last part of past perfect tense, which is the interrogative form of this 
tense. Ready? 
As I reminded you during the first lessons, we won't 
lessons patiently. I remember I told you once that a building would remain strong if it has got strong 
foundation. I also remember that I told you we might have no time to go back to the early lessons on a
on since I assume we have already spent a lot of time on the first lessons. We did that to become as fluent 
as possible with the very basics. Although teachers play important roles in teaching, ultimately, it's the 
students who should work enough to mak
something beyond what he is supposed to. 
I have received a couple of suggestions with almost a same request. Some of you have asked me to make 

Please translate from Persian to English:  

 

                                                                                                                             

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 
10111 - 69009 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Today, we are going to learn the last part of past perfect tense, which is the interrogative form of this 

As I reminded you during the first lessons, we won't have much problems if we have learned the previous 
lessons patiently. I remember I told you once that a building would remain strong if it has got strong 
foundation. I also remember that I told you we might have no time to go back to the early lessons on a
on since I assume we have already spent a lot of time on the first lessons. We did that to become as fluent 
as possible with the very basics. Although teachers play important roles in teaching, ultimately, it's the 
students who should work enough to make teacher teach more. Good listeners encourage the speaker to do 
something beyond what he is supposed to.  
I have received a couple of suggestions with almost a same request. Some of you have asked me to make 

                                                                                                                                                                            

eferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
rfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

Today, we are going to learn the last part of past perfect tense, which is the interrogative form of this 

have much problems if we have learned the previous 
lessons patiently. I remember I told you once that a building would remain strong if it has got strong 
foundation. I also remember that I told you we might have no time to go back to the early lessons on and 
on since I assume we have already spent a lot of time on the first lessons. We did that to become as fluent 
as possible with the very basics. Although teachers play important roles in teaching, ultimately, it's the 

e teacher teach more. Good listeners encourage the speaker to do 

I have received a couple of suggestions with almost a same request. Some of you have asked me to make 



another page in which the 32 Persian alphabets 
explained that sometimes they forget the letters! To solve this problem, they prefer to have access to a 
page with all letters together, as their resource page. 
Now, I am asking you. Is it a good solutio
A driver is supposed to know how to turn on the lights or how to use the brakes. We are now driving, 
which means we already know the basics of driving. 
How can we translate the sentences( and later on, the texts) when we don't remember the letters? 
So, please take my advice and try to become fluent with the basics first before dealing with the next steps. 
This course is not a one-way one. You are supposed to take parts of the responsibility by doing what you 
are asked. Please be kind enough to not put
the very beginning to make my job easier in the future! (Like what you see below!)
Anyway,  
Now, let's see the interrogative form of the sentences in past perfect tense.
Do you remember what we did in simple past tense as well as in other tenses? Great! There is nothing 
more here!  

Put the word /a:ya:/ in the beginning of your sentences. You will have the interrogative form. 
It's that easy! ( My job, I mean!!) 
Let's see some examples: 

I had seen him. 

Had I seen him? 

She had called me. 

Had she called me? 
And so on.  
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
  
  
Please translate the following sentences from English to Persian:
1- Had he broken? 
2- Had she washed? 
3- Had your parents asked? 
4- Had the teacher said? 
5- Had they cleaned? 
6- Had you repaired? 
7- Had her boyfriend gone? 
8- Had his girlfriend come? 
9- Had you started? 
10- Had they finished? 
11- Had this man turned on? 
12- Had that child turned off? 
 
 
 
 

another page in which the 32 Persian alphabets are gathered, giving their pronunciation. They have 
explained that sometimes they forget the letters! To solve this problem, they prefer to have access to a 
page with all letters together, as their resource page.  
Now, I am asking you. Is it a good solution?  
A driver is supposed to know how to turn on the lights or how to use the brakes. We are now driving, 
which means we already know the basics of driving.  
How can we translate the sentences( and later on, the texts) when we don't remember the letters? 

o, please take my advice and try to become fluent with the basics first before dealing with the next steps. 
way one. You are supposed to take parts of the responsibility by doing what you 

are asked. Please be kind enough to not put all the work on my shoulders! I have already worked hard in 
the very beginning to make my job easier in the future! (Like what you see below!)

Now, let's see the interrogative form of the sentences in past perfect tense. 
id in simple past tense as well as in other tenses? Great! There is nothing 

/a:ya:/ in the beginning of your sentences. You will have the interrogative form. 
 

/mæn u: ra: dideh bu:dæm/.  

/a:ya: mæn u: ra: dideh bu:dæm/? 

/u: beh mæn telefon kærdeh bu:d/.

/a:ya: u: beh mæn telefon kærdeh bu:d/? 

fore doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

Please translate the following sentences from English to Persian: 

are gathered, giving their pronunciation. They have 
explained that sometimes they forget the letters! To solve this problem, they prefer to have access to a 

A driver is supposed to know how to turn on the lights or how to use the brakes. We are now driving, 

How can we translate the sentences( and later on, the texts) when we don't remember the letters?  
o, please take my advice and try to become fluent with the basics first before dealing with the next steps. 

way one. You are supposed to take parts of the responsibility by doing what you 
all the work on my shoulders! I have already worked hard in 

the very beginning to make my job easier in the future! (Like what you see below!) 

id in simple past tense as well as in other tenses? Great! There is nothing 

/a:ya:/ in the beginning of your sentences. You will have the interrogative form.  

/a:ya: mæn u: ra: dideh bu:dæm/?  

/u: beh mæn telefon kærdeh bu:d/. 

/a:ya: u: beh mæn telefon kærdeh bu:d/?  

fore doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  



 

  
  
  
Please translate the following sentences from Persian to
  

 Week 53 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the fo
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
To catch  
My younger brother  
Kite  
Jack's friend  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
22 - 34 - 90 - 108 - 5000 - 5005 - 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

 

Please translate the following sentences from Persian to English:  

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 
 61111 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

llowing words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



Kite <= /Ba:d ba:dæk/< == 

Plate <= /Bosh gha:b/ < == 

Cat <= /Gorbeh/ < == 

Mouse <= /Mu:sh/ < == 

White <= /Sefid/ < == 

Ball <= /Tu:p/ <== 
  
  
As you know, we are going to start simple present tense today. I guess we will have to spend some time on 
this tense. Please read today's lesson very carefully and patiently. Before we start, let me remind you again 
that this tense is irregular . So, don't 
answer to such questions: I don't know!!
Let's see an example in English: 
Look at this verb: To Take 
How do you say this verb in different tenses? 
I take (present simple tense) 
I took (simple past tense) 
I have taken (present perfect tense)
As you see, this verb has three different forms in three different tenses. You have done me a great favor if 
you kindly tell me why! 
This verb is irregular . I have no more explanation to add to this. 
The same is true in Persian. All verbs in simple present tense are irregular
save time both for you and me in future! In Persian, we have something like a proverb that says: "The war 
we have in the beginning is better than the peac
this is right! Whatever it is, it saves me now! In short, please don't spend time to write and ask me to 
explain how the verbs change like this in this tense. This is the war in the beginning! 
What I can tell you now is that I will do my best to make it as understandable as possible. Do not be 
afraid! We will make it easier together. Ready?
Each Persian verb has an imperative base or root
we have got to do here.  
In the beginning, you as beginners
root at this stage just as I give them to you. That is to say, a parrot
How?  
1- I give you a verb.  
2- I give you the imperative base or root of the verb.
3- You should learn this imperative root.
4- You should compare this root with the verb.
5- After some time (it depends on your ability) you will be able to guess the imperative root of v
Result: You have overcome this tense successfully!
Let me explain in brief the imperative form of verbs to those who may not be familiar with this. 
Look at the following phrases: 
Sit down! 
Stand up! 
Close the door!  
Please open the window!  
Please do not speak! 
Do not speak! 
And thousands of similar examples. Whenever, you put 
either requesting or ordering somebody to do or not to do something. In short, this is an 
sentence. I hope I have explained it correctly. If not, please correct my definition before it is too late!
Now, let's go back to our Persian lesson.
Note: If you find the following explanation difficult to follow, just follow the examples given below 
(although this is not recommended). In this way, you will learn how to say each verb with different 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As you know, we are going to start simple present tense today. I guess we will have to spend some time on 
this tense. Please read today's lesson very carefully and patiently. Before we start, let me remind you again 

. So, don't expect me to tell you how the verbs change here. I will have one 
answer to such questions: I don't know!! 

How do you say this verb in different tenses?  

I have taken (present perfect tense) 
As you see, this verb has three different forms in three different tenses. You have done me a great favor if 

. I have no more explanation to add to this.  
All verbs in simple present tense are irregular. I am emphasizing on this to 

save time both for you and me in future! In Persian, we have something like a proverb that says: "The war 
we have in the beginning is better than the peace we might have in the end!" To be frank, I am not sure if 
this is right! Whatever it is, it saves me now! In short, please don't spend time to write and ask me to 
explain how the verbs change like this in this tense. This is the war in the beginning! 

t I can tell you now is that I will do my best to make it as understandable as possible. Do not be 
afraid! We will make it easier together. Ready? 

imperative base or root. To find this imperative base is the most important job 

beginners are not able to find this root. I believe it is better for you to learn the 
root at this stage just as I give them to you. That is to say, a parrot-like repetition based on comparison. 

I give you the imperative base or root of the verb. 
You should learn this imperative root. 
You should compare this root with the verb. 
After some time (it depends on your ability) you will be able to guess the imperative root of v

Result: You have overcome this tense successfully! 
Let me explain in brief the imperative form of verbs to those who may not be familiar with this. 

And thousands of similar examples. Whenever, you put verbs in the beginning
either requesting or ordering somebody to do or not to do something. In short, this is an 

explained it correctly. If not, please correct my definition before it is too late!
Now, let's go back to our Persian lesson. 
Note: If you find the following explanation difficult to follow, just follow the examples given below 

ended). In this way, you will learn how to say each verb with different 

As you know, we are going to start simple present tense today. I guess we will have to spend some time on 
this tense. Please read today's lesson very carefully and patiently. Before we start, let me remind you again 

expect me to tell you how the verbs change here. I will have one 

As you see, this verb has three different forms in three different tenses. You have done me a great favor if 

. I am emphasizing on this to 
save time both for you and me in future! In Persian, we have something like a proverb that says: "The war 

e we might have in the end!" To be frank, I am not sure if 
this is right! Whatever it is, it saves me now! In short, please don't spend time to write and ask me to 
explain how the verbs change like this in this tense. This is the war in the beginning!  

t I can tell you now is that I will do my best to make it as understandable as possible. Do not be 

. To find this imperative base is the most important job 

to find this root. I believe it is better for you to learn the 
like repetition based on comparison. 

After some time (it depends on your ability) you will be able to guess the imperative root of verbs.  

Let me explain in brief the imperative form of verbs to those who may not be familiar with this.  

beginning of your sentences, you are 
either requesting or ordering somebody to do or not to do something. In short, this is an imperative 

explained it correctly. If not, please correct my definition before it is too late! 

Note: If you find the following explanation difficult to follow, just follow the examples given below 
ended). In this way, you will learn how to say each verb with different 



subjective pronouns without having to explore the rule in the very beginning. Then, you may find the 
following explanations eaier.  
In this tense, I will try to work with the familiar 
Look at this verb: 

To go = /ræftæn/.  

Go! (Imperative) = /ro/! Or 

Currently, we have nothing to do with the 

option, which is /ro/. 

As a general rule, put /mi/ before 
Now, suppose that we want to say the followings:
I go 
You go 
He/she/it goes 
We go 
You go 
They go 
 
Wow! Don't tell anybody that the teacher himself is afraid now! 
Here, we need the help of some suffixes. We are already familiar with almost all of them. Let's take a look 
at these suffixes: 

/æm/  

/i:/  

/æd/  

/im/ 

/id/ 

/ænd/ 
Try to repeat these suffixes for a couple of time. 
Now, we want to say: I go 
Try this way: 

 /miro æm/ <== /æm/ + 
As you see, it is a bit difficult to pronounce. What is the solution? The best way is to modify the 

pronunciation a bit. So, instead of saying 
(Spelling is not changed).  
In short, 

I go = /mirævæm/.  

You go = /mirævi/.  

He/she/it goes = /mirævæd/.

We go = /mirævim/. 

You go = /mirævid/. 

They go = /mirævænd/.
Was it difficult? 
Now, let's see another example: 

To eat = /khordæn/.  

Eat! (imperative) = /khor/! Or 
Just work on the first option  only.

subjective pronouns without having to explore the rule in the very beginning. Then, you may find the 

In this tense, I will try to work with the familiar verbs to avoid further confusion.

/boro/!  

to do with the second option (boro). So, just concentrate on the first 

/mi/ before /ro/, and you will have 
Now, suppose that we want to say the followings: 

Wow! Don't tell anybody that the teacher himself is afraid now!  
some suffixes. We are already familiar with almost all of them. Let's take a look 

Try to repeat these suffixes for a couple of time.  

/æm/ + /miro/ 
As you see, it is a bit difficult to pronounce. What is the solution? The best way is to modify the 

pronunciation a bit. So, instead of saying /miro æm/, we'd better say: 

/mirævæd/. 

 

/mirævænd/. 

/khor/! Or /bokhor/!  
only. 

subjective pronouns without having to explore the rule in the very beginning. Then, you may find the 

verbs to avoid further confusion. 

(boro). So, just concentrate on the first 

/miro/. Is it clear? Good! 

some suffixes. We are already familiar with almost all of them. Let's take a look 

As you see, it is a bit difficult to pronounce. What is the solution? The best way is to modify the 

/miro æm/, we'd better say: /mirævæm/ 



Put /mi/ before /khor/, and you'll have 
Add suffixes to this.  

I eat = /mikhoræm/. 

You eat = /mikhori/. 

He/she/it eats = /mikhoræd/. 

We eat = /mikhorim/.

You eat = /mikhorid/.

They eat = /mikhorænd/.
Note: In this example, we don't need to modify the pronunciation since we don't have any other redundant 

sound like /o/ in /ro/. 
Now, let's see another example: 

To write = /neveshtæn/.

Write! (imperative) = /nevis/! Or 
Just concentrate on the first option.

I write = /minevisæm/. 

You write = /minevisi/. 

He/she/it writes = /minevisæd/. 

We write = /minevisim/.

You write = /minevisid/.

They write = /minevisænd/.
Ok. That's it for today. I hope you have enjoyed this lesson. Don't be frustrated if you fin
difficult on the very first day. This is all I want you to do.
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
  
  
Follow the examples and say the verbs with all subj
Note: You should say both imperative roots
you see (hear) below:  
  

To sit = /neshestæn/. 

Sit! (imperative) = /neshin/. Or 

I sit = /mineshinæm/.

You sit = /mineshini/ 
Follow this example for all verbs.
Now continue! 
  

To make = /sa:khtæn/. 

Make! (imperative) = /sa:z/. Or 

I make = /misa:zæm/.

You make = /misa:zi/.
Now continue! 

/khor/, and you'll have /mikhor/.  

/mikhoræm/.  

/mikhori/.  

/mikhoræd/.  

/mikhorim/. 

/mikhorid/. 

/mikhorænd/. 
we don't need to modify the pronunciation since we don't have any other redundant 

/neveshtæn/. 

/nevis/! Or /benevis/!  
Just concentrate on the first option. 

/minevisæm/.  

/minevisi/.  

/minevisæd/.  

/minevisim/. 

/minevisid/. 

/minevisænd/. 
Ok. That's it for today. I hope you have enjoyed this lesson. Don't be frustrated if you fin
difficult on the very first day. This is all I want you to do. 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

Follow the examples and say the verbs with all subjective pronouns: 
both imperative roots one after another. But, use the first option only. Like what 

/neshin/. Or /beneshin/. 

/mineshinæm/. 

/mineshini/ ...  
Follow this example for all verbs. 

 

/sa:z/. Or /besa:z/. 

/misa:zæm/. 

/misa:zi/. 

we don't need to modify the pronunciation since we don't have any other redundant 

Ok. That's it for today. I hope you have enjoyed this lesson. Don't be frustrated if you find this lesson a bit 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

one after another. But, use the first option only. Like what 



  

To send = /feresta:dæn/.

Send! (imperative) = /ferest/. Or 

I send = /miferestæm/.

You send = /miferesti/.
Now continue! 
  

To kill = /koshtæn/. 

Kill! (imperative) = /kosh/. Or 

I kill = /mikoshæm/. 

You kill = /mikoshi/. 
Now continue! 
  
 
Week 54 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
Street 
Head 
Tonight  
To push  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
17 - 909 - 3366 - 55488 - 799887 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To steal <= /dozdidæn/< == 

Last <= /gozæshteh/ < == 

Week <= /hæfteh/ < == 

Young <= /jæva:n/ < == 

Lady <= /kha:nom/ < == 

Ago <= /pish/ <== 
  
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/feresta:dæn/. 

/ferest/. Or /beferest/. 

/miferestæm/. 

/miferesti/. 

/kosh/. Or /bokosh/. 

 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 
799887 - 4 -  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  



  
  
Follow the examples and say the verbs with all subjective pronouns:
Note: You should say both imperative roots

To beat = /zædæn/. 

Beat! (imperative) = /zæn/. Or 

I beat = /mizænæm/. 

You beat = /mizæni/ ...
Now continue! 
  

To become = /shodæn/. 

Become! (imperative) = /sho/. Or 

I become = /mishævæm/.

You become = /mishævi/.
Now continue! 
  

To break = /shekæstæn/.

Break! (imperative) = /shekæn/. Or 

I break = /mishekænæm/.

You break = /mishekæni/.
Now continue! 
  

To bring = /a:vordæn/. 

Bring! (imperative) = /a:r/. Or 

I bring = /mi a:væræm/.

You bring = /mi a:væri/.
Now continue! 
  

To buy = /khæridæn/. 

Buy! (impreative) = /khær/. Or 

Secret Note!! Do not call anybody 
saying, it refers to a person who is slow to understa

I buy = /mi khæræm/.

You buy = /mi khæri/.
Now continue! 
  
 
Week 55 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Follow the examples and say the verbs with all subjective pronouns: 
both imperative roots one after another. But, use the first option onl

/zæn/. Or /bezæn/. 

...  

/sho/. Or /besho/. 

/mishævæm/. 

/mishævi/. 

/shekæstæn/. 

/shekæn/. Or /beshekæn/. 

/mishekænæm/. 

/mishekæni/. 

/a:r/. Or /bi ya:r/. 

/mi a:væræm/. 

/mi a:væri/. 

/khær/. Or /bekhær/.  

Secret Note!! Do not call anybody /khær/!! It is a taboo word. It means donkey in Persian. In 
saying, it refers to a person who is slow to understand.  

/mi khæræm/. 

/mi khæri/. 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

one after another. But, use the first option only. 

/khær/!! It is a taboo word. It means donkey in Persian. In 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 



paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
To paint  
New  
Wall  
Motorcycle  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
13 - 22 - 300 - 110 - 555 - 404 - 0 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Wall <= /diva:r/< == 

Old <= /koh neh/ < == 

Mechanic <= /meka:nik/ < == 

Police <= /polis/ < == 

New <= /ta:zeh/ < == 
   
 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you
  
  
Follow the examples and say the verbs with all subjective pronouns:
Note: You should say both imperative roots

To catch = /gereftæn/. 

Catch! (imperative) = /gir/. Or 

I catch = /migiræm/. 

You catch = /migiri/ ...
Now continue! 
  

To choose = /entekha:b kærdæn/.
Note: in the case of compound verbs, the first part of the verb (here: entekha:b) does not change. Just 
follow the example.  

Choose! (imperative) = 

I choose = /entekha:b mikonæm/.

You choose = 
Now continue! 
  

To come = /a:mædæn/. 

equivalents. (Seen) 
Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 

simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 
0 -  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

Follow the examples and say the verbs with all subjective pronouns: 
both imperative roots one after another. But, use the first option only.

/gir/. Or /begir/. 

 

...  

/entekha:b kærdæn/. 
Note: in the case of compound verbs, the first part of the verb (here: entekha:b) does not change. Just 

/entekha:b kon/.  

/entekha:b mikonæm/. 

/entekha:b mikoni/. 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

have learned the previous words fluently.  

one after another. But, use the first option only. 

Note: in the case of compound verbs, the first part of the verb (here: entekha:b) does not change. Just 



Come! (imperative) = /a:/. Or 

I come = /mi a:yæm/. 

You come = /mi a:i:/. 
Now continue! 
  

To cut = /boridæn/. 

Cut! (imperative) = /bor/. Or 

I cut = /mi boræm/. 

You cut = /mi bori/. 
Now continue! 
  

To dig= /kændæn/. 

Dig! (impreative) = /kæn/. Or /bekæn/. 

I dig = /mi kænæm/. 

You dig = /mi kæni/. 
Now continue! 
  
Week 56 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
Cloth 
Month  
Several  
For a long time  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
8 - 118 - 801 - 811 - 810 - 108 - 808
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Name <= /esm/< == 

To take <= /gereftæn/ < == 

Old <= /pir/ < == 

Shirt <= /pira:hæn/ < == 

/a:/. Or /bi ya:/. 

/mi a:i:/.  

/bor/. Or /bebor/. 

/kæn/. Or /bekæn/.  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 
808 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



To ask <= /porsidæn/ < == 

Job <= /shoghl/ <== 
  
All right, 
So far, we have almost learned how to make a verb in Simple Present Tense. From now on, we will start 
making sentences in this tense. There is 
follow the same rule in the same way we did in previous tenses. Easy, isn't it? 
Let me ask you one more time to please patiently do what you are told. We are not going to stay in these 
tenses forever. These are the basics we should know first. As I have told you before, learning about a 
language is different from learning a language. All we are doing now is learning about Persian language. 
After this stage is finished successfully, we will st
course not! You may read one hundred thousands books about swimming. Will you be able to swim after 
you have read this much books successfully? I don't think so! The only way to learn swimming is to jump
in the water! If you don't know the rules of swimming, you will have to quit breathing under the water!! 
The same is true with learning a new language. We learn the rules (learning about the language) to apply 
them practically (learning the language). We
our real work. Soon, we will find ourselves translating texts and books from English to Persian. We will 
do it with the help of each other. I have tried hard to help you become fluent in lear
alphabet as well as the structure of the sentences in different tenses. I did this because I want to feel relax 
later when translation starts. So, please help me reach my goal!
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, m
New Words: 

To write = /neveshtæn/. 

Write! (Imperative) = /nevis/. Or 

I write = /mi nevisæm/.

Every = /hær/. 

Every week = /hær hæfteh/. 

To read = /kha:ndæn/. 

Read! (Imperative) = /kha:n/. Or 

I read = /mi kha:næm/.

Month = /ma:h/. 
  
Please translate the following sentences from English to Persian:
Note: As a hint, You know that you should put subjects in the beginning and verbs in the end of your 
Persian sentences. 
1- I write one lesson every week. 
2- You write one lesson every week.
3- She/ he writes one lesson every week.
4- We write one lesson every week.
5- You write one lesson every week.
6- They write one lesson every week.
7- My teacher writes one lesson every we
8- Your sister writes one lesson every week.
9- Their father writes one lesson every week.
10- Mr. Jones writes one lesson every week.
11- I read one book every month. 
12- You read one book every month.
13- She/ he reads one book every month.
14- We read one book every month.

 

 

So far, we have almost learned how to make a verb in Simple Present Tense. From now on, we will start 
making sentences in this tense. There is no big change in the structure of the sentences here. We have to 
follow the same rule in the same way we did in previous tenses. Easy, isn't it?  
Let me ask you one more time to please patiently do what you are told. We are not going to stay in these 

s forever. These are the basics we should know first. As I have told you before, learning about a 
language is different from learning a language. All we are doing now is learning about Persian language. 
After this stage is finished successfully, we will start learning the language. You think I am joking? Of 
course not! You may read one hundred thousands books about swimming. Will you be able to swim after 
you have read this much books successfully? I don't think so! The only way to learn swimming is to jump
in the water! If you don't know the rules of swimming, you will have to quit breathing under the water!! 
The same is true with learning a new language. We learn the rules (learning about the language) to apply 
them practically (learning the language). We will get rid of these rules in near future. Then, we will start 
our real work. Soon, we will find ourselves translating texts and books from English to Persian. We will 
do it with the help of each other. I have tried hard to help you become fluent in lear
alphabet as well as the structure of the sentences in different tenses. I did this because I want to feel relax 
later when translation starts. So, please help me reach my goal! 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

 

/nevis/. Or /benevis/. 

/mi nevisæm/. 

/hær hæfteh/.  

 

/kha:n/. Or /bekha:n/. 

/mi kha:næm/. 

Please translate the following sentences from English to Persian: 
Note: As a hint, You know that you should put subjects in the beginning and verbs in the end of your 

 
You write one lesson every week. 
She/ he writes one lesson every week. 
We write one lesson every week. 
You write one lesson every week. 
They write one lesson every week. 
My teacher writes one lesson every week. 
Your sister writes one lesson every week. 
Their father writes one lesson every week. 
Mr. Jones writes one lesson every week. 

 
You read one book every month. 
She/ he reads one book every month. 

ad one book every month. 

So far, we have almost learned how to make a verb in Simple Present Tense. From now on, we will start 
no big change in the structure of the sentences here. We have to 

 
Let me ask you one more time to please patiently do what you are told. We are not going to stay in these 

s forever. These are the basics we should know first. As I have told you before, learning about a 
language is different from learning a language. All we are doing now is learning about Persian language. 

art learning the language. You think I am joking? Of 
course not! You may read one hundred thousands books about swimming. Will you be able to swim after 
you have read this much books successfully? I don't think so! The only way to learn swimming is to jump 
in the water! If you don't know the rules of swimming, you will have to quit breathing under the water!!  
The same is true with learning a new language. We learn the rules (learning about the language) to apply 

will get rid of these rules in near future. Then, we will start 
our real work. Soon, we will find ourselves translating texts and books from English to Persian. We will 
do it with the help of each other. I have tried hard to help you become fluent in learning the Persian 
alphabet as well as the structure of the sentences in different tenses. I did this because I want to feel relax 

ake sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

Note: As a hint, You know that you should put subjects in the beginning and verbs in the end of your 



15- You read one book every month.
16- They read one book every month.
17- Mr. Jones reads one book every month.
  
  

Week 57 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it fo
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one
perfect tense). 
Summer 
Next summer  
Composition  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
728 - 112 - 9009 - 3111 - 4056 - 10262
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll h
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To give <= /da:dæn/< == 

To steal <= /dozdidæn/ < == 

You read one book every month. 
They read one book every month. 
Mr. Jones reads one book every month. 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 
10262 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll h
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

r a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
in simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



Lady <= /kha:nom/ < == 

Light (Lamp) <= /la:mp/ < == 

Pencil <= /meda:d/ < == 
   
 
 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New Words: 

To go = /ræftæn/. 

Monday = /du:shænbeh/.

School = /mædreseh/. 

To see = /didæn/. 

Sunday = /yek shænbeh/.

Every = /hær/. 
  
Please translate the following sentences from English to Persian:
Note: As a hint, You know that you should put subjects in the beginning and verbs in the end of your 
Persian sentences. 
1- I go to school every Monday. 
2- You go to school every Monday.
3- He/she goes to school every Monday.
4- We go to school every Monday.
5- You go to school every Monday.
6- They go to school every Monday.
7- My son goes to school every Monday.
8- Her children go to school every Monday.
9- My friends go to school every Monday.
10- I see your friend every Sunday.
11- You see your friend every Sunday.
12- He/she sees your friend every Sunday.
13- We see your friend every Sunday.
14- You see your friend every Sunday.
15- They see your friend every Sunday.
16- John sees your friend every Sunday.
17- My brother sees your friend every Sunday.
  
  

 

 

 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/du:shænbeh/. 

 

/yek shænbeh/. 

Please translate the following sentences from English to Persian: 
Note: As a hint, You know that you should put subjects in the beginning and verbs in the end of your 

 
day. 

He/she goes to school every Monday. 
We go to school every Monday. 
You go to school every Monday. 
They go to school every Monday. 
My son goes to school every Monday. 
Her children go to school every Monday. 

very Monday. 
I see your friend every Sunday. 
You see your friend every Sunday. 
He/she sees your friend every Sunday. 
We see your friend every Sunday. 
You see your friend every Sunday. 
They see your friend every Sunday. 

your friend every Sunday. 
My brother sees your friend every Sunday. 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

Note: As a hint, You know that you should put subjects in the beginning and verbs in the end of your 



 
Week 58 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
I closed 
He  
To break 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
202 - 311 - 88 - 19 - 66996 - 480 -
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Referee <= /da:vær/< == 

South <= /jonu:b/ < == 

Autumn <= /pa: i:z/ < == 

Bird <= /pærændeh/ < == 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
h equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 
- 27 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



To count <= /shemordæn/ < == 
   
 
Practice makes perfect!  
Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 
New Words: 

To wash = /shostæn/. 

Friday = /jomeh/. 

To take = /gereftæn/. 

Every morning = 
  
Please translate the following sentences from Engl
Note: As a hint, You know that you should put subjects in the beginning and verbs in the end of your 
Persian sentences. 
1- I wash my car every Friday. 
2- You wash your car every Friday.
3- He/she washes his/her car every Friday.
4- We wash our car every Friday. 
5- You wash your car every Friday.
6- They wash their car every Friday.
7- This man washes his car every Friday.
8- My son washes his car every Friday.
9- I take a taxi every morning. 
10- You take a taxi every morning.
11- He/she takes a taxi every morning.
12- We take a taxi every morning.
13- You take a taxi evey morning. 
14- They take a taxi every morning.
15- My friend takes a taxi every morning.
  
  

 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently. 

/hær (ru:z) sobh/. 

Please translate the following sentences from English to Persian: 
Note: As a hint, You know that you should put subjects in the beginning and verbs in the end of your 

You wash your car every Friday. 
He/she washes his/her car every Friday. 

 
You wash your car every Friday. 
They wash their car every Friday. 
This man washes his car every Friday. 
My son washes his car every Friday. 

You take a taxi every morning. 
s a taxi every morning. 

We take a taxi every morning. 
You take a taxi evey morning.  
They take a taxi every morning. 
My friend takes a taxi every morning. 

Note: Before doing these homeworks, make sure you have learned the previous words fluently.  

Note: As a hint, You know that you should put subjects in the beginning and verbs in the end of your 



 
Week 59 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
To beat  
Young lady  
To push  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
125 - 901 - 3030 - 81111 - 2003 - 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words us
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Night <= /shæb/< == 

Teacher <= /mo æl.lem/ < == 

Street <= /khiya:ba:n/ < == 

Young <= /jæva:n/ < == 

Morning <= /sobh/ < == 
   

 

st (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
ent perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 
 1381 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

st (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
ent perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

ing the given letters. You'll have to 



 
You are invited to download and enjoy Persian music now!
Do you usually sing in shower?!! What a question! 
Today, I am going to change the mood a bit. Frankly, I didn't expect this much work for this today. So, I 
don't think you will see this kind of "changing mood" very often! What we are going to do today is this: 
instead of doing your usual homework, I want 
your listening ability. I have chosen an easy song whose structure is not very strange to you. This Persian 
music will give you an opportunity to identify the words and see how words are used in dail
or in songs. You are not asked to do much work on this. Just sit back, listen to this music, and enjoy! You 
will find some minor differences in the way we use words during our routine class. Do not focus on these 
differences very much at this stage. Try to learn the song and sing it by yourself (if you are not sure your 
voice is ok, just whisper it in shower!!) 
I have written the song in Persian. Under each Persian sentence, you will find its phonetic pronunciation. 
The English equivalent is next to each Persian sentence. You may also refer to "New words" below to 
learn the words if you wish. Please note that words are written and translated according to what is sung. 
As you probably know, songs are generally oral based, which is a bit differ
know I could do it better than this. However, I didn't really find time to spend more time on it. Please 
accept it as it is! (Repeated lines are not written).
Are you ready to enjoy a lovely Persian music now? Please right
Target As" to download this song. Have fun! 
  
New Words: 

/hæva:/ = air  

/geryeh/ = cry - weep 

/da:ræm/ = I have  

/hæva: ye geryeh da:ræm/ = an expression that means I have the feeling of crying 
want to cry. This expression is not very common in normal speech. It is mostly used in songs and poems. 

/tu:/ = /dær/ = in (in oral speech, we use 

/bi pæna:h/ = without support

/donba:l _e_ to migærdæm/ = I am looking for you

/tekyeh ga:h/ = some

/u:n/ = /a:n/ = that (in oral form we use 

/del/ = heart  

/u:n deli keh/ = a (the) heart that

/tænha: i:/ = loneliness

/tænha: i:mo/ = 

/besh na:seh/ = (here) knows

/dæsta:/ = /dæst ha:/ = hands

/a:shegh/ = in love = lover

/læbriz/ = /por/ = full / filled

/eltema:s/ = supplication / entreaty 

/heza:r _o_ yek shæb/ = one thousands and one night

/seda:/ = voice 

You are invited to download and enjoy Persian music now! 
Do you usually sing in shower?!! What a question!  
Today, I am going to change the mood a bit. Frankly, I didn't expect this much work for this today. So, I 
don't think you will see this kind of "changing mood" very often! What we are going to do today is this: 
instead of doing your usual homework, I want to invite you to listen to a Persian MP3 song to improve 
your listening ability. I have chosen an easy song whose structure is not very strange to you. This Persian 
music will give you an opportunity to identify the words and see how words are used in dail
or in songs. You are not asked to do much work on this. Just sit back, listen to this music, and enjoy! You 
will find some minor differences in the way we use words during our routine class. Do not focus on these 

s stage. Try to learn the song and sing it by yourself (if you are not sure your 
voice is ok, just whisper it in shower!!)  
I have written the song in Persian. Under each Persian sentence, you will find its phonetic pronunciation. 

next to each Persian sentence. You may also refer to "New words" below to 
learn the words if you wish. Please note that words are written and translated according to what is sung. 
As you probably know, songs are generally oral based, which is a bit different from the written form. I 
know I could do it better than this. However, I didn't really find time to spend more time on it. Please 
accept it as it is! (Repeated lines are not written). 
Are you ready to enjoy a lovely Persian music now? Please right-click on the link below and choose "Save 
Target As" to download this song. Have fun!  

/hæva: ye geryeh da:ræm/ = an expression that means I have the feeling of crying 
s expression is not very common in normal speech. It is mostly used in songs and poems. 

/dær/ = in (in oral speech, we use /tu:/ for /dær/.)

/bi pæna:h/ = without support 

/donba:l _e_ to migærdæm/ = I am looking for you 

/tekyeh ga:h/ = something or somebody to be dependant on / support 

/a:n/ = that (in oral form we use /u:n/ for /a:n/.

/u:n deli keh/ = a (the) heart that 

/tænha: i:/ = loneliness 

/tænha: i: ye mæra:/ = my loneliness

eh/ = (here) knows 

/dæst ha:/ = hands 

/a:shegh/ = in love = lover 

/por/ = full / filled 

/eltema:s/ = supplication / entreaty  

/heza:r _o_ yek shæb/ = one thousands and one night 

Today, I am going to change the mood a bit. Frankly, I didn't expect this much work for this today. So, I 
don't think you will see this kind of "changing mood" very often! What we are going to do today is this: 

to invite you to listen to a Persian MP3 song to improve 
your listening ability. I have chosen an easy song whose structure is not very strange to you. This Persian 
music will give you an opportunity to identify the words and see how words are used in daily conversation 
or in songs. You are not asked to do much work on this. Just sit back, listen to this music, and enjoy! You 
will find some minor differences in the way we use words during our routine class. Do not focus on these 

s stage. Try to learn the song and sing it by yourself (if you are not sure your 

I have written the song in Persian. Under each Persian sentence, you will find its phonetic pronunciation. 
next to each Persian sentence. You may also refer to "New words" below to 

learn the words if you wish. Please note that words are written and translated according to what is sung. 
ent from the written form. I 

know I could do it better than this. However, I didn't really find time to spend more time on it. Please 

k on the link below and choose "Save 

/hæva: ye geryeh da:ræm/ = an expression that means I have the feeling of crying - I 
s expression is not very common in normal speech. It is mostly used in songs and poems.  

/dær/.) 

thing or somebody to be dependant on / support  

/a:n/. 

/tænha: i: ye mæra:/ = my loneliness 



/fæghæt/ = just / only 

/bæra: ye/ = for 

/soku:t/ = silence 

/shisheh i:/ = of (like) glass 

/soku:t _e_ shisheh i:/ = glass
expression used in some songs and poems)

/soku:t _e_ shisheh i: mo/ = (see 

/a:semu:n/ = /a:sema:n/ = sky

/sher/ = poem 

/pær mizæneh/ = moves wings = flies

/siya:h/ = black (here, darkened seems better)

/ræng/ = color 

/boghz/ = a sad feeling in your throat (close to cry) that prevents you from speaking (I'll 
appreciate if you send me the exact equivalent!!)
  
  

/shisheh i:/ = of (like) glass  

/soku:t _e_ shisheh i:/ = glass-like silence = a fragile silence (a rare and uncommon 
expression used in some songs and poems) 

/soku:t _e_ shisheh i: mo/ = (see " tænha: i: mo" above)

/a:sema:n/ = sky 

/pær mizæneh/ = moves wings = flies 

/siya:h/ = black (here, darkened seems better) 

/boghz/ = a sad feeling in your throat (close to cry) that prevents you from speaking (I'll 
u send me the exact equivalent!!) 

 

like silence = a fragile silence (a rare and uncommon 

" tænha: i: mo" above) 

/boghz/ = a sad feeling in your throat (close to cry) that prevents you from speaking (I'll 



 
Week 60 
Salam! Khosh amadid! 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
This boy  
This week  
To do homework  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
1 - 414 - 25 - 309 - 1060 - 45103 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and mak
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To be <= /bu:dæn/< == 

Boy <= /pesær/ < == 

Last night <= /di shæb/ < == 

This <= /in/ < == 

Letter <= /na:meh/ < == 
Practice makes perfect!  

 

iles first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 
 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

iles first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

e words using the given letters. You'll have to 



  
New Words 

Ten years old = /dæh sa:leh/.

He is ten years old = 
da:ræd/.  

To work = /ka:r kærdæn/. 

He works = /u: ka:r mikonæd/.

Market = /ba:za:r/. 

Uncle (father's brother) = 

Doctor = /doctor/. 

Aunt (father's sister) = /æm.meh/.

Both of them = 

Housewives = housewife = 

Grandmother = /ma:dær bozorg/.

Grandfather = /pedær bozorg/.

Old = /pir/. 

To go = /ræftæn/. 

They go = /mirævænd/.

To go to work = 

I go to work = 

To have = /da:sh tæn/. 

I have = /mæn da:ræm/.

Good = /khu:b/. 

Family = /kha:n _e_ va:deh/. Listen! 

A good family = 
  
Please translate the following text into Persian.
Mr. Jones, Helen's father, is fifty-
Helen's mother is a teacher. Helen is twenty years old. Helen's brother, Peter, is si
Helen's uncle is a doctor. Helen has two aunts. Both of them are housewives. Helen's grandmother and 
grandfather are old. They go to work every day. They love Helen and Peter. Helen and Peter go to their 
house every Sunday. Helen and Pete
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

/dæh sa:leh/. 

/u: dæh sa:leh æst/. Also 

/ka:r kærdæn/.  

/u: ka:r mikonæd/. 

/æmu:/. 

/æm.meh/. 

/hær do ye a:nha:/. 

/kha:neh da:r/. 

/ma:dær bozorg/. 

/pedær bozorg/. 

/mirævænd/. 

/beh sær _e_ ka:r ræftæn/. 

/mæn beh sær _e_ ka:r mirævæm/.

 

/mæn da:ræm/. 

/kha:n _e_ va:deh/. Listen!  

/kha:n _e_ va:deh ye khu:bi/. 

Please translate the following text into Persian. 
five years old. He works in market. Helen's mother is fifty years old. 

Helen's mother is a teacher. Helen is twenty years old. Helen's brother, Peter, is si
Helen's uncle is a doctor. Helen has two aunts. Both of them are housewives. Helen's grandmother and 
grandfather are old. They go to work every day. They love Helen and Peter. Helen and Peter go to their 
house every Sunday. Helen and Peter have a good family. 

/u: dæh sa:l 

/mæn beh sær _e_ ka:r mirævæm/. 

five years old. He works in market. Helen's mother is fifty years old. 
Helen's mother is a teacher. Helen is twenty years old. Helen's brother, Peter, is sixteen years old.  
Helen's uncle is a doctor. Helen has two aunts. Both of them are housewives. Helen's grandmother and 
grandfather are old. They go to work every day. They love Helen and Peter. Helen and Peter go to their 



 
 
 
Week 61 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
Saudi Arabian 
Hungarian 
Russian 
Danish /Dane 
Belgian 
Japanese 
Turkish 
Mexican 
Indian 
Chinese 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
0 - 16 - 2003 - 25 - 205 - 250 - 2500 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

I closed <= /bæstæm/< == 

You saw <= /didi/ < == 

To break <= /shekæstæn/ < == 

They broke <= /shekæstænd/ < == 
  
   
  
  
 
 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 
2500 - 2055 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
g letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

They broke <= /shekæstænd/ < == 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

 



 
Practice makes perfect!  
  
New Words 

Usually = /mæmu:læn/. 

To prefer = /tærjih da:dæn/. 

I prefer = 

in Persian, as you see in the following examples. 

To come = /a:mædæn/. To come to some place = 
  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian.
1- I come to Mr. Smith's house every month.
2- You come to Mr. Smith's house every month.
3- She/he comes to Mr. Smith's house every month.
4- We come to Mr. Smith's house every month.
5- You come to Mr. Smith's house every month.
6- They come to Mr. Smith's house every month.
7- My friend comes to Mr. Smith's house every month.
8- Your daughter comes to Mr. Smith's house every month.
9- His sister comes to Mr. Smith's house every month.
10- I usually prefer green color. 
11- You usually prefer green color.
12- She/he usually prefers green color.
13- We usually prefer green color.
14- You usually prefer green color.
15- They usually prefer green color.
16- Marco usually prefers green color.
17- Nathalie usually prefers green color.
  
  
  
  

 

/tærjih da:dæn/.  

/mæn tærjih midæhæm/.Note: mostly, this combination accepts (ra:) 

in Persian, as you see in the following examples.  

/a:mædæn/. To come to some place = 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
I come to Mr. Smith's house every month. 
You come to Mr. Smith's house every month. 
She/he comes to Mr. Smith's house every month. 
We come to Mr. Smith's house every month. 
You come to Mr. Smith's house every month. 
They come to Mr. Smith's house every month. 
My friend comes to Mr. Smith's house every month. 
Your daughter comes to Mr. Smith's house every month. 
His sister comes to Mr. Smith's house every month. 

 
You usually prefer green color. 
She/he usually prefers green color. 
We usually prefer green color. 
You usually prefer green color. 
They usually prefer green color. 
Marco usually prefers green color. 
Nathalie usually prefers green color. 

/mæn tærjih midæhæm/.Note: mostly, this combination accepts (ra:) 

/beh some place a:mædæn/. 



 
Week 62 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
Electricity  
To rent  
Room  
Country 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
13 - 323 - 1003 - 900 - 1555 - 1010
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To sell <= /foru:khtæn/< == 

Sister <= /kha:hær/ < == 

House <= /kha:neh/ < == 

Car <= /ma:shin/ < == 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 
1010 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



Father <= /pedær/<== 
   
  
All right, 
Before we start today, let me wish all of you a very blessed Christmas and a 
Today, we are going to see the negative form of sentences in simple present tense.

Actually, we don't have much to do now. I am sure, all of you remember the 

learned long ago. We would put 

same rule here. The only difference is this: we should put 
the verbs, instead of /næ/ sound. I don't think this is very confusing. It demands a little bit practice only.
Let's see a couple of examples: 

I go = /mæn mirævæm/.

I don't go = /mæn nemirævæm/.

He buys = /u: mikhæræd/.

He doesn't buy = 
That's it! 
 
This page is a good place for you to improve your Farsi translation ability.
  
New Words 

To take = /gereftæn/. 

I take = /mæn migiræm/.

I don't take = /mæn nemigiræm/.

Taxi = /ta:ksi/. 

I take a taxi = 

Manager = /modir/. 

Park = /pa:rk/. 
  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian.
1- I don't take a taxi every day. 
2- You don't take a taxi every day.
3- He/she doesn't take a taxi every day.
4- We don't take a taxi every day.
5- You don't take a taxi every day.
6- They don't take a taxi every day.
7- My friend doesn't take a taxi every day.
8- His manager doesn't take a taxi every day.
9- Students don't take a taxi every day.
10- I don't go to park every Sunday.
11- You don't go to park every Sunday.
12- He/she doesn't go to park every Sunday.
13- We don't go to park every Sunday.
14- You don't go to park every Sunday.
15- They don't go to park every Sunday.
 
  
  
  

 

Before we start today, let me wish all of you a very blessed Christmas and a wonderful New Year.
Today, we are going to see the negative form of sentences in simple present tense.

Actually, we don't have much to do now. I am sure, all of you remember the 

/nu:n/ in the beginning of the verbs to make them negative. Try the 

same rule here. The only difference is this: we should put /nu:n/ with /ne/ sound in the beginning of 
the verbs, instead of /næ/ sound. I don't think this is very confusing. It demands a little bit practice only.

/mæn mirævæm/. 

/mæn nemirævæm/. 

/u: mikhæræd/. 

/u: nemikhæræd/. 

This page is a good place for you to improve your Farsi translation ability. 

/mæn migiræm/. 

/mæn nemigiræm/. 

/mæn ta:ksi migiræm/. 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 

You don't take a taxi every day. 
He/she doesn't take a taxi every day. 
We don't take a taxi every day. 
You don't take a taxi every day. 
They don't take a taxi every day. 
My friend doesn't take a taxi every day. 

oesn't take a taxi every day. 
Students don't take a taxi every day. 
I don't go to park every Sunday. 
You don't go to park every Sunday. 
He/she doesn't go to park every Sunday. 
We don't go to park every Sunday. 

ery Sunday. 
They don't go to park every Sunday. 

wonderful New Year. 
Today, we are going to see the negative form of sentences in simple present tense. 

/nu:n/ that we have 

f the verbs to make them negative. Try the 

/nu:n/ with /ne/ sound in the beginning of 
the verbs, instead of /næ/ sound. I don't think this is very confusing. It demands a little bit practice only.  



  
Week 63 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (S
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
I beat  
I become  
He beats 
They become 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
15 - 17 - 117 - 711 - 515 - 115 - 111
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Ticket <= /belit/< == 

To kiss <= /bu:sidæn/ < == 

To have <= /da:shtæn/ < == 

To write <= /neveshtæn/ < == 

To break <= /tæreka:ndæn/<== 
 
 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 
111 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

 



This page is a good place for you to improve your Farsi translation
  
New Words 

To use = /estefa:deh kærdæn/. 

I use = 

I don't use = 

To use something = 

Can = /tæva:nestæn/. 

I can = /mæn mitæva:næm/.

I cannot = /mæn 

To accept = /ghæbu:l kærdæn/. 

I accept = 

I don't accept = 

I cannot accept = 

To accept something = 
 
  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian.
1- I don't use the telephone. 
2- You don't use the telephone. 
3- He/she doesn't use the telephone.
4- We don't use the telephone. 
5- You don't use the telephone. 
6- They don't use the telephone. 
7- My sister doesn't use the telephone.
8- My son doesn't use the telephone.
9- Your friend doesn't use the telephone.
10- I cannot accept it. 
11- You cannot accept it. 
12- He/she cannot accept it. 
13- We cannot accept it. 
14- You cannot accept it. 
15- They cannot accept it.  
16- His brother cannot accept it. 
 
 
  
  
  

This page is a good place for you to improve your Farsi translation ability. 

/estefa:deh kærdæn/.  

/mæn estefa:deh mikonæm/. 

/mæn estefa:deh nemikonæm/. 

/æz something estefa:deh kærdæn/.

 

/mæn mitæva:næm/. 

/mæn nemitæva:næm/. 

/ghæbu:l kærdæn/.  

/mæn ghæbu:l mikonæm/. 

/mæn ghæbu:l nemikonæm/. 

/mæn nemitæva:næm ghæbu:l konæm/.

/something ra: ghæbu:l kærdæn/.

following sentences into Persian. 

He/she doesn't use the telephone. 

 
he telephone. 

My son doesn't use the telephone. 
Your friend doesn't use the telephone. 

 

/æz something estefa:deh kærdæn/. 

/mæn nemitæva:næm ghæbu:l konæm/. 

/something ra: ghæbu:l kærdæn/. 



  
 
Week 64 
 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
Country 
To eat  
To break  
To catch  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
8 - 88 - 808 - 818 - 118 - 108 - 811
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Plate <= /bosh gha:b/< == 

Mouse <= /mu:sh/ < == 

Room <= /ota:gh/ < == 

White <= /sefid/ < == 

Ball <= /tu:p/<== 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

sian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 
811 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

sian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



 
This page is a good place for you to improve your Farsi translation ability.
  
So far, we have learned how to listen to single words or sentences. Today, I am going to give you more 
work! To improve your listening ability, this is necessary. Today, I am going to read you a text. This text 
is very simple and we have already worked on 
not waste your time looking for this text in our previous lessons! No cheating! Do you remember that? 
All I want you to do is this: listen to the audio file once or twice (even more if you think i
Then, suppose that the desktop of your computer is one of your friends. Try to narrate this simple text to 
your friend in Persian. You are allowed to use different Persian words to tell this story to your friend. Do 
not whisper the words; try to pronounce them a bit louder! 
When you are done, suppose that your friend has problems understanding some of the Persian words. At 
this stage, on behalf of your friend ask yourself some words and try to translate those words into English 
for your friend. For example, your friend may raise this question (your friend speaks in English): what 
does (this Persian word) mean? Or, who did this (referring to some part of the story)? Or, something like 
that. I cannot raise good questions clearly now because I do
questions are simple hints to let you know what to do.
If possible, please right-click on the link below to download this audio file. Have fun! 
  
 
Week 65 
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
To celebrate  
To respect  
To pray  
To marry  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
17 - 177 - 711 - 117 - 171 - 771 - 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To become <= /shodæn/< == 

Sad <= /ghæmgin/ < == 

Happy <= /khosh ha:l/ < == 

New <= /ta:zeh/ < == 

Old <= /koh neh/<== 
  
 
This page is a good place for you to improve your Farsi translation ability.
  

This page is a good place for you to improve your Farsi translation ability. 

So far, we have learned how to listen to single words or sentences. Today, I am going to give you more 
work! To improve your listening ability, this is necessary. Today, I am going to read you a text. This text 
is very simple and we have already worked on it. Therefore, you don't need to worry about it. Please do 
not waste your time looking for this text in our previous lessons! No cheating! Do you remember that? 
All I want you to do is this: listen to the audio file once or twice (even more if you think i
Then, suppose that the desktop of your computer is one of your friends. Try to narrate this simple text to 
your friend in Persian. You are allowed to use different Persian words to tell this story to your friend. Do 

to pronounce them a bit louder!  
When you are done, suppose that your friend has problems understanding some of the Persian words. At 
this stage, on behalf of your friend ask yourself some words and try to translate those words into English 

d. For example, your friend may raise this question (your friend speaks in English): what 
does (this Persian word) mean? Or, who did this (referring to some part of the story)? Or, something like 
that. I cannot raise good questions clearly now because I do not want to write the story to you! The above 
questions are simple hints to let you know what to do. 

click on the link below to download this audio file. Have fun! 

audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
nse, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 
 777 - 170 

ombine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This page is a good place for you to improve your Farsi translation ability. 

So far, we have learned how to listen to single words or sentences. Today, I am going to give you more 
work! To improve your listening ability, this is necessary. Today, I am going to read you a text. This text 

it. Therefore, you don't need to worry about it. Please do 
not waste your time looking for this text in our previous lessons! No cheating! Do you remember that?  
All I want you to do is this: listen to the audio file once or twice (even more if you think is necessary). 
Then, suppose that the desktop of your computer is one of your friends. Try to narrate this simple text to 
your friend in Persian. You are allowed to use different Persian words to tell this story to your friend. Do 

When you are done, suppose that your friend has problems understanding some of the Persian words. At 
this stage, on behalf of your friend ask yourself some words and try to translate those words into English 

d. For example, your friend may raise this question (your friend speaks in English): what 
does (this Persian word) mean? Or, who did this (referring to some part of the story)? Or, something like 

not want to write the story to you! The above 

click on the link below to download this audio file. Have fun!  

audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
nse, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

ombine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



Do you want to enjoy another Persian mp3 this week? Lots of you seem looking for changing the mood 
again! During the past weeks, I have recieved several messages from your friends who have been asking 
for another Persian mp3 to enjoy! To respect you, I hav
You have already experienced one.So, you know how to enjoy it! Listen to the song, look at the phonetic 
writings to follow the song properly, and try to sing along when you feel comfortable. 
ADVICE: In the case of unbearable voice, do not forget the shower!! (Just a joke!)
This song is from Houshmand -e-
song.  
  
New Words: 

/emshæb/ = tonight 

/delæm/ = my heart 

/delæm mikha:d/ = my 
Note: in Persian, people in daily conversation usually replace " I want" with " my heart wants". That is to 
say, they use "my heart wants a cold drink" for "I want a cold drink". This is a kind of saying. So, it is oral 
based.  

/ta:/ = a word that shows an area of time or place. Maybe "from 
English equivalent for this word. For example, consider these two phrases: 1
from that day till (until) the next morning. 

/mei/ = wine  

/benu:shæm/ = I drink (you will learn this kind of verbs later)

/ziba:/ = beautiful 

/ziba: tærin/ = most beautiful

/ja:meh ha:/ = 
date word - obsolete) 

/bepu:shæm/ = I put on (see /benu:shæm/ abo

/ba:/ = with 

/shogh/ = joy = happiness 

/bi hæd/ = limitless = endless

/ba:gh cheh/ = a small garden usually around the house

/ba:gh cheh ha: ma:n/ = our little gardens

/sæfa: da:dæm/ = (here) I pruned = I put (them) in order = I cleaned them

/emshæb keh mishod/ = when tonight was coming (a very rare and unusual saying. 
Probably, the rhyme of the poem has pushed the poet!)

/gol/ = flower 

/tu: ye/ = inside = in 

/goldu:n/ = vase (a conversational way of saying) 

/keh/ = this word has many meani
"that". Example, he said that. 
Sometimes, this word means "who". Example, the one who…
Sometimes, it sits in the place of all relative clauses. I mean, who, when, where, and so on. 
Here in this poem, the poet has chosen a very rare but interesting meaning of this word. This word, here, 
means "a lot of". This structure is mostly used in conversational side of Persian language. For example, 
consider the following sentence: it was money that he was
of money". This structure is sometimes used in Persian to put the main emphasis on the most important 

Do you want to enjoy another Persian mp3 this week? Lots of you seem looking for changing the mood 
again! During the past weeks, I have recieved several messages from your friends who have been asking 
for another Persian mp3 to enjoy! To respect you, I have made another Persian music ready for you today. 
You have already experienced one.So, you know how to enjoy it! Listen to the song, look at the phonetic 
writings to follow the song properly, and try to sing along when you feel comfortable. 

case of unbearable voice, do not forget the shower!! (Just a joke!)
- Aghili. Please right-click and choose 'Save Target As' to download the 

/delæm mikha:d/ = my heart wants 
Note: in Persian, people in daily conversation usually replace " I want" with " my heart wants". That is to 
say, they use "my heart wants a cold drink" for "I want a cold drink". This is a kind of saying. So, it is oral 

that shows an area of time or place. Maybe "from - to" or "from 
English equivalent for this word. For example, consider these two phrases: 1- from here to your house. 2
from that day till (until) the next morning.  

enu:shæm/ = I drink (you will learn this kind of verbs later) 

/ziba: tærin/ = most beautiful 

/leba:s ha:/ = Cloths ( /ja:meh ha:/ is almsot an out of 

/bepu:shæm/ = I put on (see /benu:shæm/ above/. 

 

/bi hæd/ = limitless = endless 

/ba:gh cheh/ = a small garden usually around the house 

/ba:gh cheh ha: ma:n/ = our little gardens 

/sæfa: da:dæm/ = (here) I pruned = I put (them) in order = I cleaned them

mshæb keh mishod/ = when tonight was coming (a very rare and unusual saying. 
Probably, the rhyme of the poem has pushed the poet!) 

/goldu:n/ = vase (a conversational way of saying)  

/keh/ = this word has many meanings and functions in different sentences. Sometimes, it means 

Sometimes, this word means "who". Example, the one who… 
Sometimes, it sits in the place of all relative clauses. I mean, who, when, where, and so on. 

poem, the poet has chosen a very rare but interesting meaning of this word. This word, here, 
means "a lot of". This structure is mostly used in conversational side of Persian language. For example, 
consider the following sentence: it was money that he was making! Here, we mean "he was making a lot 
of money". This structure is sometimes used in Persian to put the main emphasis on the most important 

Do you want to enjoy another Persian mp3 this week? Lots of you seem looking for changing the mood 
again! During the past weeks, I have recieved several messages from your friends who have been asking 

e made another Persian music ready for you today. 
You have already experienced one.So, you know how to enjoy it! Listen to the song, look at the phonetic 
writings to follow the song properly, and try to sing along when you feel comfortable.  

case of unbearable voice, do not forget the shower!! (Just a joke!) 
click and choose 'Save Target As' to download the 

Note: in Persian, people in daily conversation usually replace " I want" with " my heart wants". That is to 
say, they use "my heart wants a cold drink" for "I want a cold drink". This is a kind of saying. So, it is oral 

to" or "from - till" can be a good 
from here to your house. 2- 

/ja:meh ha:/ is almsot an out of 

/sæfa: da:dæm/ = (here) I pruned = I put (them) in order = I cleaned them 

mshæb keh mishod/ = when tonight was coming (a very rare and unusual saying. 

ngs and functions in different sentences. Sometimes, it means 

Sometimes, it sits in the place of all relative clauses. I mean, who, when, where, and so on.  
poem, the poet has chosen a very rare but interesting meaning of this word. This word, here, 

means "a lot of". This structure is mostly used in conversational side of Persian language. For example, 
making! Here, we mean "he was making a lot 

of money". This structure is sometimes used in Persian to put the main emphasis on the most important 



word of the sentence (here the word is: flower). The poet means he has put a lot of flowers in the vase. So, 
he says "it was flowers that I was putting in the vase."

/ja: da:dæm/ = I put 

/bæd æz/ = after 

/joda: i: ha:/ = separations

/bi væfa: i: ha:/ = disloyalties 

/to miya: i:/ = you come ( here it means: you will come. The use of present for future, 
which is quite normal in Persian daily talks.)

/æz/ = from 

/khu:neh/ = a conversational form of /kha:neh/ = house (see also "vase")

/na: omidi/ = disappointment = frustration

/sæfær kærdeh/ = has traveled away

/gu: ya:/ = maybe 

/do a:/ = prayer 

/khæsteh/ = tired 

/æsær kærdeh/ = has worked

/læhzeh ha:/ = moments

/mishoma:ræm/ = I count (here, I count down)

/ta: resæd færda:/ = till tomorrow arrives

/khu:b/ = good 

/dær a:ghu:shæt keshidæn ha:/ = to embrace you repeatedly (this is rather a 
literary style than a daily one in Persian. However, to improve your friendship you are allowed to use it!! 
It may make others laugh a bit, but is certainly positive!)
 
  

word of the sentence (here the word is: flower). The poet means he has put a lot of flowers in the vase. So, 
e says "it was flowers that I was putting in the vase." 

/joda: i: ha:/ = separations 

/bi væfa: i: ha:/ = disloyalties  

/to miya: i:/ = you come ( here it means: you will come. The use of present for future, 
is quite normal in Persian daily talks.) 

/khu:neh/ = a conversational form of /kha:neh/ = house (see also "vase")

/na: omidi/ = disappointment = frustration 

/sæfær kærdeh/ = has traveled away 

/æsær kærdeh/ = has worked 

/læhzeh ha:/ = moments 

/mishoma:ræm/ = I count (here, I count down) 

/ta: resæd færda:/ = till tomorrow arrives 

/dær a:ghu:shæt keshidæn ha:/ = to embrace you repeatedly (this is rather a 
e than a daily one in Persian. However, to improve your friendship you are allowed to use it!! 

It may make others laugh a bit, but is certainly positive!) 

word of the sentence (here the word is: flower). The poet means he has put a lot of flowers in the vase. So, 

/to miya: i:/ = you come ( here it means: you will come. The use of present for future, 

/khu:neh/ = a conversational form of /kha:neh/ = house (see also "vase") 

/dær a:ghu:shæt keshidæn ha:/ = to embrace you repeatedly (this is rather a 
e than a daily one in Persian. However, to improve your friendship you are allowed to use it!! 

 



 

 



 
Week 66 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in 
perfect tense). 
To paint  
Old computer  
Motorcycle  
Mechanic  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
10 - 110 - 101 - 1110 - 1010 - 1012
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. Yo
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Husband <= /shohær/< == 

Hour <= /sa: æt/ < == 

Light <= /la:mp/ < == 

Woman <= /zæn/ < == 

Small <= /ku:chæk/<== 
  
 
Please right-click on the link below and choose 'Save Target As' to download the file. You may find the 
English translation of this persian poem below.
New Words: 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
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Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. Yo
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

click on the link below and choose 'Save Target As' to download the file. You may find the 
English translation of this persian poem below. 

 

couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

click on the link below and choose 'Save Target As' to download the file. You may find the 



= /sa:l ha:/ = years / for years

= /del/ = heart 

= /tælæb kærdæn/ = to demand / to beg

= /ja:m/ = cup (here, like world cup, not a tea cup)

= /ja:m -e - jæm/ = this is the name of a kind of cup explained above. In our Persian literature, 
this cup is believed to be a kind of cup in which one can see the past or the future events. It is believed that 
one of the kings in thousands of years ago had such a thing. Whatever it is, this expression is used 
symbolically in our Persian literature for "Recognition" or "Enlightenment". Hafez is the master of using 
such kind of expressions in our classical poetry.

= /a:n cheh/ = what (example, what you say is …)

= /khod/ = self / himself 

= /da:sht/ = (he) had 

= /biga:neh/ = stranger 

= /ze biga:neh/ = from a stranger

= /tæmæna: kærdæn/ = to beg / to request

= /gohær/ = pearl 

= /sædæf/ = shell (the place of 

= /konu: mæka:n/ = time and place

= /biru:n æst/ = is out

= /gom shodega:n/ = the lost / those who are lost

= /læb/ = (here) beach / the outer part of the sea

= /læb -e - dærya:/ = seashore

= /bidel/ = heartless 

= /dær hæmeh æhv

= /Khoda:/ = God 

= /ba:/ = with  

= /væ/ = and  
/væ/ is pronounced as /væ/ in most cases. However, in literature and daily conversation it is normally 
replaced with /o/ sound. For example: /hæsæ

= /æz du:r/ = from distant

= /Khoda: ya:/ = O God!

= /Khoda: ya: mikærd/ = he was calling God on and on.

= /moshkel/ = problem / difficulty

= /khish/ = self / oneself

= /bær -e-/ = here, to - close to 

= /pir/ = old 

= /pir -e- mogha:n/ = master / rabbi
Note: it is not very easy to translate Hafez. His word is full of ambiguity, allusion and many different 
words that have been remained ambiguous to us until now. Many writers have written hundreds of pages 

= /sa:l ha:/ = years / for years 

= /tælæb kærdæn/ = to demand / to beg 

= cup (here, like world cup, not a tea cup) 

jæm/ = this is the name of a kind of cup explained above. In our Persian literature, 
this cup is believed to be a kind of cup in which one can see the past or the future events. It is believed that 
one of the kings in thousands of years ago had such a thing. Whatever it is, this expression is used 
symbolically in our Persian literature for "Recognition" or "Enlightenment". Hafez is the master of using 
such kind of expressions in our classical poetry.  

= /a:n cheh/ = what (example, what you say is …) 

 

= /ze biga:neh/ = from a stranger 

= /tæmæna: kærdæn/ = to beg / to request 

= /sædæf/ = shell (the place of pearl under the sea) 

= /konu: mæka:n/ = time and place 

= /biru:n æst/ = is out 

= /gom shodega:n/ = the lost / those who are lost 

= /læb/ = (here) beach / the outer part of the sea 

dærya:/ = seashore 

= /dær hæmeh æhva:l/ = in all moments 

= /nemididæsh/ = he wouldn't see him 

/væ/ is pronounced as /væ/ in most cases. However, in literature and daily conversation it is normally 
For example: /hæsæn -o -ali/ for /hæsæn væ ali/. 

= /æz du:r/ = from distant 

= /Khoda: ya:/ = O God! 

= /Khoda: ya: mikærd/ = he was calling God on and on. 

= /moshkel/ = problem / difficulty 

= /khish/ = self / oneself 

close to  

mogha:n/ = master / rabbi 
Note: it is not very easy to translate Hafez. His word is full of ambiguity, allusion and many different 
words that have been remained ambiguous to us until now. Many writers have written hundreds of pages 

jæm/ = this is the name of a kind of cup explained above. In our Persian literature, 
this cup is believed to be a kind of cup in which one can see the past or the future events. It is believed that 
one of the kings in thousands of years ago had such a thing. Whatever it is, this expression is used 
symbolically in our Persian literature for "Recognition" or "Enlightenment". Hafez is the master of using 

/væ/ is pronounced as /væ/ in most cases. However, in literature and daily conversation it is normally 

Note: it is not very easy to translate Hafez. His word is full of ambiguity, allusion and many different 
words that have been remained ambiguous to us until now. Many writers have written hundreds of pages 



for just one word he has used marvelously interesting. Still, no one knows the exact meaning of this very 
word. Fortunately, This particular word /rend/ is not used in this poem! This man had a different ability in 
using words and structures that, after more than eight 
mosque for tavern and vise versa. Four different people might interpret his works in four different ways, 
and all of them seem right. Yet, the fifth person may introduce a different interpretation that 
His work is unbelievingly flexible. 
Unlike Rumi who had a very well known master, Hafez has never introduced a person as his master. He 
has called rabbi or master for many times. However, if you explore his words more deeply, you will see 
that his master is not a person. In the above expression /pir _e_ mogha:n/, he refers to his master (pir) who 
lives in /deir _e mogh:an). This place rather seems a spiritual place than a physical building. Therefore, the 
master who lives in a spiritual place 
be a non-human master. Therefore, the place of this master is in your heart, and the master is the 
recognition or spiritually awareness. In short, /pir _e_ mogha:n/ is the spirit of tru
heart (deir_e_ mogha:n/.  

= /bordæm/ = (here) I carried

= /du:sh/ = the literary form of the word /dishæb/, which means last night.

= /ku:/ = who (in a clause

= /betæ i:d_e_ næzær/ = with one look 

= /hæl kærdæn/ = to solve / to remove (a problem)

= /moæm. ma:/ = puzzle 

= /didæmæsh/ = I saw him

= /khoræm/ = joyful / happy

= /khænda:n/ = laughing

= /ghædæh/ = cup (of wine)

= /ba:deh/ = wine 

= /beh dæst/ = in (one's) hand

= /vændæra:n/ = and inside it

= /ændær/ = /dær/ = in / inside

= /a:n hæmeh/ = that much

= /shobædeh/ = magical tricks

= /æghl/ = brain / mind 

= /a:n ja:/ = there 

= /sa:heri/ = to do magic tricks

= /pish/ = before / in presence

= /æsa:/ = rod / stick (here, it refers to the Rod of 

= /yæd_e_ beiza:/ = white hand 
turned the Rod into a big snake. 

= /goft/ = he said 

= /ya:r/ = very close friend / beloved

= /kæzu:/ = /keh æz u:/ = because of him

= /gæsht bolænd/ = was lifted

= /sær/ = head 

= /sær _e_ da:r/ = the head or the top of gallows

ord he has used marvelously interesting. Still, no one knows the exact meaning of this very 
word. Fortunately, This particular word /rend/ is not used in this poem! This man had a different ability in 
using words and structures that, after more than eight hundred years, are still fresh in our culture. He has 
mosque for tavern and vise versa. Four different people might interpret his works in four different ways, 
and all of them seem right. Yet, the fifth person may introduce a different interpretation that 
His work is unbelievingly flexible.  
Unlike Rumi who had a very well known master, Hafez has never introduced a person as his master. He 
has called rabbi or master for many times. However, if you explore his words more deeply, you will see 

t his master is not a person. In the above expression /pir _e_ mogha:n/, he refers to his master (pir) who 
lives in /deir _e mogh:an). This place rather seems a spiritual place than a physical building. Therefore, the 
master who lives in a spiritual place that is not made of construction materials (like stone or wood) should 

human master. Therefore, the place of this master is in your heart, and the master is the 
recognition or spiritually awareness. In short, /pir _e_ mogha:n/ is the spirit of tru

= /bordæm/ = (here) I carried 

= /du:sh/ = the literary form of the word /dishæb/, which means last night.

= /ku:/ = who (in a clause-based pattern) 

= /betæ i:d_e_ næzær/ = with one look  

= to solve / to remove (a problem) 

 

= /didæmæsh/ = I saw him 

= /khoræm/ = joyful / happy 

= /khænda:n/ = laughing 

= /ghædæh/ = cup (of wine) 

= /beh dæst/ = in (one's) hand 

= /vændæra:n/ = and inside it 

/ændær/ = /dær/ = in / inside 

= /a:n hæmeh/ = that much 

= /shobædeh/ = magical tricks 

= /sa:heri/ = to do magic tricks 

= /pish/ = before / in presence 

= /æsa:/ = rod / stick (here, it refers to the Rod of Moses. 

= /yæd_e_ beiza:/ = white hand - there is an allusion here. It refers to the story of Moses who 
 

= /ya:r/ = very close friend / beloved 

= /kæzu:/ = /keh æz u:/ = because of him 

= was lifted 

= /sær _e_ da:r/ = the head or the top of gallows 

ord he has used marvelously interesting. Still, no one knows the exact meaning of this very 
word. Fortunately, This particular word /rend/ is not used in this poem! This man had a different ability in 

hundred years, are still fresh in our culture. He has 
mosque for tavern and vise versa. Four different people might interpret his works in four different ways, 
and all of them seem right. Yet, the fifth person may introduce a different interpretation that is true too! 

Unlike Rumi who had a very well known master, Hafez has never introduced a person as his master. He 
has called rabbi or master for many times. However, if you explore his words more deeply, you will see 

t his master is not a person. In the above expression /pir _e_ mogha:n/, he refers to his master (pir) who 
lives in /deir _e mogh:an). This place rather seems a spiritual place than a physical building. Therefore, the 

that is not made of construction materials (like stone or wood) should 
human master. Therefore, the place of this master is in your heart, and the master is the 

recognition or spiritually awareness. In short, /pir _e_ mogha:n/ is the spirit of truth that resides in your 

= /du:sh/ = the literary form of the word /dishæb/, which means last night. 

there is an allusion here. It refers to the story of Moses who 



= /jorm/ = crime 

= /in bu:d/ = was this 

= /æsra:r/ = secrets 

= /hoveida: kærdæn/ = to disclose / to unveil

= /a:n keh/ = the one who

= /chu:n/ = like / such as 

= /ghoncheh/ = blossom 

= /ra:z/ = secret 

= /hæghighæt/ = truth 

= /benæhoft/ = (he) hid 

= /værægh/ = sheet (of paper or flowers)

= /kha:ter/ = favor (of somebody or something) 
favor of you - also: remembering 

= /nokteh/ = point 

= /mohæsha: kærdæn/ => I think it's the old form of 
deny  

= /feiz/ = mercy = generosity

= /ru:hol ghodos/ = the holy spirit

= /ær/ = /ægær/ = if 

= /ba:z/ = (here) again / once more

= mædæd færma:yæd/ = (if) he helps 
word.  

= /mædæd kærdæn/ = to help

= /digæra:n/ = others 

= /hæm/ = too / also 

= /mæsiha:/ = Jesus 

= / goftæm/ = I said 

= ja:m _e_ jæha:n bin/ = (see /ja:m _e_ jæm above)

= /kei/ = when? 

= /hækim/ = in old Persian /hækim/ means doctor. In this poem, it means God

= /gonbæd _e _ mina:/ = refers to "Sky"

= /mikærd/ = 

= / goftæmæsh/ = I told him

= /selseleh/ = like chain 
imprison the lover! 

= /zolf/ = hair 

= /bot/ = idol 

= / æz pei ye/ = for what

 

= /hoveida: kærdæn/ = to disclose / to unveil 

= /a:n keh/ = the one who 

 

 

 

 

= /værægh/ = sheet (of paper or flowers) 

= /kha:ter/ = favor (of somebody or something) - /beh kha:ter _e _ to/ means just for you, just in 
 - rememberance 

= /mohæsha: kærdæn/ => I think it's the old form of 

= /feiz/ = mercy = generosity 

= /ru:hol ghodos/ = the holy spirit 

 

= /ba:z/ = (here) again / once more 

rma:yæd/ = (if) he helps - this word is a very polite form of the following 

= /mædæd kærdæn/ = to help 

= ja:m _e_ jæha:n bin/ = (see /ja:m _e_ jæm above) 

= /hækim/ = in old Persian /hækim/ means doctor. In this poem, it means God

= /gonbæd _e _ mina:/ = refers to "Sky" 

/misa:kht/ = he was making 

= / goftæmæsh/ = I told him 

= /selseleh/ = like chain - Hafez refers to the woven hair of beautiful girls as chains that 

 

/beh kha:ter _e _ to/ means just for you, just in 

/ha:sha: kærdæn/ = to 

this word is a very polite form of the following 

= /hækim/ = in old Persian /hækim/ means doctor. In this poem, it means God 

n hair of beautiful girls as chains that 



= /æz pei ye chist/ = for what reason?

= /geleh/ = complain  

= / geleh kærdæn/ = to complain

= /sheida:/ = eager / in love
  
  

= /æz pei ye chist/ = for what reason? 

= / geleh kærdæn/ = to complain 

= /sheida:/ = eager / in love 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 
Week 67 
Hello, welcome everybody! 
For several months, I have promised many of you to do something. Thank you for being patient with me. 
You are my patience teacher!  
What I am going to do refers to a kind of multilateral communication. Just be cool, the word is bigger than 
the job!  
Many of you have been interested in having direct contacts with other visitors of this site. Probably, I have 
been disappointing in replying to you on time! To solve this problem, I am going to put a message board 
on this site, which will give you an opportunity to share views and ideas with other visitors directly, 
without having to wait for my delayed replies. You may leave a message or a 
message board to receive reply from other friends. Optimistically, they will reply faster than I do! This 
message board is also a good place to find some native Persians as your pen pals or something. Please 
stick to the non-violence policy while enjoying such a direct tool! 
Although I am, to much extent, anti censorship (in many cases!!), I will do my best to be absolutely honest 
in deleting useless messages whenever necessary! This will save you time in reviewing different 
messages!. (OR, Simply copy this address and paste it in your address bar => 
http://www.easypersian.com/messageboard/
All right, let's get back to our routine class.
I guess we have been considerably far from our normal classes for several weeks. Generally, 
you!) like and welcome such opportunities (to escape from a class)!!
Today, we are going to learn the last section in Present Simple Tense, which is interrogative.

This is not something strange. You already know the word 
your sentences to ask others something!
Let's see an example: 

He goes = /u: mirævæd/

Does he go? = 
Note: you may simply delete the subject in your Persian sentence.
Was it difficult? Of course not! 
Please do the Quiz first and then go to Useful Drills page.
   

For several months, I have promised many of you to do something. Thank you for being patient with me. 

What I am going to do refers to a kind of multilateral communication. Just be cool, the word is bigger than 

Many of you have been interested in having direct contacts with other visitors of this site. Probably, I have 
ng to you on time! To solve this problem, I am going to put a message board 

on this site, which will give you an opportunity to share views and ideas with other visitors directly, 
without having to wait for my delayed replies. You may leave a message or a contact address in that 
message board to receive reply from other friends. Optimistically, they will reply faster than I do! This 
message board is also a good place to find some native Persians as your pen pals or something. Please 

e policy while enjoying such a direct tool!  
Although I am, to much extent, anti censorship (in many cases!!), I will do my best to be absolutely honest 
in deleting useless messages whenever necessary! This will save you time in reviewing different 

s!. (OR, Simply copy this address and paste it in your address bar => 
http://www.easypersian.com/messageboard/ 
All right, let's get back to our routine class. 
I guess we have been considerably far from our normal classes for several weeks. Generally, 
you!) like and welcome such opportunities (to escape from a class)!! 
Today, we are going to learn the last section in Present Simple Tense, which is interrogative.

This is not something strange. You already know the word /a:ya:/. Put this wo
your sentences to ask others something! 

/u: mirævæd/ 

/a:ya: u: mirævæd/? 
Note: you may simply delete the subject in your Persian sentence. 

Quiz first and then go to Useful Drills page. 

 

For several months, I have promised many of you to do something. Thank you for being patient with me. 

What I am going to do refers to a kind of multilateral communication. Just be cool, the word is bigger than 

Many of you have been interested in having direct contacts with other visitors of this site. Probably, I have 
ng to you on time! To solve this problem, I am going to put a message board 

on this site, which will give you an opportunity to share views and ideas with other visitors directly, 
contact address in that 

message board to receive reply from other friends. Optimistically, they will reply faster than I do! This 
message board is also a good place to find some native Persians as your pen pals or something. Please 

Although I am, to much extent, anti censorship (in many cases!!), I will do my best to be absolutely honest 
in deleting useless messages whenever necessary! This will save you time in reviewing different 

I guess we have been considerably far from our normal classes for several weeks. Generally, students (not 

Today, we are going to learn the last section in Present Simple Tense, which is interrogative. 

/a:ya:/. Put this word in the beginning of 



 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the followi
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
To respect somebody  
To pray  
To make somebody laugh  
To marry  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 

4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To give <= /da:dæn/< == 

To steal <= /dozdidæn/ < == 

Pencil <= /meda:d/ < == 

To hurt <= /zækh mi kærdæn/ < == 
 
New Words: 

To sleep = /kha:bidæn/

Early = /zu:d/ 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian.
1- Do I go to school? 
2- Do you go to school? 
3- Does he/she go to school? 
4- Do we go to school? 
5- Do you go to school? 
6- Do they go to school? 
7- Do your children go to school?
8- Do your brothers go to school?
9- Does your sister go to school? 
10- Do I sleep early? 
11- Do you sleep early? 
12- Does he/she sleep early? 
13- Do we sleep early? 
14- Do you sleep early? 
15- Do they sleep early? 
 
  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 

 
Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

To hurt <= /zækh mi kærdæn/ < == 

/kha:bidæn/ 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 

Do your children go to school? 
Do your brothers go to school? 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

ng words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

 



  
 
 
Week 68 
 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
Bag  
Tree  
To plant  
Kitchen  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 

4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To cut <= /boridæn/< == 

Bus <= /otobu:s/ < == 

Tree <= /derækht/ < == 

Box <= /jæbeh/ < == 

Curtain <= /pærdeh/ 
 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 

 
Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



New Words: 
  
Please "Read" the following Persian Sentences aloud. You already know all the sentences. So, don't worry 
and don't complain about this drill! First Read and then Translate each sentence into English.
Have Fun!!  
  
  

  
Week 69 
 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
To receive  
To turn on  
To turn off 
To resign  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 

4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
The last day of winter ends in the first day of spring! This day is called New Day or Norouz (Norooz) in 
Iran when the New Year starts. You may find more about Norouz 
I would like to take advantage of the opportunity to simply wish all of you a very prosperous Persian New 

Year. /Sa:l e no Moba:ræk/

Or, /i:d e shoma: moba:ræk/
Both of them mean: Happy New Year to you! 
   
All right, please do the quiz first, then go to Useful Drills page to have more practice on our previous 
lesson.  

Please "Read" the following Persian Sentences aloud. You already know all the sentences. So, don't worry 
on't complain about this drill! First Read and then Translate each sentence into English.

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 

 
Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 
The last day of winter ends in the first day of spring! This day is called New Day or Norouz (Norooz) in 
Iran when the New Year starts. You may find more about Norouz here.  
I would like to take advantage of the opportunity to simply wish all of you a very prosperous Persian New 

/Sa:l e no Moba:ræk/!  

/i:d e shoma: moba:ræk/!  
Both of them mean: Happy New Year to you!  

All right, please do the quiz first, then go to Useful Drills page to have more practice on our previous 

Please "Read" the following Persian Sentences aloud. You already know all the sentences. So, don't worry 
on't complain about this drill! First Read and then Translate each sentence into English. 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

The last day of winter ends in the first day of spring! This day is called New Day or Norouz (Norooz) in 

I would like to take advantage of the opportunity to simply wish all of you a very prosperous Persian New 

All right, please do the quiz first, then go to Useful Drills page to have more practice on our previous 



See you next week!  
  
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
Newspaper 
To go to work  
To shop (to go shopping)  
To watch  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
13 - 31 - 113 - 311 - 313 - 131 - 113 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Room < == 

Clean < == 

Dirty < == 

Fat < ==  

Warm <=  

Cold <=  
  
 
New Words: 

To know (something) = 

To kiss = /bu:sidæn/.  

To invite = /dævæt kærdæn/. 
   

Note: You should add /mi/ and the suffixes to the second parts of your Compound Verbs. Example: 

I should have cleaned = 

They should have called = 
1. I must have known (it).  
2. You must have known (it).  
3. She/he must have known (it).  
4. We must have known (it).  
5. You must have known (it).  
6. They must have known (it).  
7. Farshid must have known (it).  
8. Maryam must have known (it).  
9. I must have kissed her.  
10. You must have kissed her.  
11. She/he must have kissed him/her. 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
113 - 311 - 331  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

/da:nestæn/.  

 

/dævæt kærdæn/.  

/mi/ and the suffixes to the second parts of your Compound Verbs. Example: 

/ba:yæd tæmiz mi kærdæm/. 

/ba:yæd zæng mi zædænd/. 

She/he must have kissed him/her.  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

/mi/ and the suffixes to the second parts of your Compound Verbs. Example:  

/ba:yæd tæmiz mi kærdæm/.  

/ba:yæd zæng mi zædænd/.  



12. We must have kissed her.  
13. You must have kissed her.  
14. They must have kissed her.  
15. Farshid must have kissed Maryam. 
16. Maryam must have kissed Farshid. 
17. I must have invited her.  
18. You must have invited her.  
19. She/he must have invited her.  
20. We must have invited her.  
21. You must have invited her.  
22. They must have invited her.  

   
   

 
Week 70 
  
Hello everyone, 
How was the previous lesson? Was it easy? Praise the Lord!
Today, I am going to share something with you. I hope you will not rise against me!! 
Recently, I received two messages that, to me, are of good interest. The first one is a message that has 
been brought to you seemingly with the aim of introducing peace a
different religions and backgrounds. Personally, I, and probably the majority of you, have already, yet 
unconsciously, believed in this way. However, this message seems to give everyone a deeper 
understanding to awaken and gather them around one light. Probably, people of the world must have gone 
astray a bit!  

Farshid must have kissed Maryam.  
Maryam must have kissed Farshid.  

 

How was the previous lesson? Was it easy? Praise the Lord! 
Today, I am going to share something with you. I hope you will not rise against me!! 
Recently, I received two messages that, to me, are of good interest. The first one is a message that has 
been brought to you seemingly with the aim of introducing peace and friendship among the people of 
different religions and backgrounds. Personally, I, and probably the majority of you, have already, yet 
unconsciously, believed in this way. However, this message seems to give everyone a deeper 

gather them around one light. Probably, people of the world must have gone 

Today, I am going to share something with you. I hope you will not rise against me!!  
Recently, I received two messages that, to me, are of good interest. The first one is a message that has 

nd friendship among the people of 
different religions and backgrounds. Personally, I, and probably the majority of you, have already, yet 
unconsciously, believed in this way. However, this message seems to give everyone a deeper 

gather them around one light. Probably, people of the world must have gone 



You may find this message at this address: If the above link doesn't work, please click 
the complete message in Microsoft Word format. Please send your comments to the web master not to 
Easypersian website.  
I enjoyed it a lot and, hopefully, you will enjoy it too! 
The second message, which I received later this week
not know why people should send such messages to this educational site! However, I appreciate their 
putting trust in me! I wanted to share the complete message with you. However, I changed my mind at the 
very last moments when I was going to upload this page. Therefore, I have just copied a couple of 
sentences from that message. It says:" ... WE USED TO HATE PEOPLE 
OF THEM - IT'S MORE EFFECTIVE THAT WAY 
DAY TO DAY WITH NOTHING BUT MATCHBOOKS AND SARCASM IN OUR POCKETS 
ALL WE ARE WAITING FOR IS FOR SOMETHING WORTH WAITING FOR ..." "... LET'S STOP 
SAYING "DON'T QUOTE ME" -
HAVEN'T SAID A THING WORTH SAYI
ALL - THAT NOTHING INSIDE ..." 
" ... WE'RE NOT BROKE - WE'RE BROKEN 
ATTENTION - SO WHAT DO YOU WANT 
HAPPY - BUT YOU'RE TERRIFIED 
TO SAY AND NO WAY TO SAY IT..." "... LET'S STOP PRAYING FOR SOMEONE TO SAVE US 
AND START SAVING OURSELVES 
LET'S KEEP GOING - THIS IS YOUR LIFE..."Let's be optimistic that yo
your time! As you know, sometimes, it is not very bad to change the mood of routine classes, which lazy 
students (not you!!) welcome it! 
In the meantime, let me request you to please post your future articles on the messag
keep us all safer!! 
All right, now let's do the quiz first and then go to Useful Drills page. 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 
Poems  
Birthday party 
Girlfriend  
To experience 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 

4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Children <= /bæch.che ha:/< == 

To play <= /ba:zi kærdæn/ < == 

Radio <= /ra:dio/ < == 

New <= /ta:zeh/ < == 

Telephone <= /telefon/ 
 

You may find this message at this address: If the above link doesn't work, please click 
the complete message in Microsoft Word format. Please send your comments to the web master not to 

I enjoyed it a lot and, hopefully, you will enjoy it too!  
The second message, which I received later this week, is about someone's ideas, which seems deep. I do 
not know why people should send such messages to this educational site! However, I appreciate their 
putting trust in me! I wanted to share the complete message with you. However, I changed my mind at the 
ery last moments when I was going to upload this page. Therefore, I have just copied a couple of 

sentences from that message. It says:" ... WE USED TO HATE PEOPLE - NOW WE JUST MAKE FUN 
IT'S MORE EFFECTIVE THAT WAY - WE DON'T LIVE - WE JUST SCRAT

DAY TO DAY WITH NOTHING BUT MATCHBOOKS AND SARCASM IN OUR POCKETS 
ALL WE ARE WAITING FOR IS FOR SOMETHING WORTH WAITING FOR ..." "... LET'S STOP 

- BECAUSE IF NO ONE QUOTES YOU YOU PROBABLY 
HAVEN'T SAID A THING WORTH SAYING - WE NEED SOMETHING TO KILL THE PAIN OF 

THAT NOTHING INSIDE ..."  
WE'RE BROKEN - WE'RE SO POOR WE CAN'T EVEN PAY 

SO WHAT DO YOU WANT - YOU WANT TO BE FAMOUS AND RICH AND 
BUT YOU'RE TERRIFIED -YOU HAVE NOTHING TO OFFER THIS WORLD 

TO SAY AND NO WAY TO SAY IT..." "... LET'S STOP PRAYING FOR SOMEONE TO SAVE US 
AND START SAVING OURSELVES - LET'S STOP THIS AND START OVER 

THIS IS YOUR LIFE..."Let's be optimistic that you will not consider it as wasting 
your time! As you know, sometimes, it is not very bad to change the mood of routine classes, which lazy 

 
In the meantime, let me request you to please post your future articles on the messag

All right, now let's do the quiz first and then go to Useful Drills page.  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
uivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 

 
Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

You may find this message at this address: If the above link doesn't work, please click HERE to download 
the complete message in Microsoft Word format. Please send your comments to the web master not to 

, is about someone's ideas, which seems deep. I do 
not know why people should send such messages to this educational site! However, I appreciate their 
putting trust in me! I wanted to share the complete message with you. However, I changed my mind at the 
ery last moments when I was going to upload this page. Therefore, I have just copied a couple of 

NOW WE JUST MAKE FUN 
WE JUST SCRATCH ON 

DAY TO DAY WITH NOTHING BUT MATCHBOOKS AND SARCASM IN OUR POCKETS - AND 
ALL WE ARE WAITING FOR IS FOR SOMETHING WORTH WAITING FOR ..." "... LET'S STOP 

BECAUSE IF NO ONE QUOTES YOU YOU PROBABLY 
WE NEED SOMETHING TO KILL THE PAIN OF 

WE'RE SO POOR WE CAN'T EVEN PAY 
YOU WANT TO BE FAMOUS AND RICH AND 

THING TO OFFER THIS WORLD - THING 
TO SAY AND NO WAY TO SAY IT..." "... LET'S STOP PRAYING FOR SOMEONE TO SAVE US 

LET'S STOP THIS AND START OVER - LET'S GO OUT- 
u will not consider it as wasting 

your time! As you know, sometimes, it is not very bad to change the mood of routine classes, which lazy 

In the meantime, let me request you to please post your future articles on the message board, which will 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

 



Please do the following drills patiently to improve your Farsi translation skills.
New Words: 

To clean = /tæmiz kærdæn/.

I clean = /tæmiz mikonæm/.

To eat = /khordæn/. 

I eat = /mikhoræm/. 

Food = /ghæza:/. 
  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian.
Note: As you see in numbers 7 and 14, subjects, when are not pronouns, gener
of the sentences.  
1- I am cleaning my room. 
2- You are cleaning your room. 
3- She/he is cleaning her/his room.
4- We are cleaning our room. 
5- You are cleaning your room. 
6- They are cleaning their room. 
7- My mother is cleaning the room.
8- I am eating food. 
9- You are eating food. 
10- She/he is eating food. 
11- We are eating food. 
12- You are eating food. 
13- They are eating food. 
14- My friend is eating food. 
  

  
Week 71 
! 
What is Norouz?  
Hello everyone, happy Persian New 
As you probably know, we are approaching the Persian New Year, which is called Norouz. 
Etymologically speaking, "no" means "new" in Persian, and "rouz" or "ruz" means "day".

Please do the following drills patiently to improve your Farsi translation skills.

/tæmiz kærdæn/. 

/tæmiz mikonæm/. 

 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
Note: As you see in numbers 7 and 14, subjects, when are not pronouns, generally come in the beginning 

She/he is cleaning her/his room. 

 
the room. 

 

Hello everyone, happy Persian New Year (Norouz) to all of you! 
As you probably know, we are approaching the Persian New Year, which is called Norouz. 
Etymologically speaking, "no" means "new" in Persian, and "rouz" or "ruz" means "day".

Please do the following drills patiently to improve your Farsi translation skills. 

ally come in the beginning 

As you probably know, we are approaching the Persian New Year, which is called Norouz.  
Etymologically speaking, "no" means "new" in Persian, and "rouz" or "ruz" means "day". 



So, "Norouz" means "new day". The Iranians refer to 
year" or simply Norouz. In Persian calendar, each year starts with the first day of spring and ends with the 
last day of winter. 
For a couple of thousands of years, the Iranians have been celebrating thi
celebrations and festivals.  
The old year ends with a fire festival on the last Wednesday of the year. The last Wednesday of each year 
is called Chahaar Shanbeh Suri when people build fire all around the country and start s
around the fire, and jumping over the fire in different happy groups. One of the most common chants 
during this fire game is singing to the fire while jumping over it. People in groups sing, "May my 
yellowness go to you, and your redness co
goes back to Zoroaster who introduced fire as a cleansing and purifying element on the globe, which 
removes all kind of uncleanness from the earth. So, fire is regarded as Holy. Through this ceremo
people, symbolically, burn their old year's weaknesses, sins, bad habits, and even their misfortunes with 
the hope of starting a new and fresh life in the coming New Year. 
Then, people start painting their house, washing all their cloths as well as th
they use at home to keep them clean for the New Year. They, also, put some wheat on a plate and grow it 
green for some two weeks.  
Then, it is the first day of spring or Norouz. On this day, people start the day with visiting the
parents, relatives, neighbors, and friends. In each house, you will find special garment known as Sofreh on 
which are a small red fish in a jar, different kinds of chocolates, seasonal snacks, and seven traditional 
things that start with "S". Generally, people serve fish on this day.
For two weeks, people enjoy visiting relatives and traveling to different cities to have fun. On the evening 
of 13th day, the New Year holiday finishes with another ceremony. This day is called "Sizdah Bedar" 
when almost everybody should spend their time outside their house in a barbeque, in parks, mountains, or 
even in cinema! At the end of the day, they take the wheat in a plate, which is grown up and green by now, 
to a river or simply to some water if river is not ac
pick up 13 small stones. They throw the stones one after another into the water, sing another song, and 
wish to end this year and start next year more successfully and happily. 
I hope you enjoyed this brief explanation of our Persian new year. 
Once more, wish you all a very happy Norouz and a wonderful Persian new year!
All right, now let's do the quiz first and then go to Useful Drills page. 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably onc
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the English equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense 
perfect tense). 

 

 

 

 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 

4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To eat <= /khordæn/< == 

So, "Norouz" means "new day". The Iranians refer to the first day of spring as their "new day of the new 
year" or simply Norouz. In Persian calendar, each year starts with the first day of spring and ends with the 

For a couple of thousands of years, the Iranians have been celebrating this period with different kinds of 

The old year ends with a fire festival on the last Wednesday of the year. The last Wednesday of each year 
is called Chahaar Shanbeh Suri when people build fire all around the country and start s
around the fire, and jumping over the fire in different happy groups. One of the most common chants 
during this fire game is singing to the fire while jumping over it. People in groups sing, "May my 
yellowness go to you, and your redness come to me!!". This ceremony has a religious background that 
goes back to Zoroaster who introduced fire as a cleansing and purifying element on the globe, which 
removes all kind of uncleanness from the earth. So, fire is regarded as Holy. Through this ceremo
people, symbolically, burn their old year's weaknesses, sins, bad habits, and even their misfortunes with 
the hope of starting a new and fresh life in the coming New Year.  
Then, people start painting their house, washing all their cloths as well as their carpets and whatsoever 
they use at home to keep them clean for the New Year. They, also, put some wheat on a plate and grow it 

Then, it is the first day of spring or Norouz. On this day, people start the day with visiting the
parents, relatives, neighbors, and friends. In each house, you will find special garment known as Sofreh on 
which are a small red fish in a jar, different kinds of chocolates, seasonal snacks, and seven traditional 

rally, people serve fish on this day. 
For two weeks, people enjoy visiting relatives and traveling to different cities to have fun. On the evening 
of 13th day, the New Year holiday finishes with another ceremony. This day is called "Sizdah Bedar" 

st everybody should spend their time outside their house in a barbeque, in parks, mountains, or 
even in cinema! At the end of the day, they take the wheat in a plate, which is grown up and green by now, 
to a river or simply to some water if river is not accessible. Then, they throw the green wheat in water and 
pick up 13 small stones. They throw the stones one after another into the water, sing another song, and 
wish to end this year and start next year more successfully and happily.  

s brief explanation of our Persian new year.  
Once more, wish you all a very happy Norouz and a wonderful Persian new year!
All right, now let's do the quiz first and then go to Useful Drills page.  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the English equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 

 
Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

the first day of spring as their "new day of the new 
year" or simply Norouz. In Persian calendar, each year starts with the first day of spring and ends with the 

s period with different kinds of 

The old year ends with a fire festival on the last Wednesday of the year. The last Wednesday of each year 
is called Chahaar Shanbeh Suri when people build fire all around the country and start singing, dancing 
around the fire, and jumping over the fire in different happy groups. One of the most common chants 
during this fire game is singing to the fire while jumping over it. People in groups sing, "May my 

me to me!!". This ceremony has a religious background that 
goes back to Zoroaster who introduced fire as a cleansing and purifying element on the globe, which 
removes all kind of uncleanness from the earth. So, fire is regarded as Holy. Through this ceremony, 
people, symbolically, burn their old year's weaknesses, sins, bad habits, and even their misfortunes with 

eir carpets and whatsoever 
they use at home to keep them clean for the New Year. They, also, put some wheat on a plate and grow it 

Then, it is the first day of spring or Norouz. On this day, people start the day with visiting their older 
parents, relatives, neighbors, and friends. In each house, you will find special garment known as Sofreh on 
which are a small red fish in a jar, different kinds of chocolates, seasonal snacks, and seven traditional 

For two weeks, people enjoy visiting relatives and traveling to different cities to have fun. On the evening 
of 13th day, the New Year holiday finishes with another ceremony. This day is called "Sizdah Bedar" 

st everybody should spend their time outside their house in a barbeque, in parks, mountains, or 
even in cinema! At the end of the day, they take the wheat in a plate, which is grown up and green by now, 

cessible. Then, they throw the green wheat in water and 
pick up 13 small stones. They throw the stones one after another into the water, sing another song, and 

Once more, wish you all a very happy Norouz and a wonderful Persian new year! 

e). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the English equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



To kill <= /koshtæn/ < == 

To plant <= /ka:shtæn/ < == 

Curtain <= /pærdeh/ < == 
   
  
 
 
Please translate the following drills patiently to improve your Farsi translation skills.
New Words: 

To talk = /hærf zædæn/. Also /sohbæt kærdæn/.

To talk to somebody = 

To cook = /a:sh pæzi kærdæn/. 
 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian.
Note: As you see in numbers 7 and 14, subjects, when are not pronouns, generally come in the beginning 
of the sentences. 
1- I am talking with my friend. 
2- You are talking with your friend.
3- She/he is talking with her/his friend.
4- We are talking with our friend.
5- You are talking with your friend.
6- They are talking with their friend.
7- Ali is talking with his friend. 
8- I am cooking. 
9- You are cooking. 
10- She/he is cooking. 
11- We are cooking. 
12- You are cooking. 
13- They are cooking. 
14- My mother is cooking. 
 
  

 

 

 

Please translate the following drills patiently to improve your Farsi translation skills.

/hærf zædæn/. Also /sohbæt kærdæn/. 

/ba: somebody hærf zædæn/. 

/a:sh pæzi kærdæn/.  

Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
Note: As you see in numbers 7 and 14, subjects, when are not pronouns, generally come in the beginning 

You are talking with your friend. 
She/he is talking with her/his friend. 
We are talking with our friend. 
You are talking with your friend. 
They are talking with their friend. 

 

Please translate the following drills patiently to improve your Farsi translation skills. 

 

Note: As you see in numbers 7 and 14, subjects, when are not pronouns, generally come in the beginning 



  
  
 
 
Week 72 
 
Today, we have got some questions to answer. Let's try these questions together first. 
Question: In lesson 20 when i was doing useful drills i encountered a problem ie .  
He jumped on his bicycle --the translation is not thru previous rule .Here verb is just after pronoun. can u 
plz explain it to me the reason....?? 
Answer: You are right. The rule is a bit, and not too much, broken! Remember, in translation, we should 
always keep an eye on the context. It is the context that tells us which style, for example, we should 
use.We cannot and should not translate a comedy into a formal speech format. That's true with Oral and 
Written form of the text. This is very important, especially in Persian, to differentiate these two kinds of 
speech in our translations. In lesson 20, the scenario is rather Oral-based. In persian, verbs usually appear 
in sentences as you see in this lesson when the text is conversational. Even the conversational stories that 
appear in English without any major changes in their style, should be translated into Oral - based speech 
not into a book-style method in Persian. In this lesson, I just tried to use a different text to make your mind 
familiar with such structures. I just hoped you would follow the structure to get acquainted to it without 
facing problems! Anyway, that text is oral based.  
Question: I understand the idea in lesson 14 of using plural 'you' instead of singular to show more respect. 
I sort of get using 3rd person plural instead of 3rd singular for 'he' or 'she.' I just need to make sure that I'm 
supposed to use the 3rd plural verb ending when the subject of the sentence is 'my brother,' or 'my friend.' 
Is that correct? 
Answer: I cannot issue a general rule for this. It mostly depends on the sentence. However, you are 
allowed to use both plural and singular verbs in your sentences when you have a sentence with a 'third 
person" subject.  
Example: 
Mr. X can = /a:gha: ye X mitæva:nænd/ in formal or written form. OR /a:gha: ye X mitæva:næd/ , which 
can be used in the same way as the above one. OR /a:gha; ye X mitu:næn/, which is polite and plural but 
conversational. OR /a:gha: ye X mitu:neh/, which is less polite and rather friendly style, conversational 
and singular verb.  
I hope you are not confused! (You asked for it!!).  
Question: I am unsure of which verbs you use with the subject+time+object+verb order. You mentioned 
in one lesson that /beh...dast zaedaen/ uses it, but then it seems in some of the useful drills that other verbs 
use this construction as well. I would be grateful if you could confirm that the following verbs 
(accompanied by the useful drills in which I found them) use this construction:  
/neveshtaen/ (Useful Drills 18 #4-6)  
/beh...raeftaen/ (Useful Drills 19, #1 & #2)  
/beh...dast zaedaen/ (Useful Drills 19 #10)  
Answer: Well, another trouble seeker and maker!! Frankly, I myself, don't know the exact number of such 
verbs! (Don't tell anybody!). This is not neccessary. Do you still remember my English grammar teacher? 
I don't want to be like that!! We just use words in contexts; and whenever we face a different word, I will 
tell you. I think this seems better than memorizing lots of words without knowing how to use them. 
Currently the above mentioned verbs are confirmed! 
Question: This is a question about writing. First of all, when you use /ha:/ to make a word plural, is /ha:/ a 
separate word or part of the word you are making plural? For instance, is /baech:cheh ha:/ one or two 
words? Also, In the useful drills section of Lesson 20, you have written /tu:pha:/ with the /pe/ and the /he/ 
connected, but you have written /ba:dkonaek ha:/ with the /ka:f/ and the /he/ not connected. Why is that?  
Answer: Good question! /ha:/ is a plural maker (not a trouble maker!! just a joke!) like "s" in English. 
Book ==> Books. You may consider it a suffix. In writing, you may either attach or separate it from the 
main word. The reason I have not separated /tu:p/ and /ha:/ in /tu:pha:/ is that this combination is not 
confusing when you want to read it. However, in /ba:dkonæk ha:/, I have purposely separated them 
because the combination of /k/ and /h/ produces /kh/ sound as in Spanish Jose. To avoid this, I have 
separated them. You know, there are many students who, due to some reasons, are not able to listen to the 
sound files. So, I have to keep them in my mind as well.  



Thank you very much for all your attention and questions. I hope you have found your answers now.
All right, now let's do the quiz first and then go to Useful Drills page. 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the English equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 
perfect tense). 

 

 
 

 

 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 

4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To cut <= /boridæn/< == 

Every <= /hær/ < == 

To plant <= /ka:shtæn/ < == 

Month - Moon <= /ma:h/ < == 

To write<= /neveshtæn/ <== 
  
 
Those of you who have been with our lessons have already experienced learning Persian through music. 
Persian music, when comes with English translation, gives you a 
better. And of course, it will be of great fun!
The music I have chosen for this week is from Dariush whom many of you know.
This Persian music is called "Saal _e_ do hezaar" or "The year 2000", performed by Dariush. 
Please click on the link below to download this Persian music in MP3 format. You may also find the 
translation of this song in English below.
  
  

Thank you very much for all your attention and questions. I hope you have found your answers now.
All right, now let's do the quiz first and then go to Useful Drills page.  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

quivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

 

 
low the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Those of you who have been with our lessons have already experienced learning Persian through music. 
Persian music, when comes with English translation, gives you a better chance to learn this language 
better. And of course, it will be of great fun! 
The music I have chosen for this week is from Dariush whom many of you know.
This Persian music is called "Saal _e_ do hezaar" or "The year 2000", performed by Dariush. 

lease click on the link below to download this Persian music in MP3 format. You may also find the 
translation of this song in English below. 

Thank you very much for all your attention and questions. I hope you have found your answers now. 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

quivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in past 

low the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

Those of you who have been with our lessons have already experienced learning Persian through music. 
better chance to learn this language 

The music I have chosen for this week is from Dariush whom many of you know. 
This Persian music is called "Saal _e_ do hezaar" or "The year 2000", performed by Dariush.  

lease click on the link below to download this Persian music in MP3 format. You may also find the 



 

 



  
  
Week 73 
 
Hello every one, I hope you had a great Norouz!
Today, we are going to learn the negative fo
As a short review, let's try this one first:
I am writing. 
We already know how to say this in Persian. Do you remember it? Wonderful!

I am writing means 

Do you still remember that magic 
sentences negative in present continuous tense. You try it first! You have only 10 seconds to make the 
above sentence negative! 
Did it? Great job! 
Now let me answer. 

I am not writing = 
Of course not!! Was your answer the same as mine? If yes, please give yourself a very big and round 
Zero!! 
Don't know why? Let me tell you.

We should add /nu:n/ to the main verb of our sen
continuous tense? No! 

/da:ræm/ is the auxiliary verb in this tense when we do have another verb such as 'writing'. 

Therefore, I am not writing means 
A very important note:  
The above structure is 100 percent correct as far as Persian grammar is concerned. However, this structure 
is not very common (not incorrect) in Persian in both written and oral form. In Persian, we would better 

Hello every one, I hope you had a great Norouz! 
Today, we are going to learn the negative form of sentences in Present Continuous Tense.
As a short review, let's try this one first: 

We already know how to say this in Persian. Do you remember it? Wonderful!

/mæn da:ræm minevisæm/. Am I right? Good!

Do you still remember that magic /nu:n/? I hope you do. We use the same 
sentences negative in present continuous tense. You try it first! You have only 10 seconds to make the 

/mæn næda:ræm minevisæm/. Am I right? Yes? 
Of course not!! Was your answer the same as mine? If yes, please give yourself a very big and round 

Don't know why? Let me tell you. 

/nu:n/ to the main verb of our sentence. Is /da:ræm/ the main verb in present 

/da:ræm/ is the auxiliary verb in this tense when we do have another verb such as 'writing'. 

Therefore, I am not writing means /mæn da:ræm neminevisæm/. 

e structure is 100 percent correct as far as Persian grammar is concerned. However, this structure 
is not very common (not incorrect) in Persian in both written and oral form. In Persian, we would better 

 

rm of sentences in Present Continuous Tense. 

We already know how to say this in Persian. Do you remember it? Wonderful! 

/mæn da:ræm minevisæm/. Am I right? Good! 

/nu:n/? I hope you do. We use the same /nu:n/ to make our 
sentences negative in present continuous tense. You try it first! You have only 10 seconds to make the 

/mæn næda:ræm minevisæm/. Am I right? Yes?  
Of course not!! Was your answer the same as mine? If yes, please give yourself a very big and round 

/da:ræm/ the main verb in present 

/da:ræm/ is the auxiliary verb in this tense when we do have another verb such as 'writing'.  

/mæn da:ræm neminevisæm/.  

e structure is 100 percent correct as far as Persian grammar is concerned. However, this structure 
is not very common (not incorrect) in Persian in both written and oral form. In Persian, we would better 



use the negative form in Simple Present Tense for th
say, I am not writing means /mæn neminevisæm/. Is that clear? Good!
Second note: in doing drills, you are allowed to use both forms to learn it better. However, do not forget 
the first note.  
All right, now let's do the quiz first and then go to Useful Drills page. 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the English equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 
continuous tense). 

 

 
 

 

 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 

4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Cook < == 

Cake < == 

Knives < == 

Fish < == 

To send <== 
  
 
Improve your translation ability through the following simple drills. Please start with lesson one if you are 
new to Farsi translation.  
New Words:  

To sleep = /kha:bidæn/

To clean = /tæmi:z kærdæn/
   
Please translate the following sentences into Persian.
1- I am not sleeping. 
2- You are not sleeping. 
3- He/she is not sleeping. 
4- We are not sleeping. 
5- You are not sleeping. 
6- They are not sleeping. 
7- My brother is not sleeping. 
8- My mother is not sleeping. 

use the negative form in Simple Present Tense for the negative form in Present continuous tense. That is to 
say, I am not writing means /mæn neminevisæm/. Is that clear? Good! 
Second note: in doing drills, you are allowed to use both forms to learn it better. However, do not forget 

t, now let's do the quiz first and then go to Useful Drills page.  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

t for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

 

 
Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Improve your translation ability through the following simple drills. Please start with lesson one if you are 

/kha:bidæn/ 

/tæmi:z kærdæn/ 

following sentences into Persian. 

e negative form in Present continuous tense. That is to 

Second note: in doing drills, you are allowed to use both forms to learn it better. However, do not forget 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

t for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

Improve your translation ability through the following simple drills. Please start with lesson one if you are 



9- I am not cleaning. 
10- You are not cleaning. 
11- He/she is not cleaning. 
12- We are not cleaning. 
13- You are not cleaning. 
14- They are not cleaning. 
15- Your friend is not cleaning. 
  
  

  
Week 74 
 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the English equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense usin
continuous tense). 

 

 
 

 

 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 

4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the smal

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the English equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

 

 
Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the English equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
g 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



Gate < == 

Trousers < == 

Coat < ==  

Pencil < == 
   
  
 
 
 
 
 
Improve your translation ability through the following simple drills. Please start with lesson one if you are 
new to Farsi translation.  
New Words:  

To study = /mota:le _e_ kærdæn/. Also, 

To watch = /tæma:sha: kærdæn/. Also (more common
Please translate the following sentences into Persian.
1- I am not studying. 
2- You are not studying. 
3- He/she is not studying. 
4- We are not studying. 
5- You are not studying. 
6- They are not studying. 
7- Helen is not studying. 
8- My brother is not studying. 
9- I am not watching TV.  
10- You are not watching TV.clean
11- He/she is not watching TV. 
12- We are not watching TV. 
13- You are not watching TV. 
14- They are not watching TV. 
15- The children are not watching TV.
  

 

 

 

Improve your translation ability through the following simple drills. Please start with lesson one if you are 

/mota:le _e_ kærdæn/. Also, /dærs kha:ndæn/.

/tæma:sha: kærdæn/. Also (more common), 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 

You are not watching TV.clean 

The children are not watching TV. 

Improve your translation ability through the following simple drills. Please start with lesson one if you are 

/dærs kha:ndæn/. 

/nega:h kærdæn/.  



  
Week 75 
 
Today, we are going to learn something a bit different and that is the Persian calendar. 
Today, we are going to learn the name of the seasons and the months in Persian. Probably, you will find 
the words a little bit difficult to remember since they are 
Let's start with the seasons first. 
As it is the case in most other places, we have four seasons in Iran. The year starts with spring and ends 
with winter.  
Spring starts on March 20. So, winter ends one day
So far so good? Good!! 
The four seasons are as follows: 

Spring = /bæha:r/.  

Summer = /ta:besta:n/. 

Autumn = /pa: i:z/.  

Winter = /zemesta:n/.  
Each season has three months.  

The months of spring or /bæha:r/ are: 

/færværdin/.  

/ordibehesht/.  

/khorda:d/.  

The months of summer or 

/tir/.  

/morda:d/.  

/shæhrivær/.  

Today, we are going to learn something a bit different and that is the Persian calendar. 
Today, we are going to learn the name of the seasons and the months in Persian. Probably, you will find 
the words a little bit difficult to remember since they are new words. But, don't be afraid! You can do it! 

 
As it is the case in most other places, we have four seasons in Iran. The year starts with spring and ends 

Spring starts on March 20. So, winter ends one day before it!! 

 

/ta:besta:n/.  

 

/bæha:r/ are:  

/ta:besta:n/ are: 

 

Today, we are going to learn something a bit different and that is the Persian calendar.  
Today, we are going to learn the name of the seasons and the months in Persian. Probably, you will find 

new words. But, don't be afraid! You can do it!  

As it is the case in most other places, we have four seasons in Iran. The year starts with spring and ends 



The months of autumn or 

/mehr/.  

/a:ba:n/.  

/a:zær/.  

The months of winter or 

/dei/.  

/bæhmæn/.  

/esfænd/.  
I am sure you will learn them fluently if you review them from time to time.
There is one more thing I need to tell you and that is about the days in each month.
Unlike in western countries, the days of each month in Persian calendar are more easier to r
least I think so!). 
The first six months (spring and summer) have 31 days.
The next five months have 30 days.
And finally, the last month has 29 days. 
I hope it was not difficult! 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Re
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the English equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 
continuous tense). 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 

4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the smal

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Dinner < == 

Breakfast < == 

Lunch < == 

Method < == 
 
This week drills are devoted to the Persian calendar. Please try them patiently. 
Please answer the following questions: 
1- How many seasons are there in Persian calendar?

/pa: i:z/ are: 

/zemesta:n/ are: 

I am sure you will learn them fluently if you review them from time to time. 
There is one more thing I need to tell you and that is about the days in each month.
Unlike in western countries, the days of each month in Persian calendar are more easier to r

The first six months (spring and summer) have 31 days. 
The next five months have 30 days. 
And finally, the last month has 29 days.  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the English equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

 

 
Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

This week drills are devoted to the Persian calendar. Please try them patiently. 
Please answer the following questions: (no cheating!!) 

How many seasons are there in Persian calendar? 

There is one more thing I need to tell you and that is about the days in each month. 
Unlike in western countries, the days of each month in Persian calendar are more easier to remember (at 

peat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the English equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

This week drills are devoted to the Persian calendar. Please try them patiently.  



2- How many months are there in each season?

3- Say the months of /bæha:r/ aloud.

4- Say the months of /ta:besta:n/ aloud.

5- Say the months of /pa: i:z/ aloud.

6- Say the months of /ze
7- What is the sixth month in Persian calendar?
8- What is the first month in Persian calendar?
9- What is the last month in Persian calendar?

10- How many days are in 

11- How many days are in 
12- What is the 8th month in Persian calendar?
13- Explain the Persian calendar briefly to the desktop of your computer as it is one of your friends.
 
Week 76 
 
Hello everyone, welcome back! 
Did you have good time during the Persian seasons?! (I mean lesson 75). Please do not bl
words were a bit difficult to learn. For sure, I would have chosen easier names if they had given me the 
authority to make the Persian calendar!! (Just a joke, don't take it serious!).
Instead, we are going to learn something more interesting
So, hopefully the next lesson will be much easier and interesting than what we are going to learn today. 
Stay tuned!! 
So far, we have learned many things. Do you remember all of them? Yes or No? You are p
answer is 'Yes'. And you know the advice if the answer is 'No'! (Review the previous lessons more 
patiently!!) 
Whatever the case is, I am sure all of you know a lot about the tenses in Persian. I am also sure that your 
grammatical knowledge (as far as tenses are concerned) is much deeper than many of the native speakers 
now!  
From today, I am going to start a different part of the Persian language since the tenses we have learned 
are good enough for us to take another step. To take further ste
things. I deeply hope you are not disappointed by the tenses and the time we have spent on this topic. I am 
a driver of a remote control bus that has wide variety of passengers in it. Some are shouting 'Faster! 
Faster!' Some are crying 'Slower! Slower!' And some are vomiting on the back seats! 
As you know, this is an internet course and it is very difficult to gather all levels together to make them 
happy. During these lessons, however, I have given the priority to tho
who are changing the color of the back seats of our bus (!!) since the faster ones can have access to 
different vehicles now. The main problem for them was the start point, which they have taken strongly by 
now.  
Anyway, 
Today, we are going to learn some simple adjectives. Then we will expand them in comparative and 
superlative forms. Take my advice and don't be afraid of these strange words! This is not the calendar I 
could not help you with! Here, I will make them as s
Note: I suppose you already know the tenses.
Ready? 
The first step is to learn a few words (adjectives). Good! 
The fist word is 'GOOD'. 

'Good' means /khu:b/.  
Repeat it for a couple of times. Fluent? Good!
Now, I give you a sentence to translate. Use all your knowledge!
Parastou is good. (Simple present tense). You have only 10 seconds. 
Finished? Wonderful! Now let me try.

How many months are there in each season? 

/bæha:r/ aloud. 

/ta:besta:n/ aloud. 

/pa: i:z/ aloud. 

/zemesta:n/ aloud. 
What is the sixth month in Persian calendar? 
What is the first month in Persian calendar? 
What is the last month in Persian calendar? 

/esfænd/? 

/shæhrivær/? 
nth in Persian calendar? 

Explain the Persian calendar briefly to the desktop of your computer as it is one of your friends.

 
Did you have good time during the Persian seasons?! (I mean lesson 75). Please do not bl
words were a bit difficult to learn. For sure, I would have chosen easier names if they had given me the 
authority to make the Persian calendar!! (Just a joke, don't take it serious!). 
Instead, we are going to learn something more interesting today. I guess we cannot finish it in one session. 
So, hopefully the next lesson will be much easier and interesting than what we are going to learn today. 

So far, we have learned many things. Do you remember all of them? Yes or No? You are p
answer is 'Yes'. And you know the advice if the answer is 'No'! (Review the previous lessons more 

Whatever the case is, I am sure all of you know a lot about the tenses in Persian. I am also sure that your 
as far as tenses are concerned) is much deeper than many of the native speakers 

From today, I am going to start a different part of the Persian language since the tenses we have learned 
are good enough for us to take another step. To take further steps, we needed to go through all these 
things. I deeply hope you are not disappointed by the tenses and the time we have spent on this topic. I am 
a driver of a remote control bus that has wide variety of passengers in it. Some are shouting 'Faster! 

' Some are crying 'Slower! Slower!' And some are vomiting on the back seats! 
As you know, this is an internet course and it is very difficult to gather all levels together to make them 
happy. During these lessons, however, I have given the priority to those who are 'crying' as well as those 
who are changing the color of the back seats of our bus (!!) since the faster ones can have access to 
different vehicles now. The main problem for them was the start point, which they have taken strongly by 

Today, we are going to learn some simple adjectives. Then we will expand them in comparative and 
superlative forms. Take my advice and don't be afraid of these strange words! This is not the calendar I 
could not help you with! Here, I will make them as simple as possible for you to enjoy.

I suppose you already know the tenses. 

The first step is to learn a few words (adjectives). Good!  

Repeat it for a couple of times. Fluent? Good! 
you a sentence to translate. Use all your knowledge! 

Parastou is good. (Simple present tense). You have only 10 seconds.  
Finished? Wonderful! Now let me try. 

Explain the Persian calendar briefly to the desktop of your computer as it is one of your friends. 

Did you have good time during the Persian seasons?! (I mean lesson 75). Please do not blame me if the 
words were a bit difficult to learn. For sure, I would have chosen easier names if they had given me the 

today. I guess we cannot finish it in one session. 
So, hopefully the next lesson will be much easier and interesting than what we are going to learn today. 

So far, we have learned many things. Do you remember all of them? Yes or No? You are praised if the 
answer is 'Yes'. And you know the advice if the answer is 'No'! (Review the previous lessons more 

Whatever the case is, I am sure all of you know a lot about the tenses in Persian. I am also sure that your 
as far as tenses are concerned) is much deeper than many of the native speakers 

From today, I am going to start a different part of the Persian language since the tenses we have learned 
ps, we needed to go through all these 

things. I deeply hope you are not disappointed by the tenses and the time we have spent on this topic. I am 
a driver of a remote control bus that has wide variety of passengers in it. Some are shouting 'Faster! 

' Some are crying 'Slower! Slower!' And some are vomiting on the back seats!  
As you know, this is an internet course and it is very difficult to gather all levels together to make them 

se who are 'crying' as well as those 
who are changing the color of the back seats of our bus (!!) since the faster ones can have access to 
different vehicles now. The main problem for them was the start point, which they have taken strongly by 

Today, we are going to learn some simple adjectives. Then we will expand them in comparative and 
superlative forms. Take my advice and don't be afraid of these strange words! This is not the calendar I 

imple as possible for you to enjoy. 



Parastou means 'Swallow' - a kind of birds that appear in spring and migrate to warmer places in 
But, this word is a name for girls in Persian. So, you don't need to translate this word. Just use it as it is.
Now the translation of this sentence. 

/pæræstu: khu:b æst/. 
Easy? Good! 
Now, I change the name. Try this one. You have only 5 seconds
Parisa is good. 
Finished? Now let me try. 
Parisa means 'Fairy-faced' or 'like a fairy'. This is also a name for girls in Persian. 

So, the translation is this: 
Try to repeat the sentences for a couple of times.
Another adjective: 

Beautiful = /ghæshæng/. 
Now, translate (only five seconds for each):
1- Parastou is beautiful.  
2- Parisa is beautiful. 
Finished? Good! 
It's my turn now! 

Parastou is beautiful = 

Parisa is beautiful = 

For beautiful, we have also these words in Persian: 
above sentences with these two words. You would say:

Parastou is beautiful = 
khosh gel æst/.  

Parisa is beautiful = 
gel æst/.  
Any problems? I hope not! 
Please do the quiz first and then go to useful drills page to have more work to do!
That's it for today. See you next week!
 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Rep
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using '
continuous tense). 
German 
English 
American 
Canadian 
Swiss 
Brazilian 
Dutch 
Australian 
Norwegian 
Spanish 
 
Week 77 
 

a kind of birds that appear in spring and migrate to warmer places in 
But, this word is a name for girls in Persian. So, you don't need to translate this word. Just use it as it is.
Now the translation of this sentence.  

/pæræstu: khu:b æst/.  

Now, I change the name. Try this one. You have only 5 seconds now. 

faced' or 'like a fairy'. This is also a name for girls in Persian. 

/pærisa: khu:b æst/.  
Try to repeat the sentences for a couple of times. 

/ghæshæng/.  
Now, translate (only five seconds for each): 

/pæræstu: ghæshæng æst/.  

/pærisa: ghæshæng æst/.  

For beautiful, we have also these words in Persian: /ziba:/ - /khosh gel/. Now, say the 
above sentences with these two words. You would say: 

/pæræstu: ziba: æst/. Or 

/pærisa: ziba: æst/. Or 

Please do the quiz first and then go to useful drills page to have more work to do!
That's it for today. See you next week! 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

a kind of birds that appear in spring and migrate to warmer places in autumn. 
But, this word is a name for girls in Persian. So, you don't need to translate this word. Just use it as it is. 

faced' or 'like a fairy'. This is also a name for girls in Persian.  

/khosh gel/. Now, say the 

/pæræstu: 

/pærisa: khosh 

Please do the quiz first and then go to useful drills page to have more work to do! 

eat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 



Hello everyone, welcome back! 
 
Before we start today, I need to talk some about the changes I have made on this site. First, don't be afraid! 
I am not closing this site as many of you have written to me! I am sorry if the site was unavailable for 
almost a day or so. I had to transfer th
that needed extra monthly bandwidth. To meet your need, I had to withdraw from my contract with the 
previous Webhost while I, still, had some six more months to use it. I, therfore, bought
started uploading the entire site once more to the new server, which took me some two days online! State 
of facing complete bankrutpcy!!  
As for the appearance of the site, the number of the lessons was increasing and I thought it would 
difficult for you to keep track of the previous lessons. This was one of the main reasons that made me 
bring this much changes in the appearance of the site. I hope I have taken the right step! Please let me 
know your suggestions and please be patient w
My sincere apologies. You can bring a lot of change. I will also appreciate if you kindly let me know of 
any probable broken links that might have occurred because of these changes. On the homepa
put our regular weekly links on the same side and transferred the rest of the links to the right side of the 
page to make navigation easier. At the top of all pages, there is a link to the first 75 lessons. Thank you for 
your patience and thank you for still being with me. 
All right, now let's continue our previous discussions.
The last lesson was about Adjectives in Persian. Today, we will expand it a bit more. Ready?
You already know how to say this: Parastou is beautiful. Please try it again 
Persian words for 'beautiful'). 
Did it? Great! 
Now, we want to say this: Parastou is more beautiful. 
Got the idea? Wonderful! 
Today, we are going to learn Comparative Adjectives in Persian. Don't worry! It's very easy!

As you know, 'Beautiful' means 

Now, look at this word: /tær/.

Put /tær/ after the adjectives (here: 
tær/. Any problems? Good! 
Now, let's use this newly made adjective in our first sentence (Parastou is beauti

/pæræstu: khosh gel tær æst/, which means 'Parastou is more beautiful' 
(sentence NO 1 - remember this sentence). 
Still with me? Good! 

In short, /tær/ means 'more' (in this structure). From now on, just put 
and you will have 'More + Adjective'. 
Very easy, isn't it? Persian is sugar!!
Now that we know how to say 'More + Adjective' in Persian, I want to take one more step if you have no 
objections! 
How do you say this: Parastou is more

Who is more beautiful? 

Put 'Parastou' in the beginning and look at this word: 

Put /æz/ after Parastou.

Put the second name (  Parisa) after 
/pæræstu: æz pærisa:/ (sentence NO 2
Now, put sentence NO 1 above (without subject) after sentence 

In short: /æz/ means 'Than' in this structure. 
Is Persian still sugar? No? Try the following examples to change your mind! 

 

Before we start today, I need to talk some about the changes I have made on this site. First, don't be afraid! 
I am not closing this site as many of you have written to me! I am sorry if the site was unavailable for 
almost a day or so. I had to transfer the site to a new server becuase of the increasing number of visitors 
that needed extra monthly bandwidth. To meet your need, I had to withdraw from my contract with the 
previous Webhost while I, still, had some six more months to use it. I, therfore, bought
started uploading the entire site once more to the new server, which took me some two days online! State 

 
As for the appearance of the site, the number of the lessons was increasing and I thought it would 
difficult for you to keep track of the previous lessons. This was one of the main reasons that made me 
bring this much changes in the appearance of the site. I hope I have taken the right step! Please let me 
know your suggestions and please be patient with me if I am not really able to write back to many of you. 
My sincere apologies. You can bring a lot of change. I will also appreciate if you kindly let me know of 
any probable broken links that might have occurred because of these changes. On the homepa
put our regular weekly links on the same side and transferred the rest of the links to the right side of the 
page to make navigation easier. At the top of all pages, there is a link to the first 75 lessons. Thank you for 

you for still being with me.  
All right, now let's continue our previous discussions. 
The last lesson was about Adjectives in Persian. Today, we will expand it a bit more. Ready?
You already know how to say this: Parastou is beautiful. Please try it again (you may use any of the 

Now, we want to say this: Parastou is more beautiful.  

Today, we are going to learn Comparative Adjectives in Persian. Don't worry! It's very easy!

/khosh gel/.  

/tær/. 

/tær/ after the adjectives (here: khosh gel), and you will have 

Now, let's use this newly made adjective in our first sentence (Parastou is beauti

/pæræstu: khosh gel tær æst/, which means 'Parastou is more beautiful' 
remember this sentence).  

/tær/ means 'more' (in this structure). From now on, just put 
and you will have 'More + Adjective'.  
Very easy, isn't it? Persian is sugar!! 
Now that we know how to say 'More + Adjective' in Persian, I want to take one more step if you have no 

more beautiful than Parisa (is).  

Parastou. 

Put 'Parastou' in the beginning and look at this word: /æz/.  

Parastou. 

Parisa) after /æz/. Currently, we have 
NO 2 - remember this sentence).  

above (without subject) after sentence NO 2 and we will have 

/pæræstu: æz pærisa: khosh gel tær æst/.

/æz/ means 'Than' in this structure.  
Is Persian still sugar? No? Try the following examples to change your mind!  

Before we start today, I need to talk some about the changes I have made on this site. First, don't be afraid! 
I am not closing this site as many of you have written to me! I am sorry if the site was unavailable for 

e site to a new server becuase of the increasing number of visitors 
that needed extra monthly bandwidth. To meet your need, I had to withdraw from my contract with the 
previous Webhost while I, still, had some six more months to use it. I, therfore, bought new web space and 
started uploading the entire site once more to the new server, which took me some two days online! State 

As for the appearance of the site, the number of the lessons was increasing and I thought it would be 
difficult for you to keep track of the previous lessons. This was one of the main reasons that made me 
bring this much changes in the appearance of the site. I hope I have taken the right step! Please let me 

ith me if I am not really able to write back to many of you. 
My sincere apologies. You can bring a lot of change. I will also appreciate if you kindly let me know of 
any probable broken links that might have occurred because of these changes. On the homepage, I have 
put our regular weekly links on the same side and transferred the rest of the links to the right side of the 
page to make navigation easier. At the top of all pages, there is a link to the first 75 lessons. Thank you for 

The last lesson was about Adjectives in Persian. Today, we will expand it a bit more. Ready? 
(you may use any of the 

Today, we are going to learn Comparative Adjectives in Persian. Don't worry! It's very easy! 

khosh gel), and you will have /khosh gel 

Now, let's use this newly made adjective in our first sentence (Parastou is beautiful). We will have: 

/pæræstu: khosh gel tær æst/, which means 'Parastou is more beautiful' 

/tær/ after your adjectives 

Now that we know how to say 'More + Adjective' in Persian, I want to take one more step if you have no 

and we will have 

/pæræstu: æz pærisa: khosh gel tær æst/. 



Example:  
Parastou is younger than Paris (is).

Young = /jæva:n/. 

More young = /jæva:n tær/.

Than = /æz/.  

Difficult? Of course not!! 
Example:  
Parastou is taller than Parisa (is). 

Tall = /bolænd/. 

Taller = /boland tær/. 

Than = /æz/.  

Example: 
Parastou is shorter than Parisa (is).

Short = /ku:ta:h/. Also, 

Shorter = /ku:ta:h tær/.

Than = /æz/ 

Did you change your mind? Well done!
 
Please do the quiz first and then go to useful drills page to have more work to do!
That's it for today. See you next week!
 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One 
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, an
continuous tense). 
To prefer  
To choose  
To celebrate  
New Year  
 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
14 - 41 - 411 - 114 - 141 - 401 - 410 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll ha
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Parastou is younger than Paris (is). 

/jæva:n tær/. 

/pæræstu: æz pærisa: jæva:n tær æst/. 

 

 

/pæræstu: æz pærisa: bolænd tær æst/. 

Parastou is shorter than Parisa (is). 

/ku:ta:h/. Also, /ghæd ku:ta:h/.  

/ku:ta:h tær/. 

/pæræstu: æz pærisa: ku:ta:h tær æst/. 
mind? Well done! 

Please do the quiz first and then go to useful drills page to have more work to do!
That's it for today. See you next week! 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, an

 
410 - 104  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll ha
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

Please do the quiz first and then go to useful drills page to have more work to do! 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



To come < == 

I come < == 

To cut < == 

I cut < == 

To dig <== 
 
New Words: 

City = /shæhr/. 

Helen = /Helen/. 

Sarah = /sa:ra:/. 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian:
1- This city is small. 
2- That city is small. 
3- This city is smaller than that city.
4- This car is big. 
5- That car is big. 
6- This car is bigger than that car.
7- Helen is young. 
8- Sarah is young. 
9- Helen is younger than Sarah. 
10- John is old. 
11- Martin is old. 
12- John is older than Martin. 
13- This car is ugly. 
14- That car is ugly. 
15- This car is uglier than that car.
16- This child is lovely. 
17- That child is lovely. 
18- This child is lovelier than that child.
19- This man is strong. 
20- That man is strong. 
21- This man is stronger than that man.
22- Leili is weak. 
23- Nathalie is weak. 
24- Leili is weaker than Nathalie. 
  
  

 

 

 

 

 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian: 

This city is smaller than that city. 

This car is bigger than that car. 

This car is uglier than that car. 

ier than that child. 

This man is stronger than that man. 

 



 
Week 78 
 
Hello everyone, welcome back! 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 
continuous tense). 
To buy 
He bought 
To say 
They said 

 

udio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
e, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

udio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
e, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 



 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
21 - 0 - 201 - 210 - 102 - 120 -  
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Earthquake < == 

To send < == 

Watermelon< == 

To eat < == 
   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Words: 

Persian = /fa:rsi/. 

Easy = /a:sa:n/. 

Russian = /ru:si/. 

Difficult = /sækht/. Also = 

India = /hend/. 

Iran = /ira:n/. 

Expensive = /gera:n/. 

Shirt = /pira:hæn/. 

Cheap = /ærza:n/. 

Canada = /ka:na:da:/. 

Big = /bozorg/.  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian:
1- Persian is easy. 
2- Russian is easy. 
3- Persian is easier than Russian (is).
4- Persian is difficult. 
5- Russian is difficult. 
6- Persian is more difficult than Russian is.
7- India is beautiful. 
8- Iran is beautiful. 
9- India is more beautiful than Iran is.
10- This computer is expensive. 
11- That TV is expensive. 

 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Also = /mosh kel/. 

the following sentences into Persian: 

Persian is easier than Russian (is). 

Persian is more difficult than Russian is. 

India is more beautiful than Iran is. 
 

, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



12- This computer is more expensive than that TV is.
13- This shirt is cheap. 
14- That shirt is cheap. 
15- This shirt is cheaper than that shirt is.
16- Canada is big. 
17- Iran is big. 
18- Canada is bigger than Iran is. 
  

 
Week 79 
 
Hello everyone, welcome back! 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 
written Persian of this poem in Persian Samples 32
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 
continuous tense). 
To write  
Every week  
Month  
I write  

This computer is more expensive than that TV is. 

This shirt is cheaper than that shirt is. 

 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
ents. (Seen) One (A poem by Forough Farrokhzad 

Persian Samples 32)  

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
(A poem by Forough Farrokhzad - You may find the 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 



 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
44 - 404 - 455 - 545 - 405 - 504 - 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever need

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Last night < == 

Absent < == 

Homework < == 

Letter < == 

Last year = 
 
New Words: 

Room = /ota:gh/. 

Clean = /tæmiz/. 

Dirty = /kæsif/. 

Fat = /cha:gh/.  

Happy = /khosh ha:l/.

Cold = /særd/. 

Warm = /gærm/.  

Norway = /norvezh/. 
Please translate the following comparative adjective sentences into Persian:
1- This room is clean. 
2- That room is clean. 
3- This room is cleaner than that room.
4- This car is dirty. 
5- That car is dirty. 
6- This car is dirtier than that car. 
7- My teacher is tall. 
8- Your teacher is tall. 
9- My teacher is taller than your teacher is.
10- This girl is fat. 
11- That girl is fat. 
12- This girl is fatter than that girl is.
13- You are happy. 
14- I am happy. 
15- You are happier than I am. 
16- Norway is cold. 
17- Iran is cold. 
18- Norway is colder than Iran. 
19- My country is warm. 
20- Your country is warm. 
21- My country is warmer than your country.

 
 540 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

/khosh ha:l/. 

Please translate the following comparative adjective sentences into Persian: 

This room is cleaner than that room. 

 

My teacher is taller than your teacher is. 

This girl is fatter than that girl is. 

My country is warmer than your country. 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



  

  
Week 80 
 
Hello everyone, welcome back! 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 
continuous tense). 
Office  
To cancel  
Language  
To learn  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
32 - 23 - 503 - 305 - 335 - 553 - 530 
4- Follow the examples, combine 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

 

files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
ne in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

 
530 - 555 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
ne in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Manager < == 

Project < == 

Office < == 

Plan < == 

Tomorrow = 
 
Since many of you have been asking for more Persian MP3 with English translation, I have decided to 
invite you all to enjoy a song by Ebi this week. This song is called Peechak (Pichak) OR Ivy. The song is 
in MP3 format. Please right-click on the link below and 
computer. This is a gift for those who, due to some reasons, are not able to have the Easy Persian Music 
CD. Please accept and enjoy it! 
Have fun! 
 
New Words: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

many of you have been asking for more Persian MP3 with English translation, I have decided to 
invite you all to enjoy a song by Ebi this week. This song is called Peechak (Pichak) OR Ivy. The song is 

click on the link below and choose "Save Target As" to download it to your 
computer. This is a gift for those who, due to some reasons, are not able to have the Easy Persian Music 

many of you have been asking for more Persian MP3 with English translation, I have decided to 
invite you all to enjoy a song by Ebi this week. This song is called Peechak (Pichak) OR Ivy. The song is 

choose "Save Target As" to download it to your 
computer. This is a gift for those who, due to some reasons, are not able to have the Easy Persian Music 



 
 



  
Week 81 
 
Hello everyone, welcome back! 
Examination, A word that scares everybody!
Surprised? 
Yes, today is the day of judgment! I didn't announce it before because good students are always ready! 
Personally, I wanted to take this exam a couple of weeks later. Yet, the number of the students who ar
asking for the exam is increasing. So, I decided to prepare a test for you. You have asked for it!!
Trust me and don't be afraid of the exam. You will learn much more when you are tested. I believe this 
exam will help you more than you expected. Try it a
According to the educational system in Iran, the top mark in each exam is 20, not 100. So, the maximum 

ination, A word that scares everybody! 

Yes, today is the day of judgment! I didn't announce it before because good students are always ready! 
Personally, I wanted to take this exam a couple of weeks later. Yet, the number of the students who ar
asking for the exam is increasing. So, I decided to prepare a test for you. You have asked for it!!
Trust me and don't be afraid of the exam. You will learn much more when you are tested. I believe this 
exam will help you more than you expected. Try it and you will ask for more!!
According to the educational system in Iran, the top mark in each exam is 20, not 100. So, the maximum 

 

Yes, today is the day of judgment! I didn't announce it before because good students are always ready!  
Personally, I wanted to take this exam a couple of weeks later. Yet, the number of the students who are 
asking for the exam is increasing. So, I decided to prepare a test for you. You have asked for it!! 
Trust me and don't be afraid of the exam. You will learn much more when you are tested. I believe this 

nd you will ask for more!! 
According to the educational system in Iran, the top mark in each exam is 20, not 100. So, the maximum 



mark (score) you can get in this exam is 20. I have mentioned time and marks next to each question. This 
will help you know how good you are!
This exam is mostly focused on what we have learned before to let you review things. The next exams 
may be different!  
Please cool down and start your job. You may spend less or more time on each question, but your given 
time must not exceed the total 77 minutes. No cheating!!
Have fun! 
Part 1: 
1- Say and write the Persian alphabet (small and big letters). ( 4 minutes 
2- Write down the complete structure of a sentence in simple past tense (subject +…). (1 minutes 
0.5). 
3- Suppose that we have the infinitive "To forgive" = /bækh shidæn/. In a very simple language (either in 
English, Persian or in your own language), explain the structure of infinitives in Persian (what do 
infinitives look like in Persian) and the way we ca
tense. Then, generalize the rule by giving two more examples on your own. (2 minutes 
4- Write down (in Persian) four complete sentences in simple past tense (Your sentences should have a
possible elements such as place, time, object, and so on). (8 minutes 
5- Find the objects in these sentences: (1 minute 

 
6- Write (either in Latin alphabet or in Persian scripts) the following numbers: 0 
32000 (2 minutes - Marks: 0.5) 
7- Suppose that you are going to teach somebody how to read 53225 in Persian. Explain it in simple words 
so that he can understand the general rule. (2 minutes 
8- Suppose that we have the infinitive 'To w
change it into present perfect tense verb. Then say the verb with all subjective pronouns. (2 minutes 
Marks: 0.5) 
9- How should we translate 'For' and 'Since' in present perfect tense? Explain it.
10- How do you know such and such word is an object in your Persian sentences? (What is your object 
indicator?). Explain when you should and should not use this object indicator in your sentences (give 
examples). (4 minutes - - Marks: 1)
11- Write down the days of a week in Persian scripts. (2 minute 
12- How do you make simple future tense? Give an example using all subjective pronouns. (3 minutes 
Marks: 0.5) 
13- How are compound verbs used in simple future tense? Giv
14- Explain (in any language) the negative form of compound verbs in simple future tense, giving an 
example in a sentence. (2 minutes 
15- Explain (in any language) past perfect tense and give an example 
Marks: 0.5) 
16- Explain how we can change an infinitive into a verb in simple present tense. Give an example. (3 
minutes - Marks: 0.5) 
17- Explain present continuous tense in Persian. Give an example. (3 minutes 
18- What are the four seasons in Persian? What are the months of summer and autumn? (2 minutes 
Marks: 0.5) 
19- How can we make comparative adjectives in Persian? Explain it using an example. (1 minute 
0.5) 
Part 2 (Listening ability): 
1- Listen to the audio file and write down 10 words. (5 minutes 
2- Listen to the audio file and repeat the same sentence (tongue twister). (5 minutes 
3- Listen to the audio file and write down the name of 8 countries. (5 minutes 
4- In the above audio file, who is he talking about? (2 minute 

mark (score) you can get in this exam is 20. I have mentioned time and marks next to each question. This 
w good you are! 

This exam is mostly focused on what we have learned before to let you review things. The next exams 

Please cool down and start your job. You may spend less or more time on each question, but your given 
d the total 77 minutes. No cheating!! 

Say and write the Persian alphabet (small and big letters). ( 4 minutes - Marks: 1)
Write down the complete structure of a sentence in simple past tense (subject +…). (1 minutes 

Suppose that we have the infinitive "To forgive" = /bækh shidæn/. In a very simple language (either in 
English, Persian or in your own language), explain the structure of infinitives in Persian (what do 
infinitives look like in Persian) and the way we can change the infinitives to have a verb in simple past 
tense. Then, generalize the rule by giving two more examples on your own. (2 minutes 

Write down (in Persian) four complete sentences in simple past tense (Your sentences should have a
possible elements such as place, time, object, and so on). (8 minutes - Marks: 1)

Find the objects in these sentences: (1 minute - Marks: 0.5)  

 

Write (either in Latin alphabet or in Persian scripts) the following numbers: 0 

Suppose that you are going to teach somebody how to read 53225 in Persian. Explain it in simple words 
so that he can understand the general rule. (2 minutes - Marks: 0.5) 

Suppose that we have the infinitive 'To wash'. Explain in simple word (in any language) how we can 
change it into present perfect tense verb. Then say the verb with all subjective pronouns. (2 minutes 

How should we translate 'For' and 'Since' in present perfect tense? Explain it.
How do you know such and such word is an object in your Persian sentences? (What is your object 

indicator?). Explain when you should and should not use this object indicator in your sentences (give 
s: 1) 

Write down the days of a week in Persian scripts. (2 minute - Marks: 0.5) 
How do you make simple future tense? Give an example using all subjective pronouns. (3 minutes 

How are compound verbs used in simple future tense? Give an example. (2 minutes 
Explain (in any language) the negative form of compound verbs in simple future tense, giving an 

example in a sentence. (2 minutes - Marks: 0.5) 
Explain (in any language) past perfect tense and give an example in complete sentence. (3 minutes 

Explain how we can change an infinitive into a verb in simple present tense. Give an example. (3 

Explain present continuous tense in Persian. Give an example. (3 minutes -
What are the four seasons in Persian? What are the months of summer and autumn? (2 minutes 

How can we make comparative adjectives in Persian? Explain it using an example. (1 minute 

and write down 10 words. (5 minutes - Marks: 2) 
file and repeat the same sentence (tongue twister). (5 minutes 

and write down the name of 8 countries. (5 minutes -
above audio file, who is he talking about? (2 minute - Marks: 1) 

mark (score) you can get in this exam is 20. I have mentioned time and marks next to each question. This 

This exam is mostly focused on what we have learned before to let you review things. The next exams 

Please cool down and start your job. You may spend less or more time on each question, but your given 

Marks: 1) 
Write down the complete structure of a sentence in simple past tense (subject +…). (1 minutes - Marks: 

Suppose that we have the infinitive "To forgive" = /bækh shidæn/. In a very simple language (either in 
English, Persian or in your own language), explain the structure of infinitives in Persian (what do 

n change the infinitives to have a verb in simple past 
tense. Then, generalize the rule by giving two more examples on your own. (2 minutes - Marks: 0.5)  

Write down (in Persian) four complete sentences in simple past tense (Your sentences should have all 
Marks: 1) 

Write (either in Latin alphabet or in Persian scripts) the following numbers: 0 - 1360 - 35 - 700 - 2003 - 

Suppose that you are going to teach somebody how to read 53225 in Persian. Explain it in simple words 

ash'. Explain in simple word (in any language) how we can 
change it into present perfect tense verb. Then say the verb with all subjective pronouns. (2 minutes - 

How should we translate 'For' and 'Since' in present perfect tense? Explain it. (4 minutes - Marks: 1) 
How do you know such and such word is an object in your Persian sentences? (What is your object 

indicator?). Explain when you should and should not use this object indicator in your sentences (give 

 
How do you make simple future tense? Give an example using all subjective pronouns. (3 minutes - 

e an example. (2 minutes - Marks: 0.5) 
Explain (in any language) the negative form of compound verbs in simple future tense, giving an 

in complete sentence. (3 minutes - 

Explain how we can change an infinitive into a verb in simple present tense. Give an example. (3 

- Marks: 0.5) 
What are the four seasons in Persian? What are the months of summer and autumn? (2 minutes - 

How can we make comparative adjectives in Persian? Explain it using an example. (1 minute - Marks: 

file and repeat the same sentence (tongue twister). (5 minutes - Marks: 1) 
- Marks: 1) 



Part 3 (Translation ability): 
1- Translate the following text into Persian.(10 minutes
Bob is in his classroom. His friends are sitting on the chairs. Some have big books. Some 
And some have blue pens. Bob is reading a book. Alice is writing. Michael is opening his bag. Helen is 
speaking. Suddenly, somebody opens the door. The children see the teacher. They stand up. The teacher 
has several papers. He gives the p

Suddenly = /na:gæha:n/.

To stand up = /bolænd shodæn/.

Paper = /ka:ghæz/ 

Sad = /ghæmgin/ 

Exam = /emteha:n/ 
 
Part 4 (optional): 
How would you teach Persian to a foreigner if you were a 
would you focus on more? What would you add to or deduct from our weekly lessons if you were the 
teacher of this online course? How would you take the exam? (4 minutes) (Feel free to send me your 
answers to this optional question)
Answers!! 
Part 1: 
1- Say and write the Persian alphabet (small and big letters). A: See lesson 1 
2- Write down the complete structure of a sentence in simple past tense (subject +…). A: See lesson 17
3- Suppose that we have the infinitive "To forgive" = /bækh shidæn/. In a very simple language (either in 
English, Persian or in your own language), explain the structure of infinitives in Persian (what do 
infinitives look like in Persian) and the way we can change the infinitives to hav
tense. Then, generalize the rule by giving two more examples on your own. A: See lesson 11
4- Write down (in Persian) four complete sentences in simple past tense (Your sentences should have all 
possible elements such as place, time
5- Find the objects in these sentences: 

 
6- Write (either in Latin alphabet or in Persian scripts) the following numbers: 0 
32000 A: See lessons 18- 25 
7- Suppose that you are going to te
so that he can understand the general rule. A: See lesson 28
8- Suppose that we have the infinitive 'To wash'. Explain in simple word (in any language) how we can 
change it into present perfect tense verb. Then say the verb with all subjective pronouns. A: See lesson 28
9- How should we translate 'For' and 'Since' in present perfect tense? Explain it. A: See lesson 32
10- How do you know such and such word is an object in your Persian
indicator?). Explain when you should and should not use this object indicator in your sentences (give 
examples). A: See lesson 22- 34 
11- Write down the days of a week in Persian scripts. A: See lesson 36
12- How do you make simple future tense? Give an example using all subjective pronouns. A: See lesson 
37 
13- How are compound verbs used in simple future tense? Give an example. A: See lesson 38
14- Explain (in any language) the negative form of compound verbs in simple fut
example in a sentence. A: See lesson 40
15- Explain (in any language) past perfect tense and give an example in complete sentence. A: See lesson 

Translate the following text into Persian.(10 minutes- Marks: 3.5) 
Bob is in his classroom. His friends are sitting on the chairs. Some have big books. Some 
And some have blue pens. Bob is reading a book. Alice is writing. Michael is opening his bag. Helen is 
speaking. Suddenly, somebody opens the door. The children see the teacher. They stand up. The teacher 
has several papers. He gives the papers to the students. They are sad. The students have exam.

/na:gæha:n/. 

/bolænd shodæn/. 

How would you teach Persian to a foreigner if you were a Persian teacher? Which part of the language 
would you focus on more? What would you add to or deduct from our weekly lessons if you were the 
teacher of this online course? How would you take the exam? (4 minutes) (Feel free to send me your 

 

Say and write the Persian alphabet (small and big letters). A: See lesson 1 - 
Write down the complete structure of a sentence in simple past tense (subject +…). A: See lesson 17

nitive "To forgive" = /bækh shidæn/. In a very simple language (either in 
English, Persian or in your own language), explain the structure of infinitives in Persian (what do 
infinitives look like in Persian) and the way we can change the infinitives to hav
tense. Then, generalize the rule by giving two more examples on your own. A: See lesson 11

Write down (in Persian) four complete sentences in simple past tense (Your sentences should have all 
possible elements such as place, time, object, and so on). A: See lesson 17 

Find the objects in these sentences:  

 

Write (either in Latin alphabet or in Persian scripts) the following numbers: 0 

Suppose that you are going to teach somebody how to read 53225 in Persian. Explain it in simple words 
so that he can understand the general rule. A: See lesson 28 

Suppose that we have the infinitive 'To wash'. Explain in simple word (in any language) how we can 
perfect tense verb. Then say the verb with all subjective pronouns. A: See lesson 28

How should we translate 'For' and 'Since' in present perfect tense? Explain it. A: See lesson 32
How do you know such and such word is an object in your Persian sentences? (What is your object 

indicator?). Explain when you should and should not use this object indicator in your sentences (give 
 

Write down the days of a week in Persian scripts. A: See lesson 36 
e simple future tense? Give an example using all subjective pronouns. A: See lesson 

How are compound verbs used in simple future tense? Give an example. A: See lesson 38
Explain (in any language) the negative form of compound verbs in simple fut

example in a sentence. A: See lesson 40 
Explain (in any language) past perfect tense and give an example in complete sentence. A: See lesson 

Bob is in his classroom. His friends are sitting on the chairs. Some have big books. Some have small bags. 
And some have blue pens. Bob is reading a book. Alice is writing. Michael is opening his bag. Helen is 
speaking. Suddenly, somebody opens the door. The children see the teacher. They stand up. The teacher 

apers to the students. They are sad. The students have exam. 

Persian teacher? Which part of the language 
would you focus on more? What would you add to or deduct from our weekly lessons if you were the 
teacher of this online course? How would you take the exam? (4 minutes) (Feel free to send me your 

 10 
Write down the complete structure of a sentence in simple past tense (subject +…). A: See lesson 17 

nitive "To forgive" = /bækh shidæn/. In a very simple language (either in 
English, Persian or in your own language), explain the structure of infinitives in Persian (what do 
infinitives look like in Persian) and the way we can change the infinitives to have a verb in simple past 
tense. Then, generalize the rule by giving two more examples on your own. A: See lesson 11 

Write down (in Persian) four complete sentences in simple past tense (Your sentences should have all 

Write (either in Latin alphabet or in Persian scripts) the following numbers: 0 - 1360 - 35 - 700 - 2003 - 

ach somebody how to read 53225 in Persian. Explain it in simple words 

Suppose that we have the infinitive 'To wash'. Explain in simple word (in any language) how we can 
perfect tense verb. Then say the verb with all subjective pronouns. A: See lesson 28 

How should we translate 'For' and 'Since' in present perfect tense? Explain it. A: See lesson 32- 33 
sentences? (What is your object 

indicator?). Explain when you should and should not use this object indicator in your sentences (give 

e simple future tense? Give an example using all subjective pronouns. A: See lesson 

How are compound verbs used in simple future tense? Give an example. A: See lesson 38 
Explain (in any language) the negative form of compound verbs in simple future tense, giving an 

Explain (in any language) past perfect tense and give an example in complete sentence. A: See lesson 



44 
16- Explain how we can change an infinitive into a verb in simple present tense. Give a
lesson 53  
17- Explain present continuous tense in Persian. Give an example. A: See lesson 69
18- What are the four seasons in Persian? What are the months of summer and autumn? A: See lesson 75
19- How can we make comparative adjectives 
Part 2 (Listening ability): 
1- Listen to the audio file and write down 10 words. A: /ba:/ 
/chæha:r/ - /ja:yezeh/- /yek shænbeh/ 
2- Listen to the audio file and repeat the same sentence (tongue twister).
A: /emshæb shæb _e_ seh shænbæs. færda: shæbæm seh shænbas. seh shæb digeæm seh shænbæs. in seh 
seh shæb, u:n seh seh shæb, hær seh seh shæb seh shænbæs/!
3- Listen to the audio file and write down the name of 8 countries. A: Australia 
France - Norway - Sweden - Denmark 
4- In the above audio file, who is he talking about? A: He is talking about his friend who travels a lot.
Part 3 (Translation ability): 
1- Translate the following text into Persian.(10 minutes
Bob was in his classroom. His friends were sitting on the chairs. Some had big books. Some had small 
bags. And some had blue pens. Bob was reading a book. Alice was writing. Michael
Helen was speaking. Suddenly, somebody opened the door. The children saw the teacher. They stood up. 
The teacher had several papers. He gave the papers to the students. They were sad. The students had exam.

Suddenly = /na:gæha:n/.

To stand up = /bolænd shodæn/.

Paper = /ka:ghæz/ 

Sad = /ghæmgin/ 

Exam = /emteha:n/ 
 
Part 4 (optional): 
How would you teach Persian to a foreigner if you were a Persian teacher? Which part of the language 
would you focus on more? What would you add to o
teacher of this online course? How would you take the exam? (Feel free to send me your answers to this 
optional question) 
 
Week 82 
 
Hello everyone, welcome back! 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (pre
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, one in present per
continuous tense). 

Explain how we can change an infinitive into a verb in simple present tense. Give a

Explain present continuous tense in Persian. Give an example. A: See lesson 69
What are the four seasons in Persian? What are the months of summer and autumn? A: See lesson 75
How can we make comparative adjectives in Persian? Explain it using an example. A: See lesson 77

and write down 10 words. A: /ba:/ - /sæla:m/ - /in/ - hæfteh/ 
/yek shænbeh/ - /gozæshteh/ - /chæshm/ - ... 
file and repeat the same sentence (tongue twister). 
seh shænbæs. færda: shæbæm seh shænbas. seh shæb digeæm seh shænbæs. in seh 

seh shæb, u:n seh seh shæb, hær seh seh shæb seh shænbæs/! 
and write down the name of 8 countries. A: Australia 

Denmark - Finland  
In the above audio file, who is he talking about? A: He is talking about his friend who travels a lot.

Translate the following text into Persian.(10 minutes- Marks: 3.5) 
Bob was in his classroom. His friends were sitting on the chairs. Some had big books. Some had small 
bags. And some had blue pens. Bob was reading a book. Alice was writing. Michael
Helen was speaking. Suddenly, somebody opened the door. The children saw the teacher. They stood up. 
The teacher had several papers. He gave the papers to the students. They were sad. The students had exam.

/na:gæha:n/. 

/bolænd shodæn/. 

How would you teach Persian to a foreigner if you were a Persian teacher? Which part of the language 
would you focus on more? What would you add to or deduct from our weekly lessons if you were the 
teacher of this online course? How would you take the exam? (Feel free to send me your answers to this 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

Explain how we can change an infinitive into a verb in simple present tense. Give an example. A: See 

Explain present continuous tense in Persian. Give an example. A: See lesson 69 
What are the four seasons in Persian? What are the months of summer and autumn? A: See lesson 75 

in Persian? Explain it using an example. A: See lesson 77 

hæfteh/ - /a:mrika:/ - 

seh shænbæs. færda: shæbæm seh shænbas. seh shæb digeæm seh shænbæs. in seh 

and write down the name of 8 countries. A: Australia - Newzealand - Germany - 

In the above audio file, who is he talking about? A: He is talking about his friend who travels a lot. 

Bob was in his classroom. His friends were sitting on the chairs. Some had big books. Some had small 
bags. And some had blue pens. Bob was reading a book. Alice was writing. Michael was opening his bag. 
Helen was speaking. Suddenly, somebody opened the door. The children saw the teacher. They stood up. 
The teacher had several papers. He gave the papers to the students. They were sad. The students had exam. 

 

How would you teach Persian to a foreigner if you were a Persian teacher? Which part of the language 
r deduct from our weekly lessons if you were the 

teacher of this online course? How would you take the exam? (Feel free to send me your answers to this 

ferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
fect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 



Behind the gate 
Some of 
Party 
To thank 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
666 - 161 - 616 - 8395 - 90000 - 7004 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Pen < == 

Money < == 

Gate < == 

People < == 

Guest = 
 
All right, how was the exam? I hope it helped you review what you had learned before. 
Today, we are going to continue our adjective related lessons. 

We know that we have comparative adjective in Persian if we add 

more + adjective (in English) = adjective + 
Today, we want to see how we can say this one in Persian: most beautiful

Look at this word: /tærin/

Add /tærin/ to the end of your adjectives in Persian and you will have superlati

In short: most beautiful = 
Some more examples: 

Most difficult = /mosh kel tærin/

Most comprehensive = 

Easiest = /a:sa:n tærin/

Best = /beh tærin/ (this one is irregular)

Cleanest = /tæmiz tærin/

Ugliest = /zesht tærin/
And so on. 
 
Change the following adjectives into superlative form and make one sentence with each of them.
  

Dirty = /kæsif/  

Near = /næzdik/  

Far = distant = /du:r/  

Lonely = alone = /tæn ha:/

 
7004 - 3001 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All right, how was the exam? I hope it helped you review what you had learned before. 
Today, we are going to continue our adjective related lessons.  

We know that we have comparative adjective in Persian if we add /tær/ to an adjective. 

more + adjective (in English) = adjective + /tær/ (in Persian) 
Today, we want to see how we can say this one in Persian: most beautiful 

/tærin/ 

/tærin/ to the end of your adjectives in Persian and you will have superlati

/khosh gel tærin/. 

/mosh kel tærin/ 

/ka:mel tærin/ 

/a:sa:n tærin/ 

/beh tærin/ (this one is irregular) 

/tæmiz tærin/ 

/zesht tærin/ 

Change the following adjectives into superlative form and make one sentence with each of them.

/tæn ha:/ 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

All right, how was the exam? I hope it helped you review what you had learned before.  

/tær/ to an adjective. In short: 

/tærin/ to the end of your adjectives in Persian and you will have superlative adjective.  

Change the following adjectives into superlative form and make one sentence with each of them. 



Happy = /khosh ha:l/

Sad = /ghæm gin/ 
 
Week 83 
! 
Hello everyone, welcome back! 
Recently, I have received a few messages with more or less similar themes. 
Probably, many of you have Persian friends and, sometimes, may want to show off your Persian 
knowledge to them! As far as I know, in most 
much of their language. However, in several cases, they have shown to be a little bit inexperienced. 
Some of your Persian friends have told you that the way you write is not Iranian Persian! 
Some have said that, for example, the word 'heart' is not what your teacher has told you. Your teacher has 
given 'liver' for 'heart'! And, a few other words that they have chosen offensively to either look down on 
your knowledge or to show off their own vocabu
As a Persian language teacher, let me solve your problem now.
Not all English-speaking people are English language teachers. The same is true in any language. It is true 
that your Persian friends enjoy Persian language as their mother tongue.
teachers.  
As you know, many words have wide variety of meanings. To give a couple of examples, I would mention 
'to get', 'to know' (as I know this -
A good teacher does not and should not teach all possible meanings of one word to beginners. If he does, 
the students will be totally confused and will run away from him. 
I never told you that the given word has only such and such meaning in Persian. Do n
you that such and such word has the only meaning I have given you (except in some exceptional cases). 
Language is an ocean and each word has the potential to move flexibly from one function or meaning to 
the next.  
We are still in the beginning of our Persian studies. I should not give you all possible meaning of one 
word. You will find them later in different contexts when you are comfortably fluent. But, this does not 
mean that that the certain word I have taught you is wrong. 
So, please take my advice and do not argue with them. Ask experts if you want to be sure. Show your 
handwritings to different Iranians to see if it is readable or not. Each language can be written in different 
fonts and style. However, beginners are always ad
ones that are written in normal books. Primary school students should write in a book
when they are more comfortable with writing, they can use as many styles as possible and no one wi
stand against them.  
Please take it easy and keep on studying. Remember that I am not going to teach you something wrong. 
Minor mistakes are ignorable. 
Please do the quiz and go to Useful drills page.
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, one in present perfect te
continuous tense). 
Since 2001  
To telephone  
To play  
To go 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
111 - 222 - 333 - 444 - 555 - 323 -
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and mak
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

/khosh ha:l/ 

Recently, I have received a few messages with more or less similar themes.  
Probably, many of you have Persian friends and, sometimes, may want to show off your Persian 
knowledge to them! As far as I know, in most cases, your Persian friends may adore you for knowing this 
much of their language. However, in several cases, they have shown to be a little bit inexperienced. 
Some of your Persian friends have told you that the way you write is not Iranian Persian! 

have said that, for example, the word 'heart' is not what your teacher has told you. Your teacher has 
given 'liver' for 'heart'! And, a few other words that they have chosen offensively to either look down on 
your knowledge or to show off their own vocabulary ability! 
As a Persian language teacher, let me solve your problem now. 

speaking people are English language teachers. The same is true in any language. It is true 
that your Persian friends enjoy Persian language as their mother tongue. However, not all of them are 

As you know, many words have wide variety of meanings. To give a couple of examples, I would mention 
- or I know him), surprised, and even 'heart, (as in the heart of darkness). 

A good teacher does not and should not teach all possible meanings of one word to beginners. If he does, 
the students will be totally confused and will run away from him.  
I never told you that the given word has only such and such meaning in Persian. Do n
you that such and such word has the only meaning I have given you (except in some exceptional cases). 
Language is an ocean and each word has the potential to move flexibly from one function or meaning to 

he beginning of our Persian studies. I should not give you all possible meaning of one 
word. You will find them later in different contexts when you are comfortably fluent. But, this does not 
mean that that the certain word I have taught you is wrong.  

please take my advice and do not argue with them. Ask experts if you want to be sure. Show your 
handwritings to different Iranians to see if it is readable or not. Each language can be written in different 
fonts and style. However, beginners are always advised to start with the most common and comfortable 
ones that are written in normal books. Primary school students should write in a book
when they are more comfortable with writing, they can use as many styles as possible and no one wi

Please take it easy and keep on studying. Remember that I am not going to teach you something wrong. 

Please do the quiz and go to Useful drills page. 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

 
- 432 - 234 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

Probably, many of you have Persian friends and, sometimes, may want to show off your Persian 
cases, your Persian friends may adore you for knowing this 

much of their language. However, in several cases, they have shown to be a little bit inexperienced.  
Some of your Persian friends have told you that the way you write is not Iranian Persian!  

have said that, for example, the word 'heart' is not what your teacher has told you. Your teacher has 
given 'liver' for 'heart'! And, a few other words that they have chosen offensively to either look down on 

speaking people are English language teachers. The same is true in any language. It is true 
However, not all of them are 

As you know, many words have wide variety of meanings. To give a couple of examples, I would mention 
or I know him), surprised, and even 'heart, (as in the heart of darkness).  

A good teacher does not and should not teach all possible meanings of one word to beginners. If he does, 

I never told you that the given word has only such and such meaning in Persian. Do not believe me if I tell 
you that such and such word has the only meaning I have given you (except in some exceptional cases). 
Language is an ocean and each word has the potential to move flexibly from one function or meaning to 

he beginning of our Persian studies. I should not give you all possible meaning of one 
word. You will find them later in different contexts when you are comfortably fluent. But, this does not 

please take my advice and do not argue with them. Ask experts if you want to be sure. Show your 
handwritings to different Iranians to see if it is readable or not. Each language can be written in different 

vised to start with the most common and comfortable 
ones that are written in normal books. Primary school students should write in a book-style method. Later 
when they are more comfortable with writing, they can use as many styles as possible and no one will 

Please take it easy and keep on studying. Remember that I am not going to teach you something wrong. 

once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
nse using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

e words using the given letters. You'll have to 



Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Computer < == 

Old < == 

New < == 

School < == 

Market = 
 
 
Change the following adjectives into superlative form and make one sentence with each of them.

Lazy = /tænbæl/ 

Stupid = /æh mægh/.  

Clever = /ba: hu:sh/. 

Fast = /særi:/.  

Slow = /kond/.  

Bright = /roshæn/. 

Dark = /ta:rik/. Also 

Complicated = /pichideh/. 

Long = /bolænd/. - also 

Short = /ku:ta:h/. 

Weak = /zæ i:f/.  

Strong = /ghævi/.  
 
Week 84 
Are you now fluent with the comparative and superlative adjectives in Persian? If yes, let's start a new 
lesson.  
Let's see some sentences in English first. Ready
1- The man who is walking is my friend.
2- The man whom you saw is my friend.
3- The chair that (which) you broke is mine.
Do you know these kinds of sentences? Do you know what 'who', 'whom', 'which', and 'that' are? These are 
called Relative Pronouns in English. No, I am not teaching you English! But, to learn Persian we need to 
know these things first. 
Don't worry! Wait and you will see that Persian is much easier than English!! Let's try them if you don't 
believe me! 
In sentence number 1 above, what w
Let's break sentence number 1: 
The man is walking. 
The man is my friend. 
As you see, 'the man' is subject in both sentences. To join these two sentences, we need to delete the words 
that are repeated. Now tell me what is repeated in both sentenc
So let's delete one of them, and we will have this:
The man is walking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

into superlative form and make one sentence with each of them.

/ba: hu:sh/.  

/ti:reh/.  

/pichideh/.  

/dera:z/.  

Are you now fluent with the comparative and superlative adjectives in Persian? If yes, let's start a new 

Let's see some sentences in English first. Ready? 
The man who is walking is my friend. 
The man whom you saw is my friend. 
The chair that (which) you broke is mine. 

Do you know these kinds of sentences? Do you know what 'who', 'whom', 'which', and 'that' are? These are 
n English. No, I am not teaching you English! But, to learn Persian we need to 

Don't worry! Wait and you will see that Persian is much easier than English!! Let's try them if you don't 

In sentence number 1 above, what we have is: 

As you see, 'the man' is subject in both sentences. To join these two sentences, we need to delete the words 
that are repeated. Now tell me what is repeated in both sentences? Wonderful!! 'The man' is repeated. 
So let's delete one of them, and we will have this: 

into superlative form and make one sentence with each of them. 

Are you now fluent with the comparative and superlative adjectives in Persian? If yes, let's start a new 

Do you know these kinds of sentences? Do you know what 'who', 'whom', 'which', and 'that' are? These are 
n English. No, I am not teaching you English! But, to learn Persian we need to 

Don't worry! Wait and you will see that Persian is much easier than English!! Let's try them if you don't 

As you see, 'the man' is subject in both sentences. To join these two sentences, we need to delete the words 
es? Wonderful!! 'The man' is repeated.  



Is my friend. 
Now, let's put these two together. We will have: The man is walking is my friend. 
So far so good? Great! 
But, what we need is one complete sentence. So, we have to join these two sentences. But something is 
missing. Guess what? This sentence has no 'joint'. The best 'joint' here is 'who'. Why? Because 'the man' is 
subject in both sentences (The man is walking. 
The man is my friend.) 
Now in our new sentence (The man is walking is my friend), put 'who' after the subject (The man). Then 
you will have: The man who is walking is my friend.  
Was it difficult?  
Now you try this one (you have ten seconds!): 
The girl is playing. 
The girl is my daughter. 
Did it? Good! 
The answer should be this: 
The girl who is playing is my daughter.  
Now try this one: 
The woman left. 
The woman was my wife. 
The answer should be this: The woman who left was my wife.  
Is everything clear? Good! 
Now answer to this question: 
What is before and after 'who' in above sentences? 
Great job!  
We have 'Noun' as subject before 'who'. We have 'Verb' after 'who'. 
So this is the grammar in English. Did you enjoy it?  
Now let's see the second sentence above (The man whom you saw is my friend). 
Let's break it together: 
The man is my friend. 
You saw the man (him). 
In the first sentence, 'the man' is Subject (at least we can accept it as our subject). 
In the second sentence, 'the man' is Object. 
What is repeated in these two sentences? Good guess! 'The man' is repeated twice. To join these two 
sentences, we need to delete one of them. Which one should be deleted? Delete the Object. 
So, we will have: 
The man is my friend. 
You saw. 
Easy, isn't it? 
As you can guess now, to join these two sentences we need a 'joint'. What is the best 'joint' here?  
Wonderful! The best 'joint' is 'whom'. Why? Because 'the man' is the subject of one sentence, and the 
object of the second.  
Where should we put 'whom'?  
Put it after 'the man', and you will have:  
The man whom is my friend. 
Now, put the second sentence (you saw) after 'whom', and you will have: 
The man whom you saw is my friend.  
Good job! Wasn't it?! 
Now it's your turn to try! Combine them.  
The girl is my girlfriend. (The girl = subject) 
You met the girl yesterday. (the girl = object) 
The answer should be: 
The girl whom you met yesterday is my girlfriend.  
I hope it was not difficult. 
Now answer to this question: 
What is before and after 'whom'? 



Good job! 
We have 'Noun' before 'whom'. We have 'Subject' after 'whom'. 
The same is true with 'which' and 'that'. The difference is that 'which' can be both 'subject' and 'object'. So, 
you can follow the above rules to join your sentences when 'which' is needed. Th
'which' refers to 'things' or animals rather than 'persons'.
Wow, too much grammar! 
Now, let's go back to our Persian class.
In Persian, we don't need to go through this much rules! 

Look at this word: /keh/.  
All you need to do in Persian is this:

Replace 'who', 'whom', 'which', and 'that' with 
Now let's translate some of the sentences into Persian together. Afraid? Of course not!!
1- The man who is walking is my friend.

Man = /mærd/ 

Who = /keh/ 

To walk = /ghædæm zædæn/

Is walking = 

Is = /æst/ 

My friend = /du:stæm/ = 
You know them all already. If not, please review the previous lessons again.
The only change we need to make in our Persian sentence is that we should put /i:/ sound or simply the 

letter at the end of the 'Noun' ( mærd). So, instead of saying 

/mærdi keh/. This rule is applicable to all kinds of relative pronouns.
So, the translation of the above sentence in Persian is as follows:

mæn æst/. 
Was it difficult?  
Now try this one: 
The man who is sitting in the chair is my father.

Man = /mærd/ 

Who = /keh/ 

Is sitting = /neshæsteh æst/. NOT
continuous tense it should be translated as 'Present Perfect Tense'. 

In = on = /ru: ye/ 

Chair = /sændæli/ 

Is = /æst/ 

My father = /pedæræm/ = 
So, it's Persian translation is as follows:

pedær e mæn æst/. 
One more example: 
The man whom you saw is my friend.

Man = /mærd/ 

We have 'Noun' before 'whom'. We have 'Subject' after 'whom'.  
The same is true with 'which' and 'that'. The difference is that 'which' can be both 'subject' and 'object'. So, 
you can follow the above rules to join your sentences when 'which' is needed. Th
'which' refers to 'things' or animals rather than 'persons'. 

Now, let's go back to our Persian class. 
In Persian, we don't need to go through this much rules!  

in Persian is this: 

Replace 'who', 'whom', 'which', and 'that' with /keh/. That's it!! Isn't Farsi sugar?!!
Now let's translate some of the sentences into Persian together. Afraid? Of course not!!

The man who is walking is my friend. 

/ghædæm zædæn/ 

/da:ræd ghædæm mi zænæd/. (present continuous tense)

/du:stæm/ = /du:st e mæn/ 
You know them all already. If not, please review the previous lessons again. 

to make in our Persian sentence is that we should put /i:/ sound or simply the 

at the end of the 'Noun' ( mærd). So, instead of saying /mærd keh/, we should say 

/mærdi keh/. This rule is applicable to all kinds of relative pronouns.
lation of the above sentence in Persian is as follows: 

/mærdi keh da:ræd ghædæm mi zænæd du:st e 

The man who is sitting in the chair is my father. 

/neshæsteh æst/. NOTE: In such sentences, although 'is sitting' is in present 
continuous tense it should be translated as 'Present Perfect Tense'.  

/pedæræm/ = /pedær e mæn/. 
ollows: 

/mærdi keh ru: ye sændæli neshæsteh æst 

The man whom you saw is my friend. 

The same is true with 'which' and 'that'. The difference is that 'which' can be both 'subject' and 'object'. So, 
you can follow the above rules to join your sentences when 'which' is needed. The other difference is that 

/keh/. That's it!! Isn't Farsi sugar?!! 
Now let's translate some of the sentences into Persian together. Afraid? Of course not!! 

/da:ræd ghædæm mi zænæd/. (present continuous tense) 

to make in our Persian sentence is that we should put /i:/ sound or simply the 

/mærd keh/, we should say 

/mærdi keh/. This rule is applicable to all kinds of relative pronouns. 

/mærdi keh da:ræd ghædæm mi zænæd du:st e 

E: In such sentences, although 'is sitting' is in present 

/mærdi keh ru: ye sændæli neshæsteh æst 



Whom = /keh/ 

You = /to/  

Saw (simple past tense) = 

Is = /æst/ 

My friend = /du:stæm/ = 

NOTE: Although we cannot issue a general rule here, we'd better put 
whenever we are to use 'whom'. Why? Because 'whom' refers to an object, and 'the man' is the object. We 

already know that /ra:/ is an object indicator. 

Translation: 
I hope you enjoyed this lesson. 
Please go to useful drills page to practice more.
Have a good week! 
 
New Words: 

To die = /mordæn/ 

(He) died = /mord/ 

To take away = /bordæn/

(You) took away = /bordi/

To kill = /koshtæn/ 

(You) killed = /koshti/ 

To play = /ba:zi kærdæn/

(They) are playing = 
  
Please translate the following sentences into persian:
1- The boy who broke your window is my boy (son).
2- The boy whom you saw is my boy (son).
3- The man whom you saw last week was my teacher.
4- The man who died last week was my teacher. (not me!!!)
5- The book which (that) you took away was my book.
6- The cat which (that) you killed was my cat. 
7- The children who are playing are student.
  
  
  

  

/didi/  

/du:stæm/ = /du:st e mæn/ 

NOTE: Although we cannot issue a general rule here, we'd better put /ra:/ before 
whenever we are to use 'whom'. Why? Because 'whom' refers to an object, and 'the man' is the object. We 

/ra:/ is an object indicator.  

/mærdi ra: keh to didi du:st e mæn æst/.

Please go to useful drills page to practice more. 

/bordæn/ 

/bordi/ 

 

/ba:zi kærdæn/ 

/da:rænd ba:zi mi konænd/ 

Please translate the following sentences into persian: 
The boy who broke your window is my boy (son). 
The boy whom you saw is my boy (son). 
The man whom you saw last week was my teacher. 
The man who died last week was my teacher. (not me!!!)  
The book which (that) you took away was my book. 
The cat which (that) you killed was my cat.  
The children who are playing are student. 

 

/ra:/ before /keh/ 
whenever we are to use 'whom'. Why? Because 'whom' refers to an object, and 'the man' is the object. We 

/mærdi ra: keh to didi du:st e mæn æst/. 



NOTE:  In sentence number 6 above, we have 

whenever a noun ends with 
sound.  

NOTE:  In sentence number 7 above, we have 

whenever a noun ends with /a:/ (like 
/i:/ sound. 
Week 85 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it do
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one
continuous tense). 
Prime minister 
To express hope 
To leave 
To resign 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
17 - 711 - 117 - 171 - 717 - 7007 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To say < == 

Taxi < == 

Award < == 

To break < == 

Driver = 
 
New Words: 

To speak = /soh bæt kærdæn/. Also 

To fix = to repair = 

To teach (here) = /dærs da:dæn/. 

To meet = /mola:gha:t kærdæn/. Listen! Also 

To talk to somebody = 

I talked to him = 

To introduce = 

On TV = /dær televiz

To arrest = /dæst gir kærdæn/. 

In sentence number 6 above, we have for to produce /i:/ sound. As a general rule, 

/he/ (like /gorbeh/), put at the end of it to produce /i:/ 

In sentence number 7 above, we have for to produce /i:/ sound. As a general rule, 

/a:/ (like /bæch.cheh ha:/), put 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it do
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one

 
 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

/soh bæt kærdæn/. Also /hærf zædæn/. 

/tæmir kærdæn/. 

/dærs da:dæn/.  

/mola:gha:t kærdæn/. Listen! Also /didæn/.

/ba: somebody hærf zædæn/. 

/mæn ba: u: hærf zædæm/. 

/moærefi kærdæn/.  

/dær televiziyu:n/. 

/dæst gir kærdæn/.  

to produce /i:/ sound. As a general rule, 

at the end of it to produce /i:/ 

to produce /i:/ sound. As a general rule, 

at the end of it to produce 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

/hærf zædæn/.  

/didæn/. 



Watch = /sa:æt/. 

To steal = /dozdidæn/.
  
Please translate the following sentences into persian:
1- The man who is speaking is my brother.
2- The man who sold this car was my brother.
3- The man who has sold this car is my brother.
4- The man who will sell this car is my brother.
5- The man who had fixed your car was my brother.
6- The man who teaches English is my brother.
7- The man whom you met last week was my brother.
8- The man whom you talked to (with) was m
9- The man whom you will see is my brother.
10- The man whom you are talking to is my brother.
11- The girl who wrote this book is French.
12- The girl who will write this book is Iranian.
13- The girl who has written this book is German.
14- The girl whom they introduced is Italian.
15- The girl whom you saw on TV was Norwegian. 
16- The girl whom they arrested was Canadian.
17- The watch which (that) you broke was mine.
18- The watch which (that) he stole was mine.
19- The watch which (that) you fixed is mine.
  

 
Week 86 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

/dozdidæn/. 

Please translate the following sentences into persian: 
The man who is speaking is my brother. 
The man who sold this car was my brother. 

car is my brother. 
The man who will sell this car is my brother. 
The man who had fixed your car was my brother. 
The man who teaches English is my brother. 
The man whom you met last week was my brother. 
The man whom you talked to (with) was my brother. 
The man whom you will see is my brother. 
The man whom you are talking to is my brother. 
The girl who wrote this book is French. 
The girl who will write this book is Iranian. 
The girl who has written this book is German. 

e girl whom they introduced is Italian. 
The girl whom you saw on TV was Norwegian.  
The girl whom they arrested was Canadian. 
The watch which (that) you broke was mine. 
The watch which (that) he stole was mine. 

u fixed is mine. 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 



paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 
continuous tense). 
To sleep 
I sleep 
We sleep 
My child sleeps 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
22 - 202 - 220 - 112 - 211 - 121 - 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Monday < == 

Friday < == 

Tuesday < == 

Thursday < == 

Wednsday = 
   
This week, we have another Persian music in MP3 format and it is called 'beh bachehamoon' or 'beh 
bacheh hamoon' /beh bæcheh ha:mu:n/ = To Our 
the Persian script, the phonetics of the Persian words, and the translation of this music below.
 
  
  

paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 
equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 

in simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

 
 221 - 212 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This week, we have another Persian music in MP3 format and it is called 'beh bachehamoon' or 'beh 
bacheh hamoon' /beh bæcheh ha:mu:n/ = To Our Children, dedicated to the Iranians abroad. You may find 
the Persian script, the phonetics of the Persian words, and the translation of this music below.

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

This week, we have another Persian music in MP3 format and it is called 'beh bachehamoon' or 'beh 
Children, dedicated to the Iranians abroad. You may find 

the Persian script, the phonetics of the Persian words, and the translation of this music below. 





 
 
  
Week 87 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple 
continuous tense). 
I have 
Family 
A good family 
I go to work 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
70 - 701 - 707 - 107 - 770 - 77 - 710
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Market < == 

Aunt < ==  

Uncle < ==  

Doctor < == 

Housewife = 
  
  
Before we continue with our new lessons today, I need to apologize to you for something. Unfortunately, I 
have missed one lesson in Tenses while in the examination (Lesson 81) we had a question on this missing 
tense. This tense is Past Continuous Tense. 
So, today, we are going to cover this tense. Sorry for the forgetfulness!! 
Past Continuous Tense 
Do you remember how we made Present Continuous Tense? Today's lesson is much easier than that. 
If you remember, we use the infinitive 'to have' to make our Pe
In this new lesson, we use the same infinitive yet in a very easy way.

To have = /da:shtæn/.  

Delete /nu:n/ from the end of our infinitive and you will have 
past tense (I hope you still remember this rule).

Now, try to use /da:sht/ with all subjective pronouns in Simple Past Tense:

I had = /mæn da:shtæm/. 

You had = /to da:shti/.

He/she/it had = /u: da:sht/.

We had = /ma: da:shtim/.

You had = /shoma: da:shtid/.

They had = /a:nha: da:shtænd/.
Still with me? Good! 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
in simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

 
710 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

Before we continue with our new lessons today, I need to apologize to you for something. Unfortunately, I 
have missed one lesson in Tenses while in the examination (Lesson 81) we had a question on this missing 
tense. This tense is Past Continuous Tense.  

o, today, we are going to cover this tense. Sorry for the forgetfulness!!  

Do you remember how we made Present Continuous Tense? Today's lesson is much easier than that. 
If you remember, we use the infinitive 'to have' to make our Persian sentences in present continuous tense. 
In this new lesson, we use the same infinitive yet in a very easy way. 

/nu:n/ from the end of our infinitive and you will have /da:sht/, which is in simple 
still remember this rule). 

/da:sht/ with all subjective pronouns in Simple Past Tense:

/mæn da:shtæm/.  

/to da:shti/. 

/u: da:sht/. 

/ma: da:shtim/. 

/shoma: da:shtid/. 

/a:nha: da:shtænd/. 

of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one 
future tense, and one in present 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

Before we continue with our new lessons today, I need to apologize to you for something. Unfortunately, I 
have missed one lesson in Tenses while in the examination (Lesson 81) we had a question on this missing 

Do you remember how we made Present Continuous Tense? Today's lesson is much easier than that.  
rsian sentences in present continuous tense. 

/da:sht/, which is in simple 

/da:sht/ with all subjective pronouns in Simple Past Tense: 



Now, suppose that we have the following sentence:
I was writing. 
What is the main verb here? Good guess!
'writing' is the main verb.  

We already know that 'to write' = 

Delete /nu:n/, and you will hav

I wrote = /mæn neveshtæm/

You wrote = /to neveshti/

He/she/it wrote = /u: nevesht/

We wrote = /ma: neveshtim/

You wrote = /shoma: neveshtid/

They wrote = /a:nha: neveshtænd/
Now, we want to translate 'I was writing' into Persian. 
Just remember that in this tense 'I was (in English) = I had (in Persian)'. 
So far,  

I was writing = 

Delete the subjects in your Persian sentences, and you will have: 

Now, put /mi/ before the main verb in our Persian sentence (here: 
Result: 

I was writing = 
Now, let's apply this rule to our sentences:

You were writing = 

He/she/it was writing = 

We were writing = 

You were writing = 

They were writing = 
Was it difficult?  
Now, let's see some more examples:
I was closing.  

'to close' = /bæstæn/. 

I was closing = 

You were closing = 

He/she/it was closing = 

We were closing = 

You were closing = 

They were closing = 
Now, let's see this one: 
I was breaking. 

To break = /shekæstæn/.

Now, suppose that we have the following sentence: 

What is the main verb here? Good guess! 

We already know that 'to write' = /neveshtæn/.  

/nu:n/, and you will have /nevesht/, which is in Simple Past Tense.

/mæn neveshtæm/ 

/to neveshti/ 

/u: nevesht/ 

/ma: neveshtim/ 

/shoma: neveshtid/ 

/a:nha: neveshtænd/ 
s writing' into Persian.  

Just remember that in this tense 'I was (in English) = I had (in Persian)'.  

/mæn da:shtæm mæn neveshtæm/. A very odd sentence! 

Delete the subjects in your Persian sentences, and you will have: 

/mi/ before the main verb in our Persian sentence (here: 

/da:shtæm mi neveshtæm/. That's it!  
Now, let's apply this rule to our sentences: 

/da:shti mi neveshti/. 

/da:sht mi nevesht/. 

/da:shtim mi neveshtim/. 

/da:shtid mi neveshtid/ 

/da:shtænd mi neveshtænd/. 

Now, let's see some more examples: 

/da:shtæm mi bæstæm/. 

/da:shti mi bæsti/. 

/da:sht mi bæst/. 

/da:shtim mi bæstim/. 

/da:shtid mi bæstid/. 

/da:shtænd mi bæstænd/. 

/shekæstæn/. 

/nevesht/, which is in Simple Past Tense. 

/mæn da:shtæm mæn neveshtæm/. A very odd sentence!  

/da:shtæm neveshtæm/. 

neveshtæm/.  



I was breaking = 

You were breaking = 

He/she/it was breaking = 

We were breaking = 

You were breaking = 

They were breaking = 
All right, I hope it was not a difficult lesson for you. Please go to Useful Drills page to practice more.
 
You continue: 
 
I was going = /da:shtæm mi ræftæm/. 
You were going =  
He/she/it was going =  
We were going = 
You were going = 
They were going = 
 
I was coming = /da:shtæm mi a:mædæm/.
You were coming =  
He/she/it was coming =  
We were coming =  
You were coming =  
They were coming = 
 
I was sleeping = /da:shtæm mi kha
You were sleeping = 
He/she/it was sleeping = 
We were sleeping = 
You were sleeping =  
They were sleeping = 
 
I was reading = /da:shtæm mi kha:ndæm/.
You were reading =  
He/she/it was reading =  
We were reading = 
You were reading =  
They were reading = 
 
I was washing = /da:shtæm mi shostæm/.
You were washing = 
He/she/it was washing =  
We were washing =  
You were washing =  
They were washing =  
  
  
  

/da:shtæm mi shekæstæm/. 

/da:shti mi shekæsti/. 

/da:sht mi shekæst/. 

/da:shtim mi shekæstim/. 

/da:shtid mi shekæstid/. 

/da:shtænd mi shekæstænd/. 
All right, I hope it was not a difficult lesson for you. Please go to Useful Drills page to practice more.

I was going = /da:shtæm mi ræftæm/.  

I was coming = /da:shtæm mi a:mædæm/. 

I was sleeping = /da:shtæm mi kha:bidæm/. 

I was reading = /da:shtæm mi kha:ndæm/. 

I was washing = /da:shtæm mi shostæm/. 

All right, I hope it was not a difficult lesson for you. Please go to Useful Drills page to practice more. 



 

 

 

 

 
 
Week 88 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
Recently, I have recieved a couple of poems from a lady called Taraneh who wants to share it with 
everybody on this site. I do appreciate her work and thank her for her idea of sending them to me. You 
may find her here. 

Recently, I have recieved a couple of poems from a lady called Taraneh who wants to share it with 
everybody on this site. I do appreciate her work and thank her for her idea of sending them to me. You 
Recently, I have recieved a couple of poems from a lady called Taraneh who wants to share it with 
everybody on this site. I do appreciate her work and thank her for her idea of sending them to me. You 



Please do the quiz and go to useful drills for more practice on Past Continuous Tense.
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 
continuous tense). 
To sit 
To drink 
Sun 
To shine 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
50 - 505 - 550 - 305 - 503 - 5005 -
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Carpet < == 

Outside < == 

Ticket < == 

Method < == 

Breakfast = 
 
New Words: 

Newspaper = /ru:z na:meh/. 

To go to work = 

To shop = /khærid kærdæn/. 

To watch = /nega:h kærdæn/. 
  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian.
Note: You are allowed to write your Persian sentences 
from my Persian sentences. 
 
1- I was reading a newspaper. 
2- You were reading a newspaper.
3- He/she was reading a newspaper.
4- We were reading a newspaper. 
5- You were reading a newspaper.
6- They were reading a newspaper.
7- I was cleaning my room. 
8- You were cleaning your room. 
9- He/she was cleaning his/her room.
10- We were cleaning our room. 
11- You were cleaning your room.
12- They were cleaning their room.
13- I was going to work. 

Please do the quiz and go to useful drills for more practice on Past Continuous Tense.

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
uivalents. (Seen) 

t for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

 
- 5000 - 1050 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

/ru:z na:meh/.  

/beh sær e ka:r ræftæn/.  

/khærid kærdæn/.  

/nega:h kærdæn/.  

following sentences into Persian. 
Note: You are allowed to write your Persian sentences with or without  subjects. I have deleted subjects 

You were reading a newspaper. 
spaper. 

 
You were reading a newspaper. 
They were reading a newspaper. 

 
He/she was cleaning his/her room. 

 
your room. 

They were cleaning their room. 

Please do the quiz and go to useful drills for more practice on Past Continuous Tense. 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

t for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

subjects. I have deleted subjects 



14- You were going to work. 
15- He/she was going to work. 
16- We were going to work. 
17- You were going to work. 
18- They were going to work. 
19- I was shopping. 
20- You were shopping. 
21- He/she was shopping. 
22- We were shopping. 
23- You were shopping. 
24- They were shopping. 
25- I was watching TV. 
26- You were watching TV. 
27- He/she was watching TV. 
28- We were watching TV. 
29- You were watching TV. 
30- They were watching TV. 
  
  

  
 



Week 89 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Before we start today, let me wish you all a very Happy Christmas followed by a very successful and 
prosperous New Year. Let's hope that the coming year will be a year of friendship and peace throughout 
the world. Merry Christmas! 
Many of you have been asking for a Chat Room on this site to have real time conversation with their 
friends who are learning Persian. Today, your dream has come true! I have just set up a Chat Room for 
you to enjoy. Frankly speaking, I do not know if it works good! Please let me know if there is any 
problem. As always, I will appreciate your suggestions and ideas. You may find the chat room either here 
or on the Home page. 
NOTE:  Please do not abuse of this learning tool for some so called immoral purposes. Thanks to all of 
you. 
OK. As you remember, we have studied past continuous tense for the past couple of weeks. There is one 
more thing about this tense that is good to know. Today, we are going to learn the following structure: 
Example:  
I was eating lunch when he called. 
As you noticed, the main discussion is on 'WHEN'. In past continuous tense, we can use 'WHEN' between 
two tenses. That is to say, we have 'WHEN' plus two other tenses. As you see in the above example, we 
have past continuous tense at one side and simple past tense at the other. Is that clear? I hope yes! 
We can translate this kind of sentences into Persian in a couple of ways. The easiest one (at least I think 
it's the easiest!) is what we are going to learn now. 
Here's how: 
1- Translate the past continuous tense first. 
2- Use /keh/ for 'WHEN'. 
3- Translate the simple past tense. 
Was it difficult? Of course not! 
Let me try first: 
To call = /telefon kærdæn/. Also (more conversational) /zæng zædæn/. 
I was eating lunch when he called = /da:shtæm na:ha:r mi khordæm keh u: zæng zæd/. Easy, isn't it? 
Now let's see another example: 
I was watching TV when the electricity went. 
/da:shtæm televiziyu:n nega:h mi kærdæm keh bærgh ræft/. 
Another example: 
She was going when I saw her. /da:sht mi ræft keh u: ra: didæm/. 
NOTE:  The same rule is applicable for 'WHILE'.  
 
Please go to useful drills page for more work. Have a nice week!  
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 
continuous tense). 
Cloth 
Month 
For a long time 
Several 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
66 - 606 - 6006 - 660 - 6600 - 6060  



4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Cloth < == 

Month / Moon < == 

To eat < == 

Food / Meal < == 

Several = 
  
 
New Words: 

To arrive = /residæn/. 

To sleep = /kha:bidæn/.

To study = /dærs kha:ndæn/.
  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian.
1- I was sleeping when my father arrived.
2- You were sleeping when your father arrived.
3- She/he was sleeping when her/his father arrived.
4- We were sleeping when our father arrived.
5- You were sleeping when your father arrived.
6- They were sleeping when their father arrived.
7- Ali was sleeping when his father arrived.
8- Maryam /mæryæm/ (girl's name) was sleeping when her father arrived.
9- I was studying when my friend called.
10- You were studying when your friend called.
11- She/he was studying when her/his friend called.
12- We were studying when our friend called.
13- You were studying when your friend called.
14- They were studying when their friend called.
15- Ali was studying when his friend called.
16- Maryam was studying when her friend called.
  
  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

/kha:bidæn/. 

/dærs kha:ndæn/. 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
I was sleeping when my father arrived. 

father arrived. 
She/he was sleeping when her/his father arrived. 
We were sleeping when our father arrived. 
You were sleeping when your father arrived. 
They were sleeping when their father arrived. 
Ali was sleeping when his father arrived. 
Maryam /mæryæm/ (girl's name) was sleeping when her father arrived. 
I was studying when my friend called. 
You were studying when your friend called. 
She/he was studying when her/his friend called. 
We were studying when our friend called. 
You were studying when your friend called. 
They were studying when their friend called. 
Ali was studying when his friend called. 
Maryam was studying when her friend called. 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



  
Week 90 
Salam Bacheh ha! Haletun chetoreh?
/sæla:m bæcheh ha:/! /ha:letu:n chetoreh/?
Hi everyone, how are you? I hope you are doing good with your daily life as well as your Persian lessons. 
Who can tell me why I have written 'Salam Bacheh ha' in the beginning?
As you know, Bacheh = child  
And, 'Bacheh ha' = children 
No, don't get angry! I don't mean you are children! Actually, this is a friendly way for greeting close 
friends. You may simply use this when you meet close friends or get into a place where some of your 
friends are. You can use this for 'hello boys' 
are close friends. But, don't use the singular form of this phrase (hello child! = Salam bacheh!!). The 
singular form is not accepted! (A piece of culture!!)
All right, 
Before we continue, let me simply thank all of you for your kind messages and suggestions. Please keep in 
touch for sometimes I forget what I am supposed to do!! 
Also, thank you very much for your kind notes regarding the Christmas message I have posted on the 
Homepage: (Don't you know that you yourselves are God's temple and that God's spirit lives in you? If 
anyone destroys God's temple, God will destroy him; for God's temple is sacred and you are that temple. 
Holy Bible 1 Corinthians 3:16-17 => May this Christmas bring peac
understanding to the peoples of all ideas. Amen! => Happy Christmas!)
I deeply hope the human being will respect each other instead of destroying one another. 
Ok,  
Today, we will do some more drills on Useful Drills page to
Hopefully, this tense was not difficult for you. Please do the Quiz first and then go to Useful Drills.
Have a wonderful Christmas time and a pleasant New Year! 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably on
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 

 

Salam Bacheh ha! Haletun chetoreh? 
/! /ha:letu:n chetoreh/? 

Hi everyone, how are you? I hope you are doing good with your daily life as well as your Persian lessons. 
Who can tell me why I have written 'Salam Bacheh ha' in the beginning? 

No, don't get angry! I don't mean you are children! Actually, this is a friendly way for greeting close 
friends. You may simply use this when you meet close friends or get into a place where some of your 
friends are. You can use this for 'hello boys' - 'hello girls' - 'hello kids' - or even 'hello everybody' if they 
are close friends. But, don't use the singular form of this phrase (hello child! = Salam bacheh!!). The 
singular form is not accepted! (A piece of culture!!) 

et me simply thank all of you for your kind messages and suggestions. Please keep in 
touch for sometimes I forget what I am supposed to do!!  
Also, thank you very much for your kind notes regarding the Christmas message I have posted on the 

t you know that you yourselves are God's temple and that God's spirit lives in you? If 
anyone destroys God's temple, God will destroy him; for God's temple is sacred and you are that temple. 

17 => May this Christmas bring peace, love, friendship, and mutual 
understanding to the peoples of all ideas. Amen! => Happy Christmas!) 
I deeply hope the human being will respect each other instead of destroying one another. 

Today, we will do some more drills on Useful Drills page to close Past Continuous Tense chapter. 
Hopefully, this tense was not difficult for you. Please do the Quiz first and then go to Useful Drills.
Have a wonderful Christmas time and a pleasant New Year!  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Hi everyone, how are you? I hope you are doing good with your daily life as well as your Persian lessons.  

No, don't get angry! I don't mean you are children! Actually, this is a friendly way for greeting close 
friends. You may simply use this when you meet close friends or get into a place where some of your 

or even 'hello everybody' if they 
are close friends. But, don't use the singular form of this phrase (hello child! = Salam bacheh!!). The 

et me simply thank all of you for your kind messages and suggestions. Please keep in 

Also, thank you very much for your kind notes regarding the Christmas message I have posted on the 
t you know that you yourselves are God's temple and that God's spirit lives in you? If 

anyone destroys God's temple, God will destroy him; for God's temple is sacred and you are that temple. 
e, love, friendship, and mutual 

I deeply hope the human being will respect each other instead of destroying one another.  

close Past Continuous Tense chapter. 
Hopefully, this tense was not difficult for you. Please do the Quiz first and then go to Useful Drills. 

ce). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 



2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 
continuous tense). 
Monday 
Wednesday 
Friday 
Tuesday 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
89 - 98 - 809 - 890 - 980 - 908 - 909 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Sunday < == 

Tuesday < == 

Thursday < == 

Wednseday < == 

Saturday = 
  
New Words: 

To fix = /tæmir kærdæn/.

To break = /shekæstæn/. 
say: 'My hand broke'. 

Finger = /ængosht/. 

To brush (one's teeth) = 

Tooth = /dænda:n/. 

Teeth = /dænda:n ha:/.

Water = /a:b/. 

To go = /ræftæn/. 

Water went = /a:b ræft/.

Bank = /ba:nk/. 

To see = To meet = /didæn/.

Landlord = /sa:heb kha:neh/.
  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian.
1- I was fixing my car when I broke my finger.
2- You were fixing your car when you broke your finger.
3- He/she was fixing his/her car when he/she broke his/her finger.
4- We were fixing our car when we broke our fing
5- You were fixing you car when you broke your finger.
6- They were fixing their car when they broke their car.
7- Farshid was fixing his car when he broke his finger.
8- I was brushing my teeth when water went!
9- You were brushing your teeth when wat

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

 
909 - 99 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

/tæmir kærdæn/. 

/shekæstæn/. NOTE:  In English we say: 'I broke my hand', while in Persian we 

/mesva:k kærdæn/. 

/dænda:n ha:/. 

/a:b ræft/. 

/didæn/. 

/sa:heb kha:neh/. 

the following sentences into Persian. 
I was fixing my car when I broke my finger. 
You were fixing your car when you broke your finger. 
He/she was fixing his/her car when he/she broke his/her finger. 
We were fixing our car when we broke our finger. 
You were fixing you car when you broke your finger. 
They were fixing their car when they broke their car. 
Farshid was fixing his car when he broke his finger. 
I was brushing my teeth when water went! 
You were brushing your teeth when water went. 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

In English we say: 'I broke my hand', while in Persian we 



10- He/she was brushing his/her teeth when water went.
11- We were brushing our teeth when water went.
12- You were brushing your teeth when water went.
13- They were brushing their teeth when water went.
14- Leila was brushing her teeth when wate
15- I was talking to Parviz /pærviz/ when I saw Pari /pæri/.
16- You were talking to Parviz when you saw Pari.
17- He/she was talking to Parviz when he/she saw Pari.
18- We were talking to Parviz when we saw Pari.
19- You were talking to Parviz whe
20- They were talking to Parviz when they saw Pari.
21- Ahmad was talking to Parviz when he saw Pari.
22- I was going to bank when I met the landlord.
23- You were going to bank when you met the landlord.
24- He/she was going to bank when h
25- We were going to bank when we met the landlord.
26- You were going to bank when you met the landlord.
27- They were going to bank when they met the landlord.
28- My brother was going to bank when he met the landlord.
  
  

He/she was brushing his/her teeth when water went. 
We were brushing our teeth when water went. 
You were brushing your teeth when water went. 
They were brushing their teeth when water went. 
Leila was brushing her teeth when water went. 
I was talking to Parviz /pærviz/ when I saw Pari /pæri/. 
You were talking to Parviz when you saw Pari. 
He/she was talking to Parviz when he/she saw Pari. 
We were talking to Parviz when we saw Pari. 
You were talking to Parviz when you saw Pari. 
They were talking to Parviz when they saw Pari. 
Ahmad was talking to Parviz when he saw Pari. 
I was going to bank when I met the landlord. 
You were going to bank when you met the landlord. 
He/she was going to bank when he/she met the landlord. 
We were going to bank when we met the landlord. 
You were going to bank when you met the landlord. 
They were going to bank when they met the landlord. 
My brother was going to bank when he met the landlord. 

 



  
 
Week 91 
Salam bacheh ha! Cheh khabar?! /
If you pay more attention to your Iranian friends when talking to each other, you will notice that they use 
several sentences for the same meaning! 
Whenever I call my relatives or friends (which I don't do very often!) I spend several minutes asking and 
answering the questions that convey the same message!! It's not my fault! This is also a piece of culture!! 
Different nations use different way for greetings. Most probably our Iranian ancestors had no idea how 
expensive the telephone fees would be in future!! And more important, they didn't know, for sure, that 
many of their offspring would have to call them from abroad! That's why t
for a simple greeting! One of them is what you see above (Cheh khabar?), which means: What's the news 
OR What's new.  
You will find yourself exploring your mind to find fresh news and talking for several minutes (if you are
lucky!). If not, you will have to keep on speaking until somebody stops you! Don't laugh! That's true! And 
you know what? When you finish your stories, they may say: '
'what else then?!' OR 'what more fresh news do you have?!' They could use this second phrase each time 
you finish your story and make you speak more!! In this way, they don't need to talk since all they have to 
do is listening!  
Actually, this is not a question at all. This is just an opening phrase to start conversation; like 'good 
weather, isn't it?' or something like this. 
Fortunately, this phrase (Cheh khabar?) has a very short answer. To avoid speaking, all you need 
Salamati /sæla:mæti/. In a broad meaning, Salamati means 'everything is ok'. 
Sometimes, you could say Salamati ye shoma, which means 'my good news is that you are safe and 
sound!' Don't worry if the person is in a hospital bed!! This one is more polite than the first one. Just use 
it! 
Khob, Digeh che khabar?!!! 
OK, 
If you remember, we talked about Relative Pronouns in lessons 
make sure that you have not forgotten what you learned, I give you some more drill
let me see what we can do next week! 
Have a great time and Khoda Hafez!
 
 
 

Salam bacheh ha! Cheh khabar?! /cheh khæbær/. 
If you pay more attention to your Iranian friends when talking to each other, you will notice that they use 

the same meaning!  
Whenever I call my relatives or friends (which I don't do very often!) I spend several minutes asking and 
answering the questions that convey the same message!! It's not my fault! This is also a piece of culture!! 

ifferent way for greetings. Most probably our Iranian ancestors had no idea how 
expensive the telephone fees would be in future!! And more important, they didn't know, for sure, that 
many of their offspring would have to call them from abroad! That's why they have created lots of phrases 
for a simple greeting! One of them is what you see above (Cheh khabar?), which means: What's the news 

You will find yourself exploring your mind to find fresh news and talking for several minutes (if you are
lucky!). If not, you will have to keep on speaking until somebody stops you! Don't laugh! That's true! And 
you know what? When you finish your stories, they may say: 'Khob, digeh cheh khabbar
'what else then?!' OR 'what more fresh news do you have?!' They could use this second phrase each time 
you finish your story and make you speak more!! In this way, they don't need to talk since all they have to 

Actually, this is not a question at all. This is just an opening phrase to start conversation; like 'good 
weather, isn't it?' or something like this.  
Fortunately, this phrase (Cheh khabar?) has a very short answer. To avoid speaking, all you need 

/. In a broad meaning, Salamati means 'everything is ok'.  
Sometimes, you could say Salamati ye shoma, which means 'my good news is that you are safe and 

d!' Don't worry if the person is in a hospital bed!! This one is more polite than the first one. Just use 

If you remember, we talked about Relative Pronouns in lessons 84 and 85. To review those lessons and to 
make sure that you have not forgotten what you learned, I give you some more drill
let me see what we can do next week!  
Have a great time and Khoda Hafez! 

 

If you pay more attention to your Iranian friends when talking to each other, you will notice that they use 

Whenever I call my relatives or friends (which I don't do very often!) I spend several minutes asking and 
answering the questions that convey the same message!! It's not my fault! This is also a piece of culture!! 

ifferent way for greetings. Most probably our Iranian ancestors had no idea how 
expensive the telephone fees would be in future!! And more important, they didn't know, for sure, that 

hey have created lots of phrases 
for a simple greeting! One of them is what you see above (Cheh khabar?), which means: What's the news 

You will find yourself exploring your mind to find fresh news and talking for several minutes (if you are 
lucky!). If not, you will have to keep on speaking until somebody stops you! Don't laugh! That's true! And 

digeh cheh khabbar?!' which means 
'what else then?!' OR 'what more fresh news do you have?!' They could use this second phrase each time 
you finish your story and make you speak more!! In this way, they don't need to talk since all they have to 

Actually, this is not a question at all. This is just an opening phrase to start conversation; like 'good 

Fortunately, this phrase (Cheh khabar?) has a very short answer. To avoid speaking, all you need to say is 
 

Sometimes, you could say Salamati ye shoma, which means 'my good news is that you are safe and 
d!' Don't worry if the person is in a hospital bed!! This one is more polite than the first one. Just use 

. To review those lessons and to 
make sure that you have not forgotten what you learned, I give you some more drills today to enjoy! Then, 



Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the follow
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 
continuous tense). 
To change  
To lose  
Parents  
Job  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
13 - 303 - 301 - 103 - 131 - 311 - 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Parents < == 

Bag < ==  

Anyone < == 

Medicine < == 

Job =  
  
 
New Words: 

To work = /ka:r kærdæn/.

Embassy = /sefa:ræt/. 

Canada = /ka:na:da:/. 

Canadian = /ka:na:da: i:/. 
that we should use the country name (Canada) for (Canadian). This rule is applicable when we have a 
name after a nationality. Example: Canadian people/team/flag/ 
people/team/flag/ - and so on.  

President = /ræi:s e jomhu:r/.

Prime minister = 

Mayor = /shæhr da:r/.  

Leader = /ræh bær/.  

Governor = /færma:n da:r/. 

Person = /shækhs/.  
  
Please translate the following sentences into 
1- The man whom I saw yesterday works in the Canadian embassy.
2- The man whom you saw yesterday works in the Canadian embassy.

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

 
 113 - 130 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

/ka:r kærdæn/. 

/ka:na:da: i:/. NOTE: In Persian, Canadian embassy = Canada embassy. It means 
that we should use the country name (Canada) for (Canadian). This rule is applicable when we have a 
name after a nationality. Example: Canadian people/team/flag/ - German people/team/flag/ 

/ræi:s e jomhu:r/. 

/nækhost væzi:r/. 

 

/færma:n da:r/.  

Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
The man whom I saw yesterday works in the Canadian embassy. 
The man whom you saw yesterday works in the Canadian embassy. 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

ing words and make four sentences with each of them (one in 
simple past tense, one in present perfect tense using 'for', one in simple future tense, and one in present 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

NOTE: In Persian, Canadian embassy = Canada embassy. It means 
that we should use the country name (Canada) for (Canadian). This rule is applicable when we have a 

German people/team/flag/ - Iranian 



3- The man whom he/she saw yesterday works in the Canadian embassy.
4- The man whom we saw yesterday works in the Canad
5- The man whom you saw yesterday works in the Canadian embassy.
6- The man whom they saw yesterday works in the Canadian embassy.
7- The man whom Ali saw yesterday works in the Canadian embassy.
8- The person who is speaking on TV is the pres
9- The person who is speaking on TV is the prime minister.
10- The person who is speaking on TV is the mayor.
11- The person who is speaking on TV is the leader.
12- The person who is speaking on TV is Gandhi.
13- The person who is speaking on TV is
14- The person who is speaking on TV is the governor.
15- The person who is speaking on TV is my brother.
16- The person who is speaking on TV is me.
  
  

 
Week 92 
Salam bach.cheh ha, haletun chetoreh? Khub hastin? 
Before we start today, let me thank you for your message of condolences and sympathy on Bam 
earthquake. I am grateful to all of you. 
How is your Farsi now? Have you made any progress? Can you see any difference in you before and after 
taking this online course? Do you like thi
So far, we have learned many things. Please review the lessons to keep them fresh in your mind.
Today, we are going to learn a very simple structure. Let's face it together!
There is a book on the table. 
There are two books on the table. 
Yes, 'There is' and 'There are' are what we are going to learn today. Probably, you find these phrases very 
simple. Believe me or not, lots of English language teachers and students in Iran still have problems 
translating them into Farsi. I know I w
somebody must tell them! 
Most of language teachers and students in Iran use the verb 'To Exist' for 'There is' and 'There are'. It 
doesn't sound wrong, yet it is odd. Today, I am asking y
Try to learn it now before you get used to Exist (!) and before you stand against me as a hardliner!

The man whom he/she saw yesterday works in the Canadian embassy. 
The man whom we saw yesterday works in the Canadian embassy. 
The man whom you saw yesterday works in the Canadian embassy. 
The man whom they saw yesterday works in the Canadian embassy. 
The man whom Ali saw yesterday works in the Canadian embassy. 
The person who is speaking on TV is the president. 
The person who is speaking on TV is the prime minister. 
The person who is speaking on TV is the mayor. 
The person who is speaking on TV is the leader. 
The person who is speaking on TV is Gandhi. 
The person who is speaking on TV is Nelson Mandela. 
The person who is speaking on TV is the governor. 
The person who is speaking on TV is my brother. 
The person who is speaking on TV is me. 

Salam bach.cheh ha, haletun chetoreh? Khub hastin?  
let me thank you for your message of condolences and sympathy on Bam 

earthquake. I am grateful to all of you.  
How is your Farsi now? Have you made any progress? Can you see any difference in you before and after 
taking this online course? Do you like this course? I hope you do! 
So far, we have learned many things. Please review the lessons to keep them fresh in your mind.
Today, we are going to learn a very simple structure. Let's face it together! 

 
Yes, 'There is' and 'There are' are what we are going to learn today. Probably, you find these phrases very 
simple. Believe me or not, lots of English language teachers and students in Iran still have problems 
translating them into Farsi. I know I will be criticized for this by some language hardliners! Don't worry, 

Most of language teachers and students in Iran use the verb 'To Exist' for 'There is' and 'There are'. It 
doesn't sound wrong, yet it is odd. Today, I am asking you to use 'To Be' in this structure not 'To Exist'. 
Try to learn it now before you get used to Exist (!) and before you stand against me as a hardliner!

 

let me thank you for your message of condolences and sympathy on Bam 

How is your Farsi now? Have you made any progress? Can you see any difference in you before and after 

So far, we have learned many things. Please review the lessons to keep them fresh in your mind. 

Yes, 'There is' and 'There are' are what we are going to learn today. Probably, you find these phrases very 
simple. Believe me or not, lots of English language teachers and students in Iran still have problems 

ill be criticized for this by some language hardliners! Don't worry, 

Most of language teachers and students in Iran use the verb 'To Exist' for 'There is' and 'There are'. It 
ou to use 'To Be' in this structure not 'To Exist'. 

Try to learn it now before you get used to Exist (!) and before you stand against me as a hardliner! 



Ok, 

There is = There are = /æst/. 
Was it difficult? For sure not!! Can you imagine such an easy word 
years?! 
Now, let's translate our Persian sentences into English. Ready?
There is a book on the table.  

There is = /æst/ 

A book = /keta:bi/ => You could say 

before. But here, use NOUN + /i:/ sound. This one is much better. Example: 

/derakhti/ - /mi:zi/. 

On = /ru: ye/ 

The table = /mi:z/ 
So, we should have the following sentence in Persian: 

/keta:bi ru: ye mi:z æst/. 
NOTE: in such sentences, 'A Book' 
complain! I know it is a bit different from our normal subjects. But, it works as our subject. Ok?
All right, 
As I just told you,  

There is = There are = /æst/.
I hope you have got the point. We do not need to change our Persian verb in this structure. No matter if 
there is only one book or one million books on the table. Just use /æst/ as your verb. 
Example: 

There are two books on the table. 
Example: 

There are ten books on the table. 
Example: 

There are 25 books on the table. 
mi:z æst/. 
I hope this lesson was very easy for you.

Please go to Useful Drills page to do your share! 
will tell you about this phrase next week. 
Khoda Hafez. 
 
 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
Electricity 
To rent 
To go  
To come 

/æst/.  
Was it difficult? For sure not!! Can you imagine such an easy word has been a hot topic for discussion for 

Now, let's translate our Persian sentences into English. Ready? 

/keta:bi/ => You could say /yek keta:b/ for 'A book'. We have studied it 

here, use NOUN + /i:/ sound. This one is much better. Example: 

/mi:zi/.  

So, we should have the following sentence in Persian:  

/keta:bi ru: ye mi:z æst/.  
NOTE: in such sentences, 'A Book' or whatsoever that sits in this place, is taken as the subject. Don't 
complain! I know it is a bit different from our normal subjects. But, it works as our subject. Ok?

/æst/. 
point. We do not need to change our Persian verb in this structure. No matter if 

there is only one book or one million books on the table. Just use /æst/ as your verb. 

There are two books on the table. /do keta:b ru: ye mi:z æst/.

/dæh keta:b ru: ye mi:z æst/.

/bist o pænj keta:b ru: ye 

I hope this lesson was very easy for you. 

Please go to Useful Drills page to do your share! /dæstetu:n dærd n
will tell you about this phrase next week.  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

has been a hot topic for discussion for 

/yek keta:b/ for 'A book'. We have studied it 

/keta:bi/ - 

or whatsoever that sits in this place, is taken as the subject. Don't 
complain! I know it is a bit different from our normal subjects. But, it works as our subject. Ok? 

point. We do not need to change our Persian verb in this structure. No matter if 
there is only one book or one million books on the table. Just use /æst/ as your verb.  

/do keta:b ru: ye mi:z æst/. 

/dæh keta:b ru: ye mi:z æst/. 

/bist o pænj keta:b ru: ye 

/dæstetu:n dærd nækoneh/ !!. I 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 



 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
19 - 91 - 919 - 991 - 119 - 911 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Radio < == 

Telephone < == 

Room < == 

Car < == 

House = 
  
New Words: 

Drawer = /kesho/. 

In = /dær/. 

Room = /ota:gh/. 

Mirror = /a:yeneh/. 

Sofa = /mobl/. 

Tree = /derækht/. 

Garden = /ba:gh/. 

Picture = /æks/. 

Wall = /diva:r/. 

Parking = /pa:rking/. => we use the same word (parking) in Persian.

Chair = /sændæli/. 

Under = /zi:r/. 
Under something = /zi:r e something/.
  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian.
1- There is a book in the drawer. 
2- There are five books in the drawer.
3- There is a TV in the room. 
4- There are two TVs in the room.
5- There is a mirror on the sofa. 
6- There are two mirrors on the sofa.
7- There is a tree in the garden. 
8- There are ten trees in the garden.
9- There is a picture on the wall. 
10- There are three pictures on the wall.
11- There is a car in the parking. 
12- There are four cars in the parking.
13- There is a telephone under the chair.

 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

/pa:rking/. => we use the same word (parking) in Persian.

mething = /zi:r e something/. 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
 

There are five books in the drawer. 

There are two TVs in the room. 
 

There are two mirrors on the sofa. 

There are ten trees in the garden. 
 

There are three pictures on the wall. 
 

he parking. 
There is a telephone under the chair. 

words using the given letters. You'll have to 

/pa:rking/. => we use the same word (parking) in Persian. 



14- There are two telephones under the chair.
 
  
  

  
 
Week 93 
 
Salam bach.cheh ha, haletun chetoreh? Khub hastin?
Before we start, let me thank you again for all your kind and encouraging notes and su
also like to offer my special appreciation to Christine and Alicja (from Poland) whose warm messages I 
cannot reply on time. I am confident that they will forgive me!

/dæstetu:n dærd nækoneh/!!Do you have any idea about this phrase? 
In word for word translation, it means something like this: I hope your hands are not paining! OR, May 
your hands be in no pains!! But, this phrase does not refer to hands! It simply means 'Thank you'. 
What are you supposed to say in reply? Good question?
In reply, you should say a phrase that means something like this: I hope your head is not paining! OR, 

May your head be in no pains!! The Persian phrase is this: 
nækoneh/! 
Where to use these phrases? Another good question?!! 
Anywhere, just anywhere. To mention a few examples: when you eat at somebody's home and you want to 
thank, when somebody gives you a phone call and you want to thank them for calling, when somebody 
comes to visit you and you want to thank them for coming, and in any o

/dæstetu:n dærd nækoneh/!!
It is the exact equivalent for 'Thank you' 

In response to all kinds of the above mentioned 'Thank you', you could simply say 
/særetu:n dærd nækoneh/, which means 'You are Welcome'.All right,
Do you remember our last week's lesson? Good! It was about 'There is' and 'There are'. Did you notice 
something in the examples? I guess not!! 
All the names (or nouns) we had in our examples were 'Things or Animals'. There was no human in our 
examples. Right?  
I did it on purpose to avoid confusion. 
Now look at the following example:
1- There is one boy in the class.  

There are two telephones under the chair. 

 

Salam bach.cheh ha, haletun chetoreh? Khub hastin? 
Before we start, let me thank you again for all your kind and encouraging notes and su
also like to offer my special appreciation to Christine and Alicja (from Poland) whose warm messages I 
cannot reply on time. I am confident that they will forgive me! 

/dæstetu:n dærd nækoneh/!!Do you have any idea about this phrase? 
In word for word translation, it means something like this: I hope your hands are not paining! OR, May 
your hands be in no pains!! But, this phrase does not refer to hands! It simply means 'Thank you'. 
What are you supposed to say in reply? Good question?! 
In reply, you should say a phrase that means something like this: I hope your head is not paining! OR, 

May your head be in no pains!! The Persian phrase is this: 

Where to use these phrases? Another good question?!!  
st anywhere. To mention a few examples: when you eat at somebody's home and you want to 

thank, when somebody gives you a phone call and you want to thank them for calling, when somebody 
comes to visit you and you want to thank them for coming, and in any other situations. Just say 

/dæstetu:n dærd nækoneh/!! 
It is the exact equivalent for 'Thank you'  

In response to all kinds of the above mentioned 'Thank you', you could simply say 
/særetu:n dærd nækoneh/, which means 'You are Welcome'.All right, 

member our last week's lesson? Good! It was about 'There is' and 'There are'. Did you notice 
something in the examples? I guess not!!  
All the names (or nouns) we had in our examples were 'Things or Animals'. There was no human in our 

id it on purpose to avoid confusion.  
Now look at the following example: 

 

Before we start, let me thank you again for all your kind and encouraging notes and suggestions. I would 
also like to offer my special appreciation to Christine and Alicja (from Poland) whose warm messages I 

/dæstetu:n dærd nækoneh/!!Do you have any idea about this phrase?  
In word for word translation, it means something like this: I hope your hands are not paining! OR, May 
your hands be in no pains!! But, this phrase does not refer to hands! It simply means 'Thank you'.  

In reply, you should say a phrase that means something like this: I hope your head is not paining! OR, 

/særetu:n dærd 

st anywhere. To mention a few examples: when you eat at somebody's home and you want to 
thank, when somebody gives you a phone call and you want to thank them for calling, when somebody 

ther situations. Just say 

In response to all kinds of the above mentioned 'Thank you', you could simply say 

member our last week's lesson? Good! It was about 'There is' and 'There are'. Did you notice 

All the names (or nouns) we had in our examples were 'Things or Animals'. There was no human in our 



2- There are two boys in the class.You already know the rule. Just apply the same rule here. However, 
there is a very small difference here. Since '
case, we may grant this human two choices! What are those? 
We can use both the singular and the plural form of our Persian verbs. Both of them seem correct in 
Persian.  
In short, if the subject is human in this structure:

There is = /æst/ 

There are = /æst/  

There are = /hæstænd/. So, the above examples should be translated as follows:

1- There is one boy in the class = 

2- There are two boys in the class = 

/do pesær dær kela:s hæstænd/. 
Was it difficult? Hopefully not!  
Please do the Quiz first and then go to Useful Drills page to do your share. /dæstetu:n dærd nækoneh/!!
See you next week!  
 
Khoda Hafez. 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
To beat 
They broke 
He brought  
To bring 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
17 - 71 - 710 - 701 - 107 - 170 - 117 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To bring < == 

To buy < == 

To beat < == 

To break < == 

To become = 
  
New Words: 

People = /mærdom/ - here in such contexts, it means 

Hospital = /bima:resta:n/.

There are two boys in the class.You already know the rule. Just apply the same rule here. However, 
there is a very small difference here. Since 'boy' is human, he has some priorities over animals!! So, in this 
case, we may grant this human two choices! What are those?  
We can use both the singular and the plural form of our Persian verbs. Both of them seem correct in 

ect is human in this structure: 

/hæstænd/. So, the above examples should be translated as follows:

There is one boy in the class = /pesæri dær kela:s æst/. 

There are two boys in the class = /do pesær dær kela:s æst/ = OR = 

/do pesær dær kela:s hæstænd/.  
 

Please do the Quiz first and then go to Useful Drills page to do your share. /dæstetu:n dærd nækoneh/!!

audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
117 - 1070 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

here in such contexts, it means /næfær/. 

/bima:resta:n/. 

There are two boys in the class.You already know the rule. Just apply the same rule here. However, 
boy' is human, he has some priorities over animals!! So, in this 

We can use both the singular and the plural form of our Persian verbs. Both of them seem correct in 

/hæstænd/. So, the above examples should be translated as follows: 

/pesæri dær kela:s æst/.  

sær dær kela:s æst/ = OR = 

Please do the Quiz first and then go to Useful Drills page to do your share. /dæstetu:n dærd nækoneh/!! 

audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



Lady = /kha:nom/. 

Street = /khiya:ba:n/. 

Store = /mægha:zeh/. 

Glass = /li:va:n/. 

Kitchen = /a:shpæz kha:neh/.

Knife = /cha:ghu:/. 
  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian.
1- There are ten people in the bus.
2- There is one man in the taxi. 
3- There are four girls in the hospit
4- There are six teachers in our school.
5- There are two men in the park. 
6- There is one lady in the street. 
7- There are three children in the supermarket.
8- There are nine TVs in this store.
9- There are seven glasses in the kitchen.
10- There are eight knives under the table.
 
 
NOTE: As suggested by some students, we do not have the Persian writings for the above sentences today. 
Instead, I have recorded the Persian translation of the above sentences in MP3 format. You may click on 
the links below to correct your translation thro
improve your listening ability as well. Please do the translation first without clicking on the sound files. 
No cheating!!  
Thanks to Suzanne for her suggestion. 
Please kindly note that this site has a 
sound files I put on this site, the less disk space I have on my server, which in time, will push me to pay 
more to the Web Hosts to get a bigger space. So, please understand me if I canno
files every week. You know that I am teaching for free and, honestly, it is not possible for me to spend 
more money on this site. Please accept my apologies. 
  
  
Translations of the above sentences:
Sentence 1 
Sentence 2 
Sentence 3 
Sentence 4 
Sentence 5 
Sentence 6 
Sentence 7 
Sentence 8 
Sentence 9 
Sentence 10 
  
 
Week 94 

/pedæræm dær u:mæd/!!
Hello everyone, I hope all of you are fine and doing good. 
To start with, let me say 'SORRY' to all of you for my considerably long absence, both in the class and in 
my mailbox! I know a lot of you sent me messages and expected qui
true! However, I was busy writing back to many of you during the past two days and several dozens, 

 

/a:shpæz kha:neh/. 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
There are ten people in the bus. 

There are four girls in the hospital. 
There are six teachers in our school. 

 
 

There are three children in the supermarket. 
There are nine TVs in this store. 
There are seven glasses in the kitchen. 

eight knives under the table. 

NOTE: As suggested by some students, we do not have the Persian writings for the above sentences today. 
Instead, I have recorded the Persian translation of the above sentences in MP3 format. You may click on 
the links below to correct your translation through listening. This gives you another opportunity to 
improve your listening ability as well. Please do the translation first without clicking on the sound files. 

Thanks to Suzanne for her suggestion.  
Please kindly note that this site has a monthly bandwidth limit. It also has the disk space limit. The more 
sound files I put on this site, the less disk space I have on my server, which in time, will push me to pay 
more to the Web Hosts to get a bigger space. So, please understand me if I canno
files every week. You know that I am teaching for free and, honestly, it is not possible for me to spend 
more money on this site. Please accept my apologies.  

Translations of the above sentences: 

/pedæræm dær u:mæd/!! 
Hello everyone, I hope all of you are fine and doing good.  
To start with, let me say 'SORRY' to all of you for my considerably long absence, both in the class and in 
my mailbox! I know a lot of you sent me messages and expected quick reply but your dream did not come 
true! However, I was busy writing back to many of you during the past two days and several dozens, 

NOTE: As suggested by some students, we do not have the Persian writings for the above sentences today. 
Instead, I have recorded the Persian translation of the above sentences in MP3 format. You may click on 

ugh listening. This gives you another opportunity to 
improve your listening ability as well. Please do the translation first without clicking on the sound files. 

monthly bandwidth limit. It also has the disk space limit. The more 
sound files I put on this site, the less disk space I have on my server, which in time, will push me to pay 
more to the Web Hosts to get a bigger space. So, please understand me if I cannot post too many sound 
files every week. You know that I am teaching for free and, honestly, it is not possible for me to spend 

To start with, let me say 'SORRY' to all of you for my considerably long absence, both in the class and in 
ck reply but your dream did not come 

true! However, I was busy writing back to many of you during the past two days and several dozens, 



finally, received a reply from me yesterday and today. Don't believe me? Go ask them!! 
The main reason for such absence

for me and I worked days and nights on it to do it as perfect as possible. This CD 
/pedæræm o dær a:vord/!! And I hope you will like it. 
All right, 
Something that gives you too many 
common equivalent in Persian. Suppose you are working on something for almost a long time and then 
somebody arrives. You need to say something to that person to show how tough time you had with 

job (here, I have chosen this CD as my example). 
pedæræm o dær a:vord/.  
In word for word translation, it means: This CD took my father out! But it says something like this: This 
CD almost killed me (I worked a lot on it). 

In similar situation, you could also say: 
translation, this phrase means: My father came out!! But, it means almost the same as the first Persian 
sentence. It says: I am really exhausted 
Ok, it was another piece of our Iranian culture for this week!
Today, our lesson seems a bit funny! However, in reality it is not. 
This is our lesson today: 
We have the sample pages of ten traditional music tracks on the 
need to do today (and for the rest of the week) is to go to those sample pages and study the available 
words as well as the translation of the lyrics o
that are available on the same pages. It seems fun, but it is a lot of work for you to do. Study them 
carefully and get ready for our next lesson. Please take it serious because I have something
next week! You will know about it next week. 
As for the Let's Write page today, I have written the name of those traditional singers for you. Believe me 
that it is very difficult to write on the screen of your computer! That is why my hand
Write Page is not very good! Believe me or not, my Persian handwriting with a pen on paper is acceptably 
wonderful! (A little boasting is ok!!)
All right, 
Have a very nice and busy week with your big homework!
See you then and Khoda Hafez! 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
President 
Anything 
To resign 
To leave 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
12 - 21 - 212 - 221 - 112 - 121 - 211
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Driver < == 

finally, received a reply from me yesterday and today. Don't believe me? Go ask them!! 
The main reason for such absence was this Persian Traditional Music on CD that was a very big challenge 

for me and I worked days and nights on it to do it as perfect as possible. This CD 
/pedæræm o dær a:vord/!! And I hope you will like it.  

Something that gives you too many troubles and makes you really exhausted, has a very funny and 
common equivalent in Persian. Suppose you are working on something for almost a long time and then 
somebody arrives. You need to say something to that person to show how tough time you had with 

job (here, I have chosen this CD as my example). I said: 

In word for word translation, it means: This CD took my father out! But it says something like this: This 
CD almost killed me (I worked a lot on it).  

lar situation, you could also say: /pedæræm dær u:mæd/!! In a word for word 
translation, this phrase means: My father came out!! But, it means almost the same as the first Persian 
sentence. It says: I am really exhausted - OR - I am terribly tired (because of such and such job). 
Ok, it was another piece of our Iranian culture for this week! 
Today, our lesson seems a bit funny! However, in reality it is not.  

We have the sample pages of ten traditional music tracks on the Traditional Music Main Page
need to do today (and for the rest of the week) is to go to those sample pages and study the available 
words as well as the translation of the lyrics on those pages. You may also listen to the parts of the tracks 
that are available on the same pages. It seems fun, but it is a lot of work for you to do. Study them 
carefully and get ready for our next lesson. Please take it serious because I have something
next week! You will know about it next week.  
As for the Let's Write page today, I have written the name of those traditional singers for you. Believe me 
that it is very difficult to write on the screen of your computer! That is why my hand
Write Page is not very good! Believe me or not, my Persian handwriting with a pen on paper is acceptably 
wonderful! (A little boasting is ok!!) 

Have a very nice and busy week with your big homework! 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
211 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

finally, received a reply from me yesterday and today. Don't believe me? Go ask them!!  
was this Persian Traditional Music on CD that was a very big challenge 

for me and I worked days and nights on it to do it as perfect as possible. This CD 

troubles and makes you really exhausted, has a very funny and 
common equivalent in Persian. Suppose you are working on something for almost a long time and then 
somebody arrives. You need to say something to that person to show how tough time you had with that 

/in si: di 

In word for word translation, it means: This CD took my father out! But it says something like this: This 

/pedæræm dær u:mæd/!! In a word for word 
translation, this phrase means: My father came out!! But, it means almost the same as the first Persian 

e of such and such job).  

Traditional Music Main Page. All you 
need to do today (and for the rest of the week) is to go to those sample pages and study the available 

n those pages. You may also listen to the parts of the tracks 
that are available on the same pages. It seems fun, but it is a lot of work for you to do. Study them 
carefully and get ready for our next lesson. Please take it serious because I have something to do with you 

As for the Let's Write page today, I have written the name of those traditional singers for you. Believe me 
that it is very difficult to write on the screen of your computer! That is why my handwritings on Let's 
Write Page is not very good! Believe me or not, my Persian handwriting with a pen on paper is acceptably 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



Prime Minister < == 

President < == 

To say < == 

Anything = 
  
  
New Words: 
Please visit the Traditional Music Main 
  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian.
  
Please visit the Traditional Music Main Page
 
 Week 95 

ye sæng o tu: cha:h minda:zeh, sæd ta: a:ghelæm nemitu:næn dæres
Hello everybody, how are you? I hope all of you are fine and enjoying your life.
Four years ago, computer was a very strange creature for me! I had never worked nor played with this 
modern tool in my life. Don't laugh at m
which is a very big part of my life now. 
One day in around mid 2000, I met one of my friends on the way to shopping. He was going to buy a 
computer. I don't know why, but I asked him to wai
computer without any background or knowledge of it. The next day, we found ourselves on the way back 
home with two new computers! One for him and one was mine. We took my computer to my home and 
my friend set it up for me, turned it on and left. I started clicking on some icons on the desktop with 
special care and fear. Any sound of the computer would scare me very much. I thought I would never 
learn about this new creature. After a couple of hours, it was t
not told me how to shut down the computer! What was the best way then? I unplugged (disconnected) the 
wire from the main electricity line. That's it! The computer went off! 
Next time when I connected the computer
Then, a message said, "The scan disk is now checking for errors! …. To avoid seeing this message shut 
down your computer by clicking on Start …." Wow, this machine knew how I had turned it o
It took me hours to find the Start menu and learn how to shut it down properly! 
After a couple of months, I met Paul whom you almost know. He said he had a website teaching guitar 
online. It was a wonderful news. I talked to him about my int
to write a couple of lessons so that he could help me build a website. At that time, I could hardly write on 
Microsoft Word. It would take me hours to write one page. But, I did my best. After I wrote a lesson or
two, I contacted Paul to give me a hand with the website. The day when he came was one of my happiest 
day and the same day when he left became one of my busiest days! At first, I thought my lessons would go 
online in a couple of hours. Do you know what ha
He had brought one CD with him. He installed a program on my computer. He opened that program and 
said, "This is DreamWeaver. Here are the help menu and the Tutorials. Read the DreamWeaver Tutorial 
and start making a page based on what the tutoria
them. Next time when I come, I will upload the lessons for you!" 
Almost four months passed! I had spent days and nights to make the pages. There was one more problem 
now. How could I write Persian on my
But I had no idea about such tools. To make the long story short, I finally managed all these things by 
October 2001. The site was ready eventually. Those pages I had made were my masterpie
Paul did not like them very much! He was encouraging me to make the pages afresh. Who would listen to 
him though? Who could go through those Tutorials again? I insisted and he finally accepted to upload 
those pages for me. But, to where? I 
laughed at me and said it was not possible. We had to buy a space and a domain name for the website. We 
went through all those processes and finally I became a webmaster!!

 

 

 

Traditional Music Main Page to see the new words. (As advised in 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 

Traditional Music Main Page to learn the translation work. (As advised in 

ye sæng o tu: cha:h minda:zeh, sæd ta: a:ghelæm nemitu:næn dæresh biya:ræn!/. (A Persian proverb)
Hello everybody, how are you? I hope all of you are fine and enjoying your life.
Four years ago, computer was a very strange creature for me! I had never worked nor played with this 
modern tool in my life. Don't laugh at me! This is true. I had never the opportunity to know this machine 
which is a very big part of my life now.  
One day in around mid 2000, I met one of my friends on the way to shopping. He was going to buy a 
computer. I don't know why, but I asked him to wait for me. All of a sudden, I had decided to buy a 
computer without any background or knowledge of it. The next day, we found ourselves on the way back 
home with two new computers! One for him and one was mine. We took my computer to my home and 

et it up for me, turned it on and left. I started clicking on some icons on the desktop with 
special care and fear. Any sound of the computer would scare me very much. I thought I would never 
learn about this new creature. After a couple of hours, it was time to turn it off. But how? My friend had 
not told me how to shut down the computer! What was the best way then? I unplugged (disconnected) the 
wire from the main electricity line. That's it! The computer went off!  
Next time when I connected the computer wire back again to the electricity line, the computer turned on! 
Then, a message said, "The scan disk is now checking for errors! …. To avoid seeing this message shut 
down your computer by clicking on Start …." Wow, this machine knew how I had turned it o
It took me hours to find the Start menu and learn how to shut it down properly! 
After a couple of months, I met Paul whom you almost know. He said he had a website teaching guitar 
online. It was a wonderful news. I talked to him about my interest in teaching Persian. He encouraged me 
to write a couple of lessons so that he could help me build a website. At that time, I could hardly write on 
Microsoft Word. It would take me hours to write one page. But, I did my best. After I wrote a lesson or
two, I contacted Paul to give me a hand with the website. The day when he came was one of my happiest 
day and the same day when he left became one of my busiest days! At first, I thought my lessons would go 
online in a couple of hours. Do you know what happened?  
He had brought one CD with him. He installed a program on my computer. He opened that program and 
said, "This is DreamWeaver. Here are the help menu and the Tutorials. Read the DreamWeaver Tutorial 
and start making a page based on what the tutorial says. Once you made the pages, put your lessons on 
them. Next time when I come, I will upload the lessons for you!"  
Almost four months passed! I had spent days and nights to make the pages. There was one more problem 
now. How could I write Persian on my English Windows? This time, I had to look for a Persian software. 
But I had no idea about such tools. To make the long story short, I finally managed all these things by 
October 2001. The site was ready eventually. Those pages I had made were my masterpie
Paul did not like them very much! He was encouraging me to make the pages afresh. Who would listen to 
him though? Who could go through those Tutorials again? I insisted and he finally accepted to upload 
those pages for me. But, to where? I asked him to just put the lessons somewhere on the internet! He 
laughed at me and said it was not possible. We had to buy a space and a domain name for the website. We 
went through all those processes and finally I became a webmaster!! 

 

to see the new words. (As advised in Lesson 94) 

to learn the translation work. (As advised in Lesson 94) 

/ye divu:neh 
h biya:ræn!/. (A Persian proverb) 

Hello everybody, how are you? I hope all of you are fine and enjoying your life. 
Four years ago, computer was a very strange creature for me! I had never worked nor played with this 

e! This is true. I had never the opportunity to know this machine 

One day in around mid 2000, I met one of my friends on the way to shopping. He was going to buy a 
t for me. All of a sudden, I had decided to buy a 

computer without any background or knowledge of it. The next day, we found ourselves on the way back 
home with two new computers! One for him and one was mine. We took my computer to my home and 

et it up for me, turned it on and left. I started clicking on some icons on the desktop with 
special care and fear. Any sound of the computer would scare me very much. I thought I would never 

ime to turn it off. But how? My friend had 
not told me how to shut down the computer! What was the best way then? I unplugged (disconnected) the 

wire back again to the electricity line, the computer turned on! 
Then, a message said, "The scan disk is now checking for errors! …. To avoid seeing this message shut 
down your computer by clicking on Start …." Wow, this machine knew how I had turned it off last time! 
It took me hours to find the Start menu and learn how to shut it down properly!  
After a couple of months, I met Paul whom you almost know. He said he had a website teaching guitar 

erest in teaching Persian. He encouraged me 
to write a couple of lessons so that he could help me build a website. At that time, I could hardly write on 
Microsoft Word. It would take me hours to write one page. But, I did my best. After I wrote a lesson or 
two, I contacted Paul to give me a hand with the website. The day when he came was one of my happiest 
day and the same day when he left became one of my busiest days! At first, I thought my lessons would go 

He had brought one CD with him. He installed a program on my computer. He opened that program and 
said, "This is DreamWeaver. Here are the help menu and the Tutorials. Read the DreamWeaver Tutorial 

l says. Once you made the pages, put your lessons on 

Almost four months passed! I had spent days and nights to make the pages. There was one more problem 
English Windows? This time, I had to look for a Persian software. 

But I had no idea about such tools. To make the long story short, I finally managed all these things by 
October 2001. The site was ready eventually. Those pages I had made were my masterpieces! Yet still, 
Paul did not like them very much! He was encouraging me to make the pages afresh. Who would listen to 
him though? Who could go through those Tutorials again? I insisted and he finally accepted to upload 

asked him to just put the lessons somewhere on the internet! He 
laughed at me and said it was not possible. We had to buy a space and a domain name for the website. We 



Now after some four years, I find new mistakes on the site from time to time. Two weeks ago, I was 
reviewing the previous lessons when I remembered what Paul had asked me to do long ago. So, I made all 
those pages afresh! I hope the new design look much better than the former
satisfied.  
In Persian, when somebody does something that is not based on wisdom and logics 
listen to others - when he makes troubles due to lack of knowledge or experience and faces the 
consequences (or makes other people face the consequences of his work) is described as a stupid person 
who has dropped a stone in a well in such a way that one hundred wise persons cannot take that stone out! 
(cannot solve the problem) 

We say, 
divu:neh ye sæng o tu: cha:h minda:zeh, sæd ta: a:ghelæm nemitu:næn dæresh biya:ræn!/.!! And that 
person was Hassan H. who is still facing the consequences of what he did a few years ago!
In spite of the fact that I am still facing the consequences of my poor job in making the pag
beginning, I have learned some big lessons. Some of them are:
1- When there is a will, there is a way. 
2- Don't worry if you do not have experience about a job that you are going to start. You can always get 
experience on the way. 
3- Don't feel bad when people criticize you or your work. Those who criticize you even in a harsh 
language are better friends than those who just give you false praise.
4- Our works are subject to expiration. Whatever we do that looks perfect today is imperfect or even 
boring in future. Those who introduce Works, Writings, Messages or whatever that remain fresh 
throughout the history and do not get expired must be highly respected for they have experienced and 
introduced something that others could not. 
All right, 
I don't know the reason, but I thought I needed to just speak today! I hope I haven't wasted your time.
Please go to Useful Drills page to do your homework. You have a lot to do today!
Take care and Khoda Hafez! 
P.S. Please let me know of any broken or wrong li
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences w
different tenses). 
Far 
Near 
Dirty 
Lonely 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
14 - 41 - 441 - 414 - 441 - 114 - 141
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Dirty < == 

Sad < == 

Happy < == 

Near < == 

Far =  
  

years, I find new mistakes on the site from time to time. Two weeks ago, I was 
reviewing the previous lessons when I remembered what Paul had asked me to do long ago. So, I made all 
those pages afresh! I hope the new design look much better than the former ones. But still, I am not fully 

In Persian, when somebody does something that is not based on wisdom and logics 
when he makes troubles due to lack of knowledge or experience and faces the 

akes other people face the consequences of his work) is described as a stupid person 
who has dropped a stone in a well in such a way that one hundred wise persons cannot take that stone out! 

a:h minda:zeh, sæd ta: a:ghelæm nemitu:næn dæresh biya:ræn!/.!! And that 
person was Hassan H. who is still facing the consequences of what he did a few years ago!
In spite of the fact that I am still facing the consequences of my poor job in making the pag
beginning, I have learned some big lessons. Some of them are: 

When there is a will, there is a way.  
Don't worry if you do not have experience about a job that you are going to start. You can always get 

bad when people criticize you or your work. Those who criticize you even in a harsh 
language are better friends than those who just give you false praise. 

Our works are subject to expiration. Whatever we do that looks perfect today is imperfect or even 
boring in future. Those who introduce Works, Writings, Messages or whatever that remain fresh 
throughout the history and do not get expired must be highly respected for they have experienced and 
introduced something that others could not.  

't know the reason, but I thought I needed to just speak today! I hope I haven't wasted your time.
Please go to Useful Drills page to do your homework. You have a lot to do today!

P.S. Please let me know of any broken or wrong links. Thank you. 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences w

 
141 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

years, I find new mistakes on the site from time to time. Two weeks ago, I was 
reviewing the previous lessons when I remembered what Paul had asked me to do long ago. So, I made all 

ones. But still, I am not fully 

In Persian, when somebody does something that is not based on wisdom and logics - when he doesn't 
when he makes troubles due to lack of knowledge or experience and faces the 

akes other people face the consequences of his work) is described as a stupid person 
who has dropped a stone in a well in such a way that one hundred wise persons cannot take that stone out! 

/ye 
a:h minda:zeh, sæd ta: a:ghelæm nemitu:næn dæresh biya:ræn!/.!! And that 

person was Hassan H. who is still facing the consequences of what he did a few years ago! 
In spite of the fact that I am still facing the consequences of my poor job in making the pages in the 

Don't worry if you do not have experience about a job that you are going to start. You can always get 

bad when people criticize you or your work. Those who criticize you even in a harsh 

Our works are subject to expiration. Whatever we do that looks perfect today is imperfect or even 
boring in future. Those who introduce Works, Writings, Messages or whatever that remain fresh 
throughout the history and do not get expired must be highly respected for they have experienced and 

't know the reason, but I thought I needed to just speak today! I hope I haven't wasted your time. 
Please go to Useful Drills page to do your homework. You have a lot to do today! 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



As I told you before, our Useful Drills page is a bit different this week. If you remember, I told you last 
time to go through the Persian Traditional Music page and get ready for this week. Did you do that? Yes? 
Ok, let's see! 
We have a very easy Quiz for today. Please take the Quiz first. You may check your answers later by 
going through the related pages on Persian Traditional Music page. 
Ready? 
1- Say these words in English: 

/ja:m/ =  

/tu:fa:n/ = 

/shekæsteh/ =  

/ta:r/ =  

/æbr/ =  

/khu: kærdæn/ = 

/osh.sha:gh/ = 

/pa:k/ = 

/fæhm/ = 

/tæbi æt/ = 

/simin/ = 

/peima:neh/ = 

/sær næha:dæn/ = 

/rokh/ = 
2- Say these words in Persian: 
If = 
Ruler = 
Tulip = 
Dawn = 
Huntsman (hunter) = 
Cruelty = 
Description = 
Unique = 
Busy = 
Blood = 
Thorn = 
Plea = 
Failed (unsuccessful) = 
3- Explain these words either in Persian, English or in your native language:

/sa:ghi/ = 

/ma:h/ = 

/mæha:r/ =  

/ney/ =  

/vesa:l/ =  

/da:gh/ = 

/su:sæn/ = 

/da:mæn æz kesi keshidæn/ =

/særv/ = 

As I told you before, our Useful Drills page is a bit different this week. If you remember, I told you last 
time to go through the Persian Traditional Music page and get ready for this week. Did you do that? Yes? 

We have a very easy Quiz for today. Please take the Quiz first. You may check your answers later by 
going through the related pages on Persian Traditional Music page.  

Explain these words either in Persian, English or in your native language: 

/da:mæn æz kesi keshidæn/ = 

As I told you before, our Useful Drills page is a bit different this week. If you remember, I told you last 
time to go through the Persian Traditional Music page and get ready for this week. Did you do that? Yes? 

We have a very easy Quiz for today. Please take the Quiz first. You may check your answers later by 



/dærvish/ = 

/sænæm/ = 
4- Translate these lines into English:

A- 
/ræfteh æm zedæst ey sa:ghi/ 

B- 
/ma:h o da:dæn beh shæb ha: ye ta:r/

C- 
shæb ey ja:n e to/ /enteza:ræm, enteza:ræm ru

D- 

E- 

F- 

G- 
bi khishæm konæd/ 
5- Introduce these persons either in Persian, English, or in your native language:
A- Marzieh 
B- Shajarian 
C- Ya Haghi 
6- Persian classical poetry is musical by itself. It has rhythm that can be easily identified. I have chosen 
some lines of five poems to let you notice the rhythm (the easier ones). Please listen to the sound files 
below first. Then try this method with tr
Here are the samples: 
Sample 1 (track 3) 
Sample 2- (track 5) 
Sample 3 (track 6) 
Sample 4 (track 9) 
Sample 5 (track 10) 
All right, 
I hope you enjoyed the Quiz. Have a nice time and Khoda Hafez!
 
  
Week 96 
Hello everyone, 
I wanted to start a new section from this week that covers Passive sentences. However, I feel many of you 
are not ready to take that step since it seems a bit (not very!) difficult. So, I have just put it off to some 
other weeks. In the meantime, I would l
Do you still remember what I told you during our first lessons? Foundation is very important. Do your 
best to be fluent with the essentials. 
All right,  
Today we are going to learn a very s
A- I should have known it.  
B- You should have known it.  
C- He should have told you.  
   
And similar patterns.  
   
In Persian, we have a very simple pattern for this structure. Let's do it step by step. 
1- Find the main verb in your sentence. (In the above sentences, Know and Tell are main verbs). 

Translate these lines into English: 

/sa:ghæræm shekæst ey sa:ghi/ 

/da:d o bida:d æz in ru:zega:r/ 
/ma:h o da:dæn beh shæb ha: ye ta:r/ 

shæb ey ja:n e to/ /enteza:ræm, enteza:ræm ru:z o shæb/ 

/inja:st ya:r e gom shodeh gerd e jæha:n mægærd/

/jæm i: beh to mæshghu:l o to gha:yeb ze miya:neh/

/hæmeh tohi:d e to gu:yænd keh beh tohi:d seza: i:/

/sa:ghi bedeh peima:neh i: za:n mey keh 

persons either in Persian, English, or in your native language:

Persian classical poetry is musical by itself. It has rhythm that can be easily identified. I have chosen 
some lines of five poems to let you notice the rhythm (the easier ones). Please listen to the sound files 
below first. Then try this method with tracks 3 - 5- 6- 9 - 10  

I hope you enjoyed the Quiz. Have a nice time and Khoda Hafez! 

I wanted to start a new section from this week that covers Passive sentences. However, I feel many of you 
are not ready to take that step since it seems a bit (not very!) difficult. So, I have just put it off to some 
other weeks. In the meantime, I would like to ask you to please review all tenses to warm up yourselves. 
Do you still remember what I told you during our first lessons? Foundation is very important. Do your 
best to be fluent with the essentials.  

Today we are going to learn a very simple pattern in Persian. See the following examples: 

In Persian, we have a very simple pattern for this structure. Let's do it step by step. 
Find the main verb in your sentence. (In the above sentences, Know and Tell are main verbs). 

/sa:ghæræm shekæst ey sa:ghi/ 

/da:d o bida:d æz in ru:zega:r/ 

/ja:n e ru:z o ja:n e 

/inja:st ya:r e gom shodeh gerd e jæha:n mægærd/ 

/jæm i: beh to mæshghu:l o to gha:yeb ze miya:neh/ 

/hæmeh tohi:d e to gu:yænd keh beh tohi:d seza: i:/ 

/sa:ghi bedeh peima:neh i: za:n mey keh 

persons either in Persian, English, or in your native language: 

Persian classical poetry is musical by itself. It has rhythm that can be easily identified. I have chosen 
some lines of five poems to let you notice the rhythm (the easier ones). Please listen to the sound files 

I wanted to start a new section from this week that covers Passive sentences. However, I feel many of you 
are not ready to take that step since it seems a bit (not very!) difficult. So, I have just put it off to some 

ike to ask you to please review all tenses to warm up yourselves. 
Do you still remember what I told you during our first lessons? Foundation is very important. Do your 

imple pattern in Persian. See the following examples:  

In Persian, we have a very simple pattern for this structure. Let's do it step by step.  
Find the main verb in your sentence. (In the above sentences, Know and Tell are main verbs).  



2- Change the main verb into Simple Past tense (EX: To know [something

Delete /nu:n/, and you will have 

/goftæn/. Delete /nu:n/, and you will have 

3- Put /mi/ before this simple past tense. (Ex: 
4- Look at the Subject, and put the appropriate suffix at the end of your verb. (Ex: If the subject is ‘I', put 

/mim/ at the end of your verb. If the subject is ‘You', put 

is ‘He', put nothing at the end of your verb). As for the above examples: 

/mi gofti/.  

5- Put the word /ba:yæd/ before your verb. 
   
That's it. Finished!  
   

A- I should have known it. 

B- You should have known it. 

C- He should have told you. 
NOTE: In sentence C above, you already know that Objects come before verbs in Persian since verbs 
come at the end of your sentences. Right? 
   
Ok, please go to Useful Drills page to practice more. 
   
See you next week!  
 
 
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
 2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
To talk to somebody  
To introduce  
To arrest  
On TV  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
91 - 19 - 119 - 911 - 919 - 991 - 109 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To speak < == 

To repair < == 

To meet < == 

To teach < == 

To speak = 
  

Change the main verb into Simple Past tense (EX: To know [something] = 

/nu:n/, and you will have /da:nest/, which is in simple past tense). Or, (To Tell = 

/nu:n/, and you will have /goft/, which is in simple past tense). 

/mi/ before this simple past tense. (Ex: /mi da:nest/ 
Look at the Subject, and put the appropriate suffix at the end of your verb. (Ex: If the subject is ‘I', put 

/mim/ at the end of your verb. If the subject is ‘You', put /i:/ at the end of your verb. If the subject 

nothing at the end of your verb). As for the above examples: 

/ba:yæd/ before your verb.  

/ba:yæd mi da:nestæm/.  

/ba:yæd mi da:nesti/.  

/ba:yæd beh shoma: mi goft/. 
NOTE: In sentence C above, you already know that Objects come before verbs in Persian since verbs 
come at the end of your sentences. Right?  

Ok, please go to Useful Drills page to practice more.  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
109 - 190 - 910  

the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

/da:nestæn/. 

/da:nest/, which is in simple past tense). Or, (To Tell = 

/goft/, which is in simple past tense).  

est/ - OR /mi goft/).  
Look at the Subject, and put the appropriate suffix at the end of your verb. (Ex: If the subject is ‘I', put 

/i:/ at the end of your verb. If the subject 

/mi da:nestæm/ - 

/ba:yæd beh shoma: mi goft/.  
NOTE: In sentence C above, you already know that Objects come before verbs in Persian since verbs 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



 
New Words: 

To call = /zæng zædæn/. 

To clean = /tæmiz kærdæn/. 

To go = /ræftæn/.  

To buy = /khæridæn/.  
   

Note: You should add /mi/ and the suffixes to the second parts of your Compound Verbs. Example: 

I should have cleaned = 

They should have called = 
1- I should have called.  
2- You should have called.  
3- He/she should have called.  
4- We should have called.  
5- You should have called.  
6- They should have called.  
7- I should have cleaned.  
8- You should have cleaned.  
9- He/she should have cleaned.  
10- We should have cleaned.  
11- You should have cleaned.  
12- They should have cleaned.  
13- I should have gone.  
14- You should have gone.  
15- He/she should have gone.  
16- We should have gone.  
17- You should have gone.  
18- They should have gone.  
19- I should have bought.  
20- You should have bought.  
21- He/she should have bought.  
22- We should have bought.  
23- You should have bought.  
24- They should have bought.  
   
   

/zæng zædæn/.  

/tæmiz kærdæn/.  

 

/mi/ and the suffixes to the second parts of your Compound Verbs. Example: 

/ba:yæd tæmiz mi kærdæm/. 

/ba:yæd zæng mi zædænd/. 

/mi/ and the suffixes to the second parts of your Compound Verbs. Example:  

/ba:yæd tæmiz mi kærdæm/.  

/ba:yæd zæng mi zædænd/.  



  
  
Week 97 
Hello everyone, 
"No happiness can be yours if the spirit of Falsehood directs your lives. Cast off from your selves the 
bonds that chain you to Untruth." Zoroaster.
As you probably know, we are approaching March 20! 
The last day of winter ends in the first day of spring! This day is called New Day or Norouz (Norooz) in 
Iran when the New Year starts. You may find more about Norouz 
I would like to take advantage of the opportunity to simply wish all of you a very prosperous Persian New 

Year. /Sa:l e no Moba:ræk

Or, /i:d e shoma: moba:ræk/
Both of them mean: Happy New Year to you! 
   
All right, please do the quiz first, then go to Useful Drills page to have more practice on our previous 
lesson.  
See you next week!  
  
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  

 

"No happiness can be yours if the spirit of Falsehood directs your lives. Cast off from your selves the 
bonds that chain you to Untruth." Zoroaster. 
As you probably know, we are approaching March 20!  
The last day of winter ends in the first day of spring! This day is called New Day or Norouz (Norooz) in 
Iran when the New Year starts. You may find more about Norouz here.  
I would like to take advantage of the opportunity to simply wish all of you a very prosperous Persian New 

/Sa:l e no Moba:ræk/!  

/i:d e shoma: moba:ræk/!  
Both of them mean: Happy New Year to you!  

All right, please do the quiz first, then go to Useful Drills page to have more practice on our previous 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
ind their English equivalents. (Seen) 

"No happiness can be yours if the spirit of Falsehood directs your lives. Cast off from your selves the 

The last day of winter ends in the first day of spring! This day is called New Day or Norouz (Norooz) in 

I would like to take advantage of the opportunity to simply wish all of you a very prosperous Persian New 

All right, please do the quiz first, then go to Useful Drills page to have more practice on our previous 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 



Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
Newspaper 
To go to work  
To shop (to go shopping)  
To watch  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
13 - 31 - 113 - 311 - 313 - 131 - 113 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Room < == 

Clean < == 

Dirty < == 

Fat < ==  

Warm <=  

Cold <=  
  
 
New Words: 

To know (something) = 

To kiss = /bu:sidæn/.  

To invite = /dævæt kærdæn/. 
   

Note: You should add /mi/ and the suffixes to the second parts of your Compound Verbs. Example: 

I should have cleaned = 

They should have called = 
23. I must have known (it).  
24. You must have known (it).  
25. She/he must have known (it).  
26. We must have known (it).  
27. You must have known (it).  
28. They must have known (it).  
29. Farshid must have known (it).  
30. Maryam must have known (it).  
31. I must have kissed her.  
32. You must have kissed her.  
33. She/he must have kissed him/her. 
34. We must have kissed her.  
35. You must have kissed her.  
36. They must have kissed her.  
37. Farshid must have kissed Maryam. 
38. Maryam must have kissed Farshid. 
39. I must have invited her.  

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
113 - 311 - 331  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

/da:nestæn/.  

 

/dævæt kærdæn/.  

/mi/ and the suffixes to the second parts of your Compound Verbs. Example: 

/ba:yæd tæmiz mi kærdæm/. 

/ba:yæd zæng mi zædænd/. 

She/he must have kissed him/her.  

yam.  
Maryam must have kissed Farshid.  

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

/mi/ and the suffixes to the second parts of your Compound Verbs. Example:  

/ba:yæd tæmiz mi kærdæm/.  

/ba:yæd zæng mi zædænd/.  



40. You must have invited her.  
41. She/he must have invited her.  
42. We must have invited her.  
43. You must have invited her.  
44. They must have invited her.  

   
   

Week 98 
Hello everyone, 
First of all, I would like to thank those who sent their New Year wishes to me on the eve of our Persian 
New Year. Thank you and Happy New Year to all of you!
Before we start today, I would like to share something with you. 
It is somehow a response to those who do not b
misunderstand me, I am not preaching you! And I don't like people preach me either! 
Let me ask you a question. How much are you ready to give away for your friends? 
Nothing? As much as you can? Let me see who is that person? It depends? You have not thought of it? 
(Me too!!)  
But somebody has! A nice lady from southern California sent me a message last week that impressed me a 
lot. They are in touch with a Persian family. Her granddaughter 
family.  
How much would you care for the husband of your future finance's sister if you were that girl? Probably 
not that much! In these days, people hardly love their own fiancé!! 
But you know what? This girl is going to
husband. What is this if not love? She is living among you, at this age, and in this commercial world. 

 

would like to thank those who sent their New Year wishes to me on the eve of our Persian 
New Year. Thank you and Happy New Year to all of you! 
Before we start today, I would like to share something with you.  
It is somehow a response to those who do not believe there is still love in this commercial world. Don't 
misunderstand me, I am not preaching you! And I don't like people preach me either! 
Let me ask you a question. How much are you ready to give away for your friends? 

et me see who is that person? It depends? You have not thought of it? 

But somebody has! A nice lady from southern California sent me a message last week that impressed me a 
lot. They are in touch with a Persian family. Her granddaughter is going to be the bride of this Iranian 

How much would you care for the husband of your future finance's sister if you were that girl? Probably 
not that much! In these days, people hardly love their own fiancé!!  
But you know what? This girl is going to donate one of her kidneys to the brother
husband. What is this if not love? She is living among you, at this age, and in this commercial world. 

would like to thank those who sent their New Year wishes to me on the eve of our Persian 

elieve there is still love in this commercial world. Don't 
misunderstand me, I am not preaching you! And I don't like people preach me either!  
Let me ask you a question. How much are you ready to give away for your friends?  

et me see who is that person? It depends? You have not thought of it? 

But somebody has! A nice lady from southern California sent me a message last week that impressed me a 
be the bride of this Iranian 

How much would you care for the husband of your future finance's sister if you were that girl? Probably 

donate one of her kidneys to the brother-in-law of her future 
husband. What is this if not love? She is living among you, at this age, and in this commercial world.  



The next are two of the messages I received from this lady as well as her contact address. Feel free to 
contact her and express your feeling to her family. For sure, they need your spiritual support and prayer 
during such moments. Do not let them feel lonely if you can. They are in my prayers.  
   
Message 1  
Hello Hassan, from Southern California ,  
I enjoyed your website.  
I have been invited for the first time, to celebrate the New Year with Persian friends, at their home. Could 
you please advise me, on what woud be an appropriate hostess gift? I thought about preparing a special 
dish to add to their table, but I have no idea what it would be, I am open to you suggestions. I often take 
flowers, or a special wine, or candy to  a hostess. But, I want my gift to be appropriate for this happy 
occasion.  
Thank you for your tims,  
Happy New Year!  
 
Sincerely,  
Jeanne  
   
Message 2  
Dear Hassan,  
Thank you ever so much for your prompt response. My granddaughter (age 30) will be marrying into a 
lovely Persian family. The family has invites us to share their New Years, as we had included them in our 
family  New Years, January 1.  
I love the idea of cloth for the mother of the family. The party will be held at the mother of the groom-to-
be home. Also in attendance will be her mother, a beautiful woman who speaks little English. I think I'll 
choose something for her, and the hostess.  
A note about my granddaughter. She will be donating a kidney next month to the husband of her fiance's 
sister. Needless to say, I am very proud of her, and a bit worried. It is all in God's hands.  
You have been most kind with your suggestions. Thank you for you interest and time.  
And, a special Happy New Year to you and yours,  
Fondly,  
Jeanne  
   
You may reach Jeanne at: jeannemoody1@mac.com  
   
All right, now let us see what we have today.  
Many of you have been asking for a Persian song (like a Persian lullaby) to sleep with!! I wish you had 
asked for some awakening song!!  
Actually and honestly, they have not asked a song for themselves! They want such a song for their little 
kids.  
I could not find such a song on internet. I surfed my intranet then! I mean my brain! Luckily, I found a 
song in there. I remember I listened to this song long ago and dreamed that one day I would sing this song 
for my children to sleep!! Sometimes, dreams come true!  
The only problem is that I am just feeling sorry for you! Since I don't have this song recorded, I have 
performed it by myself!! So, this is a home-made art work! I am sorry, for you have to listen to what I 
murmur!! Believe me, there was no other way!  
Watch out carefully when you ask your children to listen to it! They may faint instead of going to sleep! 
But, I have done my best; they will not get harmed seriously!!  
   
Please do the Quiz first. Then, go to Useful Drills page to enjoy my masterpiece! I wish you all great 
patience and pray that God will give you good rewards in heavens for your sufferings here on this site!!  
Once again, thank you for your messages and Happy New Year to all of you.  
And please do not forget Jeanne.  
   
See you next week (if you survive my voice!).  
   



  
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
Carpet 
Outside  
To pay  
To introduce  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
19 - 91 - 119 - 911 - 991 - 219 - 229 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever n

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Debt < == 

Ticket < == 

Office < == 

Breakfast < == 

Lunch <= 

Dinner (Supper) <= 
 
Persian Lullaby for children  
Please right-click on the link below and choose 'Save Targer As' to download 
computer. 
Persian Lullaby in mp3 - Home Edition!! 
New Words: 

/la: la: i:/ = Lullaby  

/la: la:/ = A childish word for 'sleep'. 

/la: la: kon/ = A childish word for 'go to sleep'. 

/gonjeshk/ = Sparrow  

/gonjishk/ = Sparrow (This one is used more often in songs and in spoken language) 

/a:fta:b/ = Sunlight - Sun (In this song, it refers to Sun) 

/a:mæd/ = He/she/it came (Simple past tense) 

/doba:reh/ = Again - Once more 

/mæhta:b/ = Moonlight -

/ba:la:/ = Up - High (in the sky)

/gol/ = Flower  

/zu:d/ = Early - Soon  

/kha:bid/ = He/she/it went to sleep (Simple past tense) 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
229 - 922 - 912 -299 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

click on the link below and choose 'Save Targer As' to download this Persian song into your 

Home Edition!!  

/la: la:/ = A childish word for 'sleep'.  

sh word for 'go to sleep'.  

 

/gonjishk/ = Sparrow (This one is used more often in songs and in spoken language) 

Sun (In this song, it refers to Sun)  

/a:mæd/ = He/she/it came (Simple past tense)  

Once more  

- Moon ( In this song, it refers to Moon)  

High (in the sky) 

/kha:bid/ = He/she/it went to sleep (Simple past tense)  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

this Persian song into your 

/gonjishk/ = Sparrow (This one is used more often in songs and in spoken language)  



/mesl e hæmisheh/ = As 

/ghu:rba:gheh/ = Frog 

/sa:ket/ = Silent - Be silent/quiet 

/kha:bideh/ = He/she/it is sleeping 

/bisheh/ = Pond  
  
  

  
 
Week 99 

/Sala:m beh hæmegi

Did you survive my lullaby song? 
Actually, I want to thank you for your compliments on this song. I didn't know your taste is so bad! 
Anyway, thank you very much for all your praise. Be honest with me, did you really mean it or you just 
wanted to make me happy?!! (A close friend told me compliments do not need to be always true!!) 
Before we start today, I have got something to share with
many of you have found this site a suitable place to express themselves. 
As you probably know, Hafez, our greatest Persian poet, lived some eight hundred years ago. Fortunately, 
his work and idea are still alive among people of different nations. Hafez has touched a nice guy from 

/mesl e hæmisheh/ = As always  

/ghu:rba:gheh/ = Frog  

Be silent/quiet  

/kha:bideh/ = He/she/it is sleeping  

 

Sala:m beh hæmegi/!! (Hello everyone!) 

Did you survive my lullaby song? /Khoda ra: shokr/! (Thanks God!) 
Actually, I want to thank you for your compliments on this song. I didn't know your taste is so bad! 

nyway, thank you very much for all your praise. Be honest with me, did you really mean it or you just 
wanted to make me happy?!! (A close friend told me compliments do not need to be always true!!) 
Before we start today, I have got something to share with you. I appreciate your efforts. I am happy that 
many of you have found this site a suitable place to express themselves.  
As you probably know, Hafez, our greatest Persian poet, lived some eight hundred years ago. Fortunately, 

alive among people of different nations. Hafez has touched a nice guy from 

/! (Thanks God!)  
Actually, I want to thank you for your compliments on this song. I didn't know your taste is so bad! 

nyway, thank you very much for all your praise. Be honest with me, did you really mean it or you just 
wanted to make me happy?!! (A close friend told me compliments do not need to be always true!!)  

you. I appreciate your efforts. I am happy that 

As you probably know, Hafez, our greatest Persian poet, lived some eight hundred years ago. Fortunately, 
alive among people of different nations. Hafez has touched a nice guy from 



New Zealand. He has sent me the following message. I hope such works will be your inspiration for your 
creativity.  
Here is the message:  
Dear Hussan,  
I went to read Hafez, and do like the wisdom/insights, I read in Nahmeh, although not the way translation, 
seeking English meter (rhyme) seemed to render clumsily, some of his sentiments. (But I can only read 
basic Farsi so perhaps I speak as the "be saved"? right word for ignorant persons. Certainly I am not well 
learned anyway! :)  
 
So here is what Hafez said, "One for his work, may pick up the sword, another's business only deals with 
the word" from this inspiration, I constructed this poem...  
 
One in search of freedom wields a sword,  
Which so unkindly flings the bearer forward;  
To certain death in fields of tears and blood,  
There to drown, yet thirst within the flood.  
 
Another labors to produce a word,  
to bring to mind what war would leave unheard,  
yet kings may choose to leave these texts unread,  
Scorning missives history begs are said.  
 
Then when the bearer's song fades in the dark,  
like petulant children they cry, come back lark!  
Come back and bring the summer: take this night!  
So we can bask again in innocent Light.  
 
Oh Hussan do you like it at all? It is all my own work except Hafiz inspired it with one line of his! I 
suppose he did not have enough time to say everything that could be said.  
 
I do not know which is the summer bird of Iran though, so I made an alternative ending, in case parastou 
is more correct to herald summer for Iran? It is.  
 
Then when the bearer's song fades in the night,  
Like petulant children we all crave the Light,  
Everyone, though stumbling, tries to follow,  
Crying, Come back Spring and come back joyful little Swallow.  
 
I do not know much about birds? Ornithology, so perhaps a Swallow is a lark? But anyway I hope I keep 
this good sentiment of Hafez alive, by giving birth to it in a new way.  
 
I hope you are well and prosper in good spirits! I leave you in peace. Khoda Hafez, your grateful student, 
Debby.  
   
You may reach Debby at meymunbint@hotmail.com 
All right,  
Today we have one more structure on what we learned during the past couple of lessons.  
I still remember we had an English teacher who almost killed himself to teach us concepts such as 
‘possibilities' in English; and of course in vain! Until now, I am not sure which ‘possible' is more 
‘possible' than the other possible!! Or which possibilities are less possible than other possibilities!!  
I am telling you this because of two reasons:  
1- To show the native English the difficulties we have gone through to learn their language! Now, it is 
your turn to experience some of them! (You know that I have made your job much easier because A: I 
love you all; B: I don't like my teacher's system although I love and respect him a lot)  
2- What seems easy in your local language maybe very difficult to other people. Conclusion: look at 
everything you have (in this case, your language) from a different person's point of view. 



My poor teacher! “No, you have made the same mistake!” he would tell us this sentence almost every 
week, “'Might' shows a weaker possibility than ‘May'”. 
Today, it's my turn to follow my teacher! But for sure, I am not going through the tough time my teacher 
had with us! You and I are both lucky! I cannot see you and you cannot reach me! (Have you seen this 
cartoon: The Tortoise and the Hare? So, You'll never touch me!!)
Let me give you some examples: 
1- I might have told you.  
2- you might have seen her.  
3- they might have gone. 
That's right! This is the structure we want to learn today.
Let me simplify your job.  

For all kinds of possibilities in English, use 
words. But, this is the easiest and the most common one. You may use it under your invisible teacher's 
guarantee! 
As you see in this structure, we have a
All you need to do with the Present Perfect Tense in 

I have told = /gofteh ba:shæm/

You have told = /gofteh ba:shi/ 

She/he/it has told = 

We have told = /gofteh ba:shim/ 

You have told = /gofteh ba:shid/ 

They have told = /gofteh ba:shænd/

Did you get it? The first part of the main verb is unchanged (
The same is true with other verbs. 
You have 40 seconds to try these two in the same way: Have seen 
Finished? Not sure? Let me help you.

I have seen = /dideh ba:shæm/ 

You have seen = /dideh ba:shi/ 

She/he/it has seen = 
(You continue) 

I have gone = /ræfteh ba:shæm/ 

You have gone = /ræfteh ba:shi/ 

She/he/it has gone = 
(You continue) 
BIG NOTE: In this structure we translate Present Perfect Tense like this.
Was it really difficult? Of course it was! (I mean for me to teach!) 
All right, the job is done!  

Put the word /sha:yæd/ in the beginning of the above phrases. Finished! (That's why this site is 
called Easy Persian!!) 
Result:  

1- I might have told you = 

2- you might have seen her = 

3- they might have gone = 
All right,  
Please do the quiz first. Then go to Useful Drills page to do your homework.
Khoda Hafez!  

My poor teacher! “No, you have made the same mistake!” he would tell us this sentence almost every 
week, “'Might' shows a weaker possibility than ‘May'”. Apparently, he was not very happy with us. 
Today, it's my turn to follow my teacher! But for sure, I am not going through the tough time my teacher 
had with us! You and I are both lucky! I cannot see you and you cannot reach me! (Have you seen this 

n: The Tortoise and the Hare? So, You'll never touch me!!) 
 

That's right! This is the structure we want to learn today. 

For all kinds of possibilities in English, use /sha:yæd/ in Persian. Of course, we have some other 
words. But, this is the easiest and the most common one. You may use it under your invisible teacher's 

As you see in this structure, we have a kind of Present Perfect Tense (Have told 
All you need to do with the Present Perfect Tense in this structure is to follow the pattern below: 

/gofteh ba:shæm/ 

/gofteh ba:shi/  

/gofteh ba:shæd/  

/gofteh ba:shim/  

/gofteh ba:shid/  

/gofteh ba:shænd/ 

Did you get it? The first part of the main verb is unchanged (  gofteh). 
The same is true with other verbs.  

try these two in the same way: Have seen – Have gone
Finished? Not sure? Let me help you. 

/dideh ba:shæm/  

/dideh ba:shi/  

/dideh ba:shæd/  

/ræfteh ba:shæm/  

/ræfteh ba:shi/  

/ræfteh ba:shæd/  

In this structure we translate Present Perfect Tense like this. 
Was it really difficult? Of course it was! (I mean for me to teach!)  

/sha:yæd/ in the beginning of the above phrases. Finished! (That's why this site is 

/sha:yæd beh shoma: gofteh ba:shæm/. 

/sha:yæd u: ra: dideh ba:shi/.

/sha:yæd ræfteh ba:shænd/. 

Please do the quiz first. Then go to Useful Drills page to do your homework. 

My poor teacher! “No, you have made the same mistake!” he would tell us this sentence almost every 
Apparently, he was not very happy with us.  

Today, it's my turn to follow my teacher! But for sure, I am not going through the tough time my teacher 
had with us! You and I are both lucky! I cannot see you and you cannot reach me! (Have you seen this 

/sha:yæd/ in Persian. Of course, we have some other 
words. But, this is the easiest and the most common one. You may use it under your invisible teacher's 

kind of Present Perfect Tense (Have told – Have seen – Have gone)  
is to follow the pattern below:  

Have gone 

/sha:yæd/ in the beginning of the above phrases. Finished! (That's why this site is 

/sha:yæd beh shoma: gofteh ba:shæm/.  

/sha:yæd u: ra: dideh ba:shi/.  



   
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. W
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
Spring 
Summer  
Autumn  
Winter  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
11 - 111 - 211 - 112 - 191 - 119 - 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Farvardin 

Khordad 

Aban  

Mehr  

Esfand 
   
  
Week 99 
New Words: 

Behrouz /behru:za/ = A name for men 

Laleh /la:leh/ = A name for women 

Boyfriend = /du:st pesær/ 

Girlfriend = /du:st dokhtær/ 

Guest = /mehma:n/  
Please translate the followings into Persian:
1- I might have read this book.  
2- you might have read this book. 
3- she/he might have read this book. 
4- we might have read this book.  
5- you might have read this book. 
6- they might have read this book. 
7- Behrouz might have read this book. 
8- Laleh might have read this book. 
9- my friends might have read this book. 
10- I might have seen this park.  
11- you might have seen this park. 
12- she/he might have seen this park. 
13- we might have seen this park. 
14- you might have seen this park. 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. W
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
 141 - 411 - 114  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

= A name for men  

= A name for women  

= /du:st pesær/  

= /du:st dokhtær/  

Please translate the followings into Persian: 

you might have read this book.  
she/he might have read this book.  

 
you might have read this book.  
they might have read this book.  
Behrouz might have read this book.  
Laleh might have read this book.  
my friends might have read this book.  

you might have seen this park.  
she/he might have seen this park.  
we might have seen this park.  
you might have seen this park.  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



15- they might have seen this park
16- my boyfriend might have seen this park. 
17- your girlfriend might have seen this park. 
18- His friends might have seen this park. 
19- your guest might have seen this park. 
   
  

  
Week 100  
Before we start today, I want to introduce a new link to you. I have just set up a new Persian message 
board for you to enjoy. It can be used in both Persian and English. To use this message board, you need to 
take a couple of steps:  
1- I guess you need to have a Persian software installed on your computer so that you can write Persian. 
You may download and install this free Persian Word
site. Please read it carefully. It is not a difficult job. You may contact this Persian Word webmaster (not 
me) in the case of troubles. He is a nice guy and I am sure he will be helpful. 
2- Once you load the message board, you have to register 
registration is completely free. After registration, you need to click on Profile. Then scroll down a bit and 
you will find Board Language. Choose Farsi in the drop down list and click Submit. That's it. 
Any suggestions to improve this message board will be warmly appreciated. 
You may find this message board here ( 
  
Today, we are going to learn something different. It is just because of changing the mood a bit. 
We are going to learn some expressions, or slang, or whatever you may call it. These are some phrases 
that the Iranians (mostly men) use very often. They do not follow a special grammatical rule. Therefore, 
feel free to just memorize them!  
Some of them might not be very formal if used by a native speaker. They seem sweet, however, if you as a 
foreigner use them. So, watch out if you are young (and preferably beautiful!!) and saying these phrases to 
native Persians! You may attract their attention and they 

they might have seen this park.  
my boyfriend might have seen this park.  
your girlfriend might have seen this park.  
His friends might have seen this park.  
your guest might have seen this park.  

 

Before we start today, I want to introduce a new link to you. I have just set up a new Persian message 
board for you to enjoy. It can be used in both Persian and English. To use this message board, you need to 

o have a Persian software installed on your computer so that you can write Persian. 
this free Persian Word. The installation instructions are availabl

site. Please read it carefully. It is not a difficult job. You may contact this Persian Word webmaster (not 
me) in the case of troubles. He is a nice guy and I am sure he will be helpful.  

Once you load the message board, you have to register your name. Like our English message board, the 
registration is completely free. After registration, you need to click on Profile. Then scroll down a bit and 
you will find Board Language. Choose Farsi in the drop down list and click Submit. That's it. 

suggestions to improve this message board will be warmly appreciated.  
You may find this message board here ( http://www.easypersian.com/forum/index.php 

Today, we are going to learn something different. It is just because of changing the mood a bit. 
We are going to learn some expressions, or slang, or whatever you may call it. These are some phrases 
that the Iranians (mostly men) use very often. They do not follow a special grammatical rule. Therefore, 

 
ght not be very formal if used by a native speaker. They seem sweet, however, if you as a 

foreigner use them. So, watch out if you are young (and preferably beautiful!!) and saying these phrases to 
native Persians! You may attract their attention and they may like to spend more time with you!! 

Before we start today, I want to introduce a new link to you. I have just set up a new Persian message 
board for you to enjoy. It can be used in both Persian and English. To use this message board, you need to 

o have a Persian software installed on your computer so that you can write Persian. 
. The installation instructions are available on that 

site. Please read it carefully. It is not a difficult job. You may contact this Persian Word webmaster (not 
 

your name. Like our English message board, the 
registration is completely free. After registration, you need to click on Profile. Then scroll down a bit and 
you will find Board Language. Choose Farsi in the drop down list and click Submit. That's it.  

http://www.easypersian.com/forum/index.php ).  

Today, we are going to learn something different. It is just because of changing the mood a bit.  
We are going to learn some expressions, or slang, or whatever you may call it. These are some phrases 
that the Iranians (mostly men) use very often. They do not follow a special grammatical rule. Therefore, 

ght not be very formal if used by a native speaker. They seem sweet, however, if you as a 
foreigner use them. So, watch out if you are young (and preferably beautiful!!) and saying these phrases to 

may like to spend more time with you!!  



To teach you what these phrases mean, I am going to explain each phrase a bit to put you in the picture. 
Then, you will be able to find their closest equivalents in either English or in your native language, if not 
satisfied with my explanations.  
NOTE 1: I will also appreciate if you send me your suggestions on their English equivalents. 
NOTE 2: Please let me know if you like such phrases. I will try to post more phrases of this kind if your 
answer is ‘YES'!  
All right, here are some of them. 

1- /dæs khosh/! In word for word translation, it means ‘hand is happy/good!' 
Interpretation: when somebody does a great job and you want to offer your com
means something like ‘Great job!' or ‘Well
You may also use this phrase when somebody does a job that disappoints you. For example, you do not 
expect such and such person do such a bad job. You have paid too much attention to
instance, but he/she has failed in the exam. In this case, you may also say ‘Great job' to your child. 
However, it is used here ironically. 

2- /ei væl.la:h/! In word 
Interpretation: It is used almost exactly in the same way as number 1 above. 

Note: You may use the combination of both as well. You may say, 
væl.la:h, dæs khosh/!  

3- /kheili mokhlesim/
you)' – or ‘We are very honest! (With you)'. 
Interpretation: As I have probably told you before
subject. Numbers 3-6 are good examples for this. You could say the same phrase in this way: 

/kheili mokhlesæm/! (With singular subject), which means ‘I am very pure/honest 
with you'.  
This phrase can be used in a couple of ways. 
A- In response to somebody who is thanking you. Here, it means ‘you are welcome'. In this case, a better 

phrase to use is /mokhlesetæm/
B- To start a conversation with your close friend who seems silent. 
C- To just break the silence and make your friends smile. 
D- To tell your friends that you are not that kind of official or formal person and that you welcome funny 
talks. 
E- In response to someboy's greetings. 

4- /kheili cha:kerim/
servant/obedient to you'!  
Interpretation: see number 3 above. 

Note: For ‘A' above (In response to somebody who is thanking you), you may better use 
/cha:keretæm/!  

5- /kheili ku:chikim/
OR ‘We are younger than you are and, therefore, obedient to you'! 
Interpretation: See 3 above.  

Note: For ‘A' above (In response to somebody who is thanking you), you may better use 
/ku:chiketæm/!  

6- /ma: bish tær/! In word for word translation, it means ‘We are more (than you are)'! OR 
‘We too' – ‘Me too'!  
Interpretation: again using plural for singular. We usually say ‘we too' for ‘me too' in Persian. This is a 
phrase that comes in response to numbers 3

say /ma: bish tær/! (Which means ‘me too'). 

To teach you what these phrases mean, I am going to explain each phrase a bit to put you in the picture. 
Then, you will be able to find their closest equivalents in either English or in your native language, if not 

I will also appreciate if you send me your suggestions on their English equivalents. 
Please let me know if you like such phrases. I will try to post more phrases of this kind if your 

 

! In word for word translation, it means ‘hand is happy/good!' 
Interpretation: when somebody does a great job and you want to offer your com
means something like ‘Great job!' or ‘Well-done!'  
You may also use this phrase when somebody does a job that disappoints you. For example, you do not 
expect such and such person do such a bad job. You have paid too much attention to
instance, but he/she has failed in the exam. In this case, you may also say ‘Great job' to your child. 
However, it is used here ironically.  

! In word for word translation, it means ‘O God!' – 
Interpretation: It is used almost exactly in the same way as number 1 above.  

Note: You may use the combination of both as well. You may say, 

/kheili mokhlesim/! In word for word translation, it means ‘We are very pure! (For 
or ‘We are very honest! (With you)'.  

Interpretation: As I have probably told you before, sometimes we use plural form of a verb for a singular 
6 are good examples for this. You could say the same phrase in this way: 

/kheili mokhlesæm/! (With singular subject), which means ‘I am very pure/honest 

be used in a couple of ways.  
In response to somebody who is thanking you. Here, it means ‘you are welcome'. In this case, a better 

/mokhlesetæm/.  
a conversation with your close friend who seems silent.  

To just break the silence and make your friends smile.  
To tell your friends that you are not that kind of official or formal person and that you welcome funny 

s greetings.  

/kheili cha:kerim/! In word for word translation, it means ‘we are very 

Interpretation: see number 3 above.  

response to somebody who is thanking you), you may better use 

/kheili ku:chikim/! In word for word translation, it means ‘We are very small'! 
OR ‘We are younger than you are and, therefore, obedient to you'!  

Note: For ‘A' above (In response to somebody who is thanking you), you may better use 

! In word for word translation, it means ‘We are more (than you are)'! OR 

Interpretation: again using plural for singular. We usually say ‘we too' for ‘me too' in Persian. This is a 
phrase that comes in response to numbers 3- 4- 5 above. So, in response to each sentence above, you may 

/ma: bish tær/! (Which means ‘me too').  

To teach you what these phrases mean, I am going to explain each phrase a bit to put you in the picture. 
Then, you will be able to find their closest equivalents in either English or in your native language, if not 

I will also appreciate if you send me your suggestions on their English equivalents.  
Please let me know if you like such phrases. I will try to post more phrases of this kind if your 

! In word for word translation, it means ‘hand is happy/good!'  
Interpretation: when somebody does a great job and you want to offer your compliments or praise. It 

You may also use this phrase when somebody does a job that disappoints you. For example, you do not 
expect such and such person do such a bad job. You have paid too much attention to your child, for 
instance, but he/she has failed in the exam. In this case, you may also say ‘Great job' to your child. 

 Or ‘Swear to God'.  

/ei 

! In word for word translation, it means ‘We are very pure! (For 

, sometimes we use plural form of a verb for a singular 
6 are good examples for this. You could say the same phrase in this way: 

/kheili mokhlesæm/! (With singular subject), which means ‘I am very pure/honest 

In response to somebody who is thanking you. Here, it means ‘you are welcome'. In this case, a better 

To tell your friends that you are not that kind of official or formal person and that you welcome funny 

! In word for word translation, it means ‘we are very 

response to somebody who is thanking you), you may better use 

word for word translation, it means ‘We are very small'! 

Note: For ‘A' above (In response to somebody who is thanking you), you may better use 

! In word for word translation, it means ‘We are more (than you are)'! OR 

Interpretation: again using plural for singular. We usually say ‘we too' for ‘me too' in Persian. This is a 
ve. So, in response to each sentence above, you may 



7- /kheili ba: ha:li/
nice/cool/interesting/gorgeous and so on. 
Interpretation:  
A- You may use this phrase to praise somebody when he/she does something interesting (or is interesting). 
B- You may use this phrase to crit
is saying or doing something that is not interesting at all. But, he/she tries to give more feeling to his/her 
words or action to convince you that it was interesting while, in reality, 
to your friend patiently (if you have time!!) and use this phrase at the end to convey an ironical message.

Note: You cannot use 
If you do, people may take it as just 
All right,  
I hope you enjoyed today's lesson. 
Please do the Quiz first. Then do not
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
Landlord 
Teeth  
Finger  
To brush (one's teeth)  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
66 - 616 - 661 - 606 - 660 - 6006 -
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Tooth 

Finger 

Landlord 

To brush (teeth) 
   
   
  
Week 100  
New Words: 

Behrouz /behru:za/ = A name for men 

Laleh /la:leh/ = A name for women 

Boyfriend = /du:st pesær/ 

Girlfriend = /du:st dokhtær/ 

Guest = /mehma:n/  
Please translate the followings into Persian:
1- I might have read this book.  

/kheili ba: ha:li/! In word for word translation, it means ‘You are very 
nice/cool/interesting/gorgeous and so on.  

You may use this phrase to praise somebody when he/she does something interesting (or is interesting). 
You may use this phrase to criticize somebody in a very friendly and funny way. Example: Your friend 

is saying or doing something that is not interesting at all. But, he/she tries to give more feeling to his/her 
words or action to convince you that it was interesting while, in reality, it is not. You may watch or listen 
to your friend patiently (if you have time!!) and use this phrase at the end to convey an ironical message.

/ma: bish tær/ as a response to 
If you do, people may take it as just a joke and will laugh. 

I hope you enjoyed today's lesson.  
do not go to Useful Drills page! We have no drills for today! 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
- 6600 - 60  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

= A name for men  

= A name for women  

= /du:st pesær/  

= /du:st dokhtær/  

translate the followings into Persian: 

! In word for word translation, it means ‘You are very 

You may use this phrase to praise somebody when he/she does something interesting (or is interesting).  
icize somebody in a very friendly and funny way. Example: Your friend 

is saying or doing something that is not interesting at all. But, he/she tries to give more feeling to his/her 
it is not. You may watch or listen 

to your friend patiently (if you have time!!) and use this phrase at the end to convey an ironical message. 

/kheili ba: ha:li/. 

go to Useful Drills page! We have no drills for today!  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



2- You might have read this book. 
3- She/he might have read this book. 
4- We might have read this book. 
5- You might have read this book. 
6- They might have read this book. 
7- Behrouz might have read this book. 
8- Laleh might have read this book. 
9- My friends might have read this book. 
10- I might have seen this park.  
11- You might have seen this park. 
12- She/he might have seen this park. 
13- We might have seen this park. 
14- You might have seen this park. 
15- They might have seen this park. 
16- My boyfriend might have seen this park. 
17- Your girlfriend might have seen this park. 
18- His friends might have seen this park. 
19- Your guest might have seen this park. 
   
  

  
  
Week 101 
Hello everyone, how are you?  
Before we start our new lesson today, I have a few things to share with you: 
A- I apologize for my considerably long absence. I know I have kept all of you waiting for a few weeks. 
This was not on purpose. Unfortunately, I spent several days in hospital and went through a surgery. The 
operation was almost ok but according to doctors, 
time in future. I just hope that scaring future will never come!! I am recovering from this operation now. I 
pray none of you will have to spend time in hospital beds. My sincere apologies. 

You might have read this book.  
She/he might have read this book.  
We might have read this book.  
You might have read this book.  
They might have read this book.  

hrouz might have read this book.  
Laleh might have read this book.  
My friends might have read this book.  

You might have seen this park.  
She/he might have seen this park.  
We might have seen this park.  
You might have seen this park.  
They might have seen this park.  
My boyfriend might have seen this park.  
Your girlfriend might have seen this park.  
His friends might have seen this park.  
Your guest might have seen this park.  

 

Before we start our new lesson today, I have a few things to share with you:  
I apologize for my considerably long absence. I know I have kept all of you waiting for a few weeks. 

This was not on purpose. Unfortunately, I spent several days in hospital and went through a surgery. The 
operation was almost ok but according to doctors, I might (just might!) see the operation room one more 
time in future. I just hope that scaring future will never come!! I am recovering from this operation now. I 
pray none of you will have to spend time in hospital beds. My sincere apologies. 

I apologize for my considerably long absence. I know I have kept all of you waiting for a few weeks. 
This was not on purpose. Unfortunately, I spent several days in hospital and went through a surgery. The 

I might (just might!) see the operation room one more 
time in future. I just hope that scaring future will never come!! I am recovering from this operation now. I 
pray none of you will have to spend time in hospital beds. My sincere apologies.  



B- Do you remember Jeanne in lesson 98? The next is one of her messages after her granddaughter 
operation. I wanted to keep you updated and to let you join in their happiness.  
Dear Hassan, 
My granddaughter and Edward had surgery on Friday. It was quite involved, and took several hours.  
Edward is recovering more quickly than Amanda. His new kidney started functioning perfectly.  He will 
take medication to prevent rejection. The evening of surgery, he was sitting up in bed!  
My granddaughter Amanda is in much more pain. She is still on a liquid diet, while Edward had regular 
food last evening. We are so please that things are going so well.  
You might find this interesting. While we were waiting for the surgeries to be completed, we became 
acquainted with a lovely woman and her 2 daughters, who were waiting for a loved one to come out of 
surgery. This was a miracle.  
They are Persian!!! They shared in our joy when the new came of the successful operations. We have 
made new friends!   
The hospital is in Los Angeles , Beverly Hills . They live in Beverly Hills . We live in the next County.... 
Orange County ..  
It's a small world...  
Thank you for your kindness, and prayers,  
 
Fondly,  
Jeanne 
According to Jeanne's last message to me, her granddaughter is recovering now.  
You may reach Jeanne at jeannemoody1@mac.com 
C- Many of you have been eager to know about other visitors of this site and the country they come from. 
I don't know if it is interesting to all of you or not. However, I am writing the name of some countries 
below as a short answer to many of you.  
Currently, there are a little more than 40 thousands students from 104 countries. The top 20 countries in 
April 2004 were as follows:  
1- United States of America 2- Italy 3- The Netherlands ( Holland ) 4- Canada 5- Switzerland 6- Belgium 
7- United Kingdom 8- Australia 9- France 10- Germany 11- Sweden 12- Brazil 13- Greece 14- Japan 15- 
Turkey 16- Norway 17- New Zealand 18- Hungary 19- Israel 20- Denmark 
I hope you will find this short information interesting. I still remember when I had less than 20 students 
per month! 
D- I have introduced a few new websites on our Links page today. I think they are interesting pages and 
you may like them. You may find the new links at the bottom of our Links page. From among them, there 
is a Persian story called Yahyaa (a Persian boy's name).  
Don't say it is impossible to learn Persian!! François has not only learned Persian but also translated this 
Persian story into English. He has done a nice job. I want all of you to go through the story for some 
preparation. I am going to discuss this translation during our next lessons in near future. So, we will have 
some translation lessons very soon. I am sure you will find the translation lessons interesting. 
All right,  
Now it's time to start our new lesson.  
Look at the following sentences: 
I am neither a politician nor a businessman.  
He is either a politician or a businessman.  
You are both a politician and a businessman.  
He is not only a politician but also a businessman. 
Neither ….. Nor  
Either ….. Or  
Both ….. And  
Not only …… But also 
Today, we will work on the first one (Neither ….. Nor) 
I am going to start with the first sentence: (I am neither a politician nor a businessman.)  
What I am going to do with this sentence is to break it first. I break it into two short sentences as follows: 
I am not a politician.  
I am not a businessman.  
The English grammar works like this:  



1- Both sentences are negative.  
2- Since these two sentences are similar, we can combine them to make one short sentence. 
3- Since both sentences are negative, the 
4- To combine these two sentences, delete the 
are similar or repeated? ‘ I AM NOT 
sentences, is an Indefinite article and 
5- After step 4 is taken, we have this: 
I am not a politician.  
a businessman.  
NOTE: I have deleted the repeated words from the second sentence. 
6- Find the two words that are not repeated 
Businessman ' are the two different 
7- Combine the two sentences in number 
I am not a politician a businessman. 
8- Put NEITHER before ‘a politician'. Put NOR 
I am not Neither a politician Nor 
As you know, both ‘neither' and ‘ 
then? Just delete ‘ not '.  
So, the final work is:  
I am neither a politician nor a businessman.
Was it difficult? I hope not! 
Now, try to combine the following sentences according to the above explanations:
1- I am not a student. I am not a teacher. 
2- I am not a lawyer. I am not a liar. 
3- I am not tall. I am not short. 
Please do your best first. Then see my answers below. You know 
Answers: 
1- I am neither a student nor a teacher. 
2- I am neither a lawyer nor a liar. 
3- I am neither tall nor short. 
Very easy, isn't it? 
All right,  
Now we want to see how we can translate such sentences into Persian. Ready?
I want to translate this sentence:  
I am neither a politician nor a businessman.

Politician = /siya:sæt mæda:r/ 

Businessman = /ta:jer/ 
I am going to break this sentence into two: 
I am not a politician.  
I am not a businessman. 
Now, let's translate the sentences one by one: 

I am not a politician = 

I am not a businessman = 

Neither …. Nor = /næh …. næh/

In sentence number 1 (I am not a politician = 

change the Persian negative sentence into a 

with /hæstæm/. You will have: 

/mæn siya:sæt mæda:r hæstæm/ = I 

In sentence number 2 (I am not a businessman = 

other words except /ta:jer/ (businessman). You will have 

before /ta:jer/ and you will have 

Since these two sentences are similar, we can combine them to make one short sentence. 
Since both sentences are negative, the best JOINT is (Neither ….. Nor)  
To combine these two sentences, delete the similar words in one of these two sentences. Which words 

I AM NOT ' is repeated twice. Remember that ‘ a ', although repeated in both 
Indefinite article and should not be deleted.  

is taken, we have this:  

I have deleted the repeated words from the second sentence.  
not repeated (or, are different) in these two sentences. ‘ 

different words.  
Combine the two sentences in number 5 above as follows:  

I am not a politician a businessman.  
‘a politician'. Put NOR after ‘a politician'. You will have: 

Nor a businessman.  
As you know, both ‘neither' and ‘ not ' are negative. Apparently, one is redundant. What is the solution 

politician nor a businessman. 

Now, try to combine the following sentences according to the above explanations:
I am not a student. I am not a teacher.  
I am not a lawyer. I am not a liar.  

Please do your best first. Then see my answers below. You know our rule! No cheating!!

I am neither a student nor a teacher.  
I am neither a lawyer nor a liar.  

ant to see how we can translate such sentences into Persian. Ready?
 

I am neither a politician nor a businessman. 

/siya:sæt mæda:r/  

I am going to break this sentence into two:  

Now, let's translate the sentences one by one:  

/mæn siya:sæt mæda:r nistæm/. 

/mæn ta:jer nistæm/. 

/næh …. næh/ 

not a politician = /mæn siya:sæt mæda:r nistæm/), 

sentence into a normal sentence. That is to say, replace 

/hæstæm/. You will have:  

/mæn siya:sæt mæda:r hæstæm/ = I am a politician. 

m not a businessman = /mæn ta:jer nistæm/), 

/ta:jer/ (businessman). You will have /ta:jer/ only. Put 

/ta:jer/ and you will have /næh ta:jer/. 

Since these two sentences are similar, we can combine them to make one short sentence.  

in one of these two sentences. Which words 
', although repeated in both 

(or, are different) in these two sentences. ‘ Politician ' and ‘ 

‘a politician'. You will have:  

' are negative. Apparently, one is redundant. What is the solution 

Now, try to combine the following sentences according to the above explanations: 

rule! No cheating!! 

ant to see how we can translate such sentences into Persian. Ready? 

/mæn siya:sæt mæda:r nistæm/.  

/mæn siya:sæt mæda:r nistæm/), 

sentence. That is to say, replace /nistæm/ 

a politician.  

/mæn ta:jer nistæm/), delete all 

/ta:jer/ only. Put /næh/ 



In short, we will have this: 

/mæn siya:sæt mæda:r hæstæm/ 

/næh ta:jer/ 

We know that Neither ….. Nor = 

We have already used one /næh/ 

One more /næh/ is left. Put this 

sentence (

We will have: 
I am neither a politician nor a businessman. 
Don't worry! It is not very difficult! Let me help you with a few more examples. I just give you the 
answers, you find the ways. Ready? 
1- I am neither a student nor a teac

Student = /da:nesh a:mu:z/ 

Teacher = /moæl.lem/ 

2- I am neither a lawyer nor a liar. 

Lawyer = /vækil/  

Liar = /dorogh gu:/ 

3- I am neither tall nor short.  

Tall = /ghæd bolænd/  

Short = /ghæd ku:ta:h/

Was it difficult? Hopefully not! 
NOTE: As you noticed, the subject of our sentences is ‘ 

of our Persian sentences is /mæn/ and the verb is 
Got the point?  
The verbs should change with our subjects. 
Here is how:  

I am = /hæstæm/  

You are = /hæsti/  

He/she/it is = /hæst/  

We are = /hæstim/  

You are = /hæstid/  

They are = /hæstænd/ 
I give you one more example: 
They are neither student nor teacher. 

Ok,  
I talked too much today! Doctors are better have their operation on my tongue in my scaring future!!
Please do the Quiz first and then go to 
Take care and Khoda Hafez!  
  

/mæn siya:sæt mæda:r hæstæm/  

We know that Neither ….. Nor = /næh …. næh/.  

/næh/ before /ta:jer/.  

/næh/ is left. Put this /næh/ before /siya:sæt mæda:r/ in our normal 

/mæn siya:sæt mæda:r hæstæm/ ) . 

/mæn næh siya:sæt mæda:r hæstæm næh ta:jer/ = 
I am neither a politician nor a businessman.  
Don't worry! It is not very difficult! Let me help you with a few more examples. I just give you the 
answers, you find the ways. Ready?  

I am neither a student nor a teacher.  

/da:nesh a:mu:z/  

/mæn næh da:nesh a:mu:z hæstæm næh moæl.lem/.
I am neither a lawyer nor a liar.  

/mæn næh vækil hæstæm næh dorogh gu:/.

 

/ghæd ku:ta:h/ 

/mæn næh ghæd bolænd hæstæm næh ghæd ku:ta:h/.

As you noticed, the subject of our sentences is ‘ I ' and the verb is ‘ am 

/mæn/ and the verb is /hæstæm/.  

with our subjects.  

They are neither student nor teacher.  

/a:nha: næh da:nesh a:mu:z hæstænd 

I talked too much today! Doctors are better have their operation on my tongue in my scaring future!!
first and then go to Useful Drills page for more work. 

/siya:sæt mæda:r/ in our normal 

siya:sæt mæda:r hæstæm næh ta:jer/ = 

Don't worry! It is not very difficult! Let me help you with a few more examples. I just give you the 

/mæn næh da:nesh a:mu:z hæstæm næh moæl.lem/. 

/mæn næh vækil hæstæm næh dorogh gu:/. 

/mæn næh ghæd bolænd hæstæm næh ghæd ku:ta:h/. 

am '. As a result, the subject 

hæstænd næh moæl.lem/. 

I talked too much today! Doctors are better have their operation on my tongue in my scaring future!! 



Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
Governor 
Mayor  
To work  
Leader  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
90 - 901 - 910 - 990 - 109 - 119 - 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letter
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Prime minister 

Governor 

Leader  

Embassy 

Mayor 
   
  
Week 101 
New Words: 

Enemy = /doshmæn/  

Friend = /du:st/  

Iranian = /ira:ni/  

German = /a:lma:ni/  

American = /a:mrika: i:/ 

Canadian = /ka:na:da: i:/ 

Here = /inja:/  

There = /a:nja:/  

Ambassador = /sæfi:r/  

President = /ræi:s jomhu:r/ 

Rich = /pu:l da:r/ - also 

Poor = /fæghi:r/  

Young = /jæva:n/  

Old = /pi:r/  

Fat = /cha:gh/  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
 190 - 991  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

/a:mrika: i:/  

/ka:na:da: i:/  

/ræi:s jomhu:r/  

also /servæt mænd/  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

s, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



Short = /ghæd ku:ta:h/ 

Happy = /khosh ha:l/ 

Sad = /ghæmgin/ - also 

Reporter = /goza:resh gær/ 

Correspondent = /khæbær nega:r/ 

Artist = /honær mænd/ 

Writer = /nevisændeh/ 

Painter = /nægh.gha:sh/. 

Poet = /sha:er/. Listen!  
  
Please translate the followings into Persian:
1- They are neither enemy nor friend. 
2- She is neither Iranian nor German. 
3- I am neither American nor Canadian. 
4- We are neither here nor there.  
5- He is neither an ambassador nor a president. 
6- They are neither rich nor poor. 
7- She is neither young nor old.  
8- Ali is neither fat nor short.  
9- Homa (a girl's name) is neither happy nor sad. 
10- My friend is neither a reporter nor a correspondent. 
11- Your friend is neither an artist nor a writer. 
12- I am neither a painter nor a poet. 
  
   
  

  
  
 Week 102 
Hello everyone  
First of all, thank you for your warm messages during the past week.
Today, we are going to continue the previous lesson. We won't have too much to do if you have learned 
lesson 101. Have you?  
Good!  

/ghæd ku:ta:h/  

/khosh ha:l/ - also /sha:d/  

/na:ra:hæt/  

/goza:resh gær/  

/khæbær nega:r/  

/honær mænd/  

/nevisændeh/  

/nægh.gha:sh/. Listen!  

translate the followings into Persian: 
They are neither enemy nor friend.  
She is neither Iranian nor German.  
I am neither American nor Canadian.  

 
He is neither an ambassador nor a president.  

ther rich nor poor.  

Homa (a girl's name) is neither happy nor sad.  
My friend is neither a reporter nor a correspondent.  
Your friend is neither an artist nor a writer.  

am neither a painter nor a poet.  

 

First of all, thank you for your warm messages during the past week. 
Today, we are going to continue the previous lesson. We won't have too much to do if you have learned Today, we are going to continue the previous lesson. We won't have too much to do if you have learned 



In this lesson, we are going to learn the following structure: 
He is either Iranian or Canadian.  
Ready? 

Either ….. or = /ya: ….. ya:/
All we have to do here is to follow the rules we learned in 
here. Do you know the difference? I guess not!! 
In this structure, we don't need to change our sentence into 
easier.  
Now, let's try it as before: 
He is Iranian.  
He is Canadian. 
Let's translate each sentence separately: 

He is Iranian = 

He is Canadian = 
Very easy, isn't it? 
Now we want to say:  

He is either Iranian or Canadian = 
i:/.  

As you notice, the verb in our Persian sentence comes before the second 
the end. 
This should be very easy. So, I don't explain it more to avoid any confusion. Let's see some more 
examples: 

1- He is either fat or short = 

2- She is either good or bad = 

3- I am either here or there = 
Note: As you know, verbs should change according to our subjects.

4- My room is either clean or dirty = 
kæsif/. 
I hope you have no problems.  
So, that's it for today.  
Please do the Quiz first and then go to Useful Drills page to practice more.
Khoda Hafez!  
  
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the foll
different tenses). 
To know (something) 
To kiss  
To invite  
Friend  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
20 - 112 - 120 - 210 - 201 - 220 - 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

In this lesson, we are going to learn the following structure:  
 

/ya: ….. ya:/ 
All we have to do here is to follow the rules we learned in lesson 101. There is only one small difference 
here. Do you know the difference? I guess not!!  

to change our sentence into negative form. This makes our job much 

Let's translate each sentence separately:  

/u: ira:ni æst/.  

/u: ka:na:da: i: æst/. 

He is either Iranian or Canadian = /u: ya: 

As you notice, the verb in our Persian sentence comes before the second ya: 

easy. So, I don't explain it more to avoid any confusion. Let's see some more 

/u: ya: cha:gh æst ya: ghæd ku:ta:h/. 

/u: ya: khu:b æst ya: bæd/. 

/mæn ya: inja: hæstæm ya: a:nja:/.
As you know, verbs should change according to our subjects. 

My room is either clean or dirty = /ota:ghæm ya: tæmiz æst ya: 

and then go to Useful Drills page to practice more. 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
 122 - 102 - 12  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

. There is only one small difference 

form. This makes our job much 

ya: ira:ni æst ya: ka:na:da: 

ya: . So, we don't have verb in 

easy. So, I don't explain it more to avoid any confusion. Let's see some more 

/u: ya: cha:gh æst ya: ghæd ku:ta:h/.  

/u: ya: khu:b æst ya: bæd/.  

/mæn ya: inja: hæstæm ya: a:nja:/. 

/ota:ghæm ya: tæmiz æst ya: 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

owing words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Finger 

Teeth 

Landlord 

Bank  

To brush (one's teeth) 
Week 102 
New Words: 

Near = /næzdik/  

Far = /du:r/  

Home = /kha:neh/  

They are home = 
kha:neh hæstand/  

Outside = /biru:n/  

On = /roshæn/  

Off = /kha:mu:sh/  

Red = /ghermez/  

Green = /sæbz/  

Hot = /da:gh/  

Cold = /særd/  

New = /ta:zeh/  

Old = /kohneh/  

Big = /bozorg/  

Small = /ku:chæk/  

Shirt = /pira:hæn/  

Wet = /khis/  

Dry = /khoshk/  

White = /sefid/  

Black = /siya:h/  

River = /ru:d kha:neh/ 

Deep = /æmi:gh/  

Shallow = /kæm omgh/. 

Angry = /æsæba:ni/  

Wise = /a:ghel/. Listen!  

Crazy = stupid = /æhmægh/. 
  
Please translate the followings into Persian:

 

 

 

 

 

 

/a:nha: kha:neh hæstænd/ = 

/ru:d kha:neh/  

/kæm omgh/. Listen!  

/æhmægh/. Listen!  

Please translate the followings into Persian: 

/a:nha: dær 



1- He is either a doctor or a teacher. 
2- I am either near or far.  
3- They are either home or outside. 
4- The TV is either on or off.  
5- The light is either red or green. 
6- The soup is either hot or cold.  
7- My car is either new or old.  
8- Your country is either big or small. 
9- Her shirt is either wet or dry.  
10- Their dog is either white or black. 
11- The river is either deep or shallow. 
12- Malia (girl's name) is either angry or crazy! 
13- This man is either wise or stupid! 
  
   
  

  
 
 
Week 103 
Hello everyone, how are you?  
I hope you had no problems with lessons 101 and 102. 
Today, we are going to learn one more under this category. Before doing that, I'd like to encourage all of 
you to get involved in Chat and Message Boards more actively. Frankly speaking, I am not very happy 
with you since many of you seem just onlookers to
those pages. I can see that many of you just visit the pages without getting involved in discussions. I have 
made those pages for you to use. For example, you could arrange a time to have chat at certai
together in different groups and so on. 
Unfortunately, one of the biggest problems we have is just to expect others to do something for us. We 
never ask ourselves what we can do for others. 
Please get involved. This is good for all of you.
All right, now let's start the new lesson. 
Look at this example:  
I am both sad and angry! 

Both …. And = /hæm …. hæm/.
The rule here is exactly the same as what we 
‘either …or' with ‘both …and'. That's it!
Here's how:  

He is either a doctor or a teacher.  

They are either home or outside.  

The light is either red or green.  
 

Your country is either big or small.  

Their dog is either white or black.  
The river is either deep or shallow.  
Malia (girl's name) is either angry or crazy!  
This man is either wise or stupid!  

 

I hope you had no problems with lessons 101 and 102.  
Today, we are going to learn one more under this category. Before doing that, I'd like to encourage all of 
you to get involved in Chat and Message Boards more actively. Frankly speaking, I am not very happy 
with you since many of you seem just onlookers to those pages and have no interest in participating in 
those pages. I can see that many of you just visit the pages without getting involved in discussions. I have 
made those pages for you to use. For example, you could arrange a time to have chat at certai
together in different groups and so on.  
Unfortunately, one of the biggest problems we have is just to expect others to do something for us. We 
never ask ourselves what we can do for others.  
Please get involved. This is good for all of you. 

ht, now let's start the new lesson.  

/hæm …. hæm/. 
The rule here is exactly the same as what we had had in ‘either …. or'. All you need to do is to replace 
‘either …or' with ‘both …and'. That's it! 

Today, we are going to learn one more under this category. Before doing that, I'd like to encourage all of 
you to get involved in Chat and Message Boards more actively. Frankly speaking, I am not very happy 

those pages and have no interest in participating in 
those pages. I can see that many of you just visit the pages without getting involved in discussions. I have 
made those pages for you to use. For example, you could arrange a time to have chat at certain time 

Unfortunately, one of the biggest problems we have is just to expect others to do something for us. We 

had had in ‘either …. or'. All you need to do is to replace 



Sad = /ghæm gin/  

Angry = /æsæba:ni/  

Another example:  
They are both lazy and indifferent. 

Lazy = /tænbæl/  

Indifferent = /bi tæfa:vot/

Ok,  
I hope this was easy. For the Useful drills today, we have all sentences already used in Useful Drills 101 
and 102.  
Please do the Quiz first and then go to Useful Drills page.
Thank you and Khoda Hafez!  
   
Quiz: 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
To talk to somebody 
I talked to him  
To introduce  
To teach  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
17 - 71 - 711 - 117 - 171 - 710 - 170 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the smal

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To speak 

To meet 

To arrest 

Watch  

To steal 
   
  
  
 
  
  
  
  
Week 103 

/mæn hæm ghæm gin hæstæm hæm 

They are both lazy and indifferent.  

/bi tæfa:vot/ 

/a:nha: hæm tænbæl hæstænd hæm 

I hope this was easy. For the Useful drills today, we have all sentences already used in Useful Drills 101 

Please do the Quiz first and then go to Useful Drills page. 

isten to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
170 - 107  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

hæm æsaba:ni/. 

hæm bi tæfa:vot/. 

I hope this was easy. For the Useful drills today, we have all sentences already used in Useful Drills 101 

isten to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



New Words: 
  
  
Please translate the followings into Persian:

1. They are both enemy and friend.  
2. She is both Iranian and German.  
3. I am both American and Canadian. 
4. We are both here and there.  
5. He is both an ambassador and a president. 
6. They are both rich and poor.  
7. She is both young and old.  
8. Ali is both fat and short.  
9. Homa (a girl's name) is both happy and sad. 
10. My friend is both a reporter and a correspondent. 
11. Your friend is both an artist and a writer. 
12. I am both a painter and a poet.  
13. He is both a doctor and a teacher. 
14. I am both near and far.  
15. They are both home and outside.  
16. The TV is both on and off.  
17. The light is both red and green.  
18. The soup is both hot and cold.  
19. My car is both new and old.  
20. Your country is both big and small. 
21. Her shirt is both wet and dry.  
22. Their dog is both white and black. 
23. The river is both deep and shallow. 
24. Malia (girl's name) is both angry and crazy! 
25. This man is both wise and stupid! 

  
   
  
No answers in Persian today! You know the rule: Just replace 'either ... or' with 'both ... and'. Nothing else 
changes. Have fun!  
  
  
  
 
  
Week 104 
Hello again!  
How is everybody? Hopefully, all of you are doing good in your studies. 
How was the previous lesson? Was it easy or difficult? I think it should be easy! Actually, I think our 
recent lessons are as easy as drinking a glass 
As easy as drinking a glass of water = like drinking a glass of water = a piece of cake 
Example: That lesson was a piece of cake. 

In Persian, we say: 
A good one, isn't it?!  
Ok,  
Today, we are going to learn one more under the same category. From next lesson, we will have some 
discussions on the translation of Yahyaa
story for a couple of weeks. Then, we will expand lessons 101 
Wonderful!! 
Not only …. But also  
He is not only short but also fat. 
This maybe a little difficult! Don't worry! I am still with you!

Please translate the followings into Persian: 
 
 

I am both American and Canadian.  

He is both an ambassador and a president.  

Homa (a girl's name) is both happy and sad.  
My friend is both a reporter and a correspondent.  
Your friend is both an artist and a writer.  

He is both a doctor and a teacher.  

 

Your country is both big and small.  

Their dog is both white and black.  
The river is both deep and shallow.  
Malia (girl's name) is both angry and crazy!  
This man is both wise and stupid!  

No answers in Persian today! You know the rule: Just replace 'either ... or' with 'both ... and'. Nothing else 

How is everybody? Hopefully, all of you are doing good in your studies.  
How was the previous lesson? Was it easy or difficult? I think it should be easy! Actually, I think our 
recent lessons are as easy as drinking a glass of water!! Aren't they?  
As easy as drinking a glass of water = like drinking a glass of water = a piece of cake 
Example: That lesson was a piece of cake.  

/a:n dærs mesl e a:b khordæn bu:d/. 

Today, we are going to learn one more under the same category. From next lesson, we will have some 
Yahyaa. Please review that story and get ready. We may work on that 

story for a couple of weeks. Then, we will expand lessons 101 – 104 in more details. No objections? 

This maybe a little difficult! Don't worry! I am still with you! 

No answers in Persian today! You know the rule: Just replace 'either ... or' with 'both ... and'. Nothing else 

How was the previous lesson? Was it easy or difficult? I think it should be easy! Actually, I think our 

As easy as drinking a glass of water = like drinking a glass of water = a piece of cake  

/a:n dærs mesl e a:b khordæn bu:d/. Listen!  

Today, we are going to learn one more under the same category. From next lesson, we will have some 
. Please review that story and get ready. We may work on that 

104 in more details. No objections? 



Not only … but also = 
Seems confusing? Maybe? Let's see!
Let's translate this sentence with ‘both…and' first. Rea

Great!  
Now, replace ‘both…and' with ‘not only…but… also'. 

We will have: 
bælkeh cha:gh hæm æst/.  

When we look at this sentence carefully, we see that the s

between / bælkeh / and 
So, I guess you got the point.  
Put the second word between / bælkeh 
Let's see some examples:  
1- She is not only sad but also angry. 

æsæba:ni hæm hæst/.  
Is it difficult? Please say no!!  

That's why we say 
2- I am not only young but also strong! 

Young = /jæva:n/  

Strong = /ghævi/  

hæm hæstæm/. 
3- They are not only friends but also brothers. 

bæra:dær hæm hæstænd/. 
All right,  
Please do the following examples by yourself now. You may find the answers down the page. You already 
know our rule: NO CHEATING!!
1- She is not only a student but also a teacher. 
2- He is not only a player but also a coach. 
3- They a 
Week 104 
Please right-click on the link below and choose 'Save Target As' to download this music 
eshgh e man mano seda kon! (My love call me!) By: Moein (Moin) in MP3
The next are the lyrics and the translation of this song. 
  

/næh tænha: …. bælkeh …. hæm/ 
Seems confusing? Maybe? Let's see! 
Let's translate this sentence with ‘both…and' first. Ready?  

/u: hæm ghæd ku:ta:h æst hæm cha:gh/. Do you remember this? 

Now, replace ‘both…and' with ‘not only…but… also'.  

/u: næh tænha: 

When we look at this sentence carefully, we see that the second word (cha:gh = fat) comes 

/ hæm /.  

bælkeh / …. / hæm /. That's it!  

She is not only sad but also angry.  

/u: næh tænha: ghæmgin æst 

/fa:rsi shekær æst/!! 
I am not only young but also strong!  

/mæn næh tænha: jæva:n hæstæm 

ey are not only friends but also brothers.  

/a:nha: næh tænha: 

Please do the following examples by yourself now. You may find the answers down the page. You already 
know our rule: NO CHEATING!! 

She is not only a student but also a teacher.  
He is not only a player but also a coach.  

click on the link below and choose 'Save Target As' to download this music 
(My love call me!) By: Moein (Moin) in MP3  

The next are the lyrics and the translation of this song. Enjoy it!  

/næh tænha: …. bælkeh …. hæm/  

/u: hæm ghæd ku:ta:h æst hæm cha:gh/. Do you remember this? 

næh tænha: ghæd ku:ta:h æst 

(cha:gh = fat) comes 

ghæmgin æst bælkeh 

jæva:n hæstæm bælkeh ghævi 

næh tænha: du:st hæstænd bælkeh 

Please do the following examples by yourself now. You may find the answers down the page. You already 

click on the link below and choose 'Save Target As' to download this music  



The words of this song are translated separately belowThe words of this song are translated separately below  
 



 
  
 
Using Windows / Word 2000 with Farsi / Arabic language support 
===================================================== 
 
"While using Windows 2000, it is also necessary to either use MS Word 2000 or an "Arabic Enabled" 
version of MS Word 97 to do this. If using MS Word 2000, you need to go in the Microsoft Office Tools 
menu in the "start menu" and add Farsi in the "Language Settings". One you've done this, you should be 
able to change the font to Times New Roman or any other form within the Microsoft standard. 



 
After doing this, to get the Arabic digits to display in Arabic, you need to change the following:
 
Go to Tools|Options|Right-to-Left and change the value for "Numerals" to "context"
 
This way, Latin numbers will remain in Latin while Farsi numbers will be in Farsi."
 
P.S., The zar font is available if you decide to use it as the font for the text, as it looks better for Farsi than 
most other fonts. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Week 105 
New Words: 

I go = /mi rævæm/ . Delete /mi/. You will have 

have /berævæm/. 

I say = /mi gu:yæm/. Delete /mi/. 

You will have /begu:yæm/.

I write = /mi nevisæm/. Delete /mi/. 

it. You will have /benevisæm/.
   
Please translate the following sentences into Persian: 
1- I wanted to go.  
2- You wanted to go.  
3- He/she wanted to go.  
4- We wanted to go.  
5- You wanted to go.  
6- They wanted to go.  
7- I wanted to say.  
8- You wanted to say.  
9- He/she wanted to say.  
10- We wanted to say.  
11- You wanted to say.  
12- They wanted to say.  
13- I wanted to write.  
14- You wanted to write.  
15- He/she wanted to write.  
16- We wanted to write.  
17- You wanted to write.  
18- They wanted to write.  
19- Maria wanted to write.  
  
  

the Arabic digits to display in Arabic, you need to change the following:

Left and change the value for "Numerals" to "context"

This way, Latin numbers will remain in Latin while Farsi numbers will be in Farsi."

ar font is available if you decide to use it as the font for the text, as it looks better for Farsi than 

 

/mi rævæm/ . Delete /mi/. You will have /rævæm/. Put 

/mi gu:yæm/. Delete /mi/. You will have /gu:yæm/. Put 

/begu:yæm/. 

/mi nevisæm/. Delete /mi/. You will have /nevisæm/. Put 

/benevisæm/. 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian:  

the Arabic digits to display in Arabic, you need to change the following: 

Left and change the value for "Numerals" to "context" 

This way, Latin numbers will remain in Latin while Farsi numbers will be in Farsi." 

ar font is available if you decide to use it as the font for the text, as it looks better for Farsi than 

/be/ before it. You will 

/gu:yæm/. Put /be/ before it. 

/nevisæm/. Put /be/ before 



  
  
Week 105 
Hello everybody! How are you? How was the last lesson? I hope you enjoyed it. 
As I told you before, we are going to discus the Persian story called 
through it? I assume you did!  
I am not going to repeat the vocabulary of that story here since François has already done it for us. I guess 
you agree with me that it is not very easy to have translation discussions in detail during this online 
course. However, we will try our best to be as fruitful as possible. Let's start if you have no questions! 
All right,  
Today, we are going to cover the first paragraph. 
Before doing anything, we should be able to read the story in Persian. I give you two minutes to read the 
first paragraph. 1 ……… 2 …….. !! 
The time's up! Did you finish it? Good! 
Now answer this question: What special thing did you notice in the first Persian paragraph? 
Great guess!!  
There is no punctuation in this paragraph! You don't know where the sentences end. Terrible!! 
Now, let me read the first paragraph for you. Please 
Did you find the end of each sentence? Hint: there was a ‘comma' wherever I had a short pause. There was 
‘full stop' wherever I paused longer. 
So, the first thing in translation is to read the original text as correctly as possible. 
Now, let's see the first sentence:  
Yahyaa was eleven years old and it was the very first day that he wanted to sell the "Daily News" 
newspaper.  
In English we say, “He was 11 years old
As you notice, the main verb is ‘To be' = (was). 
In Persian, we mainly use ‘To have' as our main verb. 
Now, I replace ‘To be' with ‘To have' in our English sentence. 
Our English sentence would become like this: ‘He had 11 years old'. 

 

Hello everybody! How are you? How was the last lesson? I hope you enjoyed it. 
As I told you before, we are going to discus the Persian story called Yahyaa today. Did you happen to go 

I am not going to repeat the vocabulary of that story here since François has already done it for us. I guess 
it is not very easy to have translation discussions in detail during this online 

course. However, we will try our best to be as fruitful as possible. Let's start if you have no questions! 

Today, we are going to cover the first paragraph.  
re doing anything, we should be able to read the story in Persian. I give you two minutes to read the 

first paragraph. 1 ……… 2 …….. !!  
The time's up! Did you finish it? Good!  
Now answer this question: What special thing did you notice in the first Persian paragraph? 

There is no punctuation in this paragraph! You don't know where the sentences end. Terrible!! 
Now, let me read the first paragraph for you. Please click here to listen.  
Did you find the end of each sentence? Hint: there was a ‘comma' wherever I had a short pause. There was 
‘full stop' wherever I paused longer.  

in translation is to read the original text as correctly as possible. 
 

Yahyaa was eleven years old and it was the very first day that he wanted to sell the "Daily News" 

In English we say, “He was 11 years old”.  
As you notice, the main verb is ‘To be' = (was).  
In Persian, we mainly use ‘To have' as our main verb.  
Now, I replace ‘To be' with ‘To have' in our English sentence.  
Our English sentence would become like this: ‘He had 11 years old'.  

Hello everybody! How are you? How was the last lesson? I hope you enjoyed it.  
today. Did you happen to go 

I am not going to repeat the vocabulary of that story here since François has already done it for us. I guess 
it is not very easy to have translation discussions in detail during this online 

course. However, we will try our best to be as fruitful as possible. Let's start if you have no questions!  

re doing anything, we should be able to read the story in Persian. I give you two minutes to read the 

Now answer this question: What special thing did you notice in the first Persian paragraph?  

There is no punctuation in this paragraph! You don't know where the sentences end. Terrible!!  

Did you find the end of each sentence? Hint: there was a ‘comma' wherever I had a short pause. There was 

in translation is to read the original text as correctly as possible.  

Yahyaa was eleven years old and it was the very first day that he wanted to sell the "Daily News" 



To have = /da:shtæn/.  

He had = /u: da:sht/.  

He had 11 years old = 

Yahyaa had 11 years old = 
In short:  

Yahyaa was 11 years old = 
Any question?  
Yes? Ok! Here is the answer!!  
Of course we could also use ‘To be' as our main verb in Persian. If we do, we should change the word 

/sa:l/ a bit. We should put 
Here's how:  

To be = /bu:dæn/.  

He was = /u: bu:d/.  

Years old = /sa:leh/.  

Yahyaa was 11 years old = 
Is it clear? Great!  
It was the very first day that  
This structure is very common in Persian. 
First time  
First day  
First week  
First visit  
And so on.  
Examples:  
It was the first time I met her.  
It was the first week I had started my work. 
It was the first day I had arrived there. 
And so on.  

In such cases, we put /ye/ after ‘Time' and 

First = /æv.vælin/  

Day = /ru:z/  

It was = /bu:d/  

It was the first day that/when = 

It was the first time that = 
And so on.  
The word ‘very' is for emphasis in our English sentence. We don't use it in Persian since we assume ‘the
first day' is ‘the very first day'!! We don't have the second ‘first day' in Persian!!! 

He wanted to sell = 

To want = /kha:stæn/. 

To sell = /foru:khtæn/. 

He wanted = /u: kha:st/. Or, 
As you know, we use ‘to' after ‘want' in English. Sometimes, we add ‘ing' to the second verb in our 
English sentences.  
Examples:  

 

/u: ya:zdæh sa:l da:sht/.  

/yæhya: ya:zdæh sa:l da:sht/. 

/yæhya: ya:zdæh sa:l da:sht/.

Of course we could also use ‘To be' as our main verb in Persian. If we do, we should change the word 

/he/ sound at the end of /sa:l/ to change it into 

/yæhya: 11 sa:leh bu:d/. 

This structure is very common in Persian.  

It was the first week I had started my work.  
It was the first day I had arrived there.  

/ye/ after ‘Time' and /keh/ after verb.  

/æv.vælin ru:z i bu:d keh / (it's a clause). 

/æv.vælin ba:r i bu:d keh /. 

The word ‘very' is for emphasis in our English sentence. We don't use it in Persian since we assume ‘the
first day' is ‘the very first day'!! We don't have the second ‘first day' in Persian!!! 

/mikha:st beforu:shæd/ .  

/kha:stæn/.  

/foru:khtæn/.  

/u: kha:st/. Or, /u: mikha:st/.  
o' after ‘want' in English. Sometimes, we add ‘ing' to the second verb in our 

/yæhya: ya:zdæh sa:l da:sht/.  

/yæhya: ya:zdæh sa:l da:sht/. 

Of course we could also use ‘To be' as our main verb in Persian. If we do, we should change the word 

/sa:l/ to change it into /sa:leh/.  

/yæhya: 11 sa:leh bu:d/.  

/æv.vælin ru:z i bu:d keh / (it's a clause).  

/æv.vælin ba:r i bu:d keh /.  

The word ‘very' is for emphasis in our English sentence. We don't use it in Persian since we assume ‘the 
first day' is ‘the very first day'!! We don't have the second ‘first day' in Persian!!!  

o' after ‘want' in English. Sometimes, we add ‘ing' to the second verb in our 



He wanted to speak.  
He avoided speak ing .  

As a rule, we put /be/ before the second verb in Persian. How? 
The first verb (here: He wanted) does

/u: kha:st/. Or, 
The second verb (here: To sell) should be changed a bit. Do you remember the Simple Present Tense? Yes 
or no? If no, please review the tenses once more! 

He sells = /u: mi foru:shæd/. 

Delete /u: mi/, and you will have 
Note: This happens in almost all cases.

Now, put /be/ in the beginning of 
That's it!  

He wanted to sell = 

I wanted to sell = 

They wanted to sell = 
Was it easy? Good!  

A few = /chænd ta:/  

/ta:/. This is a very useful word in Persian! You could put 
Example:  

A few trees = /chænd ta: derækht/. 

A few tables = /chænd ta: mi:z/. 

A few dogs = /chænd ta: sæg/. 

Two trees = /do ta: derækht/ 

Two tables = /do ta: mi:z/

Of course you could say the above phrases without 
friendly or conversational. 

Then, we have /bæch.cheh/ in the Persian sentence. But, the English translation says, “a few boys”. 

Boy = /pesær/.  

Child = /bæch.cheh/.  
So, the translation seems wrong here. The Persian text reads, “a few ch

The word ‘children” has an adjective: 
In Persian, adjectives mostly come after noun. Example: 
‘Big house' is ‘house big' in Persian. 
‘Red apple' is ‘apple red' in Persian. 
And so on.  
Note: very rarely, adjectives come before nouns. In this case, the context is mostly ‘literary'. 
All right,  
A few children  
What did they (a few children) do? 
They pronounced.  
What did they pronounce?  
They pronounced ‘Daily News'.  
For who?  

/be/ before the second verb in Persian. How?  
The first verb (here: He wanted) does not change in Persian. As you saw above, He wanted = 

/u: mikha:st/.  
The second verb (here: To sell) should be changed a bit. Do you remember the Simple Present Tense? Yes 
or no? If no, please review the tenses once more!  

/u: mi foru:shæd/. (Simple present tense)  

/foru:shæd/.  
Note: This happens in almost all cases. 

/be/ in the beginning of /foru:shæd/, and you will have 

/mikha:st be foru:shæd/.  

/mikha:stæm be foru:shæm/.  

/mikha:stænd be foru:shænd/. 

/ta:/. This is a very useful word in Persian! You could put /ta:/ after any countable noun. 

/chænd ta: derækht/.  

/chænd ta: mi:z/.  

/chænd ta: sæg/.  

/do ta: derækht/  

/do ta: mi:z/ 

Of course you could say the above phrases without /ta:/. /ta:/ makes your 

/bæch.cheh/ in the Persian sentence. But, the English translation says, “a few boys”. 

So, the translation seems wrong here. The Persian text reads, “a few children”. 

The word ‘children” has an adjective: /hæm sa:l/ = of the same age  
In Persian, adjectives mostly come after noun. Example:  
‘Big house' is ‘house big' in Persian.  
‘Red apple' is ‘apple red' in Persian.  

s come before nouns. In this case, the context is mostly ‘literary'. 

What did they (a few children) do?  

 

not change in Persian. As you saw above, He wanted = 

The second verb (here: To sell) should be changed a bit. Do you remember the Simple Present Tense? Yes 

/foru:shæd/, and you will have /beforu:shæd/.  

/mikha:stænd be foru:shænd/.  

/ta:/ after any countable noun. 

/ta:/ makes your sentences more 

/bæch.cheh/ in the Persian sentence. But, the English translation says, “a few boys”.  

ildren”.  

 

s come before nouns. In this case, the context is mostly ‘literary'.  



For Yahyaa.  
As you see,  
The children are ‘subject'.  
‘Pronounced' is the verb.  
What did they pronounce?  
‘Daily News'.  
So, ‘Daily News' is the object.  
However, there is another ‘clause' in this sentence. What's that? 
Who were those children?  
They were those who sold the newspaper. 
So, the children who sold the newspaper pronounced. 
What did they pronounce?  
‘Daily News'.  
So, the children who sold the newspaper pronounced ‘Daily News'. 
For who?  
For Yahyaa.  
So, the children who sold the newspaper pronounced ‘Daily News' to/for Yahyaa. 
Where did it happen?  
In the office (adverb of place).  
So, the children who sold the newspaper pronounced ‘Daily News' for Yahyaa in the office. 
Which office?  
In the newspaper office.  
So, the children who sold the newspaper pronounced ‘Daily News' for Yahyaa in the newspaper office. 
Who else pronounced for Yahyaa? 
The person in charge of newspaper deliveries. 
So, The person in charge of newspaper deliveries and the children who sold the newspaper pronou
‘Daily News' for Yahyaa in the newspaper office. 
How many times did they pronounce? 
Several times.  
The final work is: The person in charge of newspaper deliveries and the children who sold the newspaper 
pronounced ‘Daily News' several times for Yah
Note: since this story is rather conversational, you could put ‘place' in the beginning as well. 

He also did this to learnt it well . 
gereft/.  

Who is /u:/? 
Yayaa.  
What did he do?  
He learned.  
What did he learn?  

He learned ‘that' ( /a:n ra:/)

So, /a:n/ = ‘that' (an object)  
The English translation reads, “ He also did this to learnt it well.” 
‘Did' comes from the verb ‘to do'. We don't have this verb in our Persian sentence. So, ‘did this' is 
unnecessary. The Persian sentence says, “He too learned it well”. 

a:mæd/.  

As you see, we have ( /væ/ = an
be very strong. The writer could break these sentences very easily. 

The English translation reads, “ That name seemed to him to hav

However, there is another ‘clause' in this sentence. What's that?  

They were those who sold the newspaper.  
So, the children who sold the newspaper pronounced.  

So, the children who sold the newspaper pronounced ‘Daily News'.  

wspaper pronounced ‘Daily News' to/for Yahyaa. 

So, the children who sold the newspaper pronounced ‘Daily News' for Yahyaa in the office. 

sold the newspaper pronounced ‘Daily News' for Yahyaa in the newspaper office. 
Who else pronounced for Yahyaa?  
The person in charge of newspaper deliveries.  
So, The person in charge of newspaper deliveries and the children who sold the newspaper pronou
‘Daily News' for Yahyaa in the newspaper office.  
How many times did they pronounce?  

The final work is: The person in charge of newspaper deliveries and the children who sold the newspaper 
pronounced ‘Daily News' several times for Yahyaa in the newspaper office.  
Note: since this story is rather conversational, you could put ‘place' in the beginning as well. 

/u: hæm bekhu:bi a:n ra: ya:d 

/a:n ra:/) 

 
The English translation reads, “ He also did this to learnt it well.”  
‘Did' comes from the verb ‘to do'. We don't have this verb in our Persian sentence. So, ‘did this' is 
unnecessary. The Persian sentence says, “He too learned it well”.  

/væ beh næzæræsh a:n esm beh shekl e yek dizi 

/væ/ = and) in many places. Too many ‘ands' in one short paragraph. It shouldn't 
be very strong. The writer could break these sentences very easily.  

/beh næzæræsh a:n esm beh shekl e yek dizi a:mæd/. 
The English translation reads, “ That name seemed to him to have the form of dizi (a national dish). 

wspaper pronounced ‘Daily News' to/for Yahyaa.  

So, the children who sold the newspaper pronounced ‘Daily News' for Yahyaa in the office.  

sold the newspaper pronounced ‘Daily News' for Yahyaa in the newspaper office.  

So, The person in charge of newspaper deliveries and the children who sold the newspaper pronounced 

The final work is: The person in charge of newspaper deliveries and the children who sold the newspaper 

Note: since this story is rather conversational, you could put ‘place' in the beginning as well.  

/u: hæm bekhu:bi a:n ra: ya:d 

‘Did' comes from the verb ‘to do'. We don't have this verb in our Persian sentence. So, ‘did this' is 

/væ beh næzæræsh a:n esm beh shekl e yek dizi 

d) in many places. Too many ‘ands' in one short paragraph. It shouldn't 

/beh næzæræsh a:n esm beh shekl e yek dizi a:mæd/. 
e the form of dizi (a national dish).  



It seems understandable. Yet, there is a very small thing to think about here. The translator has apparently 

looked up the word /shekl/ in his dictionary. The Persian
form  
I am sorry to say that most of the available bilingual dictionaries are good enough for fireplaces only! 
Make sure to study them in winter!!! 
Take my advice and use monolingual dictionaries as much as possible (Oxford Advanced Learner's and 
Longman are two good examples of this kind of dictionaries. I am afraid such dictionaries are not 
available in Persian or in other languages). Lots of equivalents in bilingual dictionaries (at least Persian<
>English dictionaries) have been created to put the poor students in 
equivalents for one word but you don't know how to use them in a context. Eventually, you will translate, 
“Mr. President gave his address to the crowd” for “Mr. President addressed the crowed”!!! 
Most of them are good joke books though!!

To be like something = 
Example:  

The earth is like a ball = 
In this sentence ( That name seemed to him to have the form of dizi (a national dish) , a dish cannot have 
the form of a newspaper unless it is a French cheese!! (Just joking! I know François has done a wonderful 
job). You see how confusing a bilingual dictionary could be. 
This sentence simply means, “To him, that name (Daily News) was like Dizi”. 
Finally, the last sentence:  
Correctly and without trouble, behind his head and also in front of him he said "'Daily News', 'Daily 
News', 'Daily News'" and he came out of the newspaper office. 

In Persian sentence, we have 

/sæhih/ = correctly  

/bedu:n e zæhmæt/ = without trouble / difficulty 

/zæhmæt/ = trouble  

/bedu:n e/ = a negative maker prefix in this combination = without 
The translation says, “Correctly and without trouble”. 
Now, I ask you a question:  
What is the best word for ‘without trouble' or ‘without difficulty' in English? 
What is not difficult should be easy! So, instead of saying ‘without trouble', you could simply say, “easily'. 
When you can say a word easily, you are fluent in that word. Although ‘correctly' is absolutely correct, 
you could say ‘fluently and easily' for “correctly and without trouble”. 
Then, we see another piece of dictionary jokes!! Poor François!! 
According to our bilingual dictionary: 

/posht/ = behind  

/sær/ = head  

/pish/ = front – in front  

Normally, the translation of this sentence (
khodesh/) should be this in English: behind his head and also in front of him !! 
François is right. This is all the dictionary says. But be logical. What does ‘ behind his head and also in 
front of him ' mean? Do you have any tongue behind your head?!! Personally, I am missing a tongue 
behind my head!!  

/posht e sær e hæm/ = on and on 

/pish e khodæsh/ = to himself 
Example: “I shouldn't do that,” she thought (she whispered to herself). 

In Persian, we say, “ 

It seems understandable. Yet, there is a very small thing to think about here. The translator has apparently 

/shekl/ in his dictionary. The Persian-English dictionary says: 

rry to say that most of the available bilingual dictionaries are good enough for fireplaces only! 
Make sure to study them in winter!!!  
Take my advice and use monolingual dictionaries as much as possible (Oxford Advanced Learner's and 

examples of this kind of dictionaries. I am afraid such dictionaries are not 
available in Persian or in other languages). Lots of equivalents in bilingual dictionaries (at least Persian<
>English dictionaries) have been created to put the poor students in eternal confusion!! You have lots of 
equivalents for one word but you don't know how to use them in a context. Eventually, you will translate, 
“Mr. President gave his address to the crowd” for “Mr. President addressed the crowed”!!! 

joke books though!! 

/beh shekl e chizi bu:dæn/.  

/zæmin beh shekl e tu:p æst/. 
In this sentence ( That name seemed to him to have the form of dizi (a national dish) , a dish cannot have 

m of a newspaper unless it is a French cheese!! (Just joking! I know François has done a wonderful 
job). You see how confusing a bilingual dictionary could be.  
This sentence simply means, “To him, that name (Daily News) was like Dizi”. 

Correctly and without trouble, behind his head and also in front of him he said "'Daily News', 'Daily 
News', 'Daily News'" and he came out of the newspaper office.  

/chænd ba:r/ = a few times – several times 

/bedu:n e zæhmæt/ = without trouble / difficulty  

/bedu:n e/ = a negative maker prefix in this combination = without  
The translation says, “Correctly and without trouble”.  

e best word for ‘without trouble' or ‘without difficulty' in English?  
What is not difficult should be easy! So, instead of saying ‘without trouble', you could simply say, “easily'. 
When you can say a word easily, you are fluent in that word. Although ‘correctly' is absolutely correct, 
you could say ‘fluently and easily' for “correctly and without trouble”.  
Then, we see another piece of dictionary jokes!! Poor François!!  

o our bilingual dictionary:  

Normally, the translation of this sentence (  /posht e sær e hæm pish e 
khodesh/) should be this in English: behind his head and also in front of him !! 

right. This is all the dictionary says. But be logical. What does ‘ behind his head and also in 
front of him ' mean? Do you have any tongue behind your head?!! Personally, I am missing a tongue 

/posht e sær e hæm/ = on and on – repeatedly – continuously  

/pish e khodæsh/ = to himself – a whisper to himself/herself  
Example: “I shouldn't do that,” she thought (she whispered to herself).  

/pish e khodæsh fekr kærd/. ” 

It seems understandable. Yet, there is a very small thing to think about here. The translator has apparently 

English dictionary says: /shekl/ = 

rry to say that most of the available bilingual dictionaries are good enough for fireplaces only! 

Take my advice and use monolingual dictionaries as much as possible (Oxford Advanced Learner's and 
examples of this kind of dictionaries. I am afraid such dictionaries are not 

available in Persian or in other languages). Lots of equivalents in bilingual dictionaries (at least Persian<-
eternal confusion!! You have lots of 

equivalents for one word but you don't know how to use them in a context. Eventually, you will translate, 
“Mr. President gave his address to the crowd” for “Mr. President addressed the crowed”!!!  

/zæmin beh shekl e tu:p æst/.  
In this sentence ( That name seemed to him to have the form of dizi (a national dish) , a dish cannot have 

m of a newspaper unless it is a French cheese!! (Just joking! I know François has done a wonderful 

This sentence simply means, “To him, that name (Daily News) was like Dizi”.  

Correctly and without trouble, behind his head and also in front of him he said "'Daily News', 'Daily 

several times  

 
What is not difficult should be easy! So, instead of saying ‘without trouble', you could simply say, “easily'.  
When you can say a word easily, you are fluent in that word. Although ‘correctly' is absolutely correct, 

/posht e sær e hæm pish e 
khodesh/) should be this in English: behind his head and also in front of him !!  

right. This is all the dictionary says. But be logical. What does ‘ behind his head and also in 
front of him ' mean? Do you have any tongue behind your head?!! Personally, I am missing a tongue 

 

 

 



So, the translation should be something like this: 
A few times, he repeated ‘Daily News! Daily News! Daily News!' easily and fluently to himself, and left 
the newspaper office.  
   
All right,  
You see how difficult and interesting translation is. I am sor
since this is an online course and everything should be explained to help you understand the concepts 
easier. I deeply hope this lesson was useful. 
If the answer is ‘yes', we will continue it next week! 
Till then, have a great time and enjoy your life. 
I love you all and wish you success. 
See you next week.  
Note on our weekly Quiz: Many of you have been complaining about this Quiz. Some don't like it and the 
majority are looking for the source to make sure 
the source from this week although I don't like to do so! I believe a good student should remember the 
previous lessons (a kind of unkind and cruel teacher!!). 
Quiz: (Source: Useful Drills 88)  
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sent
different tenses). 
Newspaper  
To go to work  
To shop  
To watch  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
30 - 36 - 63 - 306 - 603 - 360 - 630 (No source!) 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Newspaper 

To shop 

To watch 
  
  
 
Week 106 
Salam!  
Today, we are going to continue our discussions on the translation of 
Actually, not many of you sent me messages on this translation. I received a few messages though. Thanks 
God, the majority liked it! However, there were a couple persons who found this translation lesson a bit 
difficult. This is my fault. I should have tol
course, the beginners could enjoy it but it might be a bit difficult for them. So do not feel bad if you are a 
beginner and find such translation lessons confusing. It is natural. 
As we did last time, we need to read the Persian text first. The second paragraph is a bit long. So, I don't 
think we can finish it today. Currently, let's read the first 3 lines. 
You have one minute to read it. ……………. 

So, the translation should be something like this:  
A few times, he repeated ‘Daily News! Daily News! Daily News!' easily and fluently to himself, and left 

You see how difficult and interesting translation is. I am sorry for speaking too much today. I just had to 
since this is an online course and everything should be explained to help you understand the concepts 
easier. I deeply hope this lesson was useful.  
If the answer is ‘yes', we will continue it next week!  

then, have a great time and enjoy your life.  
I love you all and wish you success.  

Note on our weekly Quiz: Many of you have been complaining about this Quiz. Some don't like it and the 
majority are looking for the source to make sure if their answers are correct. As a result, I will give you 
the source from this week although I don't like to do so! I believe a good student should remember the 
previous lessons (a kind of unkind and cruel teacher!!).  

 
Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
630 (No source!)  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

Today, we are going to continue our discussions on the translation of Yahyaa. How was the first part? 
Actually, not many of you sent me messages on this translation. I received a few messages though. Thanks 
God, the majority liked it! However, there were a couple persons who found this translation lesson a bit 
difficult. This is my fault. I should have told you before. This translation lesson 
course, the beginners could enjoy it but it might be a bit difficult for them. So do not feel bad if you are a 
beginner and find such translation lessons confusing. It is natural.  

st time, we need to read the Persian text first. The second paragraph is a bit long. So, I don't 
think we can finish it today. Currently, let's read the first 3 lines.  
You have one minute to read it. …………….  

A few times, he repeated ‘Daily News! Daily News! Daily News!' easily and fluently to himself, and left 

ry for speaking too much today. I just had to 
since this is an online course and everything should be explained to help you understand the concepts 

Note on our weekly Quiz: Many of you have been complaining about this Quiz. Some don't like it and the 
if their answers are correct. As a result, I will give you 

the source from this week although I don't like to do so! I believe a good student should remember the 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

ences with each of them (in 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

. How was the first part?  
Actually, not many of you sent me messages on this translation. I received a few messages though. Thanks 
God, the majority liked it! However, there were a couple persons who found this translation lesson a bit 

d you before. This translation lesson is not for beginners. Of 
course, the beginners could enjoy it but it might be a bit difficult for them. So do not feel bad if you are a 

st time, we need to read the Persian text first. The second paragraph is a bit long. So, I don't 



Finished? Good!  
Now, let me read it for you. Please click 

The first sentence reads 
The translation says: In the lane in which he arrived he started to run.

/ku:cheh/ = alley  

“Lane” is not the exact word for 

leaves the newspaper office (in the first paragraph). Then, the writer starts by 

I don't think the Persian dictionaries give “lane” for 
chosen “lane” here.  

Then, we have /keh/ in Persian. 
The main meaning of /keh/ is “that” in Persian (as a clause). Examples: 
I knew that he would be late.  
She claims that she is a doctor.  

You may also find this /keh/ in all relative pronouns. Do you remember those lessons? Woe to you if 
the answer is negative!!!  
So,  
The man who  
The book which  
The lady whom  
And so on.  

There is only one word for all these English “ 

However, /keh/ has another meaning or function. One of those meanings is reflected in this Persian 

text .  
Let me give you some examples to help you understand the concept: 

/mæno keh did/ …. 

/pu:lo keh gereft/ ….. 

/seda:mo keh shenid/ ….
And so on.  
Please note that the three phrases above are oral Persian. So, this structure is mostly used in conversational 
situation not in formal book style texts. Here, I need to give you a very short background on Persian story. 
Before doing that, let me tell you s
I had an old uncle. Whenever he wanted to speak on the phone, he talked in a very formal way as if he was 
talking to a very important person. We would laugh at him and, of course, he would get angry with us! We 
said, “the person on the other end of the phone is our neighbor or close friend. You don't need to be so 
formal.”  
This would make him very angry. He said, “You are stupid! Telephone is not a joke! We need to be 
serious whenever we are using it!! This is not invented fo
The same happened to our Persian literature. People thought texts on papers must be formal and different 
from oral conversation. So, if you looked at the Persian writings of some 100 years ago, you would notice 
that all of them are very formal and considerably difficult to understand. It was then, appeared some 
people such as Mohammad Ali Jamal zadeh, Sadegh e Hedayat, Sadegh e Choobak (Choubak), Jalal Al 
Ahmad, and many others who started writing in oral form. 
Even our poetry was purely classical. It was a must for the poets to write in the same way as Hafez did 
800 years ago. Then, suddenly, appeared a man called Nima who introduced a new version or era in the 
Persian poetry. When, for the first time, he recited his poems in an official me
almost all the great poets of his time insulted him badly in the meeting. “This man must be crazy for 
calling such nonsense a poem!” they concluded. 
You see, Iranians are hard to convince!! 
All right,  
So far we have come to know that this text is oral Persian. The examples I gave you are in oral form too. 
In short,  

lease click here to listen.  

 
In the lane in which he arrived he started to run.  

/ku:cheh/. Apparently, the office is not on the main street. He 

leaves the newspaper office (in the first paragraph). Then, the writer starts by 

I don't think the Persian dictionaries give “lane” for /ku:cheh/. So, I don't know why François h

/keh/ in Persian.  
The main meaning of /keh/ is “that” in Persian (as a clause). Examples:  

/keh/ in all relative pronouns. Do you remember those lessons? Woe to you if 

There is only one word for all these English “ Bold ” words and that word is 

/keh/ has another meaning or function. One of those meanings is reflected in this Persian 

Let me give you some examples to help you understand the concept:  

/mæno keh did/ ….  

/pu:lo keh gereft/ …..  

/seda:mo keh shenid/ …. 

Please note that the three phrases above are oral Persian. So, this structure is mostly used in conversational 
situation not in formal book style texts. Here, I need to give you a very short background on Persian story. 
Before doing that, let me tell you something (maybe) interesting.  
I had an old uncle. Whenever he wanted to speak on the phone, he talked in a very formal way as if he was 
talking to a very important person. We would laugh at him and, of course, he would get angry with us! We 

son on the other end of the phone is our neighbor or close friend. You don't need to be so 

This would make him very angry. He said, “You are stupid! Telephone is not a joke! We need to be 
serious whenever we are using it!! This is not invented for cheap talks!  
The same happened to our Persian literature. People thought texts on papers must be formal and different 
from oral conversation. So, if you looked at the Persian writings of some 100 years ago, you would notice 

mal and considerably difficult to understand. It was then, appeared some 
people such as Mohammad Ali Jamal zadeh, Sadegh e Hedayat, Sadegh e Choobak (Choubak), Jalal Al 
Ahmad, and many others who started writing in oral form.  

assical. It was a must for the poets to write in the same way as Hafez did 
800 years ago. Then, suddenly, appeared a man called Nima who introduced a new version or era in the 
Persian poetry. When, for the first time, he recited his poems in an official meeting of the poets in Tehran , 
almost all the great poets of his time insulted him badly in the meeting. “This man must be crazy for 
calling such nonsense a poem!” they concluded.  
You see, Iranians are hard to convince!!  

o know that this text is oral Persian. The examples I gave you are in oral form too. 

/ku:cheh/. Apparently, the office is not on the main street. He 

/ku:cheh/.  

/ku:cheh/. So, I don't know why François has 

/keh/ in all relative pronouns. Do you remember those lessons? Woe to you if 

/keh/.  

/keh/ has another meaning or function. One of those meanings is reflected in this Persian 

Please note that the three phrases above are oral Persian. So, this structure is mostly used in conversational 
situation not in formal book style texts. Here, I need to give you a very short background on Persian story. 

I had an old uncle. Whenever he wanted to speak on the phone, he talked in a very formal way as if he was 
talking to a very important person. We would laugh at him and, of course, he would get angry with us! We 

son on the other end of the phone is our neighbor or close friend. You don't need to be so 

This would make him very angry. He said, “You are stupid! Telephone is not a joke! We need to be 

The same happened to our Persian literature. People thought texts on papers must be formal and different 
from oral conversation. So, if you looked at the Persian writings of some 100 years ago, you would notice 

mal and considerably difficult to understand. It was then, appeared some 
people such as Mohammad Ali Jamal zadeh, Sadegh e Hedayat, Sadegh e Choobak (Choubak), Jalal Al 

assical. It was a must for the poets to write in the same way as Hafez did 
800 years ago. Then, suddenly, appeared a man called Nima who introduced a new version or era in the 

eting of the poets in Tehran , 
almost all the great poets of his time insulted him badly in the meeting. “This man must be crazy for 

o know that this text is oral Persian. The examples I gave you are in oral form too. 



/mæno keh did/ …. = no sooner he/she saw me = as soon as he/she saw me = when he/she 
saw me  

/pu:lo keh gereft/ ….. = no sooner he/she got the money = as soon
money = when he/she got the money 

/seda:mo keh shenid/ …. 
when he/she heard me  

The Persian text says, “ 
alley.  

/shoru: beh dævidæn kærd/. 

/shoru: kærdæn/ = to start/begin 

/dævidæn/ = to run  

/shoru: beh dævidæn kærd/. = he started to run/running 

/færya:d zædæn/ = to shout 
The translation of this sentence is good ( 
much as the style in Persian text is concerned, ‘repeatedly' could be in the beginning. So, Repeatedly, he 
shouted "Daily News! Daily News!
Then, we have this sentence:  
No one paid any attention.  

The Persian sentence says 

/hich kæs/ = anybody 

/tævæj.joh da:shtæn/ = to pay attention 

In Persian, we have /be/ before /hich kæs/. 

To pay attention to somebody/something = 
chizi tævæj.joh da:shtæn/.  

To pay no attention to somebody/something = 
beh chizi tævæj.joh næ da:shtæn/. 

Example: he paid no attention to me = 

The text reads, 
The translation reads No one paid any attention.
Apparently, it is wrong.  
This is the translation:  
He paid no attention to anybody. 

/fæghæt særgærm e ka:r e khodæsh bu:d/ =
with work.  

/fæghæt/ = only - just  

/særgærm kari bu:dæn/ = to be busy with a work. 

/khodæsh/ = himself/herself 

/fæghæt særgærm e ka:r e khodæsh bu:d/
work (he paid no attention to anybody).

repeated that name, the more people bought newspapers. 
There are some points here.  
There is no “however” in Persian sentence. So, the word “
Do you know how to say such sentences in Persian? 
The more I see you, the more I love you. 

/mæno keh did/ …. = no sooner he/she saw me = as soon as he/she saw me = when he/she 

/pu:lo keh gereft/ ….. = no sooner he/she got the money = as soon
money = when he/she got the money  

/seda:mo keh shenid/ …. = no sooner he/she heard me = as soon as he/she heard me = 

” = As soon as he reached / entered /walked into the 

/shoru: beh dævidæn kærd/.  

/shoru: kærdæn/ = to start/begin  

/shoru: beh dævidæn kærd/. = he started to run/running 

= to shout  
The translation of this sentence is good ( He repeatedly shouted "Daily News! Daily 
much as the style in Persian text is concerned, ‘repeatedly' could be in the beginning. So, Repeatedly, he 
shouted "Daily News! Daily News! 

 

/ = anybody  

/tævæj.joh da:shtæn/ = to pay attention  

/be/ before /hich kæs/.  

To pay attention to somebody/something = 

To pay no attention to somebody/something = 
da:shtæn/.  

me = /u: beh mæn tævæj.joh næda:sht/. 

 
No one paid any attention.  

 

/fæghæt særgærm e ka:r e khodæsh bu:d/ = He was the only one busy 

/særgærm kari bu:dæn/ = to be busy with a work.  

/khodæsh/ = himself/herself  

/fæghæt særgærm e ka:r e khodæsh bu:d/= He was busy with just his own 
rk (he paid no attention to anybody). 

= However much more he 
repeated that name, the more people bought newspapers.  

” in Persian sentence. So, the word “however” is redundant. 
Do you know how to say such sentences in Persian?  
The more I see you, the more I love you.  

/mæno keh did/ …. = no sooner he/she saw me = as soon as he/she saw me = when he/she 

/pu:lo keh gereft/ ….. = no sooner he/she got the money = as soon as he/she got the 

= no sooner he/she heard me = as soon as he/she heard me = 

” = As soon as he reached / entered /walked into the 

/shoru: beh dævidæn kærd/. = he started to run/running  

He repeatedly shouted "Daily News! Daily News.). However, as 
much as the style in Persian text is concerned, ‘repeatedly' could be in the beginning. So, Repeatedly, he 

/beh kæsi or beh 

/beh kæsi or 

/u: beh mæn tævæj.joh næda:sht/.  

He was the only one busy 

He was busy with just his own 

= However much more he 

” is redundant.  



The more you practice, the better you will learn. 

In Persian, we say 

The more I see you = 

The more you practice = 
Is it clear? Good!  
The second “more” (or anything that replaces ‘more') should be translated as follows: 

/bish tær/ + adjective or verb or anything you have in you

The more I love you = 
da:shtæn/. 

The better you will learn = 

/bish tær ya:d kha:hi gereft/. => 
NOTE :  

Better = /behtær/.  

You could replace /bish tær/ with 
kha:hi gereft/.  
Point : the second ‘more' (in the second sentence) could be changed according to the comparative 
adjective).  
Example: the more you waste your time,
In this sentence, the Persian structure of the second part (the harder the work will be) should be like this: 

Adjective + /tær/ 

Hard = /mosh kel/ = 

Harder = /mosh kel tær/ = 
Did you get the point? Great! 
All right,  
There is a comma in our English sentence (

/væ/ = and.  
The sentence does not end with ‘newspapers'. So, ‘full stop' is not needed after ‘newspapers'. 
We could say, “the more he repeated that name and
Then what?  

became happy with himself = the more he felt satisfied 
The sentence should end here. So, there should be ‘full stop' after himself. (Poor punctuations in Persian 
sentence)  

remembered that name.  
‘And' is not necessary.  
Actually, this is not the translator's fault. 
So, we could delete it in our English sentence. 
My translation professor once told me in university,“If the text says 2 + 2 = 5, you should translate the 
same.”  
I agree with him since translators 
100 percent sure, we could improve the original text if we 
translate 2 + 2 = 5!!  
For a few issues that he sold he still remembered that n
All right,  
I hope you enjoyed this lesson. We will continue it next time. 
Till then,  

The more you practice, the better you will learn.  

/hær cheh bish tær/ or /hær ghædr/ for the first “the more”. 

/hær cheh bish tær mi binæmet/ 

/hær cheh bish tær tæmrin koni/ 

The second “more” (or anything that replaces ‘more') should be translated as follows: 

/bish tær/ + adjective or verb or anything you have in your second sentence. 

/bish tær du:set da:ræm/ => 

/bish tær ya:d migiri/ = 

/bish tær ya:d kha:hi gereft/. => /bish tær/ + verb (ya:d gereftæn/. 

/bish tær/ with /beh tær/ => 

: the second ‘more' (in the second sentence) could be changed according to the comparative 

Example: the more you waste your time, the harder the work will be.  
In this sentence, the Persian structure of the second part (the harder the work will be) should be like this: 

/sækht/  

/mosh kel tær/ =  

e is a comma in our English sentence (…. he repeated that name, the more …

The sentence does not end with ‘newspapers'. So, ‘full stop' is not needed after ‘newspapers'. 
We could say, “the more he repeated that name and the more people bought the newspapers” 

/bish tær æz khodæsh khoshæsh mi a:mæd/ = the more he 
became happy with himself = the more he felt satisfied  
The sentence should end here. So, there should be ‘full stop' after himself. (Poor punctuations in Persian 

and for a few issues that he sold he still 

Actually, this is not the translator's fault. There is /væ/ in Persian sentence, which is unnecessary. 
So, we could delete it in our English sentence.  
My translation professor once told me in university,“If the text says 2 + 2 = 5, you should translate the 

 are not responsible for the original text. But, sometimes when we are 
100 percent sure, we could improve the original text if we really know what we are doing. Otherwise, just 

For a few issues that he sold he still remembered that name. This sentence is ok.

I hope you enjoyed this lesson. We will continue it next time.  

/hær ghædr/ for the first “the more”.  

/hær cheh bish tær mi binæmet/  

/hær cheh bish tær tæmrin koni/  

The second “more” (or anything that replaces ‘more') should be translated as follows:  

r second sentence.  

/bish tær/ + verb (du:st 

/bish tær/ + verb (ya:d gereftæn/.  

/beh tær ya:d 

: the second ‘more' (in the second sentence) could be changed according to the comparative 

In this sentence, the Persian structure of the second part (the harder the work will be) should be like this:  

…. he repeated that name, the more …). In Persian, we have 

The sentence does not end with ‘newspapers'. So, ‘full stop' is not needed after ‘newspapers'.  
the more people bought the newspapers”  

/bish tær æz khodæsh khoshæsh mi a:mæd/ = the more he 

The sentence should end here. So, there should be ‘full stop' after himself. (Poor punctuations in Persian 

and for a few issues that he sold he still 

/væ/ in Persian sentence, which is unnecessary.  

My translation professor once told me in university,“If the text says 2 + 2 = 5, you should translate the 

are not responsible for the original text. But, sometimes when we are 
what we are doing. Otherwise, just 

This sentence is ok. 



Khoda Hafez!  
See you next week! 
Please do the Quiz first. Then go to Useful drills page.
   
Quiz: (Source: Useful Drills 85)  
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words
different tenses). 
To meet 
I talked to him 
On TV 
To teach  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
13 - 31 - 310 - 103 - 103 - 3001 - 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To introduce 

To arrest 

To steal 

To Speak 

To see  
 Week 106 
Look at this sentence: 

/hænu:z a:n esm ya:dæsh bu:d/ = He still remembered that name. (This is the 
last sentence of today's lesson). 
To remember something/somebody
What I want you to do today is to follow the above pattern an
fun! 

Note: Replace /bu:d/ with 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian: 
1- I still remember her face.  
2- They still remember their home. 
3- We still remember our country. 
4- You still remember your friend. 
5- Paul still remembers Canada!  
  
  

Please do the Quiz first. Then go to Useful drills page. 

 
Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
 1003 - 3100 - 1300  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

/hænu:z a:n esm ya:dæsh bu:d/ = He still remembered that name. (This is the 

To remember something/somebody 
What I want you to do today is to follow the above pattern and translate the following sentences. Have 

/æst/ to make Present tense.  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian:  

They still remember their home.  
We still remember our country.  
You still remember your friend.  

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

and make four sentences with each of them (in 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

/hænu:z a:n esm ya:dæsh bu:d/ = He still remembered that name. (This is the 

d translate the following sentences. Have 



  
Welcom to Persian translation page 
This page is yours! Send me your English sentences and find their Persian translation right here!
NOTE: All sentences and phrases you see on this page are sent by site visitors. These sentences do not 
have close relations and may not have been covered with our weekly lessons. They are mostly 
conversational - based sentences in Persian and are translated in a way
So, don't think this is not Persian!!
NOTE: Since the number of the sentences are increasing every week, I have put the first 99 sentences on 
this page to make navigation easier for you. For more updated sentences, please g
click on Your Words button on the left.

1- I love you = 
NOTE: Like love itself, the above sentence is a bit complicated in Persian!! One of the meaning of "I love 
you", and the most common one, is what you see above. This phrase has another equivalent in Persian, 
which is not very common in daily conversations.

music, and finally in some writings. We can say, 

other phrase that uses the word 
You may use /du:set da:ræm/ in the same way as we use "I love yo
use it to express your love to your beloved (romantic moments!), to your children, to your parents, or even 

to your friends. But, 

2- I am interested in ... . 

3- I'll miss you! 

4- I want to go home. 

5- How are you? 

6- May I come in? 

7- I'll come to see you tomorrow. 

8- Happy Birth Day to You! 
9- I love you more every day and I am always thinking of you. 

ru:z-e- ghæbl du:set da:ræm væ hær l

10- Happy New Year! 

11- Nice to meet you! 
Listen! 

Welcom to Persian translation page  
This page is yours! Send me your English sentences and find their Persian translation right here!

sentences and phrases you see on this page are sent by site visitors. These sentences do not 
have close relations and may not have been covered with our weekly lessons. They are mostly 

based sentences in Persian and are translated in a way to convey the message properly. 
So, don't think this is not Persian!! 
NOTE: Since the number of the sentences are increasing every week, I have put the first 99 sentences on 
this page to make navigation easier for you. For more updated sentences, please g
click on Your Words button on the left. 

/du:set da:ræm/. Listen!  
NOTE: Like love itself, the above sentence is a bit complicated in Persian!! One of the meaning of "I love 
you", and the most common one, is what you see above. This phrase has another equivalent in Persian, 
which is not very common in daily conversations. Rather, it is used in certain situations, or in poetry, 

music, and finally in some writings. We can say, /a:sheghetæm/ for /du:set da:ræm/. Or, any 

/eshgh/. 
You may use /du:set da:ræm/ in the same way as we use "I love you" in English. That is to say, you may 
use it to express your love to your beloved (romantic moments!), to your children, to your parents, or even 

/a:sheghetæm/ is better be used during the romantic moments only!!

/mæn beh ... ala:gheh da:ræm/. 

/delæm bæra:t tæng misheh/. Listen

/mikha:m beræm khu:neh/. 

/ha:letu:n chetoreh?/. Listen

/mitu:næm biya:m tu:?/. Listen

I'll come to see you tomorrow. /færda: miya:m bebinæmet/. 

/taval.lodet moba:ræk!/. 
I love you more every day and I am always thinking of you. 

ghæbl du:set da:ræm væ hær læhzeh beh ya:detæm/. Listen!!  

/sa:l-e- no moba:ræk/. Listen

/æz a:shna: i: tu:n khosh bækh tæm/. 

 

This page is yours! Send me your English sentences and find their Persian translation right here! 
sentences and phrases you see on this page are sent by site visitors. These sentences do not 

have close relations and may not have been covered with our weekly lessons. They are mostly 
to convey the message properly. 

NOTE: Since the number of the sentences are increasing every week, I have put the first 99 sentences on 
this page to make navigation easier for you. For more updated sentences, please go to HOME PAGE and 

NOTE: Like love itself, the above sentence is a bit complicated in Persian!! One of the meaning of "I love 
you", and the most common one, is what you see above. This phrase has another equivalent in Persian, 

Rather, it is used in certain situations, or in poetry, 

/a:sheghetæm/ for /du:set da:ræm/. Or, any 

u" in English. That is to say, you may 
use it to express your love to your beloved (romantic moments!), to your children, to your parents, or even 

/a:sheghetæm/ is better be used during the romantic moments only!! 

/mæn beh ... ala:gheh da:ræm/. Listen! 

Listen! 

/mikha:m beræm khu:neh/. Listen! 

Listen! 

Listen! 

/færda: miya:m bebinæmet/. Listen! 

/taval.lodet moba:ræk!/. Listen! 

/hær ru:z bish æz 

Listen! 

/æz a:shna: i: tu:n khosh bækh tæm/. 



12- Salam pedar, it's me Adrian. I just wanted to say "Hi and I am missing you a lot". I hope to see you 
soon.  

a:driya:n. mikha:stæm behet sæla:m konæm væ begæm keh kheili delæm bæra:t tæng shod
omidva:ræm bezu:di bebinæmet/. 

13- I wish I could see you once more. 
digær mididæmet/. Listen! 

14- I will impatiently wait for you to come back. 
sæbra:neh montæzeretæm ta: bærgærdi/. 

15- You are so beautiful! 

16- When will you come back? 

17- Grand father 

Grand mother /ma:dær bozorg/. 
18- A red rose is like a hot kiss, and I am sending you a whole bunch of them! 

bu:seh ye da:ghist væ mæn hælgheh i: særsha:r æz a:n miferestæmæt/! 

19- I want /mikha:m/. 

20- Please forgive me, I am still the same lover! 
/lotfæn mænu: bebækhsh, mæn hænu:z hæmu:n a:sheghetæm/! 

21- I speak a little Persian. 

22- You are big! /to bozorgi/! 

23- It's very cool (Something very good and interesting). 

24- You are very cool (You are a good and very intersting person). 
Listen!  
Note: Numbers 23 and 24 are very common in Persian, but they are very informal. You may use them as 
many times as you wish when talking to your friends, but try not to use them in formal or official 
situations.  
25- I want to do with you what spring does to the Cherry trees. 

hæm chu:n bæha:ri bæra: ye sheku:f
26- Hey, my friend, Nice meeting you since the beginning of the year. 
I don't remember we use the same composition in Persian for the above meaning. Instead, we use some 
other expressions to express our feeling to the person we haven't seen for a long time. So, the following 
Persian sentence is not the exact equivalent of the English one. It is translated based on the concept of the 
sentence, which is Persionized! 

Listen!  
Note: You may simply replace /ræfigh/ = /du:st/ with the person's name. 

Salam pedar, it's me Adrian. I just wanted to say "Hi and I am missing you a lot". I hope to see you 

/sæla:m ba: ba:! m
a:driya:n. mikha:stæm behet sæla:m konæm væ begæm keh kheili delæm bæra:t tæng shod
omidva:ræm bezu:di bebinæmet/. Listen!  

I wish I could see you once more. 

I will impatiently wait for you to come back. 
sæbra:neh montæzeretæm ta: bærgærdi/. Listen! 

/kheili khosh geli:/! Listen!

/kei bær migærdi/? 

/pedær bozorg/. Listen! Also 

/ma:dær bozorg/. Listen! Also 
A red rose is like a hot kiss, and I am sending you a whole bunch of them! 

bu:seh ye da:ghist væ mæn hælgheh i: særsha:r æz a:n miferestæmæt/! Listen! 

/mikha:m/. Listen! See sentence number 4 above.  

Please forgive me, I am still the same lover! 
/lotfæn mænu: bebækhsh, mæn hænu:z hæmu:n a:sheghetæm/! Listen! 

/mæn kæmi fa:rsi bælædæm/. 

/to bozorgi/! Listen! 

It's very cool (Something very good and interesting). 

e a good and very intersting person). 

Note: Numbers 23 and 24 are very common in Persian, but they are very informal. You may use them as 
sh when talking to your friends, but try not to use them in formal or official 

I want to do with you what spring does to the Cherry trees. 

hæm chu:n bæha:ri bæra: ye sheku:f-e- ha: ye gi:la:s ba:shæm/. Listen!  
Hey, my friend, Nice meeting you since the beginning of the year.  

I don't remember we use the same composition in Persian for the above meaning. Instead, we use some 
feeling to the person we haven't seen for a long time. So, the following 

Persian sentence is not the exact equivalent of the English one. It is translated based on the concept of the 

/chetori ræfigh? Ræfti ha:ji ha:ji mækeh

Note: You may simply replace /ræfigh/ = /du:st/ with the person's name.  

Salam pedar, it's me Adrian. I just wanted to say "Hi and I am missing you a lot". I hope to see you 

/sæla:m ba: ba:! mænæm, 
a:driya:n. mikha:stæm behet sæla:m konæm væ begæm keh kheili delæm bæra:t tæng shod-e-. 

/ei ka:sh yek ba:r-e- 

/bi 

! 

/kei bær migærdi/? Listen!  

/ba: ba: bozorg/.  

/ma:ma:n bozorg/.  
A red rose is like a hot kiss, and I am sending you a whole bunch of them! 

/hær gol-e- sorkh 
!  

/mæn kæmi fa:rsi bælædæm/. Listen!  

/kheili ba: ha:leh/!. Listen!  

/kheili ba: ha:li/!! 

Note: Numbers 23 and 24 are very common in Persian, but they are very informal. You may use them as 
sh when talking to your friends, but try not to use them in formal or official 

/mikha:hæm bæra: yæt 

I don't remember we use the same composition in Persian for the above meaning. Instead, we use some 
feeling to the person we haven't seen for a long time. So, the following 

Persian sentence is not the exact equivalent of the English one. It is translated based on the concept of the 

/chetori ræfigh? Ræfti ha:ji ha:ji mækeh, ha:? 



27- FIFA World Cup 
28- In your eyes the flames of the twilight fought on. 

seti:z shekoft/. Listen!  

29- The light wraps you in its mortal flames. 
ha:leh i: mi:ra: mæstu:ræt mikonæd/. 

30- I'll pray for you. 
31- You are like the sun, when I think of you, you brighten up my day. 

khorshidi:, hær ga:h keh beh to biændishæm ru:
32- Monday is a special day in Dushanbe when there is no war. 

Du:shænbeh ru:z-e- kha:s.si:st ægær jæng næba:shæd/. 
33- Much coin much care (pain) 
Note: we know that this is a proverb not a normal sentence. We also know that, basically, we do not 
translate the proverbs and expressions. Rather, we find t
the Persian equivalent for the above proverb is this: 
The wider the roof, the bigger the snow.

34- Balance /tæa:dol/. Listen
35- She lost her balance and fell off her bicycle. 

æz ru: ye do chærkheh æsh ofta:d/. 

36- You have beautiful eyes! 

37- Happy anniversary! 

38- Can I speak to Helen? (On the phone) 
sohbæt konæm/? Listen! 
39- During the past few weeks, I have received several messages from your friends who have been asking 
for a Persian song, or chant or something like this that is used in birthday parties. As far as I remember, 
the Iranian mostly use the following song dur
song (and the most important part of it). You already know its meaning, which is "Happy Birthday to 
you". To listen to this song, you'll have to forgive my terrible voice!! 

tavæl.lodet moba:ræk. Moba:ræk 

40- Little sister 

41- Be honest without the thought of heaven or hell! 
/bi ændisheh æz du:zækh ya: behesht sa:degh ba:sh/. 

42- Good night! /shæb beh kheir/! 

43- I love talking to you.
lezæt mi bæræm/. Listen! 

44- Tit for tat! 

conversation): 

/ja:m-e- jæha:ni ye fu:tba:l/. Listen
In your eyes the flames of the twilight fought on. 

/dær chæsh ma:næt sholeh ha: ye shæfægh beh 

The light wraps you in its mortal flames. 
ha:leh i: mi:ra: mæstu:ræt mikonæd/. Listen!  

/bæra:t doa: mikonæm/. Listen! 
You are like the sun, when I think of you, you brighten up my day. 

khorshidi:, hær ga:h keh beh to biændishæm ru:zæm monæv.vær æst/. Listen! 
Monday is a special day in Dushanbe when there is no war. 

/du:shænbeh dær (shæhr
kha:s.si:st ægær jæng næba:shæd/. Listen! 

Note: we know that this is a proverb not a normal sentence. We also know that, basically, we do not 
translate the proverbs and expressions. Rather, we find their equivalents in our target language. Therefore, 
the Persian equivalent for the above proverb is this:  
The wider the roof, the bigger the snow. 

/hær keh ba:mæsh bi:sh, bærfæsh bi:shtær/. 

Listen!  
She lost her balance and fell off her bicycle. 

/u: tæa:dolæsh ra: æz dæst da:d væ 
æz ru: ye do chærkheh æsh ofta:d/. Listen! 

/chesha: ye ghæshængi da:ri/. 

/sa:l ru:z moba:ræk/. Listen! 

Can I speak to Helen? (On the phone) 

During the past few weeks, I have received several messages from your friends who have been asking 
for a Persian song, or chant or something like this that is used in birthday parties. As far as I remember, 
the Iranian mostly use the following song during their birthday parties. What you see below is a part of the 
song (and the most important part of it). You already know its meaning, which is "Happy Birthday to 
you". To listen to this song, you'll have to forgive my terrible voice!!  

tavæl.lodet moba:ræk. Moba:ræk - moba:ræk - tavæl.lodet moba:ræk/! Listen! 

/kha:hær ku:chu:lu:/. Listen! 

Be honest without the thought of heaven or hell! 
/bi ændisheh æz du:zækh ya: behesht sa:degh ba:sh/. Listen! 

/shæb beh kheir/! Listen! 

 /mæn æz hærf zædæn ba:ha:t 

/in beh ja: ye u:n/! Listen! Also (more common in daily 

/in beh u:n dær/! Listen! Also (in formal speech like news) 

Listen!  

/dær chæsh ma:næt sholeh ha: ye shæfægh beh 

/nu:r dær 

/to hæma:nænd _e_ 
!  

/du:shænbeh dær (shæhr-e-) 

Note: we know that this is a proverb not a normal sentence. We also know that, basically, we do not 
heir equivalents in our target language. Therefore, 

/hær keh ba:mæsh bi:sh, bærfæsh bi:shtær/. Listen! 

/u: tæa:dolæsh ra: æz dæst da:d væ 

/chesha: ye ghæshængi da:ri/. Listen! 

/mitu:næm ba: Helen 

During the past few weeks, I have received several messages from your friends who have been asking 
for a Persian song, or chant or something like this that is used in birthday parties. As far as I remember, 

ing their birthday parties. What you see below is a part of the 
song (and the most important part of it). You already know its meaning, which is "Happy Birthday to 

/tavæl.lod - tavæl.lod - 
 

/mæn æz hærf zædæn ba:ha:t 

! Also (more common in daily 

! Also (in formal speech like news) 



/tæla:fi ju:ya:neh/. 

/æmæli ya:t _e_ tæla:fi ju:ya:neh/. 

45- Could you do me a favour please? 
hæghæm bokoni/? Listen! 

46- When will you call (telephon) me again? 
zæng mizæni/? Listen! 

47- When will you write a letter to me? 

48- What? /cheh/. Listen! Also in daily conversation 

49- Where? /koja:/. Listen

50- How? /chetor/. Listen

51- When? /kei/. Listen! 

52- Who? /ki/. Listen! Note: " When" and " Who" have 
pronunciation. 

53- Why? /chera:/. Listen!
Explanations: Numbers 54 - 55 - 56 
English. For example, we use "uncle" for both our father's brother and mother's brother in English. We 
also use "aunt" for both our father's sister and mother's sister in English. However, each of the above
mentioned numbers has its own meaning in Persian. 

54- Mother in law ==> The "mother in law" of a female is called 

For example: When a woman is saying "my mother in law", she should say: 
shohæræm/.  

The "mother in law" of a male is called 

saying "my mother in law", he should say: 

55- Father in law ==> The "father in law" of a female is called 

example: When a woman is saying "my father in law", she should say: 

The "father in law" of a male is called 

saying " my father in law", he should say: 

56- Uncle ==> Father's brother is called: 
Listen! 

57 - Aunt ==> Father's sister is called: 
/kha:leh/. Listen! 
58- Cousin ==> Cousin has many equivalents in Persian! 

A - Son of father's brother is called: 

B - Son of father's sister is called: 

C - Son of mother's brother is called: 

D - Son of mother's sister is called: 

E - Daughter of father's brother is called: 

F - Daughter of father's sister is called: 

/tæla:fi ju:ya:neh/. Listen! Example: A tit for tat (retaliatory) operation: 

/æmæli ya:t _e_ tæla:fi ju:ya:neh/. Listen!  

Could you do me a favour please? 

When will you call (telephon) me again? 

When will you write a letter to me? /kei behem na:meh midi/? 

! Also in daily conversation /chi/. 

Listen! 

Listen! 

! Note: " When" and " Who" have the same spelling with different 

! 
56 - 57 - and 58 are used in Persian in a little bit different way than in 

ample, we use "uncle" for both our father's brother and mother's brother in English. We 
also use "aunt" for both our father's sister and mother's sister in English. However, each of the above
mentioned numbers has its own meaning in Persian.  

law ==> The "mother in law" of a female is called 

For example: When a woman is saying "my mother in law", she should say: 

f a male is called /ma:dær zæn/. Listen! For example: When a man is 

saying "my mother in law", he should say: /ma:dær zænæm/.  

Father in law ==> The "father in law" of a female is called /pedær shohær/. 

example: When a woman is saying "my father in law", she should say: 

The "father in law" of a male is called /pedær zæn/. Listen! For example" When a man is 

saying " my father in law", he should say: /pedær zænæm/.  

Uncle ==> Father's brother is called: /æmu:/. Listen! Mother's brother is called: 

Aunt ==> Father's sister is called: /æm.meh/. Listen! Mother's sister is called: 

Cousin ==> Cousin has many equivalents in Persian!  

Son of father's brother is called: /pesær æmu:/. Listen! 

father's sister is called: /pesær æm.meh/.  

Son of mother's brother is called: /pesær da: i:/.  

Son of mother's sister is called: /pesær kha:leh/.  

Daughter of father's brother is called: /dokhtær æmu:/. Listen

Daughter of father's sister is called: /dokhtær æm.meh/.  

! Example: A tit for tat (retaliatory) operation: 

/mish_e_ ye lotfi dær 

/du:ba:reh kei behem 

/kei behem na:meh midi/? Listen!  

the same spelling with different 

and 58 are used in Persian in a little bit different way than in 
ample, we use "uncle" for both our father's brother and mother's brother in English. We 

also use "aunt" for both our father's sister and mother's sister in English. However, each of the above-

/ma:dær shohær/. Listen! 

/ma:dær 

! For example: When a man is 

/pedær shohær/. Listen! For 

/pedær shohæræm/. 

! For example" When a man is 

's brother is called: /da: i:/. 

! Mother's sister is called: 

Listen! 



G - Daughter of mother's brother is called: 

H - Daughter of mother's sister is called: 

59 - Please, do not doubt my love for you. 
eshghæm beh to shæk nækon/. Listen
60- I love you and miss you like the desert needs the rain. 

ba:ra:n du:stæt da:ræm væ bighæra:retæm/. 

61- I hate them all! 

62- Thank you! /mæm nu:næm/. 
similar words with more or less the same.

63- You're welcome! 

64- Excuse me! /bebækh shid/. 

65- Will you marry me? 

66- Are you ignoring me? 
Persian sentence here is a kind of informal expression).

67- Don't worry about it! 

68- I enjoyed our time at the river. 
khu:neh kheili behem khosh gozæsht/. 

69- Would you like have a coffee with me? 
yeh fenju:n ghæhveh ba: hæm bokhorim/? 
70- As much a things change, they stay the same! 
This proverb may have differenet meanings in Persian. It dep
equivalents is as follows if this is the situation: A close friend expects to see some change in you, but you 
have not changed yet. OR, parents expect to see some changes in the behaviour of their children after t
have given them enough advice, but the children are not changed. OR, a teacher expects changes in his 
students with no success (in either their progress or behaviour). However, it is not very polite to use it in a 
formal situation. 
In Persian, we say: It is useless to make dogs' tails straight even if you try for 100 years!

ghæla:f bebændi, ba:zæm kæjeh/! 
71- Bonjour!  

I think (not very sure) "Bonjour' means both "Hello" and "Good day". So, you may say either 

/sæla:m/ Listen! OR, 
72- Two captains sink the ship! (Proverb)
In Persian we say: two cooks will make the soup either too salty or soltless! 

shu:r mishævæd ya: bi næmæk/. Listen

73- I adore my crazy boyfriend!! 
pesær _e_ divu:næm beræm, ela:hi/!! 
74- We have been through much together, it has made our love stronger. 

esh-ghemu:n o ghævitær kærdeh/. 

Daughter of mother's brother is called: /dokhtær da: i:/.  

Daughter of mother's sister is called: /dokhtær kha:leh/.  

Please, do not doubt my love for you. 
Listen! 

I love you and miss you like the desert needs the rain. 

/hæm chu:n biya:ba:n _e_ t
ba:ra:n du:stæt da:ræm væ bighæra:retæm/. Listen!  

/æz hæmæshu:n motenæferæm/. 

/mæm nu:næm/. Listen! Also: /tæshækor/. 
similar words with more or less the same. 

/kha:hesh mikonæm/. Listen! (In response to thank you)

/bebækh shid/. Listen!  

/a:ya: ba:ha:m ezdeva:j mikoni/? 

/da:ri bi khiya:læm mishi/. 
Persian sentence here is a kind of informal expression). 

/negæra:nesh næba:sh/. Listen! 

I enjoyed our time at the river. 
khu:neh kheili behem khosh gozæsht/. Listen! 

Would you like have a coffee with me? 
yeh fenju:n ghæhveh ba: hæm bokhorim/? Listen! 

As much a things change, they stay the same!  
This proverb may have differenet meanings in Persian. It depends on the situation. One of it's Persian 
equivalents is as follows if this is the situation: A close friend expects to see some change in you, but you 
have not changed yet. OR, parents expect to see some changes in the behaviour of their children after t
have given them enough advice, but the children are not changed. OR, a teacher expects changes in his 
students with no success (in either their progress or behaviour). However, it is not very polite to use it in a 

It is useless to make dogs' tails straight even if you try for 100 years!

/dom _e_ sæg o ægeh sæd sa:læm tu: 
ghæla:f bebændi, ba:zæm kæjeh/! Listen! 

ot very sure) "Bonjour' means both "Hello" and "Good day". So, you may say either 

/ru:z bekheir/. Listen! OR, even both! 
Two captains sink the ship! (Proverb) 

In Persian we say: two cooks will make the soup either too salty or soltless!  

/a:sh pæz keh do ta: shod, a:sh ya: 
Listen! 

pesær _e_ divu:næm beræm, ela:hi/!! Listen! 
We have been through much together, it has made our love stronger. 

/kheili ba: hæm gha:ti shodim, væ in 
ghemu:n o ghævitær kærdeh/. Listen!  

/lotfæn, dær 

/hæm chu:n biya:ba:n _e_ teshneh ye 

/æz hæmæshu:n motenæferæm/. Listen! 

/tæshækor/. Listen! And a couple of 

! (In response to thank you) 

/a:ya: ba:ha:m ezdeva:j mikoni/? Listen! 

/da:ri bi khiya:læm mishi/. Listen! (The 

 

/kena:r _ e _ ru:d 

/ma:yeli 

ends on the situation. One of it's Persian 
equivalents is as follows if this is the situation: A close friend expects to see some change in you, but you 
have not changed yet. OR, parents expect to see some changes in the behaviour of their children after they 
have given them enough advice, but the children are not changed. OR, a teacher expects changes in his 
students with no success (in either their progress or behaviour). However, it is not very polite to use it in a 

It is useless to make dogs' tails straight even if you try for 100 years! 

/dom _e_ sæg o ægeh sæd sa:læm tu: 

ot very sure) "Bonjour' means both "Hello" and "Good day". So, you may say either 

/a:sh pæz keh do ta: shod, a:sh ya: 

/ghorbu:n _e_ du:st 

/kheili ba: hæm gha:ti shodim, væ in 



75- How is Dr. Hossein doing in Iran? 
Hussein tu: ira:n chetoræn/? Listen
I wish we could get together for discussion and tea. 

ba: hæm bokhorim o gæpi bezænim/. 

76- My name is William! 
77- You are the most beautiful girl on earth and I want to marry you! 

dokhtær _e_ ru: ye zæmini væ mæn mikha:m
78- I want you, I want you so bad, it's driving me mad! 

da:ræm divu:neh mishæm/. Listen
79- He who wants a rose must respect the thorns. (A proverb) => The following Persian equivalent of this 
proverb in word for word translation is this: If you eat
means If you are with somebody during his good time (or when he is wealthy), then be with him during 

his bad time. 
ghæmeshæm bokhor/. Listen!  

80- You are bothering me! 

81- Kiss me! (In oral form ) = 

Listen! (Literary form) = 
82- My love and my heart have been lost in the depth of your meaningful look. Will you take them back to 

me? 
mæn,  
 
 
ghælb_e_ mæn dær omgh_e_ nega:h_e_ p
 

83- Dreaming is the real magic power. 
ghodræt _e_ ja:du: i: ye va:gheh i:st/. 

84- Can you speak a bit slower please ? 
lotfæn yeh kæm a:ru:m tær sohbæt konin/? 

85- How do you say ... in Farsi ? 
(Note: put your word in the beginning.) 

86- How long are you living in Belgium? 
tu: Belzhik zendegi mikonin/? Listen
87- Excuse me, my knowledge of Farsi is very limited but I'm lear

Fa:rsim kheili mæhdu:d e, væli da:ræm ya:d migiræm/. 

88- Compassionnatesness 

89- Condolence /tæs liyæt/. 

90- Dependent /va:bæsteh/. 

91- Proud /eftekha:r/. Listen

How is Dr. Hossein doing in Iran? 
Listen!  

I wish we could get together for discussion and tea. 

/ei ka:sh mitu:nestim ye cha: i: 
ba: hæm bokhorim o gæpi bezænim/. Listen! 

/esmæm William _e_/. Listen!  
You are the most beautiful girl on earth and I want to marry you! 

dokhtær _e_ ru: ye zæmini væ mæn mikha:m ba:ha:t ezdeva:j konæm/. Listen! 
I want you, I want you so bad, it's driving me mad! 

/mikha:met, bæd ju:ri mikha:met, 
Listen!  

He who wants a rose must respect the thorns. (A proverb) => The following Persian equivalent of this 
proverb in word for word translation is this: If you eat someboy's bread, then eat his grief too!! Which 
means If you are with somebody during his good time (or when he is wealthy), then be with him during 

/ægeh nu:n _e_ kesi ro mikhori, 

/da:ri æziyæt mikoni/. Listen

/ma:chæm kon/! Listen! Or 

/mæra: bebu:s/! Listen! 
My love and my heart have been lost in the depth of your meaningful look. Will you take them back to 

ghælb_e_ mæn dær omgh_e_ nega:h_e_ por mæna:ye to gom shodeh. mia:rish bæra:m? 

Dreaming is the real magic power. 
ghodræt _e_ ja:du: i: ye va:gheh i:st/. Listen! 

Can you speak a bit slower please ? 
lotfæn yeh kæm a:ru:m tær sohbæt konin/? Listen! 

/... beh Fa:rsi chi misheh/? 
(Note: put your word in the beginning.)  

How long are you living in Belgium? 
Listen! 

Excuse me, my knowledge of Farsi is very limited but I'm learning. 

Fa:rsim kheili mæhdu:d e, væli da:ræm ya:d migiræm/. Listen! 

/hæm dærdi/. Listen! 

/tæs liyæt/. Listen! 

/va:bæsteh/. Listen! 

Listen! (EX: I am proud of you).  

/a:gha: ye doktor 

/ei ka:sh mitu:nestim ye cha: i: 

/to khosh gel tærin 
!  

/mikha:met, bæd ju:ri mikha:met, 

He who wants a rose must respect the thorns. (A proverb) => The following Persian equivalent of this 
someboy's bread, then eat his grief too!! Which 

means If you are with somebody during his good time (or when he is wealthy), then be with him during 

/ægeh nu:n _e_ kesi ro mikhori, 

Listen!  

/bu:sæm kon/! 

My love and my heart have been lost in the depth of your meaningful look. Will you take them back to 

/eshegh _e_ 

or mæna:ye to gom shodeh. mia:rish bæra:m? Listen!  

/kha:b didæn 

/misheh 

/... beh Fa:rsi chi misheh/? Listen! 

/chæn væght e 

/bebækh shid, da:nesh e 



92- To check /moa:yeneh k
93- Ali, since I met you, my world has become complete. 

shodeh/. Listen! 

94- You are very kind (in response to somebody's help or favour ...). 
Listen! 

95- The food is delicious. 

96- It is wonderful. /a:li ye/. 

97- I want to love you for the rest of my life. 
ba:ghi ye omræmo a:sheghet ba:shæm/. 

98- One day (today) is worth two tomorro
næghd beh æz hælva: ye nesyæs/. 
99- You can lead a horse to water but you can't make him drink. (I am trying to remember this prove
Persian!! I will update this sentence as soon as I can. Sorry for the weak memory!!). 
 
Week 107 
Hello everyone! How was your last week? I hope it was great!
Before we start today, I would like to appreciate a wonderful person from Italy who, at the 
not only learning Persian but also has given us a big lesson. Long Live Italy!!
Cherrie Elmes has made a dictionary based on the words of this site. The vocabulary in the first 40 lessons 
are included in this dictionary. Cherrie says, " I hav
'dictionary' - a kind of reference resource into which I copy the new words from each lesson, so that when 
I need them I can find them easily."
On behalf of everybody on this website, let me say, "Thank you Che
You may download this dictionary 
You may also reach Cherrie at irina_ceri@yahoo.co.uk 
All right, 
Today, we will continue our discussions on 
If you happen to have access to such stories (Persian with English translation or English with Persian 
translation), please feel free to send them to me and I will try to share them with all of you here in our 
online class. Preferably, choose easy stories 
Easy Persian not Difficult Persian!! 
All right,  

Now let's try the second part of the second paragraph (through 
You have a little more than one minute to read this part!! 
1…………………  
Did it? Wonderful!  
Now, let me try.  
As I told you before, the Persian text has a poor punctuation. Please note that there is a ‘comma' whenever 
I have a short pause, and there is ‘full stop' when I pause longer. 
Please click here to listen. 

The translation reads, “ But as soon as the remainder of the small change a five Rial delivery a gentleman 
gave”  
The same teacher who told me 2 + 2 = 5, also told me this: when you translate somet
tongue, read it for a couple of times. Then, be your own judge. How would you say the same sentence if it 
were not a translation? I mean, how would you say the same text in your original language? 
Now, I ask you a question:  
How would you say this sentence in English? ( But as soon as the remainder of the small change a five 
Rial delivery a gentleman gave)  

/moa:yeneh kærdæn/ (In the case of visiting doctors). 
Ali, since I met you, my world has become complete. 

/æli, æz væghti keh didæmet donya:m ka:mel 

You are very kind (in response to somebody's help or favour ...). 

/ghæza: kheili khosh mæz.zæs/. 

/a:li ye/. Listen! 

I want to love you for the rest of my life. 
ba:ghi ye omræmo a:sheghet ba:shæm/. Listen! 

One day (today) is worth two tomorrows (proverb). 
næghd beh æz hælva: ye nesyæs/. Listen! 

You can lead a horse to water but you can't make him drink. (I am trying to remember this prove
Persian!! I will update this sentence as soon as I can. Sorry for the weak memory!!). 

Hello everyone! How was your last week? I hope it was great! 
Before we start today, I would like to appreciate a wonderful person from Italy who, at the 
not only learning Persian but also has given us a big lesson. Long Live Italy!! 
Cherrie Elmes has made a dictionary based on the words of this site. The vocabulary in the first 40 lessons 
are included in this dictionary. Cherrie says, " I have created my own alphabetical English

a kind of reference resource into which I copy the new words from each lesson, so that when 
I need them I can find them easily." 
On behalf of everybody on this website, let me say, "Thank you Cherrie!" 
You may download this dictionary here. 

irina_ceri@yahoo.co.uk  

Today, we will continue our discussions on Yahyaa. Hopefully, you enjoyed the first two parts. 
If you happen to have access to such stories (Persian with English translation or English with Persian 
translation), please feel free to send them to me and I will try to share them with all of you here in our 
online class. Preferably, choose easy stories to make sure everybody will understand. Besides, this site is 
Easy Persian not Difficult Persian!!  

Now let's try the second part of the second paragraph (through ).  
You have a little more than one minute to read this part!!  

As I told you before, the Persian text has a poor punctuation. Please note that there is a ‘comma' whenever 
I have a short pause, and there is ‘full stop' when I pause longer.  

 
The translation reads, “ But as soon as the remainder of the small change a five Rial delivery a gentleman 

The same teacher who told me 2 + 2 = 5, also told me this: when you translate somet
tongue, read it for a couple of times. Then, be your own judge. How would you say the same sentence if it 
were not a translation? I mean, how would you say the same text in your original language? 

d you say this sentence in English? ( But as soon as the remainder of the small change a five 
 

ærdæn/ (In the case of visiting doctors). Listen! 

/æli, æz væghti keh didæmet donya:m ka:mel 

/lotf da:rin/. 

/ghæza: kheili khosh mæz.zæs/. Listen!  

/mikha:m 

/sili ye 

You can lead a horse to water but you can't make him drink. (I am trying to remember this proverb in 
Persian!! I will update this sentence as soon as I can. Sorry for the weak memory!!).  

Before we start today, I would like to appreciate a wonderful person from Italy who, at the age of 62, is 
 

Cherrie Elmes has made a dictionary based on the words of this site. The vocabulary in the first 40 lessons 
e created my own alphabetical English-Persian 

a kind of reference resource into which I copy the new words from each lesson, so that when 

. Hopefully, you enjoyed the first two parts.  
If you happen to have access to such stories (Persian with English translation or English with Persian 
translation), please feel free to send them to me and I will try to share them with all of you here in our 

to make sure everybody will understand. Besides, this site is 

As I told you before, the Persian text has a poor punctuation. Please note that there is a ‘comma' whenever 

The translation reads, “ But as soon as the remainder of the small change a five Rial delivery a gentleman 

The same teacher who told me 2 + 2 = 5, also told me this: when you translate something into your mother 
tongue, read it for a couple of times. Then, be your own judge. How would you say the same sentence if it 
were not a translation? I mean, how would you say the same text in your original language?  

d you say this sentence in English? ( But as soon as the remainder of the small change a five 



I know it is very difficult! François has done a poor job here. Apparently, he has not understood the 
sentence.  
Let's help him:  

/æm.ma:/ = but  

/hæmin keh/ = as soon as 

/da:d/ = gave => 
Who gave?  
François. Sorry, Yahyaa!!  
What did he give?  
the remainder of the small change a five Rial 
So,  
Yahyaa = subject  
Gave = verb  
the remainder of the small change a five Rial = object 
To whom he gave?  

/yek a:gha: i:/ = a person / a gentleman / an unknown person 
How much was the money in the beginning? 
Five bucks (Rials)  
What did Yahyaa do when he got Five Rials? 
He was giving back the change.  
To who?  
To the unknown person.  
So, the translation could be like this: 
But, as soon as he gave back the change of the five Rials to a man 
Then what happened?  

/væ dæh sha:hi kæsr a:vord/ 
The translation reads: and there was a shortfall of half a Rial 

/kæsr a:vordæn/ = to be in short of something 

/kæsr a:vord/ = he was in short of 
In short of what?  
In short of half a Rial.  
So, the final work should be easy now: 
But, as soon as he gave back the change of the five 
half a Rial, 
I have added (noticed that) to make the sentence more understandable. 
Then what?  

ræft/.  
The translation says: “ That gentleman also forgave him half a Rial and left.” 

/bækhshidæn/ = to forgive (probably, this is what you find in your Persian dictionaries) 
I am afraid, it does not mean ‘to forgive' in this sentence although it could be unde
Have you ever let a waiter keep the change?!! 
If yes, what do you say? 
Normally, you would say, “keep the change”. You do not say, "I forgive you the change". Am I right? 
So, here you could say, “The man/gentleman let him keep the change and
So, this could be our final work:  
But, as soon as he gave back the change of the five Rials to a man and (noticed that) he was in short of 
half a Rial, and the man let him keep the change and left;” 
Wow, a long and boring sentence!! 
Then, what happened?  

I know it is very difficult! François has done a poor job here. Apparently, he has not understood the 

 

/hæmin keh/ = as soon as  

 

the remainder of the small change a five Rial  

the remainder of the small change a five Rial = object  

/yek a:gha: i:/ = a person / a gentleman / an unknown person  
How much was the money in the beginning?  

What did Yahyaa do when he got Five Rials?  

So, the translation could be like this:  
But, as soon as he gave back the change of the five Rials to a man  

/væ dæh sha:hi kæsr a:vord/  
e was a shortfall of half a Rial  

/kæsr a:vordæn/ = to be in short of something  

/kæsr a:vord/ = he was in short of  

So, the final work should be easy now:  
But, as soon as he gave back the change of the five Rials to a man and (noticed that) he was in short of 

I have added (noticed that) to make the sentence more understandable.  

/væ a:n a:gha: hæm dæh sha:hi ra: beh u: bækhshid væ 

The translation says: “ That gentleman also forgave him half a Rial and left.”  

/bækhshidæn/ = to forgive (probably, this is what you find in your Persian dictionaries) 
I am afraid, it does not mean ‘to forgive' in this sentence although it could be unde
Have you ever let a waiter keep the change?!!  

Normally, you would say, “keep the change”. You do not say, "I forgive you the change". Am I right? 
So, here you could say, “The man/gentleman let him keep the change and left.” 

 
But, as soon as he gave back the change of the five Rials to a man and (noticed that) he was in short of 
half a Rial, and the man let him keep the change and left;”  
Wow, a long and boring sentence!!  

I know it is very difficult! François has done a poor job here. Apparently, he has not understood the 

Rials to a man and (noticed that) he was in short of 

/væ a:n a:gha: hæm dæh sha:hi ra: beh u: bækhshid væ 

 

/bækhshidæn/ = to forgive (probably, this is what you find in your Persian dictionaries)  
I am afraid, it does not mean ‘to forgive' in this sentence although it could be understandable.  

Normally, you would say, “keep the change”. You do not say, "I forgive you the change". Am I right?  
left.”  

But, as soon as he gave back the change of the five Rials to a man and (noticed that) he was in short of 



næya:mæd/.  
The translation reads, “ Whatever he thought he could not remember the name of the newspaper.” 
This sentence is ok. This is the exact equivalent of the Persian sentence. 
Now, let's assemble these sentences! We will have: 
But, as soon as he gave back the change of the five Rials to a man and (noticed that) he was in short of 
half a Rial, and the man let him keep the change and left; whatever he thought he could not remember t
name of the newspaper.  
Now that we have put all these breathtaking sentences together, we notice that the last part ( Whatever he 
thought he could not remember the name of the newspaper ) could be modified a bit. 
Here's how:  
But, as soon as he gave back the change of the five Rials to a man and (noticed that) he was in short of 
half a Rial, and the man let him keep the change and left; he could not remember the name of the 
newspaper anymore / he totally forgot the name of the newspaper. 
As you see, I have simply replaced “ Whatever he thought ” with “anymore”. 
Do you think I have done right? Yes? Or, No? 
Explain the reason to support your answer. (Keep your answers for yourself!) 
Then, we have this sentence:  

/a:n ra: beh kol.li færa:mu:sh kærdeh 
François says, “ He had completely forgotten it” , which is correct. 
Let's see the next sentence:  

/tærs væresh da:sht/. 
François says, “ He was overcome by fear.” Correct. You could also say ‘he was filled with fear/ he was 
terribly scared” 
This sentence ends here. So, you could put ‘full stop' after ‘fear'. 
The next sentence is:  

khiya:ba:n/.  
François says, “ and he waited a moment staring at the floor of the street. ” Correct. Just delete ‘and'. 
The next sentence is this:  

/do mærebeh shoru: beh dævidæn kærd/. 
François writes, “ Twice he started to run .” 
Probably, he has fallen into dictionary traps again. 
The word /do mærtebeh/ could be pronounced in two different ways that give two different 
meanings.  
If you put the ‘stress' on /do/, (like this
If you put the ‘stress' on ‘t', (like this
Persian) => Ex: a double storey building = /yek sa:khtema:n e do 
Now, let's see the translation: 
A- The sentence ends with ‘run'.  
B- What do you mean by “ Twice he started to run ”? 
If we replaced ‘ Twice ' with ‘again' or ‘once again', the sentence would become as follows: 
Once again, he began to run. And
All right,  
So far so good?! Great!  
Let's go to our last sentence today: 

chænd shoma:reh æzæsh khæridænd/. 
François says, “ despite not calling out, they bought a few issues. 
The translation of this sentence is perfect.
All right,  
I hope you enjoyed this lesson. We will continue it next week. 
Till then,  
Khoda Hafez and take care!  

/hær cheh fekr kærd esm e ru:z na:meh ya:dæsh 

The translation reads, “ Whatever he thought he could not remember the name of the newspaper.” 
This sentence is ok. This is the exact equivalent of the Persian sentence.  

, let's assemble these sentences! We will have:  
But, as soon as he gave back the change of the five Rials to a man and (noticed that) he was in short of 
half a Rial, and the man let him keep the change and left; whatever he thought he could not remember t

Now that we have put all these breathtaking sentences together, we notice that the last part ( Whatever he 
thought he could not remember the name of the newspaper ) could be modified a bit. 

ack the change of the five Rials to a man and (noticed that) he was in short of 
half a Rial, and the man let him keep the change and left; he could not remember the name of the 
newspaper anymore / he totally forgot the name of the newspaper.  

have simply replaced “ Whatever he thought ” with “anymore”.  
Do you think I have done right? Yes? Or, No?  
Explain the reason to support your answer. (Keep your answers for yourself!)  

/a:n ra: beh kol.li færa:mu:sh kærdeh bu:d/.  
François says, “ He had completely forgotten it” , which is correct.  

/tærs væresh da:sht/.  
François says, “ He was overcome by fear.” Correct. You could also say ‘he was filled with fear/ he was 

s sentence ends here. So, you could put ‘full stop' after ‘fear'.  

/læhzeh i: ista:d væ khireh nega:h kærd beh kæf e 

François says, “ and he waited a moment staring at the floor of the street. ” Correct. Just delete ‘and'. 

/do mærebeh shoru: beh dævidæn kærd/.  
François writes, “ Twice he started to run .”  

onary traps again.  
/do mærtebeh/ could be pronounced in two different ways that give two different 

like this) = twice – two times  
like this) = again – one more time – once more - Also: double storey (old 

Persian) => Ex: a double storey building = /yek sa:khtema:n e do mærtæbeh/. 

 
What do you mean by “ Twice he started to run ”?  

If we replaced ‘ Twice ' with ‘again' or ‘once again', the sentence would become as follows: 
 this is what the Persian text says.  

Let's go to our last sentence today:  

/ba:z hæm bedu:n e a:n keh seda: konæd 
chænd shoma:reh æzæsh khæridænd/.  
François says, “ despite not calling out, they bought a few issues. ”  
The translation of this sentence is perfect. 

I hope you enjoyed this lesson. We will continue it next week.  

/hær cheh fekr kærd esm e ru:z na:meh ya:dæsh 

The translation reads, “ Whatever he thought he could not remember the name of the newspaper.”  

But, as soon as he gave back the change of the five Rials to a man and (noticed that) he was in short of 
half a Rial, and the man let him keep the change and left; whatever he thought he could not remember the 

Now that we have put all these breathtaking sentences together, we notice that the last part ( Whatever he 
thought he could not remember the name of the newspaper ) could be modified a bit.  

ack the change of the five Rials to a man and (noticed that) he was in short of 
half a Rial, and the man let him keep the change and left; he could not remember the name of the 

 

 

François says, “ He was overcome by fear.” Correct. You could also say ‘he was filled with fear/ he was 

/læhzeh i: ista:d væ khireh nega:h kærd beh kæf e 

François says, “ and he waited a moment staring at the floor of the street. ” Correct. Just delete ‘and'.  

/do mærtebeh/ could be pronounced in two different ways that give two different 

Also: double storey (old 
 

If we replaced ‘ Twice ' with ‘again' or ‘once again', the sentence would become as follows:  

/ba:z hæm bedu:n e a:n keh seda: konæd 



Please do the Quiz and then go to Useful Drills page. 
Quiz: (Source: Useful Drills 90 )  
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the foll
different tenses). 
Finger 
Water went 
Landlord 
To brush (one's teeth)  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
10 - 110 - 101 - 810 - 801 - 108 - 
4- Follow the examples, combine the
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To fix / repair 

To go  

To give 

To break 
  
  
  
Week 107 
The 'Useful Drills' is easy today! (Easy Persian!) 
Please memorize the first 10 Persian sentences of Yahyaa! 
Then, read them by heart. Do not whisper the sentences. Read them out loud. (Make sure nobody is 
around!!)  
Week 108 
Hello everyone!  

There is a Persian poem that says, 
mehræba:ni hær do sær bi/. Listen
I would like to encourage all of you to help this site survive. There are many ways to support Easy 
Persian. You could buy the CDs available on this site, you could donate, and you could participate in these 
free lessons by writing some lessons, articles or whatever you think is good. Let
important for you and my love is not wasted. How would you feel if you were me? 
Please let me thank Christinech and her husband in Switzerland for their continual love and support. 
Thank you Christine! 
All right,  
Today, we will continue part 4 of our discussions on 
positive.  
Let us start:  
As our custom, we have to read the text before our discussions. 
You have 30 seconds to read the rest of the second paragraph ……….. 
Finished? Good!  
Did you notice any special thing in this sentence? 
There are two spelling mistakes.  

Please do the Quiz and then go to Useful Drills page.  
 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
 180 - 118 - 811 - 8110  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

The 'Useful Drills' is easy today! (Easy Persian!)  
Please memorize the first 10 Persian sentences of Yahyaa!  
Then, read them by heart. Do not whisper the sentences. Read them out loud. (Make sure nobody is 

There is a Persian poem that says, 
Listen! It means, ‘How pleasant it could be if love was bilateral!' 

you to help this site survive. There are many ways to support Easy 
Persian. You could buy the CDs available on this site, you could donate, and you could participate in these 
free lessons by writing some lessons, articles or whatever you think is good. Let
important for you and my love is not wasted. How would you feel if you were me? 
Please let me thank Christinech and her husband in Switzerland for their continual love and support. 

nue part 4 of our discussions on Yahyaa. I hope the first three parts have been 

As our custom, we have to read the text before our discussions.  
d the rest of the second paragraph ………..  

Did you notice any special thing in this sentence?  
 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

owing words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

Then, read them by heart. Do not whisper the sentences. Read them out loud. (Make sure nobody is 

/cheh khosh bi 
! It means, ‘How pleasant it could be if love was bilateral!'  

you to help this site survive. There are many ways to support Easy 
Persian. You could buy the CDs available on this site, you could donate, and you could participate in these 
free lessons by writing some lessons, articles or whatever you think is good. Let me see this site is 
important for you and my love is not wasted. How would you feel if you were me?  
Please let me thank Christinech and her husband in Switzerland for their continual love and support. 

. I hope the first three parts have been 



The second word of this sentence should be 

/dæha:n/ = mouth  

The third word is also wrong. It should be 
Ok. Now, let me read this sentence for you. Please click 

a:nha: i: keh æzæsh ru:zna:meh mi khæridænd nega:h mi kærd/. 
François says, “Yahyaa looked at the mouths of those buying newspapers off him,” 
It is ok. There is only one small point to mention. 

In our Persian text, we have 
To be more loyal to the text, we would better translate this sentence as follows: 
“Yahyaa looked at the mouths of 
Why did Yahyaa do so?  

beshnævæd/.  
The translation says, “to chance hearing the name of the newspaper.” 

/ta:/ = 1: so that – 2: to (from one place or time to next). Example: from my home to yours = 

/æz kha:neh ye mæn 

In this sentence, /ta:/ = so that

/sha:yæd/ = maybe – possibly 
So, the translation could be:  
So that he might hear the name of the newspaper. (The sentence should end here) 
All right.  
Now, let's see the next sentence.  

The translation says, “But they all had a grave fac
face they took the newspaper and left.” 

/ghiya:feh/ = gesture – appearance 

/gerefteh/ = upset – without happiness / smile 

Example: you seem (very) unhappy today = 

/jed.di/ = serious  

/bi a:n keh/ = without 

/gereftæn/ = to take – to buy 
One of the possible translations could be like this: 
But they all, cold and serious and without looking at his face, bought the newspa
All right, now let's go to the third paragraph. 

You have 30 seconds to read the first two lines (through 
Finished? Great!  
Now, let me read it for you. Please click

/bicha:reh dæst pa:cheh shodeh bu:d/. 
The translation reads, “He became wretched and confused.” 

/bicha:reh/ = poor – helpless 

Example: Poor Hassan!! = 

The second word of this sentence should be /be dæha:n/, not /be dæhom/. 

The third word is also wrong. It should be /a:nha: i: keh/ = those who. 
Ok. Now, let me read this sentence for you. Please click here to listen.  

a:nha: i: keh æzæsh ru:zna:meh mi khæridænd nega:h mi kærd/.  
“Yahyaa looked at the mouths of those buying newspapers off him,” 

It is ok. There is only one small point to mention.  

/a:nha: i: keh/ = those who 
To be more loyal to the text, we would better translate this sentence as follows: 

those who bought newspapers off / from him,” 

/ta: sha:yæd esm e ru:z na:meh ra: æz a:nha: 

“to chance hearing the name of the newspaper.”  

2: to (from one place or time to next). Example: from my home to yours = 

/æz kha:neh ye mæn ta: kha:neh ye shoma:/. 

/ta:/ = so that 

possibly – may – might  

So that he might hear the name of the newspaper. (The sentence should end here) 

 

“But they all had a grave facial expression, seriously and without looking at his 
face they took the newspaper and left.”  

appearance – body  

without happiness / smile – thoughtful – cold (feeling) 

ppy today = /emru:z kheili gerefteh i:/. 

/bi a:n keh/ = without  

to buy  
One of the possible translations could be like this:  
But they all, cold and serious and without looking at his face, bought the newspa
All right, now let's go to the third paragraph.  

You have 30 seconds to read the first two lines (through /nædid/)……  

Now, let me read it for you. Please click here to listen.  

/bicha:reh dæst pa:cheh shodeh bu:d/.  
“He became wretched and confused.”  

helpless  

/bicha:reh Hassan!!!/  

/be dæha:n/, not /be dæhom/.  

/a:nha: i: keh/ = those who.  

/yæhya: beh dæha:n e 

“Yahyaa looked at the mouths of those buying newspapers off him,”  

i: keh/ = those who  
To be more loyal to the text, we would better translate this sentence as follows:  

bought newspapers off / from him,”  

/ta: sha:yæd esm e ru:z na:meh ra: æz a:nha: 

2: to (from one place or time to next). Example: from my home to yours = 

So that he might hear the name of the newspaper. (The sentence should end here)  

 
ial expression, seriously and without looking at his 

cold (feeling) – joyless  

/emru:z kheili gerefteh i:/.  

But they all, cold and serious and without looking at his face, bought the newspaper and left.  



/dæst pa:cheh shodæn/ = to lose control (because of not knowing what to do) 
confused in a hasty situation – (antonym => to stay calm down) 

In this sentence, the writer has used adjective (
common in Persian.  
In English, we could put ‘boy' or ‘Yahyaa' to make it more understandable. Like this: 
Poor Yahyaa did not know what to do.

The translation reads, “He looked around him” 

/ætra:f/ = around – here and there 
Although the translation is ok, we could also say: 
He looked around. OR, He looked here and there 
For what?  

ghæta:r e khod ra: peida: konæd/. 
François says, “He looked around him in the chance that of finding one of the fellow worker boys” 

/yeki æz/ = one of  

/bæch.cheh/ = child  

In our Persian sentence, there could be 
ignored this word to make the sent

/ta:/ = so that  
So, the translation could be:  
So that he might find one of his fellow worker children 
Why he needs to find one of them? 

François says, “to ask the name of the newspaper”, 
And finally,  

/æm.mæa: kesi ra: nædid/. 

/a:m.maa:/ = but  

/kesi/ = anybody  
François says, “but there was no one.” 
The Persian sentence says, “but he did not see / find anybody”.
All right, I hope you enjoyed our lesson today. 
Take care and have a nice week.  
   
Quiz: (Source: Useful Drills 70 )  
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
To clean 
I clean 
To eat 
They eat  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
9 - 19 - 901 - 990 - 910 - 190 - 109 

/dæst pa:cheh shodæn/ = to lose control (because of not knowing what to do) 
(antonym => to stay calm down)  

In this sentence, the writer has used adjective (  /bicha:reh/ = poor) for noun. This is almost 

In English, we could put ‘boy' or ‘Yahyaa' to make it more understandable. Like this: 
Poor Yahyaa did not know what to do. 

/beh ætra:f e khodæsh nega:h mikærd/  
“He looked around him”  

and there  
Although the translation is ok, we could also say:  

, He looked here and there  

/sha:yæd yeki æz bæch.cheh ha: ye hæm 
ghæta:r e khod ra: peida: konæd/.  

“He looked around him in the chance that of finding one of the fellow worker boys” 

In our Persian sentence, there could be /ta:/ before /sha:yæd/. But the writer has purposely 
ignored this word to make the sentence either shorter or more conversational.  

So that he might find one of his fellow worker children  
Why he needs to find one of them?  

/væ esm e ru:z na:meh ra: æzæsh beporsæd/. 
“to ask the name of the newspaper”, which is correct.  

/æm.mæa: kesi ra: nædid/.  

“but there was no one.”  
The Persian sentence says, “but he did not see / find anybody”. 

you enjoyed our lesson today.  
 

 
Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
109 - 119 - 911 - 191  

/dæst pa:cheh shodæn/ = to lose control (because of not knowing what to do) – to get 

/bicha:reh/ = poor) for noun. This is almost 

In English, we could put ‘boy' or ‘Yahyaa' to make it more understandable. Like this:  

 

/sha:yæd yeki æz bæch.cheh ha: ye hæm 

“He looked around him in the chance that of finding one of the fellow worker boys”  

/sha:yæd/. But the writer has purposely 
 

/væ esm e ru:z na:meh ra: æzæsh beporsæd/.  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 



4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To clean

I eat 

They clean 

Food /Meal  
 

We eat (food) 
  
  
Week 108 
No drills for today. Just look in the mirror!!
  
  
 Hello again!  

Long time no see!! = 
After my long absence, I am back here again with a new lesson. I hope all of you had great time during my 
absence!  
We will cover one more part of Yahyaa
deeply hope it was helpful.  
Today's lesson is a bit different. All you have to do today is to take care of your ears!! Why? Bec
going to speak and you are going to listen! I am just testing this method today to see how it works. 
Are you ready? Good!  
We will try the third paragraph. I know the first sentence is already done. I am just explaining it one more 
time.  
Please take a look at the new words below, then click on the sound file to listen to today's lesson. You may 
open the story of Yahyaa and look at the Farsi writings while listening to the audio file.
You could right- click on the link below and choose ‘Save Targe
computer. Enjoy your lesson!  
Listen to Lesson 109! 

/bicha:reh/ = poor => you could also use 

/dæst pa:cheh shodæn/ = to lose control (
confusion while in a rush – (antonym => to stay calm down) 

/hæm ghæta:r/ = of the same rank / level 

/værjeh vorjeh kærdæn/ = to bounce (restlessly) 

/piya:deh ro/ = sidewalk 

/foj/ = large amount of something 

/motehær.rek/ = unstable 

/mæshgh kærdæn/ = to do something 

/mesl e inkeh/ = seemingly 

/yeki do ba:r/ = a couple of times 

/bærgh zædæn/ = to flash 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

No drills for today. Just look in the mirror!! 

/moshta:gh e di:da:r/! Listen!  
After my long absence, I am back here again with a new lesson. I hope all of you had great time during my 

Yahyaa today. Next week, we will finish our translation discussions. I 

Today's lesson is a bit different. All you have to do today is to take care of your ears!! Why? Bec
going to speak and you are going to listen! I am just testing this method today to see how it works. 

We will try the third paragraph. I know the first sentence is already done. I am just explaining it one more 

take a look at the new words below, then click on the sound file to listen to today's lesson. You may 
open the story of Yahyaa and look at the Farsi writings while listening to the audio file.

click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to download this file into your 

/bicha:reh/ = poor => you could also use /teflæki/.  

/dæst pa:cheh shodæn/ = to lose control (because of not knowing what to do) 
(antonym => to stay calm down)  

/hæm ghæta:r/ = of the same rank / level – coworker  

/værjeh vorjeh kærdæn/ = to bounce (restlessly)  

/piya:deh ro/ = sidewalk – pavement  

ount of something – multitude  

/motehær.rek/ = unstable – shaky – trembling - mobile  

/mæshgh kærdæn/ = to do something – here it means: to parade 

/mesl e inkeh/ = seemingly  

/yeki do ba:r/ = a couple of times  

/bærgh zædæn/ = to flash – to shine  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

After my long absence, I am back here again with a new lesson. I hope all of you had great time during my 

today. Next week, we will finish our translation discussions. I 

Today's lesson is a bit different. All you have to do today is to take care of your ears!! Why? Because I am 
going to speak and you are going to listen! I am just testing this method today to see how it works.  

We will try the third paragraph. I know the first sentence is already done. I am just explaining it one more 

take a look at the new words below, then click on the sound file to listen to today's lesson. You may 
open the story of Yahyaa and look at the Farsi writings while listening to the audio file. 

to download this file into your 

because of not knowing what to do) – 

here it means: to parade  



Please do the Quiz and then go to Useful Drills page. 
Take care and have a nice week.  
   
Quiz: (Source: Useful Drills 85 )  
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
To steal 
To introduce 
To meet 
I talked to him  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
0 - 10 - 110 - 101 - 201 - 210 - 102 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones wheneve

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To speak 

To teach 

To introduce 

To steal 
 

To meet / visit 
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
Week 109 
Suppose that you are the teacher of your computer! Follow today's lesson and teach your computer the 
translation of Yahyaa (the first three parts) in the same way as I did today. You may use either English or 
your mother language to do this job. I am sure your computer will start speaking Persian by next week!!
Week 109 
Hello again!  

Long time no see!! = 
After my long absence, I am back here again with a new lesson. I hope all of you had great time during my 
absence!  
We will cover one more part of Yahyaa
deeply hope it was helpful.  
Today's lesson is a bit different. All you have to do today is to take care of your ears!! Why
going to speak and you are going to listen! I am just testing this method today to see how it works. 
Are you ready? Good!  

Please do the Quiz and then go to Useful Drills page.  
 

 
Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
102 - 120 - 202  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Suppose that you are the teacher of your computer! Follow today's lesson and teach your computer the 
translation of Yahyaa (the first three parts) in the same way as I did today. You may use either English or 
your mother language to do this job. I am sure your computer will start speaking Persian by next week!!

/moshta:gh e di:da:r/! Listen!  
After my long absence, I am back here again with a new lesson. I hope all of you had great time during my 

Yahyaa today. Next week, we will finish our translation discussions. I 

Today's lesson is a bit different. All you have to do today is to take care of your ears!! Why
going to speak and you are going to listen! I am just testing this method today to see how it works. 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

Suppose that you are the teacher of your computer! Follow today's lesson and teach your computer the 
translation of Yahyaa (the first three parts) in the same way as I did today. You may use either English or 
your mother language to do this job. I am sure your computer will start speaking Persian by next week!! 

After my long absence, I am back here again with a new lesson. I hope all of you had great time during my 

today. Next week, we will finish our translation discussions. I 

Today's lesson is a bit different. All you have to do today is to take care of your ears!! Why? Because I am 
going to speak and you are going to listen! I am just testing this method today to see how it works.  



We will try the third paragraph. I know the first sentence is already done. I am just explaining it one more 
time.  
Please take a look at the new words below, then click on the sound file to listen to today's lesson. You may 
open the story of Yahyaa and look at the Farsi writings while listening to the audio file.
You could right- click on the link below and choose ‘Save 
computer. Enjoy your lesson!  
Listen to Lesson 109! 

/bicha:reh/ = poor => you could also use 

/dæst pa:cheh shodæn/ = to lose cont
confusion while in a rush – (antonym => to stay calm down) 

/hæm ghæta:r/ = of the same rank / level 

/værjeh vorjeh kærdæn/ = to bounce (restlessly) 

/piya:deh ro/ = sidewalk 

/foj/ = large amount of something 

/motehær.rek/ = unstable 

/mæshgh kærdæn/ = to do something 

/mesl e inkeh/ = seemingly 

/yeki do ba:r/ = a couple of times 

/bærgh zædæn/ = to flas
Please do the Quiz and then go to Useful Drills page. 
Take care and have a nice week.  
Quiz: (Source: Useful Drills 85 )  
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferabl
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
To steal 
To introduce 
To meet 
I talked to him  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
0 - 10 - 110 - 101 - 201 - 210 - 102 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To speak 

To teach 

To introduce 

To steal 

We will try the third paragraph. I know the first sentence is already done. I am just explaining it one more 

lease take a look at the new words below, then click on the sound file to listen to today's lesson. You may 
open the story of Yahyaa and look at the Farsi writings while listening to the audio file.

click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to download this file into your 

/bicha:reh/ = poor => you could also use /teflæki/.  

/dæst pa:cheh shodæn/ = to lose control (because of not knowing what to do) 
(antonym => to stay calm down)  

/hæm ghæta:r/ = of the same rank / level – coworker  

/værjeh vorjeh kærdæn/ = to bounce (restlessly)  

/piya:deh ro/ = sidewalk – pavement  

/foj/ = large amount of something – multitude  

/motehær.rek/ = unstable – shaky – trembling - mobile  

/mæshgh kærdæn/ = to do something – here it means: to parade 

/mesl e inkeh/ = seemingly  

/yeki do ba:r/ = a couple of times  

/bærgh zædæn/ = to flash – to shine  
Please do the Quiz and then go to Useful Drills page.  

 
 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
102 - 120 - 202  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

We will try the third paragraph. I know the first sentence is already done. I am just explaining it one more 

lease take a look at the new words below, then click on the sound file to listen to today's lesson. You may 
open the story of Yahyaa and look at the Farsi writings while listening to the audio file. 

to download this file into your 

rol (because of not knowing what to do) – 

here it means: to parade  

y once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



 

To meet / visit 
 Week 109 
Suppose that you are the teacher of your computer! Follow today's lesson and teach your computer the 
translation of Yahyaa (the first three parts) in the same way as I did today. You may use either English or 
your mother language to do this job. I am sure 
 
Week 110 
Hello everyone! How are you? 
Before we start today, I need to apologize to some of our friends for some misunderstanding. 
Some of our Arab brothers and sisters have somehow accused me of 
this site on different occasions.  
I have never ever planned to attack any special person, nation or religion. I love and respect all and do not 
support the policy of taking revenge. I am not that kind of person to break
others' support or favor. I have mentioned what I assume is true about the background of Iran
relation in history as well as its effect on Persian language. I think to enter into somebody's home by force 
is called invasion, be it for the sake of religion, democracy or any other ideas. I never said we should kill 
all Arab people because they took Iran under their control long time ago. On the contrary, I have 
mentioned that we should learn to forgive and love others. 
You the Arab people are my brothers and sisters and I love you all as I love other nations. Please accept 
my sincere apologies if there has been some misunderstanding and if you think I purposely attacked the 
Arab people to make others happy. I am your mirror. Do 
All right,  
As you know, we are approaching October 19. Does this day remind you of anything special? I hope it 
does!  
October 19 is the day when I was born again, this time online!! Easypersian will become 3 years old on 
this day!  
This year, I am going to give you a very unusual and rare gift! I don't know what you are going to give me 
in return!  
What else a poor man like me has got to give away for friends if not his own properties?! And what 
property I have but my own website?! 
No, don't get excited! I am not going to give away my website! But I have something on this web page for 
you. Guess what? Yes, you are right! My CDs!! 
I am going to offer special discount for Easypersian Website on CD this year. This is a mutual cooperation 
and I hope you will accept it. I really wish I were able to give a free copy of this CD to each one of you. 
Unfortunately, this is not possible for me to give away 45000 CDs for free! What I can do for you is to 
break the price. I will never become a businessma
For 15 days (October 15 – October 30
help to those students who are studying Persian for the sake of their Persian ancestors!! Just remember, 
this offer will remain valid for only 15 days
As for music CDs , I am going to change the price for the sake of the music enthusiasts who love music 
but cannot pay this much!  
So far, I have mailed the music CDs to you with their translation. From October 15 on, the translation of 
the songs will not be mailed to you with the CDs. 
This is how the process will work: 
When you order any of the music CDs 
translation!  
How?  
I will send you the songs (in MP3) and their translation (in PDF) through 
the songs and print their translation by yourself 
receive the parcel.  
What about the CD?  
I will mail the CD immediately after I receive your order.
Result?  
You will have immediate access to the songs and their translation. You will receive the CD in al
week upon your order.  

 

Suppose that you are the teacher of your computer! Follow today's lesson and teach your computer the 
translation of Yahyaa (the first three parts) in the same way as I did today. You may use either English or 
your mother language to do this job. I am sure your computer will start speaking Persian by next week!! 

Before we start today, I need to apologize to some of our friends for some misunderstanding. 
Some of our Arab brothers and sisters have somehow accused me of attacking the Arab world throughout 

I have never ever planned to attack any special person, nation or religion. I love and respect all and do not 
support the policy of taking revenge. I am not that kind of person to break somebody in order to gain 
others' support or favor. I have mentioned what I assume is true about the background of Iran
relation in history as well as its effect on Persian language. I think to enter into somebody's home by force 

be it for the sake of religion, democracy or any other ideas. I never said we should kill 
all Arab people because they took Iran under their control long time ago. On the contrary, I have 
mentioned that we should learn to forgive and love others.  

Arab people are my brothers and sisters and I love you all as I love other nations. Please accept 
my sincere apologies if there has been some misunderstanding and if you think I purposely attacked the 
Arab people to make others happy. I am your mirror. Do not break me!  

As you know, we are approaching October 19. Does this day remind you of anything special? I hope it 

October 19 is the day when I was born again, this time online!! Easypersian will become 3 years old on 

r, I am going to give you a very unusual and rare gift! I don't know what you are going to give me 

What else a poor man like me has got to give away for friends if not his own properties?! And what 
property I have but my own website?!  

t get excited! I am not going to give away my website! But I have something on this web page for 
you. Guess what? Yes, you are right! My CDs!!  
I am going to offer special discount for Easypersian Website on CD this year. This is a mutual cooperation 

hope you will accept it. I really wish I were able to give a free copy of this CD to each one of you. 
Unfortunately, this is not possible for me to give away 45000 CDs for free! What I can do for you is to 
break the price. I will never become a businessman!  

October 30), you may purchase the website CD for 29 dollars only. This is a 
help to those students who are studying Persian for the sake of their Persian ancestors!! Just remember, 

only 15 days!! Don't miss this opportunity or you will regret it! 
, I am going to change the price for the sake of the music enthusiasts who love music 

So far, I have mailed the music CDs to you with their translation. From October 15 on, the translation of 
to you with the CDs.  

This is how the process will work:  
music CDs , you will have immediate access to all songs as well as to their 

I will send you the songs (in MP3) and their translation (in PDF) through internet
print their translation by yourself . So, you do not have to wait for some one week to 

I will mail the CD immediately after I receive your order. 

You will have immediate access to the songs and their translation. You will receive the CD in al

Suppose that you are the teacher of your computer! Follow today's lesson and teach your computer the 
translation of Yahyaa (the first three parts) in the same way as I did today. You may use either English or 

your computer will start speaking Persian by next week!!  

Before we start today, I need to apologize to some of our friends for some misunderstanding.  
attacking the Arab world throughout 

I have never ever planned to attack any special person, nation or religion. I love and respect all and do not 
somebody in order to gain 

others' support or favor. I have mentioned what I assume is true about the background of Iran-Arab 
relation in history as well as its effect on Persian language. I think to enter into somebody's home by force 

be it for the sake of religion, democracy or any other ideas. I never said we should kill 
all Arab people because they took Iran under their control long time ago. On the contrary, I have 

Arab people are my brothers and sisters and I love you all as I love other nations. Please accept 
my sincere apologies if there has been some misunderstanding and if you think I purposely attacked the 

As you know, we are approaching October 19. Does this day remind you of anything special? I hope it 

October 19 is the day when I was born again, this time online!! Easypersian will become 3 years old on 

r, I am going to give you a very unusual and rare gift! I don't know what you are going to give me 

What else a poor man like me has got to give away for friends if not his own properties?! And what 

t get excited! I am not going to give away my website! But I have something on this web page for 

I am going to offer special discount for Easypersian Website on CD this year. This is a mutual cooperation 
hope you will accept it. I really wish I were able to give a free copy of this CD to each one of you. 

Unfortunately, this is not possible for me to give away 45000 CDs for free! What I can do for you is to 

), you may purchase the website CD for 29 dollars only. This is a 
help to those students who are studying Persian for the sake of their Persian ancestors!! Just remember, 

!! Don't miss this opportunity or you will regret it!  
, I am going to change the price for the sake of the music enthusiasts who love music 

So far, I have mailed the music CDs to you with their translation. From October 15 on, the translation of 

to all songs as well as to their 

internet and you may download 
. So, you do not have to wait for some one week to 

You will have immediate access to the songs and their translation. You will receive the CD in almost one 



Satisfied?  
Great!  
What about the price?  
Are you willing to pay me more for such a service? 
Thanks for your generosity! I don't want more although I desperately need it! 
Just on the contrary, I am going to cut the price 
So, how much should you pay for each CD? 
Only 17 dollars for each music CD! Nothing for shipping. 
Could anyone say “dastet dard nakoneh, Hassan”? 
Thank you. Saretun dard nakoneh!! Or I would better say, “Jeebetun dard nakoneh!!” 
I deeply hope you will accept this as a gift on the third birth anniversary of our site. 
All right, now let's get started.  
Today, we will finish the last part of our translation discussions on 
liked lesson 109. Thank you very much for all your warm messages. 
Ok, ready?  
Please go to Yahyaa now while listening to the sound file. 
Have fun! 
Please Right-click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to save the sound file into your 
computer.  
Yahyaa – part 6 (the last translation le
Quiz: (Source: Useful Drills 78 )  
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivale
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
Russian 
Difficult 
Shirt 
Expensive 
Cheap  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
9 - 99 - 19 - 91 - 910 - 901 - 990 -
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Shirt 

Difficult 

Iran  

Persian 
 

Big  
  
Week 110 
No drills today.  
  
 

Are you willing to pay me more for such a service?  
Thanks for your generosity! I don't want more although I desperately need it!  
Just on the contrary, I am going to cut the price down!  
So, how much should you pay for each CD?  
Only 17 dollars for each music CD! Nothing for shipping.  
Could anyone say “dastet dard nakoneh, Hassan”?  
Thank you. Saretun dard nakoneh!! Or I would better say, “Jeebetun dard nakoneh!!” 

u will accept this as a gift on the third birth anniversary of our site. 

Today, we will finish the last part of our translation discussions on Yahyaa. I am reall
. Thank you very much for all your warm messages.  

stening to the sound file.  

click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to save the sound file into your 

part 6 (the last translation lesson)  
 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
- 109 - 190 - 9000 - 900 - 90  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you. Saretun dard nakoneh!! Or I would better say, “Jeebetun dard nakoneh!!”  
u will accept this as a gift on the third birth anniversary of our site.  

. I am really happy that you 

click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to save the sound file into your 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 



  
 
Week 111 
Hi everyone! How are you?  
How was the translation lessons? Did you like them? I hope you did. 
Well, after a long translation class, I think it is not a bad idea to have a very short break! Today, we are 
going to have fun! I am sure all of you will like it! 
Please do the Quiz first. Then go to Useful Drills page to have fun! 
Have a great time and Khoda Hafez. 
Quiz: (Source: Useful Drills 84 )  
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
To die 
To take away 
To play 
My friends are playing 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
2 - 20 - 320 - 230 - 120 - 210 - 201 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To kill 

They killed 

To take away / to win 

To die  

He/ she died  
Week 111 
Today, we have another piece of Persian music. This song is performed by Ebi and is called Shab e Mard 
e Tanha (The night of a lonely man). This song is in MP3. 
Please right-click on the link below and choose Save Target As' to download this song.
Shab e Mard e Tanha - Persian music in MP3 
You may find the lyrics and the translation of this song below. 
  

How was the translation lessons? Did you like them? I hope you did.  
Well, after a long translation class, I think it is not a bad idea to have a very short break! Today, we are 
going to have fun! I am sure all of you will like it!  
Please do the Quiz first. Then go to Useful Drills page to have fun!  

Khoda Hafez.  
 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
201 - 321 - 312 - 113 - 133 - 122  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
e small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

Today, we have another piece of Persian music. This song is performed by Ebi and is called Shab e Mard 
e Tanha (The night of a lonely man). This song is in MP3.  

click on the link below and choose Save Target As' to download this song.
Persian music in MP3 - By: Ebi  

You may find the lyrics and the translation of this song below. Have fun! 

Well, after a long translation class, I think it is not a bad idea to have a very short break! Today, we are 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

Today, we have another piece of Persian music. This song is performed by Ebi and is called Shab e Mard 

click on the link below and choose Save Target As' to download this song. 



  
The vocabulary of the same song:The vocabulary of the same song: 

 



 
  
  
  
Week 112 
Hello everyone! How are you? 
How was the music in our last lesson? I hope you liked it.  



If you remember, we had some discussions on ‘neither…nor', ‘either…or', ‘both…and', and ‘not 
only…but also' during lessons 101 
kind enough and go back to learn them first before we continue! 
From today, we are going to expand these combinations a bit further. I guess it will take us a few weeks to 
do so.  
Let us start with the example we already

I am neither a politician nor a businessman.
siya:sætmæda:r hæstæm næh ta:jer/. Do you remember this? 
What we are going to do during this lesson and
– ‘am' – ‘are', with ‘real verbs'! Take a look at the following example: 
This boy neither reads nor writes
As you notice, we have two main verbs
Now we want to know how this structure works in Persian. 
It is very easy if you know lessons 101 
Ok, let's begin:  

To read = /kha:ndæn/.  

To write = /neveshtæn/. 
Neither…nor = /næh…næh/. 
Translate these very simple sentences: (you ha
1- He reads =  
2- Ali reads =  
3- This boy reads =  
4- He writes =  
5- Ali writes =  
6- This boy writes = 
1- 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 – 10. Finished? Great! If not, please study Present Simple Tense afresh! 
Yes, just translate them in Present Simple Tense. That's all. 
Now, replace those ‘is', ‘am', ‘are
So,  

This boy neither reads nor writes. 
mikha:næd næh minevisæd/. Very easy, isn't it? 
Now, let's see a couple of examples: 

1- This boy neither drinks nor eats => 
minu:shæd næh mikhoræd/. 

To drink = /nu:shidæn/. 

To eat = /khordæn/.  

2- This boy neither sleeps nor works = 
mikha:bæd næh ka:r mikonæd/. 
All right, I hope you enjoyed this easy lesson! 
Please do the Quiz first. Then go to Useful Drills page to enjoy more! 
Have a great time and Khoda Hafez! 
Quiz: (Source: Useful Drills 103 ) 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
Near 
Fat 
Painter 
Country 

If you remember, we had some discussions on ‘neither…nor', ‘either…or', ‘both…and', and ‘not 
only…but also' during lessons 101 – 104. Hopefully, all of you remember those lessons. If not, please be 
kind enough and go back to learn them first before we continue!  
From today, we are going to expand these combinations a bit further. I guess it will take us a few weeks to 

Let us start with the example we already have in lesson 101. Ready? 

I am neither a politician nor a businessman. 
siya:sætmæda:r hæstæm næh ta:jer/. Do you remember this?  
What we are going to do during this lesson and the next few lessons is to replace simple verbs, such as ‘

'! Take a look at the following example:  
writes.  
main verbs in this sentence (read – write).  

Now we want to know how this structure works in Persian.  
It is very easy if you know lessons 101 – 104 fluently.  

 

/neveshtæn/.  
/næh…næh/.  

Translate these very simple sentences: (you have 10 seconds for each)  

10. Finished? Great! If not, please study Present Simple Tense afresh! 
e them in Present Simple Tense. That's all.  

are' with these main verbs in your sentences.  

This boy neither reads nor writes. = 
Very easy, isn't it?  

Now, let's see a couple of examples:  

This boy neither drinks nor eats => 

/nu:shidæn/.  

This boy neither sleeps nor works = 

All right, I hope you enjoyed this easy lesson!  
Please do the Quiz first. Then go to Useful Drills page to enjoy more!  
Have a great time and Khoda Hafez!  

)  
Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

If you remember, we had some discussions on ‘neither…nor', ‘either…or', ‘both…and', and ‘not 
r those lessons. If not, please be 

From today, we are going to expand these combinations a bit further. I guess it will take us a few weeks to 

/mæn næh 

the next few lessons is to replace simple verbs, such as ‘is' 

10. Finished? Great! If not, please study Present Simple Tense afresh!  

/in pesær næh 

/in pesær næh 

/in pesær næh 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 



Poet 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
7 - 997 - 676 - 796 - 769 - 967 - 557 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Enemy  

Ambassador 

Happy 

Near 

(Take care of TASHDID) Painter
  
Week 112 
New Words:  
  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
translation with the answers below. No cheating please!) 
1- I neither sleep nor work.  
2- You neither sleep nor work.  
3- He/she neither sleeps nor works. 
4- We neither sleep nor work.  
5- You neither sleep nor work.  
6- They neither sleep nor work.  
7- This man neither sleeps nor works. 
8- My friend neither sleeps nor works. 
9- These children neither sleep nor work. 
10- Those students neither sleep nor work. 
11- Helen neither sleeps nor works. 
12- I neither read nor write.  
13- You neither read nor write.  
14- He/she neither reads nor writes. 
15- We neither read nor write.  
16- You neither read nor write.  
17- They neither read nor write.  
18- This woman neither reads nor writes. 
19- Your friend neither reads nor writes. 
20- My children neither read nor write. 
21- Her children neither read nor write. 
22- These students neither read nor write.
  
  
Answers: 

 
557 - 765 - 972 - 297 - 287 - 872 - 887 - 787  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please translate the following sentences into Persian. ( Please do your best first. Then correct your 
translation with the answers below. No cheating please!)  

He/she neither sleeps nor works.  

This man neither sleeps nor works.  
My friend neither sleeps nor works.  

ldren neither sleep nor work.  
Those students neither sleep nor work.  
Helen neither sleeps nor works.  

He/she neither reads nor writes.  

 
This woman neither reads nor writes.  
Your friend neither reads nor writes.  
My children neither read nor write.  
Her children neither read nor write.  

nor write. 

 
Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

( Please do your best first. Then correct your 



  
Week 113 
Hello everyone! How are you? 
I hope all of you had a great New Year. I am really sorry for my long absence. Life is not always the same, 
specially for a person in my situation!
Please do the Quiz first. Then go to 
Before we start, let me introduce a Frsi Editor. One of our friends, Daniel McCabe, has made a Farsi 
Editor software. Currently, I have not tried it. For sure, I will give it a try in near future. Maybe you would 
like to try now. Please right-click 
format. So, you may need Winzip or Winrar to unzip this program after downloading. 
Daniel says, "The programs requirements are; 
w2k or wxp (I don't have a w98 machine to test it on) 
IME support for right to left languages (for the fonts) 
Dot Net Framework (dotnetfxredist_X86.msi) as it was developed in vb.net 2k3 
The user can either type directly (vi
text. This text can be pushed to word (sent as a series of keystrokes after opening a new instance of word). 
I basically works like the on screen keyboard that is supplied with wxp but only
formatting options. It is basic but it does what I wanted it to do. 
It is only a beta 1 at the moment so changes can be made like outputting to other applications or the look 
and feel of the app etc.  
There are some GPL Persian fonts included. "
You may reach Daniel Here .  
Thank you Daniel for your work and dedication. 
Quiz: (Source: Useful Drills 102) 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)

 

I hope all of you had a great New Year. I am really sorry for my long absence. Life is not always the same, 
specially for a person in my situation! 
Please do the Quiz first. Then go to Useful Drills page. 
Before we start, let me introduce a Frsi Editor. One of our friends, Daniel McCabe, has made a Farsi 
Editor software. Currently, I have not tried it. For sure, I will give it a try in near future. Maybe you would 

click here and choose 'Save Target As' to download this file. The file is in ZIP 
format. So, you may need Winzip or Winrar to unzip this program after downloading. 

programs requirements are;  
w2k or wxp (I don't have a w98 machine to test it on)  
IME support for right to left languages (for the fonts)  
Dot Net Framework (dotnetfxredist_X86.msi) as it was developed in vb.net 2k3 
The user can either type directly (via HWKB) into the text area or utilize the SWKB Displayed to enter 
text. This text can be pushed to word (sent as a series of keystrokes after opening a new instance of word). 
I basically works like the on screen keyboard that is supplied with wxp but only
formatting options. It is basic but it does what I wanted it to do.  
It is only a beta 1 at the moment so changes can be made like outputting to other applications or the look 

fonts included. " 

Thank you Daniel for your work and dedication.  
)  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

I hope all of you had a great New Year. I am really sorry for my long absence. Life is not always the same, 

Before we start, let me introduce a Frsi Editor. One of our friends, Daniel McCabe, has made a Farsi 
Editor software. Currently, I have not tried it. For sure, I will give it a try in near future. Maybe you would 

and choose 'Save Target As' to download this file. The file is in ZIP 
format. So, you may need Winzip or Winrar to unzip this program after downloading.  

Dot Net Framework (dotnetfxredist_X86.msi) as it was developed in vb.net 2k3  
a HWKB) into the text area or utilize the SWKB Displayed to enter 

text. This text can be pushed to word (sent as a series of keystrokes after opening a new instance of word).  
I basically works like the on screen keyboard that is supplied with wxp but only for its-self with limited 

It is only a beta 1 at the moment so changes can be made like outputting to other applications or the look 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 



One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
Wet 
Dry 
Deep 
Shallow 
Wise 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
90 - 109 - 190 - 910 - 901 - 9110 -
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Crazy  

Angry 

River 

Near 

Shirt 
  
Week 113 
New Words:  

To teach = /dærs da:dæn/ 

To answer = /jæva:b da:dæn/. Also 

Question = /su:a:l/. Also 

Questions = /su:a:la:t/. Also 
/porsesh ha:/  

To clean = /tæmiz kærdæn/ 

To wash = /shostæn/  

Dishes = /bosh gha:b ha:/. Also 

Roommate = /hæm ota:ghi/ 

Partner = /shærik/. Also 

To fix = /tæmir kærdæn/ 

To go shopping = 
conversation. 

Waiter = /khedmæt ka:r/
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
translation with the answers below. No cheating please!) 
1- I neither teach nor answer the questions! 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 
- 1109 - 1019 - 9019  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
all ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

/dærs da:dæn/  

/jæva:b da:dæn/. Also /pa:sokh da:dæn/ 

/porsesh/  

/su:a:la:t/. Also /su:a:la:/ (Mostly in daily conversation). Also 

/tæmiz kærdæn/  

/bosh gha:b ha:/. Also /zærf ha:/  

/hæm ota:ghi/  

/hæm ota:ghi/ if it refers to ‘roommate'. 

/tæmir kærdæn/  

/khærid kærdæn/. Also /khærid ræftæn/ mostly in daily 

/khedmæt ka:r/ 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. ( Please do your best first. Then correct your 
translation with the answers below. No cheating please!)  

I neither teach nor answer the questions!  2- You neither teach nor answer the questions! 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

/pa:sokh da:dæn/  

/su:a:la:/ (Mostly in daily conversation). Also 

/hæm ota:ghi/ if it refers to ‘roommate'.  

/khærid ræftæn/ mostly in daily 

st first. Then correct your 

You neither teach nor answer the questions!  



3- He/she neither teaches nor answers the 
questions!  
4- We neither teach nor answer the questions!  
5- You neither teach nor answer the questions!  
6- They neither teach nor answer the questions!  
7- My teacher neither teaches nor answers the 
questions!  
8- This teacher neither teaches nor answers the 
questions!  
9- I neither clean the room neither wash the 
dishes!  
10- You neither clean the room neither wash the 
dishes!  
11- He/she neither cleans the room neither 
washes the dishes!  
12- We neither clean the room neither wash the 
dishes!  
13- You neither clean the room neither wash the 
dishes!  
14- They neither clean the room neither wash the 
dishes!  
15- My sister neither cleans the room neither 
washes the dishes!  
16- My roommate neither cleans the room 
neither washes the dishes!  
17- My partner neither cleans the room neither 
washes the dishes!  
18- This young girl neither cleans the room 
neither washes the dishes!  
19- I neither fix the bicycle nor go shopping!  
20- You neither fix the bicycle nor go shopping!  
21- He/she neither fixes the bicycle nor goes 
shopping!  
22- We neither fix the bicycle nor go shopping!  
23- You neither fix the bicycle nor go shopping!  
24- They neither fix the bicycle nor go shopping!  
25- My brother neither fixes the bicycle nor goes 
shopping!  
26- His father neither fixes the bicycle nor goes 
shopping!  
27- Their waiter neither fixes the bicycle nor 
goes shopping!  
NOTE: As you see in numbers 1-8 or in 19-27 
below, since the Persian verbs have one part in 
common (da:dæn) or (kærdæn), the second part 
is optional. That is why I have put them in 
parenthesis. 



Question: In this word (Question = 
Simply because this word has one pronunciation and that is /su:a:l/!!
  
Answers: 

  
Week 114 
Hello everyone! How are you? 
Please do the Quiz first. Then go to Useful Drills page.
  
Quiz: (Source: Useful Drills 105) 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following wo
different tenses). 
To go 
To want  
To say  
To write  
My friend  

In this word (Question = /su:a:l/), why we do not read it as / sæva:l/ or something? 
se this word has one pronunciation and that is /su:a:l/!! 

Please do the Quiz first. Then go to Useful Drills page. 

)  
Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

/su:a:l/), why we do not read it as / sæva:l/ or something? 

 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

rds and make four sentences with each of them (in 



 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
16 - 61 - 116 - 611 - 161 - 601 - 196 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To write 

I go  

I say 

Maria  

To say 
  
Week 114 
New Words:  

Swimming = /shena:/  

Soccer = /fu:tba:l/  

Travel = /sæfær/. Also 

To travel = /sæfær kærdæn/. Also 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
translation with the answers below. No cheating please!) 
1-  I both work and study.  
2- You both work and study.  
3-  He/she both works and studis. 
4-  We both work and study.  
5-  You both work and study.  
6-  They both work and study.  
7- This young man both works and studies. 
8-  My sister both works and studies. 
9-  These children both work and study. 
10- I like both swimming and soccer. 
11- You like both swimming and soccer. 
12- He/she likes both swimming and soccer. 
13- We like both swimming and soccer. 
14- You like both swimming and soccer. 
15- They like both swimming and soccer. 
16- My son likes both swimming and soccer. 
17- Her daughter likes both swimming and soccer.
18- I both teach and travel.  
19- You both teach and travel.  
20- He/she both teaches and travels. 
21- We both teach and travel.  
22- You both teach and travel.  
23- They both teach and travel.  
24- My teacher both teaches and travels. 
25- Jonathon both teaches and travels. 
  
Answers: 

 
196 - 689 - 665541 - 116699  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

/mosa:feræt/.  

/sæfær kærdæn/. Also /mosa:feræt kærdæn/. 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. ( Please do your best first. Then correct your 
translation with the answers below. No cheating please!)  

He/she both works and studis.  

This young man both works and studies.  
My sister both works and studies.  
These children both work and study.  
I like both swimming and soccer.  
You like both swimming and soccer.  
He/she likes both swimming and soccer.  
We like both swimming and soccer.  
You like both swimming and soccer.  
They like both swimming and soccer.  
My son likes both swimming and soccer.  
Her daughter likes both swimming and soccer.  

He/she both teaches and travels.  

My teacher both teaches and travels.  
h teaches and travels.  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

/mosa:feræt kærdæn/.  
( Please do your best first. Then correct your 



  
Week 115 
Hello everyone, how are you?  
Many of you have been eager to know more about me! They want to know who this Hassan H. is! 
Well, you are right! You have the right to know the person who speaks this much! But, the problem is that 
I am right too!!  
Currently and quite unfortunately, I do not have any special news to share with you, but I promise I will 
do that some day in future! In the meantime, let me say that I am “Mr.” and not “Ms.”!! Considerably 
young! Made in Iran !! Married, and leading a considerably messy life!! (My management is honestly 
terrible!!). I would die of hunger if my wife left me alone for just one day!! (My
management's older brother!!)  
My hobby is “thinking”!!  
With the help of a wonderful person, I am now writing my autobiography. I deeply hope I will finish it 
very soon. When this happens, you will know me more ‘inshallah'!! 
All right, please do the Quiz first and then go to Useful Drills page. 
Love,  
Hassan H.!!  
  
Quiz: (Source: Useful Drills 99 )  
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once).
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 

 

Many of you have been eager to know more about me! They want to know who this Hassan H. is! 
Well, you are right! You have the right to know the person who speaks this much! But, the problem is that 

Currently and quite unfortunately, I do not have any special news to share with you, but I promise I will 
! In the meantime, let me say that I am “Mr.” and not “Ms.”!! Considerably 

young! Made in Iran !! Married, and leading a considerably messy life!! (My management is honestly 
terrible!!). I would die of hunger if my wife left me alone for just one day!! (My

With the help of a wonderful person, I am now writing my autobiography. I deeply hope I will finish it 
very soon. When this happens, you will know me more ‘inshallah'!!  
All right, please do the Quiz first and then go to Useful Drills page.  

 
Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

Many of you have been eager to know more about me! They want to know who this Hassan H. is!  
Well, you are right! You have the right to know the person who speaks this much! But, the problem is that 

Currently and quite unfortunately, I do not have any special news to share with you, but I promise I will 
! In the meantime, let me say that I am “Mr.” and not “Ms.”!! Considerably 

young! Made in Iran !! Married, and leading a considerably messy life!! (My management is honestly 
terrible!!). I would die of hunger if my wife left me alone for just one day!! (My cooking ability is my 

With the help of a wonderful person, I am now writing my autobiography. I deeply hope I will finish it 

Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 



Boyfriend 
Girlfriend 
Guest 
Friends 
To read  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
5 - 50 - 15 - 105 - 551 - 501 - 505 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

Girlfriend 

Boyfriend 

Friends 

To read 

Guest 
  
Week 115 
New Words:  

To confess = /etera:f kærdæn/. 

Should = /ba:yæd/.  

To explain = /tozi:h da:dæn/. 

To borrow = /ghærz kærdæn/. Also 

Some = /kæmi/. Also in daily conversation, 

Money = /pu:l/.  

To sell = /foru:khtæn/. 
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. 
translation with the answers below. No cheating please!) 
1- I should either confess or explain. 
2- You should either confess or explain. 
3- He/she should either confess or explain. 
4- We should either confess or explain. 
5- You should either confess or explain. 
6- They should either confess or explain. 
7- Your friend should either confess or explain. 
8- Bijan should either confess or explain. 
9- These children should either confess or explain. 
10- I should either borrow some money or sell the car. 
11- You should either borrow some money or sell the c
12- He/she should either borrow some money or sell the car. 
13- We should either borrow some money or sell the car. 
14- You should either borrow some money or sell the car. 
15- They should either borrow some money or sell the car. 
16- This family should either borrow some money or sell the car. 
17- My friend should either borrow some money or sell the car. 
  

 
505 - 150 - 555 - 115 - 511 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

/etera:f kærdæn/.  

/tozi:h da:dæn/.  

/ghærz kærdæn/. Also /ghærz gereftæn/.

/kæmi/. Also in daily conversation, /yeh khordeh/. 

/foru:khtæn/.  
Please translate the following sentences into Persian. ( Please do your best first. Then correct your 
translation with the answers below. No cheating please!)  

I should either confess or explain.  
You should either confess or explain.  
He/she should either confess or explain.  
We should either confess or explain.  
You should either confess or explain.  
They should either confess or explain.  
Your friend should either confess or explain.  
Bijan should either confess or explain.  
These children should either confess or explain.  
I should either borrow some money or sell the car.  
You should either borrow some money or sell the car.  
He/she should either borrow some money or sell the car.  
We should either borrow some money or sell the car.  
You should either borrow some money or sell the car.  
They should either borrow some money or sell the car.  

should either borrow some money or sell the car.  
My friend should either borrow some money or sell the car.  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

/ghærz gereftæn/. 

/yeh khordeh/.  

( Please do your best first. Then correct your 



Answers: 

  
Week 116 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
I did not know you would miss me this much!! Quite promising!! Thanks for the messages. 
I had a friend who had an unsuccessful marriage. His wife was always complaining that he did not love 
her since he had never expressed his love. They had almost broken their relation. One day, he told me that 
he loved his wife. But his problem was that he 
exactly the same words that he was telling me while I was waiting for him outside.
Then, he went to his wife and said, “I have always loved you. But I cannot express it. This is my 
problem!” 
Her wife began to laugh and I spent several hours just behind their house waiting for him to come back, 
which he didn't! So, I left back home alone!!
Sometimes, we love somebody or something but we do not express it. It is like we invest money in the 
bank for somebody, but he/she cannot receive it. We have invested in a wrong way.
I don't know why I spoke this much! So,!! 
Today, we have a good Persian music in our Useful Drills page. So, please do the Quiz first. Then go to 
Useful Drills to enjoy! 
See you next week! 
By the way, don't forget to visit the 
Quiz: (Source: Useful Drills 85)  
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
On TV 
To teach 
To arrest 
To speak 

I did not know you would miss me this much!! Quite promising!! Thanks for the messages. 
I had a friend who had an unsuccessful marriage. His wife was always complaining that he did not love 
her since he had never expressed his love. They had almost broken their relation. One day, he told me that 
he loved his wife. But his problem was that he could not express it plainly. I asked him to go tell her 
exactly the same words that he was telling me while I was waiting for him outside.
Then, he went to his wife and said, “I have always loved you. But I cannot express it. This is my 

began to laugh and I spent several hours just behind their house waiting for him to come back, 
which he didn't! So, I left back home alone!! 
Sometimes, we love somebody or something but we do not express it. It is like we invest money in the 

body, but he/she cannot receive it. We have invested in a wrong way.
I don't know why I spoke this much! So,!!  /begzærim/! (Let it go / Anyway)
Today, we have a good Persian music in our Useful Drills page. So, please do the Quiz first. Then go to 

By the way, don't forget to visit the Persian Literature Page! It is new! 
 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 

 

I did not know you would miss me this much!! Quite promising!! Thanks for the messages.  
I had a friend who had an unsuccessful marriage. His wife was always complaining that he did not love 
her since he had never expressed his love. They had almost broken their relation. One day, he told me that 

could not express it plainly. I asked him to go tell her 
exactly the same words that he was telling me while I was waiting for him outside. 
Then, he went to his wife and said, “I have always loved you. But I cannot express it. This is my 

began to laugh and I spent several hours just behind their house waiting for him to come back, 

Sometimes, we love somebody or something but we do not express it. It is like we invest money in the 
body, but he/she cannot receive it. We have invested in a wrong way. 

/begzærim/! (Let it go / Anyway) 
Today, we have a good Persian music in our Useful Drills page. So, please do the Quiz first. Then go to 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat it for a couple of times. Write it down on a 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 



To steal 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
8 - 18 - 81 - 108 - 881 - 118 - 181 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  
To meet / visit = + + + + + 
To speak = + + + + + 
To introduce = + + + + 
To teach = + + + + + + 
  
Week 116 
Today, we have another Persian music in MP3 format. I deeply hope you will like it. Sit back and have 
Fun!! 
Please Right-click on the link below and choose 'Save Target As' to download this song.

  –  - Bezan Baran! By Habib
  –  /bezæn ba:ra:n/ - Pour down rain! By: Habib
      /bezæn ba:ra:n bæha:ra:n fæsl e khu:n æst/. Pour down rain! Spring is a 

bloodshed season! (Allusion)  
/bezæn ba:ra:n keh sæhra: la:leh gu:n æst/. 

tulips red! (Allusion) 
/bezæn ba:ra:n keh beh cheshma:n e ya:ra:n/, pour down rain! Coz in friends' eyes 

/jæha:n ta:rik o dærya: va:zhegu:n æst/. The world is dark, seas 
down!  

/bezæn ba:ra:n keh beh cheshma:n e ya:ra:n/, pour down rain! Coz in friends' eyes 
/jæha:n ta:rik o dærya: va:zhegu:n æst/. The world is dark, seas are upside

down!  
/bezæn ba:ra:n bæha:ra:n fæsl e khu:n æst/. Pour down rain! Spring is a 

bloodshed season! (Allusion) 
/bezæn ba:ra:n keh sæhra: la:leh gu:n æst/. Pour down rain! The land is like 

tulips red! (Allusion) 
/bezæn ba:ra:n keh din ra: da:m kærdænd/, Pour down rain! They have made 

religions trap!  
/sheka:r e khælgh o seid e kha:m kærdænd/. with which, they hunt people, they fish 

but naives!  
/bezæn ba:ra:n khoda: ba:zicheh i: shod/, Pour down rain! They have made God a 

plaything,  
/keh ba: a:n kæsb e næng o na:m kærdænd/. with which, they build up their 

world, they become prominent!  
/bezæn ba:ra:n beh na:m e hær cheh khu:bist/, Pour down rain in the name of the 

good, whoever,  
/beh zir e a:va:r ga:h pa:y ku:bist/. for, there is still joy under such ruins. 

/mæza:r e teshn
with rocks,  

/bezæn ba:ra:n keh væght e la:yru:bist/. Pour down rain! It's time to cleanse! 
/bezæn ba:ra:n bæha:ra:n fæsl e khu:n æst

bloodshed season! (Allusion) 
/bezæn ba:ra:n keh sæhra: la:leh gu:n æst/. Pour down rain! The land is like 

tulips red! (Allusion) 
/bezæn ba:ra:n o sha:di bækhsh ja:n ra:/, Pour down rain and give joy to souls, 
/beba:ra:n shogh o shirin kon zæma:n ra:/. Pour down jubilantly and sweeten 

the time!  

 
181 - 880 - 808 - 110  

low the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

+ + + + +  
+ + +  
+ + + +  

+  

Today, we have another Persian music in MP3 format. I deeply hope you will like it. Sit back and have 

click on the link below and choose 'Save Target As' to download this song.
Bezan Baran! By Habib 

Pour down rain! By: Habib 
/bezæn ba:ra:n bæha:ra:n fæsl e khu:n æst/. Pour down rain! Spring is a 

/bezæn ba:ra:n keh sæhra: la:leh gu:n æst/. Pour down rain! The land is like 

/bezæn ba:ra:n keh beh cheshma:n e ya:ra:n/, pour down rain! Coz in friends' eyes 
/jæha:n ta:rik o dærya: va:zhegu:n æst/. The world is dark, seas 

/bezæn ba:ra:n keh beh cheshma:n e ya:ra:n/, pour down rain! Coz in friends' eyes 
/jæha:n ta:rik o dærya: va:zhegu:n æst/. The world is dark, seas are upside

/bezæn ba:ra:n bæha:ra:n fæsl e khu:n æst/. Pour down rain! Spring is a 

/bezæn ba:ra:n keh sæhra: la:leh gu:n æst/. Pour down rain! The land is like 

/bezæn ba:ra:n keh din ra: da:m kærdænd/, Pour down rain! They have made 

/sheka:r e khælgh o seid e kha:m kærdænd/. with which, they hunt people, they fish 

/bezæn ba:ra:n khoda: ba:zicheh i: shod/, Pour down rain! They have made God a 

/keh ba: a:n kæsb e næng o na:m kærdænd/. with which, they build up their 

/bezæn ba:ra:n beh na:m e hær cheh khu:bist/, Pour down rain in the name of the 

/beh zir e a:va:r ga:h pa:y ku:bist/. for, there is still joy under such ruins. 
/mæza:r e teshneh ju:ba:ra:n por æz sæng/, The bed of thirsty streams are filled 

/bezæn ba:ra:n keh væght e la:yru:bist/. Pour down rain! It's time to cleanse! 
/bezæn ba:ra:n bæha:ra:n fæsl e khu:n æst/. Pour down rain! Spring is a 

/bezæn ba:ra:n keh sæhra: la:leh gu:n æst/. Pour down rain! The land is like 

/bezæn ba:ra:n o sha:di bækhsh ja:n ra:/, Pour down rain and give joy to souls, 
/beba:ra:n shogh o shirin kon zæma:n ra:/. Pour down jubilantly and sweeten 

low the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

Today, we have another Persian music in MP3 format. I deeply hope you will like it. Sit back and have 

click on the link below and choose 'Save Target As' to download this song. 

/bezæn ba:ra:n bæha:ra:n fæsl e khu:n æst/. Pour down rain! Spring is a 

down rain! The land is like 

/bezæn ba:ra:n keh beh cheshma:n e ya:ra:n/, pour down rain! Coz in friends' eyes  
/jæha:n ta:rik o dærya: va:zhegu:n æst/. The world is dark, seas are upside-

/bezæn ba:ra:n keh beh cheshma:n e ya:ra:n/, pour down rain! Coz in friends' eyes  
/jæha:n ta:rik o dærya: va:zhegu:n æst/. The world is dark, seas are upside-

/bezæn ba:ra:n bæha:ra:n fæsl e khu:n æst/. Pour down rain! Spring is a 

/bezæn ba:ra:n keh sæhra: la:leh gu:n æst/. Pour down rain! The land is like 

/bezæn ba:ra:n keh din ra: da:m kærdænd/, Pour down rain! They have made 

/sheka:r e khælgh o seid e kha:m kærdænd/. with which, they hunt people, they fish 

/bezæn ba:ra:n khoda: ba:zicheh i: shod/, Pour down rain! They have made God a 

/keh ba: a:n kæsb e næng o na:m kærdænd/. with which, they build up their 

/bezæn ba:ra:n beh na:m e hær cheh khu:bist/, Pour down rain in the name of the 

/beh zir e a:va:r ga:h pa:y ku:bist/. for, there is still joy under such ruins.  
eh ju:ba:ra:n por æz sæng/, The bed of thirsty streams are filled 

/bezæn ba:ra:n keh væght e la:yru:bist/. Pour down rain! It's time to cleanse!  
/. Pour down rain! Spring is a 

/bezæn ba:ra:n keh sæhra: la:leh gu:n æst/. Pour down rain! The land is like 

/bezæn ba:ra:n o sha:di bækhsh ja:n ra:/, Pour down rain and give joy to souls,  
/beba:ra:n shogh o shirin kon zæma:n ra:/. Pour down jubilantly and sweeten 




 در 	�ن د��رم ��
 ��م �/beh ba:m e ghærgheh dær khu:n e diya:ræm/, On the blood-covered rooftop of my 
home,  
  !beh pa: kon pærchæm e rængin kæma:n ra:/. Raise the rainbow flag/��� �� ���� ر���� ���ن را 
����� ��ران  �� 
�ن ��ران ��/bezæn ba:ra:n keh bi sæbrænd ya:ra:n/, Pour down rain! Friends are restless!  

�ن 	�"�ش  ���ن �� ���ران �� /næma:n kha:mu:sh, gerya:n sho beh ba:ra:n/. remain not silent! Burst out in rain!  
�ن ��ران �&�% $#�د � را �/bezæn ba:ra:n, beshu:y a:lu:degi ra:/, Pour down rain! Wash the filth  
  !zeda:ma:n e bolænd e ru:zega:ra:n/. off the long robe of life/زدا"�ن �*(� روز �ران 
�ن ��ران ��0ران /.- 	�ن ا,+ �/bezæn ba:ra:n bæha:ra:n fæsl e khu:n æst/. Pour down rain! Spring is a 
bloodshed season! (Allusion) 
�2�ا #1
  �ن ا,+  
�ن ��ران ��/bezæn ba:ra:n keh sæhra: la:leh gu:n æst/. Pour down rain! The land is like 
tulips red! (Allusion) 
�ن ��ران �
 د�� را دام ��د�� �/bezæn ba:ra:n keh din ra: da:m kærdænd/, Pour down rain! Coz they have made 
religions trap!  
 sheka:r e khælgh o seid e kha:m kærdænd/. with which, they hunt people, they fish/��4ر 	*3 و ��� 	�م ��د�� 
but naives!  
�ن ��ران 	�ا ��ز�5
 ا% �� �/bezæn ba:ra:n khoda: ba:zicheh i: shod/, Pour down rain! They have made God a 
plaything,  

 �� $ن �78 �(6 و ��م ��د�� �/keh ba: a:n kæsb e næng o na:m kærdænd/. with which, they build up their 
world, they become prominent!  
 +8���	 
�ن ��ران �
 ��م ه���/bezæn ba:ra:n beh na:m e hær cheh khu:bist/, Pour down rain in the name of the 
good, whoever,  

 ز�� $ وار  �: ���8���4+ �/beh zir e a:va:r ga:h pa:y ku:bist/. for, there is still joy under such ruins.  
�ار >&(
 ;���ران ��از ,(6 "/mæza:r e teshneh ju:ba:ra:n por æz sæng/, The bed of thirsty streams are filled 
with rocks,  
�ن ��ران �
 و�+ �1�و��8+ �/bezæn ba:ra:n keh væght e la:yru:bist/. Pour down rain! It's time to cleanse!  

ا,+ ��ن ��ران ��0ران /.- 	�ن  /bezæn ba:ra:n bæha:ra:n fæsl e khu:n æst/. Pour down rain! Spring is a 
bloodshed season! (Allusion) 
�2�ا #1
  �ن ا,+  
�ن ��ران ��/bezæn ba:ra:n keh sæhra: la:leh gu:n æst/. Pour down rain! The land is like 
tulips red! (Allusion) 
 
Week 117 
Today, we have a ‘gol mangoli' page!! 
‘gol mangoli' means ‘colorful'. It is not a formal word though. But, you can use it as frequently as you can. 
Example: 
Hassan, you have made this page very colorful!! = /hasæn! In sæfhæ ro kheili gol mængolish kærdi/!! 
This means that there are two many colors in a small area. 
You could say this if: 
1- You are reflecting your criticizing idea in a very kind way. As you see in the example above. 
2- You are praising a work / you are really happy with the colorful atmosphere. 
You could also use ‘gol mangoli' when there is considerable diversity or when you see too many things 
gathered together in one place. You could mean either positive or negative. 
All right, 
From today, we are going to work on a very short and interesting story called ‘A Little Frog's Dream'. The 
book is written by: Lin Songying and Illustrated by: Zhai Shaorong. The Dolphin Books in Beijing , China 
has published this book. Many thanks to Xiao Mei for sending this interesting book to me. 
I have provided you with the original text and the vocabulary next to each picture. Please do your best to 
translate this story into Persian! Call yourself translator!! I support you!! 
Please do the translation first. Then go to Useful Drills page to have some drills. I am not giving you my 
translation on this story. Don't worry. Just do your best. I am sure what you say will be understandable in 
your Persian communities! Do not get upset if sometimes they may laugh at your work. You cannot make 
progress unless some people laugh at you in the beginning! Soon, you will see yourself laughing at them!! 
Just try hard! It's a deal!  
 



        
1 
Little frog is looking at herself in 
the water of a pond. She hates 
her green coverall. She thinks it 
is not beautiful at all. 
Little = /ku:chu:lu:/ = /ku:chæk/ 
Frog = /ghu:rba:gheh/ 
To look at = /nega:h kærdæn 
beh/ 
In = /dær/ = /tu:/ = /tu: ye/ 
Water = /a:b/  
pond = /morda:b/ 
Water of pond = /a:b e morda:b/ 
To hate = /motenæf.fer bu:dæn 
æz/ 
Coverall = /pu:st/ - /pu:shesh/ 
At all = /æslæn/ = /hich/  
  

 
2 

“How wonderful it would be if I 
could have one colored coverall 
as beautiful as flowers” she 
thinks. 
How = /cheghædr/  
Wonderful = /ja:leb/ = /a:li/ 
It would be = /mi shod/ 
If = /ægær/ 
I could have = /mi tæva:nestæm/ 
I could have = /da:shtæm/ 
One = /yek/ = /yeki/ 
Colored = /rængi/ = /rænga:ræng/ 
As beautiful as = /beh 
ghæshængi ye/ 
To think = /fekr kærdæn/  

 
3 

Little frog dreams and dreams, 
until a flame appears and the 
rays of rose clouds are turning 
her coverall red.  
To dream = /kha:b didæn/ 
Until = /ta: inkeh/  
Flame = /sholeh/ 
To appear = /peida: shodæn/ 
Ray = /pærto/  
Rays = /pærto ha:/ 
Rose = Rose (as in English) 
Cloud = /æbr/ 
Rose clouds = (?) /æbr ha: ye 
ghermez/  
Turn (sth) to (sth) = /tæbdil 
kærdæn/ 
  

 
4 

“Look! A red 
frog! How 
beautiful!” little 
swallow 
exclaims. 
Look = /nega:h 
kon/ 
How neautiful! = 
/cheghædr 
ghæshængeh/! 

 
5  

Little frog is pleased to hear this 
and jumps here and there to 
show off her new clothes. 
Is pleased = /khosh ha:l 
mishævæd/ 
To hear = /shenidæn/ = /æz 
shenidæn/ 
This = /in/ = /in hærf/ 
To jump = /pæridæn/ 
Here and there = /inja: væ a:nja:/ 
To show off = /poz da:dæn/ = 

 
6 

Soon she feels 
hungry, and little 
swallow asks her 
to catch insects 
with her. 
Soon = /bezu:di/ 
= /tu:li 
nemikeshæd keh/
To feel hungry = 
/ehsa:s gorosnegi 
kærdæn/ = 



/beh hæmeh nesha:n da:dæn/ 
Her new cloths = /leba:s e no 
æsh/ = /leba:s e ta:zeh æsh/ 

Please do not forget our today's Quiz! It maybe good also! 
Quiz: (Source: Lesson 117 - Your own Translation!!) 
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat a couple of times. Write it down on a pape
equivalents. (Seen) 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in different tenses).
T o hate  
Colored  
As beautiful as  
To catch  
To dream  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
0 - 10 - 20 - 30 - 40 - 50 - 60 - 70 - 80 - 90 
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to change the big 
letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  
To catch = + + + +  
To hate = + + + + + + + + 
To dream = + + + + + + +  
To jump = + + + +  
  

 
 
Week 117 
The Useful Drill is a bit different today. 
How was the translation lesson? I know, I know 
ago? Practice makes perfect! 
Here is todays' work:  
1- Look at your translation again for a while. Now close it. Forget your translation. Try to tell your 
computer or your close friend (if you have a pat
choose any Persian word or phrase you want to explain this story once more in Persian. You may call it 
Free Translation. In this drill, you do not need to be loyal to the original text. Make it as long
2- Look at the pictures. Describe the pictures. Talk about anything you see in the pictures. Describe the 
colors, nature, or anything else. Make sure you are doing this in Persian!
Have a great weak!!! Sorry, I mean week!! 
 
 

 
 

/beh hæmeh nesha:n da:dæn/  
Her new cloths = /leba:s e no 
æsh/ = /leba:s e ta:zeh æsh/  

Please do not forget our today's Quiz! It maybe good also!  
Your own Translation!!)  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat a couple of times. Write it down on a pape

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in different tenses).

90 - 100  
Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to change the big 

letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

+  
 

The Useful Drill is a bit different today.  
How was the translation lesson? I know, I know it was difficult! Remember what I told you long time 

Look at your translation again for a while. Now close it. Forget your translation. Try to tell your 
computer or your close friend (if you have a patient friend!) the same story in your own words. I mean 
choose any Persian word or phrase you want to explain this story once more in Persian. You may call it 
Free Translation. In this drill, you do not need to be loyal to the original text. Make it as long

Look at the pictures. Describe the pictures. Talk about anything you see in the pictures. Describe the 
colors, nature, or anything else. Make sure you are doing this in Persian! 
Have a great weak!!! Sorry, I mean week!!  

/goshneh shodæn/
Swallow = 
/pæræstu:/ 
Ask somebody = 
/æz kesi 
kha:stæn/ = /æz 
kesi porsidæn/ 
To catch = 
/gereftæn/ 
Insect = 
/hæshæreh/ 
Insects = 
/hæshæra:t/ 

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat a couple of times. Write it down on a paper. Find their English 

Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in different tenses). 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to change the big 

it was difficult! Remember what I told you long time 

Look at your translation again for a while. Now close it. Forget your translation. Try to tell your 
ient friend!) the same story in your own words. I mean 

choose any Persian word or phrase you want to explain this story once more in Persian. You may call it 
Free Translation. In this drill, you do not need to be loyal to the original text. Make it as long as you can. 

Look at the pictures. Describe the pictures. Talk about anything you see in the pictures. Describe the 
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Week 118 
Invasion, NO!   
Conquer, YES! 
What is the difference? I don't know!  
I believe I have explained it already. However, I am still targeted by some of my Arab brothers and sisters 
who still insist the Arabs did not invade Iran . 
Persistency is good, but not always. 
Most of my friends know me as ‘talkative'! I'd love to talk more about ‘invasion' and ‘conquer' issue. 
However, I am a bit afraid some of the students might not be happy with such topics since they believe 
they visit this site to learn Persian not to get involved in such issues. Let me tell you that such topics could 
also be part of learning a language, or I'd better say learning about a language. It is not a bad idea to know 
about the subjects that are somehow related to a language we are learning. 
My Arab brothers and sisters, I love you all as I have told you before. This, however, should not prevent 
me from expressing what I believe is true. 
Let me give you an example. 
Almost all Iranians know Changiz Khan, the Mongolian emperor, as one of the most savage persons in 
history. He is our example in savageness. But, Changiz Khan is the biggest national hero for the 
Mongolians. The Mongolian people are proud of him. You may talk to them to see if I am right. You may 
also take a trip to the capital of Mongolia to see the statue of this national hero in the center of the capital 
city. If you have time, spend a few hours there and you will see that many even worship that statue. No 
need to mention that many types of wine, vodka, whiskey, even carpets, and other products are labeled 
‘Changiz Khan' with his victorious picture on these products. No, I am not a drinker! Honestly! 
I give you another example from my homeland. 
Almost all Iranians refer to Cyrus the Great as the Greatest King in our history. They are proud of him. He 
is the symbol of our country. Many even believe he was a righteous king sent by God since his name has 
been mentioned several times in the bible. 
According to the Iranians, Cyrus the Great ‘conquered' several countries triumphantly. The Iranians are 
proud that Iran 's territory reached Africa at the time of Cyrus the Great. Iran was at least three times 
larger under this King of kings. 
To me what is surprising is that none of the Iranians have ever asked themselves what this King of Peace, 
King of kings, Symbol of Human Right and democracy was doing in Africa ? How did this democracy 
and human right seeker / supporter / distributor reach those areas? Did he do all this with a branch of olive 
in his hands or he killed thousands of people on his way to Africa ? 
Is there anything in such action for me to be proud of? 
I deeply hope the Iranians will not target me now! 
I am not comparing Changiz Khan with a big prophet like Mohammad, peace be upon him. However, you 
should know that His followers have not taken my land, for at least one thousand year, with a branch of 
olive in their hands. Do you know how many people were killed, how many women were raped, how 
many books were put on fire, and how many homes were destroyed during that ‘conquer'? 
I am not saying this to condemn this generation. Just let us open our eyes and see the truth as it is. Try to 
know the truth first, and then try to forgive and bring a change. 



I remember I had talked about this topic on our former Message Board. Unfortunately, I lost all those 
writings when our server crashed. If you happen to have a copy of my messages on our former bulletin 
board, please send me a copy. I do appreciate your support. 
All right, I hope we are done with this issue. 
Now, let us start our new lesson. 
Peace and love I give to all of you.  
Your servant, 
Hassan H.  
Ready for more frog works?! Here we go! 
 
7

 
 

On a blade of a 
green bristle grass, 
little frog sees a 
green grasshopper. 
As usual, she is 
full of confidence 
about catching it. 
blade = /læbeh/ - 
/bærg/ 
On a blade of = 
/ru: ye bærg e/ 
bristle = /kork/ 
grass = /giya:h/ 
green bristle grass 
=/giya:h e sabz e 
kork da:r/ 
grasshopper = 
/mælækh/ 
as usual = /tebgh e 
mæmu:l/ - /mesl e 
hæ misheh/ 
confidence = 
/etema:d beh næfs/ 
she is full of 
confidence = /beh 
khodæsh etmina:n 
da:ræd/ 
to catch = 
/gereftæn/ 
about catching it = 
/keh mitæva:næd 
a:n ra: begiræd/  

 
8 

No sooner has she sprung 
up than the grasshopper 
jumps away. Little frog 
wonders why this 
grasshopper is more 
nimble. 
no sooner = /hæmin keh/ -  
to spring up = /pæridæn/ - 
/jæst zædæn/  
to jump = /pæridæn/ 
jumps away = /pærva:z 
kona:n du:r mi shævæd/ 
to wonder = /heira:n 
ma:ndæn/ - /næda:nestæn/  
nimble = /særi/ - /jæld/ - 
/ferz/  
more nimble = /særi tær/  

 
9 

Soon she catches 
sight of a black 
mole cricket 
digging a hole. “be 
calm, I am sure I 
can catch her,” she 
warns herself. 
soon = /bezu:di/ - 
/tu:li nemi keshæd 
keh/ 
to catch sight of = 
/didæn/ 
black mole = 
/siya:h/ 

 
10 

Unexpectedly, the black 
mole cricket jumps into 
the hole before she catches 
it. 
unexpectedly = /beh tor e 
gheir e montæzereh/  



cricket = /jir jiræk/ 
to dig = /kændæn/ 
hole = /goda:l/ - 
/hofreh/  
be calm = /khu:n 
særd ba:sh/ 
I am sure = 
/motmæ enæm/ 
to warn = /ekhta:r 
da:dæn/ - /næhib 
zædæn/ 
she warns herself 
= /beh khodæsh 
næ hib mizænæd/  

 
11  

Little frog has not 
caught a single 
insect and is 
suffering from 
hunger. 
has not caught = 
/nægerefteh æst/ 
insect = 
/hæshæreh/ 
a single insect = 
/hæt.ta: yek hæ 
shæreh/ 
to suffer = /dærd 
keshidæn/ = /rænj 
bordæn/  
hunger = 
/gorosnegi/ 
is suffering from 
hunger = /æz 
gorosnegi rænj 
mibæræd/ = /kheili 
gorosneh shodeh 
æst/ 

 
12 

She cannot stand the 
hunger. So, she comes to a 
rice field hoping to catch 
some moths. However, a 
water snake is following 
her. 
to stand something = 
/tæhæm.mol kærdæn/ 
she cannot stand it = /nemi 
tæva:næd tæhæm.molæsh 
konæd/  
the hunger = /gorosnegi/ 
so = /bæna: bær in/ 
rice = /berenj/ 
rice field = /sha:liza:r/ 
hoping to = /omidva:r æst 
keh/ 
some = /chænd ta:/ 
moth = /pærva:neh/ 
however = / æm.ma:/ 
snake = /ma:r/ 
water snake = /ma:r e a:bi/ 
is following her = /da:ræd 
u: ra: tæghib mi konæd/  

Please do not forget our today's Quiz! It can help you!  
Quiz: (Source: Lesson 118 - My Translation!!)  
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat a couple of times. Write it down on a paper. Find 
their English equivalents. (Seen) 
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of them (in 
different tenses). 
No sooner  
She wonders  
Soon  
Be calm!  
I cannot stand ...  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
7 - 70 - 17 - 137 - 1661 - 791 - 367 - 700 - 701 - 710 - 2005  



4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  
However = + +  
Cricket = + + + + + + 
Grasshopper = + +  
Hunger = + + + + + 
  
  
Welcome to Useful Drills! 
Fortunately (for the lazy students!!), no drills today! Just review lesson 118 once more!!
Good teacher?! Thanks! 
  
Week 119 
Hello everyone! I hope all of you had a great time in my absence!
Before we start our new lesson today, please let me take a few more minutes of your precious time to 
show you more of my ‘talkativeness'!! I promise this wi
I never thought one word could take us all into these many words. After I wrote 
several messages again. The next are short parts
No 1: 
“ Mr.Hasn 
the differenc is  Conquer  mean to
comfort for your nation. but invasion mean stilling people goods and destroing their Civilzation and life 
without bringing development in people brian and heart!
It seems you calim know alot about Iran …” 
No: 2 
“you seem to use all opportunity to attack the Arab people. You do it in your message board, in your 
lessons, even in your homepage ….” 
No: 3 
“why do you think it is good to make others happy by destroying the Arabs …..?”
And so many other messages in this kind.
To make the long story short, I have chosen parts of one message to answer here. This message is from a 
person whom I know for some time. I couldn't ignor
1- I know her for some time (favoritism is still working!!)
2- The way she has expressed her feeling to defend her nation. I think it is a good lesson for all of us to 
react in a peaceful way to show others that they may be wrong and
do in these days to change many people's attitudes.
I deeply hope my answer today will be positive. So here we go (just for the last time please): 
Dear Nani, 
First of all, I love your paintings. Thank you for shar
on ‘invasion' personal. I did not and will not allow myself to insult a big prophet like Mohammad, peace 
be upon him. 
The next are my short answers to you. My answers are in 
“...I didn't notice that you hate Arab or said something bad about them and I don't blame you ...” 
– Nani, I do not hate the Arabs. Why should I hate them? What ‘hate' can do that ‘love' can't? We 
are close to each other. We have about one thousand years of history in common now, o
grandparents have met!!  
“...Each one of us are loyal to his country and his nation and feel proud about it...” 
– Yes you are right. Our home is our mother. We love our mother. 
“...when I read your words I felt that it's make a sense I have alwa
some of our words and if you came to it's original you find that it's Arabic” 
– Yes, you are right. Lots of Persian words are replaced by the Arabic ones. 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

+  

 

Fortunately (for the lazy students!!), no drills today! Just review lesson 118 once more!!

Hello everyone! I hope all of you had a great time in my absence! 
Before we start our new lesson today, please let me take a few more minutes of your precious time to 
show you more of my ‘talkativeness'!! I promise this will be my last words on this topic 
I never thought one word could take us all into these many words. After I wrote 
several messages again. The next are short parts of some of them. 

mean to bringing advance living and rul to other nation and more friends and 
comfort for your nation. but invasion mean stilling people goods and destroing their Civilzation and life 

ging development in people brian and heart! 
It seems you calim know alot about Iran …”  

“you seem to use all opportunity to attack the Arab people. You do it in your message board, in your 
lessons, even in your homepage ….”  

t is good to make others happy by destroying the Arabs …..?”
And so many other messages in this kind. 
To make the long story short, I have chosen parts of one message to answer here. This message is from a 
person whom I know for some time. I couldn't ignore her for two reasons: 

I know her for some time (favoritism is still working!!) 
The way she has expressed her feeling to defend her nation. I think it is a good lesson for all of us to 

react in a peaceful way to show others that they may be wrong and this is what the world of Islam needs to 
do in these days to change many people's attitudes. 
I deeply hope my answer today will be positive. So here we go (just for the last time please): 

First of all, I love your paintings. Thank you for sharing them with me. Please do not take my comments 
on ‘invasion' personal. I did not and will not allow myself to insult a big prophet like Mohammad, peace 

The next are my short answers to you. My answers are in Bold. 
u hate Arab or said something bad about them and I don't blame you ...” 

Nani, I do not hate the Arabs. Why should I hate them? What ‘hate' can do that ‘love' can't? We 
are close to each other. We have about one thousand years of history in common now, o

“...Each one of us are loyal to his country and his nation and feel proud about it...” 
Yes you are right. Our home is our mother. We love our mother.  

“...when I read your words I felt that it's make a sense I have always asked my self why Iran share with us 
some of our words and if you came to it's original you find that it's Arabic”  

Yes, you are right. Lots of Persian words are replaced by the Arabic ones. 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

Fortunately (for the lazy students!!), no drills today! Just review lesson 118 once more!! 

Before we start our new lesson today, please let me take a few more minutes of your precious time to 
last words on this topic . 

I never thought one word could take us all into these many words. After I wrote lesson 118, I received 

bringing advance living and rul to other nation and more friends and 
comfort for your nation. but invasion mean stilling people goods and destroing their Civilzation and life 

“you seem to use all opportunity to attack the Arab people. You do it in your message board, in your 

t is good to make others happy by destroying the Arabs …..?” 

To make the long story short, I have chosen parts of one message to answer here. This message is from a 

The way she has expressed her feeling to defend her nation. I think it is a good lesson for all of us to 
this is what the world of Islam needs to 

I deeply hope my answer today will be positive. So here we go (just for the last time please):  

ing them with me. Please do not take my comments 
on ‘invasion' personal. I did not and will not allow myself to insult a big prophet like Mohammad, peace 

u hate Arab or said something bad about them and I don't blame you ...”  
Nani, I do not hate the Arabs. Why should I hate them? What ‘hate' can do that ‘love' can't? We 

are close to each other. We have about one thousand years of history in common now, our grand 

“...Each one of us are loyal to his country and his nation and feel proud about it...”  

ys asked my self why Iran share with us 

Yes, you are right. Lots of Persian words are replaced by the Arabic ones.  



“...I for my self don't really care about those bad things that other people did. they were dead and there 
works were dead with them. I care about now about our behavior with others now in these days”  
– Yes, you are right again!  
“...time is passing people are changing and there way of thinking is changing too.”  
– Absolutely correct! But some people still do not like this idea. They are still living in thousands of 
years ago!  
“Sir you are a teacher and I know that you want to teach everything about your country right but please 
don't put lines between us. You know how many people is visiting that site and all are reading your words. 
They already have a bad thoughts about Arab and about Islam and when you said that, you completed 
their thoughts and become beliefs”  
– Nani, I am sorry if you and others feel this way. I did not want to hurt you or others. We should 
learn to accept the truth. Now, please let me tell everyone that I do never ever accept to insult a 
prophet or somebody's belief. I do not think the majority is always right. I do not think like the 
majority. I do not think I should join the majority  to condemn a prophet or a religion to please a 
few people who seem to be strong now. I am not able to do that. I do not even allow people use my 
words in a wrong way to support a wrong policy. I love the truth. That's why I am still suffering in 
my daily life. If, in nowadays, many are targeting Islam or the prophet Mohammad just because of 
some political leaders' policies (either Moslems or non-Moslems), they are wrong. I strongly believe 
that both Moslems and non-Moslems should be exceptionally careful at this time. We are at a very 
crucial stage in our history. Based on such judgments and hatred, we can never ever bring peace to 
this world. What is happening in the world today is the mixture of politics and religion presented to 
the naïve. We should always remember that we cannot judge Jesus based on what the political 
leaders did during the Middle Ages or later, nor can we judge Mohammad based on what the 
current Islamic leaders are doing. The sun will not remain behind the clouds for good. We have seen 
this before and our children will see it later! Do not live in dogmatism.  
Our problem today is that we judge the prophets based on what their followers are doing. Now let 
me ask you a question. 
Can we say Jesus was homosexual because such and such priests in such and such churches practice 
homosexuality today? Can we refer to these priests as our standard based on which we can judge 
Jesus? 
For sure not. We cannot judge Jesus based on what such priests are doing. Jesus is the standard 
upon which such priests should be judged. We cannot put the standard upside down. If we do, we 
are benefiting from this standard to satisfy our own desires. 
So, the world should not judge the prophet Mohammad based on what such and such Islamic rulers 
are doing. Do not put the standard measure upside down please. 
Personally, I love all messengers. This is my ideology if you are eager to know. I love the way that 
gathers all human being under one God. In one word, I love ‘love' because I do not do ‘religions 
businesses'. I am not a politician!  
“we are not bad each nation has it's black dote in it's history but so so many good things that still hidden”  
– Yes, you are right again. I never said you are bad and I will never say that.  
“I hate politics :)”  
– Me too!! But quite unfortunately, to rule over the nations, politics is necessary! The point is that 
politics is different from spirituality. You cannot  find a righteous politician nor can you find a 
political righteous! Keep thinking!  
By the way, the best title for your last painting could be ‘Pari' or ‘Fairy'.  
All right, I believe we have talked enough on this topic.  
Are you ready for more frog works now?! Good! 
Today, we have the last part of our short story translation. I hope you enjoyed it. Please be in touch and 
give me your comments. Do not feel bad if, in many cases, you do not receive my direct reply through e-
mail. I ensure you that I read your messages. 

Please do not forget our today's Quiz! It can help you!  
Quiz: (Source: Lesson 119 - My Translation!!)  
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 
One  



Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of 
them (in different tenses). 
Frightened 
To begin to understand  
To awaken  
Just then  
Nice  
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian:
6 - 60 - 16 - 65 - 636 - 106 - 666 

4444---- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have 
to change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  
To understand =  +  +  + 
Red color =  +  +  +  +  + 
To realize =  +  +  +  +  + 
Still =  +  +  +   
  

 
13131313 

Little frog is 
frightened and 
jumps away.
is frightened = 
/tærsideh æst/
to jump = 
/pæridæn/ 
zædæn/ 
jumps away = 
/khiz zæna:n du:r 
mi 
Two possible 
translations here:
1- 
ku:chu:lu: 
tærsideh æst, væ 
khiz zæna:n du:r 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of 

Say these numbers in Persian: 
666 - 677 - 680 - 860 - 816  

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have 
to change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 +  +   
+  +   
+  +  +   

Little frog is 
frightened and 
jumps away. 
is frightened = 
/tærsideh æst/ 
to jump = 
/pæridæn/ - /khiz 
zædæn/  
jumps away = 
/khiz zæna:n du:r 
mi shævæd/ 
Two possible 
translations here: 

 ghu:rba:gheh 
ku:chu:lu: 
tærsideh æst, væ 
khiz zæna:n du:r 

14141414 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have 

 

Now she begins to 
understand that it is 
the red color of her 
coverall that has 
made her fail. 
now = /ha:la:/ 
she begins to 
understand = /kæm 
kæm motevæjeh mi 
shævæd/ 
that = /keh/ 
to fail = /na:ka:m 
shodæn/ - /ræd 
shodæn/  
that has made her fail 
= /keh ba: es e 
na:ka:mi æsh shodeh 



mi shævæd/ 
2- ghu:rba:gheh 
ku:chu:lu: dær 
ha:li keh tærsideh 
æst pa: beh 
færa:r 
migoza:ræd/  

æst/ 

 
15151515 

Just then, a 
sound awakens 
her. 
just then = 
/na:gæha:n/ - 
/yek dæf e/ 
a sound = /seda: 
i:/ 
to awaken = 
/bida:r kærdæn/  

 
16161616 

“Oh, it's a dream after 
all,” little frog realizes. 
dream = /kha:b/ - 
/roya:/ 
after all = (here in this 
text, it means) => 
/khosh bækhta:neh/ - 
/hæmæsh/ 
Oh, it's a dream after 
all = /va:y, hæmæsh 
kha:b bu:d/.  
to realize = 
/motevæjeh shodæn/  

 
17171717 

She looks in the 
water and sees 
she is still 
wearing a green 
coverall. 
still = /hænu:z/ 
she is still 
wearing = 
/hænu:z ... 
pu:shideh æst/ 

 
18181818 

“Mum, the coverall 
you have given me is 
very nice, just as 
green as the grass. I 
like it very much.” she 
tells her mother. 
Her mother is happy. 
nice = /na:z/ - 
/ghæshæ ng/ 
just = /dorost/ - 
/dæghighæn/  
as green as grass = 
/beh sæbzi ye chæ 
mæn/ - /mesl e 
chæmæn sæbz eh/ 

Week 119 
Welcome to Useful Drills! 



Suppose that you are a Persian teacher. You have applied to get a job in a Persian community. They give 
you the story of the little frog to translate (Just speak, do not write). You have 15 minutes to read the story 
and translate it into Persian. You may also give the Persian meaning of some of the words in the story. Do 
your best, or you will lose the job!! Unlike your teacher, your interviewer is very tough!!  
Good luck!  

Hello everyone, how are you? 
Hope you had a great time between the two lessons! 
As it has been the case in many of our classes, I need to mention something here. 
I am not jealous! Really! This feature hurts the persons who carry it in their heart more it hurts 
others. Try it and you will see that I am right!! 
But something hurt me during the past week. I spent several hours last week on ‘silently listening 
to people's conversation'!! No I am not that bad!! 
I did it online and enjoyed it a lot! How did it go? 
I entered several Persian chat rooms without chatting! I just sat back, had my coffee and 
followed the conversations among the people whom I did not know! Yet, I enjoyed it. 
They talked about Iranian national soccer team, the election, the recent rain in some provinces, 
the hot weather, their first date with their friends, the recent argument in their home because of 
such a date, their teachers in the class, their boring homework, and bla bla bla!! They were still 
talking when I went offline! 
I also visited several message boards and all of them were alive with lots of topics in them. I saw 
hundreds of members on different message boards, and maybe, thousands of different topics. 
The people in nearby villages (web pages) seemed friendlier and more active! What a village 
they should have!! 
So, I enjoyed it a lot! It was a big fun for me! (Not because of the ‘dates', because of the 
discussions and the fresh topics) 
But, when I came back to our Easy Persian message board, it seemed empty for years. I haven't 
met anybody in our chat room since it has been online. 
What hurt me was that Easy Persian is more popular than all those web pages I had been to 
during the past week. However, people on those pages are more active than us here. I repeat 
that I am not jealous about what they are doing on those pages. Just a question mark flashed 
through my mind that why our people here are so reluctant to participate in group activities on 
this site. I am not benefiting from your chats and other language related activities in our 
message board. But, why are you denying each other a simple talk or debate? What is the main 
reason that keeps you away from joining such activities in our message board? Think about it 
and let me know if you found any answer. 
You know what? I feel I am missing Qajar Coffee on our former message board. With his hot 
topics, he made several people join a hot discussion! Do you always like disputable topics to 
intervene?  



All right, 
Now let us watch our new lesson!! Yes, ‘watch'!
Today, we have a kind of movie show. It is just a test. Let's see h
negative point here is that the file size is a bit big and will probably affect my server's monthly 
bandwidth. Let us keep our fingers crossed that everything will be fine!
The lesson today is the first page of the first book of
The first page of class 1 in primary school. The book is published in Iran in 1382 (Iranian 
calendar). So, it should be in 2003. Quite new, isn't it?
So, here we go! 
Please right-click on the link below and c
format. Most probably, you will need Real Player (or Windows Media Player) to play this file. The 
file size is 4.59 MB, and the duration is 4.54 minutes.
As a short encouragement, it is really easy for 
Lesson 1 Lesson 1 Lesson 1 Lesson 1 ––––    Iranian primary school Iranian primary school Iranian primary school Iranian primary school 
Quiz: (Source: Useful Drills 24
1- Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen)
One  
Two 
Three 
2- Find the Persian equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of 
them (in different tenses). 
Red 
Yellow 
Green 
White 
Purple 
 
3- Say these numbers in Persian:
9 - 913 - 992 - 969 - 696 - 620 

4444---- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have 
to change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < ==

Book <= /keta:b/ < ==

  
Week 120 

Now let us watch our new lesson!! Yes, ‘watch'! 
Today, we have a kind of movie show. It is just a test. Let's see how this one works. The most 
negative point here is that the file size is a bit big and will probably affect my server's monthly 
bandwidth. Let us keep our fingers crossed that everything will be fine! 
The lesson today is the first page of the first book of the first school year in Iran !! That's right! 
The first page of class 1 in primary school. The book is published in Iran in 1382 (Iranian 
calendar). So, it should be in 2003. Quite new, isn't it? 

click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to download this lesson in AVI 
format. Most probably, you will need Real Player (or Windows Media Player) to play this file. The 
file size is 4.59 MB, and the duration is 4.54 minutes. 
As a short encouragement, it is really easy for you!!  

Iranian primary school Iranian primary school Iranian primary school Iranian primary school ––––    Book ‘Persian' / ‘Farsi' Book ‘Persian' / ‘Farsi' Book ‘Persian' / ‘Farsi' Book ‘Persian' / ‘Farsi' ––––    published 1382 / 2003 published 1382 / 2003 published 1382 / 2003 published 1382 / 2003 
Drills 24)  

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat a couple of times. Write it down on a 
paper. Find their English equivalents. (Seen) 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of 

Say these numbers in Persian: 
620 - 655 - 6365 - 8952 - 5847 - 9874 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have 
to change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
Blak =  +  +  +   

Purple =  +  +  +  
White =  +  +  +   

Yellow =  +  +   

ow this one works. The most 
negative point here is that the file size is a bit big and will probably affect my server's monthly 

 
the first school year in Iran !! That's right! 

The first page of class 1 in primary school. The book is published in Iran in 1382 (Iranian 

hoose ‘Save Target As' to download this lesson in AVI 
format. Most probably, you will need Real Player (or Windows Media Player) to play this file. The 

published 1382 / 2003 published 1382 / 2003 published 1382 / 2003 published 1382 / 2003 ––––    IranIranIranIran    

Listen to the audio files first (preferably once). Repeat a couple of times. Write it down on a 

equivalent for the following words and make four sentences with each of 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have 

 

 



As always, the Useful Drills today is very simple!
I have mentioned several sentences in the lesson today that you watched in AVI format. All you need to 
do is to change the senteces to make new 
1- The curtain in my room is purple. 
2- I have said that '     
EX: Mother is reading a book. Azadeh is reading a book. And so on. 
3- Use the word 'Like' =  
4- Write a short composition in Persian to describe your own room. You may follow the examples we had 
today. 
Have fun and come back next week! 
 3- Say these numbers in Persian: 
200 - 201 - 101 - 102 - 20 - 2000 -
4- Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed. 

Friend <= /du:st/ < == 

Book <= /keta:b/ < == 
  

To be < == 

Home - House < == 

Street < == 

To come < == 

Week <== 
  
 
 
 
New Words: 

Small = /ku:chæk/.  

Big = /bozorg/. 

Young = /jæva:n/. 

Old = /pi:r/. 

Ugly = /zesht/. 

Lovely = /du:st da:shtæni/. 

Strong = /ghævi/. 

Weak = /zæ i:f/.  
Please repeat the above adjectives for several time
ones and find their Persian equivalents by heart. And finally, use each of the above adjectives in simple 
sentences like what we had during the main lesson and keep yourself ready for the next week.
 
 Week 121 
Like our lesson today, the Useful Drills page is a bit different! Today, we are going to answer some 
questions instead of doing our routine drills. You may answer the questions in either Persian or your local 
language.  
Questions: 
1- Who is a refugee? 
2- Did you know that many famous people such as Albert Einstein, Nadia Comaneci, and Henry Kissinger 

As always, the Useful Drills today is very simple! 
I have mentioned several sentences in the lesson today that you watched in AVI format. All you need to 
do is to change the senteces to make new sentences. Here is how: 

The curtain in my room is purple. Listen! Then continue with other objects with different color. 
    " You change such sentences into a slightly different one. 

. Azadeh is reading a book. And so on.  
 and make 4 sentences with this verb (with different subjects). 

Write a short composition in Persian to describe your own room. You may follow the examples we had 

un and come back next week!  
 
- 210 - 120 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 
change the big letters into the small ones whenever needed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

/du:st da:shtæni/.  

Please repeat the above adjectives for several times. Then, cover the Persian words and look at the English 
ones and find their Persian equivalents by heart. And finally, use each of the above adjectives in simple 
sentences like what we had during the main lesson and keep yourself ready for the next week.

Like our lesson today, the Useful Drills page is a bit different! Today, we are going to answer some 
questions instead of doing our routine drills. You may answer the questions in either Persian or your local 

Did you know that many famous people such as Albert Einstein, Nadia Comaneci, and Henry Kissinger 

I have mentioned several sentences in the lesson today that you watched in AVI format. All you need to 

! Then continue with other objects with different color.  
" You change such sentences into a slightly different one. 

nces with this verb (with different subjects). Listen!  
Write a short composition in Persian to describe your own room. You may follow the examples we had 

Follow the examples, combine the letters, and make words using the given letters. You'll have to 

s. Then, cover the Persian words and look at the English 
ones and find their Persian equivalents by heart. And finally, use each of the above adjectives in simple 
sentences like what we had during the main lesson and keep yourself ready for the next week. 

Like our lesson today, the Useful Drills page is a bit different! Today, we are going to answer some 
questions instead of doing our routine drills. You may answer the questions in either Persian or your local 

Did you know that many famous people such as Albert Einstein, Nadia Comaneci, and Henry Kissinger 



were refugees? Would you say ‘no' to any of them?
3- How many refugees do you know?
4- What have you done for them?
5- What would you expect from other people to do for you if you were a homeless refugee? 
We, the Easy Persian family, are a very big family and can do a lot. Our family has about 55000 members! 
Too big for a family! 
If each one of us put 1 dollar aside in one month, then we can not only feed thousands of people from 
across the globe but also help them get resettled in a third country. We can touch the heart of thousands of 
people without even knowing them. 
Did you know that 1 dollar in some countries where refugees are struggling can feed several people?
Did you know that 1 dollar a month is too small for us to affect our daily life?
Do you know that?  
Words to learn:  

Refugee = /pæna:hændeh/. 

Refugees = /pæna:hændega:n/. 

Asylum seeker = /pæna:h ju:/. 

Asylum seekers = /pæna:h ju:ya:n/. 

Homeless = /bi kha:noma:n/. 

Help = /komæk/.  

To help = /komæk kærdæn/.

United Nations = 

Let us not forget the refugees! = 
nækonim/. Listen! 
 
 
Easy Persian Site support center 
How can I support my favorite webpage?
I have been using this free site for quite a while. I appreciate this free work which is a labor of love. In 
return, I would like to show my love to others by the ways mentioned below: 
1- I will teach at least one sentence to somebody during this week, pa
2- I will offer a couple of bucks to the beggars I see during this week.
3- I will feed at least one needy person once during this week.
4- I will get a branch of flower and I will go to a hospital or even a prison to visit some peopl
if I do not know them. 
5- I have some other idea that is not mentioned here and I am going to offer my love in the way I have in 
my mind. 
Result,  
At least 50000 sentences are going to be taught to 50000 people in one week.
At least 50000 beggars are going to receive a couple of bucks each.
At least 50000 needy people will have something to eat as their lunch or dinner. 
At least ... 
At least ... 
At least ... 
Wow, it is huge! Drops of water can make oceans if they gather!!
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Week 122 
First of all, let me thank you for your warm messages during past week. I am happy that you liked 
121. I am also happy that you have such a willing heart to hel
Today, we are traveling to some 800 years ago!! We are going to old Persia to see an old lover. Guess 
who? Correct! We are spending some time with Hafez today. This poem is a response to several friends 

were refugees? Would you say ‘no' to any of them? 
How many refugees do you know? 

 
other people to do for you if you were a homeless refugee? 

We, the Easy Persian family, are a very big family and can do a lot. Our family has about 55000 members! 

If each one of us put 1 dollar aside in one month, then we can not only feed thousands of people from 
across the globe but also help them get resettled in a third country. We can touch the heart of thousands of 
people without even knowing them.  

ow that 1 dollar in some countries where refugees are struggling can feed several people?
Did you know that 1 dollar a month is too small for us to affect our daily life? 

/pæna:hændeh/. Listen! 

/pæna:hændega:n/. Listen! 

/pæna:h ju:/. Listen! 

/pæna:h ju:ya:n/. Listen! 

/bi kha:noma:n/. Listen! 

/komæk kærdæn/. 

/sa:zema:n melæl e mot.tæhed/. Listen

/pæna:hændega:n ra: færa:mu:sh 

How can I support my favorite webpage? 
I have been using this free site for quite a while. I appreciate this free work which is a labor of love. In 
return, I would like to show my love to others by the ways mentioned below:  

I will teach at least one sentence to somebody during this week, patiently and for free!
I will offer a couple of bucks to the beggars I see during this week. 
I will feed at least one needy person once during this week. 
I will get a branch of flower and I will go to a hospital or even a prison to visit some peopl

I have some other idea that is not mentioned here and I am going to offer my love in the way I have in 

At least 50000 sentences are going to be taught to 50000 people in one week. 
ars are going to receive a couple of bucks each. 

At least 50000 needy people will have something to eat as their lunch or dinner. 

Wow, it is huge! Drops of water can make oceans if they gather!! 
 

First of all, let me thank you for your warm messages during past week. I am happy that you liked 
. I am also happy that you have such a willing heart to help others. May the One bless you all. Amen.

Today, we are traveling to some 800 years ago!! We are going to old Persia to see an old lover. Guess 
who? Correct! We are spending some time with Hafez today. This poem is a response to several friends 

other people to do for you if you were a homeless refugee?  
We, the Easy Persian family, are a very big family and can do a lot. Our family has about 55000 members! 

If each one of us put 1 dollar aside in one month, then we can not only feed thousands of people from 
across the globe but also help them get resettled in a third country. We can touch the heart of thousands of 

ow that 1 dollar in some countries where refugees are struggling can feed several people? 
 

Listen! 

/pæna:hændega:n ra: færa:mu:sh 

I have been using this free site for quite a while. I appreciate this free work which is a labor of love. In 
 

tiently and for free! 

I will get a branch of flower and I will go to a hospital or even a prison to visit some people. No matter 

I have some other idea that is not mentioned here and I am going to offer my love in the way I have in 

 

At least 50000 needy people will have something to eat as their lunch or dinner.  

First of all, let me thank you for your warm messages during past week. I am happy that you liked lesson 
p others. May the One bless you all. Amen. 

Today, we are traveling to some 800 years ago!! We are going to old Persia to see an old lover. Guess 
who? Correct! We are spending some time with Hafez today. This poem is a response to several friends 



who loved to hear more about Hafez and his poems. So, here it is!
I have chosen a very famous poem. Although comparing to many other poems written by Hafez, this is not 
what we can call ‘A level', it is deep, lovely and famous (at least among the Iranians). I can sa
95 percent of the Iranians know at least several words of this poem, especially the first two lines. Why? I 
don't know!! It should have its own reasons! You judge it by yourself!
This poem although old in date, is always fresh in meaning. Most 
why Hafez has remained great in our history. He was centuries ahead of his time. The more you read his 
original work, the more new things you learn, and the more you love him. Some works never expire! If 
Hafez's poems were in English, or if Persian were the international language as English is today, for sure 
Hafez would be somewhere at the highest peak of world's literature.
In this poem, I have not remained loyal to the original text. That is to say, I am not present
word translation here. I thought I could convey his message more accurately if I got rid of word for word 
translation. So, I have sacrificed words for meaning.
The English translation is far from the beauty of the original work. To enjoy Haf
you must be able to read the original works. In the meantime, I deeply wish I had an advanced Persian 
class where I could teach only Hafez for years! Please pray for me to get such a class. 
All right, 
What you need to do today is sit back and go through the translation first. After you feel comfortable with 
the translation, you may go to Useful Drills page for the original text, its English phonetic writings, and 
the sound file. I hope you will enjoy this lesson. 
See you all next week. Khoda Hafez for now! 
 
Week 122 
Persian Classical Poetry - Vaezan By: Hafez 
Please right-click on the link below and choose 'Save Target As' to download the sound file in MP3
Persian Classical Poetry - Vaezan By: Hafez

Isn't Persian sugar?!! 
Preachers By: Hafez  
Preachers who look glorious on stages and on heights,
When alone, (they) do something different! 
I have a problem, ask the most knowledgeable person in the community,
Why those who preach for repentance repent less? 
They seem not to believe in the Day of Judgment
That's why they change the Words, they misinterpret God's work. 
Dear God, place such notorious wealthy devils on 
And let them not boast about what they've gained from people. 

to hear more about Hafez and his poems. So, here it is! 
I have chosen a very famous poem. Although comparing to many other poems written by Hafez, this is not 
what we can call ‘A level', it is deep, lovely and famous (at least among the Iranians). I can sa
95 percent of the Iranians know at least several words of this poem, especially the first two lines. Why? I 
don't know!! It should have its own reasons! You judge it by yourself! 
This poem although old in date, is always fresh in meaning. Most of his poems have this feature. That's 
why Hafez has remained great in our history. He was centuries ahead of his time. The more you read his 
original work, the more new things you learn, and the more you love him. Some works never expire! If 

were in English, or if Persian were the international language as English is today, for sure 
Hafez would be somewhere at the highest peak of world's literature. 
In this poem, I have not remained loyal to the original text. That is to say, I am not present
word translation here. I thought I could convey his message more accurately if I got rid of word for word 
translation. So, I have sacrificed words for meaning. 
The English translation is far from the beauty of the original work. To enjoy Haf
you must be able to read the original works. In the meantime, I deeply wish I had an advanced Persian 
class where I could teach only Hafez for years! Please pray for me to get such a class. 

t back and go through the translation first. After you feel comfortable with 
the translation, you may go to Useful Drills page for the original text, its English phonetic writings, and 
the sound file. I hope you will enjoy this lesson.  

ek. Khoda Hafez for now!  

Vaezan By: Hafez - Translation and sound file: Hassan H. 
click on the link below and choose 'Save Target As' to download the sound file in MP3

Vaezan By: Hafez 

Preachers who look glorious on stages and on heights, 
When alone, (they) do something different!  

most knowledgeable person in the community, 
Why those who preach for repentance repent less?  
They seem not to believe in the Day of Judgment 
That's why they change the Words, they misinterpret God's work.  
Dear God, place such notorious wealthy devils on their true lowly position, 
And let them not boast about what they've gained from people.  

I have chosen a very famous poem. Although comparing to many other poems written by Hafez, this is not 
what we can call ‘A level', it is deep, lovely and famous (at least among the Iranians). I can say more than 
95 percent of the Iranians know at least several words of this poem, especially the first two lines. Why? I 

of his poems have this feature. That's 
why Hafez has remained great in our history. He was centuries ahead of his time. The more you read his 
original work, the more new things you learn, and the more you love him. Some works never expire! If 

were in English, or if Persian were the international language as English is today, for sure 

In this poem, I have not remained loyal to the original text. That is to say, I am not presenting a word for 
word translation here. I thought I could convey his message more accurately if I got rid of word for word 

The English translation is far from the beauty of the original work. To enjoy Hafez and Persian poetry, 
you must be able to read the original works. In the meantime, I deeply wish I had an advanced Persian 
class where I could teach only Hafez for years! Please pray for me to get such a class.  

t back and go through the translation first. After you feel comfortable with 
the translation, you may go to Useful Drills page for the original text, its English phonetic writings, and 

Translation and sound file: Hassan H.  
click on the link below and choose 'Save Target As' to download the sound file in MP3 

 



Dear love seekers, wake up and seek the Temple of Love ,
Because there alone, you'll find the wine that puts your spirit on high 
His endless love, even if it puts lo
Gives you new face in love, revealed from the heaven 
Worship o lovers, at the Tavern of Love,
Because there alone, you'll find the water that transforms your soul 
At dawn, a voice was heard from the heaven above,
Wisdom said, “It seems saints and angels are practicing the words of Hafez!”
 
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Week 123 
My friend always said, “God helps lazy people!”
Don't follow my friend! This is not true although it saved my day today!
Frankly, I didn't know what to teach this we
time!!) 
I was just wondering what good topic to choose for this week when I saw ‘Persian measure units' on our 
message board! If you remember I told you once that this message board is useful!! So, I
for today! 
I began to focus on this topic when I received a lovely e
several points to talk about!! That's why our Belgian Thibault is nice and lovely!! (Kidding!)
Now, I had a lot to talk about this 
But tonight when I was traveling in cyberspace, I came across a Persian radio station where God had 
decided to help me for the third time this week!!
I decided to spend some time and take a rest in this Persian radio
journey in this endless space! Trying to listen to a pleasant interview, I found a lovely music!! Travel is 
always good! 
I could hardly sacrifice this song for ‘Persian measuring service” today!!
So, I finally chose the topic for today. Please come back next week if you are a tailor!! We will have 
several measures in our next lesson.
Maybe you will call me ‘nationalist' today because of this song! You try it by yourself and probably 
‘nationalism' will increase this week!
I believe this song could be a kind of national song. In a wider meaning, it could be ‘international' if we 
replaced one word of this song with another one. Here's how:

The second line from the end reads: 
ira:nam/ = I am in love with every single sand / part of 

If we simply replace /ira:n /with 

single sand / part of the universe's
This one seems deeper, at least to me!! You know why? Because the rain is generous to everything, 
everywhere, and everybody. Do not release your points and ideas now!! Please go through the song first 
and then give advice!  
I have no idea about the singer or the lyricist. If you do, please let me know.
Before we go to this song, let me tell you that the quality of the original song was not better than this! 
Have fun!  
Please right-click here and choose ‘Save Target As' to download this MP3 song into your computer. Then, 
go to Useful Drills page for the lyrics and translation. 
See you next week and Khoda Hafez! 
 
Week 123 
This song maybe difficult to sing but, for sure, is wonderfully pleasant to listen! 
ears against one mouth!!  

Dear love seekers, wake up and seek the Temple of Love , 
Because there alone, you'll find the wine that puts your spirit on high  
His endless love, even if it puts lovers on fire, 
Gives you new face in love, revealed from the heaven  
Worship o lovers, at the Tavern of Love, 
Because there alone, you'll find the water that transforms your soul  
At dawn, a voice was heard from the heaven above, 

ts and angels are practicing the words of Hafez!” 

 

My friend always said, “God helps lazy people!” 
Don't follow my friend! This is not true although it saved my day today! 
Frankly, I didn't know what to teach this week!! (Anybody may run out of words / topics from time to 

I was just wondering what good topic to choose for this week when I saw ‘Persian measure units' on our 
message board! If you remember I told you once that this message board is useful!! So, I

I began to focus on this topic when I received a lovely e-mail from an on time student who gave me 
several points to talk about!! That's why our Belgian Thibault is nice and lovely!! (Kidding!)

 week. So far God has helped me twice!! 
But tonight when I was traveling in cyberspace, I came across a Persian radio station where God had 
decided to help me for the third time this week!! 
I decided to spend some time and take a rest in this Persian radio station before I had to continue my 
journey in this endless space! Trying to listen to a pleasant interview, I found a lovely music!! Travel is 

I could hardly sacrifice this song for ‘Persian measuring service” today!! 
topic for today. Please come back next week if you are a tailor!! We will have 

several measures in our next lesson. 
Maybe you will call me ‘nationalist' today because of this song! You try it by yourself and probably 
‘nationalism' will increase this week!! 
I believe this song could be a kind of national song. In a wider meaning, it could be ‘international' if we 
replaced one word of this song with another one. Here's how: 

The second line from the end reads: /a:shegh e har zareh i: az kha:k e 
am in love with every single sand / part of Iran 's soil!  

/ira:n /with /keyha:n/, which means UNIVERSE, we will have this: 

/a:shegh e har zareh i: az kha:k e keyha:næm/ = I am in love with every 
universe's soil! 

This one seems deeper, at least to me!! You know why? Because the rain is generous to everything, 
everywhere, and everybody. Do not release your points and ideas now!! Please go through the song first 

singer or the lyricist. If you do, please let me know. 
Before we go to this song, let me tell you that the quality of the original song was not better than this! 

and choose ‘Save Target As' to download this MP3 song into your computer. Then, 
page for the lyrics and translation.  

Hafez!  

This song maybe difficult to sing but, for sure, is wonderfully pleasant to listen! 

ek!! (Anybody may run out of words / topics from time to 

I was just wondering what good topic to choose for this week when I saw ‘Persian measure units' on our 
message board! If you remember I told you once that this message board is useful!! So, I found my topic 

mail from an on time student who gave me 
several points to talk about!! That's why our Belgian Thibault is nice and lovely!! (Kidding!) 

But tonight when I was traveling in cyberspace, I came across a Persian radio station where God had 

station before I had to continue my 
journey in this endless space! Trying to listen to a pleasant interview, I found a lovely music!! Travel is 

topic for today. Please come back next week if you are a tailor!! We will have 

Maybe you will call me ‘nationalist' today because of this song! You try it by yourself and probably 

I believe this song could be a kind of national song. In a wider meaning, it could be ‘international' if we 

/a:shegh e har zareh i: az kha:k e 

/keyha:n/, which means UNIVERSE, we will have this: 

/a:shegh e har zareh i: az kha:k e keyha:næm/ = I am in love with every 

This one seems deeper, at least to me!! You know why? Because the rain is generous to everything, 
everywhere, and everybody. Do not release your points and ideas now!! Please go through the song first 

Before we go to this song, let me tell you that the quality of the original song was not better than this! 

and choose ‘Save Target As' to download this MP3 song into your computer. Then, 

This song maybe difficult to sing but, for sure, is wonderfully pleasant to listen! That's why we have two 



Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Week 124 
This is not my business! I am responsible for myself! Maybe 
suffering like this! They are not part of my family! What is important is that I am fine! I shouldn't touch 
them, maybe it is epidemic! I should ask my family to stay away from them! And so on.
We are all thinking about ourselves. We always think such things happen to people far from us. We do not 
know that one of them could be one of us.
Strange ice-breaker today?! 
What am I talking about? 
Brain Tumors, Breast Cancer, AIDS
Cancer, Liver Cancer, Lung Cancer, Prostate Cancer, Thyroid Cancer, Vaginal Cancer, and lots of strange 
names that we have never heard of. There are some people around us, who are suffering from such strange 
diseases. They do need hope to keep on living. At least, we can give them hope to fight for their life if we 
cannot help them with their hospital fees and the devices needed for their treatment. We can spend some 
time with them. We can be part of their life. We do not need to remind them
can keep them busy by words, memories, light activities and even by listening to them.
These people need us even if we do not know them. Let us help them keep walking.
What do you think? 
All right, as you remember, I told yo
Ok tailors, are you ready?!! 

 

This is not my business! I am responsible for myself! Maybe they have done something wrong that are 
suffering like this! They are not part of my family! What is important is that I am fine! I shouldn't touch 
them, maybe it is epidemic! I should ask my family to stay away from them! And so on.

out ourselves. We always think such things happen to people far from us. We do not 
know that one of them could be one of us. 

Brain Tumors, Breast Cancer, AIDS-related Lymphoma, Gastric Cancer, Hodgkin's 
Cancer, Liver Cancer, Lung Cancer, Prostate Cancer, Thyroid Cancer, Vaginal Cancer, and lots of strange 
names that we have never heard of. There are some people around us, who are suffering from such strange 

eep on living. At least, we can give them hope to fight for their life if we 
cannot help them with their hospital fees and the devices needed for their treatment. We can spend some 
time with them. We can be part of their life. We do not need to remind them of their disease. At least, we 
can keep them busy by words, memories, light activities and even by listening to them.
These people need us even if we do not know them. Let us help them keep walking.

All right, as you remember, I told you last time to come back if you were a tailor!

 

they have done something wrong that are 
suffering like this! They are not part of my family! What is important is that I am fine! I shouldn't touch 
them, maybe it is epidemic! I should ask my family to stay away from them! And so on. 

out ourselves. We always think such things happen to people far from us. We do not 

related Lymphoma, Gastric Cancer, Hodgkin's disease, Kidney 
Cancer, Liver Cancer, Lung Cancer, Prostate Cancer, Thyroid Cancer, Vaginal Cancer, and lots of strange 
names that we have never heard of. There are some people around us, who are suffering from such strange 

eep on living. At least, we can give them hope to fight for their life if we 
cannot help them with their hospital fees and the devices needed for their treatment. We can spend some 

of their disease. At least, we 
can keep them busy by words, memories, light activities and even by listening to them. 
These people need us even if we do not know them. Let us help them keep walking. 

u last time to come back if you were a tailor! 



Today, we are going to learn some measures / units in Persian. Honestly, I do not know many of them in 
Persian! But we will try to remember as many as we can! Ok?
Let's start with the simple ones!! 

Meter = /metr/. Listen! 

Centimeter = /sa:nti metr/. 

Square (for numbers) = /morab.bæ/. 

Square (a part of streets) = 

Square (a four-angle shape in geometry) = 

Cube (a solid object with six equal square sides) = 
Cube (for numbers) = same as above!
Question: 
How do you say ‘sugar cube' in Persian?

Did you use /mokæ.æb/?!
It is wrong! 

‘Sugar cube' is simply /ghænd/ in Persian!
Easy, isn't it?! 

That's why Persian is sugar!! Remember, Persian is not 

By the way, if you happen to travel to Iran , you would see this 
of tea!! Enjoy your tea if you are in Iran ! 

Length = /tu:l/. 

Width = /ærz/. 

Height = /ertefa:/. Listen

Depth = /omgh/. Listen! 
Ok, let us learn some shapes here before you know that my measuring knowledge is finishing!! 

Triangle = /mosæl.læs/. Listen

Rectangle = /mostætil/. 

Circle = /da:yereh/. Listen

Ellipse = /beizi:/. Listen!

Cone = /mækhru:t/. Listen

Geometry = /hendes.seh/. 
All right, please go to Useful Drills
Not a perfect tailor yet?!! Come back next week to learn some UNITS.
I hope this lesson was useful. 
Happy tailoring!! 
See you next week!  
Khoda Hafez! 
 
Week 124 
Try to learn the examples. Although the sentences may have a couple of equivalents in Persian, I have 
given you one of them to make it easier for you. The Persian sentences below (1
equivalents of the second English sen
1- This ruler is 50 centimeter long = the length of this ruler is 50 centimeter. 

2- This room is 3 meters wide = the width of this room is 3 meters. 
/ærz e in ota:gh seh metr æst/. Listen

Today, we are going to learn some measures / units in Persian. Honestly, I do not know many of them in 
Persian! But we will try to remember as many as we can! Ok? 

 

/sa:nti metr/. Listen! 

/morab.bæ/. Listen! 

/meida:n/. Listen! 

angle shape in geometry) = /morab.bæ/. 

a solid object with six equal square sides) = /mokæ.æb/. Listen!
Cube (for numbers) = same as above! 

How do you say ‘sugar cube' in Persian? 

/mokæ.æb/?! 

/ghænd/ in Persian! 

That's why Persian is sugar!! Remember, Persian is not /ghænd/!! 

By the way, if you happen to travel to Iran , you would see this /ghænd/ everywhere next to each cup 
tea if you are in Iran !  

Listen! 

t us learn some shapes here before you know that my measuring knowledge is finishing!! 

Listen! 

/mostætil/. Listen! 

Listen! 

! 

Listen! 

/hendes.seh/. Listen!  
Useful Drills page to see some examples. 

Not a perfect tailor yet?!! Come back next week to learn some UNITS. 

Try to learn the examples. Although the sentences may have a couple of equivalents in Persian, I have 
given you one of them to make it easier for you. The Persian sentences below (1

English sentences. Enjoy your drills!  
This ruler is 50 centimeter long = the length of this ruler is 50 centimeter. 

/tu:l e in khæt kesh pænja:h sa:nti metr æst/. 

oom is 3 meters wide = the width of this room is 3 meters. 
Listen! 

Today, we are going to learn some measures / units in Persian. Honestly, I do not know many of them in 

! 

/ghænd/ everywhere next to each cup 

t us learn some shapes here before you know that my measuring knowledge is finishing!!  

Try to learn the examples. Although the sentences may have a couple of equivalents in Persian, I have 
given you one of them to make it easier for you. The Persian sentences below (1-4) are the exact 

/tu:l e in khæt kesh pænja:h sa:nti metr æst/. Listen!  



3- This wall is 2 meters high = the height of this wall is 2 meters. 
/ertefa: e in diva:r do metr æst/. Listen

4- This water is 1 meter deep = the depth of this water is 1 meter. 
/omgh e in a:b yek metr æst/. Listen

5- I will wait for you near that square. 
a:n meida:n montæzeræt kha:hæm bu:d/. 
Note: 

If you are talking about shapes, you could simply add the word 

6- This table is square. 

7- The football field / ground is rectangle (rectangular). 
/zæmin e fu:tba:l beh shekl e mostætil æst/.

8- This paper is triangle. 

9- The backgammon dices are cubical. 
beh shekl e mokæ.æb æst/. Listen
Note: 

In such sentences (6-9), you could simply delete 
shape. 
Example: 

This paper is triangle. 
I hope it was not difficult for you.
See you next week.  
Hello everyone, how are you? 
 
Week 125 
Before I say anything else, let me warn you that our lesson today is a bit lo
However, if you do not like to read my writings, please scroll down the page to see the lesson (I am not a 
dictator teacher!). 
After I confessed during one of our former lessons that I was running out of knowledge, I found lots of 
things to say! (Maybe, that's why confession is very common in Christianity!!)
To make your job and mine easier, let me use numbers!
1- About this sentence that you saw on our homepage: “Say farewell to Easy Persian! Soon!!”
First, let me thank you for all your very warm messages. I should admit that I was a bit naughty! Yes, it 
was just an ad! Nothing more!! Sorry, for that! I promise not to do that anymore! You know what? I am 
going to find a job in an advertising company!!! Do you think I will have any suc
I was not going to take that message down for quite a while! Unfortunately (!!), I saw some messages on 
the message board that said, “Hassan needs money?!”
So, after I saw that message, I modified the ad immediately. Honestly, it was not about aski
money. (Since it was an ad, it could be about making money though!!) Please do not misunderstand me; I 
am not that much money-centered! (I like it though!!)
But one of the good points of such an ad was receiving wide variety of emails with lots 
topics!! Let me share only one sentence of several hundred lovely messages that was lovingly touching for 
me. 
Here is the sentence, 
“ It would be a crime to remove such a valueable source of knowledge from the internet. 
Khayli Mamnoon and khodafiz. 
I promised him that I would never become a criminal!! 
2- I want to share a great site with you here. Unfortunately, the main portion of this site is in Persian. 
Besides, the topics are really deep and mostly difficult. So, I strongly recommend 
Persians (with desire to follow such topics) and to the very advanced Persian students.
I would also like to take advantage of this opportunity to thank Mr. Professor Jamali for all his love and 

This wall is 2 meters high = the height of this wall is 2 meters. 
Listen! 

This water is 1 meter deep = the depth of this water is 1 meter. 
Listen! 

I will wait for you near that square. 
a:n meida:n montæzeræt kha:hæm bu:d/. Listen! 

es, you could simply add the word /beh shekl e/ like below.

/in mi:z beh shekl e moræb.bæ æst/. 

The football field / ground is rectangle (rectangular). 
/zæmin e fu:tba:l beh shekl e mostætil æst/. 

/in ka:ghæz beh shekl e mosæl.læs æst/.

The backgammon dices are cubical. 
Listen! 

9), you could simply delete /beh shekl e/ and add 

/in ka:ghæz mosæl.læsi æst/
I hope it was not difficult for you. 

 

Before I say anything else, let me warn you that our lesson today is a bit long! Be patient please! 
However, if you do not like to read my writings, please scroll down the page to see the lesson (I am not a 

After I confessed during one of our former lessons that I was running out of knowledge, I found lots of 
ings to say! (Maybe, that's why confession is very common in Christianity!!)

To make your job and mine easier, let me use numbers! 
About this sentence that you saw on our homepage: “Say farewell to Easy Persian! Soon!!”

our very warm messages. I should admit that I was a bit naughty! Yes, it 
was just an ad! Nothing more!! Sorry, for that! I promise not to do that anymore! You know what? I am 
going to find a job in an advertising company!!! Do you think I will have any suc
I was not going to take that message down for quite a while! Unfortunately (!!), I saw some messages on 
the message board that said, “Hassan needs money?!” 
So, after I saw that message, I modified the ad immediately. Honestly, it was not about aski
money. (Since it was an ad, it could be about making money though!!) Please do not misunderstand me; I 

centered! (I like it though!!) 
But one of the good points of such an ad was receiving wide variety of emails with lots 
topics!! Let me share only one sentence of several hundred lovely messages that was lovingly touching for 

It would be a crime to remove such a valueable source of knowledge from the internet. 
hodafiz. ” 

I promised him that I would never become a criminal!!  
I want to share a great site with you here. Unfortunately, the main portion of this site is in Persian. 

Besides, the topics are really deep and mostly difficult. So, I strongly recommend 
Persians (with desire to follow such topics) and to the very advanced Persian students.
I would also like to take advantage of this opportunity to thank Mr. Professor Jamali for all his love and 

/mæn næzdik e 

/beh shekl e/ like below. 

/in mi:z beh shekl e moræb.bæ æst/. Listen! 

/in ka:ghæz beh shekl e mosæl.læs æst/. 

/ta:s e tækhteh nærd 

/beh shekl e/ and add to the end of each 

æst/. Listen! 

ng! Be patient please! 
However, if you do not like to read my writings, please scroll down the page to see the lesson (I am not a 

After I confessed during one of our former lessons that I was running out of knowledge, I found lots of 
ings to say! (Maybe, that's why confession is very common in Christianity!!) 

About this sentence that you saw on our homepage: “Say farewell to Easy Persian! Soon!!” 
our very warm messages. I should admit that I was a bit naughty! Yes, it 

was just an ad! Nothing more!! Sorry, for that! I promise not to do that anymore! You know what? I am 
going to find a job in an advertising company!!! Do you think I will have any success?!! 
I was not going to take that message down for quite a while! Unfortunately (!!), I saw some messages on 

So, after I saw that message, I modified the ad immediately. Honestly, it was not about asking you for 
money. (Since it was an ad, it could be about making money though!!) Please do not misunderstand me; I 

But one of the good points of such an ad was receiving wide variety of emails with lots of interesting 
topics!! Let me share only one sentence of several hundred lovely messages that was lovingly touching for 

It would be a crime to remove such a valueable source of knowledge from the internet.  

I want to share a great site with you here. Unfortunately, the main portion of this site is in Persian. 
Besides, the topics are really deep and mostly difficult. So, I strongly recommend this site to native 
Persians (with desire to follow such topics) and to the very advanced Persian students. 
I would also like to take advantage of this opportunity to thank Mr. Professor Jamali for all his love and 



hardship he has gone through in exploring and sharing such deep and historical meanings of the words in 
our culture. I have been enjoying his speeches continuously since I found him. How much one could do! 
And how much one person could know! 
Dear professor Jamali, if you happen to see this message, please be noted that your hard work will not 
remain fruitless. You are sowing something that will certainly grow tomorrow. Thank you. 
Here is the page: http://www.khomam.com/ 
3- Today seems to be our ‘sharing day!' lots of things to share! 
I guess many of you know Alijsh on our message board. I am telling you that this young man is far older 
than his age! (I mean mentally, not physically!!!) 
I am afraid I am not allowed to reveal his age to you here! Currently, accept it from me that he is very 
well-talented! 
Could you believe this program that you are going to download in minutes is written by such a young man 
who could hardly convince the father of the girl that he is old enough to marry his daughter!! (He has 
never done that!! Honestly!! This is just an example! Hint that is!!) 
This program is called PVC. It is not that kind of plastic things! Or some permanent virtual circuit things! 
PVC is standing for Persian Verb Conjugator. It is a simple program that conjugates any Persian verb for 
you in a matter of ‘no seconds'! That is amazing! I do not know how he has done it and I do not want to 
know it!! It is too complicated for me! But, if you are looking for a talent, this is your man!! 
Let me thank Ali for making and sharing such a lovely program. 
You do not need to install anything. 
Just download the zip file here and unzip it. In your unzipped folder, you will see a file called 
‘pvconjugator'. Click on it and follow your screen!! 
To get most out of this program, first read the ‘Help' that is provided in this program. For more 
information please contact Ali directly (later!). 
Ali agha, dastet dorost!! = dasset dorost = dastet dard nakoneh!! = thank you!! 
Download Persian Verb Conjugator (PVC) here!  
Note: This program is in ZIP format. So, you will have to Unzip it first. Then, in your Unzipped folder, 
click on PVC.EXE. That's it! You are done! Enjoy Conjugating your Persian infinitives! 
Important : Please note that this program is copyrighted to Mr. Ali J. and is available for your personal 
use only. For commercial use or for further information about this PVC program, please contact Ali 
directly. 
All right, now the lesson today. 
As you remember, I promised to continue Measures / Units in Persian this week. Unfortunately, you have 
to wait a few more weeks for that. The reason is that I am going to introduce this ‘Easier than Easy 
Persian' today! First things first!! I am telling you that it is a very nice work. I highly recommend it (not 
merely because it is mine!!) 
This work is based on Persian primary books series, grade 1. This book is now being taught in primary 
schools in Iran . It contains 40 lessons (119 pages) that start with easy ones and ends in more difficult 
texts. So, both beginners and intermediate students, both children and adults can enjoy this CD. Yes, the 
complete work is on a CD. 
To let you know more about this CD, I am going to post three lessons online for you to enjoy; that is one 
lesson per week. This will give you the chance to see different lessons with different levels of difficulties. 
Then, you can decide if you want to have one copy of this CD or you want to let Hassan H. keep it with 
himself for a rainy day!! 
Ok, let me speak no more today! You will have the pilgrimage to read more after you click on the link 
below!! 
Please come back for other lessons! They will be uploaded very soon. 
Sorry for talking this much today! 
Wish you all the best, 
Your servant, 
Hassan H.  
 
Week 125 
No drills today! I hope you enjoyed the lesson!  
 
Hello everyone, how are you?  



 
Week 126 

Today, I have a very easy job!! Please click on the link below to see your lesson! 
Wait a moment! Before you leave, I have some very short words to share with you. 
1- The PVC program I talked about last time is ready now! You may either download it here or go to 
lesson 125 if you don't like this link! 
Note: This program is in ZIP format. So, you will have to Unzip it first. Then, in your Unzipped folder, 
click on PVC.EXE. That's it! You are done! Enjoy Conjugating your Persian infinitives! 
Important : Please note that this program is copyrighted to Mr. Ali J. and is available for your personal 
use only. For commercial use or for further information about this PVC program, please contact Ali 
directly. 

2- I found a great web page last week. Since we had many things to share last time, I saved it for today 
(like housewives who save some eatables for a rainy day! = the child's crying day!!). Please click on the 
link below to find an excellent Persian Radio Station. The Iranian Radio online just round the clock! 

All right, now like a good student go to your lesson below!! 
That's it for today. See you all next week! 
Khoda Hafez!  

Please click to see the second lesson of this CD. 

 

Easy Persian Primary School-book 1   

Salam beh hamegi! (Hello everyone!)  

After months of hard work, finally this easier than Easy Persian is here! 
The best and the easiest way you could ever find in learning a language is this: don't do anything!! Just sit 
back and enjoy your class! If your teacher speaks too much, turn it off! That's it! But, you won't miss the 
class! It's that good!! It's that fun! You won't stop reading along with your teacher!! You cannot remain 
silent! That's a deal! You will see yourself doing something! It's that much encouraging! 
This is the first CD of the primary school books series. I have done all I could to make it as fun as 
possible. Just remember the more comfortable you feel now means that the harder work someone has done 
for you! I hope you will enjoy it! 
One of the biggest points of this CD, besides learning the language, is that it takes you to the same 
environment as the local students are now. You will feel that you are closer to the original local color of 
this language. Who knows, maybe you will have a lot of sweet dreams of Iran just because of this book!! 
To help you more with this feeling, I have pronounced most of longer sentences in the same way as I used 
to read them as a school boy years ago when doing my homework! I liked it! I was not sure if you liked 
that kind of reading though. Otherwise, I could read all like this! That's my favorite! I hope you will like it 
too! 
Points to remember when you are going to use this CD: 
1- The original book is written for the native speakers. It is clear that a native speaker, no matter if it's a 
child, can speak his / her mother tongue very fluently! So, it is natural if they are supposed to do more. 
However, we should not expect the non-natives to have the same potential as their native counterparts 
have. 
Solution: I have modified the lessons to best suit your needs as a non-native. 
2- Based on what mentioned in number 1 above, I have not worked too much on some pages that need 
more work for beginners. You are not supposed to work much on those pages either! This is just to make 



the learning easier for you. Do not worry though; you will not miss a big part by skipping over those 
pages! However, I have put such kind of pages under 'Optional' for you to use if you feel comfortable with 
them. 
3- Although I have tried to pronounce the words and sentences as clearly and slowly as possible, you may 
'PAUSE' the video files at any time you wish if you think you cannot follow longer sentences. If you want 
my personal suggestion, follow the files without pausing them!! 
4- As for writings, there are enough video files at appropriate places to help you with your writings. 
However, if you think you need more of them, you could still practice with more words. The letters you 
will learn during this course will be good enough to be used in all words. They may be used a bit 
differently in different words, but, definitely recognizable! 
5- Again for writings, do not feel strange if , sometimes, you face a different kind of /shin/ or /sin/ or /gaf/ 
in my writing drills! It is a kind of Persian Calligraphy called 'Nastaligh'. Honestly, I am not very good at 
that! But based on what I am good at, I have tried to write most of them in Nastaligh! Keep practicing; 
maybe you could write better than me! So, you have both Writing drills and Calligraphy lessons together! 
This CD is highly recommended.   
 

Week 126 

No drills today! I hope you enjoyed the lesson!  

 
 

Hello everyone, how are you?  
 
Week 127 
What would you do if someone broke your child's head?!! 
I, most probably, would break both the child and his father's head!! The eye for an eye policy is great if it 
supports me!! Right? 
Recently, I read breathtaking news on BBC Persian. Maybe, you have seen it as well. 
A 12-year-old boy called Ahmad who, seemingly was carrying a toy gun, was shot dead in Palestine. The 
Israeli police thought he was a terrorist. 
We would never rest in peace if it were our child. Ahmad's father, however, had a different idea. 
According to the news, when the father got into the hospital, the doctors told him that the bullet had 
pierced his child's brain; so, he would certainly die. 
“What about other parts of his body? Are they working well?” Ahmad's father asked the doctors. “Yes, 
they do not have any problems,” came the reply. 
“Take the working parts off his body and plant them into the body of as many Israeli people as possible.” 
The father commanded. 
And so did the doctors. In hours, the heart, the kidneys, and other parts of Ahmad's body were 
transplanted to six different Israeli people of different ages, mostly children. 
Ahmad died but his death saved the life of six people from the so called enemy tribe. What he did was far 
deeper than the Good Samaritan's. What he did was million times more powerful than thousands of bombs 
and stones thrown everyday. Ahmad's father conquered the heart of the world with love. 
This was Ahmad's father's message: “the reason I did that was to send the message of love and peace to all 
who love peace. Everybody plants olive tree to convey peace and I have planted parts of my child's body 
into the body of Israeli kids to keep the symbol of peace alive in them.” 
This is not a made up story. This has happened and I am sure most of you have seen or heard about it. 
Long live love, long live peace. 
I request all of you to wash your eyes and look at things around you afresh. Please pray for love, peace, 
Ahmad, and his family who are having a deadly difficult time at this very moment. Where are you God to 
see all these? 
To read the original news in Persian, please go to this address: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/persian/news/story/2005/11/051109_si-ismail-khatib.shtml 
All right, please click on the link below to see today's lesson. As promised, today, we have the last part of 
Persian primary school book sample. I deeply hope you will like it.  



As the other note, I have recently started writing in Persian after years! To express myself in words, I have 
made a Weblog. Unfortunately for the non-Persians, the main part of this Blog is in Persian. This was all I 
could do at this time. I hope those who can read and understand Persian will like it. Here is the address: 
http://iseed.blogspot.com/ 
Please let me receive your comments.  
Ok, that's it for today. 
See you next week. 
Khoda Hafez! 
Week 127 
Again, No drills today! I hope you enjoyed the lesson!  
 
Week 128 
Is bad always bad? 
I would say ‘yes' if you had asked me this question one week ago! Today, I have a different idea (even 
temporarily!!). Compared to the worse, bad is good!! 
Recently, I always complained that my old computer has made me crazy! Although I loved my computer, 
I thought it was not good anymore, which means it was bad! Then one day, it stopped working 
permanently! As a result, I lost my connection with the outside world, which was a terrible experience. It 
was then I came to know that even if it worked poorly, it was good enough to connect me to you! So, 
compared to ‘worse', bad is good! 
This week, I decided to buy a new computer. I checked my savings and noticed that it was too little for a 
new one! (Now, you know how rich this teacher is!!). Through some channels, I finally managed to get a 
new computer. So, I guess I can spend more time online from now on. Say ‘hurray' if this made you 
happy! 
I also want to take advantage of this time to share something with you. From among all the possessions of 
this world, I have only one thing that I guess is mine! And that is my tongue!! Recently, I noticed my 
tongue remains silent! You know that I am very talkative! So, silence kills me! Honestly! I noticed that I 
could not write or say anything for quite long time. I hate this situation and I would love to ask you to pray 
to God, or whosoever you believe in, to push my tongue towards words! Please ask Him to let my tongue 
speak again! Let me see how many of you have got pure heart (!!); for it is said that if you keep asking 
God with a pure heart to give you something, it will be given to you!! Maybe it is a test for your pure 
hearts!!  
All right, 
Now let's see the lesson. If you remember, I told you in lesson 125 that after the Primary School CD 
sample pages, we would continue our Persian Measure / Units lessons. So, here we are again! We will 
learn some more of Persian Units today. If I happen to get more, I will certainly share it with you again. 
By the way, how was the Primary School CD? I thought you liked it. So far, only a few have shown 
interest in it. (My interest measuring system works based on the number of orders placed!!). I am not 
threatening you, but let me tell you that the less you welcome my works, the less I will find the courage to 
do more! There is a Persian expression that says: درو$ لاح رس رب ار نخس بحاص عمتسم!! Listen! It means 
something like this: supportive listeners / audiences create better speakers! Or, Good audiences put the 
speaker in a better speaking mood. 
Well, I am already convinced that your heart is beautifully pure!! I have already started talking this much!! 
Keep praying please!! 
Here are some more Persian measures / units: 
human: رفن /næfær/ 
Example: two people = رفن ود /do næfær/.  
camel : رفن /næfær/ 
Example: two camels = رتش رفن ود /do næfær shotor/. 
Note: some of these measures, like what you see in camel, are not very common in nowadays Persian. 
You could simply say رتش ود /do shotor/. 
carpet: تخت: /tækhteh/ 
Example: one carpet = %_ شرف :تخت /yek takhteh færsh/.  
airplane: دنورف /færvænd/ 
Example: one airplane = %_ ام%پاو: دنورف /yek færvænd hæva:peyma:/  



car: اگتسد: /dæstga:h/ 
Example: one car = %_ ن%شام :اگتسد /yek dæstga:h ma:shin/.  
check (bank note): رقف: /fæghæreh/ 
Example: two checks = چ :رقف ود_ /do fæghæreh chek/.  
house / residential place: باب /ba:b/ 
Example: five houses = ناخ باب جنپ: /pænj ba:b kha:neh/. Or, نو_سم دحاو باب جنپ% /pænj ba:b va:hed e 
mæsku:ni/ = five residential places  
kilogram: _%ول /kilo/ or, /kilu:/ 
Example: three kilos banana = زوم ول%_ جنپ /pænj kilu: moz/.  
gram (as in kilogram): مرگ /gram/ (same as in English) 
Example: one gram gold = %_ الط مرگ  
litter (1000 cc): رت%ل /litr/ 
Example: ten litter milk = ر%ش رت%ل :د /dæh litr shir/.  
bottle of beer or other alcoholic drinks: رطب /botr/ 
Example: two bottles beer = وجب$ رطب ود /do botr a:bji/  
Very important and brilliantly relieving note!!! 
It is said that necessity is the mother of invention!! Here, I should say laziness is the mother of invention!! 
You know why? Read below! 
In daily conversations, we the Iranians do not use most of these measures!! Instead, we have a very short 
word that replaces all the countable measures!! That easy word is ات /ta:/. 
Example: 
Five cars = ن%شام ات جنپ /pænj ta: ma:shin/. 
Ten camels = رتش ات :د /dæh ta: shotor/. 
Four planes = ام%پاو: ات را:چ /chæha:r ta: hæva: peyma:/.  
Now satisfied?!! Easy Persian makes sugar sweeter!! 
Before I say bye to you, let me give you a small homework!! 
Question: I said for countable nouns, we use ات /ta:/ in daily conversation. What is the word for non-
countable nouns? 
Example: 
What if the word is ‘water' or ‘milk' or ‘beer'? 
Keep thinking!!  
See you all next week. 
Till then, Khoda Hafez!  
Sorry, sorry, it's me again! I said many things today and still need to say one more thing! I forgot to wish 
you a very happy and blessed Christmas as well as a wonderful new year! So, merry Christmas and happy 
new year to all of you!  
Wow, your hearts are great!! I am just wondering with so many pure hearts, why is it that our world is still 
filled with hatred and war? Let us pray for the rulers!!  
  
Week 128 
Again, No drills today! Just make somebody happy during the Christmas! Also, sing Merry Christmas 
song to that person!! Make sure he/ she is patient enough to tolerate your voice!! Always remember that 
action speaks louder than words!! Merry Christmas and Happy New Year! 
Enjoy your holiday! 
 
Week 129 
First, let me thank those who sent me their Christmas and New Year wishes either by writing a few 
touching words or by choosing/making lovely e cards. Thanks a million! ن_ن درد نوتتسد:!! 
I am really happy that you have accepted me as a person you could think of during your happy time. It 
means a lot to me. God bless you all! 
Before we start our new lesson today, I have two things to share with you. 
First, one of our old Easy Persian friends has done a nice a job. She has collected and summarized all 
tenses we have already covered in one page. I have edited her work for you to enjoy. Please click here to 
download it in Microsoft Word Format. Let me thank Semberlyn Crossley on behalf of all of you. Thank 
you Semberlyn! 



Second, is an open letter from a Pakistani brother to Mr. Osama Bin Laden!! His message is very touching 
and it may not be very bad if we all read it together!  
Here is the message: 
An Open Letter To Osama bin Laden and Ayman Al-Zawahiri.  
(Wherever You Are)  
Aslam-o-Alaikum!  
Do you know what degree of shame, abomination, misery and wretchedness is being heaped on the 
innocent and peace-following Muslims all over the world because of this so-called and self styled Jihad of 
yours?  
Do you know how many innocent, unsullied people are being daily butchered as result of this professed 
Jihad of yours? How many children are being orphaned and women being widowed precisely for the same 
reason.  
And do you know, killing one faultless human being is like killing the entire humanity. You must 
definitely be knowing that you will surely be held accountable for this all bloodshed. Will you, then, be 
able to face your God? I challenge, no!  
Then, why have you become an agent of some hidden hand. Why are you taking the responsibility of the 
murder of entire humanity to yourself on his behest. Why are you dragging the Muslims down? Why are 
you demeaning Islam by presenting it as a terrorist religion? Acting like this, which religion are you 
rendering a great service to? Are you raising the standard of Islam high or you (if you reflect on it) are 
causing the heads of the followers of the path of the righteous bow down with shame in-front of the entire 
humanity.  
Today most of the Muslims believe that you are not a true Muslim but planted by the enemies to destroy 
the image of Islam.  
For God's sake, take recourse to sense, and announce a CEASEFIRE at once so the inhabitants of world 
may be introduced to that divine aspect of the Muslims at whose hands no soul suffer, whose words and 
actions bear no tinge of dichotomy, whose speech, when uttered, conveys to others the message of love 
and protection, whose thoughts, when thought, are devoted to the well being of others. Herein lies the true 
success, and herein lies the victory of the true religion of Allah.  
S.A.Rehman  
(Peace Activist)  
PAKISTAN  
All right, 
Today, we have a new translation work again. I hope you will enjoy it. Actually, I am not going to work 
hard on it today!! You are going to do the main job and I am going to wait for one more week!!  
Here's how: 
Please read the following short story carefully. Then, do your best to translate it into Persian. You may 
look for the new words on Useful Drills page if needed. Next week, I will provide you with the Persian 
translation. Hope it will be ok with you.  
Once again, I wish you a very prosperous 2006. 
See you next week. 
The text: 
I don't like her! 
Bob goes to a new school. 
One day, he comes back from the school. 
“Bob, do you like your new teacher?” his mother asks him. 
“I don't like her,” Bob says in reply. 
“Why?” asks his mother. 
“Because, first she says that three and three is six. Then, she says that two and four is six too! So, I don't 
like her!!”  
 
 Week 129 
To like = نتشاد تسود 
Goes = دور %م 
New = زات = د%دج: 
Comes back from ..... = ددرگ %م رب ... زا 
In reply = باوج رد 



Why = ارچ 
Because = ار%ز = :_ن%ا %ارب 
First = لوا 
Says that = د%وگ %م _: 
Is (here in this text) = دوش %م 
Then = دعب 
So = ن%م: %ارب 
The Tower of Babel (Genesis 11: 1-9) 
The tale of the Tower of Babel is an "explanation" of why there are so many different languages. You can 
find the story in some of those languages by following the links below. Having a single text in a variety of 
languages is a good way to see similarities and differences between those languages.  
The Tower of Babel did in fact exist: it was a seven-stage ziggurat (stepped pyramid) with a temple to the 
god Marduk at the top. It was called Etemenanki, or 'the temple of the platform between heaven and earth', 
and was built in the city of Babylon sometime during the 6th or 7th century BC. 
 

 

 

 

 

Farsi/Persian )p,ر�/(  
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Week 130 
If you remember, we had the following text last week. I asked you to work on it. Did you listen to what I 
said? Great students!! 
All right, let us take a look at the text once more:  
The text: 
I don't like her! 
Bob goes to a new school. 
One day, he comes back from the school. 
“Bob, do you like your new teacher?” his mother asks him. 
“I don't like her,” Bob says in reply. 
“Why?” asks his mother. 
“Because, first she says that three and three is six. Then, she says that two and four is six too! So, I don't 
like her!!” 
You already know the new words, don't you? If not, please visit the Useful Drills 129 again!  
Ok, here we go:  
I don't like her = مرادن تسود ار وا نم! /mæn u: ra: du:st næda:ræm/. 
This is the formal translation, or the book style, which is ok. 
However, there is an easier way to translate this. 
I don't like her = مرادن شسود! /du:sesh næda:ræm/. 
Bob goes to a new school. = دور %م %د%دج :سردم :ب باب. /ba:b beh mædreseh ye jædidi mi rævæd/. 
One day, he comes back from the school. = %_ ددرگ %م رب :سردم زا وا زور. /yek ru:z u: æz mædreseh bær 
mi gærdæd/. 



“Bob, do you like your new teacher?” his mother asks him. = تد%دج ملعم ا%$ – باب" :دسرپ %م وا زا شردام 
 ”?ma:dæræsh æz u: mi porsæd, “ba:b, a:ya: moællem e jædidæt ra: du:st da:ri/ "؟%راد تسود ار
“I don't like her,” Bob says in reply. = مرادن شسود" :د%وگ %م باوج رد باب!" /ba:b dær jæva:b mi gu:yæd: 
“du:sesh næda:ræm/. 
“Why?” asks his mother. = ؟ارچ" :دسرپ %م شردام" /ma:dæræsh mi porsæd: “chera:?” 
“Because, first she says that three and three is six. Then, she says that two and four is six too! So, I don't 
like her!!” 
 دوش %م م: را:چ :فاضا :ب ود :_ د%وگ %م دعب .شش دوش %م :س :فاضا :ب :س :_ د%وگ %م لوا وا :_ن%ا %ارب"
 "!مرادن شسود نم سپ . شش
/bæra: ye in keh u: ævvæl mi gu:yæd keh seh beh eza:feh ye seh mi shævæd shesh. Bæd mi gu:yæd keh do 
beh eza:feh ye chæha:r hæm mi shævæd shesh. Pæs mæn du:sesh næda:ræm!”  
NOTE: In all sentences above, you may replace د%دج with زات: /ta:zeh/. They are almost the same.  
All right, 
It was very easy, wasn't it? Good! 
So, because both you and I did great today, I have a very small gift for you! Please don't forget to see 
Useful Drills page now! 
See you next week and Khoda Hafez! 
  
Week 130 
As I promised, I have a very small gift for you here. It is another Persian music in mp3. This song is called 
Gol e Yakh (خ% لگ) and is performed by Koroush Yaghmaee / Yaghmaei (_امغ% شورو%%). It is very 
famous and very old, I guess! My flowerology (!!) is terrible, but I think it means something like 'The Ice 
Flower'! (Is there such a flower anyway?!)  
Please right click on the link below and choose 'Save Target As' to download it. What you see below is the 
lyrics. Hope you will like it! 
  Gol e Yakh, a song by Koroush Yaghmaee / Yaghmaei - %%امغ% شورو_ زا %ا :نارت - خ% لگ
Koroush Yaghmaei – Gol e Yakh  

  :در_ :نول - تگنشق نومشچ ات ود نو%م مغ
  :در_ :نوخ - ت:ا%س %ا:وم وت بش

  :نم %ا: بش ثم - ت:ا%س نومشچ ات ود
  :نم %ا: مغ ثم - تمشچ ود %ا: %:ا%س

  :ش%م نوراب - دا%م ن%%اپ ما: :ژم زا ضغب %تقو
  :در_ :نور%و وم%داب$ مغ ل%س

  :رب %م داب وم %%ا:نت %نوم %م نم اب %تقو
  :در_ :نوبش نوراب مامشچ ات ود
  تفر و دز رپ نم %اتسد زا را:ب

  :در_ :نووج ملد %وت خ% لگ
  مر%گ %م ش%ت$ %%ا:نت زا مراد مقاتا وت

  :در_ :نومز ن%ا %وت :فو_ش %ا
  :گ%د :تفر مادص :تفر م%نووج منوخب %چ

  :در_ :نووج ملد %وت خ% لگ
  :گ%د :تفر مادص :تفر م%نووج منوخب %چ

  :در_ :نووج ملد %وت خ% لگ
  :در_ :نول - تگنشق نومشچ ات ود نو%م مغ

  :در_ :نوخ - ت:ا%س %ا:وم وت بش
  :نم %ا: بش ثم - ت:ا%س نومشچ ات ود

  :نم %ا: مغ ثم - تمشچ ود %ا: %:ا%س
  :ش%م نوراب - دا%م ن%%اپ ما: :ژم زا ضغب %تقو

  :در_ :نوور%و وم%داب$ مغ ل%س
  :رب %م داب ---- وم %%ا:نت %نوم %م نم اب %تقو

  :در_ :نوبش نوراب ماممشچ ات ود
  تفر و دز رپ نم %اتسد زا را:ب

  :در_ :نووج ملد %وت خ% لگ
  مر%گ %م ش%ت$ %%ا:نت زا مراد مقاتا وت

  :در_ :نومز ن%ا %وت :فو_ش %ا
 



Updated: 
I received a message from dear Mr. Ali, the PVC maker, who wrote the followings to me. What you see 
below is a short part of his message. 
“You said your ‘flowerology' is not good! You have chosen ‘the ice flower' for خ% لگ . I don't know if it 
was serious or just a joke. Yes, there is a flower called خ% لگ , which is called ‘winter sweet' or ‘ 
chimonanthus fragrance'. 
Ali jan, نابرق :ن_ن درد تتسد! 
It seems that more and more men of intelligence are visiting this site from inside Iran ! I must be more 
careful!! 
Well, 
Honestly, I didn't know that. But still now, I do prefer my own title, “the ice flower”! I impose my own 
title on this work!! This is called ‘freedom of speech'!!! Although in ‘freedom of speech' policy I do not 
have to explain it to you, I give you my reasons here!!  
(Translation lesson!): 
The reason is that the ‘winter sweet' takes the reader to sweet dreams! I mean, based on the title, the reader 
assumes that the lyrics should be of sweet moments in love – ( winter sweet ). So, the title takes the 
reader to a wrong scenario. 
However, the lyrics here convey a different message. It is talking about the moments when grief nests in 
your eyes. It is talking about the darkness that is in control of everything. 
So, the title should not take the reader to a wrong place. That is why I prefer ‘the ice flower', which creates 
some sense of frozen flower scenario (maybe in love, friendship etc, etc). 
Good justification, isn't it?! 
You know what? Sometimes, my wife tells me that I could be a good mullah or preacher!! Really! You 
know why? 
The ability to justify things is the first thing you need to be a good preacher, which I have!!! 
Hope this was useful. 
  
Week 131 
I wanted to write a new lesson today. However, all the news about Iran and the crazy nuclear things that 
are happening in the world today, have given me a kind of sad feeling. Like many of you, I hope 
everything will be fine for the people. What do you think is happening? Who is responsible? Who are the 
victims of these huge political games? When will such crazy games end? 
Not knowing what to do, I was just surfing the internet when I found a lovely music. It was very touching 
and I decided to translate it for today's lesson. Please go to the Useful Drills page to enjoy it! 
Wish you all the best and see you next week. 
Khoda Hafez! 
By the way, as you probably know, we are approaching the Iranian New Year. Let me simply wish all of 
you a very peaceful and prosperous Persian New Year! Happy Norouz / Norooz!  
Again by the way (!!) 
Our friend Ali who had made PVC (Persian Verb Conjugator) program, has updated his work. I have put a 
link to his work on our home page. It is a nice work and very useful. Please feel free to use this free 
service! Also, please send your comments and questions regarding this program to him. You will find his 
e-mail address on PVC page. Please note that your words are encouraging and will bring many changes. 
Do not deny him a short note!  
  
 
Happy Iranian New Year! (March 2006 = 1385). Hope to always have it in peace. Please pray for my 
people. 
  
  
Week 131 
All right, 
Please right-click on the link below and choose 'Save Target As' to download this music. I hope you will 
like it. 
Imagine! ن_ روصت - %ش%مق شوا%س زا %ا :نارت By: Siavash Ghomeishi - Persian Music (mp3)  
Here is the lyrics and translation: 



 Imagine! By: Siavash Ghomeishi / Ghomeyshi = ن_ روصت
 Imagine! Even if it is hard to imagine = :تخس شندر_ روصت %تح :گا ن_ روصت
 !a world where each person is truly fortunate = :تخبشوخ تخبشوخ نوا وت %ناسنا ر: :_ %نا:ج
 Imagine a world where money, race, and power have no = تس%ن شزرا تردق و داژن و لوپ نوا وت :_ %نا:ج
place! 
 a world where riot police is not the answer to the calls for = تس%ن شروش دض س%لپ ا: %%ادصم: باوج
unity! 
 a world with no nuclear bombs, no artillery, and no = :راپمخ :ن ن_فا بمب :ن :راد %ا :تس: بمب :ن
bombardments! 
 !a world where no child will leave his legs on land mines = :راز%من اج ن%م %ور وشاپ %ا :چب چ%: :گ%د
 !Everybody free, totally free = نداز$ داز$ :م:
 !no one in pain, no pain = ندرد %ب درد %ب :م:
 You wouldn't read in newspapers that = %نوخ %من :مانزور وت
 such and such person committed suicide! ( See the footnote ) = ندر_ %ش_دوخ اگن:ن
 ,Imagine a world with no hatred, no gunpowder = توراب و ترفن نودب ن_ روصت ور %نا:ج
 !no cruelty of arrogant, no fear, no coffin = توبات و تشحو نودب :ما_دوخ ملظ نودب
 !Imagine a world filled with smile and freedom = %داز$ و دنخبل زا رپ ن_ روصت ور %نا:ج
 full of flowers and kisses! Filled with up-growing = %داب$ رار_ت زا رپ :سوب و لگ زا بلابل
improvements! 
 !Imagine! Even if it is a crime to imagine so = :مرج شندر_ روصت %تح :گا ن_ روصت
 !even if you'd lay down your life on this = :مرس زا :ش%م رپ ولگ شمسا ندرب اب :گا
 ,Imagine a world where prison does not exist in reality = س :ناسفا :% نادنز شوت :_ ور %نا:ج ن_ روصت
 where all wars of the world are included in ‘The Ceasefire = سب شت$ لومشم ندش ا%ند %اگنج مامت
Treaty'!! 
 !a world where nobody is ‘The Boss' of the world = تس%ن ملاع %اق$ %س_
 !people are all equal = مدرم نم: اب ربارب
 Then each person will have an equal share in = :ناسنا ر: م:س :گ%د
 !each single seed of wheat = مدنگ :نود ر: نت
 No border, no boundaries – motherland would mean the entire = ا%ند :م: %نع% نطو - :دودحم و زرم نودب
world! 
 !imagine you could be the interpretation of this dream = ا%ور ن%ا ر%بعت %شب %نوت %م وت ن_ روصت
Footnote:  
Actually he says, “You won't read in newspapers that whales committed suicide!” 
Maybe he refers to that whale in London that had escaped from the sea probably because he / she did not 
feel safe in the sea anymore! 
Footnote Correction: 
Ali wrote to me recently and said, " The story of this whale belongs to several months after the release of 
this song. That is, when Siyavash released his new album this whale hadn't done the suicide yet, let alone 
considering the time of composition of the lyrics. That is, linking these two things together is just the 
product of your inventive mind, a fragment of your assumption (:D) You know, the suicide of whales is 
seen very often in many parts of world. So Siyavash is talking generally. The story in London is just an 
instance and not the very case." 
Thank you Ali jan for your attention. 
I would also like very much to thank Mr. Siavash Ghomeishi for his wonderful work. Lots of people have 
thanked me for putting this song here. Agha Siavash, dast marizad ghorban! Bashad keh hamareh delat 
sarshar az safa vo samimiat va dahanat ghazal khan e solh bashad. Amen. 

%/�ا"�,���  
.����، دا�&(�"ٔ
 $زاد و�4� از  

Week 132 
I am your slave! I am your servant! I am the sand under your feet! Under your shadow! You are my 
owner! My control is in your hand! I am smaller/younger than you! I am at your service! You just make 
your lips wet! Upon my eyes! You are beating me with wood! Don't beat me with wood! I am really 
embarrassed!! I swear to you!! The electricity jumped out of my head!! You can never find these in even 
boogieman's book!!! God's hand has no voice!! 
Crazy Hassan? What's wrong with this man today? He seems out of his mind! (Is this what you are 
thinking about me now?) 



Don't worry if you thought so and do not blame yourself for what you thought!! Let me explain. 
This is our lesson today! 
Such phrases (except crazy Hassan!!), are parts of Persian daily conversation! 
I remember I had hardly completed one or two semesters at my university several years ago. One day, one 
of my friends and his cousin, who had a foreign friend, came to me. I don't remember how his cousin had 
managed to find such a friend at that time. 
After simple greetings and introducing, his cousin handed me a letter and asked me to translate it into 
English! When I read the letter, ‘the electricity jumped out of my head'!!! There were lots of such phrases 
that ‘you could never find in even boogieman's book'!!!! 
I went home and looked for my Persian – English daily phrasebook (!!), which one of my very own 
professors had written! 
In some one hour or so, I was walking towards my friend's house with the translation of the letter in my 
hand. 
The translation was something like this:  
Dear high Excellency doctor …., (I have forgotten the name of the doctor) 
I have hope that your sacred existence and your highly valuable family are fine. If you want to know our 
health, I must say that we are fine under your holy shadow! My family is fine and they are kissing your 
hand!! Thank you for the gifts. You beat us with wood and I felt very embarrassed!! As I told you, I am 
always pure for you and you are the crown of our head! I am always at your service. How are your 
respected daughter and wife? I hope wherever they are, your shadow will be on them forever. I take God 
my witness that we always remember you and your flower daughter! You always have a place on our 
head! Next time, please tell me when you are coming and I will sacrifice a sheep or cow under your sacred 
feet! Please don't worry about that job. Upon my eyes! You just make your lips wet and I will do it for 
your holy existence!!  
Well, the letter was much longer and far more complicated than what you see above!! I hope the poor 
doctor understood it properly!!  
All right, now let's see what these very common Persian phrases mean! 
As you know, each language has its very own structure and local color that can hardly be translated. Still 
now, I do not know how our beloved professor, who had got his university degree in States, had ended in 
such a comic phrasebook!! This commercial world!!! 
Ok, let's make it shorter! What I am going to do is to mention some English phrases and the possible 
Persian equivalents you could use in reply. Please do not try to translate such phrases! If you want to give 
it a try, you should find a foreign doctor, one Persian-English phrasebook, and one nice Hassan H. 
first!!!!! 
  
Possible scenario:  
Possible answer:  
Possible Persian phrase:  
How are you?  
•  Fine. Thanks.  
•  We are (here)!! Thanks!  
•  I am pure for you!  
•  I am smaller than you!  
  نونمم .مبوخ  •
  ر_ش !م%تس:  •
  مامش صلخم  •
  مامش _%چو_  •
In reply to work, job, or life-related questions. Ex: how is your work/job/life going?  
•  Going well.  
•  Not bad.  
•  So so.  
  :بوخ  •
  س%ن _دب  •
  :رذگ%م  •
Note: you could combine all of them in reply. Say one after another.  
Haven't seen you for a while. (Where have you been?)  



Under your shadow!  
  نوت :%اس ر%ز
What's new? What's news?  
Your good health!  
  امش %تمالس
You just hint /ask and I will do it for you!  
You just make your lips wet!  
  ن_رت بل طقف امش
In reply to such questions: can I …. ? – may I ….?  
Yes please.  
You are the owner of my choice!! (You rule!)  
  د%را%تخا باص .من_ %م ش:اوخ
In reply to such questions: could you do … (for me)?  
Sure.  
Upon my eyes!  
  مشچ %ور :ب
When someone does something good for you, or says something good to you. Or, when they praise you.  
Thank you.  
You are so kind.  
You are beating me with wood! You make me feel embarrassed.  
  منونمم  •
  ن%راد فطل امش  •
  ن%ن_ %م %را_بوچ  •
  د%ن_ %م :دنمرش  •
When you are shocked by some words, news or some actions done (mostly unusual).  
I was shocked. I did not expect it.  
Electricity jumped off my head!!  
  د%رپ مرس زا قرب
When you do not want to give something to somebody. Or, you do not want to do something for 
somebody.  
Sorry, I can't.  
I am afraid I can't.  
I am embarrassed!  
  ما :دنمرش
When you want to say that such and such words, actions, or things are really unusual and rare.  
Such a thing is hard to happen. Such words are hard to think of.  
This cannot be found in even boogieman's book!  
  دا%من ر%گ م: و%د بات_ وت %تح ن%ا
When somebody does something bad to somebody else and gets his/her punishment from other sources. 
Ex: your friend hits you in the head and runs away. While running, he / she falls down and hurts his/her 
leg.  
God's hand has no voice!!  
  :رادن ادص ادخ تسد
When something or somebody burns up your energy and you feel exhausted /deadly tired. Ex: this lesson 
made me deadly tired!  
This job / this person made me deadly tired.  
This made me deadly tired!  
This took my father out!  
  درو$رد ومردپ ن%ا
All right, I deeply hope you understood me today!! I also hope you enjoyed the lesson! This lesson took 
my father out!!!! 
See you all next time! 
Khoda Hafez! 

  
Happy Iranian New Year! (March 2006 = 1385). Hope to always have it in peace. Please pray for my 

people. 



  
 

Week 132 
Today's drill is absolutely optional!! 
Try to translate this letter into Persian!! 
Dear high Excellency doctor …., (I have forgotten the name of the doctor) 
I have hope that your sacred existence and your highly valuable family are fine. If you want to know our 
health, I must say that we are fine under your holy shadow! My family is fine and they are kissing your 
hand!! Thank you for the gifts. You beat us with wood and I felt very embarrassed!! As I told you, I am 
always pure for you and you are the crown of our head! I am always at your service. How are your 
respected daughter and wife? I hope wherever they are, your shadow will be on them forever. I take God 
my witness that we always remember you and your flower daughter! You always have a place on our 
head! Next time, please tell me when you are coming and I will sacrifice a sheep or cow under your sacred 
feet! Please don't worry about that job. Upon my eyes! You just make your lips wet and I will do it for 
your holy existence!! 
Have fun! :)   

What you see below is the Persian translation of the above text. One of the students have done this. It is 
not exactly the same, but so close to the text. So, it is posted 'as is'. Thanks Anita for the nice job! 

 
  

 



Week 133 
Tell your child to start whistling from now!!! 
There is a Persian story that says: 
In old days, a villager once wanted to go to a city for a short trip. Most of his neighbors asked him for a 
gift from the city. From among them, there was a lady who had a child. She gave 5 bucks to the villager 
and asked him to buy her child a whistle on his way back home. Holding the money tightly in his hand, 
the man said, “Go tell your child to start whistling from now!!” 
Some of you have asked for more materials so that they can learn Persian faster. Although I'd love to do 
that, it is not always possible for me to meet your increasing demands. The Late Ahmad Shamlu has a 
poem that says, “I could do a lot more if my daily needs allowed me”!! 
Like you, I have lots of daily troubles. You bet my troubles are far deeper and more breathtaking than 
yours. One day, you will know all about it. 
Anyway, to speed up your learning process, I am offering a new online course from now. This course is 
for dear members only!! (Although all of you are dear to me, the members will be dearer!!!) That is to say, 
Easy Persian has a Members' Area now. 
As a member, you will get a personal page that helps you a lot reach your goals faster. This area is mostly 
focused on ‘daily words' and is mainly based on daily media such as daily TV shows broadcasted from 
Iran, parts of Persian movies, Iranian radios, etc; and of course, Persian mp3!  
This is how it works: 
1- I give you a short TV show, for example, and you are supposed to watch it a couple times to see how 
many words you can clearly spot without my help. 
2- Then, I give you all the words and sentences you just heard (in written form). 
3- You watch the show again with the help of the words I gave you. We do this to improve your listening 
ability. 
4- I give you the English explanations or equivalents of the Persian words (written script). 
5- You work on it a bit to get to know the show better to improve / correct your understanding ability. 
6- At this stage, you try to translate the show with the help of my words / explanations. 
7- I help you with your translation. 
8- You correct your work based on my advice. (You may also correct my work based on your advice!) 
9- Homework. You should be able to use what you are learning! So, I choose some words or phrases for 
you to work on it. Do not panic! I will be with you as your loyal guide step by step! 
10- At the end of each lesson, you may send me your questions and I will do my best to help you. Your 
messages / questions will be my top priority. 
11- Some lessons will be done online in some voice chat rooms together. That is to say, we set a time to 
meet each other online and we will have a very nice class together. I am sure you will love it! 
All right, that's the work in brief for now. I will surely expand this course gradually based on your 
suggestions. You will have several lessons a month (6-7 lessons). It is big enough to keep you busy for 
sure!! However, as it is not an official class, you will have the choice to do it during your spare time. I 
think I am flexible, what about you?!  
All you need to do now is to place an order through the buttons below. 
Dear members, start whistling from now!! 
Important Note: As you have probably noticed, this new course may not be very useful for absolute 
beginners. So, I suggest you learn some basics first with the help of our Easy Persian online lessons. 
The fee and subscription process: 
There are two kinds of subscriptions as follows: 
1- One-month subscription (USD 22 per month) 
2- Three-month subscription, which is cheaper (USD 59 for three months) 
So, please click on either button below to process the payments. Thanks. 

 
Week 133 
Ok, we are going to have some more of the ‘boogieman's words' today!! I didn't know many loved such 
lessons. So, here we are with one more! 
Possible scenario  Possible answer / sentence  Possible Persian phrase  
When you meet a friend after some 
time  

It's good to see again!  
Eager to see you!  

  راد%د قاتشم

When you see someone working Hello, hope you are not tired.  د%شابن :تسخ .مالس  



and want to show your 
upport/encouragement.  
When you write to somebody and 
want to wish him / her strength in 
daily life 

Hello. May God give you power!  
(In writing): Hello, I wish you 
strength in whatever you are doing. 

  توق ادخ .مالس
 :_ %را_ ر: رد مراود%ما .مالس
  د%شابن :تسخ د%تس:

When someone is talking about 
some problems that you feel you 
have the same pains.  
When what they say reminds you 
of your own problems, hardship … 

I have the same problems.  
I have gone through the same 
situation.  
Don't put your hand on my heart 
which is full of blood!  

  :نوخ :_ راذن ملد ور سد

When your very own 
relatives/friends discourage you in 
what you are doing while you 
expected their encouragement.  

I expected your support.  
Who else will support/respect me 
when you are doing /saying this?  
Respect/support starts from home!  

  د ا%م رد :نوخ زا اق$ اق$

When you advise somebody and 
he/she doesn't accept it and you 
want to let him/her know that you 
told him/her what you were 
supposed to. So they cannot blame 
you later.  

I told you what I thought was 
useful (but you didn't want to 
listen)  

  م%تفگ ام
 Note: Here you) دوب نتفگ ام زا
could also simply delete /bu:d/ 
from this phrase. 

When someone is trying to do 
something alone while he/she can 
ask for others' help.  
When someone is doing something 
alone (usually big) and others are 
expected not to help.  

You cannot do it all alone.  
One hand has no voice!  

  :رادن ادص تسد _%

When you want to tell somebody 
to come over (to your house or 
your workplace) to see you 
whenever he/she is free.  

Come over see us /me whenever 
you are free.  
Hit me a head whenever you are 
free!  

  نزب ام :ب رس :% %در_ تقو

When you are disappointed with 
somebody and want to show that 
you are very upset.  

You disappointed me deeply.  
My heart is full of pain because of 
you.  

  :رپ تزا ملد %ل%خ

When you want to say ‘good bye' 
and leave.  

Ok, bye.  
I am leaving.  
We went / left!  

  م%تفر ام

All right, I hope you enjoyed the lesson. Please do not forget the ‘whistling part'!! I am counting on you. 
Ma Raftim!! 
Homework: 
How many Persian slangs have you learned by now? Name at least 10 of them and explain when they can 
be used. 
P.S. After the above homework, please take a look at Useful Drills 132. Dear Anita has translated the 
previous homework (a letter to a doctor!) into Persian. Although it could be edited in different sentences, I 
decided to post it 'as is'. It is a nice work and you may work on it to improve her job, if you wish. 
 
Week 134 
Hello everyone! Hope you are fine. 
I wanted to apologize for my delay in writing a new lesson. However, as it has been the case for the past 
several lessons, I don't seem to be on time anymore. To avoid lots of apologies, let me express my sincere 
apologies now for all the possible delays in either the past or future! Do not worry though. I will do my 
best to be as much available as I can. 
During all this time, like the majority of people (I don't mean ‘you' though!!), I have tried to convince 
myself that I should keep myself busy with my daily life without paying attention to what's going on 
around me. I tried to be a ‘good child' (as the Iranians say) and a silent teacher! However, silent teachers 
may become disobedient from time to time! That's not my fault! We just live in a world where, mostly, 



unpleasant things happen around us everyday. That's what turned Hassan the teacher into Hassan the 
politician today!!! 
I am sure all of you are doing your very best to make good progress in your daily life and career. Have 
you ever asked yourself what good your progress is for if you can not touch people's heart? What were we 
good for if we failed to impact others in daily life? How could we call ourselves successful when we are 
not willing to bring a change? So, please do not think such lessons are a matter of ‘waste of time'. Through 
your efforts and mine, we can bring a lot of change to this world. 
I think the best part of the World Cup 2006 was this message: Say no to racism! This phrase could be 
good for nothing if we did not put it into practice. 
This is our lesson today: The paradoxical behavior of world leaders 
Based on news: 
- Tens of thousands immigrants and asylum seekers gathered together in streets inside USA to claim their 
civil right while authorities are busy with their foreign policy! This happens when the United States of 
America has lost thousands of her soldiers in different countries to so called support freedom and 
democracy in the world. It happens when millions of American dollars are being allocated to democracy-
exporting attempts in Iran, Afghanistan, Iraq, Cuba, and lots of other places in order to keep human right 
alive in those areas. Seemingly, those who are already inside USA do not deserve the right of human!! 
- Thousands of asylum seekers are being treated like animals in camps in Germany . They are desperately 
in need of basic human right. They are facing serious discrimination and racist behavior while the world 
leaders, through either their silence or false propaganda, spread anti-foreigner attitudes. This happens 
when the German government seems deeply concerned about human right in Iran . 
- Thousands of asylum seekers in Belgium have been demonstrating for weeks to convince the authorities 
that they are in need of help. The only answer they have got by now is the well-organized riot police. 
Many have been arrested and are facing deportation. 
- Hundreds of Afghan refugees, who were facing deportation in Norway , went on hunger strike for 
weeks. The only good news is that different humanitarian sources have pushed the Norwegian government 
to reconsider their cases. Still, there is no bright horizon for these people. 
- Thousands of immigrants and asylum seekers are living like criminal animals in camps in Australia for 
years while the Australian government is known as one of the pioneers in giving shelters to the homeless. 
- Hundreds of asylum seekers, mostly Sudanese, are crying for help inside Sweden with no success. 
- Several asylum seekers hanged themselves in Denmark after the Danish government denied them the 
right to live in that country. Most of such asylum seekers have no choice but to live in an isolated island 
called Jylland. 
- As a result of the UNHCR close cooperation with the riot police in Turkey , hundreds of refugees, who 
have been living in a terrible condition for years, were beastly attacked just outside the UNHCR office 
because of their cry for help. 
This is just parts of the sufferings people are going through across the globe. What I do not understand is 
the paradoxical attitudes of world leaders. They endanger their soldiers in different countries to support 
human right while the right of hundreds of thousands human is being ignored on their very own soil. 
Could it all be political games? Who are the victims of such games then? 
Like it or not, the world leaders are the dictators' biggest allies at this time. Through what they are doing 
to such asylum seekers and refugees, the world leaders are pushing these people to love their former 
governments. 
Dear leaders of the world, 
Refugees are not a threat. They are threatened. They have left their homeland to seek refuge in your home 
based on the 1951 Convention you, yourselves, have issued. Please note that diversity enriches your 
nation. Do not kick them out like animals or you will face the consequences in long term. Do you know 
how dangerous a man would become when he comes to this conclusion that his former anti-freedom 
government was better than these so-called freedom and human right exporters? Do you know what would 
happen when people trust you no more? Do you know the main source of any government is ‘people' not 
‘technology'? Do you know what would happen if you lost the support of your people when they wake up? 
Do you know false propagandas may not work anymore when people come to know the truth? You are 
making the world unsafe through the duality in your foreign policy. On one side, you seem to be against 
one government, and on the other side, you are not willing to give support and shelter to the dissidents of 
the very same government, who had no choice but to flee their country. You are turning dissident families 
into loyal supporters. You are taking long and dangerous trips to Middle East , for example, to so-called 



save this part of the world while the basic right of the very same people is being ignored inside your home. 
Why do you go to war if it is not for the right of such people? What is the goal behind such huge expenses 
and propagandas? Is it all for political, commercial, and religious domination? Time will unveil the truth. 
I understand some one billion American dollars go to UNHCR as annual budget. Although this budget is 
big enough to create glorious jobs for many in this organization, the majority of refugee children are still 
starving everyday. Therefore, I would like to take advantage of this opportunity to suggest you kindly 
close all UNHCR offices across the globe. This would have a clear message to people of all nations: do 
not put your hope on others! This is for the good of both your budget and the people in need. In this way, 
people will not put their hope and trust on any international organizations to come and save them. When 
they came to know that there is nobody outside their borders to give them a helping hand, they would stay 
firmly, hand in hand, at home and fight for their own right. In this way, they will not be turned into some 
political weapons in the hands of some political powers. In this way, they will certainly get the result in a 
shorter time. 
All right, 
I am sorry for going too far! I am now sure you prefer Hassan the teacher to Hassan the politician; since 
the teacher was more patient!! Believe me; such a condition demands such anger!! 
The next is an interview with Bimarz (Without Borders), the International Organization of Iranian 
Refugees. I have invited them to join us today here to put you in the picture. Just smile to them to make 
the picture more pleasant!!! 
Special thanks goes to Mr. Saeed Arman for his time and continued attention.   
Here is the interview:  
Easy Persian: Could you please introduce yourself? 
Bimarz: My name is Saeed Arman, the Chief Executive of the International Organization of Iranian 
Refugees. At the eve of the Iranian revolt against the Shah, I joined the revolution and played an active 
role in that movement. After the Islamic government of Iran came into power, I joined the military 
campaign against this regime. I am now in Britain and am proud to say that I am chosen as the chief 
executive of Bimarz (Without Borders), which is the International Organization of Iranian Refugees. I 
have had wide variety of activities during all these years including the membership of Worker-communist 
Party of Iran - Hekmatist  
Easy Persian: What is Bimarz and its mission? 
Bimarz: As its name suggests, it is simply ‘Without Borders'! This is an organization that supports those 
who fought for the right of human and as a result, had to flee their country and cross borders! Take a look 
at Iran , for example. The medieval authorities have beastly tortured and suppressed 70 million Iranians 
for the past 27 years. They have oppressed workers mercilessly, prohibited any political activities of 
parties and individuals, imposed medieval conditions on women and turn them into third-class members of 
our society. They have stoned people to death, murdered some 100 thousands innocent civilians who had 
not committed any crimes but to cry for freedom, and so on. The result is that more than 3 million Iranians 
have left their home. What our organization is trying to do is, at least, to create a safe place for those who 
managed to cross the borders of their country. Fortunately, we have taken great steps by now and have 
made good progress. We continued the way and the ideology of a great man called Mansour Hekmat who 
founded the organization 16 years ago. Other activists, such as Gholam Keshavarz who was later 
assassinated by the Iranian regime's agents in Cyprus , put their minds and attempts into this movement to 
let it grow. Ideologically, our organization is a secular and progressive body that seeks friendship and 
companionship with anybody whose heart is beating for human right and freedom; regardless of their 
nationality, religion, political ideas, and ideological approaches.  
Easy Persian: Could you please tell us the situation of refugees and asylum seekers in Europe in brief? 
Bimarz: Unfortunately, it is hard to explain. The situation of refugees and asylum seekers have been 
deteriorating year after year since the early nineties and the end of the cold war. And this strengthened 
racism, fascism, and religious domination. The same governments that signed the 1951 Convention began 
to ignore it gradually. Of course, not all of them. Some of them remained flexible; under pressure! And 
some who are still seeking cheap labor prefer to accept millions of workers and immigrants from Eastern 
Europe , who are mostly skilled workers. 
The result is that, instead of giving more facilities to immigrants and asylum seekers, these governments 
have started to increase the number of immigration officers!! They have decided to build detention centers 
that are huge enough to be a house for thousands of people! By this, they have created a different hell for 
those who fled their countries with the hope of finding peace and freedom. 



The European countries try to deal with the refugee crisis in a well-organized and harmonious way. They 
have issued more restricting rules unanimously. They even hold conferences on this. From among others, 
Sweden , Germany , Britain , and Belgium have the largest number of asylum seekers. Consequently, 
there are tougher situation and campaign in these countries.  
Easy Persian: Approximately, how many people are waiting for their resettlement in Europe and what is 
their nationality? 
Bimarz: This is also a tough question. Even the governments, with lots of facilities, have not been able to 
give a clear number. Naturally, it is more difficult for us to know! However, based on the papers released 
by governments, I can give you some numbers. In Britain , for example, in July this year, there are 310 – 
510 thousands including asylum seekers, immigrant workers, and even students who are not willing to 
repatriate although their visa is expired. On July 19, the authorities announced that the real number is 
much more than this. Such people are staying here illegally. I have no doubt that there are also thousands 
of others who have been waiting for their residence permit or resettlement for years. I guess most of them 
will face the same situation as those illegal workers and students by near future. This is just in England . 
In Sweden , tens of thousands are living in hide like shadows or ghosts. Their children, instead of playing 
and enjoying their childish world, are oppressed and depressed in hide. They cannot even go to school. 
They are ignored the basic right of human. They are witnessing the sufferings their parents are going 
through. These are happening in such countries that are known as freedom, democracy, and human right 
pioneers. 
As another example, more than 100 thousands of different nationalities are desperately waiting in Belgium 
. 
In total, I could say more than one million people are waiting in Europe . They are living in a terrible 
condition. They spend most of their life in detention centers, refugee camps, hostels, and even in a small 
room under rooftops. Besides, they ought to be worried day and night since the immigration police may 
break into their shelters at any time and take them away. This has happened several times.  
Easy Persian: How long have they been waiting for an answer, and what answer do they usually get from 
authorities? 
Bimarz: It depends. Some of them have been waiting for 11 years to get a paper that releases them from 
homelessness. 11 years to get their ID! In countries like Germany , Sweden , Britain , and Belgium , it 
mostly takes 2 – 6 years to get such a paper (if they are lucky to get accepted!). Countries mostly have a 
clear answer: ‘ Iran is safe!' In some cases, if they show more kindness, they would say, “at least, you will 
not get stoned like those homosexuals or minority tribes!” More than 90 percent get such answers. They 
mostly keep these asylum seekers in a long and decaying waiting period so that some of them commit 
suicide. Some burn themselves; some hang themselves. The result is death. Sometimes, they face such 
terrible conditions that decide to go on a hunger strike, which takes the joy of a normal life away from 
them.  
Easy Persian: How do the authorities treat these refugees and asylum seekers? 
Bimarz: In most cases, they treat them like criminals. They assume every asylum seeker is a liar. So, 
there is no trust. I remember in 2001, a 27 year-old Iranian killed himself in a hotel in Leicester . We got 
there and, with lots of difficulties, managed to invite mass media to the hotel. This made the State 
Ministry react in such words, “We would certainly reconsider Mr. Ramin Khaleghi's case if he had 
appealed!” Remedy after death! It sounds stupid. What was surprising was that the Medical Foundation, 
which is a civil right defender, had certified that Mr. Ramin Khaleghi was tortured in Iran .  
Easy Persian: How do the local people deal with this crisis? Do they care, or, they are just busy with their 
own daily life? 
Bimarz: They are mostly silent because of lack of information. They do not know what is happening in 
their neighborhood. Besides, their daily life struggles have made them forgetful! However, there are some 
humanitarian bodies that have devoted their life to supporting such homeless people. They defend the 
right of civilians, which after September 11, is ignored very easily. After September 11, governments put 
people in jails for months and even years with the name of possible threat to the society; with the name of 
war on terrorism. People even get kidnapped. I believe humanity is a lot weaker after September 11. The 
authorities try to so-called defend themselves against terrorism and this makes it really hard to defend the 
right of an asylum seeker. This, however, does not mean that they would be able to block all ways of 
struggles that lead to a change. This does not mean that people should remain silent and not try to change 
this inhumane attitudes and approaches. That is why we, as a movement, exit. That is why we try to bring 
a change. That is why we try to impose ourselves on governments to convince them to deal with these 



human beings in a human way. 
We, at Bimarz, are very small part of a big family of humanitarian activists and need your support. Such a 
huge job cannot be done without the help of people, especially those in Europe .  
Easy Persian: I understand a lot of refugees have been demonstrating in Belgium for some time. Even, 
many of them have been striking in churches and other places. How many asylum seekers are protesting 
there? What is the reason of this protest? And, what answer or possible support they have received from 
either authorities or the church elders in Belgium ? 
Bimarz: Yes. More than 100 thousand human of different ages, children, young adults, adults, parents, 
and old-aged, from wide variety of countries including Africa, Iran , Algeria , Iraq and so on, have been 
desperately waiting for an answer for more than 6-7 years. Each person has a limited capacity. They 
cannot wait forever. So, their dissatisfaction of the current situation burst out in the form of a public 
demonstration at different locations in Belgium , including inside churches in Brussels . Many of them, 
who are Iranian, have gone on a hunger strike. They are struggling in a very tragic situation. 
Although Bimarz does not support the idea of hunger strike since we believe this will hurt their own body, 
we have been doing all we can to stay close to them to give them a helping hand. We also publicly 
announce that we would consider the Belgian government as responsible for any kind of the consequences 
these asylum seekers might face because of their hunger strike. 
Quite unfortunately, the Belgian government has chosen ‘Force' against these people. They don't seem to 
respect ‘the life campaign' of these asylum seekers. They haven't shown any support by now. However, 
the good news is that there are some humanitarian organizations and churches that are ceaselessly 
supporting these helpless people.  
Easy Persian: What role can people of the world play to help these homeless asylum seekers? How can 
they help? 
Bimarz: They need to learn that the right of civilians should be the top priority of their life. If they learn 
to defend the life of human, regardless of their race, nationality, religion, and background, they are 
automatically on the path of helping these asylum seekers. To be specific, our societies are missing 
‘Helpers'. We need to create more and more humanitarian centers, movements, and organizations that care 
for the right and life of people. Let us forget about color, race, religion, nationality. Let us stay together, 
hand in hands, to support the life of human. The authorities have been trying to make ‘asylum seeking' a 
criminal act. They treat these asylum seekers as if they are all criminals. We need to stand up and tell the 
world that they are not criminals. They are human who are looking for a safe place to live. They need to 
have the same rights as others do. This is their right.  
Easy Persian: What does Bimarz or these asylum seekers expect of the world leaders who claim to have 
been defending freedom and democracy? 
Bimarz: It could be better if you asked, “What do you expect of people of the world, not of leader!” A 
person like President Bush is not expected to give democracy and peaceful life to either Americans or 
others who live at the other side of this planet. Rather, it's people of the world, who can bring a change. 
It's people of the world, who can tell their governments that they are wrong. I strongly believe people need 
to take action to support the right of asylum seekers before we face worse and worse conditions. People 
should learn not to be indifferent on this matter.  
Easy Persian: Do you have any particular message to share with the easypersian.com visitors? 
Bimarz: First, let me thank everybody for all the efforts they do to bring a change. Let me say that what 
you do is deeply appreciated. I also hope that we could have closer cooperation with each other so that, 
through you, the non-Persian world may hear such cries for help.  
Easy Persian: I understand most part of Bimarz webpage is in Persian. Could you give us a specific page 
where non-Persians can reach in order to help or offer donation? 
Bimarz: We are trying to present Bimarz in English too. To do so, we need help. Let me use this 
opportunity to ask those, whose heart is beating for others, to get involved in this humanitarian campaign. 
Let us know if you want to give us a hand in any possible field. 
Also, we welcome your financial support since Bimarz does not get any financial help from any 
government. We have managed to survive on others' donations. You are more than welcome if you want 
to help. Donations could be sent through the bank account of Bimarz, which is provided below. Help us 
help those in need.  
Easy Persian: Thank you very much for your time and attention. Like all of you, the easypersian.com is 
impatiently looking for a world without such tensions and brutalities. 
Bimarz: I also thank you warmly for your time and attention.  



July 20, 2006  
Here is the bank account:  
Account Holder: Iranian Refugee Organisation 
Name of Bank: HSBC Bank 
Sort Code:40-04-01 
Account Number: 21843575  
Contact information: 
Webpage: www.bimarz.net 
Chief executive: saeed_arman2002[at]yahoo[dot]co[dot] uk  
Note: We held this interview in Persian. Then, Hassan (the teacher) translated it into English. My 
apologies for any possible translation mistakes. Special thanks to Agha Javad for his corrections.  
All right, this was the lesson today. Please go to Useful Drills page to take a break! 
See you soon. 
And, here is a very nice video clip / slide show. This clip is not on Easy Persian server. Please right-click 
and choose 'Save Target As' to download it. It is a considerably big file. Please be patient! 
Tasavor kon! = Imagine – By: Siavash Ghomeishi => The MP3 version of this song and the English 
translation is available on Useful Drills 131 
 
Week 134 
I hope the lesson today did not make you tired! To have a good break, which is also related to our lesson, 
right-click on the MP3 link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to download this lovely song. 
By the way, after I wrote parts of this song on our homepage a couple of lessons ago, a friend wrote to me 
critically and said, “I did not know you are one of Michael Jackson's fans!! Cool!!' 
To avoid receiving further messages on this topic, let me write a few words here! 
I think ‘who is speaking' is not that important as ‘what being spoken'. We should learn to accept 
acceptable words and logics. That's what our world is missing now! 
I think Michael Jackson said what millions of preachers and leaders ought to think of seriously! So, get the 
light and forget about the lamps if you are looking for a change!! 
Anyway, here is the song: Heal the World – by Michael Jackson in MP3  
The lyrics:  
Think about the generations and to say we want to make it a better world for our children and our 
children's children. So that they know it's a better world for them; and think if they can make it a better 
place.  
 
There's a place in your heart  
And I know that it is love  
And this place could be much  
Brighter than tomorrow.  
And if you really try  
You'll find there's no need to cry  
In this place you'll feel  
There's no hurt or sorrow.  
There are ways to get there  
If you care enough for the living  
Make a little space, make a better place.  
 
Heal the world  
Make it a better place  
For you and for me and the entire human race  
There are people dying  
If you care enough for the living  
Make a better place for  
You and for me.  
 
If you want to know why  
There's a love that cannot lie  



Love is strong  
It only cares for joyful giving.  
If we try we shall see  
In this bliss we cannot feel  
Fear or dread  
We stop existing and start living  
Then it feels that always  
Love's enough for us growing  
Make a better world, make a better world.  
 
Heal the world  
Make it a better place  
For you and for me and the entire human race.  
There are people dying  
If you care enough for the living  
Make a better place for  
You and for me.  
 
And the dream we would conceived in  
Will reveal a joyful face  
And the world we once believed in  
Will shine again in grace  
Then why do we keep strangling life  
Wound this earth, crucify it's soul  
Though it's plain to see, this world is heavenly  
Be God's glow.  
 
We could fly so high  
Let our spirits never die  
In my heart I feel  
You are all my brothers  
Create a world with no fear  
Together we'll cry happy tears  
See the nations turn  
Their swords into plowshares  
We could really get there  
If you cared enough for the living  
Make a little space to make a better place.  
 
Heal the world  
Make it a better place  
For you and for me and the entire human race  
There are people dying  
If you care enough for the living  
Make a better place for  
You and for me.  
 
Heal the world  
Make it a better place  
For you and for me and the entire human race  
There are people dying  
If you care enough for the living  
Make a better place for  
You and for me. 
Heal the world  
Make it a better place  



For you and for me and the entire human race  
There are people dying  
If you care enough for the living  
Make a better place for  
You and for me.  
 
There are people dying if you care enough for the living  
Make a better place for you and for me.  
There are people dying if you care enough for the living  
Make a better place for you and for me.  
 
You and for me / Make a better place  
You and for me / Make a better place  
You and for me / Make a better place  
You and for me / Heal the world we live in  
You and for me / Save it for our children  
You and for me / Heal the world we live in  
You and for me / Save it for our children  
You and for me / Heal the world we live in  
You and for me / Save it for our children  
You and for me / Heal the world we live in  
You and for me / Save it for our children  
 

Week 135 
Hello everyone,  
Hope you are doing great in my absence! 
Today, I am going to share with you part of my history! This is a very lovely song and I am sure you will 
like it too. This song is very special to me. Enjoy it! 
This song is called ‘eshgh e man' = my love; and performed by Farzin.  
Special thanks go to very dear Anita, one of our successful and hardworking online students, who 
translated this song into English. (With a little bit help from Hassan H!!)  
Please right-click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to download this song in MP3. The 
Words are available on Useful Drills page. 

3&@ �" = My love - By Farzin (MP3) 
See you all soon. 
Regards.  
The text and translation:  
Eshgh-e Man �" 3&@ - BY Farzin (ز���/ )  
From among hundreds of flowers I chose you ه�  - ;�ا ��دم�� >�ا از ��� 
And in my heart I felt absolute happiness. رو ��� ��دم +�&@ �&; 
)�, �< 
From then on, in order to put an end to my loneliness �
 ����ن >(��0t�� %ا�� 
Yours was the only name on my tongue. ا ��دم�� 
 >� >(�0 ا,�� ��د% �
My love. Be my love  �" 3&@– �" 3&@  
Say you'll fill me with wanting like water bubbling in a pristine spring, �� �E,ا�	 ����# �)" 
�&� � ��� از ���
With your own two hands weave a wreath of flowers to put around my neck. ا% از  - ��8ز و�� د 
�*J ت�E,  
  �دن "� ��
My heart is grown cold in doubt and loneliness از "�گ ��وره� 
 از $دم ه� د#� ,�د: ا 
Stroke my hands which have been icy cold for so long د: ��ازش�� �� 
E�و �*�	 
� �"�E,د �< �� 
Which have been icy cold for so long. 

 �� ��د:	 �E�و �*�    
My love. Be my love  �" 3&@– �" 3&@  
So from now on I'm through with worrying 
 د��
 د#�ا�8+ ��دن وا,� �8
And from now on I'm through with wandering aimlessly 
 د��
 ���0د: ����دن وا,� �8
I'm tired of wilting ز��د�� ��د: ��"�دن 
I'm tired of grieving ردن�	 � ز��د�� ��د: 
With cruel loneliness � >�% ���اد >(��0
Dying inside in the midst of living. � "�دن در @�� ز�� 



My love. Be my love  �" 3&@– �" 3&@  
Say you'll fill me with wanting like water bubbling in a pristine spring,  �)" 
�&� �� 	�ا,����E از ������#  �� 
With your own two hands weave a wreath of flowers to put around my neck.  ا% از  - ��8ز و 
�*J ت�E,د ��
  �دن "� ��
One's heart will grow cold if you doubt it's love . :از "�گ ��وره� از $دم ه� د#� ,�د 
 ا 
Stroke my hands which have been icy cold for so long :د�� �� 
E�و �*�	 
� �"�E,ازش �� >� د�� 
Which have been icy cold for so long. :د�� �� 
E�و �*�	 
�   
My love. Be my love  �" 3&@– �" 3&@  
So from now on I'm through with worrying د#�ا�8+ ��دن 
 وا,� �8
 د��
And from now on I'm through with wandering aimlessly :�0د�� 
 ����دن وا,� �8
 د��
I'm tired of wilting ز��د�� ��د: ��"�دن 
I'm tired grieving ردن�	 � ز��د�� ��د: 
With cruel loneliness � >�% ���اد >(��0
Dying inside in the midst of living. دن�" � در @�� ز�� 
My love. Be my love  �" 3&@– 3&@  �" 
 
Week 135 
How was the song? Hope you liked it. Here is the words and the English translation of the song 
 .My love performed by Farzin = (eshgh e man) عشق من
  

 
 

Week 136 

Today, we are going to learn how we can use two ‘Verbs' in one Persian sentence. So far, we 
have learnt ‘single –verb' sentence such as ‘I went to school' – ‘I saw a man in the market' – or, ‘I 
bought a cat'. I am sure all of you know these already. If not, please take my advice and start 
over! 



Today, we want to see how we can say this sentence in Persian: “I want to go”. 
As you see, there are two ‘verbs' in this sentence: ‘want' and ‘go'. 
Do you have any idea how we can use them both in one sentence? Give it a try and write down 
your final phrase in Persian on a piece of paper. I just want some proof!! 
Ok, now, let's try it together. Ready? 
“To want” = خواستن /kha:stæn/ 
“To go” = رفتن /ræftæn/  
So, 
I want = می خواهم /mi kha:hæm/. 
You knew this already, right? Great! 
As you see, we have no problems with the first ‘Verb' in our sentence. All we need to do is to 
change the ‘second verb' a bit. Here's how: 
I hope you still remember the way we handled ‘Present Simple Tense' in lesson 53. According to 
what we have learned, each Persian verb has an ‘imperative base or root'. What we need to do 
here is to find that ‘imperative part' of each verb. Here, for example, ‘To go' = رفتن - and the main 
root is رو /ro/ or برو /boro/. 
What we need here is the second choice ( برو /boro/). 
We are almost done! Now, let's go back to our phrase “I want to go”.  
Ready?  
I want to go. = می خواهم بروم /mikha:hæm berævæm/.  
You want to go. = می خواهی بروی /mikha:hi berævi/.  
He / she wants to go. = ودمی خواهد بر  /mikha:hæd berævæd/.  
We want to go. = می خواهیم برویم /mikha:him berævim/.  
You want to go. = می خواهید بروید /mikha:hid berævid/.  
They want to go. = می خواهند بروند /mikha:hænd berævænd/.  
Got it? Wonderful!  
Now, let's try this one: I want to sleep.  
“To sleep” = خوابیدن = /kha:bidæn/.  
The root is خواب /kha:b/ - or, بخواب /bekha:b/.  
As I just told you, we need the second root (/bekha:b/).  
Now, let's continue it with different subjects.  
I want to sleep. = می خواهم بخوابم /mikha:hæm bekha:bæm/.  
You want to sleep. = می خواهی بخوابی /mikha:hi bekha:bi/.  
He /she wants to sleep. = می خواهد بخوابد /mikha:hæd bekha:bæd/.  
We want to sleep. = می خواهیم بخوابیم /mikha:him bekha:bim/.  
You want to sleep. = می خواهید بخوابید /mikha:hid bekha:bid/.  
They want to sleep. = می خواهند بخوابند /mikha:hænd bekha:bænd/.  



Easy, isn't it? That's the sugar!!  
Now let's see another example.  
“To study” = درس خواندن /dærs kha:ndæn/.  
Oops, this is a compound verb in Persian ( درس خواندن )! What should we do? We just focus on 
the second part. Here's how:  
The root is درس خوان /dærs kha:n/ or درس بخوان /dærs bekha:n/.  
As you know, we need the second option which has /be/ in the beginning ( بخوان درس ).  
All right, the problem seems solved!  
I want to study. = می خواهم درس بخوانم /mikha:hæm dærs bekha:næm/.  
You want to study. = می خواهی درس بخوانی /mikha:hi dærs bekha:ni/.  
He / she wants to study. = می خواهد درس بخواند /mikha:hæd dærs bekha:næd/.  
We want to study. = می خواهیم درس بخوانیم /mikha:him dærs bekha:nim/.  
You want to study. = می خواهید درس بخوانید /mikha:hid dærs bekha:nid/.  
They want to study. = می خواهند درس بخوانند /mikha:hænd dærs bekha:nænd/.  
One more example before you start your job!  
I want to write a letter. = هم نامه ای بنویسممی خوا  /mikha:hæm na:meh ee benevisæm/.  
You want to write a letter. = می خواهی نامه ای بنویسی /mikha:hi na:meh ee benevisi/.  
He / she want to write a letter. = می خواهد نامه ای بنویسد /mikha:hæd na:meh ee benevisæd/.  
We want write to a letter. = می خواهیم نامه ای بنویسیم /mikha:him na:meh ee benevisim/.  
You want to write a letter. = می خواهید نامه ای بنویسید /mikha:hid na:meh ee benevisid/.  
They want write a letter. = می خواهند نامه ای بنویسند /mikha:hænd na:meh ee benevisænd/.  
Important note: Important note: Important note: Important note: Please note that this is not the final rule. There will be some minor changes. We 
will take care of it during our next lessons.  
Ok, I enjoyed this lesson! I have no idea about your struggles!! I just hope you enjoyed it as well. 
Please go to the Useful Drills page for further practices. We continue this lesson next week. 
Till then, bye!  خدا –تا بعد   !/ta: bæd, Khoda: ha:fez/ حافظ 

 
Week 136 
Translate these phrases into Persian. Follow the patterns. 
1-  
I want to see the car.  
You want to see the car.  
He / she wants to see the car.  
We want to see the car.  
You want to see the car.  
They want to see the car. 
To see = د��ن /didæn/ => Root => ��� /bin/ - Or, ���� /bebin/.  
I want to see the car = �)��� را ���اه� "��	 �".  
2-  
I want to wash my hands.  
You want to wash your hands.  
He / she wants to wash his/her hands.  
We want to wash our hands.  



You want to wash your hands.  
They want to wash their hands. 
To wash = �E8� /shostæn/ => Root => %�� /shu:y/ - Or, %�&� /beshu:y/.  
I want to wash my hands = ���&� را �E,اه� د�	 �".  
3-  
I want to have dinner.  
You want to have dinner.  
He /she wants to have dinner.  
We want to have dinner.  
You want to have dinner.  
They want to have dinner. 
To have = to eat = ردن�	 /khordæn/ => Root => ر�	 /khor/ - Or, ر�I� /bokhor/.  
I want to have dinner. = رم�I� م��اه� �	 �".  
Ok, keep practicing!  
  
      Lesson 136 
      Hello everyone, hope you are fine and doing well. 
      Today, we are going to learn how we can use two ‘Verbs' in one Persian  
      sentence. So far, we have learnt ‘single –verb' sentence such as ‘I went  
      to school' – ‘I saw a man in the market' – or, ‘I bought a cat'. I am sure  
      all of you know these already. If not, please take my advice and start  
      over! 
      Today, we want to see how we can say this sentence in Persian: “I want to  
      go”. 
      As you see, there are two ‘verbs' in this sentence: ‘want' and ‘go'. 
      Do you have any idea how we can use them both in one sentence? Give it a  
      try and write down your final phrase in Persian on a piece of paper. I  
      just want some proof!! 
      Ok, now, let's try it together. Ready? 
      “To want” = �E,ا�	 /kha:stæn/ 
      “To go” = �E/ر /ræftæn/  
      So, 
      I want = "�	�اه�   /mi kha:hæm/. 
      You knew this already, right? Great! 
      As you see, we have no problems with the first ‘Verb' in our sentence. All  
      we need to do is to change the ‘second verb' a bit. Here's how: 
      I hope you still remember the way we handled ‘Present Simple Tense' in  
      lesson 53. According to what we have learned, each Persian verb has an  
      ‘imperative base or root'. What we need to do here is to find that  
      ‘imperative part' of each verb. Here, for example, ‘To go' = �E/ر - and  
      the main root is رو /ro/ or و�� /boro/. 
      What we need here is the second choice ( و�� /boro/). 
      We are almost done! Now, let's go back to our phrase “I want to go”.  
      Ready?  
      I want to go. = "�	�اه� ��وم   /mikha:hæm berævæm/.  
      You want to go. = "�%��و �	�اه   /mikha:hi berævi/.  
      He / she wants to go. = "�	�اه� ��ود   /mikha:hæd berævæd/.  
      We want to go. = "�����و ��	�اه   /mikha:him berævim/.  
      You want to go. = "�����و ��	�اه   /mikha:hid berævid/.  
      They want to go. = "�	�اه(� ��و��   /mikha:hænd berævænd/.  
      Got it? Wonderful!  
      Now, let's try this one: I want to sleep.  
      “To sleep” = ا��	ن��  = /kha:bidæn/.  
      The root is اب�	 /kha:b/ - or, اب�I� /bekha:b/.  
      As I just told you, we need the second root (/bekha:b/).  
      Now, let's continue it with different subjects.  



      I want to sleep. = "�	�اه� ��Iا��   /mikha:hæm bekha:bæm/.  
      You want to sleep. = "����Iا� �	�اه   /mikha:hi bekha:bi/.  
      He /she wants to sleep. = "�	�اه� ��Iا��   /mikha:hæd bekha:bæd/.  
      We want to sleep. = "�����Iا� ��	�اه   /mikha:him bekha:bim/.  
      You want to sleep. = "�����Iا� ��	�اه   /mikha:hid bekha:bid/.  
      They want to sleep. = "�	�اه(� ��Iا�(�   /mikha:hænd bekha:bænd/.  
      Easy, isn't it? That's the sugar!! 
      Now let's see another example.  
      “To study” = ا��ن�	درس  /dærs kha:ndæn/.  
      Oops, this is a compound verb in Persian ( ا��ن�	درس  )! What should we  
      do? We just focus on the second part. Here's how:  
      The root is ان�	درس  /dærs kha:n/ or ان�I� درس /dærs bekha:n/.  
      As you know, we need the second option which has /be/ in the beginning (  
  .( درس ��Iان      
      All right, the problem seems solved!  
      I want to study. = "�	�اه� درس ��Iا��   /mikha:hæm dærs bekha:næm/.  
      You want to study. = "��درس ��Iا� �	�اه   /mikha:hi dærs bekha:ni/.  
      He / she wants to study. = "�	�اه� درس ��Iا��   /mikha:hæd dærs bekha:næd/.  
 
      We want to study. = "���درس ��Iا� ��	�اه   /mikha:him dærs bekha:nim/.  
      You want to study. = "���درس ��Iا� ��	�اه   /mikha:hid dærs bekha:nid/.  
      They want to study. = "�	�اه(� درس ��Iا�(�   /mikha:hænd dærs bekha:nænd/.  
      One more example before you start your job!  
      I want to write a letter. = "����8(� %	�اه� ��"
 ا   /mikha:hæm na:meh ee  
      benevisæm/.  
      You want to write a letter. = "�
 ا �	�اه "��% �)��8�  /mikha:hi na:meh ee  
      benevisi/.  
      He / she want to write a letter. = "����8(� %	�اه� ��"
 ا   /mikha:hæd  
      na:meh ee benevisæd/.  
      We want write to a letter. = "�
 ا ��	�اه "��% �)���8�  /mikha:him na:meh  
      ee benevisim/.  
      You want to write a letter. = "�
 ا ��	�اه "��% �)���8�  /mikha:hid na:meh  
      ee benevisid/.  
      They want write a letter. = "��8(��(� %	�اه(� ��"
 ا   /mikha:hænd na:meh  
      ee benevisænd/.  
      Important note: Please note that this is not the final rule. There will be  
      some minor changes. We will take care of it during our next lessons.  
      Ok, I enjoyed this lesson! I have no idea about your struggles!! I just  
      hope you enjoyed it as well. 
      Please go to the Useful Drills page for further practices. We continue  
      this lesson next week. 
      Till then, bye!  �B� �<– Q/�J ا�	  /ta: bæd, Khoda: ha:fez/!  
 
      Useful Drills 136 
      Translate these phrases into Persian. Follow the patterns. 
      1-  
      I want to see the car.  
      You want to see the car.  
      He / she wants to see the car.  
      We want to see the car.  
      You want to see the car.  
      They want to see the car. 
      To see = ند��  /didæn/ => Root => ���  /bin/ - Or, ����  /bebin/.  
      I want to see the car = "�(��را �� ��	�اه� "��  .  
      2-  
      I want to wash my hands.  



      You want to wash your hands.  
      He / she wants to wash his/her hands.  
      We want to wash our hands.  
      You want to wash your hands.  
      They want to wash their hands. 
      To wash = �E8� /shostæn/ => Root => ��%  /shu:y/ - Or, �&�%  /beshu:y/.  
      I want to wash my hands = "���	�اه� د,�E را �&�  .  
      3-  
      I want to have dinner.  
      You want to have dinner.  
      He /she wants to have dinner.  
      We want to have dinner.  
      You want to have dinner.  
      They want to have dinner. 
      To have = to eat = ردن�	 /khordæn/ => Root => ر�	 /khor/ - Or, ر�I�  
      /bokhor/.  
      I want to have dinner. = "�	�اه� ��م ��Iرم  .  
      Ok, keep practicing!  
 
Lesson 137 
      Hi eveybody! Welcome back to the class!  
      Today, we will continue the lesson 136 on ‘using two verbs in one Persian  
      sentence'. 
      I hope you did not have any problems with lesson 136. 
      Today, we are going to have some more examples to make sure everybody  
      understood this lesson perfectly. 
      Please go through the followings patiently. 
      1- I asked her to go. 
      To ask = �E,ا�	 /kha:stæn/. 
      To go = �E/ر /ræftæn/.  
      Question: who is supposed to go? 
      Of course I know that you know the answer. I just wanted to make sure if I  
      knew the right answer! 
      So, your answer is totally correct! 
      ‘She' is asked to go. Therefore, in your Persian sentence, the second verb  
      ‘to go' should refer to ‘third person', which in this sentence is ‘her =  
      she'. 
      I asked her to go = ود�� �E,ا�	از او  /æz u: kha:stæm berævæd/. 
      You could also say, ‘ ود�� �E,ا�	از او  �" ' – which is the same as the  
      first sentence. 
      You see how sugar this Persian is!! I should have called myself ‘Hassan  
      the Sugarist'!!! Not, Hassan ‘the Persian language teacher'!!  
      All right, 
      Now let's continue with the above sentence. 
      I asked her to go. 
      You asked her to go. 
      She/he asked her to go. 
      We asked her to go. 
      You asked her to go. 
      They asked her to go. 
      My father asked her to go. 
      Your mother asked her to go. 
      Her brother asked her to go. 
      Your sister asked her to go. 
      People asked her to go. 
      Her neighbors asked her to go. 



      Her teacher asked her to go.  
      Enough? Or, should I continue?! 
      You try based on the explanation given in this lesson. But, worry not!!  
      You may find the correct answers on Useful Drills page. First, give it a  
      try.  
      Second example: 
      I hope you can come. 
      To hope = "دن ��ارا��  /omidva:r bu:dæn/. 
      To come = ن�"$ /a:mædæn/.  
      I hope you can come = "ا� ��وارما�E��� ������  /omidva:ræm betæva:nid  
      bia:eed/. 
      Seems difficult!! 
      Do you know why? 
      Because we simply missed the second verb in our English sentence! The  
      second verb in our English sentence is ‘to can', which seems a bit odd for  
      those who deal with English language as their second language. ‘To can'  
      does not seem to be very popular! That's this word's problem! This word is  
      not strong enough to get people's attention! So, foreigners know it mainly  
      as an auxiliary word. 
      So, 
      To can = �E8ا��< /tæva:nestæn/. 
      As you see, the Iranians have treated this word as a very main verb in  
      their language! That's part of our culture. We do not kill the weak!!! 
      Ok, 
      ‘can' and ‘come' refer to ‘you' in our sentence. Therefore, they should  
      refer to ‘you' in our Persian sentence. How? 
      I hope = "وارما��  /omidva:ræm/. 
      You can = "��>�ا�   /mitæva:ni/ - or: "���>�ا�   /mitæva:nid/, which is more  
      polite. 
      You come = "� $��  /mi a: i:/. 
      Do not be afraid! 
      As our rule, the first verb does not change. So, we go for other verbs. 
      You can = "��>�ا�   /mitæva:ni/ => ا��E��  or: "���>�ا�   /mitæva:nid/ =>  
����Eا�        
      The problem seems gone! 
      I hope you can come = "ا� ��وارما�E��� ������  /omidva:ræm betæva:nid  
      bia:eed/. 
      I hope she can come = "ا�� � ��وارما�E�����  /omidva:ræm betæva:næd  
      biya:yæd/. 
      I hope they can come => 
      I hope your friend can come => "ا�� � رم��واا�E� +E,دو����  
      I hope the guests can come. 
      Guest = ��0ن" 
      Guests =  ��0ن ه�= "����0ن"  
      I hope everybody can come => 
      Everybody = 
  this word comes with ‘plural from of verb', like what <= ه�
      we see in ‘they can come'. 
      My mother hopes she can come. "ا�� � ��وار"�درم ا�E� ا,+ او����  
      My friend hopes your brother can come. 
      My friends hope you can come. 
      His family hopes you can come. 
      Family = :اد���	 
      His family = اد: اش���	  
       Ok, please do your best first and then go to the Useful Drills page for  
      the answers.  
      See you all soon. 



      Till then, bye!  �B� �<– Q/�J ا�	  /ta: bæd, Khoda: ha:fez/!  
 
      Useful Drills 137 
      Note: make sure you covered lesson 137 first.  
      Drills 1:  
      I asked her to go . ود�� �E,ا�	از او  
      You asked her to go. E,ا�	از او ���ود   
      She/he asked her to go. ا,+ ��ود�	از او  
      We asked her to go. E,ا�	ود ��از او ��  
      You asked her to go. E,ا�	از او ���ود   
      They asked her to go. ود�� �)E,ا�	از او  
      My father asked her to go. ا,+ ��ود�	رم از او �� 
      Your mother asked her to go. ا,+ ��ود�	درت از او �" 
      Her brother asked her to go. �� +,ا�	ود��ادرش از او   
      Your sister asked her to go. ا,+ ��ود�	اه�ت از او �	 
      People asked her to go. ود�� �)E,ا�	دم از او �" 
      Her neighbors asked her to go. �8ه�
از او 	�ا,E(� ��ود �=ه� �  
      Her teacher asked her to go. ا,+ ��ود�	از او  =�*B"  
      Drills 2:  
      I hope you can come = "ا� ��وارما�E��� ������  
      I hope she can come = "ا�� � ��وارما�E�����  
      I hope they can come => "ا�(� � ��وارما�E��)���  
      I hope your friend can come => "ا�� � ��وارما�E� +E,دو����  
      I hope the guests can come. "ا�(� � ��وارما�E� ����0ن"�)���  
      Guest = ��0ن" 
      Guests =  ��0ن ه�= "����0ن"  
      I hope everybody can come => "ا�(� � ��وارما�E� 
���(�ه�  
      Everybody = 
  this word comes with ‘plural from of verb', like what <= ه�
      we see in ‘they can come'. 
      My mother hopes she can come. "ا�� � ��وار"�درم ا�E� ا,+ او����  
      My friend hopes your brother can come. "ا �E,ا�� ��واردو�E� ا,+ ��ادرت   
      �����  
      My friends hope you can come. "ا ���E,وار��دو�� Eا���� �����  
      His family hopes you can come. "اد: ام ا���	ا� ��وار�E� +,ا� �����  
      Family = :اد���	 
      His family = اد: اش���	 
      Note: ‘ family' is considered ‘singular' in Persian. (just in grammar not  
      in reality!!) 
      See you soon. 
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a 
ahn † shit 
b 
bacha bawz (noun) † young pederast NOTE 
bacha = boy; this indicates a boy who 
submits to pederasts 
c 
coon butt 
coonee † one who shares his butt 
cos † vagina 
g 
gooz fart 
h 
hasheri horny 
k 
kir † penis 
kir khor † cock eater 
kiram tu coseh nanat ‡ my cock is in your 
mother's pussy 
koce khor † pussy eater 
kut † shit NOTE No sure how used - expletive? 
Please feel free to update. 
m 
mader genduh ‡ mother f*cker 
mardekeh worthless man NOTE "marrd" means 
man 
maudar ghabe ‡ your mom's a bitch NOTE Lit. 
'mother bitch' 
n 
nekbat dirty slut 

Lesson 138 

Happy Happy Happy Happy Persian / Iranian New Year to all of you!Persian / Iranian New Year to all of you!Persian / Iranian New Year to all of you!Persian / Iranian New Year to all of you!    

Dear all, 
Salam! 
Hope you are doing great! I have not written a new lesson for a long time for which I do 
apologize. The reason is that I do not have that much free time I used to. However, I will do my 
best not to forget you permanently!!  

As you know, we are approaching the Persian New Year which the Iranians call ‘Norooz / 
Norouz'. 



Norooz means ‘the new day' in Persian and it refers to the first day of spring. So, in Iran , the 
New Year starts with spring. What a meaningful coincidence!! 
Based on what I have found online, this year, the New Year will start at 3:38 AM Wednesday – 
March 21, 2007 – ( Tehran time). 
So, on March 21, Iran will enter the year 2566 (based on the Iranian traditional calendar) – or -
1386 (based on the Islamic calendar which is used these days). 
On the last Wednesday evening of the old year, as a very old tradition, most Iranians make fire 
and jump over it in groups and sing ‘zardi ye man az to – sorkhi ye to az man!' ListenListenListenListen    ! 
This literary means, ‘Fire, you take away my yellowness and give me redness!' 
I guess, yellow refers to the weaknesses and the negative points and red refers to new 
blossoming and freshness. 
I would like to take advantage of this opportunity to wish you all a very blessed and prosperous 
Iranian New Year! 
I do hope this year will be the year of peace, stability and friendship among nations of the world 
(although we don't seem to be headed that way!!) 
Anyway, Sal e No Mobarak!! ListenListenListenListen    ! 

   

All right, 
As you may remember, we have started using two verbs in our Persian sentences. I hope it was 
not very difficult for you to catch up with this new structure. 
What we are going to do today, and maybe during our next classes, is to work more on some 
examples to help you get the concept properly. 
So, please translate the following sentences into Persian. When you are done, take a look at the 
Useful Drills page to check your answers. 
Remember, no cheating! Put your answers on a piece of paper before you look at my answers. 
Also, remember; do not write your answers in pencil!! I need some solid proof!!  

Here are the drills: 
1- I would like to talk to you. 
2- She would like to talk to you. 
3- They would like to talk to you. 
4- We would like to talk to you. 
5- The boss would like to talk to you. 
6- My friends would like to talk to you.  



Would like to = نتساوخ /kha:stæn/. 
I would like to = مهاوخ یم /mi kha:hæm/. 
I would like to talk to you = منزب فرح ( وت ) امش اب مهاوخ یم /mi kha:hæm ba: shoma: hærf 
bezænæm/.  

Please note that this is the written Persian which is totally correct and understandable. However, 
if you want to say these sentences in conversational form, follow this rule: 
I would like to talk to you = منزب فرح تاهاب ماوخ یم /mi kha:m ba:ha:t hærf bezænæm/. 
As you noticed, the first part was changed (mi kha:m ba:ha:t ba:ha:t ba:ha:t ba:ha:t ). 
Ba:ha:t Ba:ha:t Ba:ha:t Ba:ha:t is the short form of وت اب /ba: to/ = to you / with you 
In the same way, ba:ha:sh ba:ha:sh ba:ha:sh ba:ha:sh is the short form of وا اب /ba: u:/.  

So, just keep this in your mind. 
Based on this rule, 
“ She would like to She would like to She would like to She would like to ” will be ‘mi kha:hæd = mi kha:d'.  

Please note that what you learn through the Easy Persian is mostly the written form which is the 
standard language. Once you know the standard language, it will not be very difficult to change 
them into oral form.  

1- I want to celebrate the New Year. 
2- My neighbors want to celebrate the New Year. 
3- The Iranians want to celebrate the New Year. 
4- My kids want to celebrate the New Year. 
5 – The students want to celebrate the New Year. 
6 – He wants to celebrate the New Year.  

To celebrate = نتفرگ نشج /jæshn gereftæn/. 
The New Year = ون لاس /sa:l e no/ = دیدج لاس /sa:l e jædid/. 
My neighbors = نم یاه هیاسمه /hæmsa:ye ha: ye mæn/. 
My kids = نم یاه هچب /bæch.cheh ha: ye mæn/.  

Written form: I want to celebrate the New Year. = مریگب نشج ار ون لاس مهاوخ یم  

Oral form: I want to celebrate the New Year. = مریگب نشج ار ون لاس ماوخ یم  

1- I prefer football to basketball. 
2- You prefer football to basketball. 
3- She prefers football to basketball. 
4- We prefer football to basketball. 



5- You prefer football to basketball. 
6- They prefer football to basketball. 
7- Iranians prefer football to basketball. 
8- My friend prefers football to basketball.  

To prefer something to something = نداد حیجرت رگید زیچ هب ار یزیچ /chizi ra: beh chiz e digær 
tærjih da:dæn/. 
To prefer somebody to somebody = نداد حیجرت رگید سک هب ار یسک /kesi ra: beh kæs e 
digær tærjih da:dæn/.  

Written form: I prefer football to basketball = مهد یم حیجرت لابتکسب هب ار لابتوف نم. 
ListenListenListenListen    !  

Oral form: I prefer football to basketball = مد یم حیجرت لابتکسب هب و لابتوف نم ListenListenListenListen    !  

Note:Note:Note:Note: In Persian, Mostly Mostly Mostly Mostly , ra is pronounced /o/ in daily conversation.  

For example:  

Football ra = Football o 
Miz ra = miz o 
Hassan ra = Hassan o 

Again example: 
I saw Hassan => 
Written form = مدید ار نسح نم  

Oral form = مدید و نسح نم  

I deeply hope you are not confused! 
Please do not be hasty. Do first things first and learn things step by step. 

Ok,  

Hopefully, you enjoyed the lesson.  

Please go to the Useful Drills page to compare your answers with mine.  

Once again, Sal e No Mobarak!  

Hope to see you soon = راد%د د%ما :ب Listen !  
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Hello again! 
Enjoy the drills!  

 
Listen to sentence NO 5 above 
Listen to sentence NO 6 above 



 
Listen to sentence NO 5 above 

Note: Note: Note: Note:  

In the above sentences, since the word ون in Persian ends with /o/ sound, we cannot pronounce 
/ra/ as /o/ here. Two /o/ sounds close to each other seem odd in pronunciation. That is why we 
use ور here.  

Please note that it is very challenging to issue a general rule for all these things. Besides, I don't 
like rules!!  

The best way is to use sentences and phrases to get to know how we should use words in our 
sentences (Just like young children when they learn their mother tongue. They have no idea 
about the rules but they speak their mother language better than those who are graduated in 
that particular language!) 



 
Listen to sentence NO 7 above 

Note: Note: Note: Note:  

As I told you, when we use sentences, we come to know the rules better.  

So, try to focus on the Persian sentences in both written and oral form to find out the changes.  

Now, you can do it yourself!  

Lesson 139 

Greetings to everyone. Welcome back!  

It was our happiest day when our teachers were absent from the class! I even remember we 
sometimes wished (a couple of our teachers whom we did not like) broke their leg on the way to 
school so that we could have a happy holiday!!  

How do you feel when you do not see me around? I hope you are not asking for my broken leg!!!  

Anyway, we are going to continue our previous lesson to make sure we have not wasted our 
time. Do you still remember how we used two verbs in one sentence? I know it was not very 
easy. However, we have to deal with such structures eventually.  



So, to help you more with this structure, I am going to give you more drills this week. I deeply 
hope you'll find them useful.  

Ready?  

Please try to translate the following phrases first. Then, take a look at the answers in the Useful Drills 
page. Wish you best!  

   

1- I am glad to see that you are enjoying your class.  

2- I am glad to see that you are enjoying your work.  

3- I am glad to see that you are enjoying your trip.  

4- I am glad to see that you are enjoying your holiday.  

5- I am glad to see that you are enjoying your life.  

6- I am glad to see that you are enjoying your time.  

Hint:  

I am glad to see that = منیب یم هک ملاحشوخ  

To enjoy = ندرب تذل  

To enjoy something = ندرب تذل ........ زا  

You are enjoying your class = یرب یم تذل تسالک زا یراد  

Finished translation? Good!  

I know it was so easy for you. So, please forgive my talkative personality. My tongue is all I 
have!  

Now, let's change the above phrases a bit before we go to next. You have five minutes for the 
next five sentences. Agreed? Great!  

1- She is glad to see that you are enjoying your class.  

2- We are glad to see that you are enjoying your holiday.  



3- They are glad to see that you are enjoying your trip.  

4- Hamid is glad to see that you are enjoying your time.  

5- Students are glad to see that I am absent!  

Hint:  

Hamid is glad that = هک تسا لاحشوخ دیمح  

Absent = بیاغ  

Now look at this one.  

1- I am glad to hear that you finally reached your goal.  

2- I am glad to hear that you finally finished your school.  

3- I am glad to hear that you finally married her.  

4- I am glad to hear that she finally returned home.  

5- I am glad to hear that he finally got his visa.  

6- I am glad to hear that she finally visited Iran .  

7- I am glad to hear that you finally woke up.  

8- I am glad to hear that you finally learned Persian.  

Hint:  

I am glad to hear that = مونش یم هک ملاحشوخ  

Finally = هرخالاب /bel ækhæreh/ - or , تیاهن رد /dær neha:yæt/  

To reach = ندیسر  

To reach something / somewhere = ندیسر ......... هب  

To reach goal = ندیسر فده هب  

Goal = فده  



To finish = ندرک مامت  

To finish something = ندرک مامت ار یزیچ  

Note: Note: Note: Note: the word ار is a preposition for the verb ‘FINISH'.  

Visa = ازیو /vi:za:/ (stress on Z/ - or, دیداور /ræva:did/  

I am going to give you one more structure if you are not tired.  

1- It took me years to get used to my job.  

2- It took me weeks to find her.  

3- It took me days to find this house.  

4- It took them months to find a way.  

5- It took us hours to understand each other.  

6- It took me two days to write a new lesson.  

7- It took me ages to convince her.  

8- It took me a lifetime to finish my book.  

9- It took her a while to fix her car.  

10 – It took Hamid a few years to get used to this country.  

Hint:  

The first part of the above structure has one equivalent in Persian (well, mostly).  

It took me = it took them = it took her = it took us = it took them = it took Hamid  

What is important here is the ‘SUBJECT'.  

Confused?  

I know!  

Let me make it easier.  



It took me years = نم ات دیشک لوط لاس دنچ  

It took them months = اهنآ ات دیشک لوط هام دنچ  

It took her two days = وا ات دیشک لوط زور ود  

It took Hamid a few years = دیمح ات دیشک لوط لاس دنچ  

Feel better now? Me too!!  

Now, let's try the first sentence together.  

To get used to = ندرک تداع ...... هب  

1- It took me years to get used to my job = منک تداع مراک هب ات دیشک لوط لاس دنچ  

In the same way, you could translate this one:  

It took her years to get used to her job = دنک تداع شراک هب ( وا ) ات دیشک لوط لاس دنچ  

You see how easy it is?!  

In Persian, we say ‘puzzles are easy after they are solved'!! ( دوش ناسآ تشگ لح وچ امعم ) 
Listen! 

All right, please do your job first before going to the Useful Drills page. But wait. You may need 
these words first.  

To understand = ندیمهف  

To understand each other = ندیمهف ار رگیدمه فرح => in English, we say ‘I don't understand 
you'. In Persian, we say ‘I don't understand your words'. That is why ‘to understand each other' 
is translated as ندیمهف ار رگیدمه فرح  

Lesson = سرد  

Ages = (here in this lesson) = یلیخ = اهلاس = رمع کی = یرمع  

To convince = ندرک دعاقتم Listen! – Or, ندرک عناق Listen!  

To convince somebody = ندرک عناق ار یسک = ندرک دعاقتم ار یسک  

Lifetime = (see ‘ages' above)  



A while = هدروخ هی = یکدنا = یمک  

Ok. No more BLA BLA TALKS! Promise!  

Please get started now before I change my mind again!  

See you soon and have a great time.  

Useful Drills 139 

Hello again! 
Enjoy the drills!  

1- I am glad to see that you are enjoying your class = تسالک زا یراد منیب یم هک ملاحشوخ 
  یرب یم تذل

2- I am glad to see that you are enjoying your work = تذل تراک زا یراد منیب یم هک ملاحشوخ 
  یرب یم

3- I am glad to see that you are enjoying your trip = تذل ترفس زا یراد منیب یم هک ملاحشوخ 
  یرب یم

4- I am glad to see that you are enjoying your holiday = زا یراد منیب یم هک ملاحشوخ 
  یرب یم تذل تتالیطعت

5- I am glad to see that you are enjoying your life = تا یگدنز زا یراد منیب یم هک ملاحشوخ 
  یرب یم تذل

6- I am glad to see that you are enjoying your time = تذل تتقو زا یراد منیب یم هک ملاحشوخ 
  یرب یم

  

1- She is glad to see that you are enjoying your class = زا یراد دنیب یم هک تسا لاحشوخ 
  یرب یم تذل تسالک

2- We are glad to see that you are enjoying your holiday = زا یراد مینیب یم هک میلاحشوخ 
  یرب یم تذل تتالیطعت

3- They are glad to see that you are enjoying your trip = زا یراد دننیب یم هک دنلاحشوخ 
  یرب یم تذل ترفس



4- Hamid is glad to see that you are enjoying your time = یراد دنیب یم هک تسا لاحشوخ دیمح 
  یرب یم تذل تتقو زا

5- Students are glad to see that I am absent! = نم دننیب یم هک دنلاحشوخ نازومآ شناد 
  مبیاغ

  

1- I am glad to hear that you finally reached your goal = هب هرخالاب مونش یم هک ملاحشوخ 
  یدیسر تفده

2- I am glad to hear that you finally finished your school = هک ملاحشوخ یدرک مامت ار تا هسردم 
  هرخالاب مونش یم

3- I am glad to hear that you finally married her = جاودزا وا اب هرخالاب مونش یم هک ملاحشوخ 
  یدرک

4- I am glad to hear that she finally returned home = هناخ هب وا هرخالاب مونش یم هک ملاحشوخ 
  تشگرب

5- I am glad to hear that he finally got his visa = ار شیازیو هرخالاب مونش یم هک ملاحشوخ 
  تفرگ

6- I am glad to hear that she finally visited Iran = ندید ناریا زا هرخالاب مونش یم هک ملاحشوخ 
  درک

7- I am glad to hear that you finally woke up = یدش رادیب هرخالاب مونش یم هک ملاحشوخ  

8- I am glad to hear that you finally learned Persian = یسراف هرخالاب مونش یم هک ملاحشوخ 
  یتفرگ دای ار

         

Note: Note: Note: Note:  

In all above phrases, you may use plural verbs to make it either plural or more polite.  

Example:  

I am glad to see that you are enjoying your class = ناتسالکناتسالکناتسالکناتسالک زا    ددددییییرادرادرادراد منیب یم هک ملاحشوخ    
     ددددییییربربربرب    ییییمممم تذل



We are glad to see that you are enjoying your holiday = زا    ددددییییرادرادرادراد مینیب یم هک میلاحشوخ 
     ددددییییربربربرب    ییییمممم تذل    ناتتالناتتالناتتالناتتالییییطعتطعتطعتطعت

I am glad to hear that you finally reached your goal = هب هرخالاب مونش یم هک ملاحشوخ 
     ددددییییددددییییسرسرسرسر    ناتفدهناتفدهناتفدهناتفده

   

1- It took me years to get used to my job = منک تداع مراک هب ات دیشک لوط لاس دنچ  

2- It took me weeks to find her = منک ادیپ ار وا ات دیشک لوط هتفه دنچ  

3- It took me days to find this house = منک ادیپ ار هناخ نیا ات دیشک لوط زور دنچ  

4- It took them months to find a way = دننک ادیپ (ار ) یهار ات دیشک لوط هام دنچ  

5- It took us hours to understand each other = ار رگیدمه فرح ات دیشک لوط تعاس دنچ 
  میمهفب

6- It took me two days to write a new lesson = ( یا هزات سرد ) یدیدج سرد ات دیشک لوط زور ود 
  مسیونب

7- It took me ages to convince her = منک شدعاقتم ات دیشک لوط (یرمع) رمع کی  

8- It took me a lifetime to finish (writing) my book = ار مباتک ات دیشک لوط (یرمع) رمع کی 
  منک مامت

9- It took her a while to fix her car = دنک ریمعت ار شنیشام ات دیشک لوط یتدم  

10 – It took Hamid a few years to get used to this country = هب دیمح ات دیشک لوط لاس دنچ 
  دنک تداع روشک نیا

Lesson 140 

Greetings to everyone. Welcome back!  

Salam beh hameh ye dustan e khub!  

  بوخ ناتسود همه هب مالس

(Greetings to all of my good friends!)  

Haletun chetoreh?  



  ؟هروطچ نوتلاح

(How are you? / How are you doing?)  

Cheh khabar?  

  ؟ربخ هچ

(What's news? / What's new? / how is everything?)  

Kar o bar chetoreh?  

  ؟هروطچ راب و راک

(How is your work going? / How is the business going?)  

Khosh migzareh?  

  ؟هرذگیم شوخ

(Are you having good time?)  

Emruz mikham ye dars e jadidi ro shoro konam.  

  منک عورش ور یدیدج سرد هی ماوخ یم زورما

(Today, I want to start a new lesson)  

Nemidunam dusesh darid ya na!  

  هن ای دیراد شسود منود یمن

(I don't know if you (will) like it or not!)  

Rasteshu bekhain, nemidunestam chi dars bedam!!  

  مدب سرد یچ متسنود یمن نیاوخب وشتسار

(If you want the truth / to tell the truth / to be frank, I didn't know what to teach!!)  

Banabar in, tasmim gereftam az yek ketab komak begiram.  

  مریگب کمک باتک کی زا متفرگ میمصت نیا ربانب

(Therefore, I decided to get help from a book)  



   

In dars az ketab e sal e sevom e ebtedaee entekhab shodeh.  

  هدش باختنا ییادتبا موس لاس باتک زا سرد نیا

(This lesson is chosen from the primary school book, grade three)  

Dastan e in dars rajeh beh chand ta kabutareh.  

  هرتوبک ات دنچ هب عجار سرد نیا ناتساد

(The story of this lesson is about a few pigeons)  

Chand ta kabutar keh ba ham parvaz mikardand, ru ye derakhti neshastand.  

  دنتسشن یتخرد یور دندرک یم زاورپ مه اب هک رتوبک ات دنچ

(A few pigeons who were flying together, sat in a tree)  

Nagahan, ghazaee keh zir e derakht bud, tavajoheshan ra beh khod jalb kard.  

  درک بلج دوخ هب ار ناش هجوت دوب تخرد ریز هک ییاذغ ناهگان

(Suddenly, the food under the tree got their attention)  

Anha az derakht paeen paridand va mashghul e khordan e ghaza shodand.  

  دندش اذغ ندروخ لوغشم و دندیرپ نییاپ تخرد زا اهنآ

(They flew down the tree and got busy eating the food.)  

Vaghti sir shodand va mikhastand parvaz konand, motevajeh shodand keh tu ye dam oftadeh 
and.  

  دنا هداتفا ماد یوت هک دندش هجوتم دننک زاورپ دنتساوخ یم و دندش ریس یتقو

(When they felt full and wanted to fly away, they noticed they were in a trap.)  

hameh tarsideh budand va nemidanestand cheh konand.  

  دننک هچ دنتسناد یمن و دندوب هدیسرت همه

(They were all frightened and did not know what to do)  



dar in mian, yeki az kabutarha tasmim gereft hameh ra nejat dehad.  

  دهد تاجن ار همه تفرگ میمصت اهرتوبک زا یکی نایم نیا رد

(At this moment / from among them, a pigeon decided to save all)  

an kabutar beh dustanash goft keh natarsand.  

  دنسرتن هک تفگ شناتسود هب رتوبک نآ

(That pigeon told / asked his / her friends not to be afraid)  

vaghti hameh saket shodand, u beh anha goft keh montazereh farmanash bashand.  

  دنشاب شنامرف رظتنم هک تفگ اهنآ هب وا دندش تکاس همه یتقو

(When they all remained silent, he / she told / asked them to wait for his / her command / order)  

an kabutar az dustanash khast keh hameh ba ham parvaz konanad.  

  دننک زاورپ مه اب همه هک تساوخ شناتسود زا رتوبک نآ

(The pigeon asked his / her friends to start flying all together)  

yek , do, seh. parvaz!  

  زاورپ . هس – ود – کی

(One, two, three. Fly!)  

hameh ba ham shoru kardand beh par zadan ta in keh dam ra az zamin boland kardand.  

  دندرک دنلب نیمز زا ار ماد هکنیا ات ندز رپ هب دندرک عورش مه اب همه

(They all began to move their wings together until they lifted the trap (up in the air))  

anha anghadr talash kardand ta dar nahayat movafagh shodand az dast e sayyad farar 
konanad.  

  دننک رارف دایص تسد زا دندش قفوم تیاهن رد ات دندرک شالت ردقنآ اهنآ

(They tried and tried until they finally managed to escape from the hunter) 

Ok, hello again!!  



I put the lesson upside down today!!  

As I just told you, I wanted to choose something for this class and I came up with an allegorical 
story which comes from the Persian traditional literature. It is a part of our primary school books 
now.  

I was going to present this story today in this class. After writing the introduction in both English 
and Persian, I changed my mind! I noticed that I have already given you a lot of information in 
this class! So, just study the above text and accept it as our lesson for this week!  

We are going to read the simplified text of the above story from the next week on.  

So, have a great time and come back soon!  

Mokheles shoma, (sincerely yours)  

Hassan. 

Note 1: Note 1: Note 1: Note 1:  

The Persian phrase (mokhles e shoma = امش صلخم ) is not very formal. In formal situations, 
you would better use this: eradatmand e shoma = امش دنمتدارا 

Note 2: Note 2: Note 2: Note 2:  

Probably, you noticed that some parts of my sentences in the above text do not seem to be 
formal Persian language. You are right. I have narrated some parts of the story in oral Persian. 
So, do not feel surprised. It is still Persian, but oral of course! 

Note 3: Note 3: Note 3: Note 3:  

If you are done here, please take a look at the Useful Drills page. I have written one part of the 
above story for you there as an icebreaker. All you need to do is to find the new words in English 
and to try to translate the text into English as well! I deeply hope not all words are new!!  

We will work on it next time.  

Hamisheh khosh bashid! دیشاب شوخ هشیمه (Be happy, always! / I hope you are always 
happy!)  

To improve your listening ability, you may download this lesson in audio MP3.  



Please right-click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to download the file.  

Hameh ba ham (all together) – an allegorical story from the book Kelileh vo Demneh 

Note 4: Note 4: Note 4: Note 4:  

Sorry I am not a storyteller! Be patient!  
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Hello again! 
Enjoy the drills! 

 مه اب همه

 تذل ( یبآ ) نوگلین نامسآ رد یزاب و یدازآ زا و دندرک یم زاورپ نامسآ رد داش و دازآ اهرتوبک
 دندرب یم

 دنتسشن یتخرد یور یگتسخ عفر یارب – یتدم زا سپ

 دوب ناوارف هناد – تخرد نییاپ

 دید ار اه هناد نارتوبک زا یکی

 دناسر تخرد نییاپ هب ار دوخ شخرچ کی اب و دوشگ لاب مارآ

 دروخ ار اه هناد زا ات دنچ

 دندوب هزمشوخ و هزات اه هناد

 دنروخب هزمشوخ یاه هناد نیا زا ات درک ادص مه ار دوخ ناتسود

 دندش هناد ندیچرب لوغشم و دنتسشن اه هناد رانک – دندمآ نییاپ اهرتوبک

 دش زاورپ هدامآ نارتوبک زا یکی دندش ریس بوخ هک یتقو

 دنک زاورپ ات دوشگ لاب

 تسناوتن یلو

 تسا هدروخ هرگ شیاپ هب ( ینامسیر – یبانط) یدنب هک درک ساسحا

 دوب هتفرگ مه ار اهنآ یاپ ماد یاه خن یلو دننک زاورپ ات دندوشگ لاب زین رگید نارتوبک



 نانآ یوس هب لاحشوخ و دینش ار نارتوبک لاب یادص دوب هتسشن نیمک رد هک دایص
 تفاتش

  

Lesson 141 

Hello again, welcome back.  

As we talked last time, we are going to work on a short Persian story today. You may take a look 
at the lesson 140 first if you do not know what we are talking about.  

What we are going to do today is to go through the first part of this story. I will help you with the 
English translation of this lesson first. This is just to help you understand the structure of 
sentences in Persian. So, please don't feel bad if the translation is not in fluent English. This is 
done on purpose to present a more loyal piece of work, loyal to the original Persian text.  

Ok, I hope you are ready.  

   

Here is the first part of the story in Persian:  

 

I deeply hope you had the time to work on the above text as I had asked you. If not, give it a try 
now before reading the translation presented below.  

The text in English: 

All together  



1- Pigeons, free and happy, were flying in the sky and were enjoying the freedom and games in 
the blue sky.  

2- After some time, to get rest, they sat in a tree.  

3- Under the tree, there were plenty of seeds.  

4- One of the pigeons saw the seeds.  

5- Gently, it opened its wings, and with a turn, landed (arrived – got there) under the tree.  

6- It ate a few seeds.  

7- The seeds were fresh and delicious.  

8- It called its friends so that they could have these tasty seeds.  

9- The pigeons came down, sat near the seeds, and started eating the seeds.  

10- When they felt full, one of them got ready to fly.  

11- It opened its wings to fly, but couldn't.  

12- It (the pigeon) felt a rope / string was knotted to its legs. 

13- Other pigeons opened their wings as well to fly, but the ropes of the net was knotted to their 
legs, too.  

14- The hunter who was sitting in hide (who was hiding) heard the noise of the pigeons' wings, 
and ran to them happily. 

Done? Well done! Now, go to the Useful Drills page. 

See y  

Useful Drills 141 

Now translate these sentences into Persian, using the words and phrases you just learned in 
this lesson. Remember, no cheating please! Do your best first and then take a look at the 
translation below to correct your words. Enjoy the homework! 

1- The plane was flying in the blue sky.  

2- The war prisoners were eventually freed from prison and enjoyed their freedom.  



3- One of the students played guitar.  

4- The plane gently landed in the airport.  

5- The food was tasty.  

6- We missed the flight.  

7- I felt she was mad at me.  

8- Hearing my voice, she ran to me joyfully.  

9- Hearing the car, I opened the door quickly.  

  

 

Here is the text in Persian.  



 

All right. That's it for today.  

Hope you will come back! 

ou soon again (I hope so!).  

Lesson 142 

Salam,  

Hal e shoma? Khub hastin? Khosh migzareh? Omidvaram keh hamisheh deletun shad va 
labetun khandan basheh. 
(The above text in English: Hello. How are you? Are you fine? Are you enjoying your time? I 
hope your heart is always happy and your lips are always smiling!) 



Well, this is a kind of Persian greetings. You may use them at different occasions (not at 
gravesites of course!!); like when you are talking to your friends, colleagues, boss, and even 
boyfriends or girlfriends.  

   

Before we start today, I have a couple of words to share with you. 
1- I know you are busy and it may not be fair to ask you do something beyond your ability on this 
site. However, this may be useful to help you improve. One of the site's features which makes 
the site dynamic and gives the users the opportunity to exchange words and ideas with each 
other is the Message Board. I admit that I have not been a good Board Admin in protecting your 
messages on the board; the board broke a couple of times and we lost all the previous 
messages. I am sorry for this. But, the Forum is again online and is a good place for you to be in 
touch with other students. It also gives you the chance to get to know new friends. Unfortunately, 
you are not using the message board as I expected. So I am inviting you to get involved in the 
board's activities more actively when you have enough time. Please remember that your active 
presence makes me active on this site; otherwise, I may feel discouraged.  

2- Some friends are complaining that the ads on the pages are distracting. I am sorry for this, but 
the point is that they are necessary for the maintenance of this site. Currently they are the main 
source of my income here.  

3- A friend from India , a land which I love, wanted to know how we say western months in 
Persian. Thanks to Sardar Ji for his comments. So before we continue part 2 of the story on 
lessons 140 and 141, I want to take advantage of the time to explain this point here.  

As you may probably know, Persian language is closer to French than it is to English, as far as 
pronunciation is concerned. The point is that the way words pronounce in French is closer to 
Persian structure. Based on this, we Iranians use the French pronunciation of western months. 
To save time for you and me, I am going to write the months and their Persian script without 
explaining them more. All you need to do is to listen to the pronunciation which comes at the end 
of December below! 



 

Now listen! (You may also right click on the link and save the sound file in mp3 format)  

All right, 
Now we can go back to the Persian story of Kelileh vo Demneh. 

 

Ok, this is the text for today. Please right-click on the link below and save the audio file first.  

Kelileh vo Demneh – part 2 

Try to listen to the audio file a few times as you look at the above Persian writings. 
Then, learn the words below. 



 
 

 

Wow, it was a lot of work!! 
Ok, please do the translation on your own. I don't think it is a hard work now. Then, take a look 
at the Useful Drills page to work on some structures.  

Have a great time. 
Hassan. 

Useful Drills 142 

Salam again!  

As you noticed on the lesson 142, we have a couple of new structures. Let's take a look at them 
first and then make more sentences based on this.  

Ready?  

we must have understood this already that  



we must have thought of this from beginning  

Ok, I think this is somehow new for you although I guess we had something on this structure 
before.  

Anyway, let's work on some examples:  

1- I must have told you earlier.  

2- I must have known this.  

3- I must have done the job myself.  

4- I must have called you in advance.  

5- I must have set a time for the interview. 

I hope this structure is not difficult for you.  

See you soon again.  

The next are the translation of the above sentences.  

  

 

  

That's it for today.  

Hope you will come back! 

  

 
Lesson 143 
Hello everyone,  
Before we start today, let me wish you all a very happy New Year. I hope the year 2008 will be a year of 
peace, good health, success, friendship, victory, sweeeeeet as honeyyyyyy and fuuuuuuuull of 
moneyyyyyyyyyyyy for all of us!! Amen? Great!!  



Ok, today we will finish the last part of the Persian story from the book Kelileh vo Demneh, which I have 
chosen from the book ‘Farsi – elementary school – year 3'; a book currently taught in Iran . Hopefully you 
liked it. (Part 1 - Part 2) 
See you soon, 
Hassan. 
 

 
Ok, this is the text for today. Please right-click on the link below and save the audio file first. Kelileh vo 
Demneh – part 3Try to listen to the audio file afewtimes as you look at the above Persian writings.Then, 



learn the words below.

 
Please do the translation on your own. I don't think it is a hard work now. Then, take a look at the Useful 
Drills page. 
Have a great time. 
 
Lesson 144 
When I teach I feel I am somebody!! But unfortunately, this feeling is not lasting long these days!  
Hello everyone; I deeply hope you are doing well. Many of you have expressed concern that I may not be 
around any longer. Well, I am just writing to let you know that I am still alive! 
Ok, before we start our new lesson, I want to make a promise. Hopefully, I will not become ‘the boy who 
cried out wolf'! From next week, we will begin to work on Persian short stories. I don't know how long I 
can continue this time-consuming project but I will do my best. Currently, this is how this project will go: 
I choose a short story to read in the way I have done it today. After one story is done, we will work on 
another.  



The Little Black Fish, Mahi siyah e koochooloo, written by the late Samad Behrangi, will be our first story 
next week. I guess we will spend roughly 23 sessions on this book.  
The reason I have chosen this long way is that you already know a lot about Persian grammar, or at least I 
assume this is the case if you have carefully studied 143 lessons. By now, you should be able to feel 
comfortable with Persian texts. To avoid spending the rest of our life on grammatical points, to change the 
mood of the class and to help you use your grammatical knowledge in real contexts, I am becoming a 
story teller!!  
  
All right,  
What we are going to do today is very simple. And this is what we will be doing from next week. 
1- Please right-click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to download the file. 
2- Patiently watch the video and listen to my ‘deadpan' voice (as one of the students has described my 
voice!!) 
3- Try to understand the story as much as possible. You may use a dictionary; a good online dictionary is 
Farsidic.com. 
4- Go to Useful Drills page for the translation of the story as well as the new words.  
Acknowledgment: This story is translated by a wonderful friend, Anita Goebel who has my eternal 
gratitude. 
That's it for today. Please don't forget to come back next week (most probably Thursday). 
Here is the video file: 
The Fox and the Rooster – Rubah o Khoroos 
 
Useful Drills 145 
The Little Black Fish - Mahi siah e koochooloo - Samad Behrangi - Page 1 - Words  
Note: This is just a suggestion and you don't have to take this serious. The Control Panel of my webhost 
tells me that people in more than 80 countries have visited Easy Persian this month. It is huge, isn't it? I 
was thinking if it is possible for you to translate the little black fish into your own language with the help 
of the words and phrases I provide you with. At the end of 23 weeks, we will have at least 80 black fish!! 
Don't worry if you are not a well-founded translator; just do your best. And also, don't worry if many other 
students who speak your language may translate this book into your language! This is absolutely ok; we 
may have 10 German translations, 15 French, 20 English, and so on. If you send them to me, I will post all 
of them together under your glorious names! I think this is a good idea.  
  
New Words:  



 



 



 



 
 
Useful Drills 146 
The Little Black Fish - Mahi siah e koochooloo - Samad Behrangi - Page 2 - Words 
Note: This is just a suggestion and you don't have to take this serious. The Control Panel of my webhost 
tells me that people in more than 80 countries have visited Easy Persian this month. It is huge, isn't it? I 
was thinking if it is possible for you to translate the little black fish into your own language with the help 
of the words and phrases I provide you with. At the end of 23 weeks, we will have at least 80 black fish!! 
Don't worry if you are not a well-founded translator; just do your best. And also, don't worry if many other 
students who speak your language may translate this book into your language! This is absolutely ok; we 
may have 10 German translations, 15 French, 20 English, and so on. If you send them to me, I will post all 
of them together under your glorious names! I think this is a good idea. 
  
New Words:  



 



 
 
Useful Drills 147 
The Little Black Fish - Mahi siah e koochooloo - Samad Behrangi - Page 3 - Words 
Note: This is just a suggestion and you don't have to take this serious. The Control Panel of my webhost 
tells me that people in more than 80 countries have visited Easy Persian this month. It is huge, isn't it? I 
was thinking if it is possible for you to translate the little black fish into your own language with the help 
of the words and phrases I provide you with. At the end of 23 weeks, we will have at least 80 black fish!! 
Don't worry if you are not a well-founded translator; just do your best. And also, don't worry if many other 
students who speak your language may translate this book into your language! This is absolutely ok; we 
may have 10 German translations, 15 French, 20 English, and so on. If you send them to me, I will post all 
of them together under your glorious names! I think this is a good idea. 
  
New Words:  



 



 

 
Useful Drills 148 
The Little Black Fish - Mahi siah e koochooloo - Samad Behrangi - Page 4 - Words 
Note: This is just a suggestion and you don't have to take this serious. The Control Panel of my webhost 
tells me that people in more than 80 countries have visited Easy Persian this month. It is huge, isn't it? I 
was thinking if it is possible for you to translate the little black fish into your own language with the help 
of the words and phrases I provide you with. At the end of 23 weeks, we will have at least 80 black fish!! 
Don't worry if you are not a well-founded translator; just do your best. And also, don't worry if many other 
students who speak your language may translate this book into your language! This is absolutely ok; we 



may have 10 German translations, 15 French, 20 English, and so on. If you send them to me, I will post all 
of them together under your glorious names! I think this is a good idea. 
  
New Words:  

 



 

 



Lesson 149 

The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish ----    Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo ----    Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi ----    Page 5Page 5Page 5Page 5    

Dubareh salam! Welcome back. 

Please right-click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to downlod the video file.  

Then go to Useful Drills page for the new words. 

  

  

  

See you next week, 
Hassan 

  

The little black fish (mahi siah e koochooloo) – by Samad Behrangi – page 5 

 
Useful Drills 149 
The Little Black Fish - Mahi siah e koochooloo - Samad Behrangi - Page 5 - Words 
Note: This is just a suggestion and you don't have to take this serious. The Control Panel of my webhost 
tells me that people in more than 80 countries have visited Easy Persian this month. It is huge, isn't it? I 
was thinking if it is possible for you to translate the little black fish into your own language with the help 
of the words and phrases I provide you with. At the end of 23 weeks, we will have at least 80 black fish!! 
Don't worry if you are not a well-founded translator; just do your best. And also, don't worry if many other 
students who speak your language may translate this book into your language! This is absolutely ok; we 
may have 10 German translations, 15 French, 20 English, and so on. If you send them to me, I will post all 
of them together under your glorious names! I think this is a good idea. 
  
New Words:  



 



 



 

Lesson 150 

The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish ----    Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo ----    Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi ----    Page 6Page 6Page 6Page 6    

Dubareh salam! 

Please right-click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to downlod the video file. 

Then go to Useful Drills page for the new words. 

  

  

  

See you next week, 
Hassan 

  



The little black fish (mahi siah e koochooloo) – by Samad Behrangi – page 6 

 
 
Useful Drills 150 
The Little Black Fish - Mahi siah e koochooloo - Samad Behrangi - Page 6 - Words 
Note: This is just a suggestion and you don't have to take this serious. The Control Panel of my webhost 
tells me that people in more than 80 countries have visited Easy Persian this month. It is huge, isn't it? I 
was thinking if it is possible for you to translate the little black fish into your own language with the help 
of the words and phrases I provide you with. At the end of 23 weeks, we will have at least 80 black fish!! 
Don't worry if you are not a well-founded translator; just do your best. And also, don't worry if many other 
students who speak your language may translate this book into your language! This is absolutely ok; we 
may have 10 German translations, 15 French, 20 English, and so on. If you send them to me, I will post all 
of them together under your glorious names! I think this is a good idea. 
  
New Words:  

 



 

 

Lesson 151 



The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish ----    Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo ----    Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi ----    Page 7 Page 7 Page 7 Page 7     

Salam! 

Please right-click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to downlod the video file. 

Then go to Useful Drills page for the new words. 

  

  

  

See you next week, 
Hassan 

  

The little black fish (mahi siah e koochooloo) – by Samad Behrangi – page 7 

 
Useful Drills 151 
The Little Black Fish - Mahi siah e koochooloo - Samad Behrangi - Page 7 - Words 
Note: This is just a suggestion and you don't have to take this serious. The Control Panel of my webhost 
tells me that people in more than 80 countries have visited Easy Persian this month. It is huge, isn't it? I 
was thinking if it is possible for you to translate the little black fish into your own language with the help 
of the words and phrases I provide you with. At the end of 23 weeks, we will have at least 80 black fish!! 
Don't worry if you are not a well-founded translator; just do your best. And also, don't worry if many other 
students who speak your language may translate this book into your language! This is absolutely ok; we 
may have 10 German translations, 15 French, 20 English, and so on. If you send them to me, I will post all 
of them together under your glorious names! I think this is a good idea. 
  
New Words:  



 



 



 
Lesson 152 
The Little Black Fish - Mahi siah e koochooloo - Samad Behrangi - Page 8  
Dear all, 
Salam! Please let me wish you all a very blessed and merry Christmas followed by a prosperous New 
Year. 
I hope the year 2009 will be the year of peace and friendship between nations. (With so many things 
happening through 'peaceful leaders', my prayer seems to be something very unrealistic!!) - But anyway, 
'ma goftim' ! (I said what did worth mentioning - or - I said what had to be said) - (You will learn this 
structure later today) 
Ok, 
Please right-click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to downlod the video file. 
The little black fish (mahi siah e koochooloo) – by Samad Behrangi – page 8 
  
Then go to Useful Drills page for the new words. Let me warn you that we have 'loads of words' today!! 
All the best! 
See you next week, 
Hassan  

 

Lesson 153 

The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish ----    Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo ----    Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi ----    Page 9 Page 9 Page 9 Page 9     

Salam, welcome back! 



  

Please right-click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to downlod the video file. 

  

The little black fish (mahi siah e koochooloo) – by Samad Behrangi – page 9 

  

Then go to Useful Drills page for the new words. Let me warn you that we have 'loads of wordsloads of wordsloads of wordsloads of words' 
today!! All the best! 

See you next week, 
Hassan  

  

Useful Drills 153 

The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish ----    Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo ----    Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi ----    Page 9 Page 9 Page 9 Page 9 ----    WordsWordsWordsWords    

Note: Note: Note: Note: This is just a suggestion and you don't have to take this serious. The Control Panel of my 
webhost tells me that people in more than 80 countries have visited Easy Persian this month. It 
is huge, isn't it? I was thinking if it is possible for you to translate the little black fish into your own 
language with the help of the words and phrases I provide you with. At the end of 23 weeks, we 
will have at least 80 black fish!! Don't worry if you are not a well-founded translator; just do your 
best. And also, don't worry if many other students who speak your language may translate this 
book into your language! This is absolutely ok; we may have 10 German translations, 15 French, 
20 English, and so on. If you send them to me, I will post all of them together under your glorious 
names! I think this is a good idea. 

  

New Words: New Words: New Words: New Words:  







 

Lesson 154 

The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish ----    Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo ----    Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi ----    Page 10Page 10Page 10Page 10    

Salam, welcome back! 

After a long recession in ‘energy-giving compliments' (!), Katty from Australia has sent me a 
warm message. It is an interesting message (at least to me!), so I asked her if I could post it 
here. Although she had intended her comments to be a personal encouragement, she agreed to 
let me share it with the other students. Hopefully, you too will like it.  

My special thanks to her and to all of you - whether you have the time to write or not. 

Here is Katty's message: 

‘Dear Hassan,  

I just wanted to let you know how appreciative I am of all your hard work putting together such 
comprehensive Persian lessons.  I am an Australian who stumbled on your site 12 months ago 
now, while messing about with google.  
I have 3 Iranian friends. Although we all met in the work place (they are 2 doctors and a 
pharmacist and I am a nurse), we soon developed close friendships outside of work as well.   
Originally, I thought it would be fun to learn a couple of greetings in Farsi to surprise my friends 
with, but then I found your site and since then, something amazing has grown out of it! 



You had me hooked from lesson 1 and not only have I learned to speak, read and write a little of 
the language (I'm currently working through lesson 90), it has become a whole cultural 
experience as well.  As I work my way through your lessons, I have been exposed to a host of 
new thoughts, interests and delights. Thank you Hassan, for between you and my 3 friends, I 
have grown a great deal personally.   
I love studying your lessons and find them very thorough and well explained.  I also enjoy your 
sense of humour as well as the passion that becomes evident at times.  You have given me a 
great deal of pleasure in learning your language, not to mention pleasure to my friends as they 
enjoy my efforts!  Those efforts have often been the source of much good natured laughter as I 
stumble my way through simple conversation.  It works both ways though, we laugh about their 
English mistakes too, and just as my friends help me with my Farsi, I help them with their 
Australian, which I think at times they think is a totally different language to English! 
The whole experience however, has not just restricted to language.  I have learned a lot about 
Persian culture, litrature, geography, politics, music and food.  (My teenage sons particularly like 
the food part!)  But most importantly, we have all learned that in this world, that is so full of 
violence and hatred, it is possible to bridge the gaps of language, culture and religion, and 
experience lasting and deep mutual friendships, based on respect, tolerance and love for each 
other.  And that is a lesson I so want my sons to remember all their lives.  
So, thank you Hassan, for the big part you have unknowingly played in the life education of 
myself and my children.  I can only begin to imagine the inumerable hours that you have 
dedicated freely to your site.  Perhaps at times you have felt discouraged or very tired of the 
whole thing and maybe even wondered why you ever started it in the first place, but know this - 
you have played a part in influencing and bringing good things to this family in far off Australia, 
and if you have touched us, how may others who visit your site have also received in a similar 
way?  

daestetun daerd naekoneh! 
khoda hafez, 
Kathy 

* * * 

All right, 

Please right-click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to downlod the video file. 

The little black fish (mahi siah e koochooloo) – by Samad Behrangi – page 10 

  



Then go to Useful Drills page for the new words. 

See you next week, 
Hassan 

 

Useful Drills 154 

The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish The Little Black Fish ----    Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo Mahi siah e koochooloo ----    Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi Samad Behrangi ----    Page 10 Page 10 Page 10 Page 10 ----    WordsWordsWordsWords    

Note: Note: Note: Note: This is just a suggestion and you don't have to take this serious. The Control Panel of my 
webhost tells me that people in more than 80 countries have visited Easy Persian this month. It 
is huge, isn't it? I was thinking if it is possible for you to translate the little black fish into your own 
language with the help of the words and phrases I provide you with. At the end of 23 weeks, we 
will have at least 80 black fish!! Don't worry if you are not a well-founded translator; just do your 
best. And also, don't worry if many other students who speak your language may translate this 
book into your language! This is absolutely ok; we may have 10 German translations, 15 French, 
20 English, and so on. If you send them to me, I will post all of them together under your glorious 
names! I think this is a good idea. 

  

New Words: New Words: New Words: New Words:  





 

 Lesson 155 

Hello everybody, welcome back. 

Before we begin today, please allow me to wish you and all your loved ones a very happy and 
prosperous new year. As you may know, tomorrow, March 20, will be Noruz, the Persian New 
Year. I am not going to talk much about this occasion but please let me tell you something about 
the Persian calendar.  

One of the students wanted to know the reason I have put ‘the year 2568' on the Easy Persian 
homepage, since according to many other websites, the coming year should be ‘1388'.  

Before I explain this, please let me humbly request our Muslim brothers and sisters not to side 
against me. Please read this patiently and be honest in your passing judgement- if any.  

By the year 1979 (Western calendar) when the Islamic revolution hit the nation, Iranians had 
their own traditional Persian calendar according to which the year was around 2536. This 
traditional calendar, with its own long history, dated back to the time of Cyrus the Great, who 
was the king of Iran about 2530 years ago during the Achaemenid Dynasty. In very simple and 
short words, the traditional calendar mirrored 2500 years of history in my country.  



In 1979 after the religious government came into power, its leaders, at the top of whom was 
Khomeini, the Supreme Leader, decided that the old calendar must be replaced by an Islamic 
calendar to reflect the fact that our country was born again in Islam. Although this Islamic 
calendar, supported by religious figures, existed during the Shah of Iran, it never took the place 
of the old one. This new calendar dates back to the time when Prophet Mohammad moved from 
Mecca to Medina in Saudi Arabia about 1388 years ago. With the old calendar gone, more than 
one thousand years of our history was wiped off the map of our culture. There is a huge cultural 
disaster here.  

With all my due respect to everybody, I want to say that to me my nation is more important than 
my religion; I had no idea about my future belief system at the time I was born but I did have a 
country where I could begin my life. Therefore, belief system is not my first priority. Probably I 
don't need to remind you that millions of Iranians, who are homeless today, have fled their 
motherland because of the belief system imposed on them.  

As far as ideology or faith is concerned, I think anybody who says ‘I am the only way' is an 
arrogant – or at least, his statement could mislead people. Each person is free to decide what to 
believe; your faith is your most personal affair. Diversity enriches society.  

Probably this confession will upset some of you but, since many want to know, let me tell you 
that I am neither Muslim, nor Christian, nor Baha'i, nor part of any other religion. I think believing 
in one particular religion narrows my mind and this will make me look at the world through a 
particular ‘window'. Although I consider myself spiritual, I don't like to look at the world around 
me through any religious window. Instead, I prefer to step out of the house of religions to see the 
whole picture of my surroundings. I want to choose for myself what I like, not to accept what my 
parents have chosen for me. I love love. Religions divide people in hatred. To me, turning off my 
brain and letting my religious leaders decide on what is good for me, is an unforgivable insult to 
my brain, which is the best member of my body.  

Anyway, it seems that I am losing my control! In short, the Islamic government has cut out one 
millennium from our history and, apparently, most Iranians are not happy with this.  

Ok, that was the Persian calendar! Happy the year 2568 to all of you! 

  

All right, 

Please right-click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to downlod the video file. 
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Then go to Useful Drills page for the new words. 

See you next week, 
Hassan  
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Note: Note: Note: Note: This is just a suggestion and you don't have to take this serious. The Control Panel of my 
webhost tells me that people in more than 80 countries have visited Easy Persian this month. It 
is huge, isn't it? I was thinking if it is possible for you to translate the little black fish into your own 
language with the help of the words and phrases I provide you with. At the end of 23 weeks, we 
will have at least 80 black fish!! Don't worry if you are not a well-founded translator; just do your 
best. And also, don't worry if many other students who speak your language may translate this 
book into your language! This is absolutely ok; we may have 10 German translations, 15 French, 
20 English, and so on. If you send them to me, I will post all of them together under your glorious 
names! I think this is a good idea. 
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Lesson 156 

Salam beh hamegi!  

I hope you are doing well, particularly, with your Persian! 

Before we begin today, I have a few announcements!  

1- So far, two people have shown interest in translating the little black fish. If you want to take 
part in this ‘fishy' project (!), please feel free to let me know. Also, please tell me if I am allowed 
to put your name online. Thanks. 

2- One of the students, Sardar Ji, from India, has kindly sent me several pages from a Persian 
language book (primary school book), with its translation. I will put it online next week. My 
special thanks to Sardar Ji. Namaskar ji! 



3- If you send me the Persian version of this Rumi's poem, you will get free access to the Easy 
Persian Love Songs Collection. But don't try to cheat me by sending something fake! Honestly, I 
am very good at poetry (except this poem)!  

Here is the poem in English:  

‘When we are dead,  

Seek not our tomb in the earth,  

But find it in the hearts of men'. 

4- For those of you, who have been eagerly asking for a picture of ‘this Hassan' so they can see 
‘the face of their teacher while studying', I have good news! Since generosity is part of my nature 
(!!), instead of one single picture, I am giving away a whole bunch of my video files!  

Recently I have begun delivering speeches, but I noticed it's no fun to talk to myself only! 
Therefore, I decided to record what I say and share the files with others on internet. I hope these 
video files will be of use to some people.  

Let me warn you that unlike the peaceful Hassan you are dealing with here on Easy Persian, 
Hassan the speaker may not be so friendly. On my new website, I will talk about a wide variety 
of topics such as religion, religious dogmas, freedom, human rights, books, movies, democracy, 
dictatorship and so on and so forth. That Hassan, whom you will see shortly, is not talking from 
any religious, ideological or political point of view. Since he is trying to explore things as they 
are, he feels free to put question marks in front of everybody and everything including but not 
limited to God, messengers/prophets and the holy books. You may not like that Hassan if you 
are religious, or if you are looking at the world through ‘the window' of your party, congregation, 
leader, or organisation.  

But you are lucky because the language in those video files is Persian! That's all I could do to 
maintain peace and friendship between you and me!  

You may find the temporary address here: http://www.easypersian.com/shabneshini/index.html 

My very best wishes to you, 
Hassan H. Faramarz 
Sunday, 12 April 2009 

  



All right, 

Please right-click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to downlod the video file. 
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Then go to Useful Drills page for the new words. 

See you next week, 
Hassan  
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is huge, isn't it? I was thinking if it is possible for you to translate the little black fish into your own 
language with the help of the words and phrases I provide you with. At the end of 23 weeks, we 
will have at least 80 black fish!! Don't worry if you are not a well-founded translator; just do your 
best. And also, don't worry if many other students who speak your language may translate this 
book into your language! This is absolutely ok; we may have 10 German translations, 15 French, 
20 English, and so on. If you send them to me, I will post all of them together under your glorious 
names! I think this is a good idea. 
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Lesson 157 

Salam beh hamegi! Welcome back! 

Thank you very much for your comments on my video presentations. I will be more than happy if 
you share them with your Persian speaking friends - BUTBUTBUTBUT if your friends are supportive of the 
Iranian government, then don't tell them anything about this! You may lose a friend and I may 
lose a student!! 

Thanks a million! 

  

  

All right, 

Please right-click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to downlod the video file. 
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Then go to Useful Drills page for the new words. 

See you next week, 
Hassan  
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 Lesson 158 

Dear all,  

Salam arz shod! I hope everything is going well.  

Please right-click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to download the new lesson. 
You may find the new words below.  

Don't forget to check the Useful Drills page; you will find something interesting there. A generous 
person from India, a place I adore, has translated Primary School, Grade 1, for you. It is a nice 
job – about 12 pages - done by Sardar Ji and, each week, I will put one page online for you to 
study. He has my respect and gratitude.  

Best wishes,  

Hassan 
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You may find Useful Drills here. 

 Useful Drills 158 

What you see below is ‘Ketab e Avval e Dabestan' – Primary School, Year 1 – translated by 
Sardar Ji from India. Each week, I will post one page right here – for about 12 weeks. I hope you 
will like this nice work.  

Thank you Sardar Ji – Namaskar Ji! 

    ‘Keta‘Keta‘Keta‘Ketab e Avval e Dabestan' b e Avval e Dabestan' b e Avval e Dabestan' b e Avval e Dabestan' ––––    Primary School, Year 1Primary School, Year 1Primary School, Year 1Primary School, Year 1    



 

 

 Lesson 159 



Dubareh salam!  

Please right-click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to download the new lesson - 
page 15. You may find the new words below.  

Don't forget Sardar Ji on our Useful Drills page. 

Best,  

Hassan 
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What you see below is ‘Ketab e Avval e Dabestan' – Primary School, Year 1 – translated by 
Sardar Ji from India. Each week, I will post one page right here – for about 12 weeks. I hope you 
will like this nice work.  

Thank you Sardar Ji – Namaskar Ji! 

    ‘Keta‘Keta‘Keta‘Ketab e Avval e Dabestan' b e Avval e Dabestan' b e Avval e Dabestan' b e Avval e Dabestan' ––––    Primary School, Year 1Primary School, Year 1Primary School, Year 1Primary School, Year 1    ----    Week 2Week 2Week 2Week 2    



 

 

Lesson 160 

Hello everybody, 

I hope all of you are doing well. The reason I am not updating these pages very often, as I used 
to, is not that I don't want to see you! It is because I simply can't do it! To tell the truth, I have 



decided to go back to school! We Iranians say, “ یریگ هکرعم و یریپ ” - “peeri yo marekeh 
geeri”! Listen! Basically it means, “doing at old age what you should have done at young age!” or 
“doing the activities of the youth (and trying to show the others that you are still young) at an old 
age”!  

Don't think I am old! I am only about twenty years older than many of my classmates!! But who 
cares! It does worth it. It is a memorable feeling and I suggest you, too, do something to feel 
young! 

I am doing philosophy in a degree level and absolutely love what I am doing! Yeah! But as you 
can imagine, this means a lot of work and ‘suffering' for poor Hassan and the family!  

Now that you know what Iranians say about a person who wants to look young at an old age, 
please let me tell you what the very same Iranians say about a person who - in my case – 
through disclosing his secrets tries to be friendlier with others more than before! We say, “ مالس 
 salam e roostaee bi tama nist!” Listen! This means: “A (poor) “ – ” !تسین عمط یب ییاتسور
villager is expecting something from you when he comes greets you warmly!” I am not expecting 
much! It is just this: if, by accident, you have saved some money to give away to those who need 
it, or to throw it into the ushers' bags in your church this coming Sunday(Just a joke!), please 
send that donation to Hassan because he desperately needs your support now. Khoda kheiretun 
bedeh! (May God reward you back!) 

Today, I seem very talkative! Just one more short note! I finally finished writing my memoir – with 
a selfless friend's help, of course – and signed a contract with a publisher in USA last week. 
Again, YEAH! I expect the book to be in the market around Christmas – or early in the next year. 
I will certainly let you know about it.  

All right, no more ‘roodeh derazi'! ( یزارد هدور ) (Being very talkative). 

Please right-click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to download the new lesson - 
page 16. You may find the new words below.  

Don't forget Sardar Ji on our Useful Drills page. 

Best,  

Hassan 
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What you see below is ‘Ketab e Avval e Dabestan' – Primary School, Year 1 – translated by 
Sardar Ji from India. Each week, I will post one page right here – for about 12 weeks. I hope you 
will like this nice work.  

Thank you Sardar Ji – Namaskar Ji! 

    ‘Ketab e Avval e Dabestan' ‘Ketab e Avval e Dabestan' ‘Ketab e Avval e Dabestan' ‘Ketab e Avval e Dabestan' ––––    Primary School, Year 1Primary School, Year 1Primary School, Year 1Primary School, Year 1    ----    Week 3 Week 3 Week 3 Week 3     



 

 

 Lesson 161 

Hello everyone,  



Please let me wish you a merry Christmas and a very happy new year. I hope the year 2010 will 
be a year of good health and success for all of you.  

Please right-click on the link below and choose ‘Save Target As' to download the new lesson - 
page 17. You may find the new words below.  

Don't forget Sardar Ji on our Useful Drills page. 

Best,  

Hassan 
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What you see below is ‘Ketab e Avval e Dabestan' – Primary School, Year 1 – translated by 
Sardar Ji from India. Each week, I will post one page right here – for about 12 weeks. I hope you 
will like this nice work.  

Thank you Sardar Ji – Namaskar Ji! 
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